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Abstract—This paper is describes using an FPGA chip to solve a 


Rubik's Cube. A CMOS camera is used to sense the colours of 


Rubik's Cube. NXT motors and a Lego building blocks construct 


a hand-like mechanical structure to push and turn the Rubik's 


Cube. We build a SOPC system and a Nios II processor is used to 


recognise the colors of Rubik's Cube and calculate the resolving 


actions of Rubik's Cube. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 


Nowadays emphasis on computerized machines, 


intelligence era, the application of automated machinery and 


equipment rather attention, because is the application of 


automation equipment can reduce people need to pay labor 


force, increasing production volume, and engage in hazardous 


work. 


We use an FPGA-based system architecture, using the 


found formulas of calculation, CMOS camera for the sense of 


sight, NXT motor and Lego to build the structure and achieve 


turning around the magic square and solve this equation. 


We hope artificial intelligence can be embedded in robots 


in the future and let them get more abilities to solve more 


problems for servicing humans. 


II. MECHANISM DESIGN  


Design and implementation of FPGA-based to solutions for 


Rubik's Cube Robot, and using the Lego design portfolio. 


Therefore, to reduce cost and time of development, as shown 


in Fig.1., using the CMOS camera to solution six sides for the 


Rubik's cube. The FPGA based image processing detects 


colors on the face of a Rubik's cube, by using image 


processing techniques to analyse the cube's color distributes of 


condition, and the steps required to calculate the solution 


Rubik's Cube. 


 
Fig.  1  Rubik's cube solving machine 


 


Because the restriction of machine set design, the robot can 


only do to turn-over of push action and situ rotation of 


changing face of transfer action, and arm grip box to Spin box 


of the bottom, as shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. For 


matching with a solution the action produced by machine, if 


the certain color revolves however many degrees, then we 


have to move the color's surface to the bottom, then clip the 


first surface of revolving. The robot's actual problem-solving 


action must be designed to solve the Rubik's Cube. 
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Fig.  2  Rubik's Cube six definitions of positions 
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T : Turn


 
Fig.  3  Flip the Rubik's Cube 


 


R : Forward


L : Reversion


 


Fig.  4  Rotate the Rubik's Cube 


III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 


FPGA-based system architecture ,using the found formulas 


of calculation, CMOS camera for the sense of sight , NXT 


motor and Lego to build the structure and achieve turning 


around the magic square and solve this equation 
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Fig. 5  System Architecture 


 


 


 


 


 


IV. SERVO MOTOR 


 


 


 


 


Fig.  6  Internal structure of the motor 


 


This motor is NXT motor, includes a rotation encoder, 


returning to the NXT the position of the shaft with 1° 


resolution. Because of the special connector of this motor 


(non-standard phone plug type), a cable adapter is required to 


drive this motor with regular 9V sources. Not recommended 


for use with a RCX which can't deliver the high current that 


this motor can consume. Slow rotation speed, minimizing the 


need of external gear train. 


Speed is controlled using Pulse Width Modulation, and the 


AVR controller handles PWM generation. Feedback is 


provided by a quadrature encoder attached to the motor, and 


allows detection of rotation direction and amount 


Each LEGO Smart Motor includes a built in encoder that 


can be used to program the robot to move around in a very 


precise manner. The built-in encoder has a resolution of 360 


counts per revolution of the axle or one tick per degree. 


Therefore every time the robot wheel spins one wheel rotation 


the robot counts 360 encoder counts. 


The gear reduction alone involves eight different gears, and 


because the Rotation Sensor is way back by the motor end, it 


has one degree of revolution on the output shaft. 


Encoder wheel and enclosure back parts. We have 12 slits 


in encoder, and motor to encoder gear reduction is 10:32. So 


for 1 turn of output hub, encoders turns 48*10/32=15 turns, 


optical detectors sees 15*12=180 slits. Using both sides of 


slits gives nominal 360 ticks per turn resolution. 


The encoders work by sending out a pulse every time you 


rotate the shaft. There are two encoders in each motor. The 


two output waveforms are 90 degrees out of phase, these 


signals are decoded to produce a count up pulse or a count 


down pulse. When rotating the shaft, the pulses will look like 


this: 


Pulse A


Pulse B


Slow rotation Fast rotation
 


Fig.  7  Forward movement 
 


Encoder 
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Pulse A


Pulse B


Slow rotation Fast rotation
 


Fig. 8  Backwards movement. 


V. I/O CARDS 


In this paper, use the Home-made I/O Card, as shown in 


Fig. 9 and Fig. 10. Include rotary encoder of decoder count, 


motor drive IC, 4-channel D/A , 2-Channel ADC and power 


supply. DC-rated voltage of 15V, and the output voltage  7.5V 


to supply other sensors and control panel. In the custom-


designed I/O Card below, there is a 2-channel motor 


transmission port that transport PWM signals to control DC 


motor and receive motor feedback signal. 


After the optical decoder, by the I/O card export to DE0 


NANO board. The DAC made observed signal with 


TLV5636IC after conversion to the oscilloscope, observation 


data within the system status changes. 


 


 
 
Fig. 9 Home-made I/O Card 
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Fig. 10  Illustration of Home-made I/O Card  


A. Motor drive IC  


In this I/O card, use TA7291 of the motor drive IC, where 


the schematic is shown Fig.3. TA7291 use to control the DC 


motor,IN1 and IN2 which can be as forward ,backward, stop, 


and brake control and direction of such action., Vref is in 


accordance with the size of the input voltage to change the DC 


motor speed. 


The higher the voltage Vref, the quicker the DC motor 


speed is. The lower voltage Vref, the slower the DC motor is. 


The DC motor positioning control system architecture 


diagram is shown Fig. 11. 
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Fig. 11  DC motor positioning control system architecture diagram 
 


 
 


Fig. 12  TA7291 Schematic 


 


B. Analog-to-digital converters (ADC) 


The TLC2551 is a 5-V supply, 12-bits low-power, 


miniature, CMOS analog-to-digital converters (ADC) with 


auto power down, as shown Fig. 13. 


 


 
 


Fig. 13  TLC2551 IC 


 


C. Digital-to-analog converters DAC 


The TLV5636 is a 2.7-V to 5.5V, 12-bit low-power, digital-


to-analog converters (DAC) with internal reference and power 


down, as shown Fig.14. 
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Fig. 14  TLV5636 IC 
 


D. Count decoder 


The rotary encoder is an optoelectronic method to convert 


mechanical rotation angle of the shaft for precision sensor of 


the digital signal output, include incremental rotary encoders 


and absolute rotary encoders. 


Using the optoelectronic incremental encoder method is the 


uniform grating on the pulse Transducer rotates together with 


the shaft and the transducer will distribute evenly in light 


transmission section and blackout section. 


Incremental encoders have not a fix zero point, the output is 


proportional between the increment of angle and pulse and the 


pulse number counter. It will send a pulse signal in each turn 


photic zone and then the will count one pulse to calculate the 


increment of angle. 


The single-channel incremental encoder has only one pair 


of optical couplers, so it can only send one pulse sequence. 


The AB phase encoder has two pairs of internal opt 


couplers; it outputs the phase difference of 90 between two 


sets of pulses. Forward and reverse pulses will be leading or 


lagging in same time. 


B phase pulse is rising and A phase pulse is just opposite 


then forward and reverse. So by using AB phase encoder we 


can confirm the direction by rotation of the shaft easily. 


 


VI. DE0-NANO 


The DE0-Nano board introduces a compact-sized (49 mm x 


75 mm) FPGA development platform suited for prototyping 


circuit designs such as robots and "portable" projects. The 


board is designed to be used in the simplest possible 


implementation targeting the Cyclone IV device up to 22,320 


LEs. 


 


 
 


Fig. 15  DE0-Nano 
 


 


The DE0-Nano has a collection of interfaces including two 


external GPIO headers to extend designs beyond the DE0-


Nano board, on-board memory devices including SDRAM 


and EEPROM for larger data storage and frame buffering, as 


well as general user peripheral with LEDs and push-buttons. 


 


The advantages of the DE0-Nano board include its size and 


weight, as well as its ability to be reconfigured without 


carrying superfluous hardware, setting itself apart from other 


general purpose development boards. In addition, for mobile 


designs where portable power is crucial, the DE0-Nano 


provides designers with three power scheme options including 


a USB mini-AB port, 2-pin external power header and two 


DC 5V pins. 


 


DE0-Nano Board Features 


Cyclone®  IV EP4CE22F17C6N FPGA 


 22,320 Logic elements (LEs) 


 594 Embedded memory (Kbits) 


 66 Embedded 18 x 18 multipliers 


 4 General-purpose PLLs 


 153 Maximum FPGA I/O pins  


Configuration Status and Set-Up Elements 


 On-board USB-Blaster circuit for programming 


 FPGA Serial Configuration Device (EPCS) 


Expansion Header 


 Two 40-pin Headers (GPIOs) provides 72 I/O pins 


 Two 5V power pins, two 3.3V power pins and four 


ground pins 


 One 26-pin header provides 16 digital I/O pins and 8 


analog input pins to connect to analog sensors, etc  


Memory Devices 


 32MB SDRAM 


 2Kb I2C EEPROM  


General User Input/Output 


 8 green LEDs 


 2 debounced push-buttons 


 4 dip switches  


G-Sensor 


 ADI ADXL345, 3-axis accelerometer with high 


resolution (13-bit)  


A/D Converter 


 NS ADC128S022, 8-Channel, 12-bit A/D Converter 


 50 ksps to 200 ksps  


Clock System 


 On-board 50MHz clock oscillator 


Power Supply 


 USB Type mini-AB port (5V) 


 Two DC 5V pins of the GPIO headers (5V) 


 2-pin external power header (3.6-5.7V) 


 


VII. NIOS II IMAGE CAPTURE 


We process color image via the Nios II system. Using 


CMOS camera (shown in Fig. 17) to capture color image, 


processing by FPGA and transform to image by VGA 


controller. We use 8 bits of data in the FPGA operation, which 


range of gray is from 0 to 255. The size of the image is 


800×500. It means the image has 800 rows of pixels and 500 


columns of pixels, totalling 400000 pixels in every image. 


System work step is as follows: Using a CMOS camera for 


capturing an image, there is an output 8-bits integer signal to 


DE0-Nano (shown in Fig. 18) to collect signal, preprocess 
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image and save image after collecting image data and then 


wait for FPGA to process. After the FPGA processes 


successfully, the input image signal VGA controller displays 


on the in LTM (shown in Fig. 19) monitor and the system uses 


JTAG to download the image. Fig 1 is the actual pin map. 


A. Avalon Bus 


Avalon Bus connects to the processor and peripheral 


devices, support for peripheral devices and transfer operations 


support multiple bus master device and access. 


Fig. 20 is the system architecture of Avalon Bus. 


 


 
Fig. 16  actual pin map 


 


 
Fig. 17  CMOS camera 


 


 
Fig. 18   DE0- Nano 


 


 


Fig 19  LTM 
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Fig. 20  Avalon Bus Master System 
 


VIII. NIOS II IMAGE PROCESS 


In this section, we will catch each surface of Rubik's Cube 


and analysis the RGB value of each surface. As shown in 


Fig.21, we first catch each surface of Rubik's Cube, and save 


to disk as a bmp file. Because the center square of each 


surface will never move. This is because the square is the axis 


of the cube. In addition to, it’s also the basis when detect the 


color of each surface. Table I. is the color Sample of Rubik's 


Cube. 


 


TABLE I 


THE COLOR SAMPLE OF RUBIK'S CUBE 
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a.(white) 


 
b.(yellow) 


 
c.(orange) 


 
d.(green) 


 
e.(blue) 


 
f.(red) 


 
Fig. 21  Six surface image of the Rubik's Cube 


 
After getting the information of Rubik's Cube, we need to 


distinguish the background image and cube image. As shown 


in Fig. 22. We drawing a red rectangle along on the edge of 


cube image and define the range as the detection in range. 


 


 
 


Fig. 22  Sample of Image Cpature  
 


According to the RGB sample result of Table I, we test 


against to nine square of each surface. Here we use white 


surface (1) to detect, getting the average pixel of nine squares. 


The result is shown in Table II. White square has bigger 


deviation because of the trademark. In order to solve the 


problem, we increase the detection range of center square. 
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TABLE II 


THE RGB VALUE OF (1). 


R : 0 


G : 26 


B :30 


R : 255 


G : 56 


B :0 


R : 166 


G : 162 


B : 172 


R : 0 


G : 24 


B : 26 


R : 159 


G : 154 


B : 151 


R : 0 


G : 0 


B : 75 


R : 0 


G : 0 


B : 71 


R : 140 


G : 0 


B : 0 


R : 170 


G : 164 


B : 174 


 
Through the predicate of program to classify the color of 


(1). yellow classify to 1, green classify to 2, red classify to 3, 


orange classify to 4 blue classify to 5 , white classify to 6. 


Use 3x3 matrix to illustrate we will obtain as follows: 


 


WhiteSurface    (1) 


 


RedSurface       (2) 


 


OrangeSurface  (3) 


 


YellowSurface  (4) 


 


GreenSurface        (5) 


 


BlueSurface           (6) 


 


If we make the value of each surface as an unfolded map, 


we will find a more obvious color distribution. As shown in 


Figure 8., the axis is fixed and it is the color basis of the origin 


surface. If we observe other four adjacent surfaces, Red, green, 


orange and blue must be arranged in a clockwise, while the 


other side must be yellow. 


 


 
 


Fig. 23  unfolded map of Rubik's Cube 


 


IX. RUBIK'S CUBE SOLUTION 


First, we must define the Rubik's cube six faces of the code 


and its corresponding color, shown in Fig. 24. 


 


 
 


Fig. 24  Rubik's Cube six face color and code 
 


While rotating the cube, the top face colors are scanned 


using the CMOS camera. Now we can begin solve Rubik's 


cube. 


Most people would think that a Rubik's Cube is a plane 


surface solution, but the solution is actually Rubik's Cube 


layer by layer to the solution, the basic solution is make the 


first layer’s color the same and the second layer, the final 


layer. This basic transfer method called LBL, which is Layer 


By Layer. 


But the Rubik's Cube using LBL solution required too 


many rotations, so we opted to change to use CFOP quick 


solution. The improvement is enhanced by the basic solution 


made using about 80 algorithms, rotating number of steps can 


be reduced to about 50-70 steps, mainly can be divided into 


the following four steps, shown in Fig. 25. 


A. Cross 


The cross is done intuitively. The cross is done in eight 


moves or less, though in over 99% of the cases it can be done 


in 6 moves.  
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B. First two layers (F2L) 


The strategy here is to join a corner of the first layer with 


the edge that goes above it, and then insert that pair.  


C. Orient last layer (OLL) 


OLL consists of 57 different algorithms. This stage 


involves manipulating the top layer so that all the top cubes 


have the same colour on top. 


D. Permutation of Last Layer (PLL)  


The final stage involves moving the pieces of the top layer 


while preserving their orientation. There are a total of 21 


algorithms for this stage. 


 


 


CROSS


F2L


OLL


PLL
 


 
 


Fig. 25  CFOP solution Process 
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Abstract—In this paper, an embedded test technology of 


switching power supply based on FPGA was introduced to solve 


the shortcomings exist in the traditional detection methods, such 


as the complex process of maual detection, long test time, 


maintenance and support difficult, high cost of maintenance, etc. 


The FPGA implementation has been achieved on the Cyclone 


EP2C35F672C6. The results show that it can realize the 


automatic detection of switching power supply, improve the fault 


detectionrate and isolation rate of switching power supply, 


shorten the test time, reduce the test difficulty, improve the life 


cycle of switching power supply, reduce the life cycle cost of 


switching power supply, and this equipment is feasible and 


versatile. 


 


Keywords—FPGA; Switching Power Supply; Embedded Test 


Technology 


I. INTRODUCTION 


With the rapid development of power electronics 


technology and manufacturing technology, switching power 


supply showing the trends of integration, miniaturization and 


complex, which makes the traditional method of using the 


probe detection to detect the switching power supply more 


difficult
[1]


. This paper presents an embedded test technology 


of switching power supply based on FPGA, it can realize the 


automatic detection of switching power supply, improve the 


fault detectionrate and isolation rate of switching power 


supply, shorten the test time, reduce the test difficulty, 


improve the life cycle of switching power supply, reduce the 


life cycle cost of switching power supply, and this equipment 


is feasible and versatile. 


II. EMBEDDED TEST DESIGN OF SWITCH POWER 


The development of social and technology makes the 


increasingly popularity of PC, PC become more and more 


important in the work and life of people
[2]


. Given the breadth 


and importance of PC and the important role of power supply 


in PC, it’s necessary to do the embedded test design for the 


PC power supply. This paper views P4-320A switching power 


supply as a sample for embedded test design. 


A. Switching Power Supply Parameters 


Table I shows the input parameters of P4-320A, Table II 


shows the output parameters of P4-320A. 


 


TABLE I 


 P4-320A INPUT PARAMETERS 


input parameter 


AC input 220V 


Imax 3A 


f 50Hz-60Hz 


TABLE II  
P4-320A OUTPUT PARAMETERS 


DC output Imax 


+3.3V 11A 


+5V 14A 


+12V 8A 


-5V 0.5A 


-12V 0.5A 


B. Principle of Switching Power Supply 


P4-320A is consist of aid power supply and main power 


supply, the functional block diagram show as Fig. 1. 


Auxiliary power auxiliary main supply, auxiliary power 


and the main power sharing a rectifier modules. Auxiliary 


power is consist of the input rectifier module, pulse 


transformers, switching converter, the output rectifier filter 


module, sampling circuit, self-excited circuit. Mains is consist 


of the input rectifier module, pulse transformers, switching 


converter, the output rectifier filter module, sawtooth 


generator circuit, PWM pulse generating circuit, a protection 


circuit, optical coupling circuit, sampling circuit. 


When the switching power supply is powered on, the 


auxiliary power supply starts to work, generates +22 V and +5 


V DC voltage, +22 V and +5 V supply the main power chip 


and a part circuit of the power, and the +5 V supply the 


motherboard power management module. In this case, the 


main power supply is not working. When you press the PC 


power button on, the motherboard sends a PS (Power Start) 


signal to the main power supply, then the main power supply 


begin to work. When the main power supply detects that the 


output voltage is normal, then the main power supply will 


send a PG (Power Good) signal to the motherboard. When the 


motherboard receive the PG signal, it will enter the normal 


boot process, if the motherboard does’t receive the PG signal, 


then the boot failure. 
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Fig. 1 P4-320A functional block diagram 


C. Common Faults of Switching Power Supply 


The circuit of P4-320A is complex, it contains a wide range 


of electronic components, so the possible of failure is also 


virous. Table 3 shows the probability of various common 


switching power failure. It can be seen from Table III that the 


switch tube breakdown, blowout, high voltage filter capacitor 


damage, rectifier bridge damage, Schottky rectifier diode 


breakdown short circuit, output filter capacitor damage 


accounted for 96%, other failures accounted for only 4%. 


When switching power supply has faults, mostly, it’s single 


fault not composite fault. So, in the actual fault diagnosis, 


diagnosing the single fault not the composite fault is feasible 


and effective in the project. 


 


TABLE III 
FAULT PROBABILITY OF VARIOUS COMMON SWITCHING POWER FAULT  


Fault Type Probability 


switch tube breakdown 26% 


blowout 22% 


high voltage filter capacitor damage 17% 


rectifier bridge damage 14% 


Schottky rectifier diode breakdown short circuit 10% 


output filter capacitor damage 7% 


others 4% 


D. Test Point Design  


According to the selected set of faults, conbine the 


principle of P4-320 and the experience of using and 


maintenance of P4-320, set 8 test point as shown in Table IV. 


 


TABLE IV  


TEST POINT LIST 


Test Point Position 


TP1 Collector of Switch Tube in Switch 


Converter of Auxiliary power 


TP2 +22VOutput 


TP3 +5VOutput 


TP4 Input After Fuse 


TP5 Output of Rectifier Filter 


TP6 Primary of Pulse Transformer  


TP7 Main Power+12VOutput 


TP8 Main Power+5V Output 


III. SWITCHING POWER SUPPLY FAULT DIAGNOSIS ALGORITHM 


FPGA IMPLEMENTATION 


Currently, in the field of fault diagnosis algorithm, 


emerging of a lot of new research hotspot, such as artificial 


neural networks, fuzzy inference identification method, 


wavelet transform analysis, expert system, etc., but in actual 
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using, the most effective fault diagnosis algorithm is the fault 


dictionary method
[3]


. Take the specific circumstances of 


switching power supply, this paper use fault dictionary 


method to diagnose the switching power supply, and use 


FPGA to realize it. 


E. Fault Dictionary Method 


Fault dictionary method, also known dictionary databases 


diagnosis
[4]


. This method works in the analysis of the specific 


circuit based on the combined use of equipment maintenance 


experience, select the fault set, set the test point, and then 


through the large number of real experiments, simulations and 


simulation analysis, the failure to obtain a collection of all the 


test points corresponding to the output response , the 


establishment of test points and fault response output 


correspondence between eigenvalues, and the relationship 


with certain tabular form in storage, called fault dictionary. 


When performing fault diagnosis, by finding fault dictionary 


can diagnose faults
[5]


. Fault Dictionary Method with targeted, 


diagnostic advantages of speed. Fault Dictionary Method 


difficulty lies in the process of establishing fault dictionary, 


fault dictionary richer, the diagnostic capacity of the stronger. 


F. FPGA Implementation of Fault Dictionary Method 


Fault Dictionary Method for FPGA Implementation block 


diagram shown in Fig. 2. There decision block diagram, 


sequence generation module fault and fault dictionary. Test 


point information generated by the decision module after the 


test point indicator bit indicating that the point is normal. 


Failure sequence generation module consists of eight test 


points to obtain fault indication bit sequence, and then by the 


failure sequence to find fault dictionary, fault diagnosis results 


obtained, the final output. 


There is determined the module during normal operation 


switching power supply test point information, the module 


will enter the test point information with the stored 


information of the correct test point compared to the test point 


is determined whether it is normal, if normal, the output is 0, 


if normal output is 1. Failure sequence generation module 


eight test points indicate bits splicing operation to obtain fault 


sequences. Fault exists in the dictionary experiment, 


simulation analysis to obtain the fault dictionary, according to 


the sequence of the resulting failure to find fault dictionary, 


you can get fault diagnosis. 
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Fig. 2 Block Diagram Fault Dictionary Method FPGA Implementation 


 


1)  Decision Module 


Identification module FPGA realization diagram shown in 


Fig. 3. Signal test points (TP) and the maximum coefficient 


obtained by multiplying the upper threshold (TP_UP); test 


point signal and lower coefficient to obtain lower threshold 


(TP_DOWN). Then test point signal and the upper threshold 


for comparison, if greater than the upper threshold, the 


output 0 and less than the upper threshold output 1; test point 


signal and the lower threshold for comparison, if greater than 


the lower threshold, the output 1, is less than the lower 


threshold output 0. Be done with the two output operation 


signals so that if the test points within the threshold range, 


the output 1, output 0 otherwise. And the power in the actual 


boot process, there will be an output voltage settling time, 


typically 1ms, obtained within this time bound test point 


signal is not normal, so the results of operations to be 


performed on the median filter, the length of time taken is 


15ms, the sampling time of 1ms, set at 15 cycles, 10 or more 


times if the same result, then take the result as a final result 


of the discrimination, the otherwise discarded. RTL 


determination module shown in Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 3 Discriminant Block Diagram  


 
Fig. 4 RTL in Discriminant 


2)  Failure Sequence Generation Module 


Failure sequence generating method shown in Fig. 5. The 


TP_flag1 to TP_flag8 as splicing operation. TP_flag1 is 0, 


TP_flag2 as a, TP_flag3 of two, TP_flag4 to 3, TP_flag5 to 4, 


TP_flag6 of 5, TP_flag7 to 6, TP_flag8 to 7, thereby 


generating a fault sequence. 


3)  Fault Dictionary Module 


Dictionary to be stored due to a fault information and fault 


test point the relationship between the characteristic values, 


and thus customize a ROM, 8 bits wide each memory cell of 


the storage unit 256. Then the fault sequences as fault 


dictionary ROM address lookup, you can get fault diagnosis. 


RTL fault dictionary module shown in Fig. 6. 


 


Fault Sequence


TP_flag8
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TP_flag6


TP_flag5
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0Bit1Bit6Bit 5Bit 4Bit 3Bit 2Bit7Bit


 
Fig. 5 Fault sequence generating method 


 


 
Fig. 6 RTL of Fault Dictionary Module 
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IV. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS ANALYSIS 


In order to verify this technique, hardware platform 


designed experiments. 


A. Overall System Block Diagram and Real Object 


Overall system block diagram shown on the left in Fig. 7. 


Switching power supply embedded test system include the 


power input module, input pre-module, processing module 


voltage, A/D converter module, FPGA module and display 


module. The real objcet of the switching power supply 


embedded test system is shown in Fig.8. Theh left in Fig.8 is 


the input prefix module and FPGA module, the middle is the 


sample power, the right is the voltage treatment module and 


the ADC. 


Power 


Input


Input Prefix
Voltage


Treatment


ADC


FPGA


Fault 


diagnosis 


results 


show


The Measured Power


Switching Power Supply Embedded Test System


Measured 


object


Test Point Information


FPGA Digital 


Signals to Identify


 
Fig. 7 Switching Power Embedded Test System Block Diagram 


 


B. FPGA Simulation Results 


For this article to be implemented FPGA fault diagnosis 


algorithm for modelsim simulation, the results shown in Fig. 


9. 
 


 
Fig. 8 Real Object of the Switching Power Embedded Test System 


C. System Measured Results 


In this paper the identified fault set, this paper designed 


switching power embedded test system is an ambiguity in the 


case, the fault detection rate of 100%, fault isolation rate was 


55.6%; fuzzy degree 2 in the case of , 100% fault detection, 


fault isolation rate of 77.8%; the ambiguities in the case of 4, 


the fault detection rate of 100%, 100% fault isolation. 


 


 
Fig. 9 FPGASimulation Results 


D. System Measured Results 


In this paper the identified fault set, this paper designed 


switching power embedded test system is an ambiguity in the 


case, the fault detection rate of 100%, fault isolation rate was 


55.6%; fuzzy degree 2 in the case of , 100% fault detection, 


fault isolation rate of 77.8%; the ambiguities in the case of 4, 


the fault detection rate of 100%, 100% fault isolation. 


V. CONCLUSION 


Testability in the full study theory and fault diagnosis 


technology, based on the switching power supply design for 


testability, we propose a FPGA-based embedded test 


technology switching power supply, and accordingly build a 


switching power embedded test system. Finally, building 
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hardware test platform for the switching power embedded 


systems has been verified. The fault diagnosis technology in 


the field of switching power supply provides a new method, 


the new Silk Road, there is a certain value and reference. 
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Abstract— Visual target tracking is the key problem in intelligent 


video processing. CamShift and Particle Filtering are classic and 


effective in visual target tracking algorithms, but they both need 


to analyse a large amount of probability statistic, leading to high 


algorithm complexity and low calculation efficiency. FPGA 


provides a competitive alternative for hardware acceleration to 


these applications. In this paper, we modify CamShift and 


Particle Filtering algorithms and propose a FPGA-based 


hardware accelerating architecture. Experiments show the 


embedded architectures have good performance and the Particle 


Filtering algorithm shows better robustness and real-time 


performance. 


 
Keywords— target tracking; CamShift; Particle Filtering; 


FPGA; embedded system 


I. INTRODUCTION 


Visual target tracking is the key problem in intelligent 


video processing applications. It is related to the image 


processing and pattern recognition. In military, precision 


guided system [1] uses the accurate tracking technique to get 


target location. In transportation, intelligent transportation 


system [2] can analyse the traffic flow statistics and anomaly 


detection by tracking cars. In security, the intelligent 


monitoring system [3] will raise the alarm if the image 


captured by camera is anomalous. 


Target tracking was proposed firstly by Wax in 1955. 


CamShift and Particle Filtering are two widely used 


algorithms in many target tracking techniques because of their 


excellent performance in real time and robustness. 


Bradski proposed the CamShift algorithm [7-10] on basis 


of MeanShift algorithm [4-6]. CamShift algorithm is 


characterized by color histogram, analyses the dynamic 


probability statistics of the features frame by frame and 


changes the search box adaptively. Therefore, CamShift 


algorithm is also called self-adaption MeanShift algorithm. 


Particle Filtering algorithm [11-12] is based on Bayesian 


estimation and Monte Carlo method, and it is suitable for the 


non-linear and non-Gaussian systems presented by any state 


space model that is approximate to the optimal estimation [16]. 


It is a great improvement to Kalman Filtering algorithm [13-


15]. 


CamShift and Particle Filtering are well developed on PC. 


PC shows powerful computing performance, but it has great 


disadvantage of large size, high cost and power consumption. 


Compared to PC systems, embedded systems are less 


powerful in storage space and computing capability, but they 


are flexible and less consuming. Considering the cost, 


embedded system is a better choice for target tracking 


algorithm implementation. 


Lots of researchers use DSP, ARM or FPGA to implement 


target tracking algorithm. Pan Lian [17] proposed a pedestrian 


tracking system on ARM. Li Yanbin [18] modified Particle 


Filtering on DSP. Deng Minxi [19] built a real-time target 


tracking system on DSP. Saeed Ahsan [20] used the parallel 


structure of FPGA to track the moving objects and proposed 


the FPGA-based real-time target tracking on a mobile 


platform. Jung [21] used the adaptive color histograms to 


implement the FPGA-based real-time target tracking system. 


Compared to PC, ARM and DSP, FPGA has a great 


performance in parallel structure. If there are 100 particles 


need to be computed, PC will cost plenty of time due to the 


serial processing pattern. FPGA processes the 100 particles in 


parallelism and shorten the computing time. 


DE2-115 board provides Cyclone IV with enough logic 


elements and multiplying units, and peripheral units to satisfy 


the Multimedia IC designs. This paper proposes FPGA-based 


hardware architecture of CamShift and Particle Filtering 


algorithms. 


II. VISUAL TARGET TRACKING ALGORITHMS 


A. CamShift Algorithm 


To analyse the continuous dynamic color histograms is the 


key process of CamShift algorithm. From the histograms, we 


judge the location of the target. CamShift shows a strong 


robustness and real-time performance. The algorithm flow 


chart is shown in Fig.1. 


1) Set the tracking object and search box; initialize the 


procedure. 


2) Count the color probability of the target box and 


generate the color histogram. Compared with RGB color 


space, HSV color space is less sensitive to the light. We 


extract the H-component to analyse the color statistics to 
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weaken the light influence on tracking effect and simplify the 


computing. 


3) Back project the color histogram to the image. Color of 


the target values more than the background. 


4) Compute the zeroth moment and first moment and get 


the centroid position of the search box. Set ),( yx  as the pixel 


position of the search box and ),( yxI  as the back projection 


of ),( yx . Define the zeroth moment 00M  and first 


moment 01M , 10M  as follows: 


 


),(00 yxIM
yx


                   (1) 


),(01 yxyIM
yx


                  (2) 


),(10 yxxIM
yx


                  (3) 


Choose the initial window


Select the target box and 


search box


Output the centroid position 


to adjust the target box and 


search box


Compute the color 


histogram of the target 


box


Back projection


Compute the centroid 


position of the target box


Adjust the window to the 


centroid position


Convergent? 
Y N


 
Fig. 1  Flow chart of CamShift algorithm 


The centroid position of the search box: 
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M
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5) Adjust the window to the centroid position and judge the 


convergence. If it is convergent, output the centroid position, 


adjust the target box and search box and track the next frame. 


B. Particle Filtering Algorithm 


Particle Filtering is an optimal algorithm based on Bayesian 


estimation and Monte Carlo method. It uses sequential process 


to measure data by recursive fashion, so it is unnecessary to 


store and process the previous data and saves storage space. 


The algorithm flow chart is shown in Fig.2. 


The steps of the Particle Filtering are shown as follows: 


1) Initialization: 0t  


Collect the particle set {
)(


0
ix , Ni ,...,2,1 } from the 


prior distribution )( 0xp .  


2) If 1t , 
N


1i
(i)


1-t
(i)


1-t }w,{x   is the particle set from 


posteriori distribution at the 1t  moment. 


Observed value


Use the observed model 


to compute the weight


Resample


Refresh the particles


Output the sample with 


the maximal weight


Initialization


Compute the target 


histogram and 


sample the particles


 
Fig. 2 Flow chart of Particle Filtering algorithm 
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Normalize the particle weight: 
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3) Resample 
2


1


)(~^


)(




N


i


i


teff wN                     (7) 


If theff NN 
^


，then define the resample particle as 


N
i


i
t


N
x 1


)( }
1


,{                        (8) 


If theff NN 
^


，then define the resample particle as 


N
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i
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i
t wxwx 1
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1
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4) Output the particle set },...,2,1:{ )(
:0 Nix i
t   


Posteriori probability: 


)(
1


)|()|( :0
1


:1:


^


:1:0 )(
:0


t


N


i
xttott dx


N
yxpyxp i


t




  (10) 


State approximation: 
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According to the law of large numbers, define the 


expectation of the function )( :0 tt xg as 
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At the moment of 1t , the posteriori probability 


)|( 2:11  tt yxp of the target state variable is represented by 


approximate particle set },...,2,1:{
)(


1


~


Nix
i


t  . The weight of 


the particles is N/1 . Compute the weight 


)(


1


~ i


tw   of the 


particle


)(


1


~ i


tx  . The particles with high accuracy have high 


weight, while those with big error have low weight. Then, we 


get the particle set
N
i


i


t


i


t wx 1


)(


1


~)(


1


~


},{  . Particles with high weight 


will derive more particles than those with low weight. The 


derived particles show uniform distribution as well. Therefore, 


we get the particle set
N
i


i


t Nx 1


)(


1


~


}/1,{   to predict next particle 


set
N
i


i


t Nx 1


)(~


}/1,{  . 


III. THE IMPLEMENTATION ARCHITECTURE OF THE VISUAL 


TARGET TRACKING ALGORITHMS 


We use the DE2-115 board, camera, VGA display and IR 


remote controller, and propose the hardware accelerating 


architecture of CamShift and Particle Filtering algorithms on 


FPGA. 


A. Hardware Implementation of CamShift Algorithm 


Combining CamShift with FPGA features, the module 


partition of the hardware architecture is shown in Fig.3. 


CamShift includes RGB to HSV, median filtering and 


CamShift implementation. CamShift implementation consists 


of selecting the initial target, color histogram statistics, back 


projection, computing the zeoroth and first moment, 


outputting the centroid and displaying the tracking box. 


Because of the low complexity, CamShift is easy to 


implement on FPGA. The performance of FPGA 


implementation of CamShift will be analysed in the next 


Chapter. 


1)  RGB to HSV: As mentioned in the previous chapter, 


HSV color space is little sensitive to the light. To simplify the 


computation, we extract the H-component to count the color 


histogram. As shown in Fig.4, RGB to H-component needs 


division, while FPGA doesn’t support it directly, so we use 


the divider in Quartus II. Each division occupies more than 


one pixel clocks. It leads to the FPGA timing problem. Hence, 


we use the flow line to solve this problem. Delay two pixel 


clocks at the output terminal and output the H-component at 


each beat. 


Select the initial target


RGB to HSV


Median filtering


Display the tracking box


Color histogram


statistics


Back projection


Compute the zeroth and 


first moment


Output the centroid


 Fig. 3 Module partition of CamShift hardware architecture 
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Fig. 4 RGB to HSV 
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2)  Median Filtering: The H-component image is denoised 


smoothly by median filtering. Output to the input port of the 


CamShift module. 


3)  CamShift Algorithm: This module consists of 


initialization, color histogram statistics, back projection, 


computing zeroth and first moment, calculating the centroid 


and displaying the tracking box. 


Initialization: Select a target and put the target into the 


target box. 


Color histogram statistics: Put the color histogram of the 


first frame into RAM. Each frame will be compared with the 


first frame by searching the color histogram in the RAM in 


order to judge whether this pixel is the target pixel. 


Back projection: The target weights more, non-target 


weights less. Back projection will help us to locate the target 


position. 


Compute the zeroth and first moment: We use the formulas 


mentioned in the previous Chapter to compute zeroth and first 


moment. We use the multipliers in Quartus II to do 


multiplication.  


Output the centroid: We use the formulas mentioned in the 


previous Chapter to compute the centroid. We use the dividers 


in Quartus II to do division as well. 


Display the tracking box: Set the centroid as the geometric 


centre of the tracking box and display the tracking box. 


We use state machine to implement the controlling and 


state transition of each sub module. State machine overcomes 


the inflexible controlling of the pure digital hardware 


architecture and makes the timing and logic more accurate.  


The clear structure contributes to debugging and modification. 


B. Hardware Implementation of Particle Filtering Algorithm 


Combining Particle Filtering with FPGA features, the 


module partition of the hardware architecture is shown in 


Fig.5. It includes initialization, target selection, color 


histogram statistics of the target and each particle, particle 


weight computation, target capture, resampling and RAM. We 


use the initialization to clear RAM. Then, set the size and 


location of the target. The display module is to output the 


original image and computing result. 


1) Feature Model of Particle Filtering: We choose the H-


component histogram as the feature model to track the target, 


shown in Fig.4. 


2) Color Histogram Statistics of the Target: If the input 


image is the first frame, this system generates the color 


histogram and prepares for the weight computing.  


We use the H-component as the RAM address to do read-


write operation. The read data equals the written data adding 


one. 


3) Color Histogram Statistics of Each Particle: Particle 


Filtering computes the posteriori probability distribution of 


the target state variables by a series of random particles. We 


use the method shown in Fig.6 to produce random 


particles ),( yx . 


Given the coordinate of each particle, we use the method 


mentioned in the previous section to get the color histogram of 


each particle. 


4) Compute the weight of the particles: Computing the 


weight of the particles is the key to Particle Filtering, 


involving lots of multiplication, division, radication and 


superposition. We can take advantage of the FPGA parallel 


structure to compute the weight of each particle in parallelism, 


but we still need compute enough particles to have a great 


experimental effect. In this paper, we use 128 particles, so it 


costs lots of hardware consumption. Considering the slot time 


between each frame, we use the time multiplexing to compute 


the weight of the particles, as shown in Fig.7. 
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Fig. 5 Module partition of Particle Filtering hardware architecture 
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+


Random number 


generator


X_in X_out


+


Random number 
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Fig. 6 Particles generator 


5) Target Capture: After getting the weight of each particle, 


we sort them and get the particle with the biggest weight. 


Choose the particle ordinate as the target ordinate. 


6) Resample: Particles are random in the Particle Filtering. 


Particles with small weight contribute little, but they lead to 


severe degeneracy. Resampling deletes the particles with 


small weight and replaces them with large weighted particles. 
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…


…
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Output the 
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Fig.7 Compute the weight of the particles 


7) RAM: We use the RAM on FPGA to store the color 


histograms of the target and each particle. 


IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 


 
Fig.8 FPGA-based visual target tracking system 


As shown in Fig.8, we use the multimedia circuits design 


resources on the DE2-115 to build this FPGA-based target 


tracking system. The camera is to collect the video signal. We 


use the digital-to-analog conversion, Cyclone IV and SDRAM 


to process the video signal and implement the CamShift and 


Particle Filtering algorithms. The display is to output the 


processed video signal. The left part of the display is 


experimental results of CamShift algorithm and the right part 


is Particle Filtering algorithm. 


A. Qualitative Experimental Results 


1)  In a simple scenario 


In a simple scenario, we set the human face as the target. 


The experimental effect is shown in Fig.9. First, we select a 


target and initialize the system. From the 111
th


, 188
th


 and 


272
nd


 frames, CamShift and Particle Filtering algorithms both 


meet the demand of target tracking. Observe the 188
th


 and 


272
nd


 frames carefully. CamShift can track the target but the 


tracking box shifts partially. Particle Filtering still has a great 


performance in a simple scenario. 


 


     CamShift             Particle Filter


Target Selection


     CamShift             Particle Filter


111th Frame


     CamShift             Particle Filter


188th Frame


     CamShift             Particle Filter


272nd Frame  
Fig.9 Target tracking effect in a simple scenario 


2)  In a complex scenario 


In a colorful and complex scenario, the tracking effect of 


CamShift and Particle Filtering algorithms are shown in 


Fig.10. Both algorithms choose the color as their features, so 


colorful scenario causes the interference to target tracking. 


Experiment shows CamShift and Particle Filtering are still 


effective in complex scenario, but the shift extent of CamShift 


is more serious than Particle Filtering. 


     CamShift             Particle FilterTarget Selection


     CamShift             Particle Filter


Target Selection


     CamShift             Particle Filter


88th Frame


     CamShift             Particle Filter


228th Frame


     CamShift             Particle Filter


368th Frame  
Fig.10 Target tracking effect in a complex scenario 
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3)  With a  complex target 


As shown in Fig.11, we hold two toys in hand as the target 


and compare the performance of both algorithms. From the 


123
rd


, 272
nd


 and 340
th
 frames, CamShift loses the target, while 


Particle Filtering can track the target accurately. When we 


track the target with only one color, CamShift shows a great 


performance. If the target includes complex color information, 


the tracking effect is poor. However, Particle Filtering still 


shows a strong performance with a complex target. 


4)  In a dark scenario 


Light is an important factor in image processing. The 


tracking effect in a dark scenario is shown in Fig.12. From 


72
nd 


frame, CamShift loses the target. In the followed frames, 


it still loses the target. When the target is close to the tracking 


box, it can continue tracking, but the shift extent is serious, 


shown in 130
th 


frame. From the 263
rd


 frame, it loses the target 


again. Particle Filtering still works in a dark scenario. 


Experiment approves that light has a great influence on the 


CamShift, but Particle Filtering is still robust. 


 


     CamShift             Particle Filter


Target Selection


     CamShift             Particle Filter


123rd Frame


     CamShift             Particle Filter


272nd Frame


     CamShift             Particle Filter


340th Frame  
Fig.11 Target tracking effect with a complex target 


     CamShift             Particle Filter


Target Selection


     CamShift             Particle Filter


72nd Frame


     CamShift             Particle Filter


130th Frame


     CamShift             Particle Filter


263rd Frame
 


Fig.12 Target tracking effect in a dark scenario 


5)  With an obstruction 


In practical application, if a car is waiting during the red 


light and a man is crossing the road, the man will occlude the 


car. Therefore, we need the algorithm to be anti-occluded. As 


shown in Fig.13, from 296
th


 frame, CamShift loses the target, 


while Particle Filtering still has a great performance. 


6)  Velocity of target 


A good algorithm should still be effective, when the target 


moves fast. As shown in Fig.14, from the 128
th


, 238
th


 and 


332
nd


 frames, when the target moves at 20 pixels/frame, both 


algorithms can track the target. From 458
th


, 470
th


, 483
rd


 and 


492
nd


 frames, when the target moves at 40 pixels/frame, 


CamShift loses the target. From 458
th


 frame to 470
th


 frame, 


the tracking box of the CamShift shifts to the target slowly. 


When the target moves fast and goes through the tracking box, 


CamShift is effective again. From the 483
rd


 frame to the 492
nd


 


frame, the tracking box does not change the position. 


Experiment shows the refreshing of CamShift is slow, while 


Particle Filtering has a better real-time performance. 
 


Target Selection 198th Frame


253rd Frame 296th Frame  
Fig.13 Target tracking effect with an obstruction 
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     CamShift             Particle Filter


238th Frame


     CamShift             Particle Filter


332nd Frame


     CamShift             Particle Filter


458th Frame


     CamShift             Particle Filter


470th Frame


     CamShift             Particle Filter


483rd Frame


     CamShift             Particle Filter


492nd Frame


     CamShift             Particle Filter


Target Selection
     CamShift             Particle Filter


128th Frame


  


Fig.14 Impact of velocity on the target tracking 


 


7)  With different particles 


As shown in Fig.15, from the 775
th


 and 823
rd


 frames in 


Fig.15(a), Particle Filtering with 16 particles has a poor 


tracking performance. If the particles increase to 64 particles, 


the accuracy of the tracking effect improves obviously. 


Experiment shows the number of particles has a great 


influence on Particle Filtering. If we compute more particles, 


the tracking effect will be better. 


Target Selection 140th Frame


775th Frame 823rd Frame  


(a) Target tracking effect of 16 particles 


Target Selection 93rd Frame


175th Frame 442nd Frame  


(b) Target tracking effect of 64 particles 


Fig.15 Target tracking effect with different particle numbers 


B. Quantitative Experimental Results 


1)  Influence of particle numbers on the operation time 


Table 1 shows the operation time to compute one frame 


with different particle numbers. It will cost a long time if we 


have too many particles to compute on PC, while FPGA costs 


the same time with different particle numbers. With the 


increasing of the particle numbers, PC will compute them one 


by one. However, with the help of FPGA parallel structure, 


Particle Filtering can compute all particles in parallelism. 


Experiment shows compared to PC systems, the operation 


time has been largely accelerated by the hardware architecture. 


When we have a large number of particles to be computed, 


this advantage will be obvious. 
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TABLE I 
OPERATION TIME OF PARTICLE FILTERING ALGORITHM ON PC AND FPGA 


Particles 


 numbers 


PC 


operation time(s) 


FPGA 


operation time(s) 


8 0.0191 0.0167 


16 0.0342 0.0167 


32 0.0493 0.0167 


64 0.1029 0.0167 


128 0.1920 0.0167 


TABLE II 
RESOURCE CONSUMPTION OF FPGA 


Resource 


Consumption 
Available 


CamShift 


Used 


Particle 


Filter 


Used 


Combinational 


LE with no register 114,480 


5,703 


(4.98%) 


46,948 


(41.01%) 


Sequential LE 
114,480 


2,832 


(2.47%) 


6,479 


(5.66%) 


Combinational 


LE with a register 114,480 


4,245 


(3.71%) 


15,603 


(13.63%) 


Dedicated logic 


registers 114,480 


7,077 


(6.18%) 


22,082 


(19.29%) 


LABs 
7,155 


948 


(13.25%) 


5,654 


(79.02%) 


M9Ks 
432 


36 


(8.33%) 


241 


(55.79%) 


Block memory 


bits 3,981,312 


243,834 


(6.12%) 


1,571,413 


(39.47%) 


Embedded 


Multiplier 9-bit 


elements 
532 


22 


(4.14%) 


58 


(10.90%) 


PLLs 
4 


1 


(25%) 


1 


(25%) 


2)  Power dissipation and resource consumption of FPGA 


As shown in table 2 and table 3, Particle Filtering has large 


power dissipation and consumes many resources. From the 


qualitative experiments, the performance of the CamShift is 


not as good as Particle Filtering. Experiments show CamShift 


and Particle Filtering algorithms have their own advantages on 


different conditions. If the power dissipation is limited, 


CamShift is a better choice. If we have a demand on accurate 


tracking, Particle Filtering is an efficient and reliable target 


tracking algorithm. 


TABLE III 
POWER DISSIPATION OF FPGA 


Sort 


CamShift 


Dissipation 


(mW) 


Particle Filter 


Dissipation 


(mW) 


Total thermal 


power dissipation 381.51 585.47 


Core dynamic 


thermal power 


dissipation 
87.07 267.73 


Core static thermal 


power dissipation 103.27 108.44 


I/O power 


dissipation 191.18 209.10 


V. CONCLUSION 


In this paper, we propose a FPGA-based hardware 


architecture on basis of CamShift and Particle Filtering. 


Experiments show the proposed system can meet the target 


tracking demands. On the condition of complex target, dark 


scenario and fast movement, Particle Filtering has more robust 


anti-jamming capability. The performance of Particle Filtering 


can be improved by increasing particles. The FPGA parallel 


structure can improve the real time performance of Particle 


Filtering algorithm. Particle Filtering has a great performance 


at the cost of resource consumption. On condition of limited 


resource, CamShift algorithm is a better choice. FPGA 


parallelism processing largely accelerates the operation time. 


Experiments show the proposed hardware accelerating 


architecture has a great performance. 
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Abstract— In recent years, the Taiwanese government has been 


actively promoting industrial upgrading, as a result, most 


technology-oriented industries are benefiting a lot from this. 


However, poor power quality increases the power consumption 


and reduces the life expectancy of the equipment. Hence, power 


quality problems gradually arouse public attention. 


In this thesis, an SOPC-based power quality analyzer (PQA) is 


designed. The main objectives of the proposed system are 


detecting transient voltage variations as well as analyzing the 


power harmonic interference. The transient voltage variation 


detection calculates the RMS value within a moving window 


length of half cycle. The harmonic analysis is performed with the 


application of Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) according to the 


requirements of IEC Std. 61000-4-7. The experimental results 


show that the proposed PQA is capable of detecting and 


capturing the power quality events. 


 


Keywords— Power Quality; Transient Voltage Variations; 


Harmonic Analysis; Moving window; Fast Fourier Transform 


I. INTRODUCTION 


In the past few years, the active promotion of industrial 


upgrading by the Taiwanese government has led to the 


flourishing of many high tech industries. In fields such as 


communications, medical, manufacturing, and financial 


transactions where the dependence of electronic equipment 


has grown stronger and stronger, people have been invested 


more and more resources, hoping to effectively improve work 


efficiency and improve product quality. However, the power 


consumption rate and the life expectancy are closely related to 


the quality of the power supplied. Therefore, the qualities of 
power have been taken more and more seriously.  


Some common power quality problems are one, voltage 


transients caused by adjacent feeders struck by lightning, short 


circuit. Two, electric harmonic pollution caused by non-linear 


loads such as power electric conversion. Third, voltage flicker 


caused by rapid changes in load, such as arc furnaces in 


operation. These unregulated power supplies often cause 


electronic devices to malfunction. One can imagine that the 


production system will result in plant downtime or equipment 


damage and other serious accidents; in the financial market 


place, it will cause transaction failure or system errors and 
other serious losses; on other occasions, it could even be 


harmful to people's lives. Therefore, power quality monitoring 


and improvement is currently a very important issue. 


A detailed description and classification of power quality 


events, including abnormal changes in voltage, power 


harmonic interference and phase imbalance can be found in 


IEEE Std. 1159-2009 [1]. In recent years, because of the rapid 


development of power electronics, power electronics 


converters and other widely used nonlinear loads, the 


harmonic interference has been much more rampant, many 


advanced countries have thus developed harmonic emission 


standards to meet the power supply terminal and terminal 


requirements. Given the requirements for power quality, the 


development of high-precision power quality monitoring 


equipment to carry out long-term monitoring is definitely 
necessary. 


II. LITERATURE REVIEW 


Many domestic and foreign experts and scholars in the past 


have done a great deal of research on power quality problems. 


The research is divided into two parts, the detection and 


analysis, and maintenance and improvement of power quality. 


This article will focus on the detection and analysis of power 


quality. 


There are many ways to detect and analyse power quality, 


the most straightforward approach is to design algorithms base 


on the characteristics of the original waveform in the time 
domain, such as the envelope waveform detection method, the 


slope of the waveform detection method, the zero frequency 


detection method, etc. These algorithms will be affected by 


signal frequency, noise or signal interruption, leading to an 


error detection. Therefore, while calculating in the time 


domain, it is common to adopt the RMS (Root Mean Square, 


RMS) as a measure of power quality. As in [2] that the RMS 


value was used to classify the type of voltage event. But RMS 


computing may create effects similar to smoothing filter, and 


it cannot detect signal surges or transient changes. Another 


approach is to be analysed in the frequency domain, usually in 


the Fourier transform, wavelet transform and other ways to 
detect in the time domain where signal characteristics cannot 


be observed. 


There are also a lot of literature in recent years talk about 


combining these methods and artificial intelligence, such as 


the Back-Propagation Neural Network, (BPNN) [3], 


probability neural network (PNN) [4] and adaptive linear 


Artificial Neural Network (ADALINE) [5], etc. In some 


implementations, the current literature adopts mostly DSP [3] 


[6] and FPGA [7] [8] for systems development, as well as a 


small part on a personal computer using LabVIEW virtual 


instrument design [5]. 
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III. POWER QUALITY ANALYSIS 


This chapter describes the system used by the power 


analysis techniques and explains some technical details. The 


details include a discussion of the impact of even harmonics 


method on calculating mobile Windows and the limitations 
and effect of Fast Fourier Transform. 


A. Transient voltage change detection 


Transient voltage change detection method is based on a 


comparison of RMS voltage and the set threshold to determine 


whether the occurrence of voltage dips, swells or interrupts. 


The more frequent the comparison is, the more easily it is to 


immediately detect abnormal events. The system was 


conducted in a way that a sample is collected after each 
comparison, thus the valid value will be calculated after each 


point. To simplify the design, it uses moving window RMS to 


calculate the valid values. Mobile window calculation refers 


to a fixed length calculated by the sampling points. In each 


new sample point comes after the removal of the oldest 


sample point, so the overall calculated length is fixed, as is the 


same as moving a window is calculated. Moves shown in 


Figure 1, each window contains N sample points. The results 


shown below in Figure 1, can be observed in the case of a 


change in the RMS voltage of the variations. 
 


 
Fig. 1  Schematic moving window RMS calculation 


 
In actual applications, the fact that the window size can be 


set to a half cycle is because an ideal AC power has a 


symmetric positive and negative half-cycle. Therefore, a half 


cycle rms value of the signal can also show the effective 


energy completely. Half-cycle RMS Windows computing 


makes the calculating and the detection of any voltage 


anomaly easier and faster. Shown in Figure 2, it can be 


observed that in the half-cycle RMS calculation window, it is 


much more rapid than it is over a whole cycle. 
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Fig. 2  half cycle and a cycle moving window RMS calculation results of the 


comparison 


B. Discuss the influence of even harmonics 


Half-cycle RMS calculation is based on the assumption that 


the signal is a symmetric positive and negative half-cycle sine 


wave signal, but when the signal contains harmonic 


components, it will cause the signal to no longer have the 
positive and negative half-cycle symmetry in nature. This 


prevents the half-cycle RMS calculation from fully presenting 


effective energy signals, creating various sizes of even 


harmonics and thus cause different degrees of error. Figure 3 


the figure contains 20 percent of the second harmonic 


sinusoidal signals, Figure 3 below shows the semi-period 


moving window RMS calculation, the results can be observed 


in the nominal value of 81.86 - 115.5%. 
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Fig. 3  contains 20% of a half cycle of the second harmonic RMS calculation 


 


C. Power Harmonic Analysis Technology 


This power harmonic analysis uses Fourier transform time-


frequency domain conversion; however, the process of the 


discrete Fourier transform is quite complicated, by simplifying 


the calculation process, a faster algorithm can be obtained, 
this faster algorithm is called the fast Fourier transform. The 


Fast Fourier Transform still has the restrictions and effects the 


discrete Fourier transform has. 


(1) Aliasing effect 


According to Nyquist sampling theorem, the sampling 


frequency must be greater than twice the frequency of the test 


signal or the full details of the signal cannot be gained, 


resulting in a high-frequency signal becoming a low-


frequency signal after sampling, resulting in signal aliasing, in 


Figure 4. 
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Fig. 4  Low sampling frequency aliasing caused 
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(2) Picket-fence effect 


Since the spectrum of the discrete Fourier transform is 


obtained by sampling a continuous Fourier transform 


spectrum, just like looking at the scenery through the fence, 


only parts of the spectrum can be seen. So if there is a spectral 


component in two lines then it cannot be detected. The space 


between the spectrum interval is called the spectrum scale, 


calculated as (1) formula, where Fs is the sampling frequency, 


N represents the N-point fast Fourier transform. 


N


F
f s


                                      (1) 
(3) Leakage effect 


If the input data is not exactly an integer multiple of the 
signal period, the signal may appear a discontinuous cut 


during its cycle extension. This would prevent the energy 


from concentrating on a certain scale and causing it to 


disperse to adjacent scales, which would result in lower 


energy and energy leakage. Eventually, this leads to a serious 


error spectrum, a phenomenon known as leakage effects. 


IV. SYSTEM DESIGN PLANNING AND SIMULATION 


The calculation of power quality is highly related to signal 


frequency and sampling frequency. The system discussed in 


this paper bases on Taiwan’s power frequency, which is 60Hz. 


According to the standard specification of IEC 61000-4-7 [9], 
Fast Fourier Transform calculation requires at least 0.2 


seconds of continuous signal to obtain a spectrum of the 


spectral energy scale 5Hz, and uses it to analyze the 


harmonics and inter-harmonics size contained in the electrical 


signal. Considering the fundamental frequency of 60Hz, the 


calculation of 0.2 seconds of continuous signal is equivalent to 


calculating 12 cycles of a signal, as the time window size of 


the fast Fourier transform needs to be the power of 4 (the fast 


Fourier transform of this system is set as a radix -4 


architecture), the system sampling frequency must be 


specially designed to meet the above two requirements. 


In actual applications, the fundamental frequency is not 
fixed as 60Hz, there will be slight frequency change. 


Generally, Phase Locked Loop (PLL) will be adopted for 


signal frequency tracking, and real-time modification of the 


sampling frequency to achieve the prescribed requirements. 


However, this will make it impossible to know exactly the 


sampling frequency, and must be used in a special way. After 


comparing both approaches, the system in this paper uses a 


fixed sampling frequency design.  


As a result of the fixed sampling frequency, the design of 


the sampling frequency is particularly important. In addition 


to the fast Fourier transform, the calculation of the time 
window size of a half-period moving window RMS is also 


related to the sampling frequency, one needs to know the half-


cycle signal as N-point, and then can proceed to the design for 


N-point moving window RMS calculation module.  


Since the restrictions of using fast Fourier transform to 


calculate is much stricter than moving window RMS 


calculation, in order to reduce the errors caused by a fixed 


sampling frequency, the restrictions and requirements of fast 


Fourier transform are taken into consideration for designing 


the sampling frequency. Sampling frequency (Fs) is calculated 


as (2) below, where the known fundamental frequency is 


60Hz, 12 cycles of continuous signals are calculated, and a 


4096-point fast Fourier transform module is used. 


 Hz
Cycle


NF
Fs 20480


12


409660








      (2) 


In order to increase the possibility of the system’s further 


development and consider the fact that future algorithms could 


use higher sampling frequency for the analysis of power 
quality events. The sampling frequency is designed to six 


times as originally expected, and then through the sampling 


point 6 the original sampling frequency can be obtained. With 


such a design, future algorithms can use a sampling frequency 


six times higher than originally anticipated to analyze the 


power quality. Six times the sampling frequency of 20480Hz 


is 122880Hz, meaning that each sampling interval is 8138ns. 


The system clock is set as 100MHz, where the interval 


between each clk is 10ns, so the system can be designed to 


8140ns, which is the nearest interval to 8138ns. After 


countdown computing, the actual sampling frequency 


obtained is 122850Hz. Since the sampling frequency is set six 
times previously expected, the next sampling should be 


divided by 6, so the actual input sampling frequency of 


computing systems would be 20475Hz.  


The constraints of system clock would affect the sampling 


frequency setting, the actual input computing system with a 


sampling frequency of 20475Hz is slightly different from the 


ideal sampling frequency 20480Hz. So fast Fourier transform 


will produce a leakage, causing errors in the spectrum. In 


order to understand the impact of this sampling frequency, the 


system uses the Matlab calculation simulation prior to its 


design. However, the fundamental frequency is not fixed to 
60Hz, so other than simulating the input signal frequency as 


60Hz, simulations of 59.5Hz as well as 60.5Hz are conducted. 


Fast Fourier transform calculation simulation results are 


shown in Figure 5, where the total harmonic distortion 


spectrum error rate is used as the measurable indicators. The 


simulation results of the maximum and minimum percentage 


statistics in Table 1. 
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Fig. 5  Simulation results of fast Fourier transform 
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TABLE I 


STATISTICAL SIMULATION RESULTS FAST FOURIER TRANSFORM 


Freq. 59.5Hz 60Hz 60.5Hz 


T.H.D. 
0.5894 - 
1.5115% 


0.0179 - 
0.0458% 


0.6362 - 
1.6264% 


 
The actual sampling frequency is 20475Hz, compared with 


170.625 points half-cycle, so the design of 171 points RMS 


calculation module to calculate a half cycle Windows Mobile 


rms. Since the 171 points and the actual half-cycle 170.625 


points is slightly different, the RMS calculation results will 


produce errors. As the fundamental frequency is not fixed to 


60Hz, therefore the system modeled the fast Fourier transform 


simulations. In addition to the 60Hz input signal frequency, 
simulations of 59.5Hz and 60.5Hz are also conducted. Half-


cycle RMS calculation simulation results are shown in Figure 


6, the simulation result of maximum and minimum statistics is 


shown in Table 2. 
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Fig. 6  RMS simulated calculation results 


 


TABLE II 


RMS CALCULATION RESULTS OF STATISTICAL SIMULATION 


Freq. 59.5Hz 60Hz 60.5Hz 


R.M.S. 109.6589 - 
110.3401V 


109.8794 - 
110.1205V 


109.4245 - 
110.5725V 


 


V. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 


The system is divided into the front-end Power Quality 


Analyzer (PQA), and the back-end Nios II processor data 


display and transmission parts. The system architecture is 


shown in Figure 7. This two parts, through PQA interface, act 


as the communication medium. The front section contains the 


ADC controller, the sampler, fast Fourier transform module, 
RMS calculation modules, power quality event recognizer and 


the original waveform records controllers in the hardware 


blocks. The rear part is the Nios II processor control panel. 
 


 
Fig. 7  System structure 


 


A. Memory Allocation 


Hardware calculation modules adopted FPGA internal 


memory for data access. Altera Cyclone IV E 


EP4CE115F29C7 builds with 3,981,312 bits RAM block. 
Because the hardware computing is rapid, mobile Windows 


RMS and fast Fourier transform computing both use a 


calculation module to complete an eight-channel operation, 


effectively reducing the use of hardware resources. This 


system uses a 16-bit precision A / D converters, so the size of 


each data 16 bits. 


Fast Fourier transform module uses 4096-point FFT 


Module, due to the fact that the 4096 fast Fourier transform 


takes a long calculation time, to ensure that an 8-channel data 


is not overwritten by the new data before the complete, it is 


necessary to provide adequate buffer memory in the design. 


This module contains a buffer memory with each channel 
storing 4200 documents. The memory size used is 537,600 


bits. A 4096-point FFT Module for conversion process needs 


to store the real and the imaginary parts, it takes a memory 


size of 131,072 bits. The results suggest that the real and 


imaginary parts are both 16 bits, it only stored half of the 


spectrum value 2048 documents and switched between two 


sets of memory storage, the memory size used is 1,048,576 


bits. RMS calculation module uses 171-point RMS Module, 


each channel needs to store 171 documents. It uses a memory 


size of 21,888 bits. The calculating result is 64 bits and it 


switched between two sets of memory storage, the memory 
size used is 1,024 bits. Original waveform record controller 


uses Static Random Access Memory (SRAM) for its 


waveform data storage. Since the system uses a single-port 


SRAM structure, and in order to reach the goal that both the 


SRAM read / write actions can take place simultaneously, in 


places of reading and writing, a buffer memory for data 


adjustment is added. Both of the two buffer memories are set 


to 32 documents. On the writing part, 16 bits of the memory 


are used to record data, another 3 bits are used to store 


channel data. The total memory used is 608 bits, whereas the 


reading part, only 16 bits of the memory are used to record 
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data, using a memory size of 512 bits. All the various 


hardware modules’ memory usage described above is 


displayed in detail in Table 3. 
 


TABLE III 


DETAILS OF THE MEMORY USAGE 


 
 


B. Hardware Design 


(1) PQA interface 


PQA interface serves as a bridge for the Nios II processor 


and the hardware modules. It’s constructed on the Avalon Bus, 


and therefore needs to meet the design specifications of 


Avalon bus [10]. Looking from a microprocessor’s point of 


view, the PQA interface functions like a control register. Nios 


II processor can set or read data through the reading or writing 


the PQA interface data register. The control register has 


different designs for reading and writing. It is shown in Table 


4 and Table 5. 
Setting registers (write) include Reset, ADC Set, RMS, FFT 


and DATA and so on. Control addresses fall respectively on 


0x00 - 0x20. Address 0x00 is the reset registers, which can be 


set to a 0 bit if resetting all hardware modules would be 


required; addresses 0x08 is the ADC Set register, and it can 


control the operational status of the ADC controller when set 


to 0 - 1 bits. Address 0x10 is an RMS register and can be set 


to a position 0 bit to determine whether the valid data read is 


higher or lower than 32 bits 32 bits. On the 1 bit position it is 


designed to determine whether if it should switch storage 


memory. Addresses 0x18 is a FFT register and can read the 
address of spectral values (1 - 2047) when set to a position 0 - 


10 bits. At an 11 bit position it is set to determine if it should 


switch the storage memory. Address 0x20 is DATA register. 


When positioned at 0 bit, it can be set to determine if it will 


store the data onto the original waveform record registers. At 


the 1 bit position, the data read would be either the original 


waveform or the abnormal event flag. At 2 – 4 bits it is set to 


read the channel number of the original waveform. 


Data registers (read) including RMS, FFT and DATA 


registers, etc., Control address is 0x10 - 0x20 respectively. 


Addresses 0x10 - 0x17 are RMS registers. By writing the H / 


L flags in the register to determine if the output data should be 
higher or lower than 32 bits. Addresses 0x18 - 0x1F is a FFT 


register. The position 0 - 15 bits are the imaginary parts of the 


result of FFT calculation. Position 16-31 bits are the real parts 


of the FFT calculation. Address 0 x20 is the DATA register, 


and through the rec flag in the writing register to determine if 


the output data is the original waveform or unusual event flags. 
 


TABLE IV 


AVALON WRITE REGISTER 


Write 


Ba


se 


Na


me 


Bits 


11 
1


0 
9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 


0x


00 


Res


et 
- - - - - - - - - - - 


rese


t 


0x


08 


AD


C 


Set 


- - - - - - - - - - Set 


0x


10 


RM


S 
- - - - - - - - - - 


ena


ble 
H/L 


0x


18 
FFT 


ena


ble 
address 


0x


20 


DA


TA 
- - - - - - - channel rec 


ena


ble 


 


TABLE V 


AVALON READ REGISTER 


Read 


Ba


se 
Name 


Con


trol 


Bits 


31


-


28 


27


-


24 


23


-


20 


19


-


16 


15-


12 


11-


8 


7-


4 
3-0 


0x


10 


- 


0x


17 


RMS 


(CH0~


CH7) 


H/L 


= 0 
RMS Low 32bit 


H/L 


= 1 
RMS High 32bit 


0x


18 


- 


0x


1F 


FFT 


(CH0~


CH7) 


- FFTresults (Actual)  FFT results (Virtual) 


0x


20 
DATA 


rec = 


0 
- - - - 


Original wave 


information 


rec = 


1 
- - - - - - - 


abnor


mal 


 
(2)ADC controller 


A / D converters use the ADS8568 [11] introduced by 


Texas Instruments. It has the fastest sampling rate of 500ksps, 


8-channel simultaneous sampling and handling bipolar voltage. 


Function setting mode is divided into hardware and software 


modes, the data transmission is divided into parallel and serial 


transmissions. In this paper, the hardware model, serial 


transmission method is adopted for sampling. 


The ADC controller hardware structure is shown in Figure 
8. By adjusting the SAMPLETIME parameters, the actual 


sampling time is calculated as SAMPLETIME x 10ns. 


According to Section IV, this paper sets the SAMPLETIME 
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set to 814. The control method is Finite State Machine (FSM) 


for function switching. The transition is shown in Figure 9. 


Controlled by the iCTRLsel, the four states for switching are 


IDLE, RESET, SET and SAMPLE. When the state is IDLE, it 


does not perform any actions; when the RESET state is 


activated, it begins to reset, defaulting the ADS8568 internal 


registers; When the status is SET, it will set the ADS8568 


internal registers according to the CONFIG setting; when the 


state is SAMPLE, it will proceed to a 8-channel sampling 


following the time set on the SAMPLETIME. oEnable refers 


to whether if it should begin the output data sampling; 
oChannel represents the channel number; oData is the output 


of the sampled data. When oEnable is set at 1, it starts to 


export output data. A sampling is completed when all 8-


channel data are exported. 


 


 
Fig. 8  ADC controller hardware structure 


 


 
Fig. 9  ADC controller state transition diagram 


 
(3) The sampler 


In order to increase the possibility of the system’s 


development and to consider that in the future, a sampling 


frequency six times higher than originally expected can be 


used to analyze power quality events, the sampling frequency 


is set to six times the originally anticipated. The data need to 


be processed by the sampler before being imported into the 


input operational modules. The input of the sampler is 


connected to the output of the ADC controller, and the output 


of the sampler is connected to fast Fourier transform module, 


the RMS calculation module, and the original waveform 


record controller. The hardware structure is shown in Figure 


10. It is possible to set the DOWNPOINT parameter to adjust 


the sampler’s ratio. According to section IV, the 


DOWNPOINT is set to 6. When I enable is 1, it represents the 


data input, and it determines if I channel is "111". If that is the 


case, then it is counted once. It means the A / D converter has 


completed a sampling. When it counts to DOWNPOINT-1, 


then the module internal control mechanisms will set the next 


input data to be directly from the module's output. 
 


 
Fig. 10  next sampler hardware structure 


 
(4) Fast Fourier Transform module 


The overall design concept of Fast Fourier transform 


modules is based on the use of an FFT Module and by 


switching channels to carry out an 8-channel fast Fourier 


transform. As the spectral data, they are switched through two 


sets of memory storages. Since conducting a 4096 -point fast 


Fourier transform would take 286.8us. 8 channels would 


require a total of 2294.4us. However, a document of data is 


imported every 48.84us, which is way faster than the time 
required for an 8-channel computing. For this reason, in order 


to avoid the information from being overwritten before the 


calculations are complete, it takes an additional buffer 


memory of at least 47 documents per channel. 


The structure of Fast Fourier transform module hardware is 


shown in Figure 11. There are three main parameters for 


setting. FFTPOINT parameter sets FFT Module time window 


size; MEMPOINT parameter adjusts the buffer memory size; 


FFTHALF parameter is used to set to save half or full 


spectrum values. According to Section IV, the FFTPOINT is 


set to 4096 and conduct a 4096 point fast Fourier transform; 


MEMPOINT is set to 4200, the memory space is 4,200 
documents the per-channel, deducting 4,096-point fast Fourier 


transform calculations, there is an additional buffer space of 


104 documents; FFTHALF is set to 1, because of the 


symmetrical nature of the spectrum, only half of the spectral 


values need to be stored. This module works by using finite 


state machine to control. The state transition is shown in 


Figure 12. The initial state is IDLE, when the input data has 


accumulated to 4096 documents, it switches to START; when 


the state is START, it begins to store the previously saved 


data into the 4096-point FFT Module for fast Fourier 


transform, and the state is switched into TRANSFORM; 
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When the state is TRANSFORM, as soon as fast Fourier 


transform is finished, it switches to RESET; When at RESET, 


it performs the initialization of 4096-point FFT Module, and 


determines whether it completes an 8-channel calculation. If it 


is not complete then it switches to START and continues to 


transform in the next channel. If it is complete, then it 


switches to IDEL. As the module’s data reading, it can be 


done by switching to two memory blocks by rFFTen. oFFTch 


and oFFTaddr set its own reading channel number and 


frequency spectrum address. The oFFTdata is 32 bits. The 


anterior 16 bits are the real parts of the spectrum and the 
posterior 16 bits are the imaginary parts. 
 


 
Fig. 11  Fast Fourier transform module structures 


 


 
Fig. 12  Fast Fourier Transform module state transition diagram 


 
(5) RMS calculation module 


RMS calculation module only calculates the squared parts. 


The overall structure is the same with fast Fourier transform 


module. Because a 171 point square accumulation only takes 


1.71us, the total of 8-channel only requires 13.68us, which is 
way faster than a 48.84us would take. Thus, the extra buffer 


memory would be redundant.  


The structure of the RMS calculation module hardware is 


shown in Figure 13. There are two main parameters for setting, 


RMSPOINT parameter sets the time window size of RMS 


Module. MEMPOINT parameter sets the buffer memory size. 


According to Section IV, the RMSPOINT is set to 171, to 


conduct the 171 points for the mobile Windows RMS 


calculation, MEMPOINT is set to 171. The size of the 


memory coincides with the size of window, so no additional 


buffer space is required. oRMSen, oRMSch, and oRMSdata 


are connected to the input of the power quality event 


recognize for the detection of abnormal voltage changes. Data 


reading part is similar to that of fast Fourier transform module, 


but there are no addresses to choose from, and the rRMSdata 


are 64 bits. 
 


 
Fig. 13  RMS calculation module structure 


 
(6) Power quality event recognizer 


A power quality event recognizer contains 4 detection 


modules. The input end of it connects with the output end of 


the RMS to detect any abnormal voltage changes. Because the 


RMS calculation module calculates only the accumulated, 


squared values, if it is to find the discriminant of abnormal 


events, then the threshold value would have to be corrected. 
That is, the originally judged threshold of 110% is modified to 


121%, and the sag threshold drops to 81% from 90%, and the 


interruption threshold is changed from 10% to 1%. 


The hardware structure of the power quality event 


recognizer is shown in Figure 14, REFNUM_H and 


REFNUM_L parameters must be set to 1% of the nominal 


accumulated squared value, and can thus be used as the 


judgment of the interrupt event threshold. The parameters are 


then multiplied by 121 and 81 as event judgment threshold for 


dips & swells. Abnormal event flag oRECen is 4 bits. When 


the detection module detects abnormal voltage fluctuations, 


the detection module flag is set to 1. If REC_Module0 and 
REC_Module1 detect abnormal events simultaneously, then 


oRECen will be "0011." As to the reading part, the oRECch 


selects the channel number, when oRECdata’s output is the 


squared accumulated value of the maximum (swell event 


occurs) or the minimum (dip or interrupt event occurs), 


oRECtime then exports an abnormal event duration. 
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Fig. 14  power quality event recognizer hardware structure 


 
(7) The original waveform record controller 


When an abnormal event happens, a 10 cycles before and 


after the event of sampling data have to be stored for 


subsequent analysis. Because the huge amount of data, the 


external SRAM memory is then used as a storage medium. 


Due to the use of single-port SRAM, only one read / write can 


be carried out simultaneously. Read / write at a different 
timing cannot be conducted. In practical cases, what might 


happen is that during the read / write process, another read / 


write process may be required. The latter read / write 


operation will be ignored. In order to simplify the design and 


consider that the writing operation of the system only 


functions at the input end, and the reading operation functions 


on the output end, the buffer memories for data adjustment are 


added on the two ends respectively. Details of the operation 


are shown in Figure 15, when the SRAM of the information 


has already stored 20 cycles and ReadStart is 1, the read 


memory starts to fill. When the data in the read memory is 


only half left, the filling starts again until all the data is read. 
When the reading memory becomes full or when the read is 


complete, it will start checking whether there are data in the 


write memory. If there is any data in it, then it will be written 


into the SRAM. 
 


 
Fig. 15  SRAM read / write operations can be allocated flowchart 


 
Original waveform record controller contains 8 addresses 


controller that are used to record the access address of an 


eight-channel data. Each address controller has a dedicated 


iRECen, and is connected with oRECen of the power quality 


events Identifier. When iRECen is 1 then the address 


controller begins to record. The address controller divides the 


SRAM memory into 16 sets by storing the address (Two sets 


of memory blocks per channel each). Each memory block size 


contains 20 cycles of data items. The records are shown in 


Figure 16. The data input has been saved to MEM_0, when 


iRECen is 1, it represents an occurrence of an abnormal event. 


It continues to store data until after 10 cycles, it switches to 


MEM_1 to continue to store data. This way it retains an 
anomaly occurs 10 cycles of data around MEM_0. 


 


 
Fig. 16  SRAM storage methods 


The hardware structure of the original waveform record 


controller is shown in Figure 17. There are three main 
parameters for setting. SRAMPOINT parameter needs to set 


20 cycles of data items; RMEMPOINT and WMEMPOINT 


parameters are used to set the read / write buffer memory size. 


According to Section IV, a cycle has about 341data items, 20 


cycles would have 6820 data items, so SRAMPOINT is set to 


6820; RMEMPOINT and WMEMPOINT are set to 32. In 


terms of the reading part, ReadCh must be set first to read 


channels. Then set ReadStart as 1 and begin to put the SRAM 


data into read memory, and then observe whether there is data 


in read memory through ReadNum. Finally through ReadEn 


and ReadData for data reading action. 


 


 
Fig. 17  original waveform recording controller hardware architecture 
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C. System Action Process 


The procedures of the system developed in this paper is 


shown in Figure 18. When the system is running start, Nios II 


processor begins the initialization of each hardware module. 


Following that is the setting of ADC controller and then 
begins the samplings. The data proceed to retrieve data 


through the sampler. The results are then imported to Fast 


Fourier Transform and RMS calculation modules to carry out 


12-cycle-time window fast Fourier transform and half cycle 


mobile window rms calculations. The output end of the RMS 


calculation module voltage channel connects with the power 


quality event recognizer for the detection of abnormal 


movements. When an abnormal event occurs, the power 


quality event reader will notify the original waveform record 


controller to start to record. The record will have a total of 20 


cycles, before and after the incident.  
Through the PQA interface, Nios II controller can read 


spectral values, RMS and when an abnormal event happens 


such as the original waveform data for further analysis. 


 


 
 


Fig. 18  System Flow 


VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND VALIDATION 


This chapter tests and validates the system. To begin with, 


this part will first explain the equipment used in the 


experimental part of the test, including system calibration, 


frequency variation tests, changes in voltage transient 


detection and harmonic analysis. 


A. Experimental Platform and Test Equipment 


(1) Altera DE2-115 platform 


Altera DE2-115 platform adopts the Cyclone EP4CE115 


FPGA, which is a chip that has the maximum capacity from 


the Cyclone IV E series, it provides 114,480 logic units and a 
RAM up to 3.9 Mbits and 266 multipliers. In addition, it also 


inherits the diverse application interfaces of DE2 series, which 


meet the demand for various types of research and 


development applications, the product appearance is shown in 


Figure 19. 
 


 
Fig. 19  Altera DE2-115 Development Platform [12] 


 
(2) FLUKE 6100B Electrical Power Standard 


Fluke 6100B Electrical Power Quality Calibrator provides 


pure sine wave, harmonic component signals, etc. for users to 


carry out calibration and verification system accuracy. In this 


paper, it is used for systematic correction and harmonic 


accuracy testing. The appearance of the instrument is shown 


in Figure 20. 


 


 
Fig. 20  FLUKE 6100B Power Standard 


 
(3) EAB Modular Programmable AC Power Supply 


EAB Modular Programmable AC Power Supply focuses on 


the standard application of IEC 61000-4-11, it allows setting 


of the start angle, voltage dips, short interruptions and a 
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variety of voltage changes, and it has 50 memory groups with 


each memory group able to set 9 test steps. Memory group 


and the steps can set loops individually, among groups of 


memory is also able to link tests to simulate various load 


power characteristics. In this paper, it performs voltage dips, 


swells and interruptions test. The appearance of the instrument 


is shown in Figure 21. 


 


 
Fig. 21  EAB Modular Programmable AC Power Supply 


 


B. Measurement Correction 


While the analog signals transfer into digital signals, in 


addition to voltage transformers and current transformers 


conversion errors, the thermal noise, analog circuit noise and 


other problems can cause signal distorted measurements. 


Therefore, after converting a digital signal, it needs for a 


measurement error correction. In this study, the 110V 60Hz 


pure sine wave generated by FLUKE 6100B Electrical Power 


Standard for corrective action. 


After the system imported the pure sine wave, it will obtain 


thousands of values and calculates the mean. It then compares 


with 110V to find the correction coefficient K. After this as 


long as the rms calculated by the system is multiplied by the 
correction coefficient, then the exact values can be obtained. 


oldnew RMSKRMS           (3) 


C. Frequency changes test 


Because the system uses a fixed sampling frequency, it has 


a much lower tolerance for frequency changes. Before the 


system was designed, the Matlab simulation has been 


conducted. A detailed simulation results can be found in 


section IV. 
And the actual test of the system in this experiment uses 


59.5, 60 and 60.5Hz pure sine wave produced by FLUKE 


6100B Electrical Power Standard for testing. Figure 22 is the 


measured results of a Fast Fourier transform, the spectrum of 


which uses the total harmonic distortion error rate as the 


measurement indicator. The statistical results are shown in 


Table 6. Figure 23 is an rms value of the measured results, the 


statistical results are shown in Table 7. 
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Fig. 22  Fast Fourier Transform measured results 


 


TABLE VI 


STATISTICS MEASURED RESULTS FAST FOURIER TRANSFORM 


Freq. 59.5Hz 60Hz 60.5Hz 


T.H.D. 0.5789 - 1.5083% 0.0386 - 0.0938% 0.6256 - 1.6305% 
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Fig. 23  RMS calculation measured results 


 


TABLE VII 


RMS CALCULATION MEASURED RESULTS STATISTICS 


Freq. 59.5Hz 60Hz 60.5Hz 


R.M.S. 
109.5597 - 


110.6754V 


109.5029 - 


110.2762V 


109.0749 - 


110.6444V 


 


D. Detection of changes in voltage transient 


This experiment adopts an EAB modular programmable 


AC power supply to design voltage dips, swells and interrupt 
events to simulate transient voltage changes. When the system 


detects an abnormal event, it will record 10 cycles of 


waveform before and 10 cycles of waveform after an 


abnormal event occurs, and then records the highest (voltage 


swells case) or the lowest (voltage sag or interruption) voltage 


value and an abnormal duration of the event, the data in this 


experiment validate these three comparisons. First, it reads a 


total of 20 cycles of waveform data and then through the 


Matlab, calculates the rms of a half cycle mobile window. It 


then identifies and calculates the maximum or minimum 


voltage value and its duration. Lastly, it compares with the 


record of the system to verify the accuracy of the system. 
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(1) Test voltage swells 


EAB Modular Programmable AC Power Supply output is 


set to rise from 110V to 132V and it continues for two cycles. 


Figure 24 is the setting of the AC power supply. It sets 132V 


and continues for 33.3ms. Figure 25 is a swells waveform 


captured by transient recorder. Figure 26 is the detection 


results of the system. The image display includes the duration, 


maximum voltage and a total of 20 cycles of waveform data 


before and after the abnormal events. Figure 27 uses Matlab to 


show a 20 cycle wave data and conducts a half-cycle window 


RMS calculation. The calculation result shows an unusual 
events continuation of 688 points, and a maximum voltage of 


132.8V, which is consistent with the system record. 


 


 
Fig. 24  the AC power supply output sets 132V continues 33.3ms 


 


 
Fig. 25  Swells waveform captured by the transient recorder 


 


 
Fig. 26  system shows the voltage swells 
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Fig. 27  Matlab verifies the voltage swells detection. 


 
(2) Voltage dip test 


EAB Modular Programmable AC Power Supply is set to 


dip from 110V to 88V and continued for two cycles. Figure 28 
is the setting of AC power supply. It is set to 88V and 


continued 33.3ms. Figure 29 is a captured image of the sagged 


waveforms of a transient recorder. Figure 30 is the results of 


the detection of the system. The screen display shows 


abnormal events including the duration, the minimum voltage, 


and a total of 20 cycles of waveform data before and after 


abnormal events. Figure 31 shows a 20 cycle wave data as 


well as conducts a half-cycle mobile window RMS calculation. 


The calculation result shows a 676 points of continuation of 


unusual events. The minimum voltage value is 86.94V, which 


is consistent with the system record. 


 


 
Fig. 28  AC Power Supply Set Output 88V continues for 33.3ms 


 


 
Fig. 29  dips waveform captured by transient recorder 
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Fig. 30  System Shows the Voltage Sag Information 
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Fig. 31  in Matlab, voltage sag detection verification 


 
(3) Voltage interruption test 


Voltage-Interruption test sets EAB modular programmable 


AC power supply output to dip from 110V to 5.5V and 


continues for two cycles. Figure 32 shows an AC power 


supply setting. It sets 88V and continues for 33.3ms. Figure 


33 is the waveforms captured by a transient recorder. Figure 


34 is the detection results of the system. The screenshot shows 
a few things including the duration of abnormal events, the 


minimum voltage, and a total of 20 cycles of waveform data 


before and after the occurrence of abnormal events. Figure 35 


shows a 20 cycle wave data as well as conducts a half-cycle 


mobile window RMS calculation. The calculation result 


shows a 741 points of continuation of unusual events. The 


minimum voltage value is 4.196V, which is consistent with 


the system record. 
 


 
Fig. 32  AC Power Supply Set Output 5.5V continued 33.3ms 


 


 
Fig. 33  Shows the Voltage Interrupt Information System 


 


 
Fig. 34  Transient Recorder Captured Waveforms 
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Fig. 35  Matlab for Voltage Detection Interrupt Verification 


 


E. Power Harmonics Measurement 


The main goal of this experiment is to test the accuracy of 


the system for the even and odd harmonics measurement. In 


the actual tests, FLUKE 6100B Electrical Power Standard 


contains harmonic signals. A secondary and tertiary harmonic 


test of 0.5%, 1.0%, 2.0%, 5.0%, 10% and 20% were 


conducted. Test results are expressed in percentages, as shown 


in (4). The THD system is the system measurement results. 


THD is the harmonic components set by the input signal. 


When the percentage is a positive sign, it means the 


measurement results is far greater than the actual setting of the 


harmonic; when it is negative , it means the measurement 


results is much smaller than the actual harmonics set. The 
second harmonic test results are shown in Figure 36, the 


tertiary harmonic test results are shown in Figure 37, each set 


of test result statistics are in Table 8. 
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Fig. 36  Second Harmonic Error Results 
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Fig. 37  Third Harmonic Error Results 


 


TABLE VIII 


GROUP HARMONIC TEST ERROR STATISTICS 


T.H.D. secondary armonic tertiary harmonic 


0.5% -6.9572% - 10.5058% -7.2014% - 3.2970% 


1.0% -3.6173% - 5.3375% -3.6934% - 0.9968% 


2.0% -1.6729% - 2.9911% -1.9208% - 0.6814% 


5.0% -0.5632% - 1.2122% -0.7904% - 0.3843% 


10% -0.3776% - 0.5877% -0.3558% - 0.1307% 


20% -0.1835% - 0.3113% -0.1843% - 0.1480% 


 


VII. CONCLUSIONS 


Power Quality is the major problem power company and 


the users have to face currently because of poor power quality 


such as voltage abnormal movements, power harmonic 


interference, phase imbalance and so on will cause long-term 
electrical and electronic equipment damages, reducing its 


expectancy life and failures, a serious accident may even 


directly endanger people's lives and property. 


The power quality recognition system developed in this 


paper focuses mainly on power quality transient voltage 


changes and power harmonic wave interference detection. To 


ensure the sampled data value for research analysis, a fixed 


sampling frequency is adopted. Since the sampling frequency 


is based on the signal of 60Hz power, the system’s tolerance 


for power frequency changes is low, the further away the 


frequency is from 60Hz, then the more inaccurate it will be. 


According to Section VI C, the measured results show that at 


59.5Hz, the maximum harmonic distortion rate is 1.5083%, 


the RMS is between 109.5597 and 110.6754V; when it is at 


60Hz, the maximum harmonic distortion rate is 0.0938% , the 


RMS is between 109.5029 and 110.2762V; and when it is at 


60.5Hz, the maximum harmonic distortion rate is 1.6305%, 
and the RMS is between 109.0749 and 110.6444V. We can 


conclude that the total harmonic distortion is more sensitive to 


changes in supply frequency, the RMS calculation is not 


obvious, this part of the simulation results match Section IV. 


About transient changes in voltage detection, apart from 


detecting voltage dips, swells and interruptions, it also records 


the highest (voltage swells case) or lowest (voltage sag or 


interruption) voltage value and the duration of unusual events. 


In addition, a total of 20 cycles of sampling data, both with a 


10 cycle before and after the abnormal event, are recorded for 


preservation. Detailed test results are described and validated 
in VI section D. 


And about power harmonic wave analysis, a 4096 -point 


fast Fourier transform is used to calculate 12 cycles of data, 


the spectrum scale is 5Hz, it can analyse frequency harmonics 


and inter-harmonics up to 10.24kHz. In Section VI E, it 


conducted a measurement accuracy test of the harmonic wave 


analysis. The total input harmonic wave distortion signal is 


1%, the second harmonic wave error is below 5.5%, and the 


third harmonic wave error is less than 5 %. 
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Abstract— In this thesis, we implement a remote-control cannon 


vehicle. There are three parts of system architecture within the 


cannon vehicle described. The first part is mechanical structure 


design. The second part is the remote controller design. The last 


part is the motor controller design. For the mechanical structure 


design, we use 3D CAD software to draw the sketch stress 


analysis, and to ensure the materials don't change shape. In the 


remote controller, a Nintendo Wii joystick is used to control the 


directions of the cannon vehicle. Finally, we separate the motor 


controllers into two parts. One part is the controller for the 


vehicle, and the other part is the motor controller for the cannon. 


 


Keywords— mechanism design; remote control; motor control 


I. INTRODUCTION 


The 21st century is a century full of science and technology. 


New materials and new techniques continue to emerge in 


large numbers and are applied on military affairs generally. 


Modern wars will be the competition of precision guided 


munitions and high technology products. Only depending on 


one kind of technique, a weapon or the advantage of special 


field that won’t be the reason why you won the war.  
Therefore, the main weapon of future battlefield will be 


unmanned reconnaissance vehicles and micro-robots to 


receive the messages during the war. The tank driven by the 


robot or controlled by the computer, cannon vehicle and 


control can lead to go on the offensive.  Therefore, according 


to the statements this article will discuss of the cannon vehicle 


wireless remote control. Use unlimited Wii joystick to control 


the movement of the mobile platform, the launching of the 


transmitter and the angle of the movement. To simulate the 


remote control the movement of the mobile platform, the 


launching of the transmitter and the angle of the movement 
that can accurately hit the target 


II. MECHANISM DESIGN 


This thesis to bring up the cannon vehicle of the substance 


is according to Acrylonitrile butadiene styrene plus laser 


cutting. The procedures of the mechanism design showed in 


Fig1. First, set mechanism size of cannon vehicle and choose 


material, because material cost and stiffness need to consider 


in mechanism design. Size and material after setting are 


completed, calculations the required torque and choose 


appropriate motor, draw 3D CAD to confirm mechanism 


whether interference, use analysis software to confirm the 


material is a match. 


Start


Set target 


specifications


Set Material 


specifications 


Collect material 


catalogs


Draw Sketch


Estimation  


simulation 


sketch


Inspection


Complete


No


Yes


Stress Analysis


 
Fig. 1  procedures of the mechanism design 


This thesis mechanism design sets the mechanism size of 


the cannon vehicle, sets cannon vehicle wheel diameter size, 
max speed and max load. Use formula choose appropriate 


motor. First, set cannon vehicle wheel diameter size into(1). 


       (1) 


Formulate the second speed. 


(2) 
After setting the load into. 


(3) 
formula(3)into formula(4). 


(4) 
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V:Speed 


R:Wheel Diameter 


a:Acceleration 


m:Load 


F:Force 


R:Whell radius 


T:Torque 


 


According to the above formulae, set whether the motor 


load showed in Table 1. 


TABLE I 


BASIC VALUES 


Wheel Diameter 50mm 


Max Speed 1m/s 


Load Weight 1kg 


 


 


 
a=1(m/ ) 


 


 
 


Choose motor is LEGO NXT Servo motor, weight of 


LEGO Mindstorms NXT motor is 0.08(kg), rated torque 
50(kg-cm), test to obtain 1.7(kg-cm), actual motor data 


showed in tabel2, LEGO Mindstorms NXT motor reduction 


ratio is 1:48, decelerator structure showed in Fig2, this thesis 


use LEGO Mindstorms NXT motor drive cannon vehicle 


mobile and transmitter angel. 


TABLE II 


MOTOR SPECIFICATION 


NXT Torque Speed Currents 
Mechanical 


power 


Electrical 


power 
Efficacy 


4.5 V 
16.7 


N.cm 


33 


rpm 
0.6 A 0.58 W 2.7 W 21.4 % 


7 V 
16.7 


N.cm 


82 


rpm 
0.55 A 1.44 W 3.85 W 37.3 % 


9 V 
16.7 


N.cm 


117 


rpm 
0.55 A 2.03 W 4.95 W 41 % 


12 V 
16.7 


N.cm 


177 


rpm 
0.58 A 3.10 W 6.96 W 44.5 % 


 


Outout


DC-Motor


Encoders
 


Fig.2 Gearbox 


The creation in this thesis designed was made use of Solid 


Works. So robot mechanism design can be easier to achieve 


the goal of robot-assisted mechanism design and be more 


efficient to save time. SolidWorks is based on Windows to 


develop the 3D modelling system. The big and powerful 


function of modelling can let the designer easy to complete 


mapping exercise. The compatibility can cooperate with other 


CAD Software. SolidWorks also fully integrated third-party 


applications can direct to carry the material monogram out 
also simulation animation, engineering analysis, aided 


manufacturing and data management. In short, it’s ideally 


suited for computer-aided design software of using on 


mechanical design. (Fig.3 and Fig.4) 


 


 
Fig.3 SolidWorks Screenshot 
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Fig.4  Mobile Platform 


 


III. HARDWARE DEVICES 


The hardware details are shown below: 


A. Wiimote and Wii Nunchuk 


Wii Remote also called Wiimote is the controller for Wii 


game console. The appearance of Wiimote is just like a 


remote controller, but it’s a motion-sensing controller that is 


shown as Fig.5. Not like traditional gamepad controllers, 


Wiimote not only has buttons but also has some sensors. So 


Wiimote can detect motions of a user. 


 


 
Fig. 5 Wii Remote 


 
Using the infrared camera in front it with two LEDs, it can 


be a pointer. The use of accelerometer, we can know user’s 


gesture. 


Wiimote can communicate with any device that has 


Bluetooth protocol. So Wiimote can be used to control other 


devices, not only play games. 


Cause of the integrity of Wiimote, it’s easier to use than 


using sensors directly The specification of Wii Remote is 


shown in Table 1. And we also connect a Wii Nunchuk to 


Wiimote. 


TABLE III 


WII REMOTE SPECIFICATION 


Manufacturer Nintendo 


Input Accelerometer 


Gyroscope 
(Wii Remote Plus only) 


Infrared camera 


Digital buttons 
(A, B, -, +, HOME, 1, 2, POWER) 


D-pad 


Connectivity Bluetooth 


Accessory connector port 
(400 kHz I²C) 


B. Raspberry Pi 


Raspberry Pi is an ARM-based single-board computer, 


shown as Fig.6. That is developed for teaching computer 


science, but it’s also useful for software development. 


 


 
Fig.6 Raspberry Pi Model B 


 


Raspberry Pi has many common interfaces, so we can 


develop with it easily. The operating system on Raspberry Pi 
is Linux that is a successful operating system for software 


development.  


TABLE II 


RASPBERRY PI MODEL B SPECIFICATION 


Operating System Linux (Raspbian) 


Power 3.5 W 


CPU ARM1176JZF-S 700 MHz 


Memory 512 MB SDRAM 


Storage SD Card Slot 


Network 10/100 Mbit Ethernet 


I/O 8 GPIOs 


UART 


I2C Bus 


SPI Bus 


 


C. Bluetooth USB Adapter 


Bluetooth is common wireless communication method 
these days. Bluetooth has many advantages like low power 


consumption, etc. It is used by the Wiimote. So for 


communication between Wiimote and Raspberry Pi, we use a 


Bluetooth USB Adapter. 
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IV. SYSTEM DESIGN 


The creation in this system architecture, there are four 


parts of hardware: (1)Wii Remote, (2)Bluetooth module, 


(3)Raspberry Pi, (4)DE0-Nano, The system architecture 


shown in Fig.7, Wii Remote mainly used to control the 
movement of the cannon vehicle and transmitter angle, 


Bluetooth module transmit data to the Raspberry Pi, 


communicate with the DE0-Nano through I2C. 


Motion Module


I2C Module


Raspberry Pi


Cannon Module


DE0-Nano
Data


M M M M M M M


PWM PWM


PWM PWM PWM PWM


Encoder Encoder Encoder


Bluetooth


USB Adapter
Wii Remote


Fig.7 System Architecture 


 


A. Software Architecture 


The software part for our design is running on Raspberry Pi 


with Linux. Main function of the software is the main 


controller for our platform. 
In the first, Raspberry Pi will receive the stick movement 


on Wii Nunchuk, A button and accelerometer data on 


Wiimote. Then we transfer x and y value of the stick 


movement become the mobile platform movement direction 


and speed. The mobile platform wheels position is shown as 


Fig.8. The calculation for wheel speed is Formula 5. 


 
Fig.8 Omni-directional Mobile Platform 


 


 …..……………. 


(5) 


B button is the trigger for the cannon. Push B button can 
fire the ball from the cannon by controlling the shoot motor of 


cannon. 


From the x, y and z value of the accelerometer, cause of the 


gravity effecting, we can calculate the actual angle of Wiimote. 


Then we can calculate and adjust two motors of cannon to the 


same angle. So we can control cannon angle by Wiimote. 


After Raspberry Pi done the calculation for all motors 


control command, it will send them by I2C. 


 


Start


Receive Data
From Wiimote


Send Shot CommandB buttonr pressed Yes


N
o


Send Command for
The Platform Motors


Calculate
Movement


Of The Platform


Calculate
Cannon
Angle


Send Command for 
Cannon Control 


Motors
 


 


Fig. 9  Flowchart of Software Architecture 


 


B. Hardware Architecture 


In this section the hardware design of remote control of 


cannon vehicle platform talks about control development 


board, Self-design I/O interface, algorithm, motor driver and 


motor 


Fig.9 shows using DE0-NANO development board as 


cannon vehicle platform controller which includes two main 


module vehicle-moving module and cannon rotating module. 


DE0-NANO development board is one of Altera company 
product. Using the feature of parallel process, which can 


control multiple motor rotate different angles in the same time. 


For synchronous motor rotate, FPGA is the perfect choice for 


mobile control and trajectory precision control. 
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Fig.10 DE0-NANO development board 


 
The command which DE0-NANO receive can separate into 


two major part, mobile module command and cannon module 


command, Cannon module also can be separate into two parts 


barrel moving control and shooting control. 


This command contains cannon moving coordinate which 


can tell each motor where to go and trigger the motor whether 


shoot balls or not. In Fig.11 when cannon module receives 
command from Raspberry Pi CMD Module will separate 


command and sent it into motor module make motors turn into 


particular angle. 


Cannon Module
CMD Module


Motor Module


Motor


PIDEncoder


Motor Module


Motor


PIDEncoder


Motor Module


Motor


PIDEncoder


 
Fig.11 Cannon module 


 
In order to make precise position control, we're using PID a 


controller (Proportional Integral Derivative Controller) 


algorithm to control LEGO DC motor and have feedback 


encoder for comparator to reach precise position control. In 


Fig.12 PID is a generic control closed loop feedback 


mechanism widely used in industrial control system. 


A PID controller calculates an error values as the difference 


between measured value and desired set point. The PID 


controller has three major parts the proportional, the integral 


and derivative values which variable called Kp, Ki, Kd. 


CMD
PID Motor


Encoder


CMD


+


-


Fig.12 PID Controller 


 


The PID control whose sum constitutes the manipulated 


variable, proportional, integral, and derivative terms. To sum 


up the terms and calculate the output of the PID controller. 


Defining u(t) as the controller output, the form of the PID 


algorithm is  


 
where 


 Kp:Proportional gain 


 Ki:Inregral gain 


 Kd:Derivative gain 


 e:Error 


 t:Time 


          :Variable of integration 
 


Mobile module command can be separate into eight 


directions up, down, right, left, up-right, up-left, down-right, 


down left. In Fig.13 according to the CMD module gives 


clockwise or counter clockwise to each motor and use the 
command parameter to control motor speed. Even though 


same motor but still have some fine feature difference which 


gives same voltage but speed wouldn't be the same. Then use 


fine tune parameter to fine tune parameter to make every 


motor have the same speed. 


 


Mobile Module
CMD Module


PWM


Fine Tune


Motor


PWM


Fine Tune


Motor


PWM


Fine Tune


Motor


PWM


Fine Tune


Motor


Fig.13 Mobile Module 
 


In Fig.14, Self-design I/O interface PCB, the main 


commercial component are HCTL-2032 encoder chip and 


LB1836 motor driver chip. And we use 74LS245 octal bus 


transmitter/receiver as a buffer, for strengthen the signal from 


FPGA that can prevent signal disturbance cause motor do 
something unexpected. 


HCTL-2032


Encoder


74LS245


Buffer


LB1836


Motor Driver  
Fig.14  Self-design I/O interface 
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Encoder is a device that converts the angular position to an 


analog signal or digital signal. There are two main types: 


absolute and incremental. The output of absolute encoder 


shows current angular. The output of incremental encoder 


shows how many degrees has been rotate according to history 


information. An incremental encoder works by providing an A 


and B pulse as shown in Fig.15 and Fig.16. An incremental 


encoder provides cyclical outputs when the encoder is rotated. 


The two outputs A & B, which are called quadrature outputs, 


as they are 90 degrees out of phase. These two signals are 


decoded to produce a count up pulse or a count down pulse, 
which called clockwise and counter-clockwise. It can be use 


external interrupt to trigger counter counts. A & B signals can 


trigger counter counts by using positive-edge trigger, 


negative-edge and trigger when signal status changed. The 


method of trigger can change the resolution of encoder. 


 


A Pulse


B Pulse


RPM Slow RPM Fast


 
Fig.15 Encoder Clockwise 


 


A Pulse


B Pulse


RPM Slow RPM Fast


  
Fig.16 Encoder Counterclockwise 


 
Motor driver chip LB1836 as shown in Fig.17 ,which can 


provides voltage and current the needs of motors. It can drive 


two DC motors and provide several functions: Clockwise, 
Counter clockwise, Brake, Stop and build-in over load protect 


circuit and over heat protect circuit. 


 


 
 


Fig.17 LB1836 Footprint 


 


LB1836 is a motor driver chip that main circuit is H-Bridge 


circuit as shown in Fig.18. H-Bridge circuit main idea is using 


four transistors to control DC motor clockwise and counter-


clockwise. In order to control motor speed, PWM (Pulse 


Width Modulation) is a good method to do the job. It is a 


modulation technique that conforms the width of the pulse. 


The definition of PWM is modulating the "ON" width of 


signal in a unit cycle, that high speed switch turning on and 


off to control the motor speed. 


The frequency of controlling DC motor generally will be in 


1KHz, and switching pulse sampling time is  


The Duty-Cycle is , More heavier the duty-cycle is 


more voltage difference is and more speed the motor turns. 


T1 T2 T3


Motor 
CW Slow


Motor
CW Fast


Motor
Stop IN1


9V


T1 T2 T3


IN2


Motor 
CCW 
Slow


Motor
CCW 
Fast


Motor 
Stop


9V


IN1


IN2


IN2


IN1


IN2


IN1


IN1


IN2


IN2


IN1
Motor


Motor


 
 


Fig.18 Motor Control 


 
For the vehicle, we use the product of LEGO Company as 


shown in Fig.19, it has eight gears, gear radio is 1:48 that can 
torque of motor more powerful. 


 
Fig.19 LEGO DC motor 


 
 


Fig.20 LEGO transmission line header 
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It has incremental encoder inside which can transmit the 


angular motor rotate to FPGA. So that according to the 


feedback signal controller can calculate motor current angular, 


speed and direction. 


LEGO DC motor has six pins for transmit signals, as shown 


in Fig.20, and white pin and black pin is motor power, when 


white pin get high, black pin get low the motor will clockwise. 


When black pin get high and white pin get low, motor will 


counter-clockwise, Green pin is 5v for encoder, Yellow pin 


and blue pin is the encoder signal. 


 
 


V. CONCLUSIONS 


We designed a mobile platform with a cannon successfully. 


The mobile platform can be controlled stability by the stick on 


Wii Nunchuk. The cannon also can move to the right direction 


that Wiimote point to. This is because of the precision control 
design by FPGA. 
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Abstract—Virtual Reality (VR) is a computer-simulated 


environment that can simulate physical presence in places in the 


real world or imaginary world. We use FPGA to implement this 


design to take advantage of its hardware/software co-design and 


its high computation speed. We use IMU as the main input. It 


captures and sends motion data to FPGA. FPGA plays an 


important role in this system. It drives hardware, processes data, 


and stores and manages pre-stored image or sound material. 


After processing, system outputs image and voice, and imports 


into media glass and speaker, which are used as output devices, 


respectively. The final result shows that our system designed with 


FPGA can run fast and smoothly, easy to maintain and update, 


and it shows great potential. 


 


Keywords—FPGA; co-design; virtual reality; sensor; media 


glasses 


I. INTRODUCTION 


Virtual Reality (VR) is a computer-simulated environment 


that can simulate physical presence in places in the real world 


or imaginary world, provides users with visual, auditory, 


tactile and other sensory simulation. Some advanced, haptic 


systems now include tactile information, generally known as 


force feedback, in medical and gaming applications. 


Virtual reality is often used to describe a wide variety of 


applications commonly associated with immersive, highly 


visual, 3D environments. So it can be used in entertainment, 


training or other kinds of special applications. 


There are two kinds of design trends of VR system. One is 


upsizing design. This kind of design can provides precise 


simulation of the real world to create a lifelike experience, for 


example, in simulations for pilot or combat training. But the 


equipments of this design are usually heavy and expensive. 


The other kind of design is miniaturization. It reduces the size 


of equipments at the expense of performance and response 


time. 


In our design, we aim at building a small size wearable, 


quick responding VR system. The system uses inertial 


measurement unit (IMU) to acquire motion signal. And it is 


based on FPGA. It is a programmable system that combines 


the advantages of hardware and software to work together, 


achieves integration of upper task and underlying hardware, 


and reduces the difficulty of development. It uses hardware 


acceleration’s core, which can independently work as a CPU, 


and that makes it possible to transmit and process large 


amount of data. In addition, FPGA has high computation 


speed which can provide smooth user experience, low power 


consumption, and high level of integration. Therefore, we take 


FPGA as the core of our design. 
[1]


 


In this paper, we use a micro IMU as controller, and DE2-


115 as our design platform. We use Bluetooth to communicate 


between nodes, and use SOPC design to build the main 


control unit. 


 


II. HARDWARE 


To build a complete VR system, there are several 


components we need: sensor, controller, DE2-115, M92 media 


glass and speaker. Their relationships are shown in Figure 1. 


 
Figure 1 Relationships between components 


 


1) Sensor. In our design, we use a homemade inertial 


measurement unit (IMU) as the main input. It is an electronic 


device that measures and reports on a human's velocity, 


orientation, and gravitational forces, using a combination of 


accelerometers (LPR550AL) and gyroscopes (ADXL335). 


Once the human’s status changes, the IMU will detect this 


change and transmit corresponding signal to FPGA in the 


form of ADC signal. 


2) RN-42. It is a Bluetooth module, which can provide 


wireless communication between sensor and FPGA, and send 


data into it. 



http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Haptic_technology
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3) Controller. A keyboard is used to work as auxiliary input. 


In this shooting game, we use sensor to control aim point, and 


use keyboard to control character’s motion. 


4) DE2-115. It is the core of our design. It provides all 


drivers that we need, like VGA, sound, SD card and FAT file 


system driver which designed for SD card read and write 


operation. Also it is main processer in the system which 


calculates raw signal it received from sensor, and send 


processed output data into display device. 


5) M92 media glass and speaker. The glass and speaker are 


used to provide users immersion game experience.  


In order to achieve the showing effect, we transplant a 3D 


vision software into the system. Since we have introduced the 


hardware, then the whole system’s structure can be built. It is 


a three-layer structure, as shown in Figure 2.
 [2] 


 


 


Figure 2 Whole system’s structure. 


III. SYSTEM 


 
A. System Control 


In our design, we try to build up a complete VR system, 


which means we should precisely acquire the motion signal. 


And the main part of this layer is sensor. Our sensor is a 


homemade inertial measurement unit, a combination of 


accelerometers (LPR550AL) and gyroscopes (ADXL335). 


The following section is going to introduce its working 


principle. 
[3]


 


 


Figure 3 Vector in coordinate axis 


In three-dimensional space, we can describe a force in the 


form of vector in coordinate axis, as is shown in figure 3. This 


R represents force vector, which is gravity or a combination of 


inertial forces, and can be detected by accelerometers 


(LPR550AL). Once a certain force acts on the sensor, the 


vector is certain, and the components of three axis are certain. 


The accelerometer detects these vector components, and 


output corresponding ADC signal, which we define as AdcRx, 


AdcRy, and AdcRz. Then we can use formula 1 to calculate 


Rx, Ry, Rz.  


 


( * /1023 ) /X X REF ZEROR AdcR V V G Sensitivity 
              (1) 


( * /1023 ) /y y REF ZEROR AdcR V V G Sensitivity 
  


( * /1023 ) /Z Z REF ZEROR AdcR V V G Sensitivity 
 


 


In this formula, Vref is reference voltage. It is 3.3V in our 


design. VzeroG is zero voltage, which means the output 


voltage without force acts, and is detected beforehand. 


Sensitivity describes the change rate of voltage with the 


change of force. And it is 300mV/g.  


However the result we get from accelerometer is not 


preciseness, because accelerometer is sensitive to vibration 


and mechanical noise. To solve this problem, we introduce a 


gyroscope. The gyroscope detects change rate of AXZ, AYZ, 


and output corresponding ADC signal. We can calculate the 


rate by using formula 2. 


 


( * /1023 ) /XZ XZ REF ZERORateA AdcGyro V V Rate Sensitivity 
(2) 


( * /1023 ) /YZ YZ REF ZERORateA AdcGyro V V Rate Sensitivity 
 


 


Since we get output, now we should combine the results. At 


first, we use variables Racc to describe the results we acquire 


from accelerometer and Rgyro to describe the results we get 


from gyroscope. We detect every T seconds and store 


accelerometer’s result as Racc(0), Rate(0), Racc(1), Rate(1), 
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Racc(2), Rate(2) and so on. We introduce a new variable Rest 


to represent the calculated results. Assume accelerometer’s 


result is right, and Rest(0)=Racc(0). Then we can acquire a 


series of Rest, like Rest(1), Rest(2), Rest(3). After n times of 


detect, we can get Racc(n), Rate(n) and Rest(n-1). To 


calculate the Rest(n), we should first calculate the Rgyro(n). 


We can use the following formulas to achieve that. 


 


( 1) arctan(Re ( 1),Re ( 1))XZ X ZA n st n st n   
                      (3) 


( 1) ( )
( ) ( 1) *


2
XZ XZ


XZ XZ


RateA n RateA n
A n A n T


 
  


 
Since we get the angles, we can then acquire the Rgyro’s 


components. 


2 2


1


1 cot( ( )) *sec( ( ))
X


XZ YZ


R gyro
A n A n






                         (4) 


2 2


1


1 cot( ( )) *sec( ( ))
Y


YZ XZ


R gyro
A n A n






 


2 2


1
( )*


1
Z Z


X Y


R gyro Sign R gyro
R gyro R gyro



 


 
 


Where Sign(RZgyro) is used to describe RZgyro’s signal. 


When RZgyro>=0, Sign(RZgyro)=1, and when RZgyro<0, 


Sign(RZgyro)=-1. 


The next step is calculating Rest(n), as is shown in formula 


6.  is a variable that describe the degree we trust of 


accelerometer and gyroscope, and is ordinary set as 5 to 20. 


 
( ) ( )*


Re ( )
1


Racc n Rgyro n
st n


 



                                        (5) 


And the last step is calculating angles. 


arccos(Re / Re )XR XA st st
                                           (6) 


arccos(Re / Re )YR YA st st
 


arccos(Re / Re )ZR ZA st st
 


 


After that, we can start the next round of detect and 


calculation. 


B. Hardware Driver  


The chief role of hardware driver layer is to enable our 


software system to invoke hardware components in FPGA, 


exchange data, and then send out data through different input 


or output ports. There are four main ports: SD card read & 


write port, VGA output port, sensor input port and controller 


input port. 


 


1) SD card read & write port. Since the flash memory 


space of DE2-115 is only 8MB, which is too small to support 


a 3D software that has a large amount of pictures. SD card is 


then used to store and invoke programs we need. NIOS II 


software structure is based on a hardware abstraction layer 


(HAL), which provides NIOS II software developers, ports, 


application programmatic interface (API) and the standard C 


library, as is shown in figure 4. The bottom of the SD card 


hardware connects with NIOS II system through Avalon bus. 


 


Figure 4 System structure [4] 


To enable SD card read & write processes and manage data, 


we should effectively organize data in SD card, store and 


access in the form of files. Here we use the common used 


FAT file system. The application layer functions we use to 


invoke bottom functions are: FAT Init, FAT GetSize, FAT 


Open File, FAT Read File and so on. Then we can operate SD 


card by just invoking functions in top main.C file in NIOS II 


system. 


 


2) VGA Driver. When the program runs, it outputs vision 


signal. The media glasses are used to show out this vision 


signal. The glasses support signal in the form of 


AV/CVBS/COMPONENT/VGA with resolution 640*480. 


Considering about this resolution, we set these IP cores’ 


parameters as figure 5. 
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Figure 5 parameters of IP cores 


Similar to the SD card driver, the hardware of VGA driver 


layer connects to Avalon bus by using Qsys. The Binary VGA 


Controller IP core is used to generate VGA control signal. 


VGA_NIOS_CTRL is the top module of the IP core; 


VGA_Controller provides horizontal and vertical timing 


synchronizing signal to VGA interface; And has a Img RAM 


module which plays the role of Flame Buffer. 


VGA_OSD_RAM controls Flame Buffer to read or write. All 


these IP cores are generated by SOPC Builder, and can be 


invoked only after Qsys upgrading. 


Also BSP in NIOS II can auto create HAL that 


corresponding to VGA driver, and can connect and be invoked 


like SD card part. 


 


3) USB Interface. USB port is used in our design to receive 


data that detected by sensor. DE2-115 has integrated the 


Philips USB port chip, which provides USB host and USB 


device functions. So we just need to generate ISP1362 control 


signal, and set DE2-115 as hostport. And the control port is 


set as figure 6. 


 


  
Figure 6 control port design.  


 


C. Vision Software Running 


We have introduced system controlling and hardware 


driving layers. The software is based on these two layers. To 


achieve a good show effect, we transplant a general public 


license program named Stellarium into our system. This is a 


star field simulation rendered by openCV and coded by C++. 


As we try to complete this transplantation and generate NIOS 


II application, we found that it is very hard to direct run this 


software. So we implement the task by three steps. 


1) Transplanting Operation system. The uClinux system is 


transplanted to provide necessary operation environment. 


Then we can set C/C++ Build and General environment, and 


add OpenCV interlinking library to make sure the software is 


running properly. 


2)  Modifying OpenCV source code. This task aims at 


modifying the software, to joint software and hardware. And it 


can also be decomposed into three parts: 


a. Reading & writing files and initialized setting, main 


of which is reading SD card files and write them into cache; 


b. Multi-input. The input devices are sensor, mouse and 


keyboard. We receive signals from these devices respectively, 


and convert them to signals that software can identify by 


modifying key values.  


c. Rewrite graphic output functions, main of which are 


VGA interlinks, to improve the quality of the graphics output. 


3) Setting and compiling software. This task is mainly 


about generating statistic interlinking library of target 


platform, building project, and at last run/debug. 


In this way, we successfully create the program and achieve 


the desired effect. 


 


IV. CONCLUSIONS 


In this paper, we introduce our design ideas of the virtual 


reality system, implementation steps, and the transplantation 


steps. At last we achieve a complete VR vision system. Its 


acquisition accuracy is 90%. All these results are based on the 


extraordinary performance of FPGA. Its hardware and 


software co-design, integration layout, and fast computational 


speed have all contributed to the building of this VR system. 


This design takes full use advantages of FPGA, and show the 


great characteristics and potential. What FPGA can do is not 


only to support a simple vision software, but to play a big role 


in virtual reality entertainment and applications. 
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Abstract—As the promotion of transportation construction, there 


are a lot of railroad crossings in Taiwan. However, the traffic 


accidents are always happening on the railroad crossings every 


year. In order to protect the drivers against the accidents on the 


railroad crossing, an object detecting and tracking design is 


proposed for an automatic warning system. Since it is necessary 


to identify a vehicle getting stuck on the railroad crossing or not 


in a very short time, the very large scaled integration (VLSI) 


technique was used to develop the image processor for this 


system. This design not only detects any vehicle getting stuck on 


the railroad crossing or not but also tracks all vehicles across the 


railroad crossing. This double checking is guaranteed to the 


driver’s life. This design was realized by hardware description 


language (HDL) verilog and realized by an Altera DE2-115a field 


programmable gate array (FPGA) development board. By using 


the VLSI technique, this design has the benefits of high 


performance, low cost, and low power consumption. The 


accuracy of vehicle detection can be greatly improved with the 


combination of object detecting and tracking techniques.  


 


Keywords—Feature extraction, FPGA; object detection; object 


tracking; railroad crossing; VLSI 


I. INTRODUCTION 


In recent years, there are many traffic accidents happened 


on the railroad crossings. An accident completely destroys the 


happiness of the family. As the advantage of semiconductor 


and image processing, some techniques will provides an 


efficient way to avoid the accident to happen again on the 


railroad crossing. Hence, we hopes to develop an automatic 


warning system to avoid the accident happened on the railroad 


crossings. As shown in Fig. 1, this system has the ability to 


detect and track a vehicle when it crosses the railroad crossing. 


This system includes an image sensor device to capture the 


image on the railroad crossing and an image processor to 


detect and track the vehicles. So first of all we need to develop 


an efficient object detecting and tracking algorithms.  


There are many efficient object detection algorithms 


proposed by some research groups. A basic efficient object 


detection algorithm was present by Horprasert [2], in which 


the screening differences were used to separate the object 


from the background of the images. Moreover, the selection of 


the appropriate threshold was used to determine the pixel if it 


 
(a) 


 
(b) 


Fig 1. Vehicle detecting and tracking when it crosses the railroad crossing, the 


video source download from [1]. 


 
belongs to foreground, shadow or background. This algorithm 


successfully detected the object by a low complexity 


methodology. Stefano et al. [3] improved the method of [2] 


and proposed a high performance system. It divided the whole 


image into 8×8 matrix to calculate the gradient values.  This 


technique greatly improved the performance and efficiently 


reduced the noise of the image. The difference base methods 


are widely used in many previous studies. It is also used in the 


proposed design to develop the object detection algorithm by 


the differences between the foreground and background.  


As the development of technology, the integrity of monitor 


system increases day by day. The researching algorithms for 


the video surveillance systems are more and more important 


in now and future [4]. This study discussed the moving target 
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detection and tracking algorithms and proposed a mixed 


solution of the multiple techniques. Javed et al. proposed a 


hierarchical background subtraction methodology by using the 


information of the color and gradient values [5]. It has the 


benefit to avoid the various interference of the light when it is 


used in outdoor environments. This technique is suitable for 


developing the proposed system since it can reduce the 


interference of the sunshine reflection and headlights from the 


vehicles.  


 Liao et al. [6] illustrated an experimental system to set up a 


CCD camera on self-propelled vehicle to real-time capture the 


images. The captured image was sent to the monitoring PC to 


real-time process it and then produced the control signals to 


feedback control the vehicle. This study proposed an efficient 


method to obtain the position and speed of the vehicle by 


calculating the color and the center of gravity. This study also 


presented an object detecting and tracing technique by 


comparing the shape, color, and surface of the vehicle. It 


provided an efficient method to track the vehicle entering and 


leaving a specific region.  


An illegal entrant detection system in restricted area had 


been proposed by Yuan [7]. This system can detect and track 


any target when it enters the restricted area. Brémond [8] 


developed a method to be able to track multiple objects 


simultaneously. It used the amount of the moving information 


to estimate the location and size of the objects in the next 


screen. Zafar et al. [9] successfully developed a night vision 


detection Portrait method on FPGA development board. The 


parallel systolic array architecture and body contour capturing 


techniques had been used in this system. Finally, this system 


was successfully demonstrated by the real film. A dynamic 


object detecting algorithm by using Bayesian module was 


proposed by Sheikh et al. [10]. This technique successfully 


detected the object on a moving mirror according to the 


position and color information of the object.  


The previous studies mentioned above had done great 


contribution in object detection and track regions. These 


studies also provided well base for us to develop a real time 


object detecting and tracking system for the railroad crossing 


application. In this paper, an object detecting and tracking 


algorithm will be proposed. It uses the travelling distance to 


track the vehicle due to the interference of environment light, 


reflection, and headlights from other vehicles. The block base 


technique, dividing whole frame into 8×8 matrix, is used to 


reduce the noise of the capture image. The object detecting 


and tracking algorithms are implemented by the HDL and 


realized by the FPGA development board to achieve the goal 


of real time vehicle detecting on the railroad crossings. With 


the development of this automatic warning system, we hope 


the accidents on the railroad crossings could be greatly 


reduced. 


II. OBJECT DETECTING AND TRACKING ALGORITHMS 


 The identification process of the proposed object detecting 


and tracking algorithms includes three steps. The first step is 


to choose the detect region. In this step, the image is captured 


by the camera first and then the system will select a range as 


the detection region. To set the detect region can avoid to 


detect a non-essential object or be interfered by external noise. 


The second step is to execute the object detecting and tracking 


processes. When the system finds any vehicle enters into the 


detection region by object detection algorithm, the system will 


start to track the vehicles. Simultaneously, the system will 


also calculate the moving distance of the vehicles as the 


determining information.   


The last step is to determine whether the vehicle leaves the 


railroad crossing or not. In this step, the system calculates the 


moving distance of the vehicles first. If the moving distance of 


any vehicle is less than a threshold value during a time slice, 


the system would determine that the vehicle is in dangerous 


situation. The system will send a warning message 


automatically to the pilot of the train. By these three steps, this 


system can identify that the vehicles are staying on the 


railroad crossing or not. The details of object detecting and 


tracking algorithms will be introduced as follow. 


A. Object Detecting Algorithm 


The first step of the object detecting algorithm is to find a 


reference image as the background image. The characteristic 


of the reference image is there is not any object in the 


detection region of this image. In order to test the proposed 


object detecting algorithm, a camera was used to capture a 


road continuously. First, we captured an image as the 


reference. Fig. 2 shows the captured reference image, in which 


there is not any object on the road. The camera of the system  


 


 
Fig 2. The reference image 


 


 
Fig 3. The current image in which a vehicle appears in the detection region. 
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captures the image. In the same time, the system executes the 


object detecting algorithm by comparing the current image 


with the reference image. If the detecting algorithm finds no 


object in the detecting region, the reference image would be 


replaced by the current image. The refresh of the reference 


image will reduce the distortion from changes of the weather 


and lights.  


The reference image will be replaced continuously until the 


object appears in the detection region as shown in Fig. 3. In 


order to reduce the distortion and noise, the detected image is 


converted to a binary image. Fig. 4 shows three binary by the  
 


 
(a) 


 
(b) 


 
(c) 


Fig 4. The binary images. (a) threshold value is 20. (b) threshold value is 80. 


(c) threshold value obtained by OTSU’s method. 


threshold values of 20, 80, and the threshold value obtained by 


OTSU’s method respectively. The OTSU’s method [11] can 


efficiently reduce the interference of the weather, light, and 


shadow from the outside world. The threshold value can be 


calculated by OTSU’s method according to situation of the 


comparison of these three binary images, we can easily find 


that the OTSU’s method used to find the appropriate threshold 


can get the highest performance of the object detection. By 


converting into the binary image, the distortion and noise can 


be greatly reduced, which will improve the accuracy of the 


object detection.  


B. Object Tracking Algorithm 


Although the binary image can reduce the interference from 


the outside world, it still has the some small regions of noise 


which causes the misjudgement of object tracking. In order to 


reduce more noise, the captured image was separated into the 


block of 8×8 matrix first and then each block was filtered by 


the image filter. After filtering, the small regions of noise can 


be eliminated completely, which makes the pixels of the 


vehicle more clearly. Fig. 5 shows the testing image before 


filtering and after filtering. We can easily find that the small 


regions of pixels are reduced by the filtering process. 
 


 
(a) 


 
(b) 


Fig 5. (a) The image before filtering. (b) The image after filtering. 
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(a) 


(b) 
Fig 6. (a) The coordinate position of the vehicle in the X axle. (b) The 


coordinate position of the vehicle in the Y axle. 


 


 
 
Fig 7. The vehicle is tracked in the specific region.  


 


The 8-connedted components labelling technique was used 


to detect the center of position for each vehicle. By this 


technique, this can track multiple vehicles in the same time. 


Fig. 6 shows the experimental results of the coordinate 


position of each vehicle in the X and Y axles.  The position of 


the center of each vehicle provides not only the position of the 


vehicle but also the speed of each vehicle by computing with 


the time information. If the system finds that the speed of the 


vehicle is zero, the system would change from the tracking 


mode to object detecting mode. The alternate tracking and 


detecting modes improve the accuracy of this system, which 


protect the drivers against accident more completely.  


In order to verify this system, we used a real video captured 


from a railroad in Taiwan. Fig. 7 shows that the vehicle can be 


tracked successfully by this system. Fig. 8 shows the number 


of vehicles tracked by this system during a slice of time. 


Although the proposed two algorithms can detect and track 


vehicles successfully on the railroad crossing, the performance 


of the software system cannot satisfy the requirement of real 


time application. Hence, some partitions with high complexity 


are necessary to be implemented by the VLSI technique or 


FPGA. The hardware architecture will be introduced in the 


next section. 
 


 
 
Fig 8. The number of vehicles tracked during a slice of time. 


III. HARDWARE ARCHITECTURE 


In order to achieve the real time requirement for the 


railroad crossing application, it is necessary to realize the 


object detecting and tracking algorithms by VLSI technique. 


Fig. 9 shows the block diagram of the proposed design. First, 


the images were captured by the 5 Mega pixels digital camera 


on Altera DE2-115a field programmable gate array (FPGA) 


development board. Second, the captured images were stored 


into the DDR memory through a memory controller. Third, 


the captured images in red, green, and blue (RGB) format 


were read by the memory controller and then sent to a RGB to 


Y module. The RGB to Y transferred the captured images in 


RGB format to grayscale format.  
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Fig 9. Block diagram of the hardware architecture.


 
Fourth, the grayscale images were processed into a binary 


image by an OTSU module. After converting into binary 


image, the object detector will find the coordinate positions of 


the vehicles. Finally, the result images were sent to touch 


panel on the FPGA development board for displaying. The 


warning signal is produced in the same time for the pilot if the 


train. Fig. 10 illustrates the data flow of the proposed design. 


 


 
Fig 10. The data flow of the proposed design. 


 
The design was also implemented by the Altera DE2-115a 


field programmable gate array (FPGA) development board. 


By this development board, the test images can be capture by 


the 5 Mega pixels digital camera, the HDL designs of the 


image processor can be download into the FPGA, the warning 


signal can be shown by the LEDs, and the result images can 


be displayed on the panel of the DE2-115 FPGA development 


board.  The process of FPGA implementation can be separated 


into six steps. The details of each step are described as follow. 


 


1. Capturing the testing images by the 5 Mega pixels digital 


camera with CCD and then writing the image data into the 


SDRAM. 


2. Reading the image with the RGB format through the 


memory controller from the SDRAM and then writing the 


calculating grayscale image data back to the SDRAM.  


3.  Using OTSU’s method to find the appropriate threshold for 


converting the grayscale image into binary image.  


4.  Using filter to remove noise and calculating the coordinate 


positions of the vehicles and then writing the image data 


into the SDRAM. 


5. Determining whether the vehicles are leaving the railroad 


crossings or not by calculating the coordinate position of 


each vehicle.   


6.  If the system determines a vehicle stacking on the railroad 


crossing, the Red LEDs on the DE2-115 FPGA board are 


turned on and the panel is also displayed the result image 


by the image processor downloaded in the FPGA.   


  


Fig. 11 shows the result of the warning signals turned on 


the red LEDS built in the FPGA development board.  In the 


real application, the warning signal will send to the pilot of the 


train by wireless device. Fig. 12 shows the result image 


displayed on the touch panel built in the FPGA development 


board. In the real application, the result image will also send 


to the smart phone, tablet PC or LCD monitor on the train. 


The result image will help the pilot to judge whether stop the 


train emergently or not. Table I lists the performance of this 
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design implemented by FPGA and TSMC 018-um CMOS 


process by operating at 50 MHz and 200 MHz respectively.  
 


  
 


Fig 11. The warning signals turned on the red LEDS built in the FPGA 


development board.  


 


 
 


Fig 12. The result image was displayed on the touch panel built in the FPGA 


development board.  


TABLE I 


THE PERFORMANCE OF THE PROPOSED DESIGN 


       Resolution (pixels) 


Process & CLK 
30 million 120 million 500 million 


FPGA @50MHz 0.0985(s) 0.394(s) 1.64(s) 


TSMC 018 @200MHz 0.0246(s) 0.098(s) 0.41(s) 


 


The result shows this design can process an image with 


resolution of 30 million pixels within 0.1 second by FPGA 


device. Moreover, it consumed only 0.41 second to process an 


image with resolution of 500 million pixels by TSMC 018-um 


CMOS process. This design provides a high performance, low 


complexity, high accuracy, and high compatibility object 


detecting and tracking design for the automatic warning 


system for the railroad crossing application.  


IV. CONCLUSIONS 


This paper proposed an efficient design for object detecting 


and tracking. With the implementation of this design by VLSI 


technique and FPGA device, the design can detect and track a 


vehicle within one second. It provides a well base to develop 


an automatic warning system for the railroad crossings.  We 


hope this system can protect people against the accidents on 


the railroad crossings. We will keep going to advance this 


design in future. We hope by our research, there are more and 


more life will be saved by this system. 
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Abstract—  As touch technology has become a hot spot of 


human-computer interaction in recent years, we accomplished 


the design--Music Synthesizer on LCD touch screen. We took 


use of the resources from board DE2-115, combined with 


Verilog HDL and C Language under the environment of 


Quartus II and Nios II Eclipse of Altera’s. In the time when 


digital music develops in such a high speed, our design can 


achieve four different kinds of instruments playing and the 


control of changing the timbre, making more people able to 


create music themselves under a lower cost. 


 


Keywords— music synthesizer; FPGA design; timbre; SOPC 


Builder; Nios II 


I. INTRODUCTION 


Human-computer interaction, studying communications 


and correspondence between human beings and computers, 


to the utmost extent, makes information management, 


services, processing and other functions possible to work
[1]


. 


Along with electronic products like Apple’s iphone, and the 


brand Android phone market, panel computers emerged and 


predominated in market shares, touch technology has been 


widely applied and rapidly developed, providing the public 


with a more natural, direct and efficient interactive pattern. 


Touch technology, which has broad application prospects, 


becomes not only a research but also an application hot spot. 


Nowadays it has an enormous consumer market and 


application platform. Touch screen has been widely used, 


such as private digital assistants, mobile phones and other 


applications, gradually turning into an ordinary and familiar 


mode of human-computer interaction. 


Appeared on the market in recent years, a lot of musical 


instruments simulation software has become popular among 


consumers, such as “Magic Piano”. As can be seen, the 


simulation of instrument entities is implemented by the 


design of the touch screen interface. We use our hands to 


touch the simulate keyboard and the system will scan signals 


through hardware to find the corresponding musical notes. 


Every note corresponds to a code, which can be decoded and 


output a corresponding note by the audio decoder. Thus, we 


can achieve the process of instrument playing. 


Our ideas for the design begin from here. So, here comes the 


question, what should we do to design a multi-instrument 


playing system which is both adjustable and 


timbre-controllable? 


First, we learned the function of the devices used in the 


design. 


A. Introduction of FPGA platform 


1) DE2-115 demo board 


Fig. 1  Structure of DE2-115 demo board [2] 


Fig. 1 shows the structure and layout of DE2-115 demo 


board. We mainly took use of the Audio CODEC (WM8731) 


chip, 24-bit ADC and DAC, whose powerful features help 


achieve the audio codec processing. And with Cyclone IV E 


FPGA driving VGA synchronization signals and a 


three-channel 10-bit high-speed video DAC chip ADV7123 


transforming the output digital signals to analog 8-bit RGB 


signals, we can achieve the interface picture display. 


 


2) Touch Screen 


The design uses the 7-inch TFT-LCD touch screen provided by 


the Terasic, with a resolution of 800×3 (RGB) ×480
[3]


, 


shown in Fig. 2. 
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Fig.2  Terasic touch screen [4] 


On this platform we can make musical instrument entities 


turn into virtual interface display. And with hardware and 


software driving together, we can make multi-touch and 


audio corresponding output available and controllable. 


 


B. Introduction of language 


We take Verilog HDL and C Language to achieve the 


design, using a combination of hardware and software. Thus, 


we can take advantage of either hardware language’s high 


speed, accuracy of hardware description, convenience to 


maintain and simulate or software language’s flexibility, 


high-reliability, error-checking function. The two languages 


are inseparably interconnected, which is greatly conducive to 


achieve the hardware circuit system better and faster. 


 


C. Design Review 


This design uses two softwares Quartus II and Nios II IDE, 


with the resources on FPGA development platform DE2-115 


demo board. Using Verilog HDL to build the system 


hardware platform on Quartus II, we accomplished the 


designation of each function module. With embedded SOPC 


development tools, integrated soft core, CPU, PLL, memory, 


input and output components on FPGA chip. Data controlled 


by the Avalon bus, developed with software Nios II IDE, 


then we can finish the drive for multi-touch module and the 


processing of all data. 


Therefore, the highly integrated music synthesizer chip 


combines hardware design and software design, with the 


abundant resources on FPGA, powerful and efficient ability 


to deal with data. 


 


II. MODULE AND FUNCTION 


Our design uses the combination of Verilog HDL and C 


language to accomplish a playing system of analog electronic 


organ, piano, guitar, drums etc., with either automatic demo 


play mode or personal play mode on a touchable LCD screen 


under the environment of Quartus II and Nios II IDE (11.0) . 


The entire system includes five main modules: image display 


on LCD interface, real-time touch control, sound synthesize, 


instruments switch, play and auto-play. 


 


A. Image Display on LCD Interface 


The device used for display module is the 7 inches TFT a-Si 


Active Matrix Color LCD, whose resolution is 800×3(RGB)


× 480
[3]


. Image showed under the circumstance of right 


horizontal scanning and field scanning frequency. 


 


1) LCD Display Module 


The port definition of LCD display module as Fig. 3, in 


which iCLK represents clock signal of display, connected to the 


33MHz clock signal generated by PLL. iRST_n represents 


reset signal, iNote for the currently playing note signal detected 


from the touch screen, oHD for horizontal synchronization 


signal, i.e., the line sync signal, oVD for vertical sync signal, 


i.e., the line sync signal, oDEN for the data valid signal, 


oLCD_R, oLCD_G, oLCD_B for red, green and blue 


component signals required for LCD display. 


 


Fig. 3   Port definition of LCD display module 


When each line scan begins, the line synchronizing signal 


oHD is set to low level signal for the first 30 clock cycles, 


which shows in Fig. 4 with thpw. And then returns high level 


signal, the appearance of each low level represents the start of 


every line scan. 


The LCD display has a resolution of 800×480, which means 


each line has 800 pixels to display, and a field includes 480 


lines of pixels. Data can be found in Table I that, the time 


required to scan each line is 1056 clock cycles, and each line of 


the display contains a horizontal blanking signal and the active 


display signal, of which the trailing edge time tnb is about 16 


clock cycles, and thpw for 46 clock cycles, cutting front edge 


time thfp for 210 clock cycles, effective line show time thd for 


about 800 clock cycles. 


Field synchronizing signal is similar as line synchronizing 


signal, the length of oVD signal is 13 low level signals tvpw of 


line cycle, which represents the start of every field scan. Then 


return to high level signal, which we can see from Table I that 


every field contains 525 line cycles, of which the trailing edge 


time tvbp is 10 line cycles, and tvpw for 23 line cycles, tvfp for 


22 line cycles, effective field display time is 480 line cycles 


which can be seen in Fig. 5.  
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Fig. 4   Line sync signal and RGB data 


 


Fig. 5   Field sync signal and RGB data 


 


TABLE I 


REFERENCES FOR LCD DISPLAY 


 


 


After synthesizing on Quartus II, the RTL view is as below:  


 


 
Fig. 6   RTL view for LCD display module 


 
2) Piano (Electronic Organ) Display Module 


Piano keys are composed of white keys and black keys. This 


module will control pixels in sections to display eight white 


keys and six black keys in Verilog HDL. The white are 1, 2, 3, 


4, 5, 6, 7, +1. The black are #1, #2, #4, #5, #6, #+1, represent 


the half-steps. 


When white keys are pressed, the pressed key section will be 


displayed grey shadows, and when black keys are pressed, the 


edge of the key shadow will fade away. 


After synthesizing on Quartus II, the RTL view is as below:  


 


Fig. 7 RTL view for Piano display module 


 
3) Guitar Display Module 


Different from playing piano, the structure and operation for 


guitar is more complex. 


It requires both hands simultaneously press and toggle the 


strings so that we can change the pitch. Considering the 


particularity, we dislodged the grade part, making the constant 


chord name replaced. 


This module will display six strings and eight chords. It can 


be able to choose chords, and touch corresponding strings with 


the correct pitch to play. 


The image of this module is transferred mainly by master 


interface, with coding C language in Nios II, to set up register 


to controller. LTM needs to ask SDRAM, where image stored, 


for data with a constant frequency 33MHz. LTM controller 


sustains master interface, so that LTM controller can 


initiatively read SDRAM without Nios II CPU involved. 


After synthesizing on Quartus II, the RTL view is as below:  
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Fig. 8 RTL view for Guitar display module 


 
B. Real-Time Touch Control Module 


1) Multi-Touch Module 


Multi-touch module contains simple gestures control and 


touch input, using DE2-115 general input and output 


(General Purpose Input / Output, GPIO) to interconnect. We 


utilize IP, for user’s input, provided by Terasic to design the 


module, and connect it to Avalon bus through SOPC Builder, 


processing data with Nios CPU. 


 


After synthesizing on Quartus II, the RTL view is as 


below:  


 


Fig. 9 RTL view for Multi-touch module 


2) Touch Block  


Take piano module as an example, we split the screen into 


blocks with keys; calculate for their edge location and their (x, 


y); set the scan area in accordance with the corresponding 


coordinate length. 


If the position pressed belongs to the exact block, then use 


the statement “if/ else” to switch to a certain signal, which is 


connected to the corresponding output signal that represents the 


frequency of the key in order to achieve a total of 14 keys 


letting out sounds independently. 


 


C . Sound Synthesize 


1) Digital Music Theory 


Digital music, using dots, lines and eight Arabic numerals 


0-7, constituting a variety of notes, are the basic elements of 


music tracks. Here we use this notation to illustrate the way 


how the synthesizer functions. 


Combined according to certain relations, these notes 


constitute a melody. Notes 1-7 represent seven different pitches 


in an octave, do, re, mi, fa, so, la, ti. The dot over these seven 


musical alphabet means it is 8 degrees higher than the pitch, if 


below, means 8 degrees lower than the pitch. Arabic numeral 0 


means rest, which means to stop pronunciation. Lines below 


numeral indicate the duration of the sound; numerals without 


lines behind are called a crotchet, whose sound length is the 


basic unit of measure. Every one increase of the segments is 


equal to a decrease of playing time. As segments after numeral 


increase, sound length increase
[7]


. Table II lists out correspond 


relations for different notes. 


TABLE II 


   RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN NOTES AND BEATS 


 


 


 


TABLE III 


RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN NOTES AND FREQUENCY 
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Sound length is a relative concept of time, the length of 


time is not restricted, may be one second or two. If a 


quarter-note is recognized as a second, then play time for 


other notes should refer to it as the basic unit of measure. A 


half beat is 0.5 second. 


The Twelve-tone Equal Temperament stipulates that every 


two octaves (such as a midrange 1 and treble 1) have a 


frequency difference between them. And every two half-note 


have a frequency different rate of 1.059. In addition, the 


pitch A (6)’s frequency is 440Hz, between 3, 4 and 7, 1, there 


is semitones; the rest are whole tones. Therefore can we 


calculate the frequency from 1 to treble 1, as what is 


indicated in Table III. 


 
2) Pitch, Timbre and Loudness 


The pitch of a sound is also known as its frequency. When 


the frequency is high, the wavelength of the sound is shorter. 


According to the experimental data from Table III, we can 


know that the higher the frequency, the higher the pitch. 


Loudness is the characteristic of a sound that is primarily a 


psychological correlate of physical strength (amplitude). The 


greater the amplitude is, the greater the energy, the greater 


the loudness. 


Timbre is the characteristic quality of a sound, 


independent of pitch and loudness, from which its source or 


manner of production can be inferred. Timbre depends on the 


relative strengths of the components of different frequencies, 


which are determined by resonance.  


To be simple, when we play the same pitch on piano and 


guitar, they are not sound alike. 


Among these three decisive characteristic, timbre is the most 


difficult one to simulate, for pitch and loudness can be 


expressed by digital number, but timbre is decided by the 


entire wave form. Therefore, timbre is a comprehensive 


response to all kinds of frequency and intensity. 


The reason why different instruments sound ever-changing, 


we can draw a conclusion through studying their waves: 


 Harmonic wave spectrum of the sound wave and 


envelope shape determine the timbre of specific 


instrument. 


 Overtones generated by tiny vibrations of harmonic 


waves are decisive to timbre ineligibly. 


 Humans can hear a range of sound between 20 and 


20,000 Hz, while musical instruments’ overtone 


frequency is far beyond the scope of this. 


 What we hear most clearly is the basic frequency of the 


wave, which represents the pitch. 


 The key to simulate timbre is to simulate harmonic 


waves and overtones. 


 


 


 


 


 


                 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Fig. 10                         Fig. 11 


 


Fig. 10 shows the image of the vibration waveform for piano, 


pitch 1. Fig. 11 shows the same pitch for guitar. Contrast these 


two pictures can we find that when the amplitude of the 


waveforms are substantially the same pitch, the structure of 


their envelope differs a lot. 


As for guitar is a string plucked instrument, we play with our 


fingers plucking the strings; piano is a string hit instrument. So 


the sound of piano is softer, decays faster, which can be seen 


from the waveform. 


 
3) Karplus-Strong algorithm 


Karplus-Strong algorithm is simulation behavior through 


simulating sine wave attenuation. It is constituted by a delay 


line of a short length, which would be decided by the frequency 


generated. Its waveform changes all the time in cycle, and the 


delay line after filtering simulates the hit or plucked string. 


To achieve the algorithm, the main components are: delay 


line,   percussion, note attenuation and feedback. 


The length of the delay line depends on the expected 


frequency of the note generated. The fundamental frequency of 


the signal, which is the non-zero lowest resonant frequency, 


whose phase delay is -2π. 


Relative to a given fundamental frequency F0 of the required 


delay D can be calculated by the following formula: 


D = Fs/F0 


Fs is sample rate. In this design, the sample rate is set as 


48KHz. The reason why we adopt the high sample rate is that 


research shows signals decay faster with short delay line. 


Choosing higher sample rate allows to use longer delay line, so 


that it can achieve a better attenuation characteristics
[8]


. For 


instance, the central C (seen from Table III), whose frequency 


is 523.3Hz, has a delay line length of about: 


D = 48000/523.3 ≈ 93 


Karplus-Strong algorithm defines a low-pass filtered random 


noise signal as an initial strike chord signal, similar to the 


sound generated randomly from slightly plucked guitar strings. 


And the real piano uses the hammering way to generate sound, 


so the hit is softer and smoother. To simulate this situation, 


hitting triangular waveform is defined as the pulse waveform, 


rather than random strike. Therefore, the audio output produced 


by this hammer way is smoother than that plucked guitar 


sound. 


In addition, each of the real piano’s notes is generated not 


only by a simple string. Usually two are needed, and slightly 


difference in length between them. In order to obtain better 



http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/sound

http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/independent

http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/which
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simulation results, the two strings are coupled together, and 


fed back after averaging the output. 


 
D. Instruments Switch 


1) Initialize Selection Menu 


As shown in Fig. 2, the root directory of selection mode is 


a sample of DE2-115 demo board from ALTERA. 


Application Selector interface shows when SD card inserted. 


We now modified the sample, storing some user-defined 


modules in SD card. 


 
2) Instrument Modules Implantation 


The SD card provided by Terasic have a memory of 2GB. 


If you want to read the modules of different musical 


instruments, the program needs to be converted to a binary 


BIN file and stored in the SD card. 


While the program is divided into two operative parts, the 


software part and the hardware part. It needs to turn 


compiled SOF file and ELF file to BIN file into the SD card. 


The conversion process requires the Nios II Command Shell: 


Turn SOF to BIN 


 


 


Turn ELF to BIN 


 


Turn ELF to BIN within one step 


 


Put hardware bin and software bin into a folder, storing in 


the root of SD card. When getting power, selection interface 


appears as Fig. 12. Choose PIANO and click LOAD to get 


into piano personal playing mode. 


 


Fig. 11  Instrument Switch Mode 


 


E. Playing System 


Playing system includes sample tracks auto playing mode 


and personal play mode. When switch SW[1] is set to 1, the 


system turns out to be sample tracks auto playing mode; 


when SW[1] is set to 0, turns personal playing mode. LCD 


display control module controls the line sync signal and 


vertical sync signal and RGB signals. Playing on the screen, 


the LCD brings the touch signal to processor via the touch 


control module, and shows the effect of multi-touch. After 


obtaining the touch signals, transfer them to the generation 


module, and make corresponding key note data, ultimately 


through the audio codec module to broadcast sounds. 


 


1) WM8731 Audio Codec Chip 


The audio control chip is provided by Wolfson, low-power, 


24-bit stereo audio codec chip WM8731
[5]


. 


We turned the demo WMA file into WAV file with required 


parameters under the operating environment of Cool Edit. As 


for WAV file is consist of sample values and file headers, 


usually representing sound with quantization bits, sample rate 


and amplitude of sample points. We adopt the standard 


formatting sample frequency of 44.1KHz, 16-bit quantized 


digital stereo. 


WAV file will be converted into SD card, and then read the 


data out from the SD card into DAC. 


 


Fig. 12 Inner Structure of WM8731 


It can be seen from Fig. 12 that the digital audio input enters 


the digital filter first, and then processed by the DAC, forming 


24-bit files, with little distortion, then put out through the 


headphone driver. 


 
Fig. 13 Connection between FPGA and WM8731 


Fig. 13 shows the connection diagrams between the 


WM8731 audio chip and FPGA. To control WM8731, the I2C 


bus is needed. The module’s ports definitions are as below: 


 
Fig. 14  Audio I2C Module Port Definitions  
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In this case, I2C controller uses 33 clock cycles to transfer 


a 24-bit data. The first clock cycle to initialize the controller, 


the second and third start transmission, 4
th


-30
th


 cycle transfer 


data (which contains 24-bit data and 3 ACK), the last three 


cycles are used to stop transmission. Controller uses a 6-bit 


counter SD_COUNTER to transfer cycle count.  


Before starting the transfer and after the transfer, 


I2C_SCLK signal should remain high, the start condition 


(START) and termination condition (STOP) being completed 


with I2C_SCLK and I2C_SDAT. There is a register SCLK 


added to the code to generate START and STOP conditions. 


Before START and after STOP, SCLK=0. During data 


transmission, I2C_SCLK is provided by the CLOCK. 


After synthesizing on Quartus II, the RTL view is as below:  


 


  Fig. 15                        Fig. 16 


III.  INTEGRATED SYSTEM DESIGN 


Fig. 17 illustrates the framework of the overall system 


design diagram. The system includes the following eight 


sections: 


 Touchable LCD display  


 SDRAM/Flash memory, for program storage and 


operation 


 Parallel input and output ports (PIO), mainly for testing 


and communication with the Nios II processor. Our 


design uses the 18 switches, 4 buttons, 18 red LEDs on 


DE2-115 demo board. 


 Sounds generation module 


 Audio codec control, for play corresponding audios 


through LINEOUT connected to headphones or 


loudspeakers. 


 Phase-locked loop (PLL), DE2-115 on 50MHz clock as 


input, putting out other clock of different frequency as 


the input of other modules. Among, 33MHz as LCD 


display clock, 100MHz as the input clock for SDRAM, 


18.432MHz as the input clock to audio codec module. 


 Nios II processor, as the pivot of the whole system, 


complishes the core function, including the touch screen 


and data processing. 


 JTAG UART, mainly for observation to the results, and 


debugging the program. 


 


Fig. 17 Framework of overall system  


 


Fig. 18 System working environment 


Fig. 18 shows the overall system operating environment, the 


DE2-115 demo board with LCD touch screen and loudspeaker 


connected, Quartus II and Nios II IDE programmed, then we 


can achieve a multi-instrument playing system including piano, 


electronic organ, guitar and Jazz drums. 


 


A. System Hardware Design 


Hardware part mainly controls two modules : LCD display 


and audio output. 


 


Fig. 19 Hardware system and data flow 


In electronic organ module,we use Verilog HDL to describe 


the interface and control relative areas to drive pitch frequency 


signal. 
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In piano, guitar, and drum module, we use SDRAM to 


read the BIN file of the image, and call for SD card to play 


audio module with Nios II. 


As Fig. 19 shows the output from the PLL clock inputs to 


the different frequencies in each module. LCD display 


module outputs scan signal to the screen, and outputs the 


audio signal to audio module through display module. 


 


B. System Software Design 


The design in SOPC Builder mainly contains the 


following components: 


 Nios II processor, optional full-featured CPU cores 


(Nios II/f), with optimal performance; 


 SDRAM, CFI Flash, EPCS memory devices; 


 PIO, including the buttons, switches and LED lights; 


 PLL, to generate different frequency clock as the input 


clock of different modules; 


 System ID, provide a unique identifier for the SOPC 


Builder system ; 


 I2C module, generate I2C_SCLK, I2C_SDAT signal; 


 Touch module, access to the touch point position and 


other data; 


 LCD module, can display characters; 


 JTAG UART module, to facilitate the observation 


results of the proceedings and functional debugging. 


After finishing adding the components, click the Generate 


button to build SOPC system, generate .sopcinfo files. Then, 


Nios II IDE will automatically generate HAL (Hardware 


Abstraction Layer) system libraries. HAL system library is a 


simplified operating environment, providing simple device 


driver interface for underlying hardware communication 


program. HAL application programming interface (API) and 


ANSIC standard library are integrated. Through HAL API, 


we can use the familiar C language function library to access 


devices and files. 


HAL system library provides the following services: 


 Integrated with the new ANSIC standard library, 


providing familiar C standard function library; 


 Device drivers, providing access to each device in the 


system; 


 HAL API, providing a consistent and standard 


interface; 


 System initialization, initializing processor and 


operating environment before the main (); 


 Device initialization, initializing each device in system 


before the main (); 


System.h file, providing software description for hardware 


(Nios II), is the basis for the HAL system library. The 


document describes every peripheral devices in the system, 


and the details are as follow: 


 Peripheral hardware configuration; 


 Base address; 


 IRQ priority; 


 Peripherals symbolic name
[9]


; 


HAL system library as the underlying, based on the principle of 


each module and working agreement, creates their own drivers, 


including I2C, Multi-touch, LCD driver modules and 


application functions, and then develope through main () 


function. The software system structure is shown in Fig. 20. 


 


Fig. 20 Structure of software system 


IV.  RESULTS AND SHOW 


The physical platform for the design is shown in Fig. 21. 


Firstly, run Quartus II, analysis and synthesis, after showing the 


interface, run Nios II Eclipse/IDE to get software started, thus, 


we can achieve the whole program with controllably operating 


the system.  


   


Fig. 21 Physical System Platform 


 


A. Electronic Organ Playing System 


When SD card inserted and DE2-115 be turned on, choose 


mode “Electronic Organ”, and click LOAD, then we will come 


to the electronic organ interface, as Fig. 22 shows. 


 


 


Fig. 22 Electronic Organ Playing Interface 
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When the key is not pressed, the shadow of the black key 


at edge remains, represents the 3D effect, and the white key 


stays white. The keyboard has an octave, a total of 14 key 


tones in all. 


When the white key is pressed, it is displayed as shades of 


gray, which is showed in Fig. 23;when the black key is 


pressed, it is displayed as shadow edge disappearing, which 


is showed in Fig. 24. And the corresponding LED lights up. 


When the switch SW[1] turns to automatically play mode, it 


begins to play demo sound, and the keys will change their 


color in time. 


 


   


Fig. 23                        Fig. 24 


 


B. Piano Playing System 


The piano module is quite similar to electronic organ’s, for 


their interface display is exactly the same. What makes them 


differ from each other is that the way to generate their waves 


is of no similarity. 


The principle of piano playing calls for complex echos and 


harmonic waves, which contributes a lot to its unique timbre. 


At the top right corner, there is a semi-transparent section 


indicating the interface of Jazz drum. When press the section, 


the interface will switch into Jazz drum playing mode. 


 


 
Fig. 25 Piano Playing Interface 


 


C. Guitar Playing System 


The guitar interface consists of 8 chords and 6 strings, and 


we turned these function objects into touch area on LCD 


screen.  


Whenever choosing a chord, the strings will be prepared, 


and make specific sounds according to the chord. Therefore, 


we can achieve a 8-chord guitar playing system.  


At the bottom right corner, there is a semi-transparent section 


indicating the switch to piano interface. 


 
Fig. 26 Guitar Playing Interface 


D. Jazz Drum Playing System 


The Jazz Drum Playing system has 4 drums and 4 cymbals 


and a bass drum. The way it works is just the same as piano and 


guitar. When the semi-transparent guitar at the bottom left 


corner pressed, the system will change to the guitar playing 


mode.  


 


Fig. 27 Jazz Drum Playing Interface 


E. System Resource Utilization 


 


Fig. 28 SOPC Components and Connections 
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Fig. 29 RTL View fot the Entire System 


 


Fig. 30 System Resource Utilization 


 


V. CONCLUSIONS 


Hardware design completed on Quartus II 11.0 and 


software design developed on Nios II 11.0, combining the 


two ALTERA development platform, we have build a system 


using SOPC on DE2-115 demo board, and accomplished a 


real-time controllable and multi-instrument switchable music 


synthesizer. 


The proposed simulation algorithm sounds, compared with 


the real sounds, still needs to be improved. It is unrealistic to 


make the simulate same as the real instrument. The intensity 


of the strength, plucked location and the surrounding 


environment such as temperature and humidity will affect 


subtle changes to the sound, and the data simulated will also 


be huge. The further improvement for sound envelope 


algorithm will help make progress to the efficiency as 


simulating. 


Sufficient hardware resources on the platform provide 


great convenience for further development. This design can 


be developed in many recreational aspects, such as adding 


some game elements and cool effects, making it more 


interesting, more attractive, and more valuable and 


competitive in current electronic markets. 
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Abstract— This study proposes an efficient system architecture 


for camera distortion correction, in which a neuron-based 


camera distortion corrector (NCDC) is applied to rapidly correct 


various camera and lens distortions and manufacturing flaws in 


economical cameras. Compared to traditional camera models for 


correcting camera and lens distortions, for which more than two 


types of models are used, the NCDC uses one neural model to 


correct geometric distortions and asymmetric manufacturing 


defects.  


The NCDC consists of a front-end that calculates back-map 


coordinates in distortion image space and a back-end that reads 


camera distortion image pixels from memory to interpolate a 24-


bit color pixel corrected image. In a complex camera system with 


field-programmable gate array (FPGA), the back-end uses a 


burst mode and multi-port access architecture to fetch the image 


pixel from a high-latency memory, which increases the number 


of correction frames per second (CFPS) of the camera corrector. 


Moreover, a development board using high-speed memory was 


designed to increase the camera correction efficiency. The results 


show that the CFPS of an NCDC back-end with the proposed 


architecture is over 19.39x higher than professional solutions. 


 


Keywords— back propagation; camera distortion; distortion 


correction; FPGA; geometric distortion; neural network 


I. INTRODUCTION 


Cameras are indispensable in most computer, 


communication, and consumer electronics products, especially 


photographic, vehicle electronics, surveillance, and numerous 


human interaction applications. Precision and the visible range 


are crucial for measurements in the medical field [1]. 


To capture an image with a greater visible range, the 


convex or concave lens of a wide-angle camera collects more 


light from captured objects. The collected light projects onto 


the fixed-size image-sensor array of the camera. However, the 


refracted angle of the light within the convex lens increases 


from the center to the edges, distorting the captured image at 


the rear of the convex lens. This barrel-type spatial distortion 


by the convex lens is traditionally corrected by a multi-piece 


lens group within a specific distortion range. This type of 


optical structure is large and costly to manufacture. 


However, low-cost cameras have several types of 


manufacturing flaws in their lenses, holders, and sensor 


boards. These cameras consist of various convex and concave 


lenses and an image sensor. The center of all lenses and the 


image sensor must lie along the same optical axis. As shown 


in the structural diagram in  


Fig. 1, two types of manufacturing defects can be observed 


between the lens holder and the sensor chip die in the camera 


module, in addition to the geometric and wide-angle 


distortions of the camera. 


 


 
 
Fig. 1. Manufacturing flaws in camera sensor and lenses. 


 


To correct for the low quality of cameras, Brown [2] 


presented a lens distortion model that includes the concept of 


decentering lens distortion. Weng [3] addressed the 


decentering and thin prism distortions in cameras, 


mathematically modeled these errors, and used a calibration 


board to obtain the distortion pattern used to calculate the 


parameters of the lens distortion model. These researchers 


used various software-implemented mathematical models to 


correct camera distortions. 


For correcting wide-angle lens distortions in real time, 


Asari [4] presented a similar distortion polynomial model 


based on a nonlinear least squares curve fitting (NLSCF) 


scheme to obtain the coefficients of the distortion polynomial. 


In contrast to the wide-angle lens distortion model by Weng 


[3], the Asari polynomial model is easier to implement with 


very-large-scale integration (VLSI) architecture. Studies [5-9] 


recently proposed hardware accelerator designs based on the 


Asari method. However, low-cost cameras have additional 


distortions that are not corrected by the VLSI architecture; 


therefore, high-resolution videos captured with wide-angle 
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cameras cannot be corrected in real time when used for 


medical imaging [1] or other measuring purposes. Therefore, 


Chen [10] proposed an efficient method for correcting camera 


distortion based on the VLSI architecture, in which a neural 


camera distortion model is applied to correct various lens and 


manufacturing flaws of low-cost cameras rapidly. The neural 


corrector in [10] can produce over 30010
6
 back-map 


coordinates per second, which can process videos with 


resolutions of over 40962048 pixels. 


The back-map coordinates in the distortion image space 


(DIS) are float coordinates that require four pixels on adjacent 


coordinates to interpolate a new pixel in the correction image 


space (CIS). In [4, 6-10], the researchers assumed that the 


interpolator can immediately fetch four pixels from memory 


to calculate the new pixel in CIS. However, if the correction 


system uses fast static random-access memory (SRAM) to 


store a camera-captured distortion image, the memory reader 


requires a clock cycle to fetch a pixel. The size of the captured 


image is over 2MB because the resolution of the camera is 


over 19201080 pixels. An SRAM chip is a costly device 


with small memory size. Therefore, the general system uses 


synchronous dynamic random-access memory (SDRAM) to 


store the distortion image. Because the back-map coordinates 


are not continuous between the previous and subsequent 


coordinates, the memory reader requires more clock cycles to 


fetch a pixel from SDRAM without a burst mode.  


Chen [5] addressed the memory access problem in the 


VLSI architecture with SRAM, and proposed a time 


multiplexed method that shares part of the hardware circuit to 


reduce costs and throughput. The back-map generator in [5] 


produces a back-map coordinate for each of the four clock 


cycles. In the intermission time of the back-map generator, the 


interpolator can fetch four pixels from SRAM. However, the 


memory access action in an integrated system is more 


complex. As the interpolator fetches the pixels from memory, 


the camera control writes the next captured image to memory 


and the interpolated pixels are simultaneously written to 


memory.  


This study proposes back-end architecture of an NCDC in 


an integrated system that consists of a camera subsystem, 


universal serial bus (USB) 2.0 subsystem, microprocessor unit 


(MPU) subsystem, and NCDC subsystem to efficiently use 


bandwidth and the space of the DDR SDRAM, which can use 


the generated back-map coordinates of the front-end NCDC to 


interpolate the pixels of the corrected image. Finally, the 


proposed system can rapidly correct camera geometric 


distortions and asymmetric manufacturing defects. 


 


II. CAMERA DISTORTION CORRECTION 


A. Traditional Camera Distortion Models 


With the real camera and lens distortions, the general 


perspective projection does not make the transition from 


world space to image space perfectly. To model the projection 


of the camera, Tsai [11] proposed several linear relationships 


between points in a 3D space. The projections in an image 


plane are established based on the pinhole camera model 


(PCM). In the Tsai camera model, the ideal wide-angle lens 


distortion was established. 


Figure 2 shows a perspective projection model of a pinhole 


camera.    is the center of the image plane, and    is defined 


as the center of the world space.    is the center of the lens, 


which is also the center of the perspective projection model. 


 


 
Fig. 2. Perspective projection of pinhole camera model. 


 


   is an object point in the 3D world space, which is 


located at [        ] ,    is a projection point in 2D 


image-plane space, which is located at [     ] . The 


mapping relationship of the world-space point    to its image 


point    with the PCM is provided by 


 


      [   ]   (1) 


 


where   is the scaling factor of the projection size on the 


image-plane space.   is defined as an intrinsic parameter of 


the PCM presented in 


 


 


  [
      


      


   


] (2) 


 


where [     ]  are the coordinates of the camera lens center, 


  is defined as the focal distance,    and    are a fixed ratio 


between the width and the height of the pixel unit on the 


image sensor, respectively, and   is defined as the skew factor, 


which is zero for modern image sensors. 


The matrix [   ] is defined as an extrinsic parameter of the 


PCM, which is provided by 
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] (3) 


 


where   is a translation matrix, and   is a rotation matrix built 


on three Euler angles        , which is provided by 
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The image plane rotates around the x-, y-, and z-axes with 


respective rotation angles  ,  , and  , which can be described 


by 
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] (5) 
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] (6) 
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] (7) 


 


In (3), the translation matrix   is inserted in the back of the 


matrix R because the relationship mapping of (1) uses 


homogeneous coordinates to express the coordinates between 


the world space and the image space, which can be written as 
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]  [
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] (8) 


 


In the PCM, other than the geometry distortion from the 


perspective projection model, nonlinear distortion is the most 


important form of lens aberration. Because a real camera uses 


a convex or concave lens to refract light from the object, the 


accuracy of the lens affects the angle of the refracted light in 


the lens. The surface at the periphery of the convex or concave 


lens has more curvature, which disturbs the linear translation 


result of (8). 


To simplify the wide-angle lens correction method, Asari [4, 


8, 9, 12] used a curve polynomial to model the radial lens 


distortion, as follows: 


 


 


   ∑    


 


   


 (9) 


 


where    √ ⃐ 
   ⃐ 


 ,  ⃐        and  ⃐       . 


[     ]  is a point in the DIS,    is the coefficient of the 


curve polynomial, and N is the order of the curve polynomial. 


The corresponding magnitude    is the distance from the lens 


center to a point in the DIS, and    is the distance from the 


lens center to a point in the CIS. 


The approach by Asari translates the lens distortion model 


from the Cartesian to the polar coordinates, and assumes that 


the lens distortion is a purely radial model, and that the point 


of the angle   in the corrected space and the point of the angle 


   in the distortion space is the same.   is given by 


 


 
       (


     


     


) (10) 


 


 


Fig. 3 shows the polynomial back-map (PBM) process by 


Asari. Before the PBM, the corrected image space       of 


the Cartesian coordinate system uses (10) to translate to the 


polar coordinate system      . The translation requires the 


distortion center to obtain the magnitude and the angle in the 


polar coordinate system. If the distortion center         is 


inaccurate, PBM correction generates substantial errors. 


Therefore, the distortion center of the PBM is generated from 


the average of the estimated centers by using the described 


method. 


 


 
 


Fig. 3. Asari process for wide-angle lens distortion correction. 


 


The point [     ]  in the CIS is obtained from the polar 


coordinates [     ]  in the CIS, which are provided by 
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]  [


          


          
] (11) 


 


Because the 2D coordinates translate to 1D coordinates in 


[4], the computation complexity is lower than in other 


research, which is useful for implementing the hardware 


accelerator for wide-angle correction [5, 6, 8, 9, 12]. 


However, the camera is not a perfectly manufactured 


product. In lower-quality cameras, Brown [2] proposed that 


the lens model is decomposed into two types of distortion: 


radial and tangential lens distortion. [     ]  are points in 


the DIS, which are provided by 
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] (12) 


 


where [   ]  is a point in the CIS,    and    are the radial 


distortion vectors, and    and    are the tangential distortion 


vectors. 


Radial lens distortion models more refraction angles from 


the lens center to the lens periphery for the convex or concave 


lens, which is described as 
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] (13) 


 


where  ⃐      ,  ⃐      , and    √ ⃐ 
   ⃐ 


 . 


  ,   … are the coefficients in the polynomial of the radial 


lens distortion model, which is used to change the curvature of 


the curve polynomial in the radial lens distortion model for 


various lenses. 


In low-cost cameras, the image sensor is not parallel to the 


wide-angle lens, which is a manufacturing flaw. This causes 


the radial lens distortion to simultaneously follow tangential 
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distortion. To correct this distortion, Brown [2] modeled the 


decentering distortion, as expressed by 


 


[
  


  
]  [


      
    ⃐ 


       ⃐  ⃐         
    


     ⃐  ⃐       
    ⃐ 


          
    


] (14) 


 


where   ,   … are the coefficients in the polynomial of the 


tangential lens distortion model. For the wide-angle lens, (13) 


and (14) use higher-order terms to improve the correction 


accuracy. 


However, the real low-price camera still has many other 


manufacturing flaws that are not modeled. Besides geometric 


and wide-angle distortion of the camera,  


Fig. 1 shows the structure of a real camera module, 


indicating two types of manufacturing flaws between the lens 


holder and the chip die of the camera module.  


The optical mechanism of a low-cost camera also has 


several manufacturing flaws. The convex lens of the wide-


angle lens made by injection modeling is an asymmetrical 


convex lens, and a wide-angle lens, which has a more 


complex optical character, including a multi-piece lens group. 


Thus, a radial polynomial cannot model the complex optical 


character of asymmetrical barrel distortion. When the error 


from the manufacturing process accumulates, the optical 


center of the wide-angle lens diverges from the image sensor 


center. Correction of the error introduced by this 


manufacturing flaw requires more complex mathematical 


models to model the non-uniform distortion. A real distortion 


surface of a 120° low-price wide-angle lens in  


Fig. 5 shows complex and non-uniform characteristics. 


The images captured by a camera with a low-quality lens 


include horizontal, vertical, rotational, lens, and optical-


mechanism errors. Manufacturing flaws cannot be predicted, 


and not every camera has the same flaws. However, if the 


correction uses complex mathematical models to correct all of 


the distortion in the camera, the computational time becomes 


extremely large, and several precise calibrations are required. 


 


B. Neuron-Based Camera Distortion Corrector 


 


Fig. 6 shows the distortion-correction process proposed by 


Chen [10]. The NCDC consists of off-line calibration and 


forward correction processes. In the off-line calibration 


process, the calibration dots are detected from the calibration 


image captured using a wide-angle camera. The training stage 


uses the detected calibration dots to train the neural network 


with back propagation. After the off-line process, the NCDC 


can independently produce the back-map coordinates; that is, 


the pixel location of CIS in the DIS. The back-map 


coordinates in the DIS are float coordinates that require four 


pixels on adjacent coordinates to interpolate the pixels in CIS. 


 


 
 
Fig. 5. Calculated distortion depth of the 120° wide-angle lens. 


 


 
 


Fig. 6. NCDC process for wide-angle lens distortion correction. 


 
 
Fig. 4. Multi-layer feed-forward neural network. 
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The backpropagation neural network (BPNN) consists of 


the feed-forward stage, which is the MFFNN, and the error 


backpropagation stage. Because most problems in the real 


world are nonlinear, the MFFNN uses a multilayered structure 


to enhance the adjustability of nonlinear output results. The 


MFFNN learns from the supervised learning method, which is 


an error backpropagation (EBP) [13] method for error-


correction learning. The EBP method trains and modifies the 


weights and biases of the MFFNN. 


 


 
 
Fig. 7. A neuron of the BPNN. 


 


 


Fig. 4 shows a general MFFNN, where layers are numbered 


from 0 to M. The neurons of the hidden layer are numbered 


from 0 to HN. The network training of the backpropagation 


method includes the feed-forward stage and the EBP stage. 


In the feed-forward stage, the training patterns are 


sequentially inputted into the neurons from the input layer, 


and the input layer does not perform any operation. The 


calculated results propagate from the lower layer         to 


the upper layer     via the neuron connection.  


Fig. 7 shows a neuron, which consists of the multiply 


accumulator and the activation function. 


Equation (15) is the multiply accumulator operation, which 


sums the weight of the upper neurons and the bias. 


 


 


  
  ∑   


      
    


 


     


   


 (15) 


 


where    , and         ,    
  is defined as the weight 


that corresponds to the connection from neuron   in the 


        layer to   in the     layer, and   
  is defined as 


the bias of a neuron, which corresponds to neuron   in the 


    layer. Initialized values of the weights and the biases of 


the network are random numbers between 1 and -1. The 


neuron output   
  is activated from the weighted sum   


  in 


(16). 


 


   
      


   (16) 


 


where          . In  


Fig. 4, the neurons of the hidden layer use the tan-sigmoid 


function (17) to activate the weighted sum, and   is the scaling 


factor of the tan-sigmoid function that controls the curve rate. 


 


 
           


 


      
   (17) 


 


The neurons of the output layer use a linear function (18) to 


activate the weighted sum of the hidden neurons, and the 


activated results of the output neurons are the output of the 


MLP neural network. 


 


              (18) 


 


The EBP stage modifies the weights and biases of the 


neural network according to the error-correction rule. When   


is M in (19), the expected value    minus the neuron output of 


the output layer obtained is the output error of the neural 


network. The network error propagates back from the output 


layer to the hidden layer. 


 


  
  


{
 


 
     


     


∑    
     


   


     


   


          
 (19) 


 
Fig. 8. Neural processor arithmetic hardware. 
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The gradient   
  uses (20) to calculate the weighted neuron 


error of the hidden layer. 


 


   
    


      
   (20) 


 


The modification vector     
  is calculated using (21), and 


the correction rate   is defined as the learning rate, which is a 


scaling factor that limits the modification vector of the error 


correction in each iteration. 


 


     
     


   
  (21) 


 


After calculating all the modification vectors     
 , (22) 


updates the neuron weights of the neural network. 


 


    
      


     
  (22) 


 


The neuron bias modification method is similar to that of 


neuron weight modification. In the training period, all training 


patterns use the feed-forward operation to calculate the results, 


after which the backpropagation operation estimates the errors 


between the results and the target patterns. Based on these 


estimated errors, the weights and biases of the NN are 


modified by (22). The BPNN continues training with EBP 


until stopping conditions are met. After completing the EBP-


based training, the BPNN stops the backpropagation and uses 


only feed-forward to back-map the camera distortion surface. 


Fig. 8 shows the arithmetic hardware of a neural processor 


for the NCDC that consists of hidden neurons with two inputs 


and output neurons with four inputs. Because the input data of 


the correction NN are 2D coordinates      , the hidden layer 


in the MFFNN consists of four neurons with two inputs. To 


operate the two-input neurons at a high frequency, the hidden 


neuron is designed using pipeline architecture. After the input 


value is multiplied by the weight, the pipe registers store these 


results. Next, the multiplied results and the bias stored in the 


next-stage pipe register are summed to generate the net signal. 


The MFFNN in this study used the register to store the 


descriptor of the NN that controls the weights and biases of 


the hidden neurons in the NN. In the memory mapping of the 


bus system, the bus interface operates the descriptor register to 


write a value to register or read a value by the microprocessor. 


The arithmetic structure of the output neuron is similar to 


that of the two-input neuron. The pipe registers store the 


multiplied results of     
   and     


  . The two multiplied 


results in each pipe register are summed by an adder, and 


these summed results are stored in the second-stage pipe 


register. The third-stage pipe register then receives the sum of 


the added results of the second stage in addition to the bias. 


Because a neuron connected to the next stage is an easy and 


simple way, the input value of the neuron is limited to a range 


between 1 and -1. Thus, the neurons can comprise any 


structure in the NN for serving diverse purposes. 


When a wide-angle lens is switched to another camera, the 


NN can use the same neuron to correct the distortion. The 


input pixel coordinates of the new camera only require 


normalizing to a range between 1 and -1. The NN uses the 


new normalized data to train the weights and biases for the 


new camera. The normalized design of the neurons is a 


reusable structure, and for various applications the NN 


redesigns only the normalization arithmetic. 


The arithmetic operation in the neuron uses a fixed point 


for calculations. The input and output widths of neurons in the 


NN for camera correction are 24 bits. The normalized value 


can use the complete 24-bit width of the multiplier and the 


adder in the neuron, which can calculate the output most 


precisely. When the weights and biases are controlled at a 


fixed-point value within the 24-bit width, the limited range 


can ensure that the multiplication and summing operations in 


the neuron do not overflow. Thus, the output range of the 


neuron is limited to a fixed range, which simplifies the 


effective operating range of the tan-sigmoid arithmetic. 


 


C. Tan-Sigmoid Acceleration 


Tan-sigmoid, which is the most critical function in the NN 


of VLSI implementation, consists of an exponential and a 


divider shown in (17). The exponential function of the tan-


sigmoid is difficult to generate using the hardware arithmetic. 


In this study, the CORDIC was used to implement the 


hardware arithmetic of the exponential function. However, the 


CORDIC cannot directly generate the value of the exponential 


because it is operated in rotation mode to generate the results 


of         and        . In (23), the exponential value of   is 


the summed result of         and        . 
 


                    (23) 


 


Equation (24) is the iterative function of the CORDIC that 


is based on a pseudo-rotation method. To generate the values 


of         and        , the CORDIC is operated in rotation 


mode to calculate the following hyperbolic function: 


 


 


{


              
  


             
  


            


 (24) 


 


where      for the hyperbolic function. In rotation mode, 


   in (25) uses the sign of      to determine whether the next 


iteration is a positive or negative rotation. 


 


 
   {


          
            


 (25) 


 


where    . In (26),    is the rotating angle in the   stage. 


 


                (26) 


 


where    . After several iterative operations,      almost 


reaches 0.      and      converge on a hyperbolic term that 


can be written as 
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 (27) 


 


where    .   , which is produced from each pseudo-


rotation operation, is given by 


 


 


   ∏√      


 


   


 (28) 


 


where   is defined as the number of pseudo-rotation 


operations.    is a constant when   is greater than 25. 


To expand the operating range of the HBC, most studies 


based on the CORDIC [14, 15] divide the operating range of 


the EXP into several regions. Asari [15] divided    in (23) 


into integer and fraction regions, and preprocessed the integer 


results of the EXP stored in the LUT. The expanded 


          is calculated from 


 


             (         )     (          ) (29 ) 


 


where           is the negative integer part of    , and 


           is the fraction part of     that is              


  . The HBC in [15] is used to generate    (          ), 


and the preprocessing    (         ) multiplied by the result 


of the HBC is         , which effectively expanded by more 


than   . 


 


Fig. 10 presents the mean squared error (MSE) results of 


three fixed points, which shows that when the width of the 


fixed point is more than 20 bits, the increased ratio of the 


calculation precise is less than the increased ratio from the 18-


bit to 20-bit width. Based on this result, the    (          ) 


of the tan-sigmoid in this study involved using a 20-bit fixed 


point for implementation. 


In (17), after calculating the exponential, the result must be 


inversed. However, if a divider is used to inverse the 


exponential result, the hardware arithmetic comprises a large 


area to implement the divider. To use less area to implement 


the inverse arithmetic, in this study a linear CORDIC 


arithmetic was employed instead of the divider. 


Fig. 11 shows the results of the tan-sigmoid calculated 


using a linear vector CORDIC (LVC) and a general divider 


(DIV), with the operation of the two methods at a fixed point 


domain. 


Mix Modified HBC (MMHBC) [16] is used to generate 


more accurate and steady results than [15]. Fig. 13 presents 


the output characteristics of the tan-sigmoid obtained using 


the MMHBC and LVC from -15 to 15; these results are 


almost the same as the standard tan-sigmoid derived using a 


floating point. 


 


 
 


Fig. 10. MSE of the tan-sigmoid using three length fixed point. 


 


 
 


Fig. 9. The tan-sigmoid arithmetic structure for the MMBRC. 
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Fig. 11. Output error of the output error calculated using LVC and DIV. 


 


Fig. 14 shows the output error of the tan-sigmoid calculated 


using the MMHBC and LVC from -15 to 15. 


 


 


 
Fig. 13. Output characteristics of the tan-sigmoid obtained using the MMHBC 


and STD in full range. 


 


 
Fig. 14. Output error of the error across the entire range obtained using the 


MMHBC and LVC. 


 


shows the arithmetic structure of the tan-sigmoid function. 


A bit-sequence separator is used to separate the input value 


into sign bit, region bit, and least fraction bit from the net of 


the neuron. Because the output of the tan-sigmoid is 


symmetric with respect to the zero axis, the sign bit of the net 


is stored in a shift buffer, which is used to determine if the 


output of the tan-sigmoid is positive or negative in the final 


pipeline stage. Hence, the tan-sigmoid can be calculated from 


   and    . 


Because the arithmetic of the tan-sigmoid uses a divider to 


invert the term       in (17), the MHBC was used in this 


study only to calculate    . The result is 1 because   is 0. 


Then, as   increases in negative the direction, the result of the 


EXP approaches 0. 


Thus, the results of       range from 2 to 1. The 


complexity of the divider arithmetic in (17) can be controlled 


because the divisor and dividend range are fixed, and the 


dividend is less than or equal to twice the divisor; this is 


important for using the LVC to implement the divider 


arithmetic in (17). 


 


 
 
Fig. 12. Fast interpolation flow. 
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D. Bilinear Interpolation 


When the pixel location of the DIS         is obtained, the 


image interpolation attempts to reconstruct a 2-D continuous 


signal,         from its discrete image samples,         . The 


interpolating image space       of the correction is a real 


number, and the sampled image space         of the distortion 


is an integer. The image interpolation can be described 


formally as the convolution of the discrete image samples 


         with a 2-D reconstruction filter,      derived by 


 


        ∑∑                       


    


 (30) 


 


where       and        . To reduce the complexity of 


the interpolation [17],     is converted into 1-D separable 


interpolation as 


 


                         (31) 


 


where   is symmetric. The difference    is the interpolating   


minus the sampled   , and the difference    is similar to   . 


The 1-D bilinear interpolation        uses two adjacent pixels 


to obtain the interpolated pixel value, as follows: 


 


 
        {


               
            


 (32) 


 


Fig. 15 shows the structure diagram of the bi-linear 


interpolator that was implemented based on (30). Because the 


arithmetic includes numerous multiplications and additions, 


the path is excessively long from input x, y to output s. The 


bilinear interpolator uses the pipe-line method to increase the 


operating frequency and throughput. 


 


 
Fig. 15. Implementation of bilinear interpolator. 


 


III. CAMERA CORRECTION SYSTEM 


The memory access action in a real integrated system is 


more complex. This section presents the memory access 


architecture for the NCDC, which was integrated into a real 


system with a camera and implemented in two FPGA 


development boards using SDRAM and DDR3 memory. 


 


A. Fast Integration Interpolation 


Interpolation is the second performance bottleneck in 


camera correction methods. As indicated in Section II, the 


bilinear interpolation must read four pixels from memory to 


interpolate a new pixel in the middle of the four pixels, as 


shown in  


Fig. 17. 


The general image processing flow shown in  


Fig. 16 restores the Bayer image to RGB color space before 


bi-linear interpolation. The RGB space image uses three times 


the memory space and time for storage. The fetch control 


shown in  


Fig. 16 must read R, G, and B pixels, and the bi-linear 


interpolation must interpolate these pixels. 


 


 
 


Fig. 16. Traditional image processing flow. 


 


To reduce the image size and access time, the modified 


image processing flow does not restore the Bayer image of the 


camera. As shown in  


Fig. 17, pixel-mapping can be directly interpolated from the 


pixels in the Bayer color space to the pixels in the CIS space. 


The current and subsequent back-mapped coordinates is in 


the region surround the same four pixels, as shown in  


Fig. 18. Based on the pixel-mapping, the fetch controller 


can reduce access for interpolating the subsequent CIS pixel. 


 


 
 


Fig. 17. Pixels mapping of the bilinear interpolation. 
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Fig. 18. Pixels mapping in DIS image. 


 


 


 
 


Fig. 20 shows the location of pixels from the DIS to CIS in 


the memory space; it is difficult for the distortion image pixels 


to pre-load DIS pixels from the memory space. 


For the unusual memory access action, this study proposes 


fast interpolation arithmetic and flow. As shown in  


Fig. 12, the raw image uses the scheduling control to align 


bytes to four bytes in one row, which can efficiently write 


image data to memory through the Avalon bus. The fetch 


control directly reads four bytes from memory to store the 


Bayer image, and the Bayer pattern decoder restores the 4 


groups of RGB pixels. Finally, the bi-linear interpolation uses 


the RGB pixels to calculate the CIS pixel. 
 


 


 
 


Fig. 20. Pixels location relation from DIS to CIS in memory space. 


B. NCDC with a Terasic DE2-115 Development Board 


To verify the camera distortion correction methods, this 


study proposes a verification system to analyze the real data 


stream between the neural processor and the wide-angle 


camera.  


Fig. 19 shows the proposed verification system that was 


implemented on a Teraisc DE-115 development board with an 


Altera Cyclone IV FPGA device [18], which was produced 


using a 65nm complementary metal–oxide–semiconductor 


(COMS) process.  


The verification system has four subsystems: (1) the MPU 


subsystem consists of an NIOS-II microprocessor, direct 


memory access (DMA), synchronous dynamic random access 


memory (SDRAM), static random access memory (SRAM), 


and flash memory controllers. The NIOS-II processor core is a 


reduced instruction set computing (RISC) architecture, which 


is used to configure and initiate devices in this verification 


system. The microprocessor manages all memory space in this 


system and commands the DMA to move large data from one 


location to another location. 


 


 
 


Fig. 19. Verification System of NCDC in DE2-115. 
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Fig. 21. Avalon bus architecture. 


 


Fig. 21 shows the Avalon bus [19] diagram with slave 


arbitration architecture. In an advanced RISC machine (ARM) 


with advanced microcontroller bus architecture (AMBA) [20], 


the arbiter following the bus uses request signal of the masters 


to determine the master that can access the slave in the bus. In 


contrast to an ARM AMBA bus, the arbiter follows the slave, 


indicating that one layer of the Avalon bus is only one slave. 


As shown in  


Fig. 19, each subsystem has one independent matrix bus 


that is a multi-layer bus and is operated at a respective 


different frequency of sub-system. 


 


Fig. 22 shows the burst read protocol of the Avalon bus, 


which is used to continuously read data from the slave device. 


The master device reads all data from SDRAM or DDR and 


may use approximately 6-22 clock cycles. Because SDRAM 


or DDR memory generally pipe-lines the access command, 


the burst read protocol uses the characteristic of SDRAM or 


DDR memory to read data. Moreover, the integrated hardware 


arithmetic in the Avalon bus is operated at a differing clock 


domain. The burst read controller uses a pipe-line 


“READVALID” handshaking signal to detect valid data from 


the slave device. When starting a burst read action, the 


“READ” signal is asserted to “1,” The “BURSTCOUNT” 


signal is simultaneously set to “0x04,” indicating that the 


master device reads four words data in this burst read action. 


When data is ready to be fetched by the master, the slave 


device asserts the “READVALID” signal to “1”. Based on 


this pipe-line access architecture, the master device can 


continuously originate a read action following the forward 


read action. 


 


 
 


Fig. 22. Burst read protocol of Avalon bus. 


 


 


Fig. 23 shows the burst write protocol of the Avalon bus, 


which is used to continuously write data to the slave device. 


The burst write protocol differs from the burst read protocol. 


Because the write protocol is a one phase action, the burst 


write does not require a handshaking signal to detect valid 


data from the slave device. When starting a burst write action, 


the master device asserts a “WRITE” signal to “1”. The 


master device simultaneously sets 0x04 to the 


“BURSTCOUNT” port, indicating that the master device will 


continuously write four words  to the slave device. Depending 


on whether the “WAITREQUEST” signal is asserted to “0”, 


the master pushes the next word data to the “WRITEDATA” 


port of the Avalon bus. 


 


 
 
Fig. 23. Burst write protocol of Avalon bus. 


 


(2) The camera subsystem shown in  


Fig. 24 consists of a camera capture device, data alignment, 


I2C controller, control register, burst controller, and slave 


wrapper. This camera subsystem can be used in most CMOS 


sensors, which are designed for common purposes. This study 


used two differing CMOS sensors to capture the distortion 


image: (i) the Micron MT9D111 [21] is a 2-Mega-pixel sensor, 


and (ii) the Aptina MT9P014D00 [22] is a 5-Mega-pixel 


CMOS sensor. Most CMOS sensors use a Bayer color filter 


array to fetch light from an object. Generally, the captured 


image passes through a Bayer color interpolation to obtain the 


color image, and the size of the interpolated image increases 


to 3 times its original size. In a camera subsystem, the raw 


data uses the scheduling control to align bytes of a raw image 


to 4 bytes in one row, which can efficiently write image data 


to memory through the Avalon bus. The NIOS-II processor 


can change the operating mode of the CMOS sensor through 


the I
2
C controller, which can access the control register of the 


CMOS sensor. The burst controller can use the burst mode of 


the Avalon bus to write an image to memory. When the burst 


controller writes data, the master monopolizes the slave in the 


Avalon bus, which can continuously write image data in each 


clock cycle. The control register of the camera subsystem is 


used to set its operating mode, and the memory address base is 


managed by the NIOS-II processor. The NIOS-II processor 


manages all memory space and allocates a fixed memory 


space to store the captured image. The address of the allocated 


memory space is written by the NIOS-II processor through the 


Avalon bus. 
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Fig. 24. Architecture of Camera Capture Controller in FPGA. 


 


(3) The Giga-bit Ethernet subsystem shown in Fig. 25 


consists of a medium access control (MAC) [23], description 


ram, read-DMA, and write-DMA. The MAC is used to access 


the data stream in the gateway of an Ethernet network through 


a physical (PHY) chip. Because the data is a stream from the 


MAC, the data stream must write to a memory space through 


the DMA before analysis. However, it is not efficient to use 


hardware arithmetic to analyze and calculate the Ethernet 


package. The half calculation of the Ethernet package is 


calculated by the NIOS-II processor. Moreover, the socket 


server service, which is operated by the NIOS-II processor, is 


used to respond to other clients, which are software programs 


in a personal computer (PC). When using the NIOS-II 


processor to compute several programs, the verification 


system ports a small operating system (OS) (i.e., uC/OS II) to 


manage multiple tasks. 


 


 
Fig. 25. Giga-bit Ethernet subsystem. 


Fig. 27 shows a photograph of a real verification system on 


FPGA, which consists of a wide-angle lens, a 5M-pixel 


CMOS sensor, Altera Cyclone IV FPGA device, 64MB 


SDRAM, and 1 Gb Ethernet PHY. 


 


 
Fig. 27. Verification system on Terasic DE2-115 development board. 


 


 
Fig. 28. GUI of client software for Ethernet and DE2-115. 


 


 
 
Fig. 26. Verification System of NCDC in FAKA2 development board. 
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Fig. 28 shows the graphical user interface (GUI) of client 


software on a PC, which is used to access the verification 


system on the FPGA development board through the Giga bit 


Ethernet. The software program of client uses the QT library 


[24] to build executable file for PC, and the software can re-


build on Linux or other OS platforms. The interface can 


directly change the mode of the CMOS sensor, such as shutter, 


exposure time, image size, image formation, and capture 


speed. When using the Ethernet, the interface can access 


multiple verification systems simultaneously. Conversely, one 


verification system on the FPGA device can be operated by 


multiple users from anywhere simultaneously. 


TABLE I shows the communication protocol between the 


client interface and the FPGA development board, which can 


control the I
2
C controller in the verification system. 


 


TABLE I 


COMMUNICATION PROTOCOL. 


Operating 


code 


Address Data  Function description 


0x80 2 bytes 2 bytes Read setting from CMOS 


sensor register. 


0x81 2 bytes 2 bytes Write setting to CMOS 


sensor register. 


0x82 - - Reserve. 


0x83 - - Receive an MRAW 


package. 


 


TABLE II shows the formation of the MRAW packet. 


When the client interface sends the 0x83 operating code 


command (OPC) to the verification system, the NIOS-II 


processor controls the camera subsystem to capture a 


distortion image. The neural processor immediately corrects 


the distortion image and writes the corrected image to 


memory. The NIOS-II processor prepares the MRAW 


package and sends the package to the client through the 


Ethernet. 


TABLE II 


MRAW PACKAGE FORMATION. 


Packet structure Length  Description 


Width 4 bytes Image width. 


Height 4 bytes Image height. 


Formation 1 bytes Image formation. 


Size 7 bytes Image size. 


Socket IP 4 bytes Ethernet IP of verification system. 


Socket Port 4 bytes Ethernet port of verification system. 


Capture 


time 


4 bytes Capture time from camera subsystem. 


Image Size 


bytes 


Captured image. 


 


Because several sub-systems share the SDRAM, as shown 


in  


Fig. 19, most memory access commands wait until the 


current access command is completed. The interpolator in the 


back-end waits for the pixels to be fetched from the memory. 


Because the back-end cannot manage the back-map 


coordinates from the front-end, the clock gating controller 


stops the clock of the front-end until the buffer of the back-


end is almost empty. 


 


 
Fig. 29. Front-end of the NCDC. 


 


Because the NCDC always waits for the SDRAM, the 


efficiency is low. To increase the efficiency of the system, a 


new development board was designed to improve the memory 


latency problem. 


 


C. NCDC with FAKA2-FPGA Development Board 


The specially designed FAKA2-FPGA development board 


shown in Fig. 31 consists of an Altera 28nm Cyclone V device 


and a 256MB DDR3 SDRAM. 
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Fig. 31. FAKA2-FPGA Development board. 


 


As shown in Fig. 31, the Terasic camera module and 


USB2.0 transceiver chip use a bridge board to connect with 


the FAKA2-FPGA.  


Fig. 32 shows the USB2.0 controller in FPGA, which can 


transmit and receive data between the host of a PC and the 


correction system in FPGA.  


 


Fig. 33 shows the GUI of client software on a PC, which is 


used to access the verification system on the FAKA2-FPGA 


through the USB2.0 transceiver chip. 


 


Fig. 30 shows the multi-port access architecture for the 


NCDC, which uses 3 memory readers to send the burst read 


command to fetch the 3 pixels from the DDR3 SDRAM. 


Therefore, the controller can fetch 9 pixels required for the 


fast interpolator in one access command. For verification, the 


interpolated pixels use a memory writer to write memory after 


a fast interpolation operation. If the NCDC system is applied 


to other applications, the memory writer can be changed to a 


stream source interface that is similar to a camera interface. 


 


 
 


Fig. 32. Architecture of FTDI FT2232H USB2.0 Controller in FPGA. 


 


 
 


Fig. 33. GUI of client software for USB2.0 and FAKA2-FPGA. 


 


IV. EXPERIMENT 


 
 


Fig. 30. Back-end of NCDC in FAKA2-FPGA. 
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Using the NCDC with the DE2-115, the GUI shown in Fig. 


28 captures the distortion image in Bayer color space from the 


camera with a 105° wide-angle lens.  


Fig. 34 shows that the non-distortion color image has 


1280x1024 resolution, which was corrected by the NCDC in 


the DE2-115. 


 


Fig. 35 shows the image captured by the 1280x1024 


resolution camera with a 105° wide-angle lens, and clearly 


shows barrel distortion. 


To determine whether the corrected result is preferable to 


that of the PBM or the NCDC, this study used the Hough line 


detection [25] method to find the straight line in the corrected 


images.  


Fig. 36 shows the line detection result of the PBM method, 


which missed some lines on the periphery of the corrected 


check-board image.  


Fig. 37 shows the line detection result of the NCDC, which 


provided differing results to those in  


Fig. 36 because it did not miss lines on the periphery of the 


corrected check-board image. 


 


 
 


Fig. 34. Corrected Image by NCDC with DE2-115. 


 


 
 


Fig. 35. Captured image from 105° wide-angle camera. (1280*1024) 


 


These results show that the NCDC is more accurate in 


correcting the camera distortion caused by the camera, lens 


distortions, and various manufacturing flaws. 


 


Fig. 38 shows the captured Bayer color image of the 


1920x1080 resolution camera with a 120° wide-angle lens, 


and clearly shows barrel distortion. 


 


Fig. 39 shows the corrected image of a 120° wide-angle 


camera using NCDC. Because the full-width range of the 


distortion image is shown in  


Fig. 38, the corrected image in  


Fig. 39 is smaller than that in  


Fig. 38. The NCDC in FAKA2-FPGA simultaneously 


corrects the distortion of the camera and scales the image size 


to fit 1920 pixels for image width. 


TABLE III shows an error comparison of the NCDC results 


obtained using four to six neurons in the hidden layer and the 


PBM with six to eight polynomial orders. Using floating-point 


software for the 120° wide-angle lens, the results show that 


the MSE reaches 0.037571 when four neurons are in the 


NCDC, and the maximal error is 1.40221260 pixels. When 


seven neurons are present, the maximal error in the whole 


image is under 0.32898513 pixels. However, in this camera 


sensor, the pixel width is 2.8 μm. If the neuron number is 


greater than four, the difference in the corrected image cannot 


be observed by the human eye. Therefore, the optimal neuron 


number was four for the 1920x1080 pixel camera with a 120° 


wide-angle lens. Although the chip area of the NCDC is 10 


times larger than that used by Asari [8], the NCDC is 429 


times more accurate than the six-order PBM based on the 


Asari method for 105° wide-angle lenses. 


 


 
 


Fig. 36. Line detection of PBM corrected image. 
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Fig. 37. Line detection of NCDC corrected image. 


 


Because the hardware arithmetic uses a fixed point with the 


120° wide-angle lens, some of the correction errors originate 


from the transformation errors of the floating-point 


coordinates. When the floating point is used, the operating 


range for the NCDC is approximately -1 to 1. However, to use 


the pipeline register width of the VLSI architecture efficiently, 


the range of the NCDC with a fixed point is -0.9999 to 0.9999. 


The results show that the MSE reaches 0.150788011, similar 


to the case with the NCDC hardware arithmetic with four 


neurons, and the maximal error is 1.170525455 pixels. 


 
 


Fig. 38. Captured image from 120° wide-angle camera. (1920*1080) 


 


 
 


Fig. 39. Corrected image of 120° wide-angle camera using NCDC in FAKA-
FPGA 


 


TABLE III 
COMPARISON OF CORRECTION PRECISION ERRORS FOR 105° AND 120° WIDE-


ANGLE LENSES. 


PBM Order 


(N) 


Lens MSE Avg. 


Error 


Max. 


Error 


 6 105° 87.9597 7.8584 21.1068 


 7  87.9452 7.8571 20.9047 


 8  87.9316 7.8566 20.8914 


NCDC Neurons 


(HN) 


    


 4 105° 0.205017 0.252331 4.621188 


 5  0.021510 0.104972 0.573920 


 6  0.005172 0.047855 0.357827 


 4 120° 0.037571 0.122573 1.402213 


 5  0.007127 0.056211 0.435714 


 6  0.004582 0.044143 0.353196 


 


Wide-angle camera distortion correction is a crucial 


function in medical and manufacturing equipment. However, 


the distortion correction of the camera is a complex 


computation that uses a graphic processing unit (GPU) to 


correct the distortions in medical applications [1]. In industry 


applications, LabView [26] (National Instruments Corporation) 


is commonly used to correct the camera for quality testing on 


production lines, which use traditional camera distortion 


models to correct camera distortions. LabView was run on an 


Intel i7 3.9Ghz PC with Dual Channel 1666 DDR3 SDRAM, 


which requires 0.7888 s to correct a gray 19201080 pixels 


image. The NCDC in DE2-115 with SDRAM requires 2.1346 


s to correct a color 12801024 pixel image. The image of the 


NCDC in DE2-115 has 1.8963x more pixels than that of the 


image in LabView. Therefore, the performance of LabView is 


1.4285x higher than the NCDC in DE2-115. As shown in 


TABLE IV, the NCDC in FAKA2-FPGA with single DDR3 


SDRAM requires 0.1219 s to correct a color 19201080 


pixels image. Therefore, the performance of the NCDC in 


FAKA-FPGA is 19.3929x higher than that of LabView. 


 


TABLE IV 


CORRECTION PERFORMANCE 


Method Memory Resolution Time (s) FPS 


LabView [26] 


in Intel i7 


Dual Channel 


DDR3* 


19201080 


Gray 


0.7880 1.27 


NCDC in 


DE2-115 


SDRAM 12801024 


Color 


2.1346 0.47 


NCDC in 


FAKA2 


DDR3 19201080 


Color 


0.1219 8.21 


 


V. CONCLUSIONS 


This study used efficient system architecture in FPGA for 


camera distortion correction to rapidly and accurately correct 


various lens and manufacturing flaws in low-cost cameras. 


For the NCDC with four neurons, the results show that the 


maximal corrected error in a whole image is less than 1.4 


pixels, and the MSE approaches 0.0376 between the corrected 


and ideal results. The proposed novel neuron-based method is 
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more suitable than the traditional method to correct numerous 


asymmetric manufacturing defects in low-cost wide-angle 


cameras. Moreover, this study designed a FAKA2-FPGA 


development board for the NCDC. The proposed architecture 


of the NCDC with the FAKA2-FPGA development board has 


more than 19.3929x the performance than the popular 


professional solutions, indicating that the NCDC can be used 


for applications that do not require a high frame rate. For real 


time applications, such as medical endoscopy, the back-end of 


the NCDC can reduce the camera resolution to under 


1024768 pixels, or increase the operating frequency to 


increase the bandwidth usage rate of the DDR3 SDRAM. 
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Abstract—In this generation, everyone has the right to receive 


real-time and great amount of information. However, it is 


difficult for the visually impaired people to have the benefit of 


using this great information. In this paper, a reading system is 


proposed as an alternative eye for the visual impaired people. By 


this reading system, the information of words is transformed into 


the information of voice. It helps the visually impaired people to 


get all kinds of information quickly and easily. This system was 


developed based on the image processing technique, by which the 


captured image is converted into the text information by a 


character recognition technique. In order to achieve the demands 


of fast computing, multiple texts identification, huge database 


accessing, and real-time application, the very large scale 


integration (VLSI) technology was used to improve the 


performance of this system. This design was implemented by an 


Altera DE2-115a field programmable gate array (FPGA) board 


with a 5 Mega Pixel lens to capture the image of the book. For 


the future development, this system will be connected with the 


cloud systems, by which the recognized words can be translated 


into voice information by the cloud computing and tools. We 


hope this system can help the visually impaired people to get 


information from the books and papers independently. 


 


Keywords—FPGA; image segmentation; image zooming; text 


detection; visual impaired people; VLSI; word identification  


I. INTRODUCTION 


Recently, people can get a great amount of information 


from Internet, books, new papers, etc. Nevertheless, for the 


visually impaired people, they have difficulty in reading and 


have fewer resources compare to others. Although the Braille 


books and audio books are available for them to get the 


information by voice, the information contains on Braille and 


audio books are limited and it spends a lot of the manpower 


and time to develop these tools [1]. In other words, the 


visually impaired people needs somebody or tools to help 


them reading the books or papers.  


Taipei Public Library [2], for example, buys 100 audio 


books per month which is obvious less than other kinds of 


books. Although the Taipei branch has a library for the blind 


which can provides a convenient method but they cannot 


provide up to date information to the blind readers. The 


information provided to them will be limited to the contents of 


the books in the library.  Audio books are more expensive 


because it needs more manpower to build it. Moreover, since 


the poor eyesight of visually impaired people, they are unable 


to operate complex machines. Hence, a simple and easy to 


operate reading system was developed for the visually 


impaired people. This system is designed to be able to 


translate the text information into voice information, which 


will help the visually impaired people read books and papers 


independently. It also means that the visually impaired people 


will have more choices to reading more kinds of books and 


papers. They can also read independently and save much time 


for reading. 


The proposed innovative system was developed based on 


the vehicle license plate recognition techniques [3]-[12]. It 


uses the device of lens to capture the images and then 


identifies the text information from the images as shown in 


Fig. 1. There are four steps to identity the words of the 


captured images. First, the noise of the captured images is 


reduced by the gray level, binarization, and the edge detection. 


Second, the figure of each letter is divided from the whole 


image. Third, the divided letter image is scaled up/down to the 


size the same as the size of the letter image in the database. 


Finally, the letter can be obtained by comparing the divided 


letter image with the database. 


 


 
(a) 


 
(b) 


Fig. 1 (a) The original captured image. (b) The image processed by Example 
of an unacceptable low-resolution image 
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After identifying process, the captured image will be 


converted into text file. We are also planning to link the text 


file to Google to convert the text to audio. Audio books will 


be stored in the cloud and it provides a convenient tool for the 


visually impaired people to get the word information quickly. 


We hope to provide the visually impaired friends to have 


easier and faster way of reading the books and getting 


knowledge rather than just relying on the dictionary learning 


or volunteer services such as newspapers. Creating a 


combined technology and barrier-free living will provide the 


disabled groups more equal learning opportunities. 


II. SWOT ANALYSIS AND FUTURE OUTLOOK 


The four indexes strength, weakness, opportunity, and 


threat (SWOT) were used to evaluate the feasibility of the 


proposed alternative eye system.  The details of each index are 


described as follow.  


A. Strength 


The concept of the system is to provide an alternative eye 


for the visually impaired people. It helps the visually impaired 


people have the ability to read independently. In comparison 


with the present products, this system has the characteristics 


of simple operating, easy obtaining, and high compatibility 


since all lenses can be compatible to this system.  


B. Weakness 


The technology of recognition is widely used in the license 


plate recognition applications and it is similar to this system. 


Moreover, the accuracy of the recognition in this system is not 


yet better than the products in the market.  To summarize, 


since the license plate recognition system have been 


developed for a long time, this system is missed the 


opportunity to be the first one. 


C. Opportunity 


By using portable lens, the applications of this system are 


widespread. The applications are not limited to visually 


impaired people. It can be widely used for everybody. With 


the development of the cloud technology, the books will be 


translated into the voice by the cloud computing and stored 


into the virtual voice library in the cloud system. It will make 


the information more accessible and available for the human 


in the world.  


D. Threat 


For quite some time, many countries in European had paid 


more attention to the disabled groups. The countries in North 


America had spent more resources in such kinds of the 


researches. Hence, to develop in this field, we need to face the 


threats from other countries. 


 


This system is not only applicable in reading but also 


placed in the Google Glasses in the future. Through the lens, 


the road sign or signpost can be captured and then sent to 


cloud for identification. By cooperating with the Google map, 


it can also be used to recognize and then give the location 


information for the users. In addition, this system can also be 


a mobile guide dog to help the visually impaired people to 


find the right direction and distinguish of the busy stops by 


voice.    


To develop this system, it is not only to help the visually 


impaired people but also contribute to the consumer products 


such as mobile phone, tablet PC and so on. It also offers an 


alternative way to get the information by ears when the eyes 


are overused or tired. The applications of this system will be 


widespread in the future. 


 


 


Fig. 2 Block diagram of the software structure 
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III. SOFTWARE STRUCTURE 


To implement this system, first we used a software 


environment to develop the image processing algorithms. 


Second, some partitions which have the characteristics of 


complex computing and timing limitation were replaced by 


hardware designs. Finally, this system was completed as the 


hardware and software co-designed system.  The hardware 


structure will be introduced in the next section. Fig. 2 shows 


the block diagram of the software structure in this system. The 


details of each step in the software structure are described as 


follow.  


(a) Grayscale Translation 


The system used D5M 5 Mega Pixel Digital Camera to 


capture the image. The captured image was stored in the 


memory. In order to decrease the obstruction of the backdrop 


in the image, the captured image was translated from Red, 


Green, and Blue (RGB) to the gray scale format. The 


grayscale can be obtained by   


 


Gray= 0.299*R+ 0.587*G + 0.114*B                    (1) 


 


where R, G, and B are the values of red, green, and blue color 


in the captured image.  Fig. 3 (a) shows the original captured 


image in RGB format. After grayscale translation, the RGB 


format image was translated into grayscale as shown in Fig. 3 


(b). It is easy to obtain that the image in grayscale format is 


clearer than that in RGB format.  


 


   


(a)                                                       (b) 


Fig. 3 (a) The original image in RGB format. (b) The translated image in the 
grayscale format. 


(b) Binarization  


Before doing the binarization process, it is necessary to find 


the threshold of the image. Next, the binarization process can 


be done according to the relations between the values of the 


pixels with the threshold. The threshold is used to separate 


each pixel into 0 when the value of the graylevel is less than 


the threshold as well as 255 when the value of the graylevel is   


 
Fig. 4 The binarization result of each pixel in the image.  


 


 
Fig. 5 The distribution of the results after binarization  


 


more than the threshold, as shown in Fig. 4. After this process, 


the image is translated into black and white image which is 


better to highlight the letters. Fig. 5 shows the distribution of 


binarization results for each pixel in whole image. Fig. 6 (a) 


shows the real image results after binarization. To compare 


with the images in Fig. 3, the image after binarization has less 


noise, which provides a well base for letter identification.  


 


   


(a)                                                       (b) 


Fig. 6 (a) Real image results after binarization. (b) Real image results after 


Sobel edge detection  
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(c) Edge Detection 


The Sobel edge detection algorithm was used to find the 


edge in the image. It detects the edges by calculating the 


vertical and horizontal gradients first. And then summaries the 


absolute values of the values of gradients in both vertical and 


horizontal directions. The horizontal gradient (Gx), vertical 


gradient (Gy), and total gradient (G) can be obtained as 


 


Ｓ  [
    
    
    


]                                 (2) 


 


Ｓ  [
   
   
      


]                           (3) 


 


    √Ｓ   Ｓ                                       (4) 


 


 
Fig. 7 The edge detection result of each pixel in the image. 
 


Fig. 7 shows the results after the edge detecting. Each 


pixel can be separated into the value of 0 or 1 according to 


find the edge information in each pixel or not. Fig. 6 (b) 


shows the real image results after the edge detection.  


(d) Image rounding and Cutting 


After finding the edge in the image, we can use the edge 


information to detect the graphic and box of each letter. First, 


we used the 8-connected regions algorithm to detect the 


boundaries of the characters. Second, the characters were 


rounded by the circles. Finally, the graphic of each figure was 


cut from the image according the rounded circle of each 


character. Fig. 8 shows the real image results by using the 8-


connected regions algorithm and image rounding technique. 


By using image rounding and cutting techniques, the number 


of the characters can be obtained as shown in Fig. 9. 


 


 
Fig. 8 Real image results after image rounding 


 


 
Fig. 9 The number of the characters by using image rounding and cutting 


techniques. 
  


(e)Image Scaling 


Since the size of the cut character image is different with 


the size of that in the database. The image size of cut character 


image should be scaled into the size the same as that in the 


database. The bilinear interpolation algorithm was selected as 


the scaling algorithm for this system since it has the benefits 


of low complexity and high performance [13]. Fig. 10 shows 


the principle of the bilinear interpolation. The interpolated 


result P’(x, y) can be calculated by linear interpolation in the 


horizontal directly first and then linear interpolation again in 


the vertical direction. The values of P’(x, y) can be calculated 


by equations (5), (6), (7), and (8).  


 
Fig. 10 Bilinear interpolation. 
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P(x, n) = (1-dl)×P(m, n) + dl×P(m+1, n)                            (5) 


   


P(x, n+1) = (1-dl)×P(m, n+1) + dl×P(m+1, n+1)               (6) 


 


P’(x, y)=(1-yl)×P(x, n) + yl×P(x, n+1)                               (7) 


 


P’(x, y) = (1-dl)×(1-yl)×P(m, n) + (1-dl)×yl×P(m, n+1)  


+ dl×(1-yl)×P(m+1, n) + xl×yl×P(m+1, n+1)   (8) 


(f) Library construction and database comparison 


There is a difference between the length and width of every 


figure of characters. In order to improve the accuracy of 


identification, a database of each letter was created and set up. 


To compare the figure of character with the database, first it 


will compare the length and width of the figure. If there is no 


recognition result by the length and width comparing, we will 


compare the figure of the character with each of character 


figure in the database. To compare length and width first can 


greatly reduce the comparison time and increase the efficiency. 


Fig. 11 shows the length and width of each character figure 


stored in the database. The figure of each character in the 


database was illustrated in Fig. 12.  


 
 


 
Fig. 11 The length and width of the character figure in the database. 


  


 
 


Fig. 12 The figure of the character in the database. 


 


 (g) Image Correction 


After rounding the characters, some of the character figures 


include two or more blocks. As shown in Fig. 13 (a), there are 


two blocks rounded the third letter “A”. It will cause the 


mistake when we want to compare the figure with the 


database. In order to avoid this mistake, an expansion 


technique was used for image correction. After expansion, the 


character was filled as shown in Fig. 13 (b). After image 


correction, the figure of the character can be stored in the 


memory and then compared with figures in the database for 


identification. Finally, the recognition results are exported into 


a text file stored in the computers. Fig. 14 shows the flow 


chart of the identification process in this system. 


 


 
(a) 


 
 (b) 


Fig. 13 (a) The character images before expansion (b) The character images 


after expansion 


 


 
Fig. 14 Flow chart of the identification process 


IV. HARDWARE ARCHITECTURE 


The hardware partition of this system was implemented by 


the Altera DE2-115a field programmable gate array (FPGA) 


development board. Fig. 15 shows the block diagram of the 


hardware architecture in this system. The image processor 


includes a RGB to Y circuit, a binarization module, an edge 


detector, an object detector, a scalar, and a comparator. It also 


includes two SDRAM devices SDRAM1 and SDRAM2. The 


SDRAM1 stores the captured image in RGB format. The 


SDRAM2 stores the database of the character figures. 


The input image was captured by the 5 Mega pixels digital 


camera built in the FPGA development board. The image can 


be captured by this camera and then stored in the SDRAM1. 


Two memory controllers were designed for communicating 


between the SDRAM and the image processor. The image 


processor can read the RGB data stored in the SDRAM1 or 


database stored in the SDRAM2 through the memory 


controllers.  
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Fig. 15 block diagram of the hardware architecture of this system.  


 


The image processor read the RGB image data from the 


SDRAM1 first and then the image data were transferred to the 


grayscale format by a RGB to Y circuit. Second, the grayscale 


data were processed by the binarization module, edge detector, 


object detector, and scalar. After processed by these four 


circuits, the figures of characters are produced.  To compare 


with the database stored in SDRAM2 through the comparator, 


the text information is produced. The text information is sent 


to computer and stored as a text file. Finally, the sound files 


are broadcasted by the software in the computer.  


V. DESIGN FEATURES 


Reading is a very important way to get the knowledge. 


Reading by braille books is not enough to satisfy the blind 


people because it spends more money and cost more 


manpower to publish the book. Although there are a wide 


variety of different products available for them, the 


information contents are still very limited and not up to the 


date. The feature of this design is easily operating for the 


visually impaired people. It provides an easy way to read the 


contents of any book or paper by listening immediately. By 


the pure software system, the processing time for a whole 


image takes about 7 seconds, which makes it impossible to 


achieve the immediate identification and fluency from image 


to audio information immediately. By the hardware design 


with the DE2 FPGA development board, it make possible to 


identify the rate within 0.1 second when processes one whole 


image. We hope this design is not only a simple recognition 


but also an accessible system for the human.  


VI. CONCLUSIONS 


Several months ago, we heard about many issues 


concerning disabled people. Hence, we decided to start this 


research and hoped to do some contribution for the visual 


impaired people. Although this system is not complete enough 


for using immediately, we will keep going to develop this 


paper better and better. We hope the visually impaired people 


can enjoy their reading without any obstacles by this system in 


the future.  
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Abstract— This research is trying to control a two-wheeled-driven 


inverted pendulum using a digital control system implemented by 


FPGA. This system can automatically be balanced upright driving by a 


closed loop negative-feedback control. This system integrates a 


gyroscope and an accelerometer to measure the tilt angular velocity 


and acceleration of the robot for more accurate motion control. A filter 


is applied by using sensor fusion technology; that is used to reduce 


noise caused by many factors. These modules are not only designed to 


calculate the correct tilt angle for system PID feedback control, but 


also interfaced by using SOPC design. Due to the use of multiple 


interfaces, real-time interaction, complicated modular control, and 


motion planning and controllers in hardware and software design 


process should have better visualization to support the analysis of the 


proportional-integral-derivative controller so that the concept of 


system platform is also applied. The system platform uses PC as the 


Host to view the messages through mobile system’s data connection. 


 


Keywords—FPGA; two-wheeled-driven; sensor fusion; PID; system 


platform; visualization 


 


I. INTRODUCTION 


In recent years more people join the related researches 


and the equipment development of intelligent robot. The 


manufacturing is reduced gradually on cost and 


development difficulty, which makes the industry, would 


like to use various robots. At present, the applications of 


robot have already expanded in home care, electronics toys, 


precise medical treatment, engineering, disaster rescue, etc. 


The development process of robot can be divided into four 


parts:  Motion Control and Planning, Human Machine 


Interface, Sensing Technology, and Intelligent Interaction. 


The research of Two-Wheeled Robot includes balance 


control, action control, orbital tracking and various 


applications. Those subjects are important researches as the 


basis of intelligent robots [7].  


 


This research has two main requirements:  


First requirement is sensor integration technology to 


correct inputs from multiple sensors. If two-wheel robot 


wants to stand, it must use sensors to get its status from 


Gyroscope, Accelerometer, Inclinometer, etc. Each sensor 


has its advantages and defects, (i.e., the use Inclinometer can 


get accurate moving angle), but its response is not quite fast 


enough. Also Gyroscope can give fast response, but it has 


problem of signal drift. Before using sensors to get robot’s 


status, one must solve problems from sensors.  


 


The second requirement is using theory of automatic 


control to maintain upright position, to control moving 


direction and to adjust speed of rotation of the motor. The 


control methods can be roughly separated into parts, using 


mathematical model or not using mathematics to do the 


motor control. A mathematical model to do the motor 


control have methods, Lagrange motion equation, State-


Space methods for control and Proportional Integral 


Derivative (PID) [6] [8] [9], etc. In [14, 15], Fuzzy logic can 


be used in a non-mathematical model to do the motor 


control. 


 


See World Record Academy of the related research 


papers that have five paper selectedince 1988, T. Kawamura 


and K. Yamafuji proposed paper “Postural Control of a 


mono-axial bicycle” [1]. In 1991, O.Matsumoto, S.Kajita 


and K.tani used the control method of adaptability control 


theories, made the two-wheel robot can equilibrium [2]. In 


1992, E.koyanagi, S.Iida,K.kimoto and S.tuta used the 


control method of two-dimensional trajectory , made the 


two-wheel robot [3]. In 1994, Y.Ha and S.Yuta used the 


control method of Lagrange motion equation [4]. In 2002, 


F.Grasser, A.D’Arrigo, S.Colombi and A.C.Rufer used the 


control method of system’s status feedback [5]. The well-


known two-wheel robot in commercial applications includes 


“SegWay” developed by DEKA and “LegWay” developed 


by LEGO. 


II. THE CONCEPT OF ROBOT DESIGN 


Developing a robot system, there are problems to be faced 


or solved, as follow: 


1. The complexity of multiple input-interfaces for 


integration. 


2. The real-time control of dynamic systems. 


3. The wireless data collection. 


4. Visibility of system integration. 


5. Finding the controller’s parameters for system 


stabilization. 


 


This research of two-wheel robot control system can be 


divided into four parts:  
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1. Sensor devices: There are Gyroscope and 


Accelerometer combined signals applied so that system 


can get accurate status.   


2. Motor control system: In this research, the classic 


control system in the industry should use adequate 


control system. According to the input signal from 


sensing devices to control speed and direction of motors.  


3. Motor driver: About this driver, we should use DC 


motor to get enough power for fast reaction. 


4. Debugging supports: This research needs to establish a 


platform by the connection of PC and FPGA to get 


visibility for analyzing the control parameters and 


system performance.  


 


Further more, we use FPGA to do computation to reduce 


time delay. So, the architecture of SOPC with hardware and 


software co-design should be also applied [11-13].  


 


III. THE MAJOR COMPONENTS  


A. The physical model of two-wheel robot 


The Two-wheel robot is fast and unstable nonlinear 


system, when robot tilt, wheels must be move in a certain 


speed with the same direction to pull the robot back. It is a 


feedback control system of a rotary inverted pendulum; this 


physical model is shown in Fig.1. 


 


B.  Gyroscope 


From the technology of MEMS, the Gyroscope is a tiny 


sensor of using Coriolis Effect to measure angle velocity of 


the moving object. Each axis’s angle velocity of three-axis 


gyroscope has been shown by projection onto signal voltage 


change. As shown in Fig.2. 
 


 
 


Fig.1 The physical model of two-wheel robot 


 
Fig.2 Vector model of gyroscope 
 


From experiments, Gyroscope had floating errors in 


dynamic and static operations. Therefore, it needs a low-


pass-filter to get signal     . Then the gyroscope output 


signal      should adjust from          and multiplied by 


scale factor, and then we can get the angular velocity of this 


system. And, angular velocity is integrated over time to get 


the accurate angle. Therefore, the gyroscope’s angle 


calculation is as Equation 1. 


 


   ∑(        )       (1) 


  


Those errors are mainly from voltage drift or sensor’s 


temperature variation. Those errors will be accumulated 


after a period of time or abrupt change angle. 
 


C. Accelerometer 


Accelerometer is also a small module of MEMS and it 


has flexible circuits to measure acceleration of motion 


object including parameters of gravity and dynamic 


acceleration. When motion object has acceleration, the 


inertial mass of the sensor will deflect inside the chip and 


cause differential capacitance with respect to the value of 


balance. Same as gyroscope, it will also make signal change, 


but in different derivatives. Each sensor has three-axis to 


measure angle-acceleration, as shown in Fig. 3. 


 


 
 


Fig.3 Vector model ofs 3-axis accelerometer 


 


To simplify this research, this two-wheel robot uses x and 


y-axis of accelerometer. The static acceleration can be 


acquired through Pythagorean Theorem and Inverse 


trigonometric functions to calculate the value of tilt angle, as 


shown in formula 2. 
 


       
  (


  


√  
    


 
)  


   


 
 (2) 


  


However, the dynamic systems have unstable outcome  


sometime and is called the noise. For the sensing value from 


dynamic accelerator the most critical problems include the 


high-frequency noise and non-linear signals. Therefore, it 


needs to use another sensor to remove such kinds of  noise 


or spike. 
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D. The driver of motor   


For the considerations of the mobility of robot, a powerful 


DC motor is used. The supply voltage may range from 5v to 


12v in this system. The voltage and current of the DC 


motors are too large for DE0-Nano to provide directly so 


that additional driving and control circuits have been used. 


The driving circuits can be divided into two parts, including 


power switching and speed/direction controls 


IV. DESIGN OF SYSTEM 


A. The system design 


 


From last section, the 3-axis sensing devices composed of 


gyroscope and accelerometer. The use of sensing devices in 


this research is to measure the posture and status of two-


wheel robot to maintain the movement of the robot in a set-


point, ys. When the system is working, sensing devices 


provide the reference value of upright position,    , and get 


the value e by ym minus the set-point ys. Then, the control 


device computes/corrects a value of u as the reference force 


for driving. Finally, according the reference force value u, 


the driver provide correlated/smoothing control signal to 


motor and the structure of this robot is moving which 


creates a feedback a new y. From sensing device to driver, 


this system is a close-loop control system; the system block-


diagram is shown in Fig.4. 


 


 


 


Fig.4 Typical negative feedback closed-loop control system 


B. The update frequency of system operation 


Today’s digital system is discrete and needs longer time 


to compute accurate output than the analog system. So 


signal must be taken from each sample, the valid sampling 


rate is important to system. The sampling cycle time of a 


system is depending on the time to measure and produce the 


parameters of controller. If sampling frequency is too fast, it 


will make system expend too much power and resources to 


compute and we require an expansive system. In the other 


way, if cycle time is too long, it will make controller very 


difficult to control this system with insufficient data.  


 


Normally, sampling frequency is two to ten times higher 


than the signaling frequency of the object under control. 


From this research, the observed result in this experiment 


for sensing device is set to 250HZ  and the frequency of the 


controller and driver are  set to 100~150HZ to maintain 


more smooth movement in performance.  
 


C. Technology of sensor fusion 


The sensor fusion means the methods of integration of 


multiple sensor devices. The purpose of sensor fusion of 


gyroscope and accelerometer is to get a more accurate 


posture signal of this robot. The signal measurement is a 


kind of recursive estimation to predict a value of parameter 


such as through the computing of weighted average of value. 


Giving the heavy weighting value to the small error will 


have very fine observation. Here, the frequently use 


methods include the use of filters and correlators. We hope 


that the predictive value of a filter is more close to the true 


value. For simplification of system design, it is best that the 


filter only needs the last predictive value to measure the 


current value at present. Fortunately, a filter named Kalman 


filter meet the requirements. The Kalman filter doesn’t need 


records of a large number of predictive and measured values. 


The other advantage of Kalman filter is that it doesn’t need 


to transfer to frequency domain using too much resource. 


 


Kalman filter is based on Linear Algebra with Hidden 


Markov models [10]. Robot system is a basic dynamic 


system and can be denoted by a Markov chain. The Markov 


chain is based on a linear equation of interfere with 


Gaussian noise. System’s status can be denoted by a vector 


of real number. Within the discrete time system, this linear 


equation will be acts on the current state of system to create 


a new parameters/status. At the same time, some control 


signal of controller be added and the other linear equation of 


interfere with noise will be considered to create outputs of 


those hidden states. 


   


 


 
 


Fig.5 Architecture of Kalman filter 


 


In order to estimate the internal state of the process of 


measurement by Kalman filter, we must build model under 


the framework of Kalman filter algorithms. It needs to 


define array of A, H, Q and R, B for every step K. In 


Kalman filter, the predicted k will be evaluated from the k-1. 


The status x and z in K is measured as shown in formula 3:  


 


                    


 


          


         (3) 


 


An array A in formula 3 acts as the status mode change of 


     . State without any drive function or noise in process, 


the A has been denoted the last value in k-1 and to be used 


in step k. B is also an array, it acts on the input mode control 
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of vector of     . The input control u is applied to status x 


directly. An observation model array H is mapped to the real 


status space.    and     are noises of process and noise of 


measuring respectively, and there average value are zero. 


The covariance matrixes Q and R are independent and 


normal distribution, as shown in formula 4. 
 


 ( )  (    ) 
 


 ( )  (    ) 
(4) 


 


Base on this linear dynamic system, that the main 


matrixes of A, B and H are constant. For simplicity, we 


suppose that the covariance matrix Q and R be constant too. 


Then, the Kalman gain     will weight to measuring value at 


every step to get the minimum error of each covariance 


matrix   . Therefore, the values of upgrade status will be 


accurate and sensitive.  


 


This research uses the above theory to balance the robot. 


The first step is building on the status and measuring value 


from formula 3. Obviously, the tilt angle   has to be 


estimated by the gyroscope data, deviation     . For the 


purpose of correlation it also needs the accelerometer to 


measure tilt, so that it can limit drift error in tilt angle. 


Therefore, we can set       and deviation of gyroscope 


data as constant, we can set the measuring value      of 


gyroscope as the input value    . Then, formula 3 can be 


rewritten as formula 5. 
 


                           


 


          
(5) 


 


According to formula 3, the measuring value is as formula 6. 
 


         (6) 


 


Combine formula 5 and 6, formula 3 can build the formula 7. 


For formula 7, we can find matrix A, B and H. 
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Next, we can find the covariance matrix of process and 


measurement,  Q and R, from the offline experiments. 
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Furthermore, the Kalman filter algorithm is shown in 


Fig.6. Suppose the first values are X0 and P0. Kalman filter 


algorithm can be divided into two: the predict part and 


correct part. Predict part is mainly use the last predict value 


to compute the new predict value. Correct part in filter is 


used to get a more accurate predict value.  
 


 


 


Fig.6 Algorithm of Kalman filter 


 


 Finally, to test the performance of Kalman filter, we 


should make sure the tilt angle is accurate and without drift 


because gyroscope’s deviation has been optimize estimate in 


circuit. This system must keep adjusting the Kalman filter 


parameters Q and R matrices continuously. 


 


D. The design of PID controller  


Although PID control theory has developed over one 


hundred years, it is still the common method of control in 


industry. The structure of PID is simple and easy to 


implement with good effect. Therefore, PID controller is 


used to control the two-wheel robot in this research. PID 


controller can be applied to dynamic time-invariant systems. 


PID controller has three major factors in algorithm, and its 


architecture is shown in Fig.7.  
 


 
 


FIg.7 Architecture of PID 


 


Those three kind algorithms can be added to adjust 


parameters of control. There are negative values added so 


that the control system is called a negative feedback control 


system. As shown in formula 6.   


 


 ( )     ( )    ∫ ( )  
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Proportional only can work when controller output is 


proportional to system error value. Integral function has 


delay factors for correction. Integral continuously 


accumulated error value of past time and multiply by 


integral constant   . Derivative function has advanced 


information to predict the value for correction. The design 


of PID controller is finding right parameter   ,    and  .  


 


The adjusting of parameters can be divided into two parts:  


First, the theoretical method of adjustment is invalid. 


According to math model and method of control theory, the 


process is rigorous and the calculation process is 


cumbersome with excessive reliance. The parameters may 


not be acquired directly; it still has to be adjusted from the 


experiment.  


Second, the engineering tuning of parameters is important. 


The method of engineering tuning is simple, useful, easy to 


apply.  


 


In fact, we found useful way to get the parameters, and 


we use the method of engineering parameter tuning to adjust 


parameters in this research.  


 


E. Design of driving circuit of motor  


The DC motor supply voltage input range is 5v to 12v for 


flexible control experiment; however, this kind of power 


may not be supplied or provided by DE0-Nano. Additional 


drive circuits to interface with motor, this drive circuits can 


be divided into two parts:  


First part is amplification circuits outside the FPGA; it 


composes to two groups of Darlington circuits with two 


inputs each to control speed and direction. The Darlington 


circuit is shown in Fig. 8.  
 


 
Fig.8 Design of Amplifying circuit 


 


Second part is PWM circuit inside the FPGA or DE0-


Nano. Since a digital system has the presentations of 0/1 or 


on/off only. So, the analogue value must be converted into 


time period or call the method of pulse width Modulation 


(PWM). The PWM signal is using the correlated results of 


PID controller to give the proportional width of the pulse 


signal to control motor. Positive and negative of control 


value decides the direction of motor, as shown in Fig. 9.  
 


 


 
 


 


 
 


 
 


Fig.9  Control signal of PWM 


V. EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS 


A.    System analysis 


 This research is trying to design and control a dynamic 


system, its main problem is that the time delay and smooth 


control for fast feedback with appropriate control. These 


delays can cause the signal processing resonance 


(damping/over damping). Based on the experiences before, 


we have to face the problems, and one should work out to 


find the practices in many situations effectively. We have 


good experiences in use of the FPGA in design, testing and 


integration.  


 


From very beginning of the development stage, a concept 


of using platform is decided. This platform is using the 


FPGA as the center core with NOIS processor with powerful 


support of the software so that this research uses a 


communication interface between PC and FPGA for in-


depth system verification and analysis. The two wheel-robot 


system architecture is shown in Figure.10. 
 


 


 


Figure.10 System architecture consists of FPGA, peripheral and PC 


 


B.    Sensor Analysis 


 In beginning of the experiment, the first operation of this 


system is to get the gyro’s voltage of initial/upright position 


at idle/static stage for a short period of time. Since two-
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wheel robot is tilted around the x-axis in gyroscope, there is 


no need to measure the other axes signals. Gyro angular 


velocity of the x-axis output signal of the angle as shown in 


Fig.11, is appear from the static-state to the state with 


angular velocity. It can be found that this system has idle for 


a period of time and move thereafter. The calculated angle 


has integral drift phenomenon. Gravitational acceleration 


measurement is measured which is different from the gyro  


that needs to calculate the average signal. Because the use of 


trigonometric calculations tilt angle, one needs to do three-


axis calculation. One the other hand, The accelerometer 


gauging provide the gravity acceleration, therefore there is 


not need to calculate the average signal. 


 


 


(a) 


 


(b) 


Fig.11  (a) gyroscope angular and (b) angle 


 


  The output of each axis accelerometer signals is shown 


in Figure.12. Since two-wheel robot is tilted axis 


accelerometer xy plane, so the x-axis will not have a 


significant change. But from the figure, one can find many 


different sizes of glitches; these are treated as noise in the 


system in dynamic acceleration. 


 


Thus, in the previous analysis, the sensor composed of 


single sensing device and the result has the signal drift or 


float defects. So, the sensors require integration technology 


with be able to obtain compensation for accurate signal. 


This system uses a Kalman filter to achieve this purpose. 


 


(a) 


 


(b) 


(c) 


(d) 


Figure.12 triaxial accelerometer acceleration and angle after conversion 


(a) x-axis (b) y-axis (c) z-axis (d) the inclination angle 


 Gyroscopes and accelerometers calculated by the Kalman 


filter for the signal shown in Fig.13. Kalman filter will be 


used to correct the signal of the accelerometer gyroscope 


signal. one can see from the top through the Kalman filter 


correction signal retained from the rate gyro, and this signal 


has no drift. 


 


(a) 


 


(b) 


Fig.13 angle after the Kalman filter by signal (a) a gyro compensated 


inclination angle (b) accelerometer tilt angle 


 


C.   Controller Analysis 


  The study of this controller should be focused on 


balancing function of two-wheel robot. The control system 


is very important, especially for the correction control in 


real time. The method of adjust control parameters is using 


Ziegler-Nichols method. By observing the output of the 


sensing devices, the tilt angle of the control is use to check 


performance of control system. On the other hand, 


according to the signal at the frequency of oscillation 


crossing zero point is used to determine the agility and 


variation of the system. And then, one may obtain the 


statistical standard deviation to determine whether the 


controller parameters are optimal. 


 


  PID control uses Z-N adjustment method to decide the 


parameters, and then start from the proportional adjustment, 


the robot's posture information is collected with integral 


term adjustments, until you find the minimal statistical 


results with the smallest standard deviation parameter. 


 


 


TABLE 1.  


ANALYSIS OF THE PROPORTIONAL CONTROLLER 


 


 
kp = 1 kp = 2 kp = 3 kp = 4 


VAR 1508.207 1010.532 1132.438 812.6846 


STDEV 38.83564 31.78887 33.65172 28.50762 


Freq 9 19 22 25 


MAX 75.421 60.94 58.729 58.633 


MIN -60.157 -58.729 -60.94 -54.242 
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(a) 


 


(b) 


 


(c) 


 


(d) 


 


Figure.14 angle signal using a proportional controller (a)Kp=1 


(b)Kp=2 (c)kp=3 (d)kp=4 


 
  In order to improve the static controller performance, reducing the 


static error, one should improve the system's steady-state error coefficient, 


and increase the system's open-loop coefficient. According to Table 1 and 
Figure.14 the proportional parameter analysis shows that the scale factor 


    increases and the system's response speed will be increase. However, 


large     but will make the system steady-state output increases, and 


causing the reaction too fast and increase the chances of overshoot.  As a 


result,        is a good response speed with smaller swing amplitude. 


 


TABLE 2 


PROPORTIONAL - DERIVATIVE CONTROLLER ANALYSIS 


 


 
Kd=1.25 Kd = 1 kd = 0.75 kd = 0.5 


VAR 591.7423 659.5406 87.62004 59.39357 


STDEV 24.32575 25.68152 9.360558 7.706723 


Freq 47 37 25 32 


MAX 48.106 52.085 33.794 19.582 


MIN -54.916 -56.53 -43.816 -22.486 
 


 


(a) 


 


(b) 


 


(c) 


 


(d) 


 
Figure.15 using proportional - derivative controller angle signal 


(a)Kd=1.25 (b)Kd=1 (c)kd=0.75 (d)kd=0.5 


 


  The differential term in this control system is a 


correction parameter to improve the reaction rate of the 


system. Observe the differential signal of this system, if the 


slope of this signal indicates a substantially larger swings, 


the control should give this differential term is a reduced 


value of reversing adjust. From Table 2, Figure.15, the 


adjustment for differential term analysis, when    value 


increases, the reverse of the output also increases. Also, if 


the value is too large it will make the system overshoot. As 


the result, the more the contrary   , the smaller system 


output in the reverse direction of force so that  the smaller, 


       makes the system having a better response speed 


with smaller swing amplitude. 
 


 


TABLE 3 


PROPORTIONAL - INTEGRAL - DERIVATIVE CONTROLLER ANALYSIS 


 


 
ki = 10 ki = 20 ki = 30 ki = 40 


VAR 124.5153 250.279 108.0996 289.0899 


STDEV 11.15864 15.82021 10.3971 17.00264 


Freq 15 17 27 25 


MAX 37.067 37.537 22.979 55.621 


MIN -49.325 -58.222 -32.153 -40.986 
 


 


(a) 


 


(b) 


 


(c) 


 


(d) 


 
Figure.16 proportional - integral - derivative controller angle signal 


(a)Ki=10 (b)Ki=20 (c)ki=30 (d)ki=40 
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  The proportional term in the analysis controller,   , has 


positive response. When steady-state output increases, the 


system will also increase the vibration. It affects the 


dynamic performance, so that we adjust it to stabilize the 


output of the integral term to a desired value. With the error 


accumulated, it will gradually make the output increase. If 


we increase the coefficient     it will affect the system's 


static performance. It also make the system response is slow. 


From Figure.16, it shows that the smaller integral term, such 


as     = 10 and 20,   , the system takes longer to reach a 


turning point, and     = 40, the system is more instead. 


 


 VI. CONCLUSION 


  This study uses Altera's FPGA, an embedded systems 


development board DE0-Nano by Terasic, as the core 


platform to integrate with other hardware peripherals, such 


as gyroscopes, accelerometers, RS-232, RF chip and DC 


motors ... and so on, In this paper, the effective use of SOPC 


design approach combines hardware in high speed 


performance and software for complex decision functions, 


and using the PC interfaces for data collection and analysis 


work to analyzed the performance of the system parameters 


on the platform. The use of FPGA as the core and good 


visualization from PC can appropriately analyze the system 


and successfully fabricated a two-wheeled inverted 


pendulum robot. This robot is to build full system out of thin 


air with analyzing support; it can automatically to maintain 


upright posture with real-time dynamic control. 
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Abstract —In this paper, a novel contrast enhancement 


algorithm based on the Histogram Equalization 


algorithm is presented. The proposed approach 


enhances image/video contrast without losing the 


original histogram characteristics.  The algorithm is 


expected to process the video resolution efficiently but 


does not to overshoot the equalization with annoying side 


effects by using the difference information from the 


input histogram. The experimental results show that the 


proposed Dynamic Histogram Equalization (DHE) 


algorithm not only keeps the original histogram features 


but also enhances the contrast with much less 


computational efforts for large resolution. Furthermore, 


the proposed DHE algorithm can be easily applied to the 


FPGA hardware. 


 


Keywords — Contrast Enhancement; Histogram Equalization; 


Dynamic Histogram Equalization; FPGA 


I. INTRODUCTION 


Contrast enhancement techniques are widely used for 


image/video processing in order to achieve a wider dynamic 


visual range. Among the many commonly used 


enhancement techniques, the histogram modification 


algorithm is the most popular approach to achieving a wide 


dynamic range, especially for Histogram Equalization (HE). 


This method is the most commonly used algorithms for 


performing contrast enhancement because of its simplicity 


and effectiveness [1]. HE will distribute pixel values 


uniformly and results in an enhanced image with linear 


cumulative histogram. HE has also been applied to many 


practical applications, such as video enhancement, digital 


surveillance, medical image processing, speech recognition, 


and texture synthesis [2]–[3]. 


In the past few years, many studies have focused on 


image/video contrast enhancement [4]–[5]. Mean 


preserving Bi-Histogram Equalization (BBHE) was 


proposed to overcome the brightness preservation problems 


[4]. BBHE separates the input image/video histogram into 


two parts based on input mean before equalizing them 


independently. Later, Equal Area Dualistic Sub-Image 


Histogram Equalization (DSIHE) was proposed to separate 


the histogram by entropy value [5]. Chen [6] proposed an 


extension of BBHE which was referred to as Minimum 


Mean Brightness Error Bi-Histogram Equalization 


(MMBEBHE) to provide maximal brightness preservation. 


Although the above algorithms can perform the highest 


contrast enhancement in image/video signals, however, 


these algorithms actually result in undesired side effects [7].  


However, Ultra-HD (UHD) TV, producing a 7,6804,320 


pixel resolution (a.k.a. 4K-2K) and the next generation 


High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC), will soon need very 


high throughput performance [8]. Most research in contrast 


enhancement still focuses on how to maximize the contrast 


ratio using entropy theory [9]; however, when the 


resolution increases to 4K-2K, it will become impossible to 


process the video contrast enhancement in real-time. For 


example, when the resolution is 4,0962,160 and the color 


depth is 16-bit, 23.73 GBs of data flow must be processed 


per second. Therefore, it is necessary to rethink how to 


using the traditional histogram modification to further 


improve the computational time and enhancement quality. 


In this paper, a novel Dynamic Histogram Equalization 


(DHE) algorithm based on the derivative method is 


proposed to enhance the contrast without losing the original 


histogram characteristics. The algorithm is expected to 


perform the contrast enhancement very fast in order to 


satisfy the huge computational requirements of the UHD 


and to avoid the overshot problem [7]. In order to keep 


original histogram features, the DHE will first extracts the 


difference information from the input histogram, and then 


apply extracted derivative parameters to control the overall 


processing. By contrast, the proposed DHE results can not 


only obtain a more nature contrast enhancement than other 


histogram modification algorithms in objectively.  


This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly 


introduces the theory of Histogram Equalization. In Section 


3, the proposed fast Dynamic Histogram based on 


derivative method will be described. The experimental 


results are shown in Section 4, while Section 5 concludes 


the paper.  
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II. HISTOGRAM EQUALIZATION THEORY 


In this section, the definitions of Histogram Equalization, 


Bi-Histogram Equalization and Dualistic Sub-Image 


Histogram Equalization are addressed; detailed definitions 


can be found in [1], [4], [6]. 


A. Histogram Equalization 


In the following, only discrete cases will be considered. 


Let F = X(x, y) denote a input frame that is composed of 


gray pixel levels in the range of [0,L-1]. The transformation 


function C(rk) in a input image is defined as 


 


( ) ( )
0 0


where 0 <  1 and 


i
k k n


s   C r   P r     ik k i i n


                      s k = 0, 1, 2, ..., L - 1.
k


   
 





 (1) 


 


Equation (1), ni presents the amount number for each kth 


gray level appears in F, and n is the total numbers of pixels 


in the input image. P(ri) presents as the Probability Density 


Function (PDF) of the input gray level k. Based on the PDF, 


the Cumulative Density Function (CDF) is defined as C(rk). 


Consequently, the HE equalizes the histogram distribution 


of the input stream into its dynamic range by employing the 


CDF as a transform function that is defined as 


 


{ ( ( , ) ) | ( , ) },
th


F    f  X x y     X x y F    (2) 


  


where f(X) is the transform function and Fth denotes the 


frame number that appears in the video sequences. Fig. 1(b) 


shows the histogram distribution of Fig. 4 after histogram 


equalization with the resolution in 2160x4096 pixels (color 


depth is 16bit). Although the HE introduces a significant 


improvement in image/video contrast, it gives rise in more 


artifacts and undesirable side effects [7]. 


B. Bi-Histogram Equalization 


Although histogram equalization is widely used for 


contrast enhancement in a variety of applications due to its 


simple function and effectiveness, there is one drawback 


that the brightness of an image can also be changed after 


equalization. This is mainly because of the flattening 


property of the histogram equalization. For this problem, 


Y.T. Kim proposed a Mean Preserving Bi-histogram 


Equalization (BBHE) method [4] to remain the brightness 


of result image, so that the shape of result histogram would 


not become so much different from source histogram. It will 


first decompose the gray level image into two sub image, as 


XL and XU which is depend on the mean value Xm to 


separate the input image. Then two sub images will 


perform the histogram equalization independently. Finally 


the BBHE combines these two sub images into one result 


image.  


 Denoted by Xm the mean of the image X. Based on the 


mean value (critical point), the input image is decomposed 


into two sub images XL and XU  as L UX X X  , and 


assume where 


{ ( , ) | ( , ) ( , ) },,
L m


X   X x y  X x y X   X x y X     (3) 


 


and 


{ ( , ) | ( , ) ( , ) }.,
U m


X   X x y  X x y X   X x y X     (4) 


 


And XL and XU can also be expressed as: 


0 1 1 2 1
{ , ,..., }, { , ,..., }.


L m U m m L
X  X X X X  X X X


  
   (5) 


 


Next, the respective probability density functions of the sub 


images XL and XU can be defined as 
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in which k
L


n  and k
U


n  represent the respective numbers of Xk 


in {X}L and {X}U, and nL and nU are the total numbers of 


samples in {X}L and {X}U, respectively. Note that 
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 and n=nL+nU. The 


cumulative density functions for {X}L and {X}U are defined 


as 
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where Xk=x. Note that cL(Xm)=1 and cU(XL-1)=1 by 


definition. 


Similar to the histogram equalization where a cumulative 


density the following transform functions exploiting the 


cumulative density functions 


0 0
( ) ( ) ( ) 


L m L
f x X X X C x    (10) 


and 


1 1 1
( ) ( ) ( ).


U m L m U
f x X X X C x


  
    (11) 


Based on these transform functions, the decomposed sub 


images are equalized independently and the composition of 


the resulting equalized sub images constitute the output of 


the BBHE. The final output image of the BBHE can be 


expressed as 


( ) ( )
L L U U


Y f X f X   (12) 


where 


( ) { ( ( , )) | ( , ) }
L L L L


f X f X i j X i j X    (13) 


and 


( ) { ( ( , )) | ( , ) }
U U U U
f X f X i j X i j X   . (14) 


 


Fig. 1(c) shows the histogram distribution of the Fig. 4 


after bi-histogram equalization with the resolution in 


2160x4096 pixels (color depth is 16bit). Compared to Fig. 


1(b), the distribution is obviously separated into two parts, 


however, over enhancement in both methods from Fig. 4(b) 


and Fig. 4(c) can still be observed.  


   


C. Dualistic Sub-image Histogram Equalization 


  In a similar way, Dualistic Sub-Image Histogram 


Equalization separates input image into two sub images by 
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critical points which is searched from BHE, then process 


BHE once again with these two sub images respectively [5]. 


In other words, the algorithm DSIHE will separate the 


input image with three critical points and perform 


histogram equalization for each sub image.  


 


 
(a) Original Histogram of Fig. 4 


 


 
(b) After Histogram Equalization 


 


 
(c) After Bi-Histogram Equalization 


 


 
(d) After proposed Dynamic Histogram Equalization 


 


Fig. 1. Histogram distribution of the Fig. 4 for each method. 


III. DYNAMIC HISTOGRAM EQUALIZATION 


In order to keep original histogram shape without losing 


its simple characteristics, the proposed DHE algorithm 


employs a derivative operation. The mathematical 


derivative model is defined as 


1  ,
1


2


2  ,
1 12


                                 where  


f
D n n


k kk


f
D n n n


k k k
k


k = 0, 1, 2, ..., L - 1,






 




   


 



 
(15) 


where D1 and D2 represent 1st and 2nd derivative results 


from the input image’s histogram distribution, respectively. 


Equation (15) can be implemented by simple hardware due 


to its simplicity. 


Next, the DHE algorithm finds inflection points from the 


1st and 2nd derivative results for the reason to separate the 


histogram. Fig. 2 shows the pseudo-code of the derivative 


algorithm. The two critical points are searched for and 


determined using the following two rules. First, searching 


for the first inflection point value from the 1st derivative 


results where the histogram distribution increases in time. 


Then, obtain the second inflection point value from the 1st 


derivative results while the histogram distribution falls in 


time. Next, two critical points will be defined according to 


the extracted inflection point. Then, the DHE algorithm 


uses the selected critical points to separate the input 


histogram into three sub images as BHE did with the mean 


value. Finally, histogram equalization will be applied to 


each sub image. 
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Fig. 2. Algorithm to search critical value from 1
st
 and 2


nd
 derivative results. 


(|D2i| denotes the absolute value of 1
st
 derivative.)  


IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 


In order to demonstrate the performance of the proposed 


contrast enhancement algorithm, the HE, BHE and 


proposed DHE with UHD resolution samples are simulated 


in order to further display the ability of the proposed fast 


approach. Fig. 3 and 4 show the simulation results with the 


UHD resolution 4096x2160 in 16-bit high color depth of 


original photo, after HE, after BHE and after DHE. It can 


be easily observed from Fig. 3 that both HE and BHE reveal 


some annoyed effects, such as overhead brightness 


enhancement and white noise. Although HE and BHE 


provide great improvement in contrast enhancement, they 


cannot be accepted by human visual sensitivity because of 


the large artifacts that they introduced. By contrast, the 


proposed contrast enhancement algorithm performs more 


naturally than other methods.  


Because of its simple derivative operation, the DHE 


algorithm can be applied by the FPGA system. The 


performance of the proposed algorithm using several 


examples of UHD resolution photos was verified in the C 


Language. Finally, it has been implemented on Terasic 


DE3 FPGA by using Verilog HDL to prove the concept 


practicality. 


In Fig. 5., Terasic DE3 received and transmitted image 


stream by HSMC-HDMI daughter board which received 


data from computer by HDMI RX and transmitted data to 


monitor by HDMI TX. And DHE module will process the 


received image, then output result image in real-time. 


 
(a) Original 


 


 
(b)Histogram Equalization 


 


 
(c) Bi-Histogram Equalization 


 


 


 
(d) Dynamic Histogram 


Equalization 


 


Fig. 3. Comparison results between different methods  


(Test1-21604096@16bit). 


 


 


 
(a) Original 


 


 
(b) Histogram equalization 


 


 
(c) Bi-Histogram Equalization 
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(d) Dynamic Histogram Equalization 


 
Fig. 4. Comparison results between different methods                              


(Test4-40962160@16bit). 
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Fig. 5. DE3 results and block diagram for practical CE aspects 


V. CONCLUSION 


In this paper, a fast dynamic histogram equalization 


algorithm to perform contrast enhancement was proposed 


for large resolution. The experimental results show that the 


proposed DHE algorithm can preserve the original 


histogram features without overshooting the results 


efficiently. Furthermore, the simplicity of the DHE 


algorithm can ensure contrast enhancement in many 


electric appliances with large resolution requirements. 
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Abstract— Intelligent parking system attracted increasing 


attention of the automobile manufactures in recent years. A 


reliable parking assistant system could reduce the rate of 


accident effectively and simplify the operation of the driver. 


This design takes Nios II as control core, uses camera to collect 


parking information, installs ultrasonic sensors to achieve 


ranging capabilities, adopts Ethernet port and wireless router 


to realize communication with Android smart phone and 


designs driver circuit to control car. The experiments show that 


this design can achieve real-time operation of the model car 


through smart phone to finish parking process. Meanwhile the 


car can complete parking automatically with the assistance of 


image and range information. 


 


Keywords— Intelligent Parking; Nios II; FPGA; Android; Real 


time Image Processing 


I. INTRODUCTION 


A. Design Intention 


With the continuous development of economic level and 


the improvement of   living standards, a growing number 


of cars lead to serious problems that highway, street and 


parking lots are increasingly crowded. There are fewer 


parking spaces for cars. In addition, the gradually increasing 


number of novice drivers leads to kinds of problems as well. 


According to the statistical data of the traffic accident 


database and the insurance company, accidents caused by 


parking accounted for 44% of all types of accidents[1]. With 


the development of embedded technology, using various 


electronic devices to assist parking is also a hot technology 


researched by major automobile manufacturers in recent 


years[2]. Therefore, we design this intelligent parking system 


based on Nios II. 


Since Google launched the first Android phone in 2007, 


just after six years, Android has become the leader in smart 


phone operating system. What’s more, its market share in 


the country has reached 86%. Currently APP based on 


Android system has reached 400,000, spreading all over 


people’s work, life and entertainment. Development of 


Android application has become a hot research by various 


manufacturers, including traditional non-electronic industry. 


It’s convenience for app development by Android’s 


popularity, anyone with an Android device can access to the 


equipment to use[3]. 


We will combine Android operating system and parking 


system, you can not only observe the image behind car while 


parking by phone, but also control car, improves the safety 


and reliability of the parking process[4]. 


B. Design Scheme 


This design using 1:20 car model as platform, FPGA as 


the processing core, combined with ultrasonic ranging 


module, camera, optical encoder, achieved intelligent 


parking assist function. System structure diagram is shown 


in Fig. 1. 


DE2


Wireless 


routers


Car model


Ultrasonic ranging camera


Optical 


encoder


Android phone


 


Fig. 1  Intelligent Parking System Structure 


The system collects parking spaces information by 


camera in the process of parking car, at the same time 


transmits the real-time images to Android phones through 


wireless router and displayed on the Android phones. The 


system will send prompt message to drivers when it 


determined the presence of a valid parking space, if you 


choose to parking, parking system will update real-time 


parking space and surroundings information by camera and 


ultrasonic ranging module, parking car automatically. 


Besides drivers can also manually control cars by Android 


phone while parking, it can overcome the limitations of the 


view in the car when used in real scene, increasing the 


security. 


II. THE HARDWARE CIRCUIT DESIGN 


Intelligent parking system hardware block diagram is 


shown in Fig.2. 
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Fig. 2  Intelligent parking system hardware block diagram 


The system physical map is shown in Fig. 3. 


 


Fig. 3  The system physical map 


A. Hardware Performance Parameters 


1) DE2-70 Performance Parameters 


 FPGA：CycloneII2C70 FPGA, 70000LEs 


 Memory ： SDRAM(two 32-Mbyte SDRAMs),  


SRAM (one 2-Mbyte SRAM), Flash 


memory( 8-Mbyte Flash memory) 


 Altera EPCS16 EEPROM 


 Transmission interface：10/100MHz Ethernet port 


 Clock input：50MHz Oscillator,28.63MHz Oscillato 


2) Si Bo Electronics A type model car G768 Performance 


Parameters 


 Motor：RS-380SH-5025 


 Actuator：FUTABA3010 


 Size of car：27cm×16cm 


3) Wireless Router TL-WR702 Performance Parameters 


 Wireless protocol：802.11b/g/n 


 Wireless rate：150Mbps 


4) 185A Camera Performance Parameters 


 Working voltage：12V 


 Sensor type：CCD 


 Signal  standard：PAL 


 Resolution：720×576 


5) Ultrasonic Sensors HC-SR04 Performance Parameters 


 Working voltage：5V 


 Sense angle<15 


 Detection distance：2cm~450cm 


 Accuracy：1cm 


6) Omron 500 Line Optical Encoder Performance 


Parameters 


 Working voltage：5V 


 Line number：500 


 Diameter ：3cm  


B. H-bridge driver circuit design 


H-bridge circuit is a typical DC motor control circuit, as 


shown in Fig.4. The motor will be in a forward or reverse 


state, when the diagonal pair of MOS transistor is turned on. 
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Fig. 4  H-bridge driver circuit 


The MOS transistor used in this design is IRF3205, its 


maximum working current is up to16A. Add 74LS02 


circuit to signal input terminal, as shown in Fig.5, which is 


used to choose input signal. The output of this circuit is low 


when forward and backward signal are both high or low, 


only when one of these signals is high, the output is high. 


Thus avoiding the upper and lower half-case of the 


H-bridge circuit are simultaneously turned on, to ensure the 


motor work normally. 
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Fig. 5  NOR circuit schematics 


C. User-defined Component 
The system designed four user-defined components as 


follows according to functional requirements, accomplishing 


data interaction with Nios CPU through the AVALON bus. 


1) The Image Data Read Module 


Using ADV7181 as image acquisition circuit, depositing 


the changed image data to a FIFO module, when the data is 


full of 256 units, sending an interrupt signal to CPU, reading 


data into Nios II for processing through the RD_DATA 


module. 
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Fig. 6  The Image data Read module 


2) PWM Module 


To control the operation of car, designs a PWM signal 


module in FPGA, three channel signal output control motor 


turn forward and backward and steering respectively. If only 


the specific information is written to the appropriate address, 


it can output a fixed period, variable duty cycle square wave 


signal, to control the car. 


 


Fig. 7  PWM module 


3) The Speed Measuring Module 


To measure the car speed, installing an optical encoder on 


the rear drive shaft. By counting the encoder output pulse, 


the current speed can be calculated indirectly, as shown in 


Fig.8. 


 


Fig. 8  The speed measuring module 


4) The Speed Measuring Module 


In the process of car parking, by ultrasonic sensors 


installed on the front and rear of the car that can determines 


whether there is an obstacle in the track and respond 


promptly. Sending a high level trigger signal to ultrasonic 


ranging module last for 10us, counting the reflected signal 


received and converting it into the corresponding time, then 


we can calculate the actual distance. 


 


Fig. 9  The Ultrasonic Ranging module 


D. FPGA Resource Usage 


Fig. 10 shows the use of FPGA. 


 


Fig. 10  FPGA resource information 


III.  SOFTWARE DESIGN AND PROCESS 


A. Nios II Software Design 


According to the system design demand, the system 


software can be divided to the following modules: system 


initialization, reading and processing of image, Ethernet 


communication, car control. Each module to achieve the 


following functions: 


System initialization: Initializes the hardware devices and 


global variables. 


Reading and processing of image data: To read image data 


stored in FIFO, one frame each time, with which to finish 


parking recognition and confirmation of driving track. 


Ethernet communication: To assemble image data to 


certain format according to system demand and send to 


smart phone through Ethernet port and vice versa. 


Car control: To realize real-time operation based on 


instructions sent by smart phone in manual mode. 


Overall system flow is shown in Fig.11. 
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Fig. 11  Overall system flow 


1) Ethernet Communication Design 


FPGA and Android smart phone establish UDP 


communication model by configuring Ethernet control chip 


DM9000A. 


 How DM9000A[5] Works 


Once the system powered on, FPGA would configure 


net control register (NCR), interrupt register (ISR) and 


so on through bus to finish initialization. Subsequently, 


DM9000A enters a wait state for data transceiver. 


FPGA has to assemble data into UDP format before 


sending it to Ethernet, and deliver it to data sending 


cache of DM9000A byte by byte through 8bit bus or 


16bit bus. Then write the necessary information such as 


data length into the correlative register and send enable 


command. Finally DM9000A will combine data with 


frame information to form MAC frame and send it out. 


After receiving net data package, DM9000A will 


check the validity of data frame and abandon it if any 


frame header flag or CRC error exist. Otherwise store it 


in internal RAM and inform processor through interrupt 


after which processor will deal with received data. 


 UDP Package Format[6] 


The system adopt UDP package to finish data 


communication, its format is shown Fig.12. 


There are two types of package in this design. The first 


one is sending package, which is shown in Fig.13. 


UDP header UDP data


42 bytes


 


Fig. 12  UDP data package format 


UDP header ………Image data
Data 


Identification
Image data


5 bytes 320 bytes


Fig. 13  Sending package format 


The resolution of image used in the system is 320*200 


and each send package contains 320 bytes namely a row 


image. 


The second type is receiving package, which is shown 


in Fig.14. 


UDP header ………Control data
Data 


Identification
Control data


5 bytes 30 bytes


 


Fig. 14  Receiving package format 


 Ethernet Communication Procedure 


After powered on, DE2 send ARP package 


continuously to get MAC address of smart phone, once 


connection is finished, DE2 and smart phone can 


exchange data at any time. 


Ethernet communication procedure is shown in Fig.15. 


2) Car Control Design 


System follows the orders sent by smart phone to write 


control construction to PWM module to control car 


movement under manual mode. In automatic mode, in 


order to finish parking with stable low speed, system 


need PID algorithm based on feed-back control. 


The speed control used in this system is incremental 


PID algorithm, which can be described as equation (1). 


)]2()1(2)([)()]1()([)(  nenenekdnekinenekpnu  (1) 


 
Wherein )(nu  represents output at time n, kp  is 


proportional amplification factor, ki is integral 


amplification factor, kd  is amplification factor of the 


differential,
 


)(ne  is the deviation of time n, )1( ne
 


is 


the deviation of time n-1,
 


)2( ne
 


is the deviation of 


time n-2.  


 


 


 


Fig. 15  Ethernet communication procedure 
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Here is how the incremental PID algorithm works: Using 


the deviation of the real speed and expected speed and the 


latest two deviations as inputs of PID controller at time n, 


n-1, n-2. After calculated PID controller outputs the specific 


value to control motor. Each factor has to be debugged 


repeatedly to achieve a smooth adjustment effect. 


3) Image Processing Design  


1
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3


 
Fig. 16  Parallel parking procedure 
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Fig. 17  Vertical parking procedure 


Fig.16 shows the parallel parking path and Fig. 17 shows 


the two common vertical parking methods. Since the model 


car used in this system can’t reach the performance of a real 


car, which can turn a corner in a smaller radius, the left 


method is selected. 


The binary image captured by camera installed in the 


back of car is shown in Fig. 18. Effective parking space can 


be found and the distance between car and parking can be 


calculated through software processing, then parking path 


can be estimated according to parking procedure[7].   


 


 


Fig. 18  Binary image 


Taking vertical parking as example, the real-time image 


can be captured, which is shown in Fig. 19. Estimates the 


relative position between car and parking space by image 


processing and makes real-time adjustment to accomplish 


parking[8]. 


  


  


A B


C
D


 


Fig. 19  Real-time image 


B. Android Smart Phone Software Design 


This system chooses Android as platform and uses eclipse 


to finish software development. 


According to demand, the function of smart phone can be 


divided to receiving message and transmitting message, both 


of them are realized by UDP protocol. The task of receiving 


message is to obtain the status of car and the real-time image; 


For transmitting message, it has to send the control 


instruction such as moving forward, moving backward, 


turning around to car. The smart phone interface is shown in 


Fig.20 and Fig.21. 


                         
Fig. 20  Phone interface    


 
Fig. 21  Car control interface 


 


 Software procedure of Android is shown in Fig.22.        
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Fig. 22  Software procedure of Android 


IV.SYSTEM TESTING 


A. Parking Space 


We design two parking modes—vertical parking and 


parallel parking. A common vertical parking space is shown 


in Fig.23, common parallel parking spaces shown in Fig.24. 


 


 


Fig. 23  Vertical parking sketch map 


 


The general size of the vertical parking space in daily life 


is 6m * 2.5m.The Ford Focus, whose size is 4.5m * 1.8m, is 


used as the reference in our system. The size of our car 


model is 27 cm*16 cm. So the length-width ratio is 1:16 and 


1:11. The equal ratio parking space size is 37cm * 22cm. 


 


 


Fig. 24  Parallel parking sketch map 


 


According to the parallel parking test standard, the length 


of parking space is 1.5 times of  car’s length add 1m and 


the width is 0.8 m add car’s width. According to the aspect 


ratio relationship model and the reference model, can 


calculate out the simulation scenario for parking is 


45cm*24cm. 


B. The Procedure Analysis 


The system is in manual mode by default. As long as we 


open the phone software, we can control of the car in 


real-time. The same as the real situation, you first need to 


drive the car to near the parking space and keep parallel, as 


shown in Fig.25. 


 


Fig. 25  Initial position 


 


You can switch the mode to automatic parking mode and 


the car start searching parking space. When the car find 


parking space, you will be asked whether to parking. If you 


choose parking, the car will adjust its trajectory with the 


help of real-time image information and distance sensors and 


eventually stop smoothly into the car parking spaces. 


Vertical parking process is shown in Fig.26 and the parallel 


parking process is shown in Fig.27. 


 


Fig. 26  Vertical parking procedure 


Fig. 27  Parallel parking procedure 


 


Choosing automatic parking mode, the car can park by 


itself without the driver’s intervention. Only in the case of 


encountering barrier will the car stop. You can switch to 


manual mode and control the car. 


V. CONCLUSIONS AND DESIGN FEATURES 


A. Combining Image Processing with Ultrasonic Ranging 


At present, most of parking assistant system is based on 


ultrasonic sensors, which is not helpful for the parking space 
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with parking line. What’s more, the main function of the 


camera, installed in the rear of the car, is providing real-time 


image and its function is not made full of. The image 


processing can help us identify the parking space and the 


parking path. The ultrasonic ranging can judge live traffic. 


So we make a combination of these two sensors to ensure 


the safety and reliability in the process of parking. 


B. Combination with Android  


Traditionally, the driver is in the car and his vision is 


limited. So the driver is unable to get environmental 


information completely. We combine embedded system with 


Android mobile in the system and it allows you to park 


outside of the car. It’s a new choice comparing with 


automatic parking. Moreover, the popularity of Android 


devices makes extra hardware device for control 


unnecessary, which reduces the cost of development greatly. 


 


C. The Efficient SOPC Solution 


SOPC(system-on-a-programmable-chip) integrates the 


Nios II processor, memory and I/O port and so on, into 


FPGA and build it into a system on a programmable chip. 


What’s more, SPOC contains flexible custom peripherals, 


which can satisfy the requirement of complex design. 
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Abstract— With the development of computer and network 


technology, the pace of people’s life is much faster. At the same 


time, the need for entertainment is also growing. The game 


based on handheld devices is becoming more and more 


popular. It has been booming along due to its educational, fun, 


casual, easy to carry, easy to operate, highly interactive and 


many other features to meet the people's entertainment needs. 


This paper introduces the embedded systems based on 


general-purpose software development model and 


development process, including the design of hardware 


platform and software. The design of the hardware platform is 


based on the Altera's DE2-115 Series development board, the 


software platform is Nios II EDS 10.1 and the programming 


language is C and VHDL. Based on the SOPC tool, we 


designed the reconfigurable IP cores of the VGA display, LTM 


touch screen. With Galaxian game as an example, we design a 


embedded game based on GUI. The results show that the game 


system is human-computer interaction friendly and it has 


quick response and action. This configurable IP core has high 


flexibility, variability, plasticity and it can achieve more 


functional expansion and development with the same resource. 


 


Keywords— Configurable IP core; DE2-115; FPGA; SOPC; 


hardware/software co-design 


 


 I.  INTRODUCTION 


With the development of SOC (System on Chip) 


technology, many companies have put embedded processor 


core on their own ASIC (Application Specific Integrated 


Circuit) chip to build a system, in which the ARM processor 


kernel has more users. Two vendors Altera and Xilinx also 


put hard-core ARM and Power PC on their own FPGA 


(Field-Programmable Gate Array) chips. 


Nios is of low-end embedded CPU soft cores developed 


by Altera Corporation and which can be used in almost all 


the internal FPGA of Altera series. Because Nios processor 


and peripherals are designed with HDL language, and 


making use of general internal logic resources in the FPGA 


to achieve, so the implementation of Altera FPGA 


embedded system is with great flexibility. As Nios becomes 


more and more successful, Altera company’s SOPC concept 


has also been accepted by the majority of users.  


Galaxian is a famous game that developed by Japanese 


company Namco in 1979, and is representative of the 


company's early classic game. Although the game has 


already been transplanted to the modern PC successfully,  


compared with the general structure of PC and ARM 


products, we use of FPGA architecture to develop, which 


can be programmed on both the system hardware and 


software which comes with greater flexibility and 


operability. What’s more, FPGA also has a wealth of 


external resources, providing development with more 


diversity. Since the application software and hardware on 


the system are both programmable, hardware and software 


are well fit with each other, which can greatly improve the 


efficiency of running software code and the performance of 


processor, therefore this design is with high development 


value. 


In this paper, we choose Altera's Nios II EDS as the 


software development platform, using DE2-115 study & 


development board to build a small hardware system, and 


then use the C and VHDL language to develop the 


corresponding application software. The system hardware 


include: DE2-115 development board, VGA monitor, LTM 


touch screen, 23-key keypad PS2 and audio device. The 


game can be controlled not only by the keyboard, but also 


through LTM touch screen directly, which makes the game 


more convenient to operate. In addition, we set up seven 


grades for the game to increase the game's executability and 


difficulty, whereas gamers have only three opportunities to 


challenge, if it fails, the game is over. PS2 keypad is used 


for decoding the input information of the control buttons to 


control the game, DE2-115 FPGA chip is the main 


programming chip, audio is used for playing music that 


stored on the SD card in order to enhance the game effect, 


VGA monitor is used to display the game screen that is 


connected to the DE2-115 board. 


 II.  ARCHITECTURE 


This system is based on Nios II processor, through the 


development and expansion of peripheral devices and 


taking advantage of the configured IP core to achieve a 


more intelligent control. By a close cooperation the 


Peripheral devices and central processor to achieve the 


desired results. 


The game hardware system is dominated by VGA 


module, LTM touch screen module, Audio output module, 


PS2 keyboard module, general IO, data and instruction 


memory, the central processor and other modules. 
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A. Graphic display modules 


Most computer and external display devices are 


connected via analog VGA interface, the computer 


generates image information digitally, then the graphics in 


the digital/analog converter is converted into R, G, B 


primary color signals and lines & field sync signal, they are 


sent to the display device through the cable. 


Generally VGA display system consists of three parts: the 


control circuit, the display buffer area and the video Bios 


program. The control circuit mainly complete timing occurs, 


the display buffer data manipulation, the master clock 


selection and D/A conversion functions; Display buffer area 


provides display data cache space; video Bios as a control 


program solidified in the graphics card 's ROM. The VGA 


module control circuit is shown in Fig. 1. 


 


 


Fig. 1. VGA display module 


 


B. LTM touch screen controller module 


LTM touchscreen driver mainly relies to the LCD touch 


screen interrupt input pin position and data to determine 


coordinates of the touch action. The SPI bus driver judge 


interrupt pin level, and then locates the input pin by shifting 


the position coordinates and stores in the buffer register 


finally. That is transferred to the application layer of the 


software by the Avalon bus; the software reads the 


coordinates so as to control the game. 


C. Audio output controller module 


Audio processing uses the WM8371 chip, it first finds a 


music file, and then the music file is cut away the beginning 


and ending, leaving only the data part, and the data is 


converted to mif file which is written to the DE2-115 ROM. 


Audio controllers visits the ROM module to output a digital 


signal and the digital signal converts into an analog signal 


after pass an ADC converter, and finally arrives the audio 


output port. 


D. PS2 keyboard controller module 


PS2 keyboard is composed of two external IO and two 


clock pin and data pin which are used for connecting PS2 


keyboard with DE2-115 board. Its internal clock signals has 


been kept on the keyboard data monitoring, once data has 


been detected arriving , then it immediately receive data 


through the shift register, then the data will be sent to the 


output buffer register for the software calls. The two IO pins 


respectively indicate that whether keys in the keyboard are 


pressed as well as whether the data has been read during 


data buffering period. It will help a lot in the software 


control and we can read the data obtained from PS2 


keyboard to control the game results. The system structure 


is shown in Fig. 2. 


 


 


Fig. 2 The system structure 


 III.  HARDWARE DESIGN 


The system is divided into hardware and software 


components. The hardware provides control interface and 


perform tasks operations for the peripherals. The hardware 


structure is shown in Fig.3. 


We will give a detail introduction to them as following. 


 


A. VGA reconfigurable IP core design 


The reconfigurable IP core is that we can change some 


basic properties of the IP core to information in the IP core 


is conveyed by the Avalon bus, and then we can check the 


address that we have deployed. If the data is different, the 


configuration information in the IP core will change as well.  


So we can use the software to configure some important 


parameters to control the operation of the IP module. 


Operate mode is shown in Fig. 4. 


 


 


      


Fig. 3 Hardware block 
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Fig. 4 Reconfigurable IP core operate mode 


Table 1 shows the IP core address: 


TABLE I 


 IP ADDRESS CONFIGURATION 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


In this system, VGA and LTM IP core design use this 


idea. The software can transmit data via the Avalon bus to 


change the VGA control. Its IP core model is shown in Fig. 


5. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


address Writedata  


utility H S Writedata(20-31) Writedata(10-19) Writedata(0-9) 


 


01100 


 


48 


Angle(25-31)+ 


Mode(22-24)+ 


Number(20-21) 


 


FlyingV 


 


 


FlyingH 


 


Synchronization 


01010 40 Bullet number Bullet V Bullet H Enemy Bullet 


01000 32 ------ beeMatrixV beeMatrixH Formation 


00111 28 ------ planeV planeH plane 


00110 24 ------ Bullet V Bullet H Player Bullet 


00101 20 One to five(21-25) Alive Enemy in Formation 


 


 


00100 


 


 


16 


Control signal (1) StartPicV Start Screen 


Control signal (2) Level（1-7）+player life (0-3) Level & Player Life 


Control signal (3)  Clear  Screen 


Control signal (4) 1( show )     0(hide) Ready 


Control signal (5) EndV EndH Game over 


00011 12 plane explosion  Explosion V Explosion H plane explosion 


00010 8 Flying explosion Explosion V Explosion H Flying explosion 


00001 4  High Score High Score 


00000 0  Current Score Current Score 
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(a)VGA IP core top-level design 


 


            
(b) VGA IP core symbol 


 


Fig. 5 VGA IP core design 


 


IP core’s Avalon interfaces directly connected to the 


Avalon bus. It provides address and I/O data. The conduit 


interfaces connected to the VGA external pin. So we can 


control the VGA display through the I/O. 


 


B. LTM touch screen controller IP core design 


We take the touch screen that provided by Terasic is 


TRDB-LTM 4.3 inch digit LCD touch panel. The aspect 


ratio is 15:9. It supports 24-bit parallel RGB interface and 


includes built-in contrast, brightness and gamma 


modulation module. It transits X / Y coordinates of the 


touch point into digital information through the ADC 


(AD7843). The structure is shown in Fig. 6.  


 
Fig. 6. LTM touch screen structure 


LTM reconfigurable IP core design is the same with the 


VGA IP core design. There are some differences in the 


control timing between them. What’s more, the LTM IP 


core has a driven management section for the touch screen. 


LTM includes three main modules: a serial interface, RGB 


data of the LCD display, SPI interface. 


LTM display timing is shown in table 2. Horizontal 


timing and frame timing need to produce Sync, back porch, 


display interval, front porch. 


 


 TABLE II 


LTM DISPLAY TIMING 


 Sync back  


porch 


Display 


interval 


Front 


 porch 


H  0 216 800 40 


V  0 35 480 10 


 


The LTM's IP core model is shown in Fig. 7.  


 


 


(a)LTM core top-level design 


 


(b) LTM IP core symbol 


Fig. 7 LIM IP core design 


 


C. PS2 keyboard controller module 


PS2 keyboard interface uses a bidirectional synchronous 


serial protocol that each send a pulse on the clock line , the 


data bus will send a bit data. The PS2 timing is shown in 


Fig. 8. 


 


 


Fig. 8. PS2 Timing 
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The keyboard in this project is used to let the player 


control the space ship in the game. Though as an input 


device, it does not have much communication with other 


block in the FPGA architecture. With the SPOC builder, the 


data from keyboard can be visited from Avalon bus in the C 


code. Then, the software will send the corresponding new 


coordinates to the VGA raster and update the position of the 


space ship. Thus, the control of the game is realized. The 


PS2 keyboard IP core module is shown in Fig. 9. 


 


  
(a)PS2 core top-level design 


 


(b) PS2 core symbol 


Fig. 9 PS2 IP core design 


 


The kbclk and kb_data is used to accept the data that 


transmitted by the PS2 and then the data will be stored in 


the buffer register. Software read the data by visiting the 


register address. The come and read_over interface is a kind 


of response mechanism. When the keyboard generates a 


keystroke, the come port will tell the register that the data 


can be read. By this response mechanism, we can ensure the 


accuracy of reading data. 


 


D. Audio module 


The sound output in the game is implemented with 


WM8731 Audio CODEC (combining ADCs and DACs) 


provided on the DE2-115 board .However, in our project, 


we will not synthesis the sound but load the saved music 


file in directly in the audio module. The describing of the 


working process of the audio module is shown in Fig. 10. 


 
Fig. 10 Audio module working process 


 


In this project, we implemented three kinds of music. 


One is the sound of the plane firing, one is the sound for 


explosion and the last one is for the enemy attacking. If 


there is a conflict to choose which sound to play, our plan is 


that always play the sound that happens last. This is to say, 


if during the enemy attacking period we fire a bullet, it will 


then play the sound of firing the bullet. 


The Audio IP core module is shown in Fig. 11. 


 


(a)Audio core top-level design 


 


(b) Audio core symbol 


Fig. 11 Audio IP core design 


 


 IV.  SOFTWARE IMPLEMENT 


A. Software architecture and algorithms 


   1) Galaxian game software flow chart 
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Fig. 12 Software float chat 


 


   2) Coordinate algorithm model 


In order to save system resources, we don’t assign 


position for each star – that would be 28 star vertical 


addresses and 28 horizontal addresses. Instead, we only 


assign position for the first star, and assign constant relative 


addresses for the rest of stars. In this way, the relative 


motions between stars remain zero, and every time we want 


to acquire all-star positions, we only need to calculate them 


based on the first star (say this “first star” has position of 


(base-coordinate-x, base-coordinate-y)).28 stars are 


distributed evenly in x-axis, and 4 phases of stars are 


alternatively distributed .To be more specific, four phases of 


stars’ horizontal position are:   


base-coordinate-x+88*i(i=0~6)                   (1) 


base-coordinate-x+88*j+22(j=0~6)                (2) 


base-coordinate-x+88*m+44(m=0~6)              (3) 


base-coordinate-x+88*n+66(n=0~6)               (4)  


To make the dynamic effect obvious, we should ensure 


the distance between the galaxies Y-coordinates as far as 


possible. So we divided the vertical 480 pixels into 7 parts. 


For each phase, every star has a unique part.   


Every star’s vertical position can be expressed by 


base-Y-coordinate + vertical bias. 


 


B. 360 degrees bees 


The bee, which is flying down, can rotate 360 degrees. 


We only used 3 pictures to show 16 different pictures in our 


game. We use the idea of graphical mapping. First, we 


define the mapping area and the picture can be displayed in 


the mapping area. In the hardware, we also receive the 


signal about the angle of the flying bee. We maybe reversal 


or switch the x coordinate with y coordinate according to 


the signal of degree. While the bee matrix be connected 


with the order by the list. Then we can control the bee 


matrix. In order to ensure the symmetry line of flying bees, 


the random function is processed so that its random value 


can be uniformly appeared in the symmetric region. 


Two-dimensional arrays implement the time management. 


First of all, the time parameters of the flying bee are stored 


in the array. According to the number of points at this time 


and the current number of bees, we can ascertain the delay 


time. The calculation model is as follows: 


 


Time_index=waitTimeThreshold[level][flybe.num/6]      (5) 


                    


The angle is also stored in an array. It stores the direction 


values that we have defined. The calculation model is as 


follows: 


 


Angle_index=base-coordinate+16*flybee[i].column-currentline  (6) 


 


The path of the flying bee is managed by an array as well. 


We store the information into the array. So the change of the 


coordinates can determine the path change.  


 


Fly_index=base-coordinate+flycount*flybee.angle;    (7) 


 


The ‘bullet’ is managed by a linked list. Bee array and 


aircraft’s bullets are managed by the same kind of linked 


structure. First, we define an array of bullets; in each level 


the number of bullets need by the bees stored in an array. 


Then choose the certain array subscript according to the 


current level. In the process of flying bees, bee flight of 


steps once reach 20:00, it will add nodes to the current 


flying bees’ bullets list, while the bee bullets only need to 


traverse the list. 


 V.  EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 


The SOPC structure of our system is shown in Fig. 13. 


The system clock uses 50MHZ. 


 


 


Fig. 13 SOPC builder interface 


 


Then we will compilers the project in the Quartus II 10.1 


About 29% of logic elements on the FPGA are used. The 
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compilation result of our implementation is shown in Fig. 


14. 


 
 


Fig. 14 The report for the resource utility of our design based on DE2-115 


 


The Quartus II compiled and generated the final .sof file; 


download the file to DE2-115 board, and then Nios II IDE 


designed software can be compiled to run the game. For 


offline use, we will solidify into DE2_115 software 


development board. Curing process is done by Nios II IDE 


Tool on the toolbar under the Flash Programmer to achieve. 


After curing, it can realize the power of hardware and 


software automatically loads the program, in order to 


achieve the game offline. Game runs effect diagram is 


following. 


 


Fig. 14 Start interface   


 


Fig. 15 Game running interface 


 


Fig. 16 Gameover interface 


 VI.  CONCLUSION 


This is a classic and enjoyable game that calls up a lot of 


precious childhood memories. Since we have added a lot of 


modern elements and new ideas, with a lot of innovations in 


this project at the same time, which combines the widely 


used touch screen with computer games. As a result, this 


provides the players with the entertainment in dual visual 


and sensory. We have achieved the expected goal of the 


game, each module can work quite well. In the game the 


application of touch screen is a great innovation which 


makes the game controlling easier and better meet the 


requirements of the players. In recent years FPGA-based 


EDA technology is developing rapidly and its applications 


are increasingly being used on personal computers in the 


home, which is a great try and breakthrough of the game 


designing. It makes the way of using EDA tools to combine 


hardware and software with each other to be developed to a 


better direction; it is also a good driver of the promotion of 


SOPC technology. Therefore the design is of good 


development and promotion purposes. As the design of 


system is based on Nios II soft core, the system has a great 


flexibility that can design different games by changing the 


soft core, so that the system is of good compatibility, 


portability and application prospect. 
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Abstract— In this paper, an FPGA chip and the external circuit 


is to achieve permanent magnet synchronous motor vector 


control system. Using Altera's Cyclone III EP3C25Q240C8N, 


rich programmable logic on-chip resources are utilized to 


realize the vector control of the system. Moreover, the right 


circuit of sampling and conditioning is the key point to the 


reliability of Closed-loop system. Finally, the experimental 


results show that Speed can follow the instruction and 


closed-loop system is reliable. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 


Permanent magnet synchronous motor(PMSM) has the 


advantages of simple structure, small volume, high 


efficiency, low moment of inertia, easy to be heat dissipation 


and maintaining etc. Especially, with the decline in the price 


of permanent magnet materials, the improvement of magnet 


materials performance, and the emergence of new magnetic 


materials, using Permanent magnet synchronous motor 


(PMSM) in the high precision, high reliability, small power, 


wide speed range of servo system has attracted many 


researchers. However, PMSM model is multi-variable, 


strong coupling and nonlinear, so making the control system 


is more complex and expensive than DC motors. German F. 


Blashke proposed a vector control principle in 1970s, by 


using it，making the PMSM control can mimic the DC motor 


control which can gain efficient performance, so then using 


PMSM is increasingly popular in the areas of high 


performance AC drive. In recent years，because of abundant 


logic and layout resources, FPGA (Field Programmable Gate 


Array) as the master chip has become a research focus in 


servo motor control [1-2], Firstly, the parallel processing 


method greatly improve computing speed. Secondly, it can 


be planned into a dedicated control chip so that can accords 


with needs of a variety of motor control. This paper 


discusses the FPGA-based permanent magnet synchronous 


motor vector control system, the chip is Altera's Cyclone Ⅲ 
EP3C25Q240C8N. 
 


   II.  CONTROL PRINCIPLE 


By using the vector rotation transformation and rotor 


flux orientation, the motor stator current can decompose into 


excitation and Torque. The excitation is consistent with the 


direction of the magnetic field, and Torque is advanced by 


90
o
. Permanent magnet synchronous motor Stator winding 


pass into a three-phase sinusoidal current and each phase 


sinusoidal current difference 120
o
. The rotor poles is 


compose with permanent magnet, sinusoidal magnetic field 


is produced in the air gap. The sinusoidal magnetic field is 


fixed on the rotor position so that the synchronous rotation 


shaft in the vector control coincides with the rotation of the 


rotor shaft. The synchronous rotation shaft is d-q axis. 


PMSM’s torque angle  change with the load, control and 


maintain 
090 ，then it can achieve decoupling control，


this is the rotor magnetic field oriented vector control. 


 


A. Mathematical model of permanent magnet synchronous 


motors 


Vector control principle was originally aimed of the 


induction motor, its theory can be directly extended to 


synchronous motor. Permanent magnet synchronous motor’s 


rotor use high energy product permanent magnets for 


magnetic pole, without slip rings and brushes. Rotor pole 


produce sinusoidal magnetic in the air gap, induce sinusoidal 


electromotive force in the stator. Making the following 


assumptions of Permanent magnet motor model： 


1) Ignoring eddy current and hysteresis loss. 


2) Ignoring core saturation 


3) stator electric potential varies by sine law, the stator 


current only produce sinusoidal magnetic potential in 


the air gap. 


4) No damper winding on the rotor, the permanent 


magnets have no damping effect.  


For the optimized design model of permanent magnet 


synchronous motor, through Park transformation, its d-q 


coordinate system mathematical model is as follow and The 


derivation process can reference in [3-4]. 
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ids、iqs: The d、q axis stator current of Permanent magnet 


synchronous motor on d-q coordinate system. 


Lds、Lqs: The d、q axis stator inductance of Permanent magnet 


synchronous motor on d-q coordinate system. 


Vds、Vqs:The d、q axis stator voltage of Permanent magnet 


synchronous motor on d-q coordinate system. 


rs: motor stator winding resistance.  


Tl: load torque.  


Te: motor torque.  


kt: motor torque constant. 


P:Number  of  poles. 


Bm: Lagged  coefficients . 


Jm: moment of inertia. 


e : Electrical speed. 


r : rotor mechanical speed . 


f :Permanent magnet synchronous motor magnetic flux on 


d-q coordinates. 


By the above formula (1-5) can be obtained schematic 


diagram 1，from it we know that there are still some physical 


coupling. But by using the way of decoupling, physical 


coupling model can be completely decoupling then you can 


control q-axis in order to control motor torque. When the 


current controller (such as P or PI Controller) is added in the 


d-axis or q-axis, it becomes the control block diagram, 


shows in Figure 2. When the d-axis current is given as 0, the 


output current ids can be controlled to 0, indeed, it can get 


completely decoupled state. Therefore, when control 


0dsi , The model of PMSM (Figure 2)can be simplified, 


the new model of d-q axis show in Figure 3. 
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Figure 1.d-q coordinates motor model 
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Figure 2. Join controller in the motor model 
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Figure 3. Completely decoupled motor d-q coordinates model 


 


B. Coordinate Transformation 


In the new model of d-q axis, we know that it can 


control motor torque by controlling the q-axis current. But 


the actual motor system is three-phase, first of all, we must 


change three-phase coordinate system into two axes 


perpendicular coordinate. 
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Figure 4. Stator current space vector 


In Figure 4, a-b-c is three-phase stationary coordinate 


system, α-β is the two-phase stationary coordinate system, 


d-q is the two-phase rotating coordinate system. Current  is  


is defined as: 
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Three-phase stationary coordinate system turn into the 
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two-phase stationary coordinate system is Clark 


transformation. the condition is power constant when 


Coordinate transform before and after ,then we have: 
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The relationship between two-phase stationary 


coordinate system and two-phase rotating coordinate system 


(Park transformation) is as follow: 
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The relationship between two-phase rotating coordinate 


system and two-phase stationary coordinate system (Park
-1


 


transformation) is as follow: 
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III.  OVERALL SYSTEM PROFILER 


Overall control of vector control system shows in 


Figure 5, the digital hardware system including SVPWM 


module, PI controller module, angle and speed detection 


module, vector control module and A/D control module. 


SVPWM module can reference in[5-6], PI controller can 


reference in[7], the A/D control module design is relatively 


simple, just refer to the chip’s relationship between timing 


control and data transmit, the specific circuit is not given 


here. 
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Figure 5. Vector control system 


 


A. peripheral hardware circuit design 


The current sampling circuit is shown in figure 6. 


Sampling the permanent magnet synchronous motor stator 


current, is divided into 5 areas, the first component is a 


voltage follower, because this circuit has a large input 


impedance, and small output impedance, improving the 


circuit with a load capacity. The second part of the signal 


amplifying unit, since the current, which goes through the 


hall sensor and becomes very small in order to obtain the 


appropriate data, is enlarged. The third part of the signal 


uplifting unit, as a result of the analog input of the ADC chip 


is a single-phase, the input voltage range is between 0~5V. 


The fourth part of the design is to change it into a 


second-order active low-pass filter unit. This can better filter 


out signals above the cut off frequency of the signal. The 


final link of the analog-digital conversion unit (not shown) is 


to convert from analog into digital quantity, then into the 


FPGA. 


 


 


Figure 6.Current sampling circuit 
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Figure 7. Regulating circuit of hybrid grating encoder 


 


The regulating circuit of hybrid grating encoder: the signals 


from hybrid grating encoder contains the speed, direction 


and position of the motor , so correct signal regulating 


circuit is the key point to keep the normal operation of motor, 


the circuit diagram shows in Figure 7. Signals A, B, Z from 


hybrid grating encoder is the differential, Firstly, through a 


simple RC filter circuit. Secondly, use the chip 26LS32 to 


regulate then use the chip 74HC14 to reverse, the last, 


should reduce the voltage by the chip LVC4245A and then 


give into the FPGA. Signals U, V, W from hybrid grating 


encoder is used for initial the position of permanent magnet 


synchronous motor, This type signal processing way only 


need to reverse and then reduce the voltage, then into the 


FPGA. 


Note: the output voltage of regulating circuit is about 


5V, but the input voltage of the FPGA chip I/O port is about 


3V, so you must reduce the voltage. The part of chip 


LVC4245A is not shown in the Figure 7. 


 


B. design on the FPGA chip 


Vector transformation module includes Clark, Park and 


Park
-1


 transformation. The hardware multipliers are used to 


achieve Clark transformation on the FPGA chip. And for the 


Park and Park
-1


 transformation, it involves Sine and cosine. 


There are about three ways (Taylor series method, look-up 


table method, Coordinate Rotation Digital Computer) to 


achieve Sine and cosine on the FPGA chip. Taking the two 


aspects of occupied logic resources and control precision 


into consideration, we choose Coordinate Rotation Digital 


Computer (CORDIC). its iterative formula is: 
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iz is the difference between the actual angle and each 


rotation angle . The direction signal
iS , which is defined as: 


when 0iz , 1iS ; otherwise. 1iS . Xin, Yin input is 


reference vector coordinates,
in  is the rotation angle, range 


is (0
o
, 360


o
), but the CORIDC is only valid within the range 


(-99.88
o
, 99.88


o
). Therefore, before the beginning of the 


iteration, it needs to do some preprocessing, the process is: 
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First of all the input Xin, Yin Multiply a constant gain 
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Thus it avoids multiplication in the iterative process.  
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Figure 8.CORIDC hardware circuit design 


 


Figure 9.Sine and cosine waveform 


Figure 8 shows the CORIDC hardware circuit, digitized 


basic rotation angle (binary an 22-bit) is stored in the ROM 


table, and Addition, subtraction and shift operations achieve 
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by the adder, subtractor and shifter on the FPGA chip. 


Finally, taking on-chip resources, algorithm accuracy and 


processing speed into consideration, we choose the number 


of iterations is 20 views, accuracy better than 0.003%. We 


use a signed Q19 of 21-bit format to represent angle (range 


from 0
o 
to360


o
) in the experiment, iterative calculation work 


out the value of Sine and cosine at the same time, the 


waveform of logic analyzer shows in Figure 9. 


The detection module of position: the signals of the 


speed, position are computed by the U, V, W, A, B, Z signals 


which come from hybrid grating encoder. Signals U, V, W 


are used for initial positioning of the motor, Z pulse signal 


(each lap generates one) eliminate the accumulated error. In 


order to increase the accuracy of motor’s position, in general, 


the Frequency of A, B pulse signals is multiplied by four. 


Figure 10 shows the design diagram of the speed, position, 


because the counting circuit is very sensitive to interference 


signals, if there have no noise filter, the counter will make a 


mistake [8]. Therefore, we should do first digital filter 


processing.
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Figure 10 . design diagram of the position 


IV.  EXPERIMENT 


The parameters of Permanent magnet synchronous 


motor: rated power is 750W, rated current is 3.58A, rated 


speed is 3000rpm, grating digital of the encoder is 2500PPR. 


The Switching frequency of IGBT(Insulated Gate Bipolar 


Transistor) is 10KHZ,and the frequency of current sampling 


is same, speed sampling frequency is 2KHZ, the deadtime is 


about 3μs. Experimental platform shows in Figure 11. 


The modules are designed by using 


VHDL(Very-High-Speed Integrate Circuit Hardware 


Description Language) in this paper, The report of the 


closed-loop system is shown in Figure 12. From the 


report ,we can see the share of logic resources is relatively 


little (5269 LEs, proportion is 21%), the figure 13 shows 


speed is from 0 to 300r/min, view from the waveform, 


response time is less than 50ms, the maximum overshoot 


and steady-state error are small. Experimental result shows 


that the system has good dynamic performance. 


 


Figure 11. Experimental Platform 


 


Figure 12. Compilation Report 


 


Figure 13. Velocity waveform 


V.  CONCLUSIONS 


This project, we get start several months ago, gain 


hardware design experience on the FPGA chip. we use 


hardware description language to achieve the system ,and if 


we use Nios CPU in the design, the system will be more 


flexible. Finally, Thanks our teachers and friends for their 


academic guidance and material support and also Thanks the 


competition organizers give us this opportunity to show our 


works.  
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Abstract—We present a full desktop computer system on a
portable FPGA tablet. We have designed BERI, a 64-bit MIPS
R4000-style soft processor in Bluespec SystemVerilog. The pro-
cessor is implemented in a system-on-chip on an Altera Stratix
IV FPGA on a Terasic DE4 FPGA board that provides a full
motherboard of peripherals. We run FreeBSD providing a multi-
user UNIX-based OS with access to a full range of general-
purpose applications. We have a thorough test suite that verifies
the processor in continuous integration. We have open-sourced
the complete stack at beri-cpu.org including processor, system-
on-chip, physical design and OS components. We relate some
of our experiences of applying techniques from successful open-
source software projects on the design of open-source hardware.


Keywords—Open-source, hardware, tablet, FPGA, Bluespec,
BERI, MIPS, FreeBSD, Terasic, Altera


I. INTRODUCTION


Open-source software is behind much of modern comput-
ing. The open-source model, including software engineering
practices such as modularity, code reuse, version control, test
suites with test-driven development and continuous integration,
and the building of developer communities, are now well
understood.


Open-source hardware, however, has failed to gain much
traction. Part of this is inherent: hardware is a physical object
and physical objects cannot be shared in the way software can.
But the design of hardware involves intellectual property (IP)
in just the same way that software does.


Meanwhile, system-on-chip design has polarised. On the
one hand, semiconductor vendors produce systems with ever-
increasing complexity with ever-more-dense fabrication pro-
cesses. The cost and complexity of such ASICs continues to
rise, such that custom design becomes impractical other than
when producing huge volumes.


On the other hand, Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FP-
GAs) offer a technology accessible at lower volumes. This
provides an opportunity for open-source hardware. The FPGA
itself is produced in the huge volumes that is necessary to
make semiconductor production economic, and FPGA boards
can be bought off-the-shelf at reasonable cost. The FPGA is
programmable with IP which can be written and distributed in
a similar development process to modern software. One exam-
ple of a popular open-source FPGA project is the NetFPGA


Fig. 1. BERIpad with application launcher


networking platform [1].
FPGAs are typically programmed in hardware definition


languages (HDLs) such as VHDL or Verilog. System-on-chip
(SoC) design typically involves integration of components
from many different sources — modularity enables reuse.
Traditional HDLs take a low-level approach, which means that
an intricate knowledge of the interface and timing properties of
a component are necessary to use it. As ASIC designers have
found to their cost, incorrect assumptions about interfaces are
a common cause of errors [2].


Such a low-level development process has held back open-
source hardware on FPGAs: while components are available
in repositories such as OpenCores [3], it is often quicker to
re-implement them from scratch than to fully understand the
nuances of the component’s interface.


In this paper we describe a desktop-class computer system
we have designed and open-sourced, including processor and
peripherals. We have used an array of techniques from soft-
ware engineering to aid our development process and build
more solid foundations than many previous hardware projects.


We have used Bluespec SystemVerilog, a higher level
language to take care of many of the interfacing difficulties.
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Bluespec enables us to build a complex SoC in a much shorter
time than a Verilog-based design. In addition we can run
a high-speed cycle-accurate simulation of the design which
can boot the open-source FreeBSD OS in simulation. We
then apply regression testing and continuous integration to our
processor so that we can be confident that it works the first
time when synthesised on the FPGA.


Using Bluespec to aid productivity, we have designed BERI,
a 64-bit MIPS R4000-style soft processor that runs at 100 MHz
on the FPGA, as well as approximately 34 kHz in cycle-
accurate simulation. The processor has a full test-suite that
compares the processor against existing MIPS emulators and
is run against every source code commit.


We also have full series of peripherals, providing modern
interfaces such as Gigabit Ethernet, SD card, HDMI, USB
2.0, and up to 8GB of DDR2 memory, using either cores we
developed in Bluespec or were provided by Altera. Bluespec
makes it easier to wrap the details of bus interfacing, such as
AXI [4] or Altera’s Avalon, so that a peripheral device need
only present a simple, easy to write interface.


We implement this on a Terasic DE4 FPGA board which
contains an Altera Stratix IV 230GX FPGA. The FPGA board
is built into a battery-powered tablet with touchscreen LCD
which is easily portable and able to demonstrate our work at
conferences and meetings.


Having designed this complex system-on-chip, we have
ported the FreeBSD operating system and written drivers for
all the peripherals (with the exception of USB, which is
under way). A desktop/server-class OS with full driver support
greatly increases the flexibility of the platform as complex
software protocol stacks such as USB and IPv6 come for
free. As a result we can give developers access to the board
via SSH so that they can experiment with our open-source
hardware without owning a physical FPGA board. Support for
our platform has been upstreamed and will release in FreeBSD
10.0.


We have open-sourced all the levels of the design from
processor through system-on-chip to OS. Since the design is at
a higher level than traditional VHDL or Verilog, both hardware
and software are easier to modify which means it is easy to
customise to your application. In addition, components such
as the BERI CPU are designed to be easily re-usable without
modification in projects where smaller soft-cores such as an
Altera NIOS II are insufficient due to addressing or data width
constraints.


We begin with Section II which introduces our hardware
platform. In Section III we describe the differences between
Bluespec SystemVerilog and traditional HDLs such as Ver-
ilog. The architecture of the BERI processor is described in
Section IV. The processor simulation environment is outlined
in Section V and testing in Section VI.


Section VII then describes the rest of the system-on-chip.
Section VIII explains bringup of FreeBSD and the system
software. Finally we draw some conclusions.


Fig. 2. Tablet construction


II. THE BERIPAD TABLET PLATFORM


Our development platform is based on the Terasic DE4
board. The DE4 contains a large Altera Stratix IV 230GX
FPGA with roughly 230K LEs and 17 Mbit of BRAM. We
chose the board due to the large FPGA and the number of
peripherals. The board supports up to 8 GB of DDR2 memory
in two SODIMMs, and a number of high-speed transceivers
which are wired to PCI Express, SATA and high speed module
connectors. It also provides 64 MB of flash memory, a 2 MB
static RAM, a USB controller, four gigabit Ethernet ports and
about 80 pins of GPIO, plus the ability to take two daughter
cards to further expand the platform. In short, most of the I/O
of a modern PC.


We use this board in a number of configurations. We built
the Bluehive[5], an array of 16 DE4s using the PCIe and SATA
ports for high-speed board interconnect. We built a rackmount
server, an array of DE4s to provide BERI with FreeBSD as
a cloud service to external developers through SSH login. We
also built the BERIpad, a portable system which we use for
giving demonstrations at conferences and to visitors.


The BERIpad consists of a DE4 board in a custom laser-
cut acrylic case. To the rear is mounted a Terasic MTL
multitouch screen which provides the primary user interface
to the tablet. On the front is mounted a Terasic HDMI output
board. The SoC design drives the same image to both displays,
which enables giving of presentations directly from the tablet.
The unit is powered by an Energizer 40Wh laptop secondary
battery via a PicoPSU voltage converter. The power supply
arrangement uses off-the-shelf components to avoid issues
with airport security due to safety issues with custom-made
lithium battery packs. If we were constructing a larger volume
of tablets, we would investigate a custom battery geometry and
custom power supply to make the tablet thinner, have a longer
battery life and involve the processor in power management.


The tablet is about 29 cm × 16 cm × 6 cm and weighs
1.6 kg. Battery life is about 1−1 1


2 hours, though we currently
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do no power management in our design. One difficulty we
discovered is that the battery uses the presence of an output
cable being plugged in to enable the internal DC-DC converter.
Despite a physical switch disconnecting the FPGA, if the
battery remains plugged into the board it runs down over the
course of a day or two. We hope to fix this with an alternative
battery, but in the meantime simply unplugging the internal
battery cable suffices.


The Terasic multitouch LCD has a resolution of 800×480,
which is matched with an HDMI output of 640×480 for
maximum compatibility with conference projectors. We are
working on a more flexible video system which is able to run
LCD and HDMI at different resolutions, and X11 support.


III. BLUESPEC: LANGUAGE FOR EXTENSIBLE DESIGN


Bluespec SystemVerilog is a hardware description language
developed out of work at Massachusetts Institute of Technol-
ogy [6]. Bluespec features a rich and strict type system which
includes interfaces for correct flow control. A Bluespec design
is structured as a “term rewriting system”, a collection of state
that is updated by a set of rules. While this arrangement is
a common design pattern in other hardware description lan-
guages, limiting the designer to this structure greatly improves
automated analysis of the system allowing more detailed
and relevant compiler warnings and much faster simulation.
Bluespec compiles to Verilog, for synthesis into hardware, and
C, for fast cycle-accurate simulation in software.


In the sections below we will step through a FIFO example
which demonstrates the value of Bluespec syntax and inter-
faces to illustrate some basic benefits of the language for open-
source, easily-extensible hardware.


The left column of Figure 3 is an implementation of a simple
single element FIFO in Bluespec, and the right side is a very
similar FIFO in Verilog. The number of lines in the Bluespec
version is reduced from 36 to 13, not counting white space,
but more importantly the function of the module is much more
clear.


In the Bluespec case it is apparent that the enq Action can
only occur if the full register is not True, and that the action
itself assigns the Packet t data value that is passed in to the
internal fifomem register and full is set to True. In contrast,
in the Verilog case, it is not clear that there is any particular
action to enqueue a packet, but with careful inspection you
will notice that when the writep signal is asserted, fullp is not
set, and rstp is not high, fifomem will be set to the value of
din and fullp will be set to 1.


Having inspected this code, you might mentally associate
din with writep as an input interface but use of din and writep
are not limited to this interface and may be used arbitrarily
in the module. In contrast, Bluespec formalizes the idea of a
transaction, making the writep implicit and the packet input
associated with this interface local to this interface, preventing
accidental misuse.


Furthermore the interface to the Bluespec module is much
more clear than that of the Verilog module. The Bluespec
module exposes three operations, enq, deq, and first. The


Verilog module exposes seven signals which may be set or
read independently, though only certain combinations and
sequences of actions will result in a coherent result. Therefore
use of this module requires a complex understanding of the
meaning of each signal, greatly increasing the barrier to entry
for working with this module.


This complexity problem grows exponentially worse with
large Verilog systems with interoperating modules where each
must be understood in order to modify the code in significant
ways.


Figure 4 gives a similar test bench in each language which
exercises the respective modules. Again it should be noted that
not only is the code much shorter in the Bluespec case, but
it is easier to understand. Crucially, the flow control signals
that might incite incorrect operation are not exposed in the
Bluespec case and so correct operation is default and implicit.
In contrast, the Verilog case exposes all flow control signals
rendering the system fragile as a result.


Both the Bluespec and the Verilog implementations of the
FIFO use a packet t type, however in the Verilog version this
type will be a simple pseudonym for a bit vector of a certain
size but in the Bluespec case this type will be distinguished
from other types of the same width. As a result, an attempt
to enqueue an element that is of another type will fail at
compile time, even if they are of the same size. This allows
the designer to embed his intended use for the FIFO in the
design and prevent unintended use without explicit casts. This
strict typing system also contributes to Bluespec designs being
understandable and extendable without breakage.


In this example we have mentioned the interface system and
strict typing, which both help eliminate errors. The Bluespec
rule structure and the implicit clock and reset signals in
Bluespec eliminate other classes of error. A full description
of the language is available elsewhere, but we consider the
guarded interface structure as the most significant language
feature for assisting the manageability of large scale projects.


We believe that the factors mentioned here are a key
reason why open-source hardware projects have not seen much
success. Successful contribution to an existing system requires
an inordinate level of understanding of the system such that
it is often easier to reimplement a complex system than to
understand an equivalent system built by someone else. We
have found that a code base in Bluespec SystemVerilog is
relatively approachable and extensible and have had many
successful undergraduate, masters, and PhD level projects
significantly extend our Bluespec processor. We hope this
success will continue more broadly with BERI as a universally
available open-source project.


IV. BERI, A PROCESSOR IN BLUESPEC


This section describes the general purpose 64-bit MIPS
core [7] featured in our DE4 tablet. We have named this base
processor BERI (Bluespec Extensible RISC Implementation)
and have packaged it as an open-source project which is
available with the DE4 tablet stack. We will give a tour of the
Bluespec Extensible RISC Implementation (BERI) with the
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Bluespec
module mkFIFO(FIFO#(Packet_t));
Reg#(Packet_t) fifomem <- mkReg(0);
Reg#(Bool) full <- mkReg(False);


method Action enq (Packet_t packet)
if (!full);


fifomem <= packet;
full <= True;


endmethod


method Action deq if (full);
full <= False;


endmethod


method Packet_t first if (full);
return fifomem;


endmethod
endmodule


Verilog
module fifo (
input clk,
input rstp,
input packet_t din,
input readp,
input writep,
output packet_t dout,
output reg fullp
);


packet_t fifomem;


always @(posedge clk) begin
if (rstp == 1) begin
dout <= {0:31};


end else begin
dout <= fifomem;


end
end


always @(posedge clk)
if (rstp == 1’b0) begin
if (writep == 1’b1 && fullp == 1’b0) begin


fifomem <= din;
fullp <= 1’b1;


end
end else fifomem={default:0};


always @(posedge clk)
if (rstp == 1’b0) begin
if (readp == 1’b1 && fullp == 1’b1)


fullp <= 1’b0;
end


always @(count) begin
if (count < MAX_COUNT)
fullp <= 1’b0;


else
fullp <= 1’b1;


end


endmodule


Fig. 3. FIFO in Bluespec versus Verilog


premise that the reader is evaluating the design for extension
and use in a project. The Bluespec Extensible RISC Imple-
mentation (BERI) is currently an in-order core with a 6-stage
pipeline which implements the 64-bit MIPS instruction set
used in the classic MIPS R4000 [8]. Some 32-bit compatibility
features are missing and floating point support is experimental.
Achievable clock speed is above 100 MHz on the Altera
Stratix IV and average cycles per instruction is close to 1.2
when booting the FreeBSD operating system. In summary,
the high-level design and performance of BERI is comparable
to the MIPS R4000 design of 1991, though the design tends
toward extensibility and clarity over efficiency in the micro-
architecture.


A. Starting Point: Greg Chadwick’s Multi-threaded User-
mode MIPS64


The BERI project started with an early version of the
MAMBA multi-threaded usermode 64-bit core in Bluespec
developed by Greg Chadwick for use in many-core research
[9], [10]. Chadwick’s core was a standard 5-stage pipeline
with an extra stage for the context FIFO. This core executed 8
independent threads with associated register files using round-
robin scheduling. The BERI processor expands on this imple-


mentation with a register rename scheme for full pipelining of
a single thread, added multiply and divide, added both level 1
and level 2 caches, and added a TLB and all system register
support necessary to boot a general-purpose operating system.
In the sections below, we annotate each component with the
Bluespec module name which implements it to aid in browsing
the Bluespec source code.


B. The BERI Pipeline


The BERI pipeline in its current state is 6 stages long.
Figure 5 gives a detailed high-level overview of its structure.


1) Instruction Fetch submit program counter to memory
system


2) Scheduler/Register Rename find instruction dependen-
cies and prepare for forwarding


3) Decode fully define instruction behaviour
4) Execute perform arithmatic or assignment
5) Memory Access submit any memory operation
6) Writeback potentially commit updates to architectural


state
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Bluespec
typedef Bit#(32) Packet_t;
module mkFifoBench();
Reg#(Packet_t) counter <- mkReg(0);
FIFO#(Packet_t) fifo <- mkFIFO;


rule enq;
fifo.enq(counter);
counter <= counter + 1;


endrule


rule deq;
$display(fifo.first);
fifo.deq();


endrule
endmodule


Verilog
module fifoBench (clk, reset);
packet_t counter [0:31];
reg readp;
reg writep;
wire dout;
wire fullp;


fifo myfifo(clk, reset, counter, readp, writep,
dout, fullp);


always @(posedge clk) begin
if (reset) begin
counter <= 0;


else begin
if (!fullp) begin


writep <= 1’b1;
end else


writep <= 1’b0;


if (fullp) begin
readp <= 1’b1;
$display(dout);


end else
readp <= 1’b0;


counter <= counter + 1;
end


end


Fig. 4. FIFO testbench in Bluespec versus Verilog
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Fig. 5. MIPS Pipeline with Caches
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rule instructionFetch(!theDebug.pause());
// Get the next program counter (and current epoch) from the branch predictor.


PcAndEpoch pce <- branch.getPc(nextId, False);
Address nextPC = pce.pc;
Bool breakpoint <- theDebug.checkPC(nextPC);
// Initialize a default control token to insert in the pipeline.


ControlTokenT ct = defaultControlToken;
ct.epoch = pce.epoch;
ct.id = nextId;
// Set the renamed target register that this instruction will write to.


ct.destRenamed = unpack(pack(nextId)[1:0]);
// Also asign the next PC of the control token.


ct.pc = nextPC;
if (breakpoint) begin
ct.dead = True;
ct.flushPipe = True;


end
// Enq this control token to the toScheduler FIFO to be consumed
// when the instruction is also ready to be consumed.


toScheduler.enq(ct);
nextId <= nextId + 1;
theMem.instructionMemory.reqInstruction(nextPC[63:2], ct.id);


endrule


Fig. 6. Source code for BERI instruction fetch stage


1) Instruction Fetch (included in mkMIPSTop): The instruc-
tion fetch stage is implemented entirely in the mkMIPSTop
module as a single rule. The Bluespec code is reproduced
in Figure 6 as an example. Inspection of Figure 6 will
identify the exercise of four interfaces for this stage of the
pipeline. branch.getPc takes the next program counter and
current epoch from the branch predictor. theDebug.checkPC
verifies that this program counter is not a breakpoint. toSched-
uler.enq is just the interface of a FIFO for storing the Con-
trolTokenT, which is the pipeline register type. Finally, the-
Mem.instructionMemory.reqInstruction initiates a read from
the instruction memory with the program counter. While this
stage is simpler than the other stages, the approachability
of the Bluespec style can be appreciated here. All of these
interfaces other than the debug interface are also noted in
Figure 5.


2) Scheduler/Register Rename (mkScheduler): The sched-
uler (or register rename) stage receives the instruction word
from memory and performs a pre-decode of the instruction
in order to fetch register operands and analyse dependencies.
This stage categorizes instructions enough to determine which
fields represent operand register numbers or destination reg-
ister numbers. Operand register numbers are then submitted
as reads to the two read ports of the register file and the
destination register number is noted in a renamed register
table. Every instruction is assigned one of four entries in
the result table in the execute stage. Since the result of
an instruction will be stored in the table for the next four
instruction executions, the scheduler will direct any of the
next four instructions that take the same register number as
an operand to use the value from the table rather than the
value fetched from the register file. This technique is generally
called register renaming since we are continually changing
the “names” of the four table entries in the execute stage to
useful register numbers in the current working set. In addition
to preparing register forwarding using the rename logic, the


scheduler stage also submits register numbers for reads of both
the register file and the system control processor (CP0), as
noted in Figure 5. Finally, the scheduler stage reports to the
branch predictor the branch type of the instruction based on its
simple pre-decode to aide in predicting the next PC. Because
of the MIPS branch delay slot, there is time to consider this
analysis of each fetched instruction before beginning the fetch
of any potential target.


3) Decode (mkDecode): The Decode stage of the pipeline
consumes the register values read from the register file and
also the instruction from the Scheduler stage and prepares
the operands and ALU operation for the execute stage. The
Decode stage sets every flag necessary for the correct operation
of the pipeline such that there is no need in the rest of the
pipeline to inspect the instruction itself. These flags include
memory operation (Load or Store), memory operation width,
signed or unsigned operation, etc. The decode stage reads from
the register file and prepares the operands for the Execute stage
such that the bits delivered to Execute can be directly fed into
the arithmetic logic with the exception of values that must be
taken from the result table in the Execute stage.


4) Execute (mkExecute): The Execute stage of the pipeline
selects and performs an arithmetic operation as defined by
the flags in the control token prepared by Decode. In the
case of a multiply or divide instruction, an operation is
initiated in the mkMulDiv module as a separate pipeline, a
direct implication of the MIPS specification of multiply and
divide as asynchronous operations. The main Execute logic
is divided in a case statement between memory operations,
branch operations, and normal arithmetic operations. While
these could share the same logic, it was necessary to give the
memory operation a dedicated and simplified add (or subtract)
to reduce the critical path.


5) Memory Access (mkMemAccess): The Memory Access
stage of the pipeline was introduced recently having been
previously included in the Execute stage. The Memory Access
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stage initiates any memory operation in the memory system.
If there is no memory operation to be done, the control token
is enqueued to the next stage with no change. A small amount
of buffering in this stage allows arithmetic operations to be
calculated during a data memory stall.


6) Writeback (mkWriteback): The Writeback stage of the
pipeline happens in any one of three rules due to the need to
exercise the memory read interface, the memory write inter-
face, or neither. The Writeback stage consumes any result from
memory as well as an exception report from the system control
processor (CP0) and decides whether an instruction should
commit. The Writeback stage then submits an exception report
to CP0, possibly triggering an exception and flushing the
pipeline. Writeback also reports a successful writeback to the
register file to update architectural state and to the branch
predictor unit which must decide whether the final “next PC”
was that predicted by the unit. Writeback also must report a
successful commit to the memory subsystem for both a read
or a write in order to stop cancelled memory operations from
proceeding. If the instruction does not commit because of a
branch misprediction, the instruction epoch is incremented and
the pipeline is flushed.


C. Caches


The BERI pipeline has 3 caches, an instruction level 1 cache
(mkICache), a data level 1 cache (mkDCache), and a shared
level 2 cache (mkL2Cache). The arrangement of these caches
is noted in the bottom half of Figure 5. All levels of cache
began with one design and so are very similar in structure.
For example, all are direct mapped1 with a 32-byte line size.
The level 1 caches are both 16 KB in size, are write-through,
virtually indexed and physically tagged, and complete in one
cycle. The instruction and data cache lookups begins with the
virtual address while the TLB begins a simultaneous lookup of
the physical address also using the virtual address. In the next
cycle, a rule in the level one caches consumes the physical
address from the TLB (if it was a hit) and compares it with
the result of its tag lookup. If the two match, it continues with
the data it had fetched, either returning it to the main pipeline
in the case of a read or merging it with new write data and
storing back into its memory as well as writing through to the
level 2. The instruction cache uses an 8-byte memory width
internally as a balance between fill time (32-bytes/8-bytes =
4 cycles) and a maximum access width of 4 bytes. The data
cache uses a full 32-byte memory width internally to facilitate
wide writes from custom coprocessors which might want to
take advantage of the naturally wide structure of the FPGA
logic as well as the wide interface to main memory, as the


1All levels of cache are direct mapped because memory is plentiful in
the FPGA but combinational logic is not. Doubling or quadrupling cache
size is nearly free, but adding complex selection logic is costly both in area
and timing. Therefore we were able to increase hit rate more efficiently by
increasing the size of a direct-mapped cache than by increasing associativity.
We tried two way and four way set associativity in the level 2 and two way
in the level one, both with way prediction. Timing was a problem in all cases
and nearly the same hit-rate was achieved by simply quadrupling the size of
the direct mapped cache.


main memory on the Terasic DE4 is DDR2 which runs at
400 MHz, transferring over 256 bits for every cycle of the
BERI processor.


The level 2 cache is 64 KB in size and services the level 1
caches through a request merge module using a full 32-byte
wide interface. The level 2 cache also responds in a single
cycle on a hit, though the merge logic consumes one cycle in
each direction yielding a total delay of 3 cycles for a level 1
miss that hits in the level 2.


D. Multiply and Divide Operations (mkMulDiv)


Multiply and divide operations are asynchronous and are
initiated from the Execute stage of the pipeline. The multiply
pipeline is only 2 stages long after being initiated in Execute.
The divide pipeline processes 2 bits of operand every cycle for
a worst case delay of 32 cycles for a 64 bit operand, though the
pipeline will skip 8 contiguous zeros in the dividend so that
dividing small numbers will not incur the worst case delay.


E. System Control Coprocessor (mkCP0)


The system control processor, or CP0, is integrated tightly
with the pipeline as seen in Figure 5. The simplest function
of CP0 is as a special purpose register file, allowing reads and
writes from the main pipeline. CP0 registers are not forwarded
in the pipeline, though the pipeline will conservatively block
until completion of a CP0 update if it encounters an instruction
which may read a CP0 register. CP0 registers include a CON-
FIG register which reports the features of this implementation
of the processor, as well as a STATUS register with some
writeable configuration fields. CP0 registers also include a
timer register (COUNT) and a time-out register (COMPARE),
the combination of which can be used to implement process
time quanta by the operating system. A set of CP0 registers
also implement TLB probes and updates, and the TLB logi-
cally belongs to CP0.


Exception handling in CP0 is especially complex since TLB
exceptions triggered in CP0 must retain TLB miss information
that is not held in the main pipeline. Thus potential victim
addresses are stored in CP0 for both instruction and data
memory operations. In the Writeback stage, the main pipeline
requests the exception token from CP0, merges any exceptions
with its own and branches to the correct trap handler. After
the exception pipeline flush, the exception program counter,
i.e. the victim address, and the cause information can be read
from CP0 registers (EPC, CAUSE).


F. Translation Look-aside Buffer (mkTLB)


The translation look-aside buffer, or TLB, is instantiated
inside the CP0 module and requests to the TLB pass through
CP0 and are flagged for authorisation level. CP0 also notes
all translated virtual addresses so that they will be available
in the case of a miss exception.


Our translation lookaside buffer structure is unique. Large
TLBs are usually set associative in modern designs, but the
common MIPS spec only defines a fully associative table. The
modern MIPS spec defines both a variable page sized table
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(which is fully associative) and a fixed page size table (which
is set associative), however FreeBSD, our target operating
system, did not yet support this arrangement. However we
noticed when debugging FreeBSD TLB operations that the
operating system never used an indexed write above the
WIRED register2 (which was usually 1) without first doing
a probe immediately before. The vast majority of TLB write
operations used the write random instruction which allowed
insertion using an arbitrary algorithm. We found that a TLB
that only used fully associative entries at the bottom but
that had a large direct mapped cache at the top worked
transparently for FreeBSD.
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Fig. 7. BERI TLB structure


Our current implementation of the TLB has 16 fully asso-
ciative entries and 128 direct mapped entries, as diagrammed
in Figure 7. Any write random operation maps an entry into
the top 128 entries using a simple hash of the lower bits of the
virtual page number. A write indexed operation will only write
to the specified index if it is in the bottom 16 entries, however
a write request to an entry above 16 will simply write to the
hash of the virtual page number, ensuring it will be found
there on a lookup. If this write indexed operation immediately
follows a tlb probe operation and is simply modifying an entry
that was inserted using write random, then there is no anomaly.
In FreeBSD, it seems that this is always the case.


A direct mapped TLB does not work in a simple arrange-
ment because it is possible that a single instruction uses two
virtual pages (for the instruction and data) that map to the same
entry in the TLB. In this case the program ceases to make
progress as it alternately misses the TLB for its instruction
address and its data address. Therefore the entries in the fully
associative set above the wired register (below which random


2The WIRED register specifies the TLB entry below which entries should
not be arbitrarily replaced. The entries below the index in the WIRED register
are “wired” and use of those mapped virtual addresses are guaranteed not to
throw TLB exceptions.


writes should not occur) are treated as a victim buffer for the
128 direct mapped entries. Thus the hardware might move
entries in the table without notifying the operating system.
Since FreeBSD does not maintain a shadow status of the
hardware page table and simply probes the hardware table
before any modification, this does not cause a problem.


The mkTLB module contains only one TLB lookup but
maintains a small cache of TLB entries for each interface, and
the number of interfaces is variable. Currently each interface
caches 4 page entries which are direct-mapped to prevent
affecting the critical path. These entries are cleared on every
TLB write to prevent coherence issues and a TLB cache miss
causes a 3 cycle delay for a full TLB lookup.


G. Branch Prediction (mkBranch)


The branch predictor in BERI is less unusual than the
TLB, but does take advantage of the peculiarity of the MIPS
instruction set. As seen in Figure 5, the branch predictor unit
has three key interfaces. The first is getPc which delivers
a program counter and the associated instruction sequence
epoch to the instruction fetch unit. The second is putTarget
which receives the instruction and some flags from decode.
The putTarget interface makes the actual prediction of the next
program counter and produces two tokens, one to be consumed
by getPc and the other to be consumed by pcWriteback. This
third interface, pcWriteback, receives the canonical program
counter writeback of every instruction and compares it against
the prediciton made by putTarget. If the two do not match,
the pcWriteback interface increments the instruction sequence
epoch which causes the getPc interface to begin issuing
program counters from the correct location and with the next
epoch. All instructions of the previous epoch will be discarded
by the writeback stage.


This branch predictor has been used as an exercise for a
masters’ level course and students were able to modify the
branch predictor to improve hit rates for a software routine.
The clear structure of the Bluespec language allows extensive
modification by designers with only a cursory understanding
of the original design. We hope that many better versions of
the mkBranch unit will be developed for BERI as an open-
source project.


H. Debug Unit (mkDebug)


BERI also includes a debug unit that is able to pause the
pipeline, insert instructions, and trace execution. Commands
are sent to the debug unit over a byte stream interface which
is normally exported as an Avalon streaming interface. Details
of this interface can be found in the open-source project
documentation.


V. SIMULATION INFRASTRUCTURE


The top level module for BERI when built for synthesis in
Altera’s Qsys tool is mkTopAvalon which translates a general
purpose internal memory request and response format into an
Avalon master interface and also includes a bus of peripherals
written in Bluespec. However we have another Bluespec top
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Test Class Number of Test Routines Number of Tests
ALU 68 334
Branch 71 276
Cache 4 17
Coprocessor 0 66 312
Floating Point 36 93
Framework 18 77
Fuzz Regressions 10 10
Memory 45 307
TLB 16 50
Total 334 1476


TABLE I
TEST COUNTS


level interface, mkTopSimulation, which passes bus requests
to a library in C through a Bluespec “BDPI” interface. The C
library, called PISM, emulates the Avalon bus by inspecting
a potential address and responding with a boolean indication
of whether it is able to service a request to that address and
then passing the request to the appropriate peripheral. We have
PISM peripherals to emulate the Altera JTAG UART, a touch
screen display, and the main DRAM memory. UNIX devices
can also be presented as peripherals – files as SD card images,
terminals as a console, and so on.


mkTopAvalon


mkTopSimulation


mkMIPSTop


mkTopAXI
(work in progress)


PISM C
peripheral


bus simulator


Altera Qsys
Avalon Bus


Different Top Level
Modules


Identical Processor
Implementation


AXI Bus
(e.g. for Xilinx)


Fig. 8. BERI simulation versus synthesis instantiations


Relegating the differences between the simulated system
and the synthesized system to the top level module ensures
that our simulated design is as identical as possible to the
synthesised design so that discrepancies between the two do
not introduce bugs in hardware which are difficult to reproduce
in simulation. This arrangement is diagrammed in figure 8. We
expect to also produce a mkTopAXI top level module in the
near future for use on Xilinx boards.


VI. TEST SUITE


The BERI open-source project also includes a unit test suite
which currently includes over 1,400 tests spanning from basic
functionality to TLB fills and cache tests. The test and category
counts are reproduced in Table I.


The test suite can be run from the command line before
every commit to ensure that changes to the processor have


not broken functionality in unexpected ways. The test suite
has also been integrated with the Jenkins automated test
framework (Figure 9) so that it is run automatically on every
commit to ensure the operational correctness of the hardware
design at all times. This type of regression suite is common in
open-source software projects but is less known in open-source
hardware due to a lack of common infrastructure. We expect
that the comprehensive test suite that accompanies BERI will
assist its success as an open-source project by allowing con-
tributers to the project to efficently check their own changes
before submission for inclusion in future releases.


VII. SYSTEM-ON-CHIP DESIGN


We have used Bluespec to construct a variety of Avalon
peripherals to build a system-on-chip around BERI. The top-
level design, hiding clocks in the interests of space, can be
seen in Figure 10.


The peripherals are held in a child Qsys file (Figure 11) to
simplify the top level. They consist of a variety of components,
some existing Altera Qsys components, some constructed
entirely in Bluespec and some in Bluespec that instantiates
existing Verilog.


The most complex custom component in our system is
MTL Framebuffer Flash, which manages the flash and SRAM
that share a bus on the DE4, and drives the displays using the
SRAM as video memory. This component provides an Avalon
Stream (not shown) to a Bluespec component that sends colour
data to both the Terasic HDMI extension board and to the
Terasic Multi-touch LCD Module. This framebuffer device is
able to mirror the video streams from the LCD to HDMI to
enable connecting the tablet to a projector.


Other components include the Ethernet MAC, as supplied
by Altera, the Philips USB interface on the DE4 (for which
we are yet to write FreeBSD drivers), the Altera University
Program SD controller (written in VHDL and accessed via an
Avalon interface). We use a variety of UARTs, both Altera’s
JTAG UART for terminal access and for access to the BERI
debug unit, and an NS16550-compatible UART for physical
RS232 access to the DE4 board (since the 16550 register
layout is already supported in FreeBSD).


VIII. PORTING FREEBSD


FreeBSD is a widely used, contemporary, general-purpose,
open-source operating system found in server and workstation
environments, but also as the foundation for a broad range of
mobile, embedded, and appliance products [11]. For example,
you can find FreeBSD in the underlying OS layers of Apple
OS X, Apple iOS, NetApp OnTap/GX, Juniper Junos, and
Sony Playstation 3. As we began our project, FreeBSD already
supported several MIPS processors and emulators, so porting
FreeBSD to BERI was straightforward. It was necessary to
extend FreeBSD in two ways: (1) adding BERI-specific boot
code and device enumeration support; and (2) developing
device drivers for Altera IP cores as well as hard peripherals
found on the Terasic DE4.
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Fig. 9. BERI tests are run by Jenkins on every source commit


We have upstreamed the majority of our BERI platform
code to the open-source project, and plan to merge the rest so
that FreeBSD 10.0 fully supports BERI, making it accessible
to a wide audience of potential academic and open-source
consumers. Support for FreeBSD brings access to tens of thou-
sands of off-the-shelf open-source libraries and applications,
including the gcc compiler suite and Apache web server.


A. Boot and configuration


A small built-in ROM in BERI is able to relocate a
FreeBSD kernel out of flash, or, if a DIP switch is set, make
use of a kernel loaded directly into DRAM using JTAG.
After relocation, the boot ROM interprets the kernel’s ELF
header, passing in information on DRAM configuration when
it jumps to the kernel’s start routine. We describe BERI board
configurations using Flat Device Trees (FDT), which are also
used on PowerPC and ARM-based systems [12]. FDT files
describe the bus topology, generally simple for system-on-
chip configurations, including memory addresses and interrupt
information for peripherals available to the operating system.
Figure 13 excerpts the FDT configuration file for the DE4
tablet, including an on-board 1GB DRAM (in the standard
configuration), BERI CPU, BERI programmable interrupt con-
troller (PIC), NS16550-compatible RS232 port, Altera JTAG
UART, Altera University Program SD Card IP Core, on-
board Intel Strata-Flash, Altera triple-speed Ethernet MAC,
and Terasic multitouch display (MTL) (Figure 14).


A typical configuration loads a FreeBSD kernel from the
DE4 on-board flash, and then uses an embedded memory
root file system or SD Card root file system. In tablet
configurations, nios2-terminal can be used to connect to the
Altera JTAG UART to reach the OS console. In rack-mount
configurations, we use the DE4 RS232 serial port connected
to a console server.


B. Device drivers


Our BERI FPGA design exposes Altera soft-cores and
on-board peripheral ICs via a memory-mapped Avalon bus.
FDT notifies the FreeBSD device-driver framework of the
locations of the device mappings and interrupt configurations.
FreeBSD’s BERI PIC driver programs the PIC to map enabled
device interrupt sources to MIPS IRQ lines, suppressing
interrupts from other devices.


We have developed device drivers for three Altera IP cores:
the JTAG UART (altera jtag uart), triple-speed MAC (atse),
and SD Card (altera sdcard), which implement low-level
console/tty, Ethernet interface, and block storage classes. In
addition, we have implemented a generic driver for Avalon-
attached devices (avgen), which allows memory mapping of
arbitrary bus-attached devices without interrupt sources, such
as the DE4 LED block, BERI configuration ROM, and DE4
fan and temperature control block.


Finally, we have developed a device driver for the Tera-
sic multitouch display (terasic mtl), which implements a
memory-mapped pixel buffer, system console interface for
the text frame buffer, and memory-mapped touchscreen input
FIFO. Using this driver, UNIX can present a terminal interface,
but applications can also overlay graphics and accept touch
input.


C. Software platform


FreeBSD provides us with access to the complete open-
source ecosystem of development tools and UNIX applica-
tions. In addition to the FreeBSD base system, which includes
core components such as UNIX command-line tools, DHCP
client, and SSH server, we are able to cross-build tens of
thousands of third-party applications. Cross-building from x86
systems is important due to the limited CPU, memory, and
storage resources of the BERI tablet, but we distribute pre-built
applications in the form of FreeBSD pkgng packages based on
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Fig. 10. Top level Qsys project (clocks not shown)
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Fig. 11. Qsys peripherals (only Avalon memory-mapped interfaces shown)


the 64-bit MIPS ISA. In the rack-mount environment, BERI
nodes also have access to the Network File System (NFS) to
supplement the on-board SD Card.


We have developed a small set of sample multi-touch
applications for the tablet platform, including a touch drawing
tool and a slide presentation package. Additionally, a UNIX
shell can be used directly from the touchscreen via an on-
screen keyboard app, allowing access to UNIX tools such as
top (Figure 15). Both the operating system and FPGA bitfiles
can be flashed onto the on-board Intel StrataFlash allowing
in-field CPU upgrades.


IX. CONCLUSION


Currently, open-source FPGA design centres around
projects such as OpenCores. OpenCores acts as a repository
for HDL components, and encourages common interfaces
through specifications such as the Wishbone interconnect[13].


However open-source FPGA design has not become com-
monplace for a number of reasons. Traditional VHDL and
Verilog lack support for robust interfaces for data flow between
components. Common bus standards such as AXI, Avalon and
Wishbone help for top-level system-on-chip interconnect, but
this does not suit interconnection of smaller component parts.
Interface design and testing is a time-consuming and error-
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Mini Bootloader Run
Test I2C on HDMI chip
Reset HDMI chipSetting clock_scale to 0x00000000000004E2
clock scale = 0x00000000000004E2 - passed
entry: platform_start()
cmd line:
envp:
memsize = 3eeffc00
Cache info:
picache_stride = 4096
picache_loopcount = 4
pdcache_stride = 4096
pdcache_loopcount = 4


cpu0: Unknown cid 0 processor v0.4
MMU: Standard TLB, 40 entries
L1 i-cache: direct-mapped with 512 sets, 32 bytes per


line
L1 d-cache: direct-mapped with 512 sets, 32 bytes per


line
Config1=0xcee07040<COP2>


Physical memory chunk(s):
0x1f95000 - 0x3eefffff, 1022799872 bytes (249707 pages)
Maxmem is 0x3ef00000
KDB: debugger backends: ddb
KDB: current backend: ddb
Copyright (c) 1992-2013 The FreeBSD Project.
Copyright (c) 1979, 1980, 1983, 1986, 1988, 1989, 1991,


1992, 1993, 1994
The Regents of the University of California. All


rights reserved.
FreeBSD is a registered trademark of The FreeBSD Foundation


.
FreeBSD 10.0-CURRENT #0 226199: Fri Mar 22 20:15:29 UTC


2013
...


atse0: flags=8843<UP,BROADCAST,RUNNING,SIMPLEX,MULTICAST>
metric 0 mtu 1500


options=80048<VLAN_MTU,POLLING,LINKSTATE>
ether 02:07:ed:94:90:f0
nd6 options=29<PERFORMNUD,IFDISABLED,AUTO_LINKLOCAL


>
media: Ethernet autoselect (1000baseT <full-duplex


>)
status: active


Wed Jul 17 20:52:17 UTC 2013


FreeBSD/mips (beri1) (ttyj0)


login: root
Jul 17 20:52:26 beri1 login: ROOT LOGIN (root) ON ttyj0
#


Fig. 12. Excerpt from BERI boot log


prone part of hardware design. Lack of type-checking and
compile-time verification adds to this problem.


The lack of language support for robust interfaces means
that typically designers use their own interfaces within and
between sub-modules. This makes them harder to understand
to the outsider, as the interesting functionality is obscured by
the control flow.


A project that is harder to understand is one that requires
more thorough documentation. Not only is such documentation
time-consuming to write, the increased prerequisite under-
standing also raises the barrier of entry to new participants
in an open-source project.


Furthermore, FPGA design already has higher barriers to
entry than open-source software. FPGA boards have a non-
zero cost. Synthesis favours powerful computers and is time


model = "SRI/Cambridge BeriPad (DE4)";
compatible = "sri-cambridge,beripad-de4";
cpus {
cpu@0 {
device-type = "cpu";
compatible = "sri-cambridge,beri";


};
};
soc {
memory {
device_type = "memory";
reg = <0x0 0x40000000>;


};
beripic: beripic@7f804000 {
compatible = "sri-cambridge,beri-pic";
interrupt-controller;
reg = <0x7f804000 0x400 0x7f806000 0x10
0x7f806080 0x10 0x7f806100 0x10>;


}
serial@7f002100 {
compatible = "ns16550";
reg = <0x7f002100 0x20>;


};
serial@7f000000 {
compatible = "altera,jtag_uart-11_0";
reg = <0x7f000000 0x40>;


};
sdcard@7f008000 {
compatible = "altera,sdcard_11_2011";
reg = <0x7f008000 0x400>;


};
flash@74000000 {
partition@20000 {
reg = <0x20000 0xc00000>;
label = "fpga0";


};
partition@1820000 {
reg = <0x1820000 0x027c0000>;
label = "os";


};
};
ethernet@7f007000 {
compatible = "altera,atse";
reg = <0x7f007000 0x400 0x7f007500 0x8
0x7f007520 0x20 0x7f007400 0x8
0x7f007420 0x20>;


};
touchscreen@70400000 {
compatible = "sri-cambridge,mtl";
reg = <0x70400000 0x1000
0x70000000 0x177000 0x70177000 0x2000>;


};
};


Fig. 13. Excerpt from Flat Device Tree (FDT) description of the DE4-based
BERI tablet.


consuming, often requiring hours per compile. Hardware de-
bugging tools lag behind their software equivalents in ease-of-
use and functionality. FPGA tools are also less amenable to
traditional software engineering practices.


Taken together, these issues mean an open-source FPGA
project faces a challenging up-hill battle toward acceptance
and building a productive community.


In this work we have begun to address these issues in a
number of ways. First, we started with a higher level hardware
description language that makes writing correct code easier,
and simplifies the data flow within and between modules. Clear
interfaces make the design of a large component such as the
BERI processor a tractable task and enable easy modification
by others.


Second, the language has a cycle-accurate simulator that is
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Fig. 14. BERIpad booting FreeBSD


Fig. 15. Process list and soft keyboard


more efficient than a VHDL or Verilog simulation, including
the ability to boot an OS in simulation on a common PC. We
provide a test suite that is run against the processor after every
version control commit, which means regressions in such a
complex piece of code are found quickly. This makes it easier
for newcomers to extend the processor without fear that they
may break other parts of the design.


We have implemented the processor on a commercial FPGA
board and built a portable platform which means we can
easily demonstrate it to people who do not have access to the
hardware. The system-on-chip also contains peripherals that
are designed using a similar methodology to the processor.
The physical construction and system-on-chip design have also
been open-sourced.


We have ported the open-source FreeBSD operating system
to the platform. A feature-rich OS makes the platform a
much more flexible one, brings a large catalogue of existing
software, and provides a familiar environment for open-source
software development. We are able to offer SSH access to a
board running the BERI processor to those who do not have


access to FPGA hardware, including the ability to upgrade the
CPU remotely.


Open-source hardware still faces many challenges, but we
hope by taking a software engineering approach we can begin
to address them.


DOWNLOAD


Download our work from http://www.beri-cpu.org/
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Abstract— As the radio signal has a large range bandwidth and is 


complicated, here a digital multi-channel monitoring system is 


designed. The system tunes the frequency of wide bandwidth 


radio signal via controlling the RF terminal, processing the 


baseband data by a variable bandwidth digital down conversion, 


finally, applying the digital processing algorithm to obtain the 


spectral information. Here four scan modes are designed to 


monitor the radio signal effectively from different angles. The 


software radio technology is applied so that the system can 


update efficiently without changing the hardware architecture. 


Finally, the spectrum processing result is demonstrated in the 


software. 


 


Keywords— Radio signal monitoring system; Software radio 


technology; Variable bandwidth digital down conversion; RF 


terminal; Multi-channel; Spectrum processing 


I. DESIGN SUMMARY  


A. Design intention 


With the rapid development of radio technology, the usage 


of spectrum resource is in a tense situation. Monitoring and 


managing of spectrum resource are particularly important, so 


it is meaningful for monitoring and managing the spectrum. 


Today the digital software radio technology is becoming the 


mainstream of the development of wireless communication. In 


this context, a digital radio spectrum monitoring system is 


designed, which completes the tasks of radio spectrum 


monitoring and management efficiently though configuring 


the parameters of multiple scan modes. 


B. Scope of  application 


The system monitors radio spectrum for civil task, military 


task, paramilitary monitoring task, investigation activity.  It is 


also used for the receiver to analysis signal and spectrum and 


demand for analytical instrumentation technology. 


C. Advantage of choosing Altera device 


There is a rich variety of resource in FPGA, it enables the 


design system to achieve a very high throughput capacity via 


the parallel and pipeline technology.  The modules of the 


system are highly configurable, thus they are flexible and 


efficient to parallel process the radio signals and to perform 


the multi-channel monitoring in real time, which is a general 


purpose processor platform could not achieve. Considering 


that the designed system requires mixing the quadrature 


baseband signal, variable bandwidth for filtering processing. 


The signal needs to compute FFT spectrum to analysis, 


calculating the amplitude, computing the average value and 


calculating the attenuation value.  The cost of hardware 


resource is high, so using Stratix II family EP2S90F780I4 


model chip to design the system. 


II. FUNCTION DESCRIPTION 


The block diagram of this system is shown in Fig 1. When 


the radio signal is received from the antenna, entering in the 


Radio Frequency(RF) terminal which is controlled by FPGA, 


and the processing data will be sent to computer. Finally, the 


result is demonstrated in the software. 


 


RF terminal


Software


Digital board


PC


Antenna


 


Fig 1 System diagram 


The system monitors the radio signal mainly through the 


following several modes. 


A. Multi-channel  scan mode 


Under multi-channel scan mode, system can display and 


monitor four channels at the same time. It is required to set the 


intermediate frequency and processing bandwidth of the four 
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Fig 2 Multi-channel scan 


channels before monitoring. Multi-channel scan mode is not 


parallel processing all these channels, but to monitor each 


channel with a millisecond time, sequentially monitored for 


the four channels. Monitoring result is shown in the following 


Fig 2.   


B. Panoramic scan mode 


System will monitor a range of frequency in the panoramic 


scan mode. Start frequency, end frequency and measurement 


resolution of the monitored frequency band will be set. The 


system will compute the processing bandwidth and the 


intermediate frequency according to parameters set before. 


The waterfall figure shows the probability of a signal that 


appears in the monitored frequency band. As depicted in Fig 3, 


the above is the panorama scan result of the monitored 


frequency band, and the waterfall figure is below it. 


 


 
Fig 3 Panorama scan with waterfall 


C. Search scan mode 


Under the search scan mode, System requires presetting the 


parameters of multiple channels. The system will detect every 


channel according to the set detection threshold value to 


determine whether it dwells in the channel. It is depicted in 


Fig 4 when the system searches a signal in one of these 


presetting channels. The energy detection value is in the above, 


while the spectrum of monitoring signal is displayed below. 


 


 
Fig 4 Search scan 


D. Fix frequency mode 


The system will monitor a single fix frequency in the fix 


frequency mode. The intermediate frequency and processing 


bandwidth are need to be set. The fixed frequency result is 


demonstrated in Fig 5. 


 


 
Fig 5 Fix frequency  


III. PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS 


A. System parameters 


The system work frequency: 60MHz 


Radio monitoring range scope: 20MHz-3.6GHz 


Bandwidth: 17 kinds to choose range 1KHz to 20MHz 


Spectrum Points: 512, 1024, 2048 


Panoramic scanning speed: 5GHz/s 


Search scan speed: 700 channel/s 


The average number of spectrum: 1-16 


Signal decimation: 1-512 


Frequency measurement bias: 3Hz-71Hz 


Image rejection ratio: >89dB 


Third-order intercept point: >10dB 


Phase Noise: (-111dBc/Hz) - (-96 dBc/Hz)  


B. Hardware resource usage 
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Fig 6 Hardware resource usage figure 


IV. DESIGN STRUCTURE 


A. Hardware design structure 


The structure of hardware system is following in Fig 7, it is 


concluding FPGA chip, RF terminal, ADC chip, DSP chip, 


clock chip, configuration chip, network interface and other 


parts. 


RF terminal mainly tunes the signal received from antenna 


to a fixed 75MHz IF signal. The local oscillator frequency and 


the signal gain of the RF terminal are controlled and regulated 


by FPGA. The system clock is provided by the RF terminal, 


which is assigned to the clock chip and then sent to each 


module. ADC device samples the 75MHz IF signal outputting 


from RF terminal by the bandpass sampling method with a 


sampling rate of 60MHz.    


ADC
FPGA
EP2S90


RF


Clock chip


IF


75MHz


SPI


Configuration chip


EPCS


DSP


Ethernet


Data


60MHz


60MHz


30MHz


Data


Gain and frequency


 


Fig 7 Hardware design structure 


 
FPGA as the core, it mainly completes digital down 


conversion, filtering the baseband signal, processing the 


spectrum information and configuring the system parameters. 


As FPGA resource constrained the work could not use soft-


core processor. Here DSP is selected to assist FPGA interact 


with the PC, completing the spectral data transmission.  


B. System structure 


The system sends the received configuration parameters to 


each module for updating when it works. Thereby, it can 


perform a variety of the monitoring tasks. In the signal 


processing section, the signal accesses to the system in two 


paths. It goes through the digital automatic gain control 


(DAGC) to adjust the RF terminal to control the IF signal 


amplitude in one path, it goes through the variable bandwidth 


digital down conversion module and FFT spectrum analysis 


module in another path. Finally, the spectrum processing data 


is sent to the computer, drawn into the software to be intuitive 


for the user to observe and analyse.  
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Fig 8 System structure Block Diagram 


C. RF terminal control structure 


Frequency terminal control module consists of the digital 


automatic gain control (DAGC) and a tuning frequency 


configuration control. DAGC plays a role in stable of the 


input signal, the IF signal which sampled by the ADC is 


calculated the gain to adjustment the RF terminal all the time. 


The tuning frequency is obtained by the configuration 


parameter, and the tune frequency is range from 20MHz to 


3.6GHz. All the tuning frequency signals via the RF terminal 


are fixed IF signal with frequency 75MHz, bandwidth 20MHz.  


The RF terminal control structure is shown in Fig 9. 
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Parameter configuration
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Fig 9 RF terminal control structure 


D. Variable-bandwidth digital down conversion structure 


(VBDDC) 


When the IF signal flows in FPGA after outputted from RF 


terminal, then digital down conversion processing will be 


conducted.  It needs to implement a variety of different 


bandwidths flexibility and to process signal efficiently when 


monitoring the radio signal spectrum. It takes the parameter 


configuration mode in real time to update the processing 


system, getting the baseband data that meets the desirable. Its 


implementation structure is as following in Fig 10.   
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Fig 10 Variable bandwidth digital down conversion implementation structure 


E. Spectrum processing structure 


Spectrum processing part fulfils the FFT transformation 


and the average of the baseband signal, windowing the 


spectrum, calculating the modulus value, calculating the 


attenuation spectrum processing, etc. Realization block 


diagram as shown in Fig 11Fig 11, Most of these function are 


implemented by the IP cores of Altera. 
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Fig 11 Spectrum processing implementation structure 


F. Communications interface structure 
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Fig 12 Communications interface structure 


Interface is mainly composed of McBSP interface and 


GPIO interface. McBSP interface is responsible for the system 


configuration parameters, and returning the system working 


status information. GPIO interface is used to transmit the 


system processing spectral data. Communications interface 


structure is shown in Fig 12.  


V. DESIGN METHOD 


A. Configuration Parameters 


The best feature of the radio spectrum monitoring system is 


the way to update the entire hardware system in real time by 


taking software radio technology. It fulfils different tasks 


conversion by configuring the parameters. Here McBSP0 


interface is taken by transferring corresponding configuration 


parameters. It sends the address of the instruction and the 


instruction parameter in the cross form as a communication 


protocol, such as instruction address, instruction parameter, 


instruction address, instruction parameter, instruction address, 


instruction parameter. It cyclically sends all the instruction 


address and instruction parameter in this way, and sending the 


final termination instruction at the end. Instruction processing 


flow as shown in Fig 13, it first identifies if the instruction is 


an instruction address or an instruction parameter, and it 


registers the configuration parameters according to the 


corresponding situation. If a finish instruction is received, it 


will configure and update all system parameters.  
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Fig 13 Parameter instruction processing flow 


B. RF terminal control flow 


1)  Implementation flow diagram 


 DAGC control of the RF terminal flow implementation is 


shown in Fig 14. It first calculates the baseband data power 


estimation, comparing the estimated value with the set 


reference value. Then adjustment and controlling the gain 


value of the RF terminal according to the comparison result. 


The tuning frequency is determined by the configuration 


parameter, it just is obtained from the parsing instruction. 


Finally, DAGC value and the tuning frequency parameter 


together are sent to the RF terminals via the serial SPI 


interface, fulfilling the control of the RF terminal.  


 


Start
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Adjust gain value 


Output gain value 


End
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Fig 14 DAGC control flow 


2)  Power estimation 


Power estimation is calculated from baseband data in real 


time. Fig 15 shows the function block diagram of power 


estimation. At first, envelope detection module obtains the 
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envelope of the signal by calculating the absolute value of the 


baseband data. The average amplitude is got by multiplying 


and accumulating a frame of the baseband data. The average 


amplitude will be converted into average power in dBm unit at 


last. 
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Fig 15 Power estimation 


3)  Adjust gain value 
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Fig 16 Adjust gain value 


Power estimation result is used for comparing with a 


reference value. The reference value is classified into four 


intervals which range from 0dBm to 50dBm. Gain value is 


dynamically regulated according to the actual power, so the 


power of intermediate frequency signal outputted from RF 


terminal keeps stable. The process of adjustment is shown in 


Fig 16, it dynamically adjusts the gain value, so the RF 


terminal will output IF signal power which remains stable. 


When the RF terminal works, the configuration parameter 


is shown in table I. the designated instruction address is 102, 


the lowest 23 bits of instruction parameter represent the tuning 


frequency which ranges from 20 MHZ to 3.6 GHz. The 


minimum unit is 1 KHZ, and minimum effective step is 125 


KHZ. 


TABLE I 


Num Command Address parameter 


1 RF_word 16’h102 RF_word[22:0] 


 


C. The implementation of the variable bandwidth digital 


down conversion  


DDC is the key part in the IF signals processing, here it 


mainly consists of three parts, digital voltage controlled 


oscillator (NCO), cascade integrator comb (CIC) filter, finite 


impulse response (FIR) filter. Here the designed variable 


bandwidth DDC can achieve 17 different filter bandwidths 


through configuring the parameters of the local quadrature 


mixer oscillator frequency. 


1)  NCO 


Here NCO is implemented by the IP core, just setting some 


parameters, the NCO can quickly be integrated into the 


systems engineering. The system clock is default as 60MHz, 


the output of the oscillator signal is default as 15MHz. 


Considering resources and ensuring the spurious free dynamic 


range(SFDR) to meet the requirements of the case, here 


setting the Multiplier-Based approach to implement NCO. 


Because there will be some cut position to implement NCO, it 


needs to add the dither to compensate for the noise generated 


by the truncation. As the output frequency changing, a 


compromise intermediate position Dither Level should be 


considered. In order to achieve the purpose of changing the 


local oscillator frequency, it needs to activate the Frequency 


Modulation Input Option. As the system needs quadrature 


signal, two output signals option is required. It only needs to 


configure the parameters of frequency control word to realize 


the variable local oscillator frequency when the system works. 


The NCO output signal of the oscillator multiplies with the 


digital IF signal that is sampled by ADC When it performs the 


mixing frequency, as shown in Fig 10 above. 


2)  CIC filter 


CIC filter contains the integration, the decimation and the   


differential, processing flow as shown in Fig 17. Integral and 


differential both have 5 stages to cascade. Decimation part is 


performed by a loop counter in FPGA. The number of 


decimation is the counting period. When the count is 0-(D-2), 


the system is on hold, while it is the activation sample status 


when the count is (D-1). The output rate will be reduced to the 


input rate of 1 / D times, the number D is from the decimation 


configuration parameter. 


 


DifferentialIntegral
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Fig 17 CIC filter process block  


In order to cascade with the FIR filter, it needs to truncate 


the data. Because there is a high gain from CIC filter, normal 


truncation will cause the significant bits are all rounded. So it 


requires the barrel shifter to pre-shift the data. According to 


the reference literature, the shift value is shown below. 
 5


2[60 log ( )]shift floor D                        (1) 
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The shift value is calculated based on the extracted value D 


first, then updating the system by the configuration parameters. 


3)  FIR filter 
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Fig 18 HB filter 


FIR filters contain HB filter and FIR sharping filter. HB 


filter is the second stage filter after CIC filter, and FIR filter is 


the third stage filter. The structure is shown in Fig 18. HB 


filter is a decimation filter which the factor is 2, with this 


feature it can save more than half resource compared with 


normal FIR filters. Here they are implemented by calling the 


IP cores which are provided by ALTERA. Through the 


configuration module, different set coefficients need to be  
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Fig 19 FIR filter 


selected applied to the HB filter and then achieve 17 kinds of 


bandwidth combined with CIC filter and FIR sharping filter.  


FIR filter is the last stage filter, which is implemented by 


calling the IP core too. Similar to HB filter, it can achieve 17 


kinds of bandwidth by choosing the coefficients. And its I/O 


interface is shown in Fig 19.  


The processing flow starts with applying HB filter or FIR 


filter, then changing the coefficients according to the 


bandwidth, it generates the configure done signal at last, the 


filter processing flow is shown in Fig 20.  
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Fig 20 Filter processing flow 


4)  Divide the clock 
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Fig 21 Clock divider processing flow 


As the decimation factor is variable and there are three 


stages filters, the data rate of different stage is variable, so 


they are in different clock domain. Clock period is changed 


with the corresponding bandwidth. Noting that the PLL can 


only get stationary clock period, we have to design a clock 


divider module to perform variable clock period. Its 


processing flow is shown in Fig 21. When the decimation 


factor D is even, the clock divider which is symbol as clk_D 


goes high when the counter is lower than D/2, clk_D goes low 


when the counter large than D/2.  When the decimation factor 


is odd, we need two counters respectively, one counter counts 


for the rising edge of original clock and the other counts for 


the falling edge. Then we process the r_clk and the f_clk by 


using and logic, finally, we get the desired clock, clk.    


5)  Configuration parameter table 
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TABLE II 


Num Command Address parameter 


2 CIC_para 16’h200 


CIC_shift[24:18] 


CIC_D[17: 5] 


BW_DDC[4:0] 


 
This part of the system needs to configure three parameters, 


CIC_shift parameter is used as the CIC filter barrel shifter, 


CIC_D is used as the CIC Decimation filter coefficients, 


BW_DDC is the code number of corresponding FIR filter 


coefficient. 


D. Spectrum processing 


1)  Variable Point FFT control module 
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Fig 22 FFT control module 


Variable point FFT module is performed by calling FFT 


core function. Here the variable streaming structure is selected.  


The structure allows a continuous input data stream, the main 


control signals of the FFT module are frame start operation 


(sop), frame end operation (eop) and data valid. In order to 


control the baseband rate, you need to configure a frame 


decimation parameter, the number of every frame data is the 


number configured by FFT points. The control module 


implementation processing is demonstrated in Fig 22. 


2)  Spectral smooth processing 


1z 1z
 +1X k


0.25


 Y k


0.5 0.25


 
Fig 23 Spectrum windowing flow graph structure 


The spectral smoothing mainly windows the spectrum in 


frequency domain, calculating the modulo value, calculating 


the average value and other processing. Frequency domain 


windowing is derived from time domain windowing formula, 


here chosen hanning window, derivation equation is shown as 


following. 


 


    ( ) 0.5 ( ) 0.25 ( 1) 0.25 ( 1)Y k X k X k X k                  (2) 


 


The equation represents the spectral data after adding window. 


The implementation structure of windowed stream is shown in 


Fig 23 below. 


It calculates modulo value of the spectrum after windowing,  


the step is fulfilled by multiplying and adding the real part and 


imagine part of the spectral data. The final step is to realize 


the spectral smooth by averaging several frames spectral data. 


Spectral averaging processing flow is shown in Fig 24. The 


number needs to average is configured by the configuration 


parameter, and then it is registered in the avg_N signal. And 


accumulating the spectral data in unit of frame, it outputs the 


average result when the accumulated number is the same as 


configuration parameter. 


 


Start


New frame 


spectrum data


FFT point change


group_cnt >avg_N-1


Add the data of RAM with 


new spectrum data


group_cnt =avg_N-1


Output the 


accumulation result


Reset the group_cnt


group_cnt add one
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result to RAM


N


N


N


Y


Y


Y


 
Fig 24 Spectral average processing flow 


3)  Spectrum logarithmic processing 


This part of the spectrum data needs to have a logarithmic 


operation in order to visually display the scan result on the 


computer. Since the IP core has to seek nuclear based on the 


natural logarithm, it needs to be convented to the base-10 


logarithm logarithmic. According to changing base equation, 


the result requires multiplying a constant to compensate. This 


part of the processing diagram, as shown in Fig 25, the float-


fixed point module and the fixed-to-float point module are 


both implemented by the IP cores, the multiplier is using the 


fixed point multiplier to perform the multiplication operation. 
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Fix to float


Amplitude 


spectrum 


ln Float to fix


20


ln10
dB 


spectrum 


 
Fig 25 Spectrum arithmetic processing block diagram 


4)  Frequency decimation processing 


Panoramic scan mode requires scanning multiple channels 


all the time. Therefore it selects the largest selected N data 


from each frame spectrum and then groups these data together 


into a new frame, finally, the result is displayed on the 


computer. So the frequency spectrum data decimation 


processing is required, also the position of selected data is 


required to calculate the detail frequency. The processing 


block diagram of the data decimation is as shown in Fig 26.  


 


…Comparer Comparer Comparer Comparer


En[0] En[1] En[30] En[31]
En


Spectrum


 
Fig 26 Comparator structure 


Each comparator unit works such as Fig 27, when the 


spectral data flows into these comparators, the comparator 


compares the new input spectral data with the last remaining 


larger data, and sending the smaller one to the next stage. 


Each frame data will leave up to 32 biggest data, and the 


position of these data will be recorded. In order to calculate 


the frequency of these data, the position of these data also 


requires adjusting, but from small to large, relatively the same 


way.  
Start


Register the bigger one


Output the other to next stage


End


Compare the bigger one 


with a new spectrum data


 
Fig 27 Comparator unit processing flow 


5)  Energy Detection 
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Fig 28 Energy detection processing 


Search mode needs to detect the energy of baseband data, 


and comparing with the configuration detection threshold 


parameter to decide whether to reside in the channel. The 


system detects the energy of the baseband data in every 


configuring channel, the detection processing as shown in Fig 


28. 


6)  Configuration Parameter Table 


TABLE III 


Num Command Address parameter 


3 fft_para 16’h300 


fftpt[29:18] 


dB_en[17] 


aver_N(16:9) 


deci_N[8:0] 


4 ED_para 16’h400 
Hold_time[5:0] 


Threshold[15:0] 


There are two configuration instructions. A configuration 


instruction is used to configure the FFT spectrum processing, 


FFT points and the spectrum data type (dB/abs), the number 


of frames to average and the number for spectrum data to 


decimation. Another instruction is to configure the energy 


detection threshold and reside time after detect effectively. 


The unit of residing time is second and is performed by 


dividing the system clock time. 


E. Communication Interface 


Start


Get the bigger data from the spectrum


End


Spectrum process


Pscan mode?


Y


N


Recombination these data 


to a new frame


Write the spectrum data 


to the fifo


Read data from fifo and 


send it to GPIO interface


 
Fig 29 GPIO interface design block 


1)  McBSP interface 


Here has two McBSP interface, McBSP0 and McBSP1. 


McBSP0 is used for transmitting data for the system 


configuration parameters. McBSP1 is used for sending the 


status information of the system. In order to communicate 


convenient, the transferring clock and frame synchronization 


signal of the interfaces are generated by FPGA. 


2)  GPIO interface 
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GPIO interface is used for transmitting the processing 


spectral data after scanning. Because the panoramic scan 


mode requires regrouping the spectrum decimation data from 


to new frame data, while the spectral data of other scan modes 


can be directly exported via GPIO interface, the design 


processing is shown in Fig 29.  


F. Scan Mode Design 
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Fig 30 Mode switching diagram 


1)  Multi-channel  scan mode （Mcscan） 


Multi-channel scan mode is performed by setting four 


channels with a short scan cycle for every channel, and it can 


easily carry out on monitoring the four channels in real time.  


2)  Panoramic scan mode（Pscan） 


Panoramic scan mode is a coarse frequency scan which can 


intuitively demonstrate a large range of the radio signal that is 


monitored. In order to display in real time, it needs to select 


the largest spectrum data from each frame spectrum data, so 


the rate of the spectrum data is slowed down. 


3)  Search scan mode(Sscan) 


This mode detects the signal for a series of stored channels, 


if a signal is detected, then the system dwells in the channel 


with a configurable dwell time. 


4)  Fix frequency mode(FFM) 


Fix frequency mode is monitoring a fixed channel, and it 


can monitor a selected frequency which ranges from 20MHz   


to 3.6GHz with 17 different bandwidths. 


5)  Switching the mode 


Several working modes require mutual switching when 


monitoring the signal in real time, and the switching process is 


depicted in Fig 30. 


G. DSP configuration parameter and data transmitting  


In order to configure and transmit the processing spectral 


data in real time, here applying DSP to perform managing and 


scheduling the multiple threads through the BIOS. FPGA is   


configured through McBSP0 interface, FPGA sends the state 


information by McBSP1 interface, system processing spectral 


data is transmitted via GPIO interface.  


VI. DESIGN FEATURE 


A. High practical and commercial value 


This designed system is applied for civil, paramilitary and 


military monitoring tasks, as well as radio spectrum 


monitoring investigation business, analysing for the receiver 


and analytical instrument of spectrum and signal. Because it 


has a wide range of applications, it has a high practical and 


commercial value. 


B. Self-designed multi-scan mode 


As the bandwidth range of the radio signal is wide and 


dynamic range of the radio signal is large, the designed 


system can monitor all the channels effectively though the 


four scan modes. 


C. Supporting  multiple bandwidths digital down converter 


Comparison with the traditional digital down conversion, 


this system can select a variety of local oscillator frequency 


and switching filter by configuring the system parameters, the 


bandwidth of IF signal ranges from 1KHz to 20MHz and has 


17 kinds of selection.  


D. Excellent user Interface 


The system independently develops an excellent interactive 


interface, and shows the monitoring results of various modes 


on computer, greatly simplifying the debugging task. 


E. Designing the hardware independently 


According to the functional requirement of the radio 


spectrum monitoring system, as well as the cost factor, the 


hardware circuit is designed to match these requirements. RF 


terminal, ADC device and communications interface form a 


completing network for transmitting data. The usage of FPGA 


chip provides a good hardware support for the entire system 


and digital signal processing algorithm.   


F. Easy to expand and upgrade 


Since the system of FPGA-based embedded system has the 


software programmable feature, the designed system applies 


the software radio technology, which can flexibly and easily 


update the system without changing the hardware circuit.  


VII. CONCLUSIONS 


Altera's FPGA chip provides many common IP cores which 


make the design work easier and more flexible for the system, 


greatly enhance the design schedule. The system uses 


software radio technology, which can update online without 


changing the hardware architecture and efficiently achieve the 
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goal of monitoring the radio signal in real time. For a large 


bandwidth radio signal, the system tunes the frequency of the 


radio signal via controlling the RF terminal, so it is converted 


into a fixed frequency IF signal, the system obtains the time 


domain baseband data by applying the variable bandwidth 


digital conversion to process the IF signal, then processing the 


baseband data via digital signal processing algorithm. In order 


to visually demonstrate the result, the spectral processing data 


is sent to computer, thus secondary treatment of the result by 


drawing the result in the software which is specific designed. 


The monitoring mission is fulfilled through the designed 


multiple scan mode, the result effectively reflects the entire 


monitored frequency band. However, the system still has 


some shortcomings, such as it needs to obtain a higher SFDR 


when the NCO changes dynamically in variable bandwidth 


processing section. A better compensate for the loss of 


frequency and power consumption is required in spectrum 


processing part of the system. The rate of transmitting data is 


not high enough in transfer interface section, thus a better way 


should be taken to improve the system performance.  
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Abstract— With a change of gesture, a conductor can control 


every division of the concert band in our system. By wearing a 


glove with infrared emitters in one hand, and holding the baton 


equipped with the ultrasonic transmitter in the other hand, the 


system is made to detect the changes of the gestures and the 


movement of the baton. Our two simple notions: an infrared 


emitting and receiving mechanism, and the Doppler effect. 


After sensing these stimuli, the system transmits these data to 


FPGA for analysis. The Musical Instrument Digital Interface 


(MIDI) processor then reads these analysed data, and modifies 


the speed and loudness of the music synchronously. Eventually, 


the music is played by the electric piano. By means of changed 


gestures, the conductor can alter the characteristics of music at 


his/her will, and hears the sound of modified music 


synchronously. 


 


Keyword— Doppler effect; Infrared; MIDI; Conductor; 


Ultrasound 


I. INTRODUCTION 


It’s such a wonderful and elegant experience for us to 


listen to incredible and stunning music performances in our 


daily lives. Slowly immersed in the beautiful, and 


intermittent musical sound, we can see a great conductor 


dressed in a black tuxedo, standing on stage, and making 


diverse gestures, which shows the speed, and intensity of the 


music, in order to enable the concert band to perform 


melodious music. This terrific scene inspires us to simulate 


conducting a concert band where various gestures can be 


used to control the division of the concert band. 


Generally, a good conductor has several works to do 


during the musical concert:  


A. Performance Instruction 


The duration of a musical concert is often so long that it is 


difficult for performers to remember all the music details. 


Therefore, performers in different divisions of the concert 


band require the instruction from the conductor. 


B. The Determination of the Characteristics of Music 


A wonderful musical performance filled with the mixture 


of different musical characteristics – the musical speed and 


volume – is indispensable to a conductor. 


C. Improvisation 


Sometimes a subtle improvisation added into the music 


performance is necessary for a conductor. 


By using infrared technique and the Doppler effect, we 


can simply sense the changes of the gestures and the 


movement of the baton respectively. Then, after receiving 


these data from sensors, they are transferred to FPGA for 


further analysis. Besides, music file stored in the SD card are 


also read to the FPGA. Once the analysis of sensed signals in 


FPGA is completed, the result will reflect the music. And 


eventually, the combination of analysed data and music data 


is transferred to the electric piano to play the modified music. 


With this simple notion, we can create a simulated symphony, 


in which by changing gestures, the conductor, the user, can 


alter the characteristics of music at his/her wills, and hears 


the sound of modified music synchronously. 


Musical Instrument Digital Interface (MIDI), is a technical 


standard depicting the way in which digital interfaces and 


connectors allow a wide variety of electronic musical 


instruments, computers and other related devices to connect 


to and communicate with one another. MIDI has the 


capability to carry event messages that specify notation, pitch 


and velocity, control signals for parameters such as volume, 


vibrato, audio panning, cues, and clock signals that set and 


synchronize tempo between multiple devices. 


II. SYSTEM FRAMEWORK 


In our system, we act as a conductor to operate the 


simulative symphony. A conductor masters the tempo and 


volume of the different divisions of the concert band through 


changes of gestures and the baton. The signal processor and 


command generator block in the system receives and 


processes the stimuli, or namely orders from changes of the 


gesture, and adjusts the musical speed and sequences of the 


music played by the MIDI synthesizer, and also creates the 


simulative musical performance. 


The system design diagram is shown in Figure 1. The 


conductor stands at the center of the system, and is 


surrounded by boxes, which are represented as different 


divisions of the concert band. Every box is embedded with 


two infrared receivers, and oriented to the conductor. The 


arrangement of the musical division is in a semicircle shape 
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for even effect of the system. There are also two 


microphones in the left and right-hand side of the conductor 


for receiving the baton’s movements. 


When acting as a conductor in our system, a conductor is 


required to wear a pair of gloves, and then holds a baton with 


the ultrasonic transmitter in the right hand. Infrared emitters 


are installed in both the center of the palm and the top of the 


left index finger. The former is for controlling the playing of 


any division of the concert band, but, on the contrary, the 


latter is to stop it. 


The operation in our system can also be divided into two 


systems: the symphonic division control system and the 


speed control system. In the former system, we need two 


infrared receiver and emitter pairs to operate the start and 


stop of the performance in every symphonic division; the 


latter one is based on the Doppler effect to control the speed 


of the music through microphones and a baton with 


ultrasonic transmitters. 


A. Symphonic Division Control System 


The concert band always needs instruction in a perfect 


musical performance, for instance, the proper time to play 


music, the musical volume, the mood of the performers, and 


so on. By means of the infrared technique, we can control the 


performance at our will. 


When wearing the left-handed glove with an infrared 


emitter installed at the tip of the index finger, we can easily 


point to any division of the concert band. Such will make 


that division start to play music as shown in Figure 2 (A) to 


(B). However, if we move our left palm towards any division 


of the concert band and then fist, it will result in stopping 


playing of this division shown in Figure 2 (C) to (D). 


There are two infrared emitters in our left-handed glove, 


but their emitting frequencies are significantly different. The 


infrared emitter at the tip of the index finger stands for the 


start of the performance, while the one in the left palm stands 


for the stop of the performance. When a conductor wants any 


of the divisions to perform music, he/she needs to point at 


the division with his left index finger, and holds on for a few 


seconds. Such can make the infrared receiver sense the 


lasting signal, and the control system will order the division 


to start playing music. On the contrary, if a conductor wants 


to stop the playing of one of the symphony divisions, he 


needs to move his left palm, orient it to the division and halt 


in order to let the infrared receiver sense the lasting signal. 


Once the conductor clasps his left palm, the infrared receiver 


cannot sense any further signal, making the control system 


mute the music of the division. 


 
Figure 1. System Design Diagram 


B. Speed Control System 


Controlling the performance speed in conducting plays a 


crucial role in the symphony. For this reason, we installed an 


ultrasonic transmitter sounding a sinusoidal wave with the 


specific and high frequency in the top of the baton. Once the 


user waves the baton, both sides of microphones will receive 


the signal from the ultrasonic transmitter when the music still 


continues playing, causing a relative motion between these 


two units, and eventually, generating the Doppler effect 


shown in Figure 2 (E) to (F). 


 


Figure 2. The gesture diagram. (A) to (B) illustrates the start of the 
performance to the division of the concert band by the infrared emitter at 


the tip of the left index finger; (C) to (D), the stop of the performance to 


the division of the concert band by the infrared emitter on the palm of the 
left hand; (E) to (F), the behavior between the microphone and the baton 


held by the right hand. 
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III. SYSTEM DESIGN 


As shown in Figure 3, the whole system, implemented on 


FPGA, EP4CE115F29C7N, is divided into three main 


blocks: 


 Flow Controller Block 


 Signal Processor and Command Generator Block 


 MIDI Processor Block 


The Flow Controller Block has a finite state machine 


(FSM) architecture. Based on user input and some other 


information, it controls the process of the system by 


changing state registers. The Signal Processor and Command 


Generator block (SPCG) receives IR signals from peripheral 


general purpose IO pins (GPIOs) and ultrasound signals from 


a sound card. Then, SPCG analyses signals and generates 


commands to control the MIDI Processor. The MIDI 


Processor block is in charge of playing all of the MIDI 


messages, including decoding MIDI files, loading MIDI 


messages, retrieving MIDI messages and sending MIDI 


messages. More details are as follows.  


 


 


Figure 4. State flow of system 


A. Flow Control – FSM 


The system flow shown in Figure 4 includes six states, i.e. 


idle state, load-data state, calibration state, ready state, run 


state, end state. After reset, the system will be in idle state, 


waiting for the user to input a ‘load-data’ command and then 


it progresses to load-data state. When all data has been 


loaded and saved into memory, the system gets into ready 


state. In this state, the system is idle and waits for a ‘start’ 


command to progress to run state, in which the system starts 


playing music. In the end of the playing, the system turns 


into end state, then back to ready state, completing one 


playing process. In addition, the user can input a ‘calibration’ 


command to make the system turn into calibration state for 


alignment and calibration when it is in idle state or in ready 


state.  


1) idle state: The state of initialization. 


Figure 3. Block diagram of the system architecture 
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2) load-data state: In this state, the SMF data will be 


loaded from SD card and be decoded. All essential channel 


messages will be saved into SRAM in order, while tempo 


information will be saved in specific registers. 


3) ready state: It’s the idle state after data being saved in 


SRAM, waiting for user input to turn into next state. 


4) run state: The system is playing. MIDI processor 


retrieves and transmits channel messages at specific speed, 


while SPCG is enable to receive IR signals and ultrasound 


signals and analyse those to generate commands. 


5) end state: The state indicates the end of playing. 


Lasting a short moment, then it turns into ready state. 


6) calibration state: The state undertaking calibration of 


some parameters in SPCG block for better analysis. 


 


 
Figure 5. Block diagrams. Signal Processor and Command Generator (left) 


and MIDI Processor (right) 


 


B. Signal Processor and Command Generator 


Shown in Figure 5, there is an IR-command analyser, a 


Doppler-effect analyser, an ADC receiver and a calibration 


sub-block in this block. To expand, the Doppler-effect 


analyser is in charge of analysing ultrasound signals and 


detecting the period, while the ADC receiver block is 


responsible for connecting WM8731 audio codec as well as 


receiving audio data. 


C. MIDI Processor Block 


Including SMF-file loading and decoding, 


channel-message processing and transmitting, a core 


processor architecture, shown in Figure 5, is implemented in 


this block for all functions about MIDI data processing. 


MIDI channel message is saved in SRAM because the size of 


SRAM on DE2-115 is large enough to save a big amount of 


channel messages. 


 


IV. TECHNIQUES 


A. Playing and Muting the Instrument 


The infrared modules are used to achieve these functions. 


Two IR transmitters with different wavelengths are fixed 


on the glove. One is for the function of playing an 


instrument, and the other is for that of muting an instrument. 


Each simulated instrument contains two IR receivers 


corresponding to transmitters. For simplification, the circuit 


of the transmitter on the gloves only contains two 


individual resistors to limit the current of the circuit. The 


most important issue of the receiver is ‘debounce’, so we 


implement 1 counter for debounce of the function of 


playing an instrument and 2 counters for debounce and 


delay of the function of muting an instrument. 


B. Period Detection 


Doppler effect, otherwise known as Doppler shift were 


first described by Christian Andreas Doppler in 1842. It 


explains the phenomenon whereby the relative motion 


between the observer and source of the wave results in a 


change in frequency of the wave. 


Based on the equipment of DE2-115, we chose 40 kHz 


as the frequency of the ultrasound, which is still the 


standard frequency of ultrasound for range detection. On 


average, the range of BPM (beats per minute) of a song is 


from 30 to 180. Supposing that the range of motion of the 


conductor’s hand is 50 cm or so, the frequency will shift to 


the range 40.030 kHz ~ 40.177 kHz. 


Keniciro Aoki et al. described in an experiment that a 


pendulum source is giving out a 3520 Hz sound, through 


Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) and plotting the peak 


frequency at each moment, the periodic variation of the 


peak frequency can be observed, shown in Figure 6. 


Similarly, supposing that the conductor’s hand gesture 


moves like a pendulum, we can get the variation of peak 


frequency through DFT. Then using peak detection or 


regression, we can evaluate the period of the curve and 


further regulate the tempo of playing songs. 


 


 


Figure 6. Simulation of peak frequencies measured from a sound source 


swinging as a pendulum 
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C. MIDI Files Decoding 


The standard file format in MIDI system is SMF 


(Standard MIDI File, .mid files). MIDI files are organised 


into data chunks with each prefixed by a 4 byte header, as 


shown in Table 1. The header chunk prefixed as “MThd” 


contains information on the whole song including MIDI 


format type, number of tracks and timing division. 3 format 


types having a value of 0, 1 or 2, describe how the following 


track information is to be interpreted. A type 0 MIDI file 


contains all the MIDI events for the song, including the song 


title, time signature, tempo and music events. 


Due to its simplicity, we chose the type 0 to simulate the 


symphonic band which contains 1 track and 16 channels to 


represent 16 divisions. There is only one “MTrk” truck or 


called track chunk which stores all the MIDI events in the 


file under type 0. Track chunks contain all of the information 


for an individual track including, track name and music 


events. 


MIDI events are divided into three groups: channel 


messages, system messages and meta events. Most of the 


system messages and meta events are not used in the musical 


content so it will be ignored after decoding. In our system, 


SMF is first read sequentially from the SD card and the 


header trunk is recorded to determine the tempo for songs. 


Then, the channel messages and other messages regarding to 


musical content are stored in the SRAM and will be read by 


the processing unit while the music is playing.  


 


TABLE 1 


FORMAT OF CHUNKS IN SMF 


SMF 


Types (presented 


in ASCII code) 
Length Data Format in Chunks 


0x4D546864 


(MThd) 
6 bytes <format>,<tracks>, <division> 


0x4D54726B 


(MTrk) 
variable <delta_time>, <event> 


 


There are two factors controlling the tempo in the MIDI 


songs. It can be calculated in the formula below. 


𝒕𝒊𝒄𝒌 𝒕𝒊𝒎𝒆(𝒖𝒔) =
𝑻𝒆𝒎𝒑𝒐 (𝒖𝒔/𝒃𝒆𝒂𝒕)


𝒅𝒊𝒗𝒊𝒔𝒊𝒐𝒏 (𝒕𝒊𝒄𝒌𝒔/𝒃𝒆𝒂𝒕)
 


The MIDI header chunk contains the time division used to 


decode the track event delta times into “real” time. This 


value represents either ticks per beat or frames per second. In 


our system, only the ticks per beat will be presented. The top 


bit of the word is 0 and the following 15 bits describe the 


time division in ticks per beat. Ticks per beat translate to the 


number of clock ticks or track delta positions in every 


quarter note of music. 


The meta event, 0xFF5103, also plays a role in tempo 


control. It sets the sequence tempo in terms of microseconds 


per quarter-note which is encoded in three bytes. It is usually 


found in the first track chunk. If no set tempo event is present, 


120 beats per minute is assumed. 


D. MIDI Tracks and Volume Control 


MIDI Channel Events are the most common type of 


track event and usually make up the bulk of a MIDI file. 


The Table 2 gives an overview of the five MIDI Channel 


Events, listing their numeric value and parameters. 


 


TABLE 2 


 FORMAT OF MIDI CHANNEL EVENT 


Event 


Type 


Value 


(4 bits) 


Channel 


(4 bits) 


Parameter 1 


(1 byte) 


Parameter 2 


(1 byte) 


Note Off 1000 0000-111


1 


note number Velocity 


Note On 1001 0000-111


1 


note number Velocity 


Aftertouch 1010 0000-111


1 


note number Aftertouch value 


Controller 1011 0000-111


1 


controller 


number 


controller value 


Program 


Change 


1100 0000-111


1 


program number not used 


 


MIDI Channel Events usually composes of 3 bytes. The 


first byte describes the commands and corresponding 


channels. The following bytes are parameter 1 and parameter 


2. Both formats depend on the event types. For example, 


Note Off Event is used to signal when a MIDI key is released. 


Note number specifies which of the 128 MIDI keys is being 


played and the velocity determines how fast/hard the key was 


released. In our design, when the volume off gesture is 


detected by the IR, the MIDI processor will generate a “Note 


Off” signal to mute the channel. The Note On event is 


similar to the Note Off event. The volume on gesture is also 


detected and will be responded by a Note On signal.  


E. MIDI Command Transfer 


Hardware interface of MIDI dataflow is an asynchronous 


serial interface with a Baud rate of 31.25kbps. Data contains 


0 as start bit, 1 as end bit and 8 data bits, transferring in LSB 


first mode. Our system reads the data in the queue of 


message out under 1 MHz clock and sends out the data under 


31.25 kHz after frequency dividing.  


MIDI hardware implementation is as recommended as 


Figure 7. DIN 5-pin connector is used to connect the MIDI 


IN port of the synthesizer. 
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Figure 7. MIDI hardware design 
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Abstract – A brand new algorithm of RAID for tolerating triple 


disk failures is presented in this paper. A prototyping system is 


built on Altera FPGA DE2-115 board. To build this system, the 


PC and FPGA board are integrated to perform as the system 


development platform to increase the visualization of details 


inside the system. Also, this platform is used to transfer the 


designs from the original simulation software into engineering 


system using HW and SW co-design concept. The advantage of 


this platform is that the developer can do the algorithm proof, 


component/module design, testing and system integration 


efficiently. In the future, such triple-failure recovery technique 


should be widely used in storage system, network and cloud 


computing. 


 


Keywords—RAID; Fault-tolerance; HDD failure; FPGA; 


platform 


I. INTRODUCTION 


In recent years, the function of web services and data 


center grows sharply. Many Internet/cloud service providers 


offer huge online storage services to the users. How to restore 


the lost data, increase access speed, and increase security to 


allow users to have confidence in using cloud storage, is an 


important subject. The RAID (Redundant Arrays of 


Inexpensive Disks) technology for storage reliability can offer 


an effective way to large online storage services. 


The size of RAID may combine from multiple hard disks to 


ultra large number of hard drives. In internet application, the 


concept of RAID can have data blocks spread into multiple 


hard drives or domain in network which may increase the 


reading speed and tolerate failures. In most RAID, restoration 


algorithms are used to generate redundant data and having the 


ability to recover data from failure drives. 


Nowadays there are many algorithms used to tolerate two 


disk failures, such as RAID 6. Because today's cloud service 


providers have the storage demand growing abruptly with the 


requirement for data integrity. So, tolerating more data errors 


is a trend. The RAID 7.3 design can provide simultaneous 


three-fault tolerance or may extend higher demands. This 


paper proposes a RAID 7.3 algorithm and attempts to 


establish a RAID prototype system. This algorithm uses the 


math of finite field. The operation of finite field is easily 


realized in the software, but the software version of RAID 7.3 


system will consume large amounts of CPU time and power 


consumption. So this project will develop hardware modules 


to reduce these problems relating to speed and efficiency. 


Fortunately, the FPGA (Field-Programmable Gate Array) has 


high advantage to implement the prototyping system with the 


requirement of the hardware software design. In FPGA, one 


can replace slow software modules with hardware and then it 


can lower the power consumption of the modules. Also, 


FPGA has the advantage of low cost, good developing 


efficiency, long-term maintainability, online update 


capabilities and other features. Therefore, in view of the above 


reason, we choose to use Altera DE2-115. 


 
Fig. 1A  The RAID has single disk failure 


 


 
Fig. 1B  The RAID has double disk failures 


 


 
Fig. 1C  The RAID has triple disk failures 
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The RAID technology for two erasures or less, has used 


for many years, however, we can develop a new solutions of 


triple disk failures  and may even more expanded to multi-disk 


failures [1]. The RAID 7.3 can tolerate triple disk failures, as 


shown in Fig. 1A, 1B, 1C. It not only can only be applied to 


hard disk, but also may apply to channels in internet such as 


hard drive, RAID, networking, cloud, supercomputers, etc.  


The future wireless Internet bandwidth has been increased 


and magnetic hard disk price is cheaper, huge storage will be 


used. If there are high fault tolerances in network storage, it 


will bring users to have a higher level of confidence to 


internet storage. In future the network storage will have not 


only the size of storage, but also the have requirement in 


expanding performance and reliability of the storage in server. 


If most customers choose to store data in the network, the 


future market of reliable storage will be very big. 


II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 


Theoretical background of this paper we will be briefly 


covered here. 


A. Finite Field ： 


The size of Galois Field GF(2
8
), as Anvin had mentioned 


[2], can be small or large in this application, however, a 


smaller field would limit the number of drives possible, and a 


larger field would require extremely large hardware/tables. 


Therefore, we adopt the most efficient GF(2
8
) in here. 


GF(2
8
) allows up to a number of  255(2


8
-1) hard drives 


used in a data storage. It’s because GF(2
8
) is a  generally used 


cyclic field. Here we use GF(2
8
)= x


8
 + x


4
 + x


3
 + x


2
 + 1 as  


irreducible polynomial in this application. 


Galois field has several characteristics in following 


explanation.  


 The addition field operator (+) is represented by XOR. 


 The 0 is represented by {00} in hexadecimal. 


 A + A = A - A = {00}. 


 A
n．A


-n 
= {01}. 


 If S= a7x
7
 + a6x


6
 + a6x


5
+ a4x


4
+ a3x


3
+ a2x


2
+ a1x


1
+ a


0，


x={02}，S multiply  (．) by x is implemented by the 


following relations： 


S．x
0
 = a7x


7
 + a6x


6
 + a5x


5
 + a4x


4
 + a3x


3
 + a2x


2
 + a1x


1
 + 


a0 


S．x
1
 = a6x


7
 + a5x


6
 + a4x


5
 + (a7+a3)x


4
 + (a7+a2)x


3
 + 


(a7+a1)x
2
 + a0x


1
 + a7  


S．x
2
 = a5x


7
 + a4x


6
 + (a7+a3)x


5
+ (a7+a2+a6)x


4
 + (a7+a1+ 


a6)x
3
 + (a0+ a6)x


2
 + a7x


1
+ a6 


The above presentation is considered as a Linear Feedback 


Shift Registers (LFSR) by hardware engineer as shown in Fig. 


2, however, the mathematicians are considered that is a 


Boolean polynomial multiplication modulo the irreducible 


polynomial. The polynomial, x
8
 = x


4
 + x


3
 + x


2
 + 1={1D}, is 


used in RAID 6 core algorithms. 


 


 
 
Fig. 2  LFSR 


 


As an example, the power of {02} is presented in Table I. 


From Table I, if we use  x
8
 = x


4
 + x


3
 + x


2
 + 1={1D} as the 


irreducible polynomial, there are all 255 elements can be 


created. 


 
TABLE I. The presentation of {02n} 


 


n 0 1 2 3 4 


{02
n
} {02


0
} {02


1
} {02


2
 {02


3
} {02


4
} 


results {01} {02} {04} {08} {10} 


n 5 6 7 8 9 


{02
n
} {02


5
} {02


6
} {02


7
} {02


8
} {02


9
} 


results {20} {40} {80} {1D} {3A} 


n 10 11 12 13 14 


{02
n
} {02


10
} {02


11
} {02


12
} {02


13
} {02


14
} 


results {74} {E8} {CD} {87} {13} 


  
n 251 252 253 254 255 


{02
n
} {02


251
} {02


252
} {02


253
} {02


254
} {02


255
} 


results {D8} {AD} {47} {8E} {01} 
 


 


B. Parity Check： 


In general checking application, the commercial RAID 


uses simple parity checking mostly, as shown in Fig. 3A [3]. 


In encoding procedure, we firstly XOR the original 


information to get a redundant data as called parity, we have 8 


Bytes in this example. This redundant parity is stored with the 


information together and is called codeword which is 


expanded from 8 Bytes into 9 Bytes.  


    After received this information, as shown in Fig. 3B, the 


received data is also XORed to get a new parity. We check the 


new parity with the received one for error checking. These 


checking operations may only limit to the error detection 


function.  


 
Fig. 3A  A group parity check 


 


 
Fig. 3B  An erasure 


 


In this situation, if one wants to correct the error and the 


error position is known, it is called erasure. Taking Fig. 3B as 
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an example, the error position is known so that one may 


collect all other data as well as the redundant parity to do 


simple XOR operation to recover the data, it is 6. Since there 


is only a redundant parity, one cannot correct the error with 


unknown position.  


From above, there is boundary for error correction with 


respect to the redundant information. One redundancy may 


only resolve one set of information for correction because one 


error correction needs two set of information, including 


position and value of this data in protected array.  


About the single erasure as above, we assume that we 


know the position of the fail disk. In case of one more disk 


failed, one redundancy will not be able to recover this disk 


and is called a crash of the storage system. 


C. RAID 6 ： 


 
Fig. 4A  The parity P and Q are stored in independent disks in RAID 6  


 


 
Fig. 4B  The parity P and Q are spread into all disks in RAID 6 


 


RAID 6 has one more parity checker, Q, out of RAID 5, it 


is enhanced to tolerate double disk failures. For the 


development of RAID 6, there are many researches using 


different coding methods to achieve higher performance with 


different algorithms. 


In general, there are two designs of data array in RAID 6, 


the horizontal codes as shown in Fig. 4A and vertical codes as 


shown in Fig. 4B [5]. The main differences between those two 


are that the arrangement of parity checkers is in different 


directions, such as in row, diagonal or column direction of 


data array. Different codes may have various designs and 


usages; they include EVENODD [6], RDP [7], Liberation 


Code [8], Anvin, B-Code [9], X-Code [10], P-Code [11], etc. 


D. RAID 7：  


In design of RAID 7 [4], there is no unique standard in 


names. Recently, RAID 7.1 is denoted for single disk failure, 


like RAID 5; RAID7.2 is for simultaneous double disk 


failures, like RAID 6; RAID 7.3 is for simultaneous triple disk 


failures.  


III. RAID 7.3 


In this section, RAID7.3 algorithm is explained with the 


definition, the structure is as Fig. 5. 


 
Fig. 5  The structure of RAID 7.3  


 


Firstly, we define parameters, D, is the data in data disks, n 


is the number of data disks, m is the number of the row array 


in the whole set of data disks, and P, Q, R are 3 independent 


parities in each row array. Here the whole three set of P, Q, R 


are assumed storing in three parity disks. The P, Q, R in each 


row array are created by one set of functions {  ,   ,   } 


using the math of finite field. The definition of P, Q, and R is 


defined as follow: 


     
       


       
         


          


     
       


       
         


         


     
       


       
         


         


The above equation may also be present as a matrix form 


as: 


[


  
   


    
 


  
   


    
 


  
   


    
 


] [


  


  


 
  


]  [
 
 
 
] 


Here, {  ,   ,   } is actually represented as { ,  ,  }.  The 


choice of parameter   affects the value of n or the maximum 


number of disks in the RAID, and in this case, the use of { ,  , 


 } supports the size of n≦255. 


To correct erasure(s), there are three situations including 


single, double, or triple disk failure(s). There are 


corresponding methods of various situations in solving the 


erasure(s), as shown in Table II. 
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TABLE III A.  


Solving Equation for single disk failure 


 


Single disk failure 


Error location Solving Equation 


         ∑   
    


            


P    ∑   
    


   
     


Q    ∑   
    


   
     


R    ∑   
    


   
     


 
 


TABLE IIII B.  


Solving Equation for double disk failures 


 


Double disk failures 


Error location Solving Equation 


P & Q    ∑   
    


   
     


   ∑   
    


   
     


P & R    ∑   
    


   
     


   ∑   
    


   
     


Q & R    ∑   
    


   
     


   ∑   
    


   
     


Dx & P 


 


1.Get Dx 


   
  ∑   


    
          


  
  , or 


   
  ∑   


    
          


  
   


2.Then 


   ∑   
    


   
     


Dx & Q 


 


1.Get Dx 


     ∑   
    


           , or 


   
  ∑   


    
          


  
   


2.Then 


   ∑   
    


   
     


Dx & R 


 


1.Get Dx 


     ∑   
    


           , or 


   
  ∑   


    
          


  
   


2.Then 


   ∑   
    


   
     


Dx & Dy 1.Get    &    


    ∑   
    


                


    ∑   
    


                


2.Then 


   
    (     )             


         
  


             


 


 
TABLE IVI C.  


Solving Equation for Triple disk failures 


 


Triple disk failures 


Error location Solving Equation 


P & Q & R    ∑   
    


   
     


   ∑   
    


   
     


   ∑   
    


   
     


Dx & P & Q 
    


     


  
     ∑   


    
   
         


   ∑   
    


   
     


   ∑   
    


   
     


Dx & P & R 
    


     


  
     ∑   


    
   
         


   ∑   
    


   
     


   ∑   
    


   
     


Dx & Q & R     
     


  
     ∑   


    
   
         


   ∑   
    


   
     


   ∑   
    


   
     


Dx & Dy & P 
   


   
 
 (     )   


 
 (     )


(  
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(     )   


  
   


   ∑   
    


   
     


Dx & Dy & Q 
    


   
 
 (     )   


 
 (     )


(  
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   ∑   
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IV. SYSTEM DESIGN 


A. The environment 


Before system design, one should consider the 


requirements of building basic components, construct the 


modules, doing integration, algorithm proof and system 


analysis. Based on these requirement as well as the 


considerations of efficient development and system reliability, 


the developing environment should be considered in the first 


stage. From the experiences, a concept of developing and 


analyzing platform using hardware/software co-design is 


applied to this project. This concept will use all the facilities 


which are easy/ready to get such FPGA, communication 


interfaces and PC. 


B. Steps of Development  


 Man/machine interface: One should provide useful data 


or information on the monitoring on PC. The 


information should include test and functional data, 
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commands, error injection data for supporting algorithm 


proof.  


 Basic components/modules: Developing the 


computation units of finite field arithmetic and the 


encoder/decoder of RAID 7.3 by using VHDL or C. 


 The platform: Converting the simulation program into  


test/integration units 


 Communication: The design of the transfer protocol for 


the RS232/USB. 


C. Architecture design of System platform 


In the stage of initial algorithm proof, one is normally 


doing simulation on PC using C, including the program and 


testing files. For the hardware design, such simulation 


program should be reused to help the developing of 


components or modules in testing and integration. These 


software will be a part of the platform for the purposes of the 


supports of converting into modules and comparison tools in 


testing. In FPGA, the major parts, from component to system 


modules, are constructed gradually in the developing platform. 


Afterwards, in system view, the major modules and functions 


are integrated into the system through the communication link 


on PC. The PC will provide better visualization of dynamic 


operations using JTAG or in-house link to support the 


software development and system verification efficiently. The 


architecture of this platform is shown in Fig. 5.  


D. Communication link 


The communication link of the platform may use JTAG 


in FPGA, but this project uses extra link by RS232/USB 


interface for mass data transfer. This should have 


programing on both NIOS and PC sides to support the 


hardware test, functional examination, and system 


verification.  


V. CONCLUSIONS 


Considering a system performance on speed, fault 


tolerance, flexibility and scalability, the RAID 7.3 is better 


than the current design of RAID. Firstly, this paper proposes a 


triple error fault-tolerant RAID with the decoding on rows for 


fast encode/decode. In the comparison of decoding speed with 


others, the proposed design uses blocks of data from received 


data buffer on rows access only so that the decoder can use 


burst mode in faster access speed than the other designs [12].  


This brings this RAID system having advantage on access 


speed and system flexibility.  


The proposed RAID 7.3 using the math modules of finite 


field to decode the errors/erasures, as refer to Table II, is 


assumed to use a hardware computing unit to speed up the 


decoding function. This will not just increase the speed of 


decoder but also decrees the power consumption of the system. 


In this project, the method to efficient developing the decoder 


is our important goal. To achieve this goal, several developing 


methodologies are applied, such as embedded system design, 


software and hardware co-design, and the use of developing 


platform. 


On this platform, the FPGA present as the core of the 


developing system with great usages, such as testbed of 


developing components/modules, processor developer like 


NIOS, the verifier of the software, and as the center interface 


unit of the peripheral and computer systems. Finally, this 


project uses FPGA, communication link, and PC as a test and 


developing platform to design and develop RAID 7.3 system 


efficiently and successfully. We think this system is not just 


having a new product, but also bring the higher reliability to 


the future storage world.  


The FPGA provides students with high design flexible 


environment and speed up hardware development. In the 


developing of system development platform, the developer 


has experienced the skills from the building of operational 


core, hardware and software interfaces, the OS driving 


interface, transport protocol, system refinement, and the entire 


system integration. Also this project provides student valuable 


experiences to enjoy the competition and learn mutual 


cooperation in teamwork. 


 


 
 
Fig. 5  Architecture of System platform 
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Abstract— In this FPGA implementation, we aim to create a 


virtual-reality rehabilitation environment of adaptive electric 


pen so that the patients can be trained for their hand movement. 


The infrared ray (IR) is used to sense the location of the electric 


pen in the maze. With 8-bits serial analog-to-digital converter, 


the received signal strength corresponding to the distance 


between the obstacle (pen) and the IR sensor is translated into 


digital signals for FPGA to further process. The maze is 


configurable and projected onto the screen by the FPGA output 


signal to the VGA port. The patients/players can see the maze 


on the screen and control the electric pen moving in front of the 


screen to experience the virtual reality. Even the maze on the 


screen is large, only three IR sensors having a spacing of 2 cm 


are used, which are mounted on a base carried by a track. The 


track is driven by a stepping motor, whose control signal is sent 


from FPGA so that the position of the electric pen can be traced 


and be kept in the detection region of three IR sensors. With 


these designs, we can avoid using a lot of IR sensors that are 


placed around the peripheral sides of the maze and can also 


reduce power consumption. Hence, the size of the maze can be 


varied from simple to complex training phases without altering 


the number of IR sensors. Also, the fatigue state of the patients 


due to repetition of the same action can be improved. With 


injection of entertainment elements, the rehabilitation can be 


more interesting. 


 


Keywords— Electric pen; Virtual reality; IR sensor; Kinect; 


Wii; Rehabilitation; FPGA 


I. INTRODUCTION 


  In the past, we usually use the real objects for doing 


rehabilitation or training, such as Aokana hand coordination 


assistive device (e.g. [1]). However, with only repetitive 


actions, the patients may suffer fatigue and resist 


rehabilitation. Hence, recently most of new training 


instruments or assistive devices introduce the ingredients of 


entertainment to encourage the patients.  For example, Wii, 


Wii Fit [2] and the Kinect of Xbox [3] are all somatosensory 


devices that attract much attention. These devices have 


visual effect. The patients can see their scaled movement 


from the screen. However, sometimes the patients can not 


feel the reality in physical dimensions and thus the 


rehabilitation effects may be degraded. The technology of 


virtual reality may be used to improve this issue and to 


promote the rehabilitation. 


 


  In this implementation, we aim to create a virtual reality 


environment of the adaptive electric pen. The 


patients/players can control the electric pen moving in front 


of the screen by hands. The screen also shows the trajectory 


of the true movement of the electric pen in the maze without 


scaling. Hence, the patients/players can experience virtual 


reality. The mazes are designed for different training phase, 


from simple to complex, even with non-stationary objects so 


that the patients can be trained for precise hand control step 


by step. One timer counts the playing time of the 


electric-pen movement from the entrance to the exit in the 


maze. The displays of the maze, timer, and trajectory of the 


electric pen are all controlled by FPGA, outputted to the 


VGA port and projected onto the screen.  


 


  The IR sensor is used to detect the position of the electric 


pen. The distance between the obstacle and the IR sensor is 


measured by the IR reflected power. The analog voltage is 


converted to 8-bit digital representation by ADC0831 and 


then processed by FPGA. If only IR modules are used to 


sense the position of the electric pen traversing in the whole 


maze region, lots of IR sensors and ADC modules will be 


used, which is annoying for the power consumption and 


wiring. Thus, we propose to use moving IR sensors which 


track the position of the electric pen horizontally.  Three IR 


sensors are adopted and mounted on a base. The spacing of 


two adjacent IR sensors is about 2 cm. The base is carried by 


a track, which is further driven by a stepping motor. When 


the electric pen moves to the right, the rightmost IR sensor 


will detect the reflected energy gradually. Thus, we send the 


command “Right Shift” to the stepping motor to move the 


base to the right so that the base can be kept to locate exactly 


below the electric pen to sense the height of the electric pen. 


Similarly, if the electric pen is shifted to the left, the 


stepping motor will drive the track to move the base to the 


left accordingly under the control of FPGA, as shown in Fig. 


1. Thus, with this configuration, if the size of the screen is 


enlarged, only the length of the track needs to be increased 


and it is not necessary to change the number of IR sensors 


and ADC modules together with their controls. 


 


  We then use a projector to project the maze, position of 


the electric pen and the timer onto the screen from the back. 


The player/patient can stand in front of the screen with the 


electric pen in hand. The game has different levels. For 


example, a stroke patient can start from the simplest level to 


simply train the movement of his hand. Thereafter, a 
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complex level can be used to train the meticulous control of 


the hand. Thus, rehabilitation can be accomplished in the 


game. 


 


   
  Fig. 1  Illustration of our implementation. 


 


 
Fig. 2  The mapping of the distance between the obstacle and the IR sensor 
to the output voltage. 


 


II. SYSTEM DESIGN 


A. IR Sensors for Distance Measurement 


  The IR sensor can be used to measure the distance 


between the obstacle and the sensor by the reflected power. 


So in our implementation, it is adopted to detect vertical 


height of the electric pen. The output voltage related with 


the distance between the IR sensor and the obstacle is shown 


in Fig. 2. From 10cm to 60cm, we can obtain a curve that 


has exponential decay monotonically. The height of the 


maze is also restricted to this sensing distance. 


 


  However, for a fixed distance, the IR sensor does not 


always provide a constant voltage output.  When the 


internal circuits are active, output voltage will rise from the 


normal value periodically as shown in Fig. 3. If all the 


voltage outputs are sampled and used, measured distance 


will vary frequently. For example, in case of 20-cm distance, 


the measured distance will become 10 cm during the period 


of the voltage deviation. Furthermore, background noise also 


exists. Therefore, in order to obtain a reliable measurement, 


we need to further process the digital data of the measured 


distance in FPGA to avoid the errors , which will be 


addressed in Sec. II.C. 


  
 
Fig. 3 Periodic output voltage deviation and noise. 


 


B. 8-bits Serial A/D Converters  


The IR sensor output is an analog signal. Hence, it is 


required to translate the analog signal to digital 


representation. We use an 8-bit serial A/D converter, which 


has sampling frequency around 10 KHz ~ 400 KHz [4]. The 


clock frequency of FPGA is around 58MHz. With a 


frequency divider, the A/D converter is driven by a clock of 


57 KHz. After signal enters into the FPGA, we then 


transform the serial data from ADC into parallel 8-bit words. 


The scaling of the analog voltage to binary representation is 


given as below.  


 


         Binary code = (
Vin


Vref
) ∗ 255 (1) 


 


where Vin is the sensor output voltage and Vref is 3V 


reference voltage. 


 


The serial-to-parallel conversion needs to coordinate with 


the low-active chip select (CS) signal. When CS signal is 


low, A/D converter samples and can translate the analog 


voltage into one 8-bit serial output. When CS signal is high, 


A/D converter stops translating. The FPGA collects the 8-bit 


serial input from the A/D converter and then generates an 


8-bit parallel data when CS signal is high.  


 


C. Signal Processing 


To eliminate the measurement error due to the periodic 


voltage deviation of the IR sensors as shown in Fig. 4, we 


need to further process the digital data obtained from the IR 


sensors and A/D converters. Because the wrong voltage 


deviation is always higher than the correct value and 


environment noise also disturbs the measurement, we then 


propose to use the strategy of maximizing the minimum 


among the measurement. Adjacent 8 measurements are 


stored in the registers and form a group. The minimum 


among these eight samples in a group is first searched to 


avoid the periodic voltage deviation. However, if only the 


minimum is selected, we may encounter the condition of 


choosing the sample that is heavily disturbed by the noise, 


which is also undesired.  Therefore, the maximum among 


the minimums of the eight groups is chosen to suppress the 


influence of the noise. With this strategy, the measurement 


variation can be greatly reduced.  
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Fig. 4 Block diagram of the design that finds the maximum among eight group-minimums to mitigate the periodic voltage deviation of the IR sensor. 


 


D. Tracing the movement of electric pen 


 
 


Fig. 5 Configuration of static IR sensor array. 


 


 
Fig. 6 Configuration of movable IR sensors. 


 


To trace the movement in the maze, we not only need to 


detect the height of the electric pen, but also need to 


determine the horizontal position. An important issue then 


arises. How should we set up the sensors to sense the electric 


pen traversing in the whole maze? The straightforward 


solution may be to construct a sensor array around the upper 


side and the lower side of the maze. The IR sensor can be 


staggered to ensure balanced coverage of the upper and 


lower plane, as shown in Fig. 5. Hence, each square in the 


plane can be distinguished by different sensors together with 


the measured distance of that sensor. It can be expected that 


the response time of this arrangement is short. However, it 


has some drawbacks. First, if the size of the maze is changed, 


we need to change the deployment of the sensor array again. 


Meanwhile the hardware design in FPGA needs revisions, 


too. Besides, every A/D converter accompanies one IR 


sensor, the power consumption is large and wiring can be 


annoying. The requirements of registers for searching the 


maximum among the minimum to avoid the instable 


measurement is also increased. 


 


To conquer the problem, movable IR sensors are designed. 


A stepping motor is utilized with gears and the track. Three 


IR sensors are mounted on the base. A control command can 


then be issued to the stepping motor to move the base of the 


IR sensors, as shown in Fig. 6. With such a configuration, 


this system has the following the advantages. First, only 


three IR sensors are used. The power consumption, register 


requirements, complicated wiring can be reduced. Second, if 


the size of the maze is changed, we only need to 


increase/decrease the length of the track. As to the hardware 


design in FPGA, revisions are not necessary.  


 


TABLE. 1 COST OF TWO CONFIGURATION 


  
 


 


Although we need to drive the stepping motor to move the 


base of the IR sensors following the horizontal movement of 


the electric pen and the response time is not as fast as that of 


the  sensor array, it is still sufficient to be employed in this 


rehabilitation gaming system. The comparison of two 


configurations is given in Table I. 
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Fig. 7 Flow chart of height estimation of the electric pen. 


 


The main functions of three IR sensors are different. 


The central sensor (sensor 2) is responsible for the height 


detection while the left and right sensors (sensor 1 and 


sensor 3) not only perform height detection but also 


determine if the electric pen has horizontal movement. When 


the output voltage of the central IR sensor is higher than the 


other two, the stepping motor stops and the distance 


measured by the central IR sensor is employed. If the 


electric pen shifts to the right or to the left so that the right or 


left IR sensor generates a higher output voltage than the 


other two, the stepping motor is activated to drive the track 


and the base following the movement of the electric pen 


until the central IR sensor is located below the electric pen. 


Meanwhile, the height estimated by the right or the left 


sensor that generates the higher output voltage is used. The 


flow chart is given in Fig. 7. 


  


  When the base of the IR sensors is moving, it may occur 


that the electric pen is not exactly above either one of three 


sensors even it is on top of the base. At this moment, the 


output voltages of three IR sensors all drop, which cause 


distortion in distance measurement. To solve this problem, 


first, we use 8 registers to store the 8 consecutive height 


estimations. The registers are driven by the original 


sampling frequency of 57 KHz. Thereafter, another 8 


registers are adopted, driven by 220 Hz clock frequency that 


is close to the possible mobility of the electric pen. Each of 


the slowly-updated registers saves the maximum among the 


8 quickly-updated registers.  With this method, the 


estimated height of the electric pen can be frozen no matter 


the base or the electric pen is moving. If the electric pen 


keeps stationary, this method also works because the 8 


quickly-updated registers and 8 slowly-updated registers all 


contain the same value. Its hardware design is shown in Fig. 


8.  


 


   
 


Fig. 8 Hardware design for freezing the height estimation during movement. 


 


To obtain the correct horizontal position under the 


configuration of the movable sensors, the horizontal axis in 


the maze is partitioned into coarse grain and fine grain. 


When the stepping motor is driving the track and the base is 


moving, the value in terms of the fine grain is changed. If 


the increment or decrement in fine grain exceeds a threshold, 


then the horizontal position in terms of the coarse grain is 


updated. 


 


E. Bump and Warning in the Maze 


In order to inform the patients/players if their electric pen 


traverses along the correct path, we use different colors to 


indicate the state. In the safe state that the electric pen 


traverses within the allowable path, the position of the 


electric pen is indicated by the green square on the screen. If 


the electric pen is close to the wall (indicated by black 


squares), the position of the electric pen is shown by the 


yellow square as a warning state. In cases that the electric 


pen deviates from the allowable path, a red square is shown 


to remind the patients/players that a bump state occurs.   


 


One square shown in the maze is divided into 9 


sub-squares. Hence, the sub-squares in the traverse path 


adjacent to the wall are the warning region. When the 


position of the electric pen belongs to this region, we then 


use the warning state to remind the patients/players, but the 


game continues. If the electric pen enters into the wall zone, 


which is prohibitive to traverse, we will highlight the 


situation by the bump state. However, when the pen is near 


to the boundary of the wall, the display of the position of the 


pen may change rapidly between the yellow color and the 


red color. Thus, the patients/players feel uncomfortable.  A 


hysteresis effect is then incorporated. When the electric pen 


is sensed to stay in the wall zone, a counter starts. If the 


counter output is greater than a pre-defined value, then the 


transition from the warning state to the bump state becomes 


valid. The patients/players can choose to restart from the 


entrance of the maze. Note that the counter to implement the 


hysteresis effect must be operated with a clock frequency 


faster than the mobility of the electric pens. Otherwise, the 


transitions can not be completed smoothly and recognized 


successfully. 


 


F. Stepper Motor Control 


The FPGA must send control signals to stepping motor so 
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as to drive the base of the IR sensors moving to the right, to 


the left and stopping. The control signal to the stepping 


motor must be clearly identified without conflicts. Otherwise, 


the movement of the base oscillates and the power 


consumption is wasted. However, according to our driving 


strategy, the stepping motor will rotate counterclockwisely 


to move the base to the right when the output voltage of the 


right IR sensor is higher than the other two and the stepping 


motor will not stop until the central IR sensor generates 


higher voltage than the other two, which implies that the 


displacement of the base is sufficient and thus the movable 


sensor can catch up with the electric pen.  Thus, we can 


avoidissuing the control signal to the right and to the left at 


the same time. 


  


  To generate counterclockwise (CCW) rotation and 


clockwise (CW) rotation, the control signal sent to the CCW 


or CW pins of the stepping motor contains a series of pulses 


with a certain frequency, as depicted in Fig. 9. When the 


base of the IR sensors does not need to move, we send a 


constant voltage to both CW and CCW pins. 


 


 
Fig. 9 Stepping motor control [5] 


 


G. Display by VGA 


The signal corresponding to the display of the maze is 


sent to the VGA port on the board from FPGA. The game 


contains different levels from simple to complex. To make 


the displayed image easily configurable, the components are 


all modularized, including the black rectangle for the wall 


and white rectangle for the traverse path. Furthermore, 


movable objects are also inserted to enhance the diversity 


and complexity of the game. The display of the timer is 


constituted by two seven-segment modules. The screen 


resolution is 800×600. The modules and objects to construct 


the maze are specified by the coordinates of two vertices of 


the diagonal, as shown in Fig. 10.  


 


We then project the image onto the screen by the projector. 


The patients/players stand in front of the screen, use the 


electric pen to pass the maze. The position of the electric pen 


is calculated by FPGA according to the estimated height of 


the IR sensor and the movement of the stepping motor, and 


then a square is inserted into the displayed image to indicate 


the position of the electric pen. In addition, the color will be 


changed according to the safe, warning, and bump states. As 


shown in Fig. 11, all the modules and objects are integrated 


by the "OR" operations to the R/G/B pin with respective 


color settings. 


 


 
Fig. 10 Object and module design for display by VGA. 


 


 


  
 
Fig. 11 Operations for integration of the modularized objects for display. 


 


III. EXPERIMENT RESULTS 


  Finally, all the blocks are integrated to complete the 


adaptive electric pen for virtual reality rehabilitation. It 


contains different levels as shown in Fig. 12 for the simple 


level and in Fig. 13 for the middle level. The IR sensors, and 


the track carrying the base are also shown. We can see that 


the square pointed by the electric pen marks the position of 


the pen in the maze. Because the electric pen is in the 


traverse path, the blue color of the square shows that it is in 


safe state. The exit of the maze is marked by the green 


square. 


  


  Fig. 14 shows that the electric pen enters into the wall 


area and thus a red square is used to represent the bump state 


of the pen. In Fig. 15, the electric pen is close to the wall and 


thus is in the warning state. A yellow square is used to 


indicate the alert. Fig. 16 shows that the electric pen arrives 


at the exit of the maze. 
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Fig. 12 A Simple level. 


 


 
 


Fig. 13 A middle level. 


 


 
 


Fig. 14 A red square shows the bump state in the wall zone. 
 


 
 


Fig. 15 Yellow square shows the warning state. 


 


 


 


IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION  


  This implementation is developed for virtual reality 


rehabilitation using the adaptive electric pen. The design 


considers flexibility and diversity. For example, for the 


stroke patients, a simple maze with a large spacing can be 


used. For patients who need further training for the 


meticulous control of the hand, the complex maze with a 


narrow grid or moving objects can be adopted. Also unlike 


the conventional assistive devices and the rehabilitation 


instruments, this implementation not only considers the 


functionality for rehabilitation but also the entertainment 


property, which make the rehabilitation more interesting. In 


addition, because the system is implemented by FPGA, we 


can change the image of the maze easily. If the screen size is 


to be changed intentionally, only the length of the track 


needs to be revised. No more IR sensor is required. 


 


  In Wii or Kinect, the display of player’s movement is only 


a scaled distance. Although the player has visual feedback, 


he can not feel the true physical dimension. However, in this 


work, unlike Wii and Kinect, we create an environment that 


the patients/players can see his movement exactly and thus 


experience virtual reality training or rehabilitation.  


   


 
 
Fig. 16 Pass the maze. (black square) 
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Abstract— The objective of this system is providing an effective 


tool for junior surgeons to practice and evaluate their 


fundamental skills and ability of minimally invasive surgery 


(MIS). In order to achieve these objectives, this system combines 


the technologies of FPGA and virtual reality (VR) to build a VR 


based MIS training system. The main function of FPGA is to 


provide a real time and precise 3D location of instrument. We 


use DE2-115 FPGA board as the main platform, two D5M 


cameras as the image sensor in the homemade surgery training 


box, and the stereo vision technology to get the instrument’s 3D 


location. Then the FPGA platform sends instrument’s 3D 


location to the 3D VR game on the PC in real time by the UART 


interface. The PC receives the instrument’s position from the 


FPGA and its rotation information measured by the sensor 


module to control the visual objects in the game. The system can 


train user’s hand-eye coordination and sense of space.  
 


Keywords— Minimally invasive surgery; virtual reality; FPGA; 


surgery training system; stereo vision 


I. INTRODUCTION 


Since 1805, many surgeons tried inserting the endoscopes 


into patient’s body for replacing the traditional open surgery. 


Because the surgical wound of minimally invasive surgery 


(MIS) is much smaller than traditional surgery. As a result, 


MIS provides patient a better choice to reduce haemorrhaging 


which costs less pain, smaller incision, and faster recovery [1]. 


Nowadays, laparoscopic surgery is a kind of popular MIS that 


the surgeons observe the monitor connecting with endoscope 


camera to operate instruments in a surgery process. 


The surgeons’ skills need to improve for achieving the 


requirement of MIS although MIS has those advantages. 


Comparing with traditional open surgery, the surgeons only 


can get the operating information from the monitor and force 


feedback of instruments, so the binocular vision becomes 


monocular vision and the 3D vision becomes 2D vision which 


means the depth feeling is lost. Moreover, the traditional short 


instruments are difficult to be inserted and controlled in 


patient’s body, therefore, the instruments become slender and 


need more technique to control it. Due to those changes, the 


surgeons must possess excellent hand-eye coordination, 


spatial ability, experience, and skill in MIS. 


 


Appropriate surgical simulation training equipment can 


improve the learning curve for novice surgeons. Today's 


simulation training machines generally can be divided into 


two kinds, the traditional training boxes [2], [3] and virtual 


simulation training devices [4]-[8]. Box trainer has a simple 


and cheap benefit, but it only provides basic training courses. 


The virtual simulation trainer can provide realistic surgical 


procedure, but the expensive 3D positioning system has 


become its drawbacks. 


Therefore, this paper proposes a low-cost MIS simulation 


training system. This training system is composed of a 


surgical training box, the surgical instrument with a sensor 


module, a stereo vision camera (two D5M camera modules), a 


DE2-115 FPGA board and a virtual reality (VR) game. The 


trainees operate the instrument in the surgical training box. 


The FPGA controls the stereo vision camera to capture the 2D 


pictures then computing the 2D pictures to get 3D position of 


instrument. Moreover, the PC converts the 3D position of 


instrument to control a virtual instrument in the VR game. 


 


II. METHODS 


Fig. 1 is the system block diagram which can be divided 


into three blocks including a surgical instrument with a sensor 


module, a surgical training box embedded the FPGA based 


image processing unit and a stereo vision camera and a 3D 


VR game. The image processing unit and sensor module 


detect seven degrees of freedom (DOF) information of real 


instruments and transmit to the VR game for controlling the 


virtual instrument. The seven DOFs indicate the movement, 


rotation and grasper open/close which are shown in Fig. 2. 


When moving the instruments, it requires the X, Y and Z 


position information. The rotation of the instruments is 


indicated by the roll, pitch and yaw data. Then, to know the 


grasper situation of instruments, the requirement is the 


open/close angle. After VR game receiving the seven DOFs 


data, the animation could fully simulate the real instruments in 


the VR world. So, more different exercises can be simulated 


in VR game and junior surgeons can get more practice and 


training course.  
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Fig.1. System block diagram. 


 


A. Image processing unit 


The Fig.3 is the image processing unit. The main function 


of FPGA is to provide a real time and precise 3D location of 


instrument. We use DE2-115 FPGA board [9] as the main 


platform; the kernel is the Altera Cyclone IV FPGA [10]. 


FPGA get the raw data of two D5M camera modules and then 


process the image data for calculating the 3D coordinates of 


instrument such as X, Y and Z. After the transformation, this 


system transmits the 3D coordinates to VR game by the 


UART.  


The image processing flow in hardware includes the white 


balance, color space conversion, marker color detection, 


dilation, erosion and coordinates calculation. Besides, we use 


SOPC Builder [11] to integrate the Nios Ⅱ [12] and hardware 


algorithm for coordinates calibration and modification of 


white balance and color maker parameter. The result of every 


step could be output to the LCD screen by setting different 


switches on the DE2-115. 


1) White Balance:  Because of different light sources, the 


object may not be the same read value on sensor. Therefore, 


we add the white balance processing to improve the color shift 


effect and display the nature color before color space 


conversion. It also can increase the noise immunity. 


 
 


Fig.2. Seven DOFs of the laparoscopic instrument. 


 


 
 


Fig.3. Image processing unit. 


 


In this system, the gain of D5M camera is adjusted to 


achieve while balance. First, a white paper is placed in the 


image center, and the system can read the RGB value of that 


point to adjust the RGB gain of camera according to following 


conditions: 


Definition: Max = max(R, G, B), Min = min(R, G, B), 


RGB = 0~255 


 Adjust the shutter speed till Max = 224 


 Max ≠ R，increase R gain till R = 224 


 Max ≠ G，increase G gain till R = 224 


 Max ≠ B，increase B gain till R = 224 


After white balance, it can decrease the color detection 


error so that the system can get better noise immunity. Fig.4 


shows the image before white balance, and Fig.5 shows the 


one after white balance process. We can see the marker color 


is yellow. 


 


 
 


Fig.4. Before white balance. 
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Fig.5. After white balance. 


 


2) Color Space Conversion & Marker Color Detection:  A 


yellow marker as shown in Fig.5 is labelled on the instrument 


in order to detect the movement position of instrument. The 


original image raw data output from the camera is RGB 


format. First, we convert the RGB to HSV model because 


HSV model is more suitable for color detection. Then, we set 


a threshold to discriminate the yellow marker. Finally, the 


marker color detection block outputs a Boolean data maps for 


erosion and dilation process. 
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3) Erosion, Dilation and Marker Center Detection:  The 


erosion and dilation block is used to filter the unwanted noise. 


After the erosion and dilation, we can detect the center of the 


marker. In our previous study [13], [14], (4) is used to 


calculated the center of marker. But if the shape of maker in 


the image becomes irregular and not as a fixed pattern, the 


calculated center will be biased due to the noise causes 


coordinates offset uncertain, inaccurate and poor noise 


immunity. Therefore, the geometric center method (5) is a 


better choice for getting the marker center more correctly. 


Fig.6 shows the two marker center detection methods. 


 
(a) 


 
(b) 


 
Fig.6. Marker center detection methods. 
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(xk,yk) is the pixel which value is non-zero. 
 


4) 2D to 3D Coordinate Transformation:  When the marker 


center is found, we can use the stereo imaging theory 


geometry to get the 3D coordinate of the marker. Fig.7 shows 


the simplified stereo imaging system. The formula is shown as 


following: 
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(7) 


Where dx and dy are the Camera sensor’s pixel to pixel 


length in X and Y direction. b is the distance between two 


cameras, f is the focal length. 
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Fig.7. A stereo imaging system. 


 
 


For calibrating the image distortions caused by lens, the 


Matlab Calibration Toolbox is used to get the fx and fy.  
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5) SOPC Builder & Nios Ⅱ :  This design adds a NiosⅡ 


core in the system, because there are lots of parameters should 


be modified dynamically. For example, when the light source 


changes, the while balance parameter should be changed, too. 


However, the previous system needs to be re-synthesized and 


it takes a lot of time and inconvenience. Therefore, a NiosⅡ 


core is the solution of this problem. Modifying a firmware is 


much shorter time than re-synthesized and it just take about 


few seconds. Moreover, the parameters even could be changed 


during runtime stage by controlling the NiosⅡ. The Table I 


shows how many parameters can be configured in this system.  


 
TABLE I. Adjustable parameters 


Name Function 


Shutter Speed Exposure 


Green1 Gain White balance 


Blue Gain White balance 


Red Gain White balance 


Green2 Gain White balance 


Hmax 
H range of maker detection 


Hmin 


Smax 
S range of maker detection 


Smin 


Vmax 
V range of maker detection 


Vmin 


B. Sensor Module of Instrument 


The main function of sensor module is providing a real 


time and precise rotation and clip open/close angle of 


instrument. Gyro is the sensor for measuring the angular 


acceleration. The X-IO IMU [16] is used in this system to 


measure the angular momentum of X, Y and Z directions. 


Then the rotation amount roll, pitch and yaw are calculated 


and transmitted to the VR game via Bluetooth.  


For detecting the opening and closing angle of the 


instrument clip. We used a bend sensor which is installed on 


the handle, shown in Fig.2. The resistance value is changed 


according to the angle of clip open/close. The resistance value 


is read by a PIC microcontroller and then sent to the VR game 


via Bluetooth for providing the angle of clip open/close. 


C. Virtual Reality Game 


The PC based VR game are developed by C# and Quest3D.  


Fig.8 shows the design architecture. The C# program receives 


the sensor data from the sensor module via Bluetooth and the 


X, Y, Z coordinates of marker from FPGA platform. The 


sensor data include the virtual instrument’s rotation axes such 


as roll, yaw, pitch and clip open/close angle, the coordinates 


of X, Y, Z means the virtual instrument’s moving axes at the 


three-dimensional space. Quset3D is the 3D engine for the VR 


game. In the system, Quset3D program is an embedded 


“ActiveX control” in the C# program, and the C# program 


could transmit data by “setChannel” and “getChannel” to 


control the animation. Therefore, the seven DOFs data are 


collected by C# and then C# program controls the 3D 


animation in the Quset3D by “ActiveX control” method. [17] 


 


 


C# ActiveX Event


getChannel


SAVE DATA to Text File


Receive DATA


Position & Rotation DATA


setChannel
Sensor


Module


Procedure State Position & Rotation DATA


Quest3D Virtual Reality


FPGA


 
Fig.8. Virtual game design architecture on the PC. 


 


In this paper, we create a VR based ball-grasping module 


for whole system demonstration. User can operate the real 


instrument to control the VR instrument in the VR game. Fig. 


9 shows the VR game and user interface on the PC. The 


executing time and scores will be displayed and recorded.  


The time is starting counting when the instrument grasps 


the first ball. Then, the following step is grasping the ball 


from the left cone into the right hole of cylinder. If a ball is 


put into the hole correctly, the score will get one point. The 


training program is ending when all cones are empty and no 


ball could be grasped. The program’s purpose is training the 


hand-eye coordination of the trainer. 
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Fig.9. Virtual game and user interface on the PC. 


 


III. RESULT & DISCUSSION 


In this paper, we finished whole system described in above 


and proposed a new instrument positioning system which can 


detect the movement, rotation and grasper open/close which 


are the requirements for a VR based training system. This 


work fixed the shortcomings of our previous work and 


integrates with new sensors; there are five changes in this 


version: 


A. Add White Balance 


For the movement, we improved our previous design. In the 


previous design, the system would be interference with 


different light source due to different color temperature. In 


this design, a NiosⅡ based auto white balance system is used 


to improve the effect of light source.  


B. Higher Camera Resolution and Frame Rate 


Next, this design raises the 320*240 camera resolution to 


640*480 which can enhance the accuracy from 0.125cm to 


0.0625cm at the 40*30cm vision range. Moreover, the 


increasing resolution and the increasing data amount do not 


decreasing the processing speed and the speed is increased to 


10~12 FPS (frame/sec).  


C. New Sensor Module for Detecting Rotation and Clip Angle 


of Instrument 


For the rotation, an open source sensor X-IO IMU is used 


to measure the roll, pitch and yaw of instrument in this design. 


For the clip open/close angle, we designed a sensor module 


with a bend sensor. When trainer closing and opening of 


instrument handles would cause the value of bend resistance 


which is mounted on the instrument has corresponding change. 


Therefore, the measurement of resistance could get the 


open/close angle.  


D. New Virtual Reality Scenes 


Finally, the new VR game provides more realistic and more 


fun scenes for user to practice the fundamental skills and 


ability of minimally invasive surgery. 


In future research, the wiring method between the camera 


and FPGA board could be improved to increase the data 


transmission quality. Then the higher pixel clock of camera 


could be used. Moreover, the higher resolution and the higher 


frame rate could improve the detection accuracy and reactive 


speed. In virtual games part, the simulation of human organs 


could be added and provide more similar clinical practice. So, 


the surgical game can guide and teach the novice surgeons 


more skill and experience. 


 


IV. CONCLUSION 


In this paper, we combined the technologies of FPGA and 


virtual reality to design and implement an effective tool for 


junior surgeons to practice and evaluate their fundamental 


skills and ability of minimally invasive surgery. The prototype 


of this system is finished and will provide for users to evaluate. 
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Abstract —In modern world, high-tech products are widely 


applied to all kinds of industries. However, in restaurants and 


bakeries it still requires a lot of human resource that costs a 


lot and is likely to make mistakes. NeverFull provides 


powerful functions to recognize different types of food. Shop 


owners can build the database easily by themselves to save a 


lot of time and effort. 


 


Keywords —  


I. INTRODUCTION 


 To make transactions easier (we focus on bakeries in 


this project), we think that it’ll be a lot better to improve 


the efficiency of checkout process. Our system captures the 


image of bread, and analyzes the edge information of each 


image. After that, the system compares the images and 


recognizes the type of bread. With the user-friendly 


interface, customers can pay their bills easily. 


II. FUNCTION 


A. Device  


1) DE2-115(with the power cord and the USB cable) (fig.1) 


 


 
Fig.1 


 


a. 7-segment displays: Show the mode, the number of the 


picture and the price from left to right. 


b. Switches and Buttons: 


 


 


 


 


 
Fig.2 


 


 
2. D5M Camera 


 


 
Fig.3 


 


3. VGA Display 


Show the current price information. 


 


B. Usage 
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Fig.4 


 


1) Modes 


a. Viewing mode 


i. switch: SW[17]OFF,SW[16]OFF,SW[15]OFF 


ii. instruction: showing the image from the camera 


 


 
 
Fig.5 


 


b. Shooting mode 


i. switch: SW[17]OFF,SW[16]ON,SW[15]OFF 


ii. instruction: Set up the database of the food. 


iii.usage: Click KEY[2] for taking a shot. 


 


 
 
Fig.6 


 


Editing mode 


i. switch: SW[17]OFF,SW[16]ON,SW[15]ON 


ii. instruction: Adjust the price of the food in the 


database. 


iii.usage: Click KEY[2] for selecting the food and turn 


on SW[0]-SW[3] to change the price. 


 


 
 


Fig.8 


 


d. Recognition mode 


i. switch: SW[17]ON,SW[16]OFF,SW[15]OFF 


ii. instruction: Putting the bread in front of the 


camera ,the system will recognize the type of bread based 


on the database and accumulate the price automatically. 


 


 
 
Fig.9 


 


Checkout mode 


i. switch: SW[17]ON,SW[16]ON,SW[15]OFF 


ii. instruction: After scanning all the product they buy, 


customers can switch to Checkout mode to check the 


total price for this consumption. 


 


 
 
Fig.10 


 


2) Setting for owners 


Step 1: Connect DE2-115 with CCD camera and VGA 


display under sufficient light. After that you can turn the 


power on. 


Step 2: Switch to shooting mode. Press KEY[2] to take 


the photo of the bread you want to store into database. 


Step 3: Switch to editing mode to view the taken photos. 


Use KEY[2] to switch the photos and set the price by 


SW[0]~SW[3]. The price will be displayed on 7-segment 


display. 


Step 4: Switch to recognition mode. Consumers can 


check out by themselves easily. 


 


3) Setting for consumers 


Step 1: Put the bread in front of the camera. Several 


seconds later, the system will identify it and accumulate the 


consuming amount. 
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Step 2: After all the bread identified, switch to checkout 


mode. You’ll see the price on the VGA display. 


III. ARCHITECTURE 


 


A. Block diagram 


 


 
 
Fig.11 


 


B. CMOS image sensor 


 


1) First we need to set up some parameters of CMOS 


image sensor (SDAT) with the corresponding time diagram 


(SCLK) of I2C. 


 


 
 
Fig.12 


 


We send in 25MHz clock signal to the 


parameter ”XCLKIN” of the CMOS image sensor and the 


chip will input the image data and corresponding FVAL, 


LVAL, PIXLCLK signals for user. 


 


 
 
Fig.13 


 


C. Image input 


 


1) The input image can be thought as a frame composed 


of 2752x2004 pixels of 12-bit data, 2592x1944 of which 


represent active image/valid image and others represent 


boundaries. 


 


 
 
Fig.14 


 


2) The 12-bit data is pumped in with PIXCLK by 


sequence rather than array. Only when FVAL and LVAL 


equal to one at the same time are the data needed. 


3) The output will be in RAW. It should be transformed 


to RGB for further usage. 


 


D. SDRAM 


We use the first 600x800 bytes of the SDRAM as a buffer 


between image input and further processing. Other space 


serves as the memory for the images taken by the camera. 


 


E. Sobel edge detection 


We use Sobel edge detection algorithm to capture the 


edge information for image recognition. To know whether a 


pixel is an edge point, we compare the 8 surrounded pixels 


of it with below formula. 


|G| = |(P1+2×P2+P3)-(P7+2×P8+P9)| + |(P3+2×P6+P9)-


(P1+2×P4+P7)| 


If |G| is larger than the threshold value, which can be set 


with SW [4:14], the pixel is recognized as an edge point 


and its output value, named wSobel, will be one. 


 


 
 
Fig.15 


 


In our design, we use submodule “Sobel” to capture the 


data from SDRAM buffer and output wSobel. In 


recognition mode, wSobel value will be output to VGA 


display to show the edge detection result. 


 


F. Recognition 


After capturing the edge information of the image, we 


begin to analyze it for recognition. 


For each edge pixel (its wSobel equals to 1), we calculate 


its distance from the central pixel of the image. For 


simplicity, we use |H_cont-H_central| + |V_cont-V_central| 


here to present the distance instead of ((H_cont-H_central)2 


+ (V_cont-V_central)2 )1/2. After VGA controller scans all 


pixels (800x600) of a image, we get the identity number of 
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the image, which is the sum of all the distance of the edge. 


Since we use the distance information for identification, 


the system also works in the case the bread is shifted or 


rotated. 


 


 
Fig.16 


 


G. Price calculation 


The system will repeatedly calculate the identity number. 


If the identity number keeps the same (or stays in a small 


range) for 100 consecutive times, the system will search the 


database to choose its correspondent. 


After identification, if the product is not moved away 


immediately, it will be seen as the same one, and total price 


will not increase. If the customer changes the product and 


put a new one, the system will start the recognition process 


once again. 


Notice that the switch of modes will lead to restart. If 


customers want to check total price, they should move the 


product away in front of the camera. 


 


H. VGA output: 


 


 
 
Fig.17 


 


We use the module “vga_controller” to control the screen. 


The diagram of module is shown above. The system 


converts the clk_in sent from outside to vga_clk for VGA 


display, and gets h_count(horizontal axis) and 


v_count(vertical axis). Both h_sync and v_sync are 


boundary conditions. Only when h_count and v_count are 


in the valid range can RGB signal be shown on the display. 


The valid range is 800x600. The origin is on the top left 


and the go through down right. The variable h_count 


increases first, and v_count increases when h_count meets 


the rightmost boundary. The frame is shown completely 


when v_count is at the bottom, then h_count and v_count 


recalculate from top left again. 


 


Start 


 


 
 
Fig.18 


 


Each point at (h_count, v_count) has its own RGB value, 


and is shown on the corresbonding location of screen. The 


RGB value can be transferred from camera, from SDRAM, 


or set by designer. In viewing mode, the value is produced 


by camera and translated by a buffer(we use SDRAM here). 


In editing mode, the value is read from SDRAM and send 


through Sobel edge detection. The black-and-white result 


will be shown by VGA controller. In checkout mode, we set 


the RGB variable for every area so that the total account is 


“drawn”on the screen by ourselves. 


IV. EFFICACY 


 


A. Compiling information 


 


 
 
Fig.19 


 


B. Independent variables 
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Fig.20 


 


Pictures (a) to (c) are on original, even lighting and 


uneven lighting conditions respectively, and pictures (d) to 


(f) are with normal, darker and brighter light. The key is 


whether the edge of the product can be detected clearly. We 


found accurate recognition happens in even lighting 


environment, and the false results may occur when light is 


uneven. Instead of using direct light source, we let the light 


reflect from aluminum foil to make system stable. 


 


V. CONCLUSION 


NeverFull makes the checkout process faster and more 


efficient. The features of NeverFull are simple operations 


and convenience. Shop owners can build their own database 


and apply this system on more and more products. 


NeverFull also provides friendly interface. In terms of 


customers, NeverFull is easy to use because of the simple 


steps. Fast recognition and automatic checkout reduce their 


waiting time. We except to improve economic development 


by this new product － NeverFull. 
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The BERIpad Tablet: Open-source Construction,
CPU, OS and Applications


We present a full desktop computer system on a portable FPGA tablet. We have designed 
BERI, a 64-bit MIPS R4000-style soft processor in Bluespec SystemVerilog. The processor is 
implemented in a system-on-chip on an Altera Stratix IV FPGA on a Terasic DE4 FPGA board 
that provides a full motherboard of peripherals. We run FreeBSD providing a multiuser UNIX-
based OS with access to a full range of general purpose applications. We have a thorough 
test suite that verifies the processor in continuous integration. We have open-sourced the 
complete stack at beri-cpu.org including processor, systemon-chip, physical design and OS 
components. We relate some of our experiences of applying techniques from successful 
opensource software projects on the design of open-source hardware.
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Fast Contrast Enhancement based on A Novel 
Dynamic Histogram Equalization Algorithm


In this paper, a novel contrast enhancement algorithm based on the Histogram Equalization 
algorithm is presented. The proposed approach enhances image/video contrast without 
losing the original histogram characteristics.  The algorithm is expected to process the video 
resolution efficiently but does not to overshoot the equalization with annoying side effects 
by using the difference information from the input histogram. The experimental results 
show that the proposed Dynamic Histogram Equalization (DHE) algorithm not only keeps the 
original histogram features but also enhances the contrast with much less computational 
efforts for large resolution. Furthermore, the proposed DHE algorithm can be easily applied 
to the FPGA hardware.
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Design of Power Quality Recognition Platform


In recent years, the Taiwanese government has been actively promoting industrial upgrading, 
as a result, most technology-oriented industries are benefiting a lot from this. However, 
poor power quality increases the power consumption and reduces the life expectancy of the 
equipment. Hence, power quality problems gradually arouse public attention.


In this thesis, an SOPC-based power quality analyzer (PQA) is designed. The main objectives 
of the proposed system are detecting transient voltage variations as well as analyzing the 
power harmonic interference. The transient voltage variation detection calculates the RMS 
value within a moving window length of half cycle. The harmonic analysis is performed with 
the application of Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) according to the requirements of IEC Std. 
61000-4-7. The experimental results show that the proposed PQA is capable of detecting and 
capturing the power quality events.
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Design and Implementation of Intelligent Desk 
Lamp


In this paper, we proposed a FPGA based intelligent desk lamp system with a camera, two 
servo motors and LEDs. The proposed lamp can trace a moving book by automatic pan/tilt 
control. Thus, the user can read book with enough light for eye care. The architecture of 
the intelligent desk lamp system includes vision system and servo motors control system. 
The position data of the book can be obtained by the image processing module. According 
to the position data of the book, the pan and tilt angles of the desk lamp can be adjusted 
by two servo motors automatically. The adjustable ranges for pan/tilt are 60/30 degrees. 
The processing modules are implemented by hardware in FPGA. We use Verilog HDL to 
implement this system on Altera DE0-Nano kit with Cyclone® IV EP4CE22F17C6N FPGA.
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FairyTales – Fairly Detailed


This document gives a detailed explanation about the design of our product and the 
implementation of it. The name of our product is FairyTales, which is a visual assistant 
with respect to some extending function such as taking photos and real-time handwriting. 
The functionalities of FairyTales are realized through DE2-115 board which is a powerful 
equipment designed for to create, implement, and test digital designs using programmable 
logic. 
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NeverFull


In modern world, high-tech products are widely applied to all kinds of industries. However, in 
restaurants and bakeries it still requires a lot of human resource that costs a lot and is likely 
to make mistakes. NeverFull provides powerful functions to recognize different types of food. 
Shop owners can build the database easily by themselves to save a lot of time and effort.
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A Real-time Object Detecting and Tracking Design 
for Railroad Crossing Application


As the promotion of transportation construction, there are a lot of railroad crossings in 
Taiwan. However, the traffic accidents are always happening on the railroad crossings every 
year. In order to protect the drivers against the accidents on the railroad crossing, an object 
detecting and tracking design is proposed for an automatic warning system. Since it is 
necessary to identify a vehicle getting stuck on the railroad crossing or not in a very short 
time, the very large scaled integration (VLSI) technique was used to develop the image 
processor for this system. This design not only detects any vehicle getting stuck on the 
railroad crossing or not but also tracks all vehicles across the railroad crossing. This double 
checking is guaranteed to the driver’s life. This design was realized by hardware description 
language (HDL) verilog and realized by an Altera DE2-115a field programmable gate array 
(FPGA) development board. By using the VLSI technique, this design has the benefits of high 
performance, low cost, and low power consumption. The accuracy of vehicle detection can 
be greatly improved with the combination of object detecting and tracking techniques.


Feature extraction, FPGA, object detection, object tracking, railroad crossing, VLSI
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Vision-Based Robot Motion Control System by 
Using a SOPC System


This thesis presents a SOPC-based servo motion control technique for the robot manipulator 
system. The system adopts MATLAB to perform image processing functions, such as the 
transformation of the  color space, morphological operation, data classification of the object, 
the shape recognition and endpoint detection. For the servo motion control of the robotic 
system, it consists of two controller modules. The first one  control module is consisted 
of quadrature encoder pulse circuits, limit switches detection, generation of pulse width 
modulation ,and point-to- point motion trajectory generator. Then, control signals are sent 
via FPGA to drive circuits for controlling each motor. The other module which includes a user 
interface and calculation of inverse kinematics, which is implemented via the NIOS II.


Finally, user can send commands via PC to perforem the shape recognition, data classification 
of the object’s color, and play tic-tac-toe games on the basis of image processing. The 
experimental results have demonstrated the effectiveness and validity of the proposed FPGA 
system applied on the servo motion control of the robot manipulator system.


SOPC, Arm Robot Motion Control, Image Processing
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Applying Dynamic Hair Dyeing Simulation On 
FPGA to Improve User Experience and Life Quality


The purpose of this paper is to design a system avoiding user from getting unexpected hair 
dyeing result on FPGA DE2-115 which can perform real-time dyeing simulation.


In the system, user can have 55 default hair types, which have already been set in the 
devices, commonly used in hair salons. If there is a new hair color type that is not in those 
55 defaults, the hair salon can adjust the value of red, blue, and green until the exact color 
result is obtained and then added to the system. The color information in RGB values will be 
showed on the LCD screen and the hair salon can easily change them only by a few ticks on 
the multi-touch board. 


The system design architecture is consisted of three major parts. First, the camera collects 
the information and transports the data into the FPGA board. Second, the FPGA board 
processes and then an algorithm is applied to identify the correct region to be dyed. Also, in 
order to keep the hair texture, another algorithm is applied to imply for color scaling in the 
detected region. Finally, the multi-touch board displays the processing results and ready to 
receive user commands from the FPGA board. 


The system provides a more efficient and precise way to simulate the dyeing results of user 
in real-time compared to the common method in dyeing hair by just using imagination based 
on category.


Hair dyeing , FPGA ,Real-time, Hair detection ,  Color scaling
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iCoach – Interactive Coaching System on Altera 
DE2-115 FPGA Architecture


In this paper, we present a new interactive, 2-player coaching system – iCoach, based on 
Altera DE2-115 FPGA board. The coach can be the 2nd player or any video stream provided 
by the user. With beautiful virtual background image and different background music choices, 
he/she can enjoy exercising with the coach and get real-time scores and comments on the 
performance of their overall motion, thus improving their motor skills. Also, iCoach provides 
interactive motion games for users to have fun dancing and painting with body parts. In 
comparison with existing motor learning devises such as Wii Fit, iCoach is more flexible 
since it enables users to set up their own coaches and virtual environments. Moreover, 
iCoach is more computationally efficient and uses less memory due to the carefully designed 
algorithms and the arrangement of FPGA memory.


FPGA, Dance, Coach, Motion-sensing, Interactive game, Rehabilitation
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FPGA Platform for Realtime 3D Reconstruction of
Digital Holograms


This paper present a novel FPGA-based hardware platform for realtime 3D reconstruction 
of digital holograms. The platform can be viewed as a hardware implementation of Fresnel 
transform for diffraction computation. The circuit employs a novel 2D FFT processor 
operating in fully pipelined fashion for accelerating the computation. Experimental results 
reveal that the proposed architecture has the advantages of high throughput, high accuracy 
and low power consumption for the 3D rendering and display.


Holography, 3D Display, FPGA.
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An Alternative Reading Eye for the Visual Impaired


In this generation, everyone has the right to receive real-time and great amount of 
information. However, it is difficult for the visually impaired people to have the benefit of 
using this great information. In this paper, a reading system is proposed as an alternative 
eye for the visual impaired people. By this reading system, the information of words is 
transformed into the information of voice. It helps the visually impaired people to get all 
kinds of information quickly and easily. This system was developed based on the image 
processing technique, by which the captured image is converted into the text information 
by a character recognition technique. In order to achieve the demands of fast computing, 
multiple texts identification, huge database accessing, and real-time application, the very 
large scale integration (VLSI) technology was used to improve the performance of this 
system. This design was implemented by an Altera DE2-115a field programmable gate array 
(FPGA) board with a 5 Mega Pixel lens to capture the image of the book. For the future 
development, this system will be connected with the cloud systems, by which the recognized 
words can be translated into voice information by the cloud computing and tools. We hope 
this system can help the visually impaired people to get information from the books and 
papers independently.


FPGA, image segmentation, image zooming, text detection, visual impaired people, VLSI, word identification
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SpeakING


SpeakING is a good helper to those having troubles in singing─if you can Speak, you can SING. 
It is because SpeakING can transform normal speech into a melody you create. Moreover, 
SpeakING can be more entertaining when combined with specifically designed sound effects. 
This article will introduce the theorem and the circuit realization of SpeakING on FPGA board.


vocoder, channel vocoder, voice changer, sing, pitch
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Design An Omni-directional Mobile Platform with 
A Cannon


In this thesis, we implement a remote-control cannon vehicle. There are three parts of 
system architecture within the cannon vehicle described. The first part is mechanical 
structure design. The second part is the remote controller design. The last part is the motor 
controller design. For the mechanical structure design, we use 3D CAD software to draw 
the sketch stress analysis, and to ensure the materials don't change shape. In the remote 
controller, a Nintendo Wii joystick is used to control the directions of the cannon vehicle. 
Finally, we separate the motor controllers into two parts. One part is the controller for the 
vehicle, and the other part is the motor controller for the cannon.


mechanism design, remote control, motor control
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FPGA and Virtual Reality Based Minimally Invasive 
Surgery Training System


The objective of this system is providing an effective tool for junior surgeons to practice and 
evaluate their fundamental skills and ability of minimally invasive surgery (MIS). In order 
to achieve these objectives, this system combines the technologies of FPGA and virtual 
reality (VR) to build a VR based MIS training system. The main function of FPGA is to provide 
a real time and precise 3D location of instrument. We use DE2-115 FPGA board as the 
main platform, two D5M cameras as the image sensor in the homemade surgery training 
box, and the stereo vision technology to get the instrument’s 3D location. Then the FPGA 
platform sends instrument’s 3D location to the 3D VR game on the PC in real time by the 
UART interface. The PC receives the instrument’s position from the FPGA and its rotation 
information measured by the sensor module to control the visual objects in the game. The 
system can train user’s hand-eye coordination and sense of space.


Minimally invasive surgery, virtual reality, FPGA, surgery training system, stereo vision
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Based on Auto Comfortable Disparity Adjustment 
Real-Time 3-D Generation System


This paper use colour image and its depth information to generate virtual images in different 
viewpoint. There is a distance sensor to detect the distance form viewer to displayer which is 
one of parameters for generating virtual images. The comfort of watching 3-D image could be 
enhanced by changing the parameters. All the system is implemented on FPGA.


FPGA, DIBR, View distance, Watching comfort, Disparity adjustment
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The Implementation of Triple-Disk-Failure Tolerant 
RAID


A brand new algorithm of RAID for tolerating triple disk failures is presented in this paper. A 
prototyping system is built on Altera FPGA DE2-115 board. To build this system, the PC and 
FPGA board are integrated to perform as the system development platform to increase the 
visualization of details inside the system. Also, this platform is used to transfer the designs 
from the original simulation software into engineering system using HW and SW co-design 
concept. The advantage of this platform is that the developer can do the algorithm proof, 
component/module design, testing and system integration efficiently. In the future, such 
triple-failure recovery technique should be widely used in storage system, network and cloud 
computing.


RAID, Fault-tolerance, HDD failure, FPGA, platform
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Visual Surveillance System under Bad Weather 
Conditions


This paper is focus on the development and implementation of algorithms under Bad 
Weather Conditions, including moving object detections, Automatic Brightness Correction, 
Shadow Removal, and Rain Removal. Moving object detection plays an important role in 
intelligent surveillance system. Although there are many people propose many different 
methods to detect moving objects, but also based on PC or embedded platforms to achieve 
it. If want to provide object detection, tracking and identification, always depend on a highly 
complex algorithms to make accurate judgments. So it would be difficult to achieve real time. 
This paper proposes an implementation base on FPGA and using Verilog HDL to design it. It 
achieves real-time monitoring purposes, and it can be applied to bad weather conditions. It 
is useful to exclude the external environment and improve detection of accuracy.


bad weather conditions, brightness correction, moving object detection, surveillance system, FPGA
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Portable Healthcare System with Low-power 
Wireless ECG and Heart Sounds Measurement


In this paper, we design a portable healthcare system to establish a mobile telecare 
environment for modern people. The environment can save the resource for medical care 
and let patients feel like the doctors are always around them whenever and wherever they 
are. Our system provides remote monitoring of the ECG signals and heart sounds for both 
doctors and patients. We use the Altera’s DE2-115 development platform and Android phone 
to develop a low-power and portable healthcare system. In our system, a wearable ECG 
recording prototype is developed to transmit ECG signals of users to the DE2-115 broad. In 
addition, the heart sounds of users from stethoscope can be the input signal of the broad. 
Then the FPGA is like a digital signal processor to analyze the ECG signals and heart sounds 
signals in order to detect RR intervals to get heart rate. The information of the signals of 
heart can be shown on the LCD touch screen on the DE2-115 broad so that the users can 
know about their physical condition immediately. At the same time, the signals data will be 
transmit to Android phone through the Bluetooth and then by 3G/WiFi services of Android 
phone transfers the recorded data to the medical cloud.


electrocardiogram (ECG) measurement, heart sounds, phonocardiogram (PCG) measurement, telecare,        
digital signal processor, FPGA
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Adaptive Electric Pen for Virtual Reality 
Rehabilitation


In this FPGA implementation, we aim to create a virtual-reality rehabilitation environment 
of adaptive electric pen so that the patients can be trained for their hand movement. The 
infrared ray (IR) is used to sense the location of the electric pen in the maze. With 8-bits 
serial analog-to-digital converter, the received signal strength corresponding to the distance 
between the obstacle (pen) and the IR sensor is translated into digital signals for FPGA to 
further process. The maze is configurable and projected onto the screen by the FPGA output 
signal to the VGA port. The patients/players can see the maze on the screen and control the 
electric pen moving in front of the screen to experience the virtual reality. Even the maze 
on the screen is large, only three IR sensors having a spacing of 2 cm are used, which are 
mounted on a base carried by a track. The track is driven by a stepping motor, whose control 
signal is sent from FPGA so that the position of the electric pen can be traced and be kept in 
the detection region of three IR sensors. With these designs, we can avoid using a lot of IR 
sensors that are placed around the peripheral sides of the maze and can also reduce power 
consumption. Hence, the size of the maze can be varied from simple to complex training 
phases without altering the number of IR sensors. Also, the fatigue state of the patients due 
to repetition of the same action can be improved. With injection of entertainment elements, 
the rehabilitation can be more interesting.


Electric pen, Virtual reality, IR sensor, Kinect, Wii, Rehabilitation, FPGA
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The Implementation of FPGA Platform for the 
Motion Control of A Two-Wheel Robot


This research is trying to control a two-wheeled-driven inverted pendulum using a digital 
control system implemented by FPGA. This system can automatically be balanced upright 
driving by a closed loop negative-feedback control. This system integrates a gyroscope and 
an accelerometer to measure the tilt angular velocity and acceleration of the robot for more 
accurate motion control. A filter is applied by using sensor fusion technology; that is used to 
reduce noise caused by many factors. These modules are not only designed to calculate the 
correct tilt angle for system PID feedback control, but also interfaced by using SOPC design. 
Due to the use of multiple interfaces, real-time interaction, complicated modular control, and 
motion planning and controllers in hardware and software design process should have better 
visualization to support the analysis of the proportional-integral-derivative controller so that 
the concept of system platform is also applied. The system platform uses PC as the Host to 
view the messages through mobile system’s data connection.


FPGA, two-wheeled-driven, sensor fusion, PID, system platform, visualization
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FPGA Rapid Prototyping of NFC-TENS for 
Smartphone Healthcare


With the Near Field Communication (NFC) capabilities, emerging smartphones can expand 
customized hardware in outside. However, the realization of such technology is still in 
its infancy. This paper proposes a prototyping technology of NFC tag protocol used for 
transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation (TENS) converter for smartphones healthcare 
aids. The NFC-TENS design consists of four layer of ISO/IEC-14443A tag standard with a TENS 
realized in the application layer. One side of which is the wireless communication to NFC 
reader of smartphone and the other side the TENS pulse signal generation for massage. The 
implementation is based-on FPGA rapid prototyping technology combined with the Android 
system that supported for NFC standards. The results reveal that smartphones healthcare is 
feasibly improving the healthcare behavior while comparing with the traditional TENS.


FPGA rapid prototyping, TENS, NFC tag protocol, smartphone healthcare, Manchester coding, Modified Miller 
coding, HW/SW co-design
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Intelligent Rubik's Cube Solver


This paper is describes using an FPGA chip to solve a Rubik's Cube. A CMOS camera is used to 
sense the colours of Rubik's Cube. NXT motors and a Lego building blocks construct a hand-
like mechanical structure to push and turn the Rubik's Cube. We build a SOPC system and a 
Nios II processor is used to recognise the colors of Rubik's Cube and calculate the resolving 
actions of Rubik's Cube.


Rubik's Cube, Artificial Intelligence, FPGA, NXT.
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An Efficient Neuron-Based Camera Distortion 
Correction System


This study proposes an efficient system architecture for camera distortion correction, in 
which a neuron-based camera distortion corrector (NCDC) is applied to rapidly correct 
various camera and lens distortions and manufacturing flaws in economical cameras. 
Compared to traditional camera models for correcting camera and lens distortions, for 
which more than two types of models are used, the NCDC uses one neural model to correct 
geometric distortions and asymmetric manufacturing defects. 


The NCDC consists of a front-end that calculates back-map coordinates in distortion image 
space and a back-end that reads camera distortion image pixels from memory to interpolate 
a 24-bit color pixel corrected image. In a complex camera system with field-programmable 
gate array (FPGA), the back-end uses a burst mode and multi-port access architecture to 
fetch the image pixel from a high-latency memory, which increases the number of correction 
frames per second (CFPS) of the camera corrector. Moreover, a development board using 
high-speed memory was designed to increase the camera correction efficiency. The results 
show that the CFPS of an NCDC back-end with the proposed architecture is over 19.39x 
higher than professional solutions..


back propagation, camera distortion, distortion correction, FPGA, geometric distortion, neural network
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Want to Be A Maestro? A Simulation System 
Implemented on FPGA


With a change of gesture, a conductor can control every division of the concert band in 
our system. By wearing a glove with infrared emitters in one hand, and holding the baton 
equipped with the ultrasonic transmitter in the other hand, the system is made to detect the 
changes of the gestures and the movement of the baton. Our two simple notions: an infrared 
emitting and receiving mechanism, and the Doppler effect. After sensing these stimuli, the 
system transmits these data to FPGA for analysis. The Musical Instrument Digital Interface 
(MIDI) processor then reads these analysed data, and modifies the speed and loudness of 
the music synchronously. Eventually, the music is played by the electric piano. By means of 
changed gestures, the conductor can alter the characteristics of music at his/her will, and 
hears the sound of modified music synchronously.


Doppler effect, Infrared, MIDI , Conductor, Ultrasound
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Design and Implementation of Load-Balanced 
Multipath Self-routing Switching System


In order to ensure high quality of service (QoS) for Next Generation Network (NGN), we 
construct a new Load-Balanced Multipath Self-routing Switching Structure which consists of 
the same two multipath self-routing fabrics. The result of simulation is inspiring for achieving 
100% throughput and no delay or jitter. For this reason, we start on the implementation 
on an Altera StratixIV FPGA. And the whole FPGA system is designed into two collaborative 
components: the UDP system and the register system. With two algorithms around input 
and output two stages, incoming traffic is transformed into uniformity and then to their 
final destinations. During the later period debugging, software simulation platform and 
automated test platform are built, which contribute to our work very much. At last, we carry 
out several experiments to test and verify our system. The report of the test result accords 
with what we expected.


 Load-Balanced, Multipath Self-routing Switching Fabric, FPGA, UDP, Register
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Design of Entropy Decoding Module in Dual-Mode 
Video Decoding Chip for H. 264 and AVS Based on 
SOPC


This document introduces the hardware design of the entropy decoding module in dual-
mode video decoding chip for H. 264 and AVS standard. The entropy decoding module 
designed in this document can realize the decoding of CA-2D-VLC for AVS standard and CAVLC 
and CABAC for H.264 standard. The Verilog HDL is used to accomplish RTL design and the 
FPGA implementation is achieved on an Altera Cyclone II EP2C35F672C6. The result indicates 
that the design efficiently reduces the circuit area and improves the speed of decoding.


H.264, AVS, entropy decoding, FPGA, Verilog HDL
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Design and Implementation of DES IP Based on 
LEON3 SOPC


This paper proposes a novel method to design and implement DES algorithm IP based on 
LEON3 SOPC platform. Since this DES IP core is a standard AMBA APB slave device, it can 
be easily embedded to SoC designs where AMBA bus is used as the interconnect interface, 
making it much more effective to implement DES algorithm in SoC designs. So comparing 
with common hardware implementation of DES algorithm, this DES IP core has a very large 
application prospects in SoC designs. Also the method this paper presents to design an 
AMBA APB slave device in LEON3 architecture can be referred to. The DES IP is simulated by 
Modelsim and tested within the LEON3 SOPC platform. Results indicate that this DES IP core 
has a fine performance and the method this paper demonstrates to design and implement 
an APB slave device is reliable and referable.


DES, IP, LEON3, AMBA, SoC, SOPC
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Intelligent Parking System Based on Nios II


Intelligent parking system attracted increasing attention of the automobile manufactures in 
recent years. A reliable parking assistant system could reduce the rate of accident effectively 
and simplify the operation of the driver. This design takes Nios II as control core, uses camera 
to collect parking information, installs ultrasonic sensors to achieve ranging capabilities, 
adopts Ethernet port and wireless router to realize communication with Android smart 
phone and designs driver circuit to control car. The experiments show that this design can 
achieve real-time operation of the model car through smart phone to finish parking process. 
Meanwhile the car can complete parking automatically with the assistance of image and 
range information.


Intelligent Parking, Nios II, FPGA, Android, Real time Image Processing
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An Eye Controlled System Based on Nios II


In the background of current hot sight-tracking technology , this topic aims at designing an 
eye controlled system based on Nios II and solving the HMI problems of the disabled so that 
it can provide a way for them to communicate with the outside world, improve their ability 
of living and help them regain confidence. We have also designed some Interactive functions 
such as an eye controlled calculator, an eye controlled Whac-A-Mole game and an eye 
controlled voice-help. It can provide convenience and help them communicate with others, 
seek help, have fun and study.


SOPC, VGA display, Image Processing, Relative Offset Calculation, View positioning; Edge detection
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The Intelligent Detecting Robot


With the current advanced SOPC technology carrier, intelligent detection robot system is 
designed. Using the DEII board of ALTERA company as the robot‘s control core, we realize 
the robot’s navigation and positioning, environmental information detection and the 
function of information transmission. Detection robot system transmits the position and spot 
environmental information to the PC monitor, this can help operators to judge the scene of 
the accident situation for effective rescue work.


Detecting robot, FPGA, DEII, GPS, EC
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Towards Wearable Virtual Reality System Using 
Micro IMU Controller and FPGA Platform


Virtual Reality (VR) is a computer-simulated environment that can simulate physical presence 
in places in the real world or imaginary world. We use FPGA to implement this design to take 
advantage of its hardware/software co-design and its high computation speed. We use IMU 
as the main input. It captures and sends motion data to FPGA. FPGA plays an important role 
in this system. It drives hardware, processes data, and stores and manages pre-stored image 
or sound material. After processing, system outputs image and voice, and imports into media 
glass and speaker, which are used as output devices, respectively. The final result shows that 
our system designed with FPGA can run fast and smoothly, easy to maintain and update, and 
it shows great potential.


FPGA, co-design, virtual reality, sensor, media glasses.
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Galaxian Game on Altera DE2-115 FPGA 
Architecture


With the development of computer and network technology, the pace of people’s life is 
much faster. At the same time, the need for entertainment is also growing. The game based 
on handheld devices is becoming more and more popular. It has been booming along due to 
its educational, fun, casual, easy to carry, easy to operate, highly interactive and many other 
features to meet the people's entertainment needs. This paper introduces the embedded 
systems based on general-purpose software development model and development process, 
including the design of hardware platform and software. The design of the hardware 
platform is based on the Altera's DE2-115 Series development board, the software platform 
is Nios II EDS 10.1 and the programming language is C and VHDL. Based on the SOPC tool, 
we designed the reconfigurable IP cores of the VGA display, LTM touch screen. With Galaxian 
game as an example, we design a embedded game based on GUI. The results show that the 
game system is human-computer interaction friendly and it has quick response and action. 
This configurable IP core has high flexibility, variability, plasticity and it can achieve more 
functional expansion and development with the same resource.


Configurable IP core, DE2-115, FPGA, SOPC, hardware/software co-design
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Implementation of Music Broadcast System Using 
Altera DE2 Boards and Qt


This paper will introduce a music broadcast system based on schedule using Altera DE2 
boards and Qt technology. The system has Client/Server architecture. Qt technology is used 
to set up a server in Ubuntu operation system. It will manage all online DE2 boards and send 
commands to them to play music stored on SD card inserted into the board.


 


FPGA, Scheduled Music Broadcast, Qt,  Nios II
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Intelligent License Plate Positioning Identification 
System Based on FPGA


With the rapid development of China's national economy, intelligent transportation systems 
has become the main direction of the development of traffic management, and license 
plate recognition system technology as the core of intelligent transportation system plays 
a pivotal role. This paper describes a theory based on Altera's CYCLONE II EP2C35 devices 
on the platform location and license plate recognition system. The system mainly works like 
this: First, camera module reads a license plate image, then through the image plate rough 
positioning, image graying, median filter, sobel operator edge detection, image binarization, 
plate processing such as automatic positioning precision positioning plate, and also through 
the establishment of NIOS II soft-core processor for the license plate character segmentation, 
and then match a single character segmentation, license plate recognition. In this system, 
some of the basic positioning using Verilog hardware description language, implemented in 
hardware for parallel processing large amounts of data, processing speed, high accuracy. For 
image positioning plate, color image based positioning methods; the algorithm is simple, less 
memory, which makes it possible to achieve fast and accurate positioning plate. License plate 
segmentation algorithm uses the traditional template matching algorithm. By establishing 
SOPC system allows users more easily to interact through the software license plate 
recognition, thereby provides greater flexibility.


license plate positioning, FPGA, the image processing, Character segmentation
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Modified Visual Target Tracking Algorithm and Its 
FPGA Implementation


Visual target tracking is the key problem in intelligent video processing. CamShift and Particle 
Filtering are classic and effective in visual target tracking algorithms, but they both need to 
analyse a large amount of probability statistic, leading to high algorithm complexity and low 
calculation efficiency. FPGA provides a competitive alternative for hardware acceleration to 
these applications. In this paper, we modify CamShift and Particle Filtering algorithms and 
propose a FPGA-based hardware accelerating architecture. Experiments show the embedded 
architectures have good performance and the Particle Filtering algorithm shows better 
robustness and real-time performance.


target tracking, CamShift, Particle Filtering, FPGA, embedded system
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A Lane Departure Warning System Based on 
Monocular Vision


This paper introduces a monocular-vision-based lane departure warning system. Based on a 
fast lane departure warning robust algorithm and the NIOS II of Cyclone IIFPGA as the core 
processor, this system can achieve the lane line detection effectively. The software and the 
hardware of the system are designed with the aid of the Avalon bus for customizing the IP 
core. Test results illustrate that both the accuracy and real-time performance of this system 
satisfy the demand of all-weather lane departure warning, and thus enable safe driving.


lane departure, FPGA, lane line detection, monocular-vision
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Intelligently-Controlled Quadrocopter with 
Autonomous Navigation using Android


A quadrocopter is a new kind of unmanned aircraft that has the advantages of novel 
structure and excellent performance, relating to high, exact and sophisticated technology in 
many fields. It is of value to practical applications. At first, our team studied a quadrocopter’s 
structure characteristics, attitude algorithm and flight control principle. Then a flight control 
system was designed which uses LB0 (LB0 employs EP3C10E144C8 of Altera Cyclone III as 
core device) and MPU-6050 as core device and inertial measurement device respectively. The 
system analyzes the control signal which android mobile phone sends by WIFI, fuses current 
sensor measurement data, estimates the aircraft’s motion attitude and then calculates the 
motors adjustments. According to the motors adjustments, the system controls the motors 
to regulate the quadrocopter’s flight attitude. It results in a good effect that Euler angles 
method and Kalman filtering algorithms are adopted to describe and calculate the attitude 
respectively. At the same time, the data from GPS module is transmitted back to android 
mobile phone by WIFI and then it helps the system realize autonomous navigation.


Quadrocopter, Android, Intelligent Control, Autonomous Navigation, FPGA.
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Automatic Video Security System based on Face-
Recognition and Wireless Communication


A new kind of automatic video security system based on face-recognition & wireless 
communication is introduced in this article, including its design method, hardware and 
software architecture, and its operation results. In this system, the face images captured 
by the camera will be compared with the criminal face images in the original database, and 
the similarities between the two faces will be counted. If the similarity is higher than the 
threshold, an alarm signal will be sent out. The system consists of two parts. The first part 
is based on FPGA, which includes DE2-70 board offered by Altera corp. and peripherals 
such as analogical camera & CDMA Modem, etc. First, amount the hardware architecture, 
modules described by Verilog HDL and SOPC, within which Nios-II processor has been 
added, are built. Second, amount the software architecture, software is described by C/
C++, a μC/OS-II is transplanted & customized tasks have been set. The function of part 1 are 
face-detection, face image interception, JPEG encoding & MMS (enveloping the JPEG face 
image) transmission. As to the second part, it is based on the PC program described by C/
C++. The only peripheral in this part is another CDMA modem. The function of part 2 are 
MMS reception, JPEG files extraction & face-recognition (PCA). The system makes use of the 
advantages of FPGA, such as high operating speed, high integrated level & great convenience, 
etc. It also makes use of the existing wireless communication network & the PC which is 
highly efFigient in calculation, compared to FPGA. Therefore, a possible pattern of FPGA—
remote wireless communication–PC combined system for video surveillance & intelligent 
modes-recognition have been introduced.


FPGA, DE2-70, Nios-II, SOPC, Altera, μC/OS-II, face-recognition, PCA, CDMA, MMS
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Multi-channel Radio Spectrum Monitoring System


As the radio signal has a large range bandwidth and is complicated, here a digital multi-
channel monitoring system is designed. The system tunes the frequency of wide bandwidth 
radio signal via controlling the RF terminal, processing the baseband data by a variable 
bandwidth digital down conversion, finally, applying the digital processing algorithm to obtain 
the spectral information. Here four scan modes are designed to monitor the radio signal 
effectively from different angles. The software radio technology is applied so that the system 
can update efficiently without changing the hardware architecture. Finally, the spectrum 
processing result is demonstrated in the software.


Radio signal monitoring system, Software radio technology, Variable bandwidth digital down conversion, RF 
terminal, Multi-channel, Spectrum processing
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A Fisheye Lens 360 Degree Panoramic Monitoring 
System Based on the FPGA


This paper designs and implements a panoramic monitoring system based on the FPGA 
fisheye lens.  Fisheye images produced suffer from severe distortion. Therefore, it must be 
corrected to approximately rectilinear versions. Nowadays, most of the algorithms used to 
correct the fisheyes distortion are realized by software. In this paper, we compared three 
algorithms used for panoramic monitoring system. And the obtained result of the spherical 
perspective projection algorithm is promising. The spherical perspective projection algorithm 
is implemented on a FPGA and a panoramic monitoring has been achieved in a SOPC system.


FPGA, panoramic monitoring, fisheye, spherical perspective projection, SOPC
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3D Scanning and Modeling System Based on FPGA


3D scanning is an important technology for today’s 3D applications, especially when a 
universal model of a real-world object is needed. Laser scanning techniques are developed, 
but it is difficult for it to be common used because of their complexity and high costs. A 
3D scanning and modeling system with non-contact passive techniques is presented in 
this paper. The system is based on Altera’s Cyclone II FPGA, and by using the SOPC tools, 
components related to the system are integrated on the FPGA chip. We came up with image 
processing and modeling algorithms that are very suitable for FPGA, and made a simulation 
in MATLAB, the algorithms turn out to be fast and robust. And the paper shows the concrete 
architecture of our design. The system is cheap, simple in structure, highly integrated, 
relatively independent, and can make 3D models in .STL form.


3D, scanning, modeling, FPGA, MATLAB, SOPC, image processing
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An Intelligent Reader Based on Nios II


With the rapid development of Human-Computer interaction techniques, the hand is no 
longer the only input means of human physique structure. This paper describes an intelligent 
reader system, which based on head movements for the man-machine interface, realizes the 
operations like zooming, page-turning and row-scrolling on the reading interface, through 
the rough face detection and localization of facial feature points to achieve the tack and 
recognition of head movements.


face detection, facial complexion model, facial feature points positioning, head motion identification, FPGA, 
SOPC, Nios II
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Design of PET Bottle Cap Defect Online Detection 
System Based on FPGA


This paper designed an online detection system based on FPGA, which was used to detect if 
there is defect in the internal and external ring of the PET bottle cap and stains in the steal 
of the bottle cap. Based on the hardware platform whose core processor is EP4CE115F29, 
taking advantage of the parallelism and pipeline of the FPGA ,this system detect the 
internal ring, external ring and the steal of the bottle cap , then make a judgement. The 
MegaWizard module named Median Filter was used to smooth the image and threshold 
value segmentation was used to extract the part in which we are interested, and then judge 
whether there is stain in it. We used the projection of the gray level to get the center of the 
bottle cap, and then comparing with the center gravity to judge if the bottle cap is qualified. 
What is more, the edge detection arithmetic named Scharr was used to calculate the circular 
degree of internal ring, then judge if there is a defect. By experimenting repetitively, the 
arithmetic is useful that the system can detect the PET bottle cap efficiently. The number of 
the bottle cap detected the bottle is more than 50000, and the detection precision is 3.


PET bottle cap, defect detection, smooth process, threshold value segmentation, edge detection
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Design and Implementation of Nios II-based LCD 
Touch Panel Application System


This paper explains a system design for developing LCD touch panel applications by means of 
embedded system approach. Two Avalon-compatible IPs, acting as the LCD-display controller 
and the touch panel ADC controller are designed respectively for Nios II-centered SOPC. To 
verify the design, a game software named Lianliankan is developed on a SOPC containing 
the two custom IPs. The result indicates that the design has good usability, and satisfies the 
demand of application development better.


touch panel, Intellectual Property, Nios II, Avalon, system-on-a-programmable-chip (SOPC)
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The Permanent Magnet Synchronous Motor Vector 
Control System Based on FPGA


In this paper, an FPGA chip and the external circuit is to achieve permanent magnet 
synchronous motor vector control system. Using Altera's Cyclone III EP3C25Q240C8N, rich 
programmable logic on-chip resources are utilized to realize the vector control of the system. 
Moreover, the right circuit of sampling and conditioning is the key point to the reliability 
of Closed-loop system. Finally, the experimental results show that Speed can follow the 
instruction and closed-loop system is reliable.


FPGA, Vector control, Closed-loop system
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The Production and Research for Humanoid Robot


Humanoid robot that has always been a dream for humankind to develop has the external 
behavior of human beings, human intelligence and flexibility, the ability to communicate with 
people and constantly adapt to the environment. It is humanoid robot that is designed to 
imitate.


The morphology and behaviour are from human. Generally, it has the humanoid limbs and 
head. We have produced the humanoid robot by CAD software and designed the robot’s 
structures according to human. The control panel consists of Cyclone II and MSP430.It can be 
achieved to control the robot dancing movements by comprehensive programming.


simulation, communicate, Msp430, comprehensive, humanoid robot
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Music Synthesizer Designed on FPGA


As touch technology has become a hot spot of human-computer interaction in recent 
years, we accomplished the design--Music Synthesizer on LCD touch screen. We took use 
of the resources from board DE2-115, combined with Verilog HDL and C Language under 
the environment of Quartus II and Nios II Eclipse of Altera’s. In the time when digital music 
develops in such a high speed, our design can achieve four different kinds of instruments 
playing and the control of changing the timbre, making more people able to create music 
themselves under a lower cost.


music synthesizer,  FPGA design,  timbre,  SOPC Builder,   Nios II
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Design of A Six-stage Pipelined MIPS Processor 
Based on FPGA


We design a 32-bit embedded six-stage pipelined processor which is compatible with MIPS 
instruction set. The six stages make the task of each stage balanced. We use forwarding and 
stalling to solve data hazards. Control hazards are solved by predicting which instruction 
should be fetched and when the pipeline will be flushed if the prediction is later determined 
to be wrong. The processor is implemented in DE2 development board, and its operating 
clock frequency can be up to 81.7MHz. In the end we present the comprehensive results of 
the design. Besides, we show the software simulation and hardware verification to prove the 
correctness of the design.
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Embedded Test Technology of Switching Power 
Supply Based on FPGA


In this paper, an embedded test technology of switching power supply based on FPGA was 
introduced to solve the shortcomings exist in the traditional detection methods, such as 
the complex process of maual detection, long test time, maintenance and support difficult, 
high cost of maintenance, etc. The FPGA implementation has been achieved on the Cyclone 
EP2C35F672C6. The results show that it can realize the automatic detection of switching 
power supply, improve the fault detectionrate and isolation rate of switching power supply, 
shorten the test time, reduce the test difficulty, improve the life cycle of switching power 
supply, reduce the life cycle cost of switching power supply, and this equipment is feasible 
and versatile.


FPGA, Switching Power Supply, Embedded Test Technology
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Workshop Preface


       Welcome to the 2nd Asia-Pacific Workshop on FPGA Applications, held from 
November 1st to 3rd, 2013, at Southeast University, Nanjing, China.


       The Asia-Pacific Workshop on FPGA Applications is the premier workshop 
in the Asia-Pacific region which brings together top talents in the field of FPGA 
design. In addition to the outstanding research papers presented and published 
in the Workshop. Award-winning projects from the 2013 InnovateAsia Design 
Competition will be also presented in the event where we see an increased number 
of participants from USA, China, United Kingdom, and Taiwan to share their design 
ideas. By promoting excellence in the programmable logic design, this workshop 
aims to further the knowledge and expertise through international awareness and 
mutual collaboration of the world's best engineering scholars in both academia and 
industry.


       This year’s conference brings together more than 200 professors, researchers, 
and students from over 50 different institutions. Hence, the conference provides for 
an international, cross-disciplinary, and multicultural platform for networking and 
developing new knowledge, connections, and long-term collaborations.


       All workshop proceedings are included in the conference CD. For more 
information, please visit  our website http://www.innovateasia.com for more details. 


11 October 2013


Sean Peng
Chairman of Organizing Committee
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The BERIpad Tablet: Open-source Construction,
CPU, OS and Applications


We present a full desktop computer system on a portable FPGA tablet. We have designed 
BERI, a 64-bit MIPS R4000-style soft processor in Bluespec SystemVerilog. The processor is 
implemented in a system-on-chip on an Altera Stratix IV FPGA on a Terasic DE4 FPGA board 
that provides a full motherboard of peripherals. We run FreeBSD providing a multiuser UNIX-
based OS with access to a full range of general purpose applications. We have a thorough 
test suite that verifies the processor in continuous integration. We have open-sourced the 
complete stack at beri-cpu.org including processor, systemon-chip, physical design and OS 
components. We relate some of our experiences of applying techniques from successful 
opensource software projects on the design of open-source hardware.


Open-source, hardware, tablet, FPGA, Bluespec, BERI, MIPS, FreeBSD, Terasic, Altera
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Fast Contrast Enhancement based on A Novel 
Dynamic Histogram Equalization Algorithm


In this paper, a novel contrast enhancement algorithm based on the Histogram Equalization 
algorithm is presented. The proposed approach enhances image/video contrast without 
losing the original histogram characteristics.  The algorithm is expected to process the video 
resolution efficiently but does not to overshoot the equalization with annoying side effects 
by using the difference information from the input histogram. The experimental results 
show that the proposed Dynamic Histogram Equalization (DHE) algorithm not only keeps the 
original histogram features but also enhances the contrast with much less computational 
efforts for large resolution. Furthermore, the proposed DHE algorithm can be easily applied 
to the FPGA hardware.


Contrast Enhancement, Histogram Equalization, Dynamic Histogram Equalization, FPGA
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Design of Power Quality Recognition Platform


In recent years, the Taiwanese government has been actively promoting industrial upgrading, 
as a result, most technology-oriented industries are benefiting a lot from this. However, 
poor power quality increases the power consumption and reduces the life expectancy of the 
equipment. Hence, power quality problems gradually arouse public attention.


In this thesis, an SOPC-based power quality analyzer (PQA) is designed. The main objectives 
of the proposed system are detecting transient voltage variations as well as analyzing the 
power harmonic interference. The transient voltage variation detection calculates the RMS 
value within a moving window length of half cycle. The harmonic analysis is performed with 
the application of Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) according to the requirements of IEC Std. 
61000-4-7. The experimental results show that the proposed PQA is capable of detecting and 
capturing the power quality events.


Power Quality, Transient Voltage Variations, Harmonic Analysis, Moving window, Fast Fourier Transform
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Design and Implementation of Intelligent Desk 
Lamp


In this paper, we proposed a FPGA based intelligent desk lamp system with a camera, two 
servo motors and LEDs. The proposed lamp can trace a moving book by automatic pan/tilt 
control. Thus, the user can read book with enough light for eye care. The architecture of 
the intelligent desk lamp system includes vision system and servo motors control system. 
The position data of the book can be obtained by the image processing module. According 
to the position data of the book, the pan and tilt angles of the desk lamp can be adjusted 
by two servo motors automatically. The adjustable ranges for pan/tilt are 60/30 degrees. 
The processing modules are implemented by hardware in FPGA. We use Verilog HDL to 
implement this system on Altera DE0-Nano kit with Cyclone® IV EP4CE22F17C6N FPGA.


FPGA,  Intelligent Desk Lamp, Image Processing, Servo Motor Control
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FairyTales – Fairly Detailed


This document gives a detailed explanation about the design of our product and the 
implementation of it. The name of our product is FairyTales, which is a visual assistant 
with respect to some extending function such as taking photos and real-time handwriting. 
The functionalities of FairyTales are realized through DE2-115 board which is a powerful 
equipment designed for to create, implement, and test digital designs using programmable 
logic. 


FairyTales, auxiliary eyeglasses, augmented reality (AR), vision system, DE2-115, Innovate Asia, Altera
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NeverFull


In modern world, high-tech products are widely applied to all kinds of industries. However, in 
restaurants and bakeries it still requires a lot of human resource that costs a lot and is likely 
to make mistakes. NeverFull provides powerful functions to recognize different types of food. 
Shop owners can build the database easily by themselves to save a lot of time and effort.
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A Real-time Object Detecting and Tracking Design 
for Railroad Crossing Application


As the promotion of transportation construction, there are a lot of railroad crossings in 
Taiwan. However, the traffic accidents are always happening on the railroad crossings every 
year. In order to protect the drivers against the accidents on the railroad crossing, an object 
detecting and tracking design is proposed for an automatic warning system. Since it is 
necessary to identify a vehicle getting stuck on the railroad crossing or not in a very short 
time, the very large scaled integration (VLSI) technique was used to develop the image 
processor for this system. This design not only detects any vehicle getting stuck on the 
railroad crossing or not but also tracks all vehicles across the railroad crossing. This double 
checking is guaranteed to the driver’s life. This design was realized by hardware description 
language (HDL) verilog and realized by an Altera DE2-115a field programmable gate array 
(FPGA) development board. By using the VLSI technique, this design has the benefits of high 
performance, low cost, and low power consumption. The accuracy of vehicle detection can 
be greatly improved with the combination of object detecting and tracking techniques.


Feature extraction, FPGA, object detection, object tracking, railroad crossing, VLSI
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Vision-Based Robot Motion Control System by 
Using a SOPC System


This thesis presents a SOPC-based servo motion control technique for the robot manipulator 
system. The system adopts MATLAB to perform image processing functions, such as the 
transformation of the  color space, morphological operation, data classification of the object, 
the shape recognition and endpoint detection. For the servo motion control of the robotic 
system, it consists of two controller modules. The first one  control module is consisted 
of quadrature encoder pulse circuits, limit switches detection, generation of pulse width 
modulation ,and point-to- point motion trajectory generator. Then, control signals are sent 
via FPGA to drive circuits for controlling each motor. The other module which includes a user 
interface and calculation of inverse kinematics, which is implemented via the NIOS II.


Finally, user can send commands via PC to perforem the shape recognition, data classification 
of the object’s color, and play tic-tac-toe games on the basis of image processing. The 
experimental results have demonstrated the effectiveness and validity of the proposed FPGA 
system applied on the servo motion control of the robot manipulator system.


SOPC, Arm Robot Motion Control, Image Processing
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Applying Dynamic Hair Dyeing Simulation On 
FPGA to Improve User Experience and Life Quality


The purpose of this paper is to design a system avoiding user from getting unexpected hair 
dyeing result on FPGA DE2-115 which can perform real-time dyeing simulation.


In the system, user can have 55 default hair types, which have already been set in the 
devices, commonly used in hair salons. If there is a new hair color type that is not in those 
55 defaults, the hair salon can adjust the value of red, blue, and green until the exact color 
result is obtained and then added to the system. The color information in RGB values will be 
showed on the LCD screen and the hair salon can easily change them only by a few ticks on 
the multi-touch board. 


The system design architecture is consisted of three major parts. First, the camera collects 
the information and transports the data into the FPGA board. Second, the FPGA board 
processes and then an algorithm is applied to identify the correct region to be dyed. Also, in 
order to keep the hair texture, another algorithm is applied to imply for color scaling in the 
detected region. Finally, the multi-touch board displays the processing results and ready to 
receive user commands from the FPGA board. 


The system provides a more efficient and precise way to simulate the dyeing results of user 
in real-time compared to the common method in dyeing hair by just using imagination based 
on category.


Hair dyeing , FPGA ,Real-time, Hair detection ,  Color scaling
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iCoach – Interactive Coaching System on Altera 
DE2-115 FPGA Architecture


In this paper, we present a new interactive, 2-player coaching system – iCoach, based on 
Altera DE2-115 FPGA board. The coach can be the 2nd player or any video stream provided 
by the user. With beautiful virtual background image and different background music choices, 
he/she can enjoy exercising with the coach and get real-time scores and comments on the 
performance of their overall motion, thus improving their motor skills. Also, iCoach provides 
interactive motion games for users to have fun dancing and painting with body parts. In 
comparison with existing motor learning devises such as Wii Fit, iCoach is more flexible 
since it enables users to set up their own coaches and virtual environments. Moreover, 
iCoach is more computationally efficient and uses less memory due to the carefully designed 
algorithms and the arrangement of FPGA memory.


FPGA, Dance, Coach, Motion-sensing, Interactive game, Rehabilitation
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FPGA Platform for Realtime 3D Reconstruction of
Digital Holograms


This paper present a novel FPGA-based hardware platform for realtime 3D reconstruction 
of digital holograms. The platform can be viewed as a hardware implementation of Fresnel 
transform for diffraction computation. The circuit employs a novel 2D FFT processor 
operating in fully pipelined fashion for accelerating the computation. Experimental results 
reveal that the proposed architecture has the advantages of high throughput, high accuracy 
and low power consumption for the 3D rendering and display.


Holography, 3D Display, FPGA.
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An Alternative Reading Eye for the Visual Impaired


In this generation, everyone has the right to receive real-time and great amount of 
information. However, it is difficult for the visually impaired people to have the benefit of 
using this great information. In this paper, a reading system is proposed as an alternative 
eye for the visual impaired people. By this reading system, the information of words is 
transformed into the information of voice. It helps the visually impaired people to get all 
kinds of information quickly and easily. This system was developed based on the image 
processing technique, by which the captured image is converted into the text information 
by a character recognition technique. In order to achieve the demands of fast computing, 
multiple texts identification, huge database accessing, and real-time application, the very 
large scale integration (VLSI) technology was used to improve the performance of this 
system. This design was implemented by an Altera DE2-115a field programmable gate array 
(FPGA) board with a 5 Mega Pixel lens to capture the image of the book. For the future 
development, this system will be connected with the cloud systems, by which the recognized 
words can be translated into voice information by the cloud computing and tools. We hope 
this system can help the visually impaired people to get information from the books and 
papers independently.


FPGA, image segmentation, image zooming, text detection, visual impaired people, VLSI, word identification
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SpeakING


SpeakING is a good helper to those having troubles in singing─if you can Speak, you can SING. 
It is because SpeakING can transform normal speech into a melody you create. Moreover, 
SpeakING can be more entertaining when combined with specifically designed sound effects. 
This article will introduce the theorem and the circuit realization of SpeakING on FPGA board.


vocoder, channel vocoder, voice changer, sing, pitch
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Design An Omni-directional Mobile Platform with 
A Cannon


In this thesis, we implement a remote-control cannon vehicle. There are three parts of 
system architecture within the cannon vehicle described. The first part is mechanical 
structure design. The second part is the remote controller design. The last part is the motor 
controller design. For the mechanical structure design, we use 3D CAD software to draw 
the sketch stress analysis, and to ensure the materials don't change shape. In the remote 
controller, a Nintendo Wii joystick is used to control the directions of the cannon vehicle. 
Finally, we separate the motor controllers into two parts. One part is the controller for the 
vehicle, and the other part is the motor controller for the cannon.


mechanism design, remote control, motor control
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FPGA and Virtual Reality Based Minimally Invasive 
Surgery Training System


The objective of this system is providing an effective tool for junior surgeons to practice and 
evaluate their fundamental skills and ability of minimally invasive surgery (MIS). In order 
to achieve these objectives, this system combines the technologies of FPGA and virtual 
reality (VR) to build a VR based MIS training system. The main function of FPGA is to provide 
a real time and precise 3D location of instrument. We use DE2-115 FPGA board as the 
main platform, two D5M cameras as the image sensor in the homemade surgery training 
box, and the stereo vision technology to get the instrument’s 3D location. Then the FPGA 
platform sends instrument’s 3D location to the 3D VR game on the PC in real time by the 
UART interface. The PC receives the instrument’s position from the FPGA and its rotation 
information measured by the sensor module to control the visual objects in the game. The 
system can train user’s hand-eye coordination and sense of space.


Minimally invasive surgery, virtual reality, FPGA, surgery training system, stereo vision
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Based on Auto Comfortable Disparity Adjustment 
Real-Time 3-D Generation System


This paper use colour image and its depth information to generate virtual images in different 
viewpoint. There is a distance sensor to detect the distance form viewer to displayer which is 
one of parameters for generating virtual images. The comfort of watching 3-D image could be 
enhanced by changing the parameters. All the system is implemented on FPGA.


FPGA, DIBR, View distance, Watching comfort, Disparity adjustment
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The Implementation of Triple-Disk-Failure Tolerant 
RAID


A brand new algorithm of RAID for tolerating triple disk failures is presented in this paper. A 
prototyping system is built on Altera FPGA DE2-115 board. To build this system, the PC and 
FPGA board are integrated to perform as the system development platform to increase the 
visualization of details inside the system. Also, this platform is used to transfer the designs 
from the original simulation software into engineering system using HW and SW co-design 
concept. The advantage of this platform is that the developer can do the algorithm proof, 
component/module design, testing and system integration efficiently. In the future, such 
triple-failure recovery technique should be widely used in storage system, network and cloud 
computing.


RAID, Fault-tolerance, HDD failure, FPGA, platform
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Visual Surveillance System under Bad Weather 
Conditions


This paper is focus on the development and implementation of algorithms under Bad 
Weather Conditions, including moving object detections, Automatic Brightness Correction, 
Shadow Removal, and Rain Removal. Moving object detection plays an important role in 
intelligent surveillance system. Although there are many people propose many different 
methods to detect moving objects, but also based on PC or embedded platforms to achieve 
it. If want to provide object detection, tracking and identification, always depend on a highly 
complex algorithms to make accurate judgments. So it would be difficult to achieve real time. 
This paper proposes an implementation base on FPGA and using Verilog HDL to design it. It 
achieves real-time monitoring purposes, and it can be applied to bad weather conditions. It 
is useful to exclude the external environment and improve detection of accuracy.


bad weather conditions, brightness correction, moving object detection, surveillance system, FPGA
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Portable Healthcare System with Low-power 
Wireless ECG and Heart Sounds Measurement


In this paper, we design a portable healthcare system to establish a mobile telecare 
environment for modern people. The environment can save the resource for medical care 
and let patients feel like the doctors are always around them whenever and wherever they 
are. Our system provides remote monitoring of the ECG signals and heart sounds for both 
doctors and patients. We use the Altera’s DE2-115 development platform and Android phone 
to develop a low-power and portable healthcare system. In our system, a wearable ECG 
recording prototype is developed to transmit ECG signals of users to the DE2-115 broad. In 
addition, the heart sounds of users from stethoscope can be the input signal of the broad. 
Then the FPGA is like a digital signal processor to analyze the ECG signals and heart sounds 
signals in order to detect RR intervals to get heart rate. The information of the signals of 
heart can be shown on the LCD touch screen on the DE2-115 broad so that the users can 
know about their physical condition immediately. At the same time, the signals data will be 
transmit to Android phone through the Bluetooth and then by 3G/WiFi services of Android 
phone transfers the recorded data to the medical cloud.


electrocardiogram (ECG) measurement, heart sounds, phonocardiogram (PCG) measurement, telecare,        
digital signal processor, FPGA
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Adaptive Electric Pen for Virtual Reality 
Rehabilitation


In this FPGA implementation, we aim to create a virtual-reality rehabilitation environment 
of adaptive electric pen so that the patients can be trained for their hand movement. The 
infrared ray (IR) is used to sense the location of the electric pen in the maze. With 8-bits 
serial analog-to-digital converter, the received signal strength corresponding to the distance 
between the obstacle (pen) and the IR sensor is translated into digital signals for FPGA to 
further process. The maze is configurable and projected onto the screen by the FPGA output 
signal to the VGA port. The patients/players can see the maze on the screen and control the 
electric pen moving in front of the screen to experience the virtual reality. Even the maze 
on the screen is large, only three IR sensors having a spacing of 2 cm are used, which are 
mounted on a base carried by a track. The track is driven by a stepping motor, whose control 
signal is sent from FPGA so that the position of the electric pen can be traced and be kept in 
the detection region of three IR sensors. With these designs, we can avoid using a lot of IR 
sensors that are placed around the peripheral sides of the maze and can also reduce power 
consumption. Hence, the size of the maze can be varied from simple to complex training 
phases without altering the number of IR sensors. Also, the fatigue state of the patients due 
to repetition of the same action can be improved. With injection of entertainment elements, 
the rehabilitation can be more interesting.


Electric pen, Virtual reality, IR sensor, Kinect, Wii, Rehabilitation, FPGA
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The Implementation of FPGA Platform for the 
Motion Control of A Two-Wheel Robot


This research is trying to control a two-wheeled-driven inverted pendulum using a digital 
control system implemented by FPGA. This system can automatically be balanced upright 
driving by a closed loop negative-feedback control. This system integrates a gyroscope and 
an accelerometer to measure the tilt angular velocity and acceleration of the robot for more 
accurate motion control. A filter is applied by using sensor fusion technology; that is used to 
reduce noise caused by many factors. These modules are not only designed to calculate the 
correct tilt angle for system PID feedback control, but also interfaced by using SOPC design. 
Due to the use of multiple interfaces, real-time interaction, complicated modular control, and 
motion planning and controllers in hardware and software design process should have better 
visualization to support the analysis of the proportional-integral-derivative controller so that 
the concept of system platform is also applied. The system platform uses PC as the Host to 
view the messages through mobile system’s data connection.


FPGA, two-wheeled-driven, sensor fusion, PID, system platform, visualization
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FPGA Rapid Prototyping of NFC-TENS for 
Smartphone Healthcare


With the Near Field Communication (NFC) capabilities, emerging smartphones can expand 
customized hardware in outside. However, the realization of such technology is still in 
its infancy. This paper proposes a prototyping technology of NFC tag protocol used for 
transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation (TENS) converter for smartphones healthcare 
aids. The NFC-TENS design consists of four layer of ISO/IEC-14443A tag standard with a TENS 
realized in the application layer. One side of which is the wireless communication to NFC 
reader of smartphone and the other side the TENS pulse signal generation for massage. The 
implementation is based-on FPGA rapid prototyping technology combined with the Android 
system that supported for NFC standards. The results reveal that smartphones healthcare is 
feasibly improving the healthcare behavior while comparing with the traditional TENS.


FPGA rapid prototyping, TENS, NFC tag protocol, smartphone healthcare, Manchester coding, Modified Miller 
coding, HW/SW co-design
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Intelligent Rubik's Cube Solver


This paper is describes using an FPGA chip to solve a Rubik's Cube. A CMOS camera is used to 
sense the colours of Rubik's Cube. NXT motors and a Lego building blocks construct a hand-
like mechanical structure to push and turn the Rubik's Cube. We build a SOPC system and a 
Nios II processor is used to recognise the colors of Rubik's Cube and calculate the resolving 
actions of Rubik's Cube.


Rubik's Cube, Artificial Intelligence, FPGA, NXT.
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An Efficient Neuron-Based Camera Distortion 
Correction System


This study proposes an efficient system architecture for camera distortion correction, in 
which a neuron-based camera distortion corrector (NCDC) is applied to rapidly correct 
various camera and lens distortions and manufacturing flaws in economical cameras. 
Compared to traditional camera models for correcting camera and lens distortions, for 
which more than two types of models are used, the NCDC uses one neural model to correct 
geometric distortions and asymmetric manufacturing defects. 


The NCDC consists of a front-end that calculates back-map coordinates in distortion image 
space and a back-end that reads camera distortion image pixels from memory to interpolate 
a 24-bit color pixel corrected image. In a complex camera system with field-programmable 
gate array (FPGA), the back-end uses a burst mode and multi-port access architecture to 
fetch the image pixel from a high-latency memory, which increases the number of correction 
frames per second (CFPS) of the camera corrector. Moreover, a development board using 
high-speed memory was designed to increase the camera correction efficiency. The results 
show that the CFPS of an NCDC back-end with the proposed architecture is over 19.39x 
higher than professional solutions..


back propagation, camera distortion, distortion correction, FPGA, geometric distortion, neural network
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Want to Be A Maestro? A Simulation System 
Implemented on FPGA


With a change of gesture, a conductor can control every division of the concert band in 
our system. By wearing a glove with infrared emitters in one hand, and holding the baton 
equipped with the ultrasonic transmitter in the other hand, the system is made to detect the 
changes of the gestures and the movement of the baton. Our two simple notions: an infrared 
emitting and receiving mechanism, and the Doppler effect. After sensing these stimuli, the 
system transmits these data to FPGA for analysis. The Musical Instrument Digital Interface 
(MIDI) processor then reads these analysed data, and modifies the speed and loudness of 
the music synchronously. Eventually, the music is played by the electric piano. By means of 
changed gestures, the conductor can alter the characteristics of music at his/her will, and 
hears the sound of modified music synchronously.


Doppler effect, Infrared, MIDI , Conductor, Ultrasound
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Design and Implementation of Load-Balanced 
Multipath Self-routing Switching System


In order to ensure high quality of service (QoS) for Next Generation Network (NGN), we 
construct a new Load-Balanced Multipath Self-routing Switching Structure which consists of 
the same two multipath self-routing fabrics. The result of simulation is inspiring for achieving 
100% throughput and no delay or jitter. For this reason, we start on the implementation 
on an Altera StratixIV FPGA. And the whole FPGA system is designed into two collaborative 
components: the UDP system and the register system. With two algorithms around input 
and output two stages, incoming traffic is transformed into uniformity and then to their 
final destinations. During the later period debugging, software simulation platform and 
automated test platform are built, which contribute to our work very much. At last, we carry 
out several experiments to test and verify our system. The report of the test result accords 
with what we expected.
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Design of Entropy Decoding Module in Dual-Mode 
Video Decoding Chip for H. 264 and AVS Based on 
SOPC


This document introduces the hardware design of the entropy decoding module in dual-
mode video decoding chip for H. 264 and AVS standard. The entropy decoding module 
designed in this document can realize the decoding of CA-2D-VLC for AVS standard and CAVLC 
and CABAC for H.264 standard. The Verilog HDL is used to accomplish RTL design and the 
FPGA implementation is achieved on an Altera Cyclone II EP2C35F672C6. The result indicates 
that the design efficiently reduces the circuit area and improves the speed of decoding.
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Design and Implementation of DES IP Based on 
LEON3 SOPC


This paper proposes a novel method to design and implement DES algorithm IP based on 
LEON3 SOPC platform. Since this DES IP core is a standard AMBA APB slave device, it can 
be easily embedded to SoC designs where AMBA bus is used as the interconnect interface, 
making it much more effective to implement DES algorithm in SoC designs. So comparing 
with common hardware implementation of DES algorithm, this DES IP core has a very large 
application prospects in SoC designs. Also the method this paper presents to design an 
AMBA APB slave device in LEON3 architecture can be referred to. The DES IP is simulated by 
Modelsim and tested within the LEON3 SOPC platform. Results indicate that this DES IP core 
has a fine performance and the method this paper demonstrates to design and implement 
an APB slave device is reliable and referable.
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Intelligent Parking System Based on Nios II


Intelligent parking system attracted increasing attention of the automobile manufactures in 
recent years. A reliable parking assistant system could reduce the rate of accident effectively 
and simplify the operation of the driver. This design takes Nios II as control core, uses camera 
to collect parking information, installs ultrasonic sensors to achieve ranging capabilities, 
adopts Ethernet port and wireless router to realize communication with Android smart 
phone and designs driver circuit to control car. The experiments show that this design can 
achieve real-time operation of the model car through smart phone to finish parking process. 
Meanwhile the car can complete parking automatically with the assistance of image and 
range information.


Intelligent Parking, Nios II, FPGA, Android, Real time Image Processing
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An Eye Controlled System Based on Nios II


In the background of current hot sight-tracking technology , this topic aims at designing an 
eye controlled system based on Nios II and solving the HMI problems of the disabled so that 
it can provide a way for them to communicate with the outside world, improve their ability 
of living and help them regain confidence. We have also designed some Interactive functions 
such as an eye controlled calculator, an eye controlled Whac-A-Mole game and an eye 
controlled voice-help. It can provide convenience and help them communicate with others, 
seek help, have fun and study.


SOPC, VGA display, Image Processing, Relative Offset Calculation, View positioning; Edge detection
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The Intelligent Detecting Robot


With the current advanced SOPC technology carrier, intelligent detection robot system is 
designed. Using the DEII board of ALTERA company as the robot‘s control core, we realize 
the robot’s navigation and positioning, environmental information detection and the 
function of information transmission. Detection robot system transmits the position and spot 
environmental information to the PC monitor, this can help operators to judge the scene of 
the accident situation for effective rescue work.


Detecting robot, FPGA, DEII, GPS, EC
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Towards Wearable Virtual Reality System Using 
Micro IMU Controller and FPGA Platform


Virtual Reality (VR) is a computer-simulated environment that can simulate physical presence 
in places in the real world or imaginary world. We use FPGA to implement this design to take 
advantage of its hardware/software co-design and its high computation speed. We use IMU 
as the main input. It captures and sends motion data to FPGA. FPGA plays an important role 
in this system. It drives hardware, processes data, and stores and manages pre-stored image 
or sound material. After processing, system outputs image and voice, and imports into media 
glass and speaker, which are used as output devices, respectively. The final result shows that 
our system designed with FPGA can run fast and smoothly, easy to maintain and update, and 
it shows great potential.


FPGA, co-design, virtual reality, sensor, media glasses.
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Galaxian Game on Altera DE2-115 FPGA 
Architecture


With the development of computer and network technology, the pace of people’s life is 
much faster. At the same time, the need for entertainment is also growing. The game based 
on handheld devices is becoming more and more popular. It has been booming along due to 
its educational, fun, casual, easy to carry, easy to operate, highly interactive and many other 
features to meet the people's entertainment needs. This paper introduces the embedded 
systems based on general-purpose software development model and development process, 
including the design of hardware platform and software. The design of the hardware 
platform is based on the Altera's DE2-115 Series development board, the software platform 
is Nios II EDS 10.1 and the programming language is C and VHDL. Based on the SOPC tool, 
we designed the reconfigurable IP cores of the VGA display, LTM touch screen. With Galaxian 
game as an example, we design a embedded game based on GUI. The results show that the 
game system is human-computer interaction friendly and it has quick response and action. 
This configurable IP core has high flexibility, variability, plasticity and it can achieve more 
functional expansion and development with the same resource.


Configurable IP core, DE2-115, FPGA, SOPC, hardware/software co-design
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Implementation of Music Broadcast System Using 
Altera DE2 Boards and Qt


This paper will introduce a music broadcast system based on schedule using Altera DE2 
boards and Qt technology. The system has Client/Server architecture. Qt technology is used 
to set up a server in Ubuntu operation system. It will manage all online DE2 boards and send 
commands to them to play music stored on SD card inserted into the board.


 


FPGA, Scheduled Music Broadcast, Qt,  Nios II
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Intelligent License Plate Positioning Identification 
System Based on FPGA


With the rapid development of China's national economy, intelligent transportation systems 
has become the main direction of the development of traffic management, and license 
plate recognition system technology as the core of intelligent transportation system plays 
a pivotal role. This paper describes a theory based on Altera's CYCLONE II EP2C35 devices 
on the platform location and license plate recognition system. The system mainly works like 
this: First, camera module reads a license plate image, then through the image plate rough 
positioning, image graying, median filter, sobel operator edge detection, image binarization, 
plate processing such as automatic positioning precision positioning plate, and also through 
the establishment of NIOS II soft-core processor for the license plate character segmentation, 
and then match a single character segmentation, license plate recognition. In this system, 
some of the basic positioning using Verilog hardware description language, implemented in 
hardware for parallel processing large amounts of data, processing speed, high accuracy. For 
image positioning plate, color image based positioning methods; the algorithm is simple, less 
memory, which makes it possible to achieve fast and accurate positioning plate. License plate 
segmentation algorithm uses the traditional template matching algorithm. By establishing 
SOPC system allows users more easily to interact through the software license plate 
recognition, thereby provides greater flexibility.


license plate positioning, FPGA, the image processing, Character segmentation
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Modified Visual Target Tracking Algorithm and Its 
FPGA Implementation


Visual target tracking is the key problem in intelligent video processing. CamShift and Particle 
Filtering are classic and effective in visual target tracking algorithms, but they both need to 
analyse a large amount of probability statistic, leading to high algorithm complexity and low 
calculation efficiency. FPGA provides a competitive alternative for hardware acceleration to 
these applications. In this paper, we modify CamShift and Particle Filtering algorithms and 
propose a FPGA-based hardware accelerating architecture. Experiments show the embedded 
architectures have good performance and the Particle Filtering algorithm shows better 
robustness and real-time performance.


target tracking, CamShift, Particle Filtering, FPGA, embedded system
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A Lane Departure Warning System Based on 
Monocular Vision


This paper introduces a monocular-vision-based lane departure warning system. Based on a 
fast lane departure warning robust algorithm and the NIOS II of Cyclone IIFPGA as the core 
processor, this system can achieve the lane line detection effectively. The software and the 
hardware of the system are designed with the aid of the Avalon bus for customizing the IP 
core. Test results illustrate that both the accuracy and real-time performance of this system 
satisfy the demand of all-weather lane departure warning, and thus enable safe driving.


lane departure, FPGA, lane line detection, monocular-vision
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Intelligently-Controlled Quadrocopter with 
Autonomous Navigation using Android


A quadrocopter is a new kind of unmanned aircraft that has the advantages of novel 
structure and excellent performance, relating to high, exact and sophisticated technology in 
many fields. It is of value to practical applications. At first, our team studied a quadrocopter’s 
structure characteristics, attitude algorithm and flight control principle. Then a flight control 
system was designed which uses LB0 (LB0 employs EP3C10E144C8 of Altera Cyclone III as 
core device) and MPU-6050 as core device and inertial measurement device respectively. The 
system analyzes the control signal which android mobile phone sends by WIFI, fuses current 
sensor measurement data, estimates the aircraft’s motion attitude and then calculates the 
motors adjustments. According to the motors adjustments, the system controls the motors 
to regulate the quadrocopter’s flight attitude. It results in a good effect that Euler angles 
method and Kalman filtering algorithms are adopted to describe and calculate the attitude 
respectively. At the same time, the data from GPS module is transmitted back to android 
mobile phone by WIFI and then it helps the system realize autonomous navigation.


Quadrocopter, Android, Intelligent Control, Autonomous Navigation, FPGA.
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Automatic Video Security System based on Face-
Recognition and Wireless Communication


A new kind of automatic video security system based on face-recognition & wireless 
communication is introduced in this article, including its design method, hardware and 
software architecture, and its operation results. In this system, the face images captured 
by the camera will be compared with the criminal face images in the original database, and 
the similarities between the two faces will be counted. If the similarity is higher than the 
threshold, an alarm signal will be sent out. The system consists of two parts. The first part 
is based on FPGA, which includes DE2-70 board offered by Altera corp. and peripherals 
such as analogical camera & CDMA Modem, etc. First, amount the hardware architecture, 
modules described by Verilog HDL and SOPC, within which Nios-II processor has been 
added, are built. Second, amount the software architecture, software is described by C/
C++, a μC/OS-II is transplanted & customized tasks have been set. The function of part 1 are 
face-detection, face image interception, JPEG encoding & MMS (enveloping the JPEG face 
image) transmission. As to the second part, it is based on the PC program described by C/
C++. The only peripheral in this part is another CDMA modem. The function of part 2 are 
MMS reception, JPEG files extraction & face-recognition (PCA). The system makes use of the 
advantages of FPGA, such as high operating speed, high integrated level & great convenience, 
etc. It also makes use of the existing wireless communication network & the PC which is 
highly efFigient in calculation, compared to FPGA. Therefore, a possible pattern of FPGA—
remote wireless communication–PC combined system for video surveillance & intelligent 
modes-recognition have been introduced.


FPGA, DE2-70, Nios-II, SOPC, Altera, μC/OS-II, face-recognition, PCA, CDMA, MMS
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Multi-channel Radio Spectrum Monitoring System


As the radio signal has a large range bandwidth and is complicated, here a digital multi-
channel monitoring system is designed. The system tunes the frequency of wide bandwidth 
radio signal via controlling the RF terminal, processing the baseband data by a variable 
bandwidth digital down conversion, finally, applying the digital processing algorithm to obtain 
the spectral information. Here four scan modes are designed to monitor the radio signal 
effectively from different angles. The software radio technology is applied so that the system 
can update efficiently without changing the hardware architecture. Finally, the spectrum 
processing result is demonstrated in the software.


Radio signal monitoring system, Software radio technology, Variable bandwidth digital down conversion, RF 
terminal, Multi-channel, Spectrum processing
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A Fisheye Lens 360 Degree Panoramic Monitoring 
System Based on the FPGA


This paper designs and implements a panoramic monitoring system based on the FPGA 
fisheye lens.  Fisheye images produced suffer from severe distortion. Therefore, it must be 
corrected to approximately rectilinear versions. Nowadays, most of the algorithms used to 
correct the fisheyes distortion are realized by software. In this paper, we compared three 
algorithms used for panoramic monitoring system. And the obtained result of the spherical 
perspective projection algorithm is promising. The spherical perspective projection algorithm 
is implemented on a FPGA and a panoramic monitoring has been achieved in a SOPC system.


FPGA, panoramic monitoring, fisheye, spherical perspective projection, SOPC
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3D Scanning and Modeling System Based on FPGA


3D scanning is an important technology for today’s 3D applications, especially when a 
universal model of a real-world object is needed. Laser scanning techniques are developed, 
but it is difficult for it to be common used because of their complexity and high costs. A 
3D scanning and modeling system with non-contact passive techniques is presented in 
this paper. The system is based on Altera’s Cyclone II FPGA, and by using the SOPC tools, 
components related to the system are integrated on the FPGA chip. We came up with image 
processing and modeling algorithms that are very suitable for FPGA, and made a simulation 
in MATLAB, the algorithms turn out to be fast and robust. And the paper shows the concrete 
architecture of our design. The system is cheap, simple in structure, highly integrated, 
relatively independent, and can make 3D models in .STL form.


3D, scanning, modeling, FPGA, MATLAB, SOPC, image processing
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An Intelligent Reader Based on Nios II


With the rapid development of Human-Computer interaction techniques, the hand is no 
longer the only input means of human physique structure. This paper describes an intelligent 
reader system, which based on head movements for the man-machine interface, realizes the 
operations like zooming, page-turning and row-scrolling on the reading interface, through 
the rough face detection and localization of facial feature points to achieve the tack and 
recognition of head movements.


face detection, facial complexion model, facial feature points positioning, head motion identification, FPGA, 
SOPC, Nios II
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Design of PET Bottle Cap Defect Online Detection 
System Based on FPGA


This paper designed an online detection system based on FPGA, which was used to detect if 
there is defect in the internal and external ring of the PET bottle cap and stains in the steal 
of the bottle cap. Based on the hardware platform whose core processor is EP4CE115F29, 
taking advantage of the parallelism and pipeline of the FPGA ,this system detect the 
internal ring, external ring and the steal of the bottle cap , then make a judgement. The 
MegaWizard module named Median Filter was used to smooth the image and threshold 
value segmentation was used to extract the part in which we are interested, and then judge 
whether there is stain in it. We used the projection of the gray level to get the center of the 
bottle cap, and then comparing with the center gravity to judge if the bottle cap is qualified. 
What is more, the edge detection arithmetic named Scharr was used to calculate the circular 
degree of internal ring, then judge if there is a defect. By experimenting repetitively, the 
arithmetic is useful that the system can detect the PET bottle cap efficiently. The number of 
the bottle cap detected the bottle is more than 50000, and the detection precision is 3.


PET bottle cap, defect detection, smooth process, threshold value segmentation, edge detection
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Design and Implementation of Nios II-based LCD 
Touch Panel Application System


This paper explains a system design for developing LCD touch panel applications by means of 
embedded system approach. Two Avalon-compatible IPs, acting as the LCD-display controller 
and the touch panel ADC controller are designed respectively for Nios II-centered SOPC. To 
verify the design, a game software named Lianliankan is developed on a SOPC containing 
the two custom IPs. The result indicates that the design has good usability, and satisfies the 
demand of application development better.


touch panel, Intellectual Property, Nios II, Avalon, system-on-a-programmable-chip (SOPC)
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The Permanent Magnet Synchronous Motor Vector 
Control System Based on FPGA


In this paper, an FPGA chip and the external circuit is to achieve permanent magnet 
synchronous motor vector control system. Using Altera's Cyclone III EP3C25Q240C8N, rich 
programmable logic on-chip resources are utilized to realize the vector control of the system. 
Moreover, the right circuit of sampling and conditioning is the key point to the reliability 
of Closed-loop system. Finally, the experimental results show that Speed can follow the 
instruction and closed-loop system is reliable.


FPGA, Vector control, Closed-loop system
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The Production and Research for Humanoid Robot


Humanoid robot that has always been a dream for humankind to develop has the external 
behavior of human beings, human intelligence and flexibility, the ability to communicate with 
people and constantly adapt to the environment. It is humanoid robot that is designed to 
imitate.


The morphology and behaviour are from human. Generally, it has the humanoid limbs and 
head. We have produced the humanoid robot by CAD software and designed the robot’s 
structures according to human. The control panel consists of Cyclone II and MSP430.It can be 
achieved to control the robot dancing movements by comprehensive programming.


simulation, communicate, Msp430, comprehensive, humanoid robot
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Music Synthesizer Designed on FPGA


As touch technology has become a hot spot of human-computer interaction in recent 
years, we accomplished the design--Music Synthesizer on LCD touch screen. We took use 
of the resources from board DE2-115, combined with Verilog HDL and C Language under 
the environment of Quartus II and Nios II Eclipse of Altera’s. In the time when digital music 
develops in such a high speed, our design can achieve four different kinds of instruments 
playing and the control of changing the timbre, making more people able to create music 
themselves under a lower cost.


music synthesizer,  FPGA design,  timbre,  SOPC Builder,   Nios II
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Design of A Six-stage Pipelined MIPS Processor 
Based on FPGA


We design a 32-bit embedded six-stage pipelined processor which is compatible with MIPS 
instruction set. The six stages make the task of each stage balanced. We use forwarding and 
stalling to solve data hazards. Control hazards are solved by predicting which instruction 
should be fetched and when the pipeline will be flushed if the prediction is later determined 
to be wrong. The processor is implemented in DE2 development board, and its operating 
clock frequency can be up to 81.7MHz. In the end we present the comprehensive results of 
the design. Besides, we show the software simulation and hardware verification to prove the 
correctness of the design.
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Embedded Test Technology of Switching Power 
Supply Based on FPGA


In this paper, an embedded test technology of switching power supply based on FPGA was 
introduced to solve the shortcomings exist in the traditional detection methods, such as 
the complex process of maual detection, long test time, maintenance and support difficult, 
high cost of maintenance, etc. The FPGA implementation has been achieved on the Cyclone 
EP2C35F672C6. The results show that it can realize the automatic detection of switching 
power supply, improve the fault detectionrate and isolation rate of switching power supply, 
shorten the test time, reduce the test difficulty, improve the life cycle of switching power 
supply, reduce the life cycle cost of switching power supply, and this equipment is feasible 
and versatile.


FPGA, Switching Power Supply, Embedded Test Technology
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Abstract— In this paper, we design a portable healthcare system 


to establish a mobile telecare environment for modern people. 


The environment can save the resource for medical care and let 


patients feel like the doctors are always around them whenever 


and wherever they are. Our system provides remote monitoring 


of the ECG signals and heart sounds for both doctors and 


patients. We use the Altera’s DE2-115 development platform and 


Android phone to develop a low-power and portable healthcare 


system. In our system, a wearable ECG recording prototype is 


developed to transmit ECG signals of users to the DE2-115 broad. 


In addition, the heart sounds of users from stethoscope can be 


the input signal of the broad. Then the FPGA is like a digital 


signal processor to analyze the ECG signals and heart sounds 


signals in order to detect RR intervals to get heart rate. The 


information of the signals of heart can be shown on the LCD 


touch screen on the DE2-115 broad so that the users can know 


about their physical condition immediately. At the same time, the 


signals data will be transmit to Android phone through the 


Bluetooth and then by 3G/WiFi services of Android phone 


transfers the recorded data to the medical cloud. 


 


Keywords— electrocardiogram (ECG) measurement; heart 


sounds; phonocardiogram (PCG) measurement; telecare; digital 


signal processor; FPGA 


 


I. INTRODUCTION 


Nowadays, the population of elderly people in global 


community has increased in recent ten years. For example, the 


percentage of persons aged 65 in Taiwan is 7.1% in 1993 so 


that Taiwan becomes an aging society. This ratio is expected 
to be over 14% in 2018 and over 20% in 2025[1]. Therefore, 


there are more chances to get age-related chronic diseases 


such as cardiovascular disease which is the leading cause of 


deaths globally [2]. For this reason, the cost of the resource 


for medical care will be a great challenge. It’s more and more 


important to establish a healthcare platform providing 


communication between patients and doctors for these age-


related chronic diseases. As a result, the patients can stay in 


their own home instead of going to hospital frequently for 


tracing their health condition. In addition, the doctors can 


monitor the physical condition of their patients at any time 
and give first aid treatment when they find any problems from 


the physical signals of patients promptly. 


In the research field of heart diseases and healthcare system, 


electrocardiogram (ECG) is one of the most widely used in 


biomedical sensing procedures. There are many researches 


[3]-[8] focused on the development of healthcare system and 


ECG measurement. [3] describes the design requirements for 
the wireless electrocardiogram (ECG) system intended for 


continuous monitoring of ECG activity for the Hand Held 


Device (HHD) in order to transfer detected alarms to the 


Clinical Alarm Station (CAS). [4] proposed a healthcare 


system based on mobile phone for patient-centric medical 


environment. [5] developed an energy efficient prototype for 


diagnostic grade mobile ECG monitoring. However, heart 


sounds is also an important signals for doctors to diagnose the 


diseases. The first thing the doctors usually do is using the 


stethoscope to hear the heart sounds through patients’ thorax 


when they see patients and then make a diagnosis. The heart 
sounds is a direct expression of the cardiovascular system and 


can be an additional source of information for identifying 


significant events in detecting heart activity potentially.  


In this paper, we want to combine ECG monitoring and 


heart sounds measurement on the same healthcare platform. 


Then the doctors can get these two main cardiovascular 


information including ECG and hearts sounds of patients from 


this platform through 3G/Wifi on smartphone to help the  


diagnosis. A concept of our healthcare system is shown in 


Figure 1. The remaining part of this paper is organized as 


follow: In Section II we describe the features and model of the 


system. Section III provides analysis of the ECG and heart 
sounds signals on FPGA. We present the implementation and 


results of the whole system in Section IV and conclude the 


paper in Section V. 


 


 
 
Figure 1. A concept of the proposed healthcare system. 
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Figure 2. Block diagram of the proposed healthcare system. 


II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 


A. Main Features 


1)  ECG measurement:  The users can wear ECG sensor 
node and the ECG signals of the users will be transmitted to 


analog front-end circuit. Then, the front-end circuit can 


convert analog signals to digital signals which are the input to 


digital signal processor. We use the FPGA on the DE2-115 


broad to analyse the digital signals. After analysing the data, 


we utilize the LCD touch screen on the DE2-115 broad to 


display the waveform of the users’ ECG signals and heart rate.  


2)  Heart sounds measurement:  The users can put the 


stethoscope we made on their thorax to measure their heart 


rate and see the waveform of their heart sounds through the 
sounds signals input to the MIC port on the DE2-115 broad. 


Unlike measurement of ECG, the sounds signals from 


microphone in the stethoscope we made can directly be the 


input of the DE2-115 broad. Instead of needing front-end to 


do signal filtering and amplifying, we do these things by 


software using Nios II processor. 


3)  Wireless transmission:  The Bluetooth wireless module 


is used in the system. We connect the pin port of the 


Bluetooth wireless module and GPIO on the DE2-115 broad 


so that the analysed data can do wireless transmission to the 


smartphone. 


4)  Healthcare cloud:  We take smartphone for mobile hub. 
The analysed ECG and heart sounds signals can be 


transmitted to the healthcare cloud by 3G/Wifi on the 


smartphone. Then, the doctors can get the cardiovascular 


information about their patients from healthcare cloud at any 


time. If there is any emergency event, the first aid center 


would be notified at once to avoid treatment delay on patients. 


B. System Model 


The proposed block diagram of the healthcare system is 
shown as Figure 2. There are two sensor nodes to sense the 


ECG signal and PCG signal from the heart. We analyse these 


signals by FPGA on the DE2-115 broad and then use the 


Bluetooth to transmit the signals to mobile hub. The doctor or 


the first-aid center can receive the ECG and heart sounds 


signals of the user from patient-centric cloud server getting 


the signals through 3G/WiFi services of Android phone. 


  


III. THE METHODS OF SIGNAL ANALYSIS 


A. ECG signal analysis 


See the Figure 3 which is the schematic representation of 


normal ECG, we can find a typical ECG tracing of the 


heartbeat consists of a P wave, a QRS complex, a T wave, and 


a U wave[9]. There are also a lot of features of ECG signal 


such as RR interval, PR interval, ST interval, and QT interval. 


Each of the features can give us information about our heart 
condition so that the doctors can diagnose the cardiovascular 


diseases from ECG signals of the patients. The main feature of 


ECG signal we implement on the proposed healthcare system 


is RR interval which is the interval between an R wave and 


the next R wave. It can be represented as the heart rate. Heart 


rate is the speed of the heartbeat and expressed as beats per 


minute (bpm). The normal heart rate ranges from 60 bpm to 


100 bpm [10]. Therefore, we can preliminarily realize whether 


the condition of our heart is normal or not by the heart rate we 


measured from the ECG signals. 


 


 
 


 
Figure 3. Schematic representation of normal ECG [10]. 


 


In order to get the value of RR interval, we refer to the 


paper [11] and use the algorithm based on discrete wavelet 


transform (DWT) to detect R peaks of the ECG signal. 
Discrete wavelet transform is regarded as the foundation to 


analyze the signal at different resolution levels. Then, we can 


use detail wavelet coefficients to do a series of signal 


processing. The result of the noise analysis is utilized to 


decide the wavelet basis and the number of decomposition 


levels. When the step of DWT and denoised are done, we 


observe and choose the level 3 to level 5 to find R peaks.  
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The absolutely value of selected detail coefficients which 


used to localize QRS complexes is defined as         and y 


is the IDWT for level 3 to 5. Then the next step is to use the 


adaptive window size which is 0.5 seconds, and moves 0.1 


seconds each time to search the next R peaks. If the maximum 


value is found in the position 0.15 seconds to 0.35 seconds 


and bigger than threshold, it may be a location of QRS 


complex. To determine the threshold, the position of 


maximum value (i) in the window is adopted. We traced 5 


seconds forward to obtain the second maximum value. 


Multiply the second maximum value   by various multiples to 


be the threshold (      ), and for the next detection. 


 


                                           (1) 


 


The average value of RR interval is used as reference and 


update it by the most-resent eight RR intervals (a: the average 


interval of the eight most recent). The description can be 


represented as: 
 


       
 


 
          


                         (2) 


 
For the two-threshold method, apply threshold 1 which is 0.35 


times maximum peak to search R peaks first. Only if the 


distance of the two peaks is more than 1.4 times average RR 


interval, we search back and use the threshold 2 which is 0.2 


times the maximum peak to detect R peaks again. The block 


diagram of the R wave detection is shown as Figure 4 and we 


do the signal processing on the DE2-115 broad then we can 


get the heart rate of the users and display on the LCD on the 


DE2-115 broad.. 
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Figure 4. The block diagram of the R wave detection. 


 


B. Heart sounds  signal analysis 


The heart sounds signal analysis can be represented by 


the phonocardiogram (PCG) which is a plot of high fidelity 


recording of the sounds and murmurs made by the heart [12]. 


The PCG signal of normal heart sounds is shown as Figure 
5.The two major audible heart sounds in a normal cardiac 


cycle are the first and second heart sound, S1 and S2. Thus, 


we can detect the first and second heart sound of the PCG 


signals to get heart rate and other information of the heart. 


 


 


 
 
Figure 5. The PCG signal of normal heart sounds. 


 


Our method analyzes the PCG signal from which heart 


rates are calculated as the following steps. First, we need the 


square of the amplitude of the PCG signal in the time domain. 


Second, we have to find the peak of the signal. Namely, find 


the maximum value of the signal within about 0.12 seconds 


which is the duration of the first heart sound [13]. Calculate 


the slope of the amplitude of each sampling point and then we 
can know whether the value of slope is greater than zero or 


not. If the value of the slope is positive at time n and is 


negative at time n+1, then a peak of the signal is found. If we 


find another peak in the period of 0.12 second from the 


previous peak and the value of the peak is greater than the 


previous peak we found, then this peak is the first heart sound. 


Otherwise, the original peak of the signal we found is the first 


heart sound. After detecting the first heart sound, we have to 


record the time of the first heart sound and then find the next 


first heart sound. We can calculate the heart rate when we 


found the first heart sound at time n and the next first heart 
sound at time n+1. The formula of calculating heart rate can 


be represented as: 


 


                  
           


   
                         (3) 


              
 


Figure 6 is the picture of the PCG signal analysis flow and 


the flow chart of analyzing the PCG signal is shown as Figure 


7. We implement the algorithm by software using Nios II 


processor. Then, the PCG waveform and heart rate can be 


displayed on the LCD touch screen on the DE2-115 broad. 
 


 


 
 


Figure 6. The PCG signal analysis flow. 
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Figure 7. The flow chart of analyzing the PCG signal. 


 


IV. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS 


A. ECG sensor node 


We adopt a part of the sensor node prototype in the paper 


[5] to implement the ECG sensor node. The ECG sensor node 


is composed of the single lead electrode, the analog front-end 


circuit and a battery. In the part of the front-end circuit, we 


need an analog amplifier to enlarge input ECG signal, a filter 
to remove power line noise, and an analog-to-digital converter 


to convert analog signal to digital signal for digital signal 


processing. The operating voltage of the sensor node is 3.3V. 


It can last for over 24 hours for continuous monitoring. In 


addition, the size of the whole sensor node is       
      and weighting about 35g [5]. Figure 8 shows the 
block diagram of the sensor node. The photo of the ECG 


sensor node we used is shown as Figure 9. 
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 Figure 8. Block diagram of the ECG sensor node. 


 


  
 
Figure 9. The photo of the ECG sensor node. 


B. Heart sounds sensor node 


In order to let the heart sounds signals be the input signals 


of the DE2-115 broad, we put microphone into the normal 


stethoscope head and use TRS connector to connect the 


microphone and MIC port on the DE2-115 broad. The sounds 
will be input and can be saved as WAVE format, and then we 


can analyse the signals by software using Nios II processor. 


The prototype of the heart sounds sensor node is shown as 


Figure 10 [14]. Figure 11 shows the block diagram of the 


heart sounds sensor node and the picture of the heart sounds 


sensor node we used is shown as Figure 12. 


 


 
 


Figure 10. The prototype of the Heart Sounds sensor node. 
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Figure 11. Block diagram of the Heart Sounds sensor node. 


 


 


 


 
 


Figure 12. The photo of the Heart Sounds sensor node. 


 


C. Wireless transmission 


The way of the wireless transmission between FPGA and 


mobile hub is a Bluetooth UART module numbered HL-


MD08R-C2A and the photo is shown as Figure 11 [15]. HL-


MD08R supports Bluetooth Serial Port Profile (SPP), baud 


rate 1.2k to 921.6k bps, and UART interface. We desire to use 


these features of this Bluetooth to implement the connection 


of the DE2-115 broad and the Bluetooth module. We set the 


baud rate of the UART interface between DE2-115 broad and 


Bluetooth is 19200, coupled with the sampling rate of the 


ADC we used. 
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Figure 11. Bluetooth UART module (HL-MD08R-C2A) [15]. 


 


The device we adopt to be the mobile hub is Android phone 


New HTC One and the operating system is Android 4.1.2. It 


supports WLAN 802.11 a/b/g/n/ac@5GHz and Bluetooth 


V2.1+EDR. Thus, we can utilize Bluetooth to receive data 


from the DE2-115 broad and then upload the data to the 


healthcare cloud by 3G/Wifi. Figure is the website that the 


data would be uploaded to it. 


D. The Whole System on The DE2-115 Broad 


Figure 12 is the diagram of the system on the DE2-115 


broad. There are two input signals will be send into the DE2-


115. One is the audio signal from heart sounds sensor node 


and the other is the digital signal from ECG sensor node. The 


audio signal is the input signal of the MIC port on the DE2-


115 broad and save the signal data for the CPU to analyse it 


by software. The GPIO on the DE2-115 broad get the digital 


input and we implement the analysis of the signal by hardware. 
While getting signal data from sensor node, the waveform of 


the signal is plotted and displayed on the LCD touch screen. 


Then the Bluetooth we connect on the DE2-115 transmit the 


heart sounds and analysed ECG signal to the Android phone.   


V. CONCLUSIONS 


In the works of this paper, we combine the ECG  


measurement with heart sounds measurement on the 


healthcare system and implement it on the DE2-115 broad. 


It can improve remote monitoring of the cardiac diseases 


by directly listen the heart sounds of the patients just like 


that the doctors visit the patients face to face. If the doctors 


heard abnormal heart sounds, they can refer to the ECG 
signal from the same person and recorded at the same time 


as recording heart sounds. In addition, the size of the 


sensor nodes are roughly the same as the size of credit 


card, and then the transmission of the signal to Android 


phone is wireless. The operating voltage of the ECG 


sensor node is 3.3V and can last for over 24 hours for 


continuous monitoring. The power supply of the heart 


sounds sensor node is from the DE2-115 broad. Thus, the 


system is portable and low-power. Moreover, the doctors 


can get information of the patients’ heart condition from 


the healthcare cloud. Our healthcare provides a 
convenience environment for the telecare.  
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Abstract— This paper will introduce a music broadcast system 


based on schedule using Altera DE2 boards and Qt technology. 


The system has Client/Server architecture. Qt technology is used 


to set up a server in Ubuntu operation system. It will manage all 


online DE2 boards and send commands to them to play music 


stored on SD card inserted into the board. 


 
Keywords— FPGA; Scheduled Music Broadcast; Qt;  Nios II 


I. INTRODUCTION 


What’s the traditional use and implementation of broadcast 


system? How to implement a school on time bell system? 


Have you ever thought about these questions? 


Broadcast system has many implementation methods which 


include: traditional transmission with power broadcast system, 


digital audio broadcasting (DAB), radio broadcast system and 


so on.  


With the development of Internet, IP broadcasting is 


becoming another kind of broadcasting system. About IP 


broadcasting you can see in [7]. What we have done is also a 


broadcast using Internet.  But we want to do it in a different 


way. We use FPGA as the terminal and use UDP (User 


Datagram Protocol) to communicate between terminals. Our 


work now is focused on the manageable schedule play which 


can be used in school or university, used for daily fixed audio 


playback. Due to joining the network, it can be extended 


easily according to need. All the play songs are stored in SD 


card (Secure Digital Memory Card). 


We can also see a no network play system which is very 


similar to our system. It was listed in [8]. 


II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 


The system architecture is show in Fig.1. 
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Fig.1 System architecture 
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As shown in Fig.1, our system uses Client/Server model.  


On the server side, we use Qt technology to build a 


management program, while on the client side we use DE2 


development board. The communication between server and 


client uses UDP protocol. The DE2 board we use has a lot of 


resources as shown in Fig.2. 
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Fig.2 Block diagram of the DE2 board 


As shown in Fig.2, the DE2 board has many features that 


allow the user to implement a wide range of designed circuits, 


from simple circuits to various multimedia projects. The 


following hardwares are used in our system: 


 Altera Cyclone II 2C35 FPGA device 


 Altera Serial Configuration device-EPCS16 


 USB Blaster for programming 


 8-Mbyte SDRAM 


 SD Card socket 


 4 pushbutton switches 


 18 red user LEDs 


 9 green user LEDs 


 50-MHz oscillator and 27-MHz for clock sources 


 24-bit CD-quality audio CODEC(WM8731) with line-


in, line-out, and microphone-in jacks 


 10/100 Ethernet Controller(DM9000) with a 


connector 


 16*2 LCD Module 


The key modules for our application are Wolfson WM8731 


24-bit sigma-delta audio CODEC, which is used for wav file 


codec and sends out signals to loud-speaker. The SD card 


socket provides 4-bit SD mode for SD card access and storage 


of audio files of wav type. The communication device 


DM9000A, supports full-duplex operation at 10Mb/s and 


100Mb/s, with auto-MDIX (Medium Dependent Interface 


cross-over).   


We use a Nios II soft core to control all the modules 


mentioned above.  


Firstly, we give a brief description of the working process 


of the system. To begin the working process we first enter a 


music library on the server part. We make sure the library is in 


sync with the SD card’s music file list on DE2 board. Next, 


we formulate a week music play schedule to indicate the 


university class starting and ending respectively, which will 


regularly send broadcast commands to the DE2 development 


board to play. Upon receiving the command, the board will 


check to see if the music file name within the command exists 


in the SD card’s music list. If it exists, the board will play the 


song.  


In order to let the manager software know the current 


terminal online, we use the heartbeat packets sent from DE2 


board to inform software on PC. If the software detects that 


there is at least one terminal online, it will enable the 


broadcast.  


III.  MANAGE SOFTWARE DESIGN 


In order to build managing software on PC, we choose a 


cross-platform technology called Qt.  


Qt is a cross-platform application and UI framework for 


developers using C++ or UML （ Unified Modeling 


Language）, a CSS and JavaScript like language. Qt Creator 


is the supporting QT IDE. Qt, Qt Quick and the supporting 


tools are developed as an open source project governed by an 


inclusive meritocratic model. Qt can be used under open 


source (LGPL v2.1) or commercial terms. More information 


about Qt can be seen at [1]. 


Before we introduce the design of our managing software, 


we firstly introduce some concepts in Qt which have been 


used in our design. All the information can be found in the Qt 


develop suite’s Qt assistant software. 


The first thing we need to introduce is Qt’s support for the 


database. The QtSql module uses driver plugins to 


communicate with the different database APIs. Since Qt’s 


SQL module API is database-independent, all database-


specific code is contained within these drivers. Several drivers 


are supplied with Qt and other drivers can be added. The 


driver source code is supplied and can be used as a module for 


writing your own drivers. Since we don’t have many data to 


store, we choose a small and cross-platform database called 


SQLite.  More information about this database can be found at 


[2]. 


The next thing is Qt’s event driven module. Qt uses signals 


and slots to communicate between objects. The signals and 


slots mechanism is a central feature of Qt and probably the 


part that differs most from the features provided by other 


frameworks. A signal is emitted when a particular event 


occurs, for example when we push a button on the widget or 


we closed it. A slot is a function that is called in response to a 


particular signal. Qt’s widgets have many pre-defined slots, 


but it is common practice to subclass widgets and add your 


own slots so that you can handle the signals that you are 
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interested in. The more things about this topic you have to 


look up the assistant software with topic Signals & Slots. 


The last thing is Qt’s model/view architecture. Model/view 


architecture is evolved from MVC (model-view-controller). If 


the view and the controller objects are combined, the result is 


the model/view architecture. This still separates the way that 


data is stored from the way that it is presented to the user, but 


it provides a simpler framework based on same principles. 


This separation makes it possible to display the same data in 


several different views, and to implement new types of views, 


without changing the underlying data structures. The model 


communicates with a source of data, providing an interface for 


the other components in the architecture. The nature of the 


communication depends on the type of data source, and the 


way the model is implemented. 


The view obtains model indexes from the model; these are 


references to items of data. By supplying model indexes to the 


model, the view can retrieve items of data from the data 


source. 


In standard views, a delegate renders the items of data. 


When an item is edited, the delegate communicates with the 


model directly using model indexes. The work of this 


architecture can be seen in Fig.3. 
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Fig.3 model/view architecture 
 


The manager software we designed has a clear main 


interface. It is shown in Fig.4. 


 


 
Fig.4 Main interface of manage software 


As shown in Fig.4, in the main interface, we can see the 


information such as date, time, day of the week and the 


schedule of this day.  Also we can see the now online terminal 


number of this system. On the left of the main frame there are 


two buttons. The top one is to show the media manager 


interface. The one below is to show the schedule manager 


interface. 


When we push the top button we can see the media 


manager interface in Fig.5. 


 


 
Fig. 5 Media manage interface 


As shown in figure 5, we can see an edited media list on the 


left part of the interface. On the right is edit partition to add, 


remove and change information about the media. It is 


important to note that the audio command is upper case string 


of the song name in the SD card in the terminal which will 


send to the terminal on time. 


When we push the bellow button on the main interface, we 


can see the routine management interface in Fig.6. 
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Fig.6 Routine management interface 


As shown in Fig.6, we can specify a scheme, this scheme 


includes a week schedule. Each day of the week has several 


items to do which can be edited by the below part of this 


interface. When we add an item we can choose the start time 


of this item and the play song. The choosing song widget is 


shown in Fig.7. 


 


 
Fig.7 Song Select Interface 


As shown in Fig.7, we just need to select one play song for 


the editing item. In order to store the data of this system, we 


designed some table in database to store these. The database 


relationship can be seen in Fig.8. 
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Fig.8 Database relationship of the system 


We can see in Fig.8, we don’t have a very complicated 


database structure since we don’t have very complicate data to 


store. In the next part of our paper, we will introduce our 


hardware design. 


IV.  HARDWARE DESIGN 


Many  commercial  media/audio  players  use  a  large  


external  storage  device,  such  as  an  SD  card  or CF card to 


store music or video files. Such players may also include 


high-quality DAC (Digital-to-Analog Converter) devices so 


that good audio quality is produced. The DE2 board provides 


the hardware and software needed for SD  card  access  and  


professional  audio  performance  so  that  it  is  possible  to  


design  advanced multimedia products using the DE2 board. It 


also provides a fast Ethernet controller on DE2 board. We can 


use the Nios II processor to send and receive Ethernet packets 


using the DM9000A Ethernet PHY/MA Controller. Since the 


packet and command we want to communicate between DE2 


board terminal and PC software is very short and we must 


broadcast our message to all the terminals online, so we 


choose UDP as our transmit protocol. 


The first thing we need to do for hardware design is to set 


up the system we need in SOPC (System on a programmable 


Chip). The version of Quartus II we used is version 12.0. In 


order to better control the audio playback and network 


communication, we choose the Altera soft core of Nios II as 


our control chip and drivers of the DM9000A and WM8731 


are as slave peripherals articulated on the Avalon bus. The 


hardwares we used have been listed in section II.  


In our system we show how to implement an on time SD 


card music player by using Ethernet communication on DE2 


board, in which the music files are stored in an SD card and 


the board can play the music files via its CD-quality audio 


DAC circuits. We use the Nios II processor to read the music 


data stored in the SD card and use the Wolfson WM8731 


audio codec to play the music. The Ethernet device is 


DM9000A.The structure of this system is shown in Fig.9. 
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Fig.9 Hardware system architecture 


As shown in Fig.9, we use Nios II processor to process 


reading from SD card, send data to audio codec and 


communicate with PC program. 


The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. We will 


first introduce the soft main flow chart of hardware system on 


Nios II. Then we will briefly describe the implementation of 


the key module of this system like DM9000A, WM8731 and 


SD card. 


A. The main function process 


The flow chart about main function of embedded software 


is shown in Fig.10. 
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Fig.10 Main function process 


When DE2 board is power on, it will first init peripheral 


equipment such as LCD display, DM9000A. Then the volume 


of the output for WM8731 is set to initial number. After doing 


these, it will try to wait SD card insert into the socket on the 


DE2 board and mount it if the file system is supported. If so, 


the next thing for DE2 to do is to build up play list. All of the 


above work is initializing work required. If there is an 


interrupt on DM9000A, we will get a play song name string 


and compare it with the play list to find an index. If we found 


one, the DE2 terminal will start to play.  


B. DM9000A and Ethernet Communication 


We already have mentioned DM9000A several times 


before we start this topic. In order to transmit command, the 


system must contain network interface module which is 


designed as IP-core in SOPC Builder. This module needs to 


achieve function of hardware interface design and hardware 


abstraction layer driving design. All we need is supported by 


Terasic Company and DE2 board since it has DM9000A 


device.  The DM9000A is a fully integrated powerful and 


cost-effective fast Ethernet MAC controller with a general 


processor interface, an EEPROM interface,10/100PHY and an 


4KB SRAM[3]. 
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The system adopts UDP protocol to send command string, 


UDP is a simple, datagram-oriented, transport layer protocol. 


UDP provides no reliability: it sends the datagrams that the 


application writes to the IP layer, there is no guarantee that 


they ever reach their destination. So in our further design we 


will add up an answer string to server. The process of 


commands transmition of this system can be described as 


follows: 


1) Initialize network card and other peripheral 


equipments. 


2) Arp communication: ARP protocol is address 


resolution protocol which resolves IP address of the 


target host to Ethernet(MAC) address, in order to 


ensure communication. So at the beginning of first 


communication, we must know IP address of the 


target, then send ARP message to local the MAC. 


3) UDP communication: All the UDP packet we send is 


encapsulated by our self. It must encapsulate data 


according to Fig.11. 


 


UDP DataUDP Header


8 Byte


IP DataIP Header


20 Byte


IP DataMAC Header CRC


14 Byte 4 Byte


UDP datagram


IP datagram


MAC datagram  
Fig.11 UDP encapsulation format 


As shown in Fig.11, the first part of MAC header in the 


network interface layer, total 14 byte; the second is part o IP 


header in network layer, total 20 bytes; following is part of 


UDP header in transport layer; the last part is sending data. 


In order to let server know there is terminal online, we init 


a timer to send const string to server which we called hearbeat 


package. The format of this packet is 


“@@terminal_id@HeartBeat”.  The terminal id is a serial 


number string like “00001” which gives a unique string to 


DE2 board. We set the timer interval of 1s, that is to say, 


every second, the server will receive a heartbeat packet. 


When server receives these hearbeat packets it will check if 


the serial number of terminal has been added to online 


terminals list. If so, server will set the out of time of this 


terminal to zero, otherwise, it will add the time out number 


until it reach the upper bound and will be remove from the 


online list. 


In order to check whether UDP packet has been send to PC 


or not, we used a program in Windows 7 called WireShark 


before we start combine our system to Ubuntu. WireShark is a 


capture package tool and easy to use. One of picture about a 


non-meaning string we send to PC in our design is show in 


Fig.12. 


 


 
Fig.12 UDP Send to PC 


C. Audio Play Module 


I
2
C bus is a kind of two-wire serial bus, developed by 


PHLIPS, used to connect micro-controller and peripherals. 


There are two signal lines in I
2
C serial bus. One is a two-way 


data line (SDA), the other is the clock time line (SCL). The 


serial data lines of slave devices must connect to data line 


(SDA) when it links to I
2
C bus. The clock lines of devices 


connected to I
2
C bus’s clock line SCL, which can achieve 


serial data transmission between master and slave devices 


easily [4]. 


In the design, I
2
C controller realized on FPGA could 


control the WM8731 and transmit data. The working modes of 


WM8731 include the master and slave modes. When working 


in slave mode, WM8731 response the data coming from the 


audio data interface—convert the digital audio signal into 


analog audio through the D/A, and then play the sound signal. 


There were four modes in WM8731 audio-data transmission: 


left-justified, right-justified, I2S and DSP modes. In this 


design left-justified mode was chosen to realize the audio-data 


transmission between FFPGA and WM8731. 


The audio codec is configured in the slave mode, where 


external circuitry must provide the ADC/DAC serial bit clock 


(BCK) and left/right channel clock (LRCK) to the audio codec. 


The audio DAC controller is integrated into the Avalon bus 


architecture, so that the Nios II processor can control the 


application [5]. 


During operation the Nios II processor will check if the 


FIFO memory of the Audio DAC controller becomes full. If 


the FIFO is not full, the processor will read a 512-byte sector 


and send the data to the FIFO of the Audio DAC Controller 


via the Avalon bus. The Audio DAC Controller uses a 48 kHz 


sample rate to send the data and clock signals to the audio 


CODEC. The design also mixes the data from microphone-in 


with line-in. 


To play a music file with this system, the file must use the 


48KHz sample rate and 16-bit sample resolution wav format. 


Copy one or more such wav files onto the FAT16-formatted 
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or FAT32-formatted SD card. Due to a limitation in the 


software used for this system, it is necessary to reformat the 


whole SD card if any wav file that has been copied onto the 


card needs to be later removed from the SD card. 


D. SD Card Module 


SD card is a flash memory device based on a new 


generation of semiconductor memory devices. SD card with 


high memory capacity, fast data transfer rates, great flexibility 


and good mobile security. Considering of system size, power 


and storage capacity, it is easy to find out there are great 


advantages to choose SD card as the storage device for those 


systems which are based on the FPGA chip [6]. The more 


things about SD card reading and writing can also be find in 


[6]. 


The mode we use is 4-bit SD mode and the file system is 


FAT16. In order to use this mode we need first realize some 


command for SD card. The commands we use includes: 


CMD0, CMD8, CMD55, CMD2, CMD3, CMD9 etc. 


In order to use FAT16 file system, we also need to know 


the structure of this system. There are four parts in FAT16 file 


system which can be seen in Table.1. 


TABLE I 


LOGIC STRUCTURE OF SD CARD 


Master boot sector  32 sector 


Partition boot 


record(PBR) 


1 sector 


FAT Table 1 According to the capacity of the SD Card 


FAT Table 2 According to the capacity of the SD Card 


Data section  According to the capacity of the SD Card 


 


The structure of FAT16 file system in SD card contains 


four parts. It is the Partition Boot Record (PBR), File 


Allocation Table (FAT), File Directory Table and Data 


Section. 


In the PBR, the BIOS parameter record block in which 


recorded some most important parameters. The position of 


FAT, file directory table and data area (which sector in SD 


card) can be calculated through these parameters.  Following 


the partition boot record is FAT area. FAT table records the 


link information of files which store between clusters. This is 


the chain store of files. Following the FAT table is the file 


directory table FDT (File Directory Table), which takes over 


32 fixed sectors; each sector can hold 16 register items. The 


contents of the registration contain file name, file attributes, 


modification time, file length, etc Following FDT is the data 


area which takes up most of the disk space and is used to store 


file.    


After test, the system we designed can detect the number of 


terminal online and let terminal play special song on the time 


we specified in schedule. 


V.  CONCLUSIONS 


We introduced a system use both software and hardware 


knowledge to combine a system called on time music 


broadcast system. This system used Qt technology to 


implement GUI and functions on PC part which will make it 


very easy to change it’s platform from Ubuntu to Windows. 


Also we use UDP as the protocol when we communicate 


between PC and DE2 board. UDP can easily implement 


broadcast communication in local area network (LAN). 


But after deeper thinking about our system, we can find 


some weaknesses about our system. 


1) If there is no network available, how to deal with the 


bell ring for teaching work? 


So, it’s better to and a configuration file to ensure that no 


network condition system can work normally. The 


configuration file can use XML format or plain text. Also we 


need an external clock circuit to get the current time since 


DE2 board doesn’t support this function.  


2) If we need the function of speech can be supported in 


our system? 


Maybe, the biggest problem is on the software side since 


first thing we need to capture data from sound card and then 


we will need to encode the data to wav format which is 


supported by our system and send it to the online terminals. 


3) If we need to group the terminal by grade 1, 2… 


We can think about more additional functionality. Our try 


just is a start. The more important and the main meaning of 


our work is to expand the use of FPGA in daily application. 
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Abstract— With the current advanced SOPC technology carrier, 


intelligent detection robot system is designed. Using the DEII 


board of ALTERA company as the robot‘s control core, we 


realize the robot’s navigation and positioning, environmental 


information detection and the function of information 


transmission. Detection robot system transmits the position and 


spot environmental information to the PC monitor, this can help 


operators to judge the scene of the accident situation for effective 


rescue work. 


Keywords— Detecting robot; FPGA; DEII; GPS; EC 


I. INTRODUCTION 


At disaster sites or unknown environment, these places may 


have something harmful to human life, such as high 


temperature, toxic gases and factors, etc. But sometimes in 


order to rescue or fulfill a important tasks must go into these 


places, can used the detect robot to ensure the safety of 


people’s life. Intelligent robot system has a reliable detection 


and navigation system, can reach the location where people 


appoint, and returns the real time environmental information, 


and provide a reliable basis for people's follow-up work. 


Altera presents an advanced embedded system solution, 


using the System on a Programmable Chip which is based on 


NiosⅡembedded soft core. It has flexibility, customizability, 


and the ability of hardware and software collaborative design. 


Because it can quickly and efficiently help users to realize the 


design of intelligent system software algorithm and hardware 


development, so it has been widely used in the modern 


intelligent system. 


This article is about using embedded system technology for 


a detection robot system design. The intelligent detection 


robot in this paper, can navigate to the intended target range, 


detect the site, and return the reliable real time environmental 


information, provide the reliable basis to the detect personnel, 


and ensure to complete the subsequent rescue mission. This 


design has a certain engineering significance. 


II. INTELLIGENT DETECTING ROBOT SYSTEM  


Detection robot is an army ground mobile robot which is 


used to entering the unknown place where staff cannot access 


or high risk area to carry out the detection task. Navigation 


and positioning system is one of the core unit in a detection 


robot. Because it has built-in navigation and positioning 


system, the robot can arrive at the appointed place by using 


the navigation in the unknown environment, and using all 


kinds of sensor to detect the environment around the robot, 


collect environmental data and transmit scene image data for 


the latter part of the rescue work probe. 


This system uses GPS, EC and photoelectric encoder as the 


navigation sensor. In navigation, GPS detects robot’s location 


information, EC measures robot’s heading angle, incremental 


photoelectric encoder measuring detection robot’s walking 


distance. This system can transmit remote robot’s position 


information and the site environmental information to the 


rescue center displayed in the upper computer, and help rescue 


personnel to effectively determine the scene of the actual 


situation. 


A. Detecting Robot design 


Intelligent detection robot system’s hardware structure can 


be divided into five parts: (1) MCU-DE2 Board, responsible 


for communications with each sensor and information 


processing of the whole system. (2) Navigation unit, it is 


comprised of GPS, EC and photoelectric encoder. (3) Obstacle 


avoidance unit, it is comprised of ultrasonic ranging and 


infrared distance measurement system. (4)Detection unit, it is 


comprised of all kinds of sensors and wireless data-transmit 


module. Its task is to transmit environmental information to 


detect personnel and the main control unit. (5) Manipulator, 


consisting of four degrees of freedom manipulator, 


Responsible for fetching and obstacles of the object. Detecting 


robot overall design as shown in figure 1. 
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Fig.1. Detecting robot overall hardware design 
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B. Task scheduling of embedded real-time operating system 


realize  


Due to deal with many tasks, such as EC information 


processing, GPS information processing and photoelectric 


encoder information processing, etc. so the software of robot 


system is very complex. So the system need to use the 


embedded real-time operating system to reasonable allocate 


system task, optimize the system performance. 


Because ALTERA company has put its full ported to NIOS 


II, so NIOS-II is more convenient in use. Therefore the 


allocation under the NIOS II IDE software, the C standard 


library can be used. 


We use NIOS-II to achieve the system task scheduling, 


including task switching and task management. According to 


the specific circumstance of the detecting robot, we create 


eight tasks in this system. 


Task 1: Gps_task completes GPS information collection。 


Task 2: Ec_task Completes magnetic sensor SPI 


communication and the heading angle calculation of detection 


robot. 


Task 3: Hongwai_task completes infrared distance 


information collection and processing. 


Task 4: US_task completes ultrasonic ranging information 


collection and processing. 


Task 5: Human_task completes the human body infrared 


module data collection, and to judge whether have injured 


personnel in the detecting area. 


Task 6: Jixieshou_task completes D-H modeling and 


inverse of the robotic hand, make robotic hand arrive at any 


point in the degrees of freedom. 


Task 7：Car_control_task completes the control of mobile 


robot’s drive motor. According to the navigation information 


and obstacles information, we can realize robot’s move 


function. Set the task priority to 10. 


Task 8：Pc _task transmits the information to upper 


computer ， and to display the detected environment 


information and navigation information on the PC screen. If 


the detection robot navigation failure，we can control the robot 


move through remote operation by receives control signals 


from the PC. 


III.  INTELLIGENT DETECTING ROBOT’S SOPC  


According to the need of the detecting robot system design, 


we use Quartus II and SOPC Builder to build a SOPC system 


based on FPGA. The system uses NIOS II embedded 


processor as the kernel, Using the AVALON bus with each IP 


core, on-chip and off-chip peripherals connected。Build a 


SOPC system based on FPGA can realize the coordinated 


design of hardware and software, make multiprocessor 


cooperation can greatly enhance the integration of the system 


and increase the system's control and processing capacity. 


Intelligent detecting robot’s SOPC Builder implementation 


of Nios II processor as shown in figure 2. 


 


Fig.2. System’s SOPC Builder implementation of the Nios II processor 


As shown in Fig 2, on the basis of adding standard 


processor and peripherals kernel, in order to meet the needs of 


the whole system, we customized user peripherals based on 


Avalon, such as PWM, etc. We also customize user command 


base on IP. System uses data cache with 32 bits of 4K bytes 


and address cache fast type (f) CPU of 4K bytes. In order to 


facilitate debugging and reduce system resource, we add 


simple Level JTAG debugging and online software breakpoint 


debugging module for CPU. 


Because magnetic sensor communicates with Nios II CPU 


is through the SPI interface implementation, so EC unit in this 


system need a SPI core. 


In order to meet the needs of system communication 


between various modules, this system need 3 UART core. All 


UART core set similar. GPS receiver requires 19200 serial 


baud rate. In our design, set serial baud rate between 


ultrasonic and FPGA is 9600, wireless data communication 


module’s serial baud rate is also 9600. 


A. GPS packet receiver module design in FPGA 


The uBLOX company’s LEA-5A is a GPS receiver plate of 


ultra-low power consumption in this system. Have a 


orthogonal MCX connectors to connect to the active antenna. 


It also has some digital interface, such as USB, UART and 
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I2C, etc. Due to the convenient operation, combination of high 


performance and flexibility, so it can satisfy the quick and 


easy plug-in system integration which request cost effective. It 


supports multiple data formats，such as NMEA, UBX and 


RTCM. It has 4 Hz positioning data update rate. UBX data 


format and 4 Hz data update rate can satisfy the needs of the 


algorithm in this system. 


In this system, while it is possible to directly use UART IP 


core in the SOPC Builder to receive GPS message data, but 


receive 70 Byte data of a frame will generate 70 interrupt 


information, this will increase the burden of mobile robot 


navigation system. Therefore, this system improved the GPS 


message receive mode, using Verilog language to design 


GPS_UART message receiving module, so that each receives 


70 Byte data of a frame only generates an interrupt, and 


receiving process with other tasks concurrent execution in the 


system. In this way we can effectively reduce the burden of 


the NIOS II, obviously improve the efficiency of the system. 


After fully consult the UART communication protocol, 


designed the GPS_UART packet receiver module, as shown in 


figure 3. 


 


 


Fig.3. GPS packet receiver module design by Verilog 


B. EC communicates with the FPGA kernel design 


This system uses the PNI 11096 three-axis EC module to 


measure geographic magnetic field strength, through the 


correct solution to get the heading Angle of the mobile robot. 


PNI 11096 use 3.3 V power, the sampling frequency can be 


set, the fastest can reach 2000 times per second, with a 


standard SPI communication digital interface. The sensor’s 


heading accuracy is ±1°. 


In the communication interface design of EC and FPGA, 


FPGA using SPI to communicate with EC. Using SOPC 


Builder configuration wizard, constructed a SPI core for 


FPGA to communicate with EC in the NIOS II soft core 


processor. As shown in figure 4. The FPGA is the MASTER, 


the EC is a SLAVE, SPI clock frequency is 200 KHZ, data 


width is 16 bit. 


 


 


Fig.4. SPI core for the FPGA to communicate with EC 


C. Unit interface communication protocol 


EC unit transmits data to Nios II by SPI protocol. The 


protocol timing diagram is shown in figure 5. SS is a chip 


select signal of SPI interface. SPI protocol is activated when it 


is pulled low. The meaning of serial data input signal MOSI is 


master output and slave input. The meaning of serial data 


output signal MISO is master input and slave output. SCL is 


the serial clock signal of the SPI interface, its maximum 


working frequency is 1MHZ. SCL rising edge latches data in 


data transmission, high bit before, and low in the back. 


 
Fig.5. SPI Timing diagram interface of EC unit 


EC unit communicates with Nios II soft core processor 


through RESET, DRDY two PIO control signal lines and SPI 


interface. A communication operation timing diagram is 


shown in Figure 6. After the EC unit is powered on, first pull 


chip select signal SSNOT low to activate the SPI 


communication interface. Then setting reset signal and set it to 


low lever after keep it more than 100 ns. The data acquisition 


channels, sampling period and sampling resolution of the 


magnetoresistive sensor are set by command word in the next 


8 clock cycles. We can collect the EC data information of the 


selected channel after DRDY signal into a high level. 


 


Fig.6. Data transmission sequence diagram of EC unit 


D. The combination of ultrasonic and infrared range finders 


In the serial mode, FPGA inputs 0X55 through Trig/TX pin 


in the baud rate of 9600. The ultrasonic ranging module 


US-100 outputs two bytes distance value to FPGA through 


Echo/RX pin. The output signal of infrared distance 


measuring sensors is analog voltage. We can acquire obstacle 


distance information in the program through transform by 


conversion chip PCF8591. 


According to the principle of ultrasonic distance 
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measurement and infrared range, we find that in the case of a 


long distance the precision of ultrasonic sensor is better than 


the infrared sensors. But in close distance, the measurement 


accuracy of infrared sensors is better than ultrasonic sensor. 


This is because the ultrasonic sensor collection data delay 


more time and length period. So we use ultrasonic sensors and 


infrared sensors to measure distance at the same time. 


According to the results of different measurement, choose 


different sensors’ measured values as obstacle distance 


information. 


Through the testing experiment find that when the detecting 


distance is within 250mm, ultrasonic ranging performance 


was disappointing and the more distance closer, the more error 


large. When the detecting distance is more than 250mm, the 


error of ultrasonic distance measurement is less than infrared 


distance measurement. So we use the distribution of 


observation weight method for the combination of sensor data. 


When the detecting distance is within 250mm, infrared 


distance measurement weights is 0.9, ultrasonic ranging 


weight is 0.1; when the detecting distance is greater than 


250mm, infrared distance measurement weight is 0.2, 


ultrasonic ranging weight is 0. 


E. The experimental of the system 


In the experiment, in order to help the rescue workers take 


the suitable measure and strategy, detecting robot will need to 


collect information and returned to the host computer. The PC 


interface uses MFC which program by the Microsoft Visual 


C++ 6. Mainly used to display some information, such as 


latitude, longitude, temperature, obstacle, human body 


infrared and video, etc. We can control the car manually or 


automatically control by itself through the monitoring 


interface. There have a map to display the trolley real-time 


position and attitude through the monitoring interface in our 


design. And we can set the target point and the trolley route. 


The monitor interface of the detecting robot as shown in 


figure 7. 


 


 


Fig.7. PC monitor interface 


Detection robot will make course aimed at target point after 


initialization, then move toward the target. If robot 


encountered obstacles in the process of movement, it can 


quickly avoid then adjustment and continued move toward the 


target motion. We shielding the GPS module in the process of 


movement until the robot can reach the purpose area. Due to 


the target point is measured by GPS receiver, so there will 


have an error between the target point and the position where 


the robots eventually stop in the experiment. But after many 


experiments, found that the error is acceptable. 


IV. CONCLUSIONS 


The intelligent detecting robot in this system can move to 


the preset purpose area by its autonomous navigation. It can 


return reliable real-time environmental information after 


detection for the scene. Including image information and data 


information. Data information includes the current location of 


robot, heading angle, obstacle distance and temperature 


information. This information provides a reliable basis for 


detecting personnel, guarantee the completion of the rescue 


and rescue mission. Hence, this system has a great practical 


significance. 
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Abstract— This document gives a detailed explanation about the 


design of our product and the implementation of it. The name of 


our product is FairyTales, which is a visual assistant with respect 


to some extending function such as taking photos and real-time 


handwriting. The functionalities of FairyTales are realized 


through DE2-115 board which is a powerful equipment designed 


for to create, implement, and test digital designs using 


programmable logic.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 


Nowadays, visualization is the most simple but direct way 


we contact with the outside world. That is, perceptions, 


feelings etc. can easily be transmitted through human eyes. 


However, the sight for human can’t be assured to be precise, 


and this defect often misleads us to unnecessary mistakes and 


errors. For instance, lacking enough brightness at night will be 


a serious problem for pedestrians; furthermore, in some 


situations, we hope to increase the contrast in colour to have a 


clear sight. Therefore, we wish to design a product that can 


resolve the upper problems for a better vision for human. 


Additionally, the function of immediate snap shot and 


browsing photos prevent us from regretting the fleeting scene 


in our life; the function of real-time handwriting make us able 


to record any information in the world. We name our product 


“FairyTales”, which is “Face And I Refreshed You, Take A 


Live Efficient Shot”, and we believe it is a cutting edge 


product.  


The function of our product is realized on DE2-115, and we 


give a detailed introduction to our design. In the future, our 


product will build in an IC chip inside eyeglasses along with a 


small LCD display. There will be a micro camera beside the 


eyeglasses to film the scene, and it displays on the LCD 


display with icon interface.  


The method we control our product is via fingertip and 


gestures rather than voice. With your fingertip pointing to the 


icon maintaining a few second, it will be recognized as a 


“click” action. Along with various gestures, we can operate 


the product in a more clever way. The trivial part will be 


discussed in section IV.  


In this paper, there will be five sections, and they are 


introduction, related products, functionality, implementation, 


and conclusion, respectively. 


II. RELATED PRODUCTS 


Google glass and digital camera are the two famous 


products that in some aspect are similar to FairyTales can be 


found in the market. Both of them have their strengths but 


their weaknesses are required improvement. In the following 


part, we compare the two products with ours. 


A. Google Glass 


Google glass is designed for instant sharing images, video, 


and audio via Internet. The powerful work Google Glass 


manifests impresses human beings and gives us a newly 


feelings of information exchanging toward the world. The 


method Google Glass control the wearable computer is via 


voice. However, audio signal processing is not yet mature in 


the present technology, and this often cause 


misunderstandings between our intuitive and realization of the 


computer. Furthermore, lacking support of numerous 


languages is another serious problem, and this limits it to be a 


worldwide product. The difference in our product is that we 


communicate with computer via fingertip and gestures 


detection, and this asserts a more simple but strict approach to 


utilize the functions. 


B. Digital Camera 


Invention of digital camera makes us easy to capture 


memories or capture data. We can take snapshots of our 


friends or document our family at everywhere, and we can use 


it to help us remember things such as taking photos of the 


billing information. However, even though we can do lots of 


things with a digital camera, there are still some drawbacks 


we can’t neglect. We may often encounter this situation: the 


moment we would like to capture is transient, so the best time 


for the photography is too short to grasp. We are not able to 


always get ready when the opportunity is arriving, and taking 


an immediate photography is essential. Additionally, having 


the handwriting in the photos during taking pictures is much 


more convenient than editing them afterwards. FairyTales not 


only enables us to photo promptly, but also allows us to record 


the information through real-time handwriting in the photos. 


 


Comparing with the above two products, FairyTales 


manifests the conveniences which they can’t offer. FairyTales  
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                                     (a)                                                                                 (b)                                                                                (c) 


Fig. 1 Interfaces in different modes. (a) Initial (b) Interface (c) Display modes 


aims at providing a human-friendly and creative usage for 


the users to better the life experience. 


III. FUNCTIONALITIES 


FairyTales realizes several fantastic tasks. At this part, 


we’re going to introduce each of these functionalities and 


demonstrate how it works. At section A, we show how to 
launch the product. Section B shows how to adjust saturation 


as well as brightness. Section C presents how to do 


handwriting when you want to record something about the 


picture. At section D, we explain how to take a snap with 


FairyTales. The final section E shows how to browser the 


saved pictures.  


There’re three different modes in FairyTales, and they 


attribute to different functionalities and interface. In Fig.1 lists 


interfaces in different modes. 


C. Launch 


The upper right corner “start” icon is the only user interface 


when the product starts. Click the “start” icon, and other 


operating icons would pop out on the screen. If clicking upper 


right corner “start” icon again, the user interface would be 


back to the initial one, so that users can decide whether to 


show the icons as their wish. Besides, when clicking the 


screen, there will be bright spot at the pointing location. This 


function shows users if they really click the icons or other 


position. 


   


       (a)                             (b) 


Fig. 2 (a) Launch (b) Close icons 


D. Brightness/Saturation Adjustment 


Users can adjust screen’s saturation and brightness 


according to different conditions. These icons are on the lower 


right corner of the screen. The right ones are for brightness 


and the left ones are for saturation. Users can know the 


adjustment value by the bars showing above, both have 16 


scales, from 0 to 15. 


 
             (a)            (b)                        (c)                 (d) 


Fig. 3 (a) Brightness minus  (b) Brightness plus (c) Saturation minus (d) 


Saturation plus icons  


E. Handwriting 


The lower part of the screen would pop out a handwriting 


box when click the “handwriting” icon on the left side. There 


are three kinds of colour for handwriting, including red, blue 


and yellow, and the red one is the default one. Users can 


choose the colour and write with hands in the box. If they 


aren’t satisfied with their result, they can delete it by clicking 


the “delete” icon on the left side. 


 
             (a)            (b)                        (c)                 (d) 


 
             (e)  


Fig. 4 (a) Handwrite (b) Red pen (c) Yellow pen (d) Blue pen (e) Shut off 


icons 


F. Snap 


If users touch the “snap” icon on the lower left corner, the 


icon would shimmer and take a snap after 2 seconds. In 


addition, users can also take a snap with gesture. Note that the 


gesture should occupy whole screen so that it can be detected. 


And the handwriting can be record via snapping. 
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Fig. 5 Snap icons 


 


Fig. 6 Snap gesture 


G. Display Mode 


Users can change to display mode by clicking the “display” 


icon on the upper left corner. In the display mode, we can turn 


to next page or previous page by waving hand left to right or 


right to left. If the picture is the last one, and users wave arms 


left to turn to next page, the picture would be back to the first 


one like a circular ring. If users blank the camera lens, system 


would turn back to interface mode. 


 
Fig. 7 Display icons 


 
Fig. 8 Schematic drawing of hand-waving 


IV. IMPLEMENTATIONS 


In this part, we precisely introduce how we design 


FairyTales and how we implement its functionalities. The rest 


of this part is organized as follow. We briefly mention 


FairyTales’s operation on different modes in Section A. 


Section B presents our framework of sensing icons. Section C 


describes the details about brightness and saturation 


adjustment. Section D and Section E explain how we 


implement snap with sensing icon and intuitive gesture, 


respectively. Section F presents how we execute FairyTales’s 


functionalities in display mode. Implementation of real-time 


hand-write will presents in Section G, followed by the 


conclusions of this paper. 


A. State Control 


To explain our system’s architecture; therefore, at the 


beginning, we mention FairyTales’s different modes and 


functionalities of these modes. To properly prevent different 


modes from confusion, we apply two signals to take control. 


These two control signals named change_mode and 


write_mode, respectively. In the following, we simply 


introduce these two control signals and the modes 


administered by them. 


1)  Change_mode:  This signal manages three modes: initial 


mode, interface mode, and display mode. Fig. 1 illustrates 


three modes. The control signal change_mode manages these 


three modes by sensing icons and gestures. Besides, 


change_mode not only enable or disable operation of sensing 


icons and gestures, but also determines which icons to be 


show in different modes. With 2-bit long change_mode, we 


separate three mode as followed: 


 
change_mode[1] == 1’b0 -> initial mode 


change_mode == 2’b10 -> interface mode 


change_mode == 2’b11 -> display mode 


 


Switch between these three modes is so intuitive. Click the 


“start” icon at the upper right corner to switch between initial 


mode and interface mode. Click the “display” icon at the 


upper left corner to switch to interface mode. Blank the 


camera lens with your finger and we can switch to display 


mode. 


2)  Write_mode: As it’s name, this signal determine whether 


user can utilize handwriting. However, write_mode can only 


facilities under interface mode (change_mode == 2’b01). Fig. 


9 and Fig. 10 illustrat the two modes. With 1-bit long 


write_mode we separate two mode as followed: 


 
write_mode == 1’b0 -> non-handwrite mode 


write_mode == 1’b1 -> handwrite mode 


 


Switch between these two modes is so intuitive. Click the 


“colourful finger” icon at the lower left corner would switch 


to non-handwrite mode. Click the “forbidden finger” icon at 


the lower left corner would switch to handwrite mode. 
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Fig. 9 Non-handwrite mode 


 
Fig. 10 Handwrite mode 


B. Sensing Icons 


To fulfil our demand of touching buttons above the glass, 


camera need to sense the vision and determine whether an 


certain point is touched or not. However, we adopt a genius 


approach to avoid from consuming enormous memory space 


to save every pixel of a series of frame (at least 


800*600*3*10*n bits, which n is the number of a series of 


frame). In the following, we briefly explain our 


implementation. 


First, we divide every frame into forty-eight 100 pixels*100 


pixels patches to fit our icon size. Schematic drawing is in Fig. 


11. 


 
Fig. 11 Schematic drawing of divided patches 


Every patch can at most be assigned a sensing icon. So the 


question is how to determine whether a certain patch is 


touched or not. In practical, we do not need to detect every 


point of patches. It’s making constrain too strength, and also 


waste too much memory space. Therefore, we only take the 


center of patches as samples. Our schematic drawing of 


sample points is in Fig. 12. 


 


Fig. 12 Schematic drawing of sampling points 


Any patch and any other else patch are independent. Once a 


patch’s center detects the attendance of finger, this event 


would be regard as this sensing icon (if there is one) being 


touched. 
As mentioned above, the issue of sampling is bring to close. 


However, if we consider only a frame to determine whether a 


certain patch is touched or not, the environment noise would 


lead to a terrible problem.  


The approach to solve this problem is to consider sequences 


of frame. We chose to record forty-eight bits (1 means 


touched, 0 means non-touched) of continuous fifteen frames. 


Finally we AND these fifteen register of forty-eight bits 


together to obtain the final answer of whether a certain patch 


is touched or not during this time interval. The schematic 


drawing of operation is in Fig. 13. 


 


Fig. 13 Schematic drawing of frame-sequence operation 


As a consequence, the register “final” would be the 


indicator to decide if sensing icons are touched. Different 


control signals would be triggered by different touched 


sensing icons, and different operations would be triggered be 
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different control signals. The control signals are listed as 


followed: 


b_lum_add = ~change_mode[1] || KEY_signal || ~final[39]; 
b_lum_sub = ~change_mode[1] || KEY_signal || ~ final [47]; 
b_sat_add = ~change_mode[1] || KEY_signal || ~final [38]; 
b_sat_sub = ~change_mode[1] || KEY_signal || ~final [46]; 


b_screen_shot = ~change_mode[1] || KEY_signal || ~final 


[40]; 


 


b_control = change_mode[0] || KEY_signal || ~final [7]; 


b_change_mode = KEY_signal || ~final [0]; 


b_write = change_mode[1] && (change_mode[0] || 


KEY_signal || ~final [32]); 


b_write_back = change_mode[1] && (change_mode[0] || 


KEY_signal || ~final [24]); 


b_write_red = change_mode[1] && (~write_mode || 


change_mode[0] || KEY_signal || ~o_isFinger[25]); 


         
                                                             (a)                                                                                                                                       (b) 


Fig. 14 Schematic drawing of SDRAM memory space 


b_write_green = change_mode[1] && (~write_mode || 


change_mode[0] || KEY_signal || ~o_isFinger[33]); 


b_write_blue = change_mode[1] && (~write_mode || 


change_mode[0] || KEY_signal || ~o_isFinger[41]); 


The KEY_signal is made according to the signal that 


generated by DE2-115 board when the buttons on the board 


are pressed on. Besides, change_mode plays a role of 


supervisor that determine which signal is valid to be generated 


depend on different modes. 


By means of above procedures, we can easily use finger to 


press on sensing icons above the glasses. 


C. Brightness/Saturation Adjustment 


Because of the difference of implementations, we separate 


this section into two parts to explain how we design the 


system of luminance adjustment and saturation adjustment, 


respectively. 


1)  Brightness:   


According to concepts and principals of image processing, 


we know that the so-called “brightness” of a pixel is definite 


as followed: 


 
Y = 0.299*R + 0.587*G + 0.114*B                      (1)  


                


By this formula, we can not only convert RGB values of a 


pixel to brightness but also know that we can increase the 


brightness of a pixel by increasing the RGB values. 


Therefore, our implementation is based on this concept. We 


declare a register named “lum”, which is 4-bit ling. And then 


the luminance adjustment is as followed: 


output_R = input_R + lum * lum_scale  


output_G = input_G + lum * lum_scale  


output_B = input_B + lum * lum_scale 


The parameter “lum_scale” is determined by try-and-error, 


and it’s most proper value is about 50.  


Moreover, the RGB values above are all 10-bit long 


register, so these values range from 0 to 1023. To prevent 


RGB values from overflowing, we set the value that more 


then 1023 to be 1023. 


2)  Saturation:   


According to concepts and principals of image processing, 


we know that the so-called “saturation” of a pixel is definite 


as followed: 


 


V = 0.5*R - 0.419*G - 0.081*B + 128                  (2)    


              


By this formula, we can not only convert RGB values of a 


pixel to brightness but also know that we can increase the 


saturation of a pixel by increasing the R value and decreasing 


the G value and B value. 


However, in order to simplify the computation, we 


approximate the formula above to: 


 


V = R - G                                                               (3)       


           


Therefore, our implementation is based on this concept. We 


declare a register named “sat”, which is 4-bit ling. And then 


the saturation adjustment is as followed: 
output_R = input_R + lum * lum_scale  


output_G = input_G + lum * lum_scale - sat * sat_scale 
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output_B = input_B + lum * lum_scale + sat * sat_scale 
The parameter “sat_scale” is determined by try-and-error, 


and it’s most proper value is about 20.  


Moreover, the RGB values above are all 10-bit long 


register, so these values range from 0 to 1023. To prevent 


RGB values from overflowing, we set the value that more 


then 1023 to be 1023 and set the value that smaller then 0 to 


be 0. 


D. Snap with Sensing Icon 


Because of the difference of implementations, we separate 


this section into two parts to explain how we design the 


system of luminance adjustment and saturation adjustment, 


respectively. 


We knew that SDRAM would buffer the newest frame 


every time. Thus we decide to save picture by reloading new 


address, which is next to the processed one. Remember that 


both read and write addresses are the same when snapping 


(interface mode in other word), so both needs to be reloaded 


simultaneously. Note the reloading needs to be executed 


between one frame and another, preventing picture from 


aliasing. More details are shown in Fig. 14 (a). 


Now we can save pictures. Besides, if we consider how to 


read the saved pictures, the idea is similar to the previous one. 


For example, if we have snapped three pictures already, and 


now we want to see these pictures, the read address will jump 


to a certain address (first picture at first time by default). Note 


that the write address doesn’t change along with the read 


address. More details are shown in Fig. 14 (b). 


E. Snap with Gesture 


To prevent users finger from being captured on the screen 


and let the product being more user-friend, we add a 2-second 


delay from clicking “snap” icon to FairtTales really taking a 


snap. The controlling finite state machine is shown in Fig. 15. 


 
Fig. 15 Schematic drawing of state of gesture detecting 


In order to knowing if we press the icon or not, we use the 


signal snap_counter[23] in state SNAP COUNT to control 


the icon shimmering. Therefore, if we see the icon 


shimmering, we know that FairyTales is about to snap after 2 


seconds.  


Besides snapping by clicking the sensing icon, we can also 


snap by a specific gesture. The idea is from Pranav Mistry, a 


MIT orator in TED. Now we implement one of his ideas in 


our product. 


However, we don’t want to wear fingerstalls. The reason is 


we think it’s not user-friendly enough if there’re too many 


fingerstalls. Thus we choose to recognize complexion instead 


of detecting fingerstalls. 


The algorithm is simple. First we divide the screen into a 3 


by 3 grid as in Fig. 16. 


 


Fig. 16 Schematic drawing of divided screen 


We find that if we pose the gesture, two palms are surely 


diagonal, that is 2&6 or 0&8. Note that patch 4 must not be 


complexion and the fingers (both thumb and index finger) are 


at patch 1, 3, 5, 7. However, neither the fingers are big enough 


to occupy the patch, nor the fingers are at certain location. As 


a consequence, the condition is looser than the others. In 


conclusion, when sensing complexion at the condition of 


(0&8|2&6)&(!4)&(1&3&5&7), snap icon will shimmer and 


FairyTales will be about to snap after 2 seconds. 


F. Display mode with Gesture 


As mentioned above, SDRAM writing address can be 


changed at any time, but the reload signal should be updated 


during the interval between a finished frame and next frame. 


Though it’s very easy to do this work by just pressing on 


the button, we designed intuitive FairyTales display mode that 


change viewed picture just with your hand throwing. 


In order to detect user’s hand, we adopt simple version of 


complexion detection algorithm to turn every frame into a 


binary frame (1 means skin, 0 means non-skin). We also 


designed two finite-state machines (FSM) to record the state 


of hand throwing. FSM description is drawn in Fig. 17. 


We choose the event “TurnRight” as example to explain. 


Initial state called “IDLE”. FSM at “IDLE” waits to be 


triggered. By detecting user’s hand attending at left side of 


screen, FSM then move to the next state “R1”. FSM at “R1” is 


expecting user’s hand appearing at the middle of screen and 


then move to the next state “R2”. Likely, when user’s hand 


finally arrives at right side of screen, FSM then move to the 


next state “R3”. At the next clock falling edge, FSM move to 


next state “TurnRight”, and change SDRAM writing address 


at the same time. As the writing address of SDRAM being 


changed, the viewed picture would be change. Finally, FSM 


move to “IDLE” state and begin to wait to next “TurnRight” 


event. 
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As mentioned above, “TurnLeft” event operates the same 


mechanism as “TurnRight” event. 


With “TurnRight” and “TurnLeft”, user can intuitively 


changed picture which displayed on the screen as he or she 


want. 


Moreover, we designed system to count the number of 


black pixels in each frame on display mode. Once the number 


of black pixels is more then a threshold, FairyTales would 


change display mode into interface mode. 


G. Handwrite 


We design the real-time handwrite algorithm in the module 


RAW2RGB. The reason we design it in RAW2RGB not in 


other module is because the handwriting must be memorized 


in SDRAM not only displayed on the screen, so the prior 


module is needed rather than the posterior module, and the 


process of our module can be illustrated in Fig. 18. 


 
Fig. 18 Process of handwrite module 


 


 


 
Fig. 17 FSM description 


1)  Decide Size: First, we select the size of our output 


handwriting patches. If we choose the size to be 10 pixels, 


than the handwriting patches will be bigger; otherwise, if we 


choose the size to be 5 pixels, than the patches will be smaller. 


Usually, the smaller patches, the smoother handwriting would 


be. In our module, we choose the size to be 5 pixels. 


2)  Detect Fingertip: In the 5*5 pixels, we define that if the 


middle 3*3 pixels are detected to be green, than we say that 


the patch is chosen; otherwise, we say that the patch isn’t 


chosen. In Fig. 19, if the 3*3 pixels are detected in the 5*5 


pixels, than the patch is considered to be an effective patch. 


3)  Determine Active Period: Different from the setting of 


the sensing icon, the active period of our handwriting function 


is 1 frame, not 15 frames. That is, if the patch viewed as the 


effective patch within 1 frame, it would be coloured. 


 


 


 
Fig. 19 5*5 pixels patch with medium 3*3 pixels detected 
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4)  Coincide Handwriting: There are two registers in our 


module, tmp_handwrite and final_handwrite, respectively. 


These two registers represent the above patches. At the 


beginning, all the patches in tmp_handwrite are all given 


value 1. If one patch not considered as green, than that patch 


in tmp_handwrite would be given background colour. After 


one frame is finished, we coincide tmp_handwrite and 


final_handwrite. Fig. 20 explains our algorithm. 


 
Fig. 20 Coincde tmp_handwrite and final_handwrite 


5)  Erosion & Dilation: After final_handwrite finishes its 


change, we refine the value with erosion and dilation. The 


adjustment would be: if one patch has five surrounding 


coloured patches, than whether or not this patch is coloured, 


this patch would be regarded as coloured patch.  On the other 


hand, if one patch has at most two surrounding coloured patch, 


than it would be regarded as non-coloured patch. After we 


finish erosion and dilation, the values of pixels in 


final_handwrite are given to processs_handwrite. Fig. 21. 


explains the process. 


 
Fig. 21 Erosion and dilation after final_handwrite 


6)  Output: Due to the fact that camera processes the image 


in a sequential manner, we can’t compute both 


final_handwrite and processs_handwrite in the demand of 


real-time. That is, we have to compute them in different time 


sequence. We compute final_handwrite in the bottom of A-


frame, and we compute processs_handwrite in the upper half 


of (A+1)-frame. After the computation of processs_handwrite 


is finished, the result is given to o_handwrite, which is the 


output on the screen. In this mean, we can assert to have a 


real-time handwriting rather than a delayed one. Fig. 22. 


explains the process. 


 
Fig. 22 Compute final_handwrite and process_handwrite at different time 


V. CONCLUSIONS 


The product we design aims at altering humans’ vision and 


realizing real-time hand-wring and taking photos. We 


compare our product to Google glass and digital camera and 


also give a detailed explanation to our product. In our design, 


we utilize numerous techniques especially in hardware to 


apply on various functionalities. Wholeheartedly, we wish our 


product may ameliorate humans’ life and we would never stop 


improving it.  
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Abstract— This document introduces the hardware design of the 


entropy decoding module in dual-mode video decoding chip for 


H. 264 and AVS standard. The entropy decoding module 


designed in this document can realize the decoding of 


CA-2D-VLC for AVS standard and CAVLC and CABAC for 


H.264 standard. The Verilog HDL is used to accomplish RTL 


design and the FPGA implementation is achieved on an Altera 


Cyclone II EP2C35F672C6. The result indicates that the design 


efficiently reduces the circuit area and improves the speed of 


decoding. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 


H.264 is currently the most advanced video coding 


standard， and AVS is China's independent intellectual 


property rights of audio and video coding standard. Because 


H.264 standard has grabbed the opportunity of domestic 


industrialization, but AVS standard is increasingly perfect 


and gets the vigorous support of the government and 


already has certain industrial development. So, AVS and 


H.264 standard will have mutual fusion in our country, and 


it follows that a requirement is put forward that the video 


decoding chip must be compatible with the two standards. 


The entropy decoding module designed in this document 


can achieve entropy decoding for AVS and H.264 standard. 


The design makes a lot of improvement in the 


circuit structure and look-up algorithm, which improves 


the decoding efficiency. The stream buffer and shifter, as 


well as the Exp-colomb decoding module, is reused, and the 


tables of AVS and H.264 standard are optimized. 


Combinational logic is used to look up tables, which 


reduces the use of memory, and the pipelining structure 


improves the decoding speed. In CAVLC decoding module, 


the decoding of the coefficient Coffetoken and 


Trailing_ones_sign_flag are realized in a clock cycle, and 


the recombinant of residual coefficient is done while 


decoding Runbefore, which saves the clock cycle. In 


CABAC module, efficient arithmetic decoding module is 


adopted, which improves the CABAC decoding speed. 


II. ENTROPY DECODING ALGORITHM 


The entropy decoding algorithm for AVS standard is 


adaptive variable length coding based on Exp-colomb code. 


The syntax elements on macro block layer and above it use 


fixed-length code or Exp-colomb code of zero order. 


Residual coefficients adopt context-based adaptive 2-d 


variable length coding (CA-2D-VLC). The array of (Run, 


Level) is obtained by doing run-length encoding (RLE) to 


residual coefficient matrix, and Run presents the number of 


zeros before every non-zero coefficients, and Level is on 


behalf of the value of quantization coefficient [1]. Then 19 


variable length code tables are looking up according to 


(Run, Level) to obtain the corresponding codes which are 


encoded by Exp-colomb code of zero, one, two or three 


order. So, before variable length decoding for AVS, 


Exp-colomb decoding of k order is needed, and the formula 


of the CodeNum and Length are as follows:   


2 2 _


( )


leadingZeroBits k kCodeNum read bits


leadingZeroBits k


  



  (1) 


 2 1Length leadingZeroBits k                                


(2) 


where leadingZeroBits is the number of consecutive 


zeros in prefix of codeword. Then get syntax elements and 


(Run, Level) by mapping CodeNum, and finally obtain 


residual coefficients by inversely scanning (Run, Level). 


In the basic and extensional profile of H.264, residual 


coefficients use context-based adaptive variable length 


coding (CAVLC), but fixed-length code or Exp-colomb 


code of zero order, which is the same as that of AVS, is 


adopted in other profiles. So, it lays a theoretical foundation 


for the reuse of the Exp-colomb decoding module. 


However, arithmetic coding method is also introduced to 


the main profile of H.264. That is to say, the syntax 


elements below the slice layer and residual coefficients can 


adopt context-based adaptive binary arithmetic coding 


(CABAC). When using CABAC to encode, data in the slice 


is divided into 399 context models, each of which 


is identified with ctxIdx, and in each model the probability 
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of looking up and updating is done. At the start of encoding, 


binarization towards syntax elements is done, and the 


syntax elements are transformed into corresponding binary 


codes. Then at the beginning of each slice, 399 context 


models are initialized and arithmetic coding can be carried 


out on the next. After the completion of arithmetic coding, 


the code engine is normalized and the context models are 


updated. So when decoding, choose context model firstly 


according to corresponding syntactic elements, and look up 


the corresponding probability tables and calculate 


progressive interval. Then do binary arithmetic decoding, 


and finally do anti-binary method.  
Knowing from the analysis of the above, the difference of 


variable length coding algorithm of AVS and H.264 mainly 


lies in the process of the residual coefficient. So in the 


design of the entropy decoding module, CA-2D-VLC 


module and CAVLC module share the stream buffer and 


shifter as well as the Exp-colomb decoding module. And 


the CABAC module reuses the stream buffer and shifter. 


Finally, a controller is used to control each module to work 


orderly. 


III.  HARDWARE DESIGN 


According to the analysis of algorithms, this document 


designs an entropy decoding module compatible with AVS 


and H.264 standard. The hardware structure is shown in 


Fig.1. The module consists of seven parts: decoding 


controller, Dual-port RAM, stream buffer and shifter, 


Exp-colomb decoding module, CA-2D-VLC decoding 


module, CAVLC decoding module and CABAC decoder 


module. 


Dual-port RAM can be regarded as a cache between 


entropy decoding module and external input, which stores 


the compressed video input code flow after removing filling 


bits. It outputs 32-bit corresponding code stream to the 


stream buffer and shifter according to the reading address 


coming from the entropy decoding module. 


Stream buffer and shifter stores 64-bit unsolved code stream, 


and it removes code words having been decoded and 


outputs unsolved code stream according to the code length 


information from the code length accumulator. What’s more, 


it can load new stream from the RAM according to the 


loading signal from the code length accumulator. 


Exp-colomb decoding module completes Exp-colomb 


decoding of the code flow to get the value of CodeNum, 


and gets corresponding syntax elements by mapping 


CodeNum. When decoding residual coefficients of AVS, 


CA-2D-VLC decoding module achieves 2-d variable length 


decoding according to CodeNum from Exp-colomb 


decoding module, and outputs (Run, Level), and then gives 


residual coefficients through inversely scanning. When 


decoding stream of H.264, if entropy decoding mode is 0, 


then enable CAVLC decoding module and decode residual 


coefficients. CAVLC decoding 


 


Fig.1 The hardware structure of entropy decoding module 


 


module directly gets unsolved code words from the stream 


buffer and shifter to work out the syntax elements such as 


coeff_token, level, runbefore and so on. Then the syntax 


elements are reordered and the residual coefficients are 


regained. When decoding stream of H.264, if entropy 


decoding mode is 1, use the CABAC decoding module to 


decode the syntax elements in slice layer and below it and 


residual coefficients. The controller is a Finite State 


Machine (FSM), which is used to regulate operation of the 


decoder orderly. According to the difference of the 


decoding video stream, it is needed to input the signal of 


mode_choose to the controller to choose the mode of the 


entropy decoding module, and make the entropy decoding 


module choose the corresponding decoding pathway and 


hang free decoding module to reduce power consumption. 
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A. Stream Buffer and Shifter 


Stream buffer and shifter is used to be the cache of the 


code stream loaded from the dual-port RAM, and output 


unsolved codes for subsequent decoding module through 


the shift operation[2]. In order to support the mixing length 


decoding, this document adopts the method of multiple 


parallel decoding. Through applying the stream buffer and 


shifter, 32-bit stream is read at a time, and each time one 


length of the stream is decoded, which improves the speed 


of the decoding. The structure of the module is shown in 


Fig.2.  


 


Fig.2 The hardware structure of stream buffer and shifter 


 


This module contains two 32-bit registers R0 and R1, 


which together make up the 64-bit input of Left Barrel 


Shifter (LBS). LBS is accomplished by combinational logic, 


and after it receives the address pc from the code 


length accumulator, it makes the 64-bit codes input 


move left pc-bit instantly to generate 32-bit output data new. 


When the signal load from code length accumulator is high, 


it indicates that total length of the code words having been 


decoded is out of 32 bits and 32-bit codes new must be read 


from the code stream. When the clock edge is effective, R0 


stores the 32-bit codes new, and R1 receives the original 


data from R0 and that is the new data input of LBS. And at 


the same time, the code length accumulator begins a new 


round of accumulation, and the internal pc[4:0] accumulates 


code length consumed again and again. When the pc[4:0] is 


beyond 31, the code length accumulator will produce carry 


signal which makes the signal load valid, and that illustrates 


that more than 31-bit codes have been decoded and new 


stream must be input. Signal load must be input the module 


generating RAM address to generate reading address 


ram_rd_addr for RAM. Whenever the signal load is 


effective, ram_rd_addr adds 1 and is sent to the dual- port 


RAM, which makes the RAM output new code flow for 


updating R0 next time. 


In this document, the stream buffer and shifter joins a 


data selector MUX in order to select the type of the current 


code length consumed. According to decoding state signal 


decode_state, it chooses the current code length consumed 


in the decoding from code length of fixed-length decoding, 


Exp-colomb decoding, CAVLC decoding and CABAC 


decoding. So each module can use this module. 


B. Exp-colomb Decoding Module 


In this document, the reuse of Exp-colomb decoding 


module, which can be used in decoding of AVS and H.264, 


is adopted, so the resource consumed of the circuit is 


reduced. The hardware structure of this module is shown in 


Fig.3. 


 


Fig.3 The hardware structure of Exp-colomb decoding module 


 


The first number 1 detector is for detecting the number of 


consecutive zeros in the prefix of the input stream. It 


consists of an or gate, and an 8:3 priority encoder and an 


data selector. It can be used in Exp-colomb decoding 


module, looking up tables in CAVLC decoding module and 


normalization in CABAC decoding module. 


Because the number of zeros in front of the first '1' is not 


more than 15, first 16 bits of the 32-bit stream are only 


needed to be input to the first number 1 detector. The first 


number 1 detector can detect the number of zeros 


leadingZeroBits in the prefix. Then according to the 


formula (2), leadingZeroBits, which is moved left one 


bit, plus the order k of Exp-colomb code and 1 is the length 


of the Exp-colomb decoding length. But, the analysis found 


that the relationship among the binary size of Exp-colomb 


code CodeValue and leadingZerosBits and k is as follows. 


2


_ ( )


leadingZeroBits kCodeValue


read bits leadingZeros k


 



                              


(3) 


Improving formula (1), the relationship between 


CodeNum and CodeValue is as follows. 


2kCodeNum CodeValue           (4)                            


Formula (4) illustrates that the binary size of Exp-colomb 


code minus 2k
is equal to CodeNum, so we simplify the 


calculation of CodeNum according to this relationship so as 


to simplify the design. Deliver the 32-bit input code flow 


into right barrel shifter(RBS) and move it right 32-length 


bits, and then codevalue is obtained. The codevalue minus 
2k


is equal to CodeNum. Also the design joins a code 


length data selector which makes this structure can support 


fixed-length code decoding. That’s to say, when 


decode_state is in the condition of fixed_decoding, the 


length of fixed-length code is input to RBS and then the 


input stream is moved directly, and fixed-length code can be 


decoded. 


After decoding the codenum, the syntax elements of 
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ue(v), se(v), me(v) and ce(v) is obtained by mapping 


codenum . 


C. CA-2D-VLC Decoding Module 


CA-2D-VLC decoding module can decode residual 


coefficients of AVS. And it gets residual data (run level) 


according to the code value codenum after Exp-colomb 


decoding. In this document, the index of look-up tables and 


the tables are optimized and integrated, and adaptive 


pipelining technology is introduced to improve the 


decoding speed. The hardware structure of this module is 


shown in Fig.4. 


 


 
Fig.4 The hardware structure of CA-2D-VLC decoding module 


In this structure, first input codenum into escaping code 


judging unit. If codenum is less than 59, there is no need to 


decode escaping code, and the syntax element 


trans_coefficient equals codenum. And then current used 


table number tablenum generated by trans_coefficient and 


switching unit of the code table number is input into the 


generating units of look-up table index, and a look-up table 


index is generated to look up the look-up logic RunLevel 


and the value of run and level is obtained. If codenum is 


greater than or equal to 59, the escaping code decoding is 


needed to be introduced. The first codenum is assigned to 


the syntax elements trans_coefficient. In escaping code 


judging unit, calculate run = (trans_coefficient-59) / 2 as the 


output run. And then run and tablenum are input to 


generating unit of look-up table index to generate the index 


of look-up logic Refabslevel, and look-up logic Refabslevel 


is searched to get refabslevel. The next codenum is assigned 


to the syntax elements escape_level_diff and then level is 


worked out by the refabslevel and escape_level_diff. If 


trans_coefficient is odd, then the level is equal to 


-(refabslevel +escape_level_diff), otherwise the level is 


equal to (refabslevel+ escape_level_diff). 


When decoding run and level, there are 19 variable 


length code tables that you need search. In the document, 


the index of the look-up code tables is optimized, and 


combinational logic is used to search the look-up code 


tables. That’s to say, the look-up logic of Refabslevel and 


RunLevel is designed to combinational logic circuit, and 


look-up index composed by the trans_coefficient and 


tablenum is input to the combinational logic circuit to get 


the value of run, level and refabslevel. 


In addition, CA-2D-VLC decoding module uses the 


adaptive pipelining technique. Considering the principle of 


balance and the need of decoding process, the variable 


length decoding pipeline is divided into the following four 


stages: the output of stream buffer and shifter, Exp-colomb 


decoding, escaping code decoding and RunLevel decoding 


output. Main arithmetic unit of the output of stream buffer 


and shifter is the stream buffer and shifter, completing 


buffering the output stream from RAM and moving the 


output stream to be decoded. Main arithmetic unit of 


Exp-colomb decoding pipelinig segment is Exp-colomb 


decoding modules, achieving the function of decoding 


Exp-colomb codes. Main arithmetic unit of escaping code 


decoding pipelining segment is also Exp-colomb decoding 


module, working out escaping code escape_level_diff. Main 


arithmetic unit of RunLevel decoding output pipelining 


segment is RunLevel calculation module, calculating run 


and level by looking up variable length code tables of AVS. 


These three arithmetic units cascade to form a complete 


pipeline through register and each arithmetic unit can work 


in parallel in each clock cycle, which improves the 


decoding speed. The adaptive pipeline can adjust the 


pipelining stages according to different code words. The 


workflow of the pipeline is shown in Fig.5. 


 


Fig.5 The workflow of the pipeline 


 


D. CAVLC Decoding Module 


CAVLC decoding module is for decoding the residual 


data encoded by CAVLC in video stream of H.264. CAVLC 


decoding module achieves the decoding of six kinds of 


syntax elements including TotalCoeffs, TrailingOnes, the 


sign trailing coefficients T1, Levels, TotalZeros and 


RunBefore from the compressed bit stream from the stream 


buffer and shifter. And then these syntax elements are 


recombined to get the residuals coefficients. The structure 


of CAVLC decoding module is shown in Fig.6. 


 


 Fig. 6 The structure of CAVLC decoding module 
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CAVLC decoding module and other decoding module 


reuse stream buffer and shifter, so the Left Barrel Shifter 


(LBS) and code length accumulator in Fig.6 are not needed 


to be designed again. That’s because the structure of 


coefftoken, level and totalzeros in the compressed code 


stream of CAVLC is similar with that of Exp-colomb code, 


both adopting structure of [m consecutive 0] 1 [suffix]. So 


when decoding such syntax elements, the number of zeros 


in the prefix is detected by first number 1 detector, and then 


shorter suffix syntax elements are decoded to get code value. 


Thus in this structure, first number 1 detector in 


Exp-colomb decoding module is reused. A part of the input 


stream is sent to first number 1 detector to get the number 


of zeros in the prefix, and another part is sent to syntax 


elements decoding unit, which unites the number of zeros in 


prefix to get code value. In syntax elements decoding unit, 


firstly, Coefftoken decoding unit and the sign of trailing 


coefficients decoding unit are used to work out the total 


number of non-zero coefficients totalcoeffs and the number 


of trailing coefficients trailingones, which are sent to the 


subsequent decoding unit, and subsequently Level decoding 


unit repeatedly works (totalcoeffs- trailingones) times to 


have the value of non-zero coefficients except the trailing 


coefficients Level. Then TotalZeros decoding unit is 


enabled to work out the total number of zeros before the last 


non-zero coefficient totalzeros with entrance parameter 


totalcoeff. Finally RunBefore decoding unit is motivated for 


the number of zeros before non-zero coefficients. 


Restructuring module works out the residual coefficients 


according to the syntax elements above. CAVLC decoding 


controller consists of a FSM, and distributes decoding task 


for each unit in different decoding cycles and makes each 


unit run orderly to rebuild residual coefficients. 


Combinational logic is adopted to look up tables in this 


module, which reduces the access to the memory and saves 


resources. Factor of priority is took into account when 


combinational mapping circuit is designed. So code tables 


are divided into several sub-tables according to the 


frequency of the codes and the similarity of the suffix of the 


codes. The smaller the number of sub-tables is, the higher 


the priority is. When designing combinational circuit, give 


higher priority to these tables. So when combinational logic 


circuit searches tables, in most cases tables having higher 


priority will only be searched, having not to search all of 


the mapping tables. Consequently, the efficiency of looking 


up tables is improved, and the power consumption is 


reduced. Level decoding module is implemented with 


arithmetic operation, and achieves the decoding of the 


prefix and suffix in a decoding clock cycles, and the value 


of a Level can be got each clock cycle. Restructuring 


module starts to work after working out first runbefore, and 


finally (i_level-i_run) clock cycles are only consumed to 


rebuild residual data, which saves a lot of decoding clock 


cycles. 


E. CABAC Decoding Module 


When entropy decoding mode of H.264 is 1, syntax 


elements in slice layer and below it and residual data apply 


CABAC decoding module. The module receives the 


compressed code stream from the stream buffer and shifter, 


and does arithmetic decoding to get every bit of the syntax 


elements, and finally applies the anti-binary method to get 


the value of the syntax elements. The hardware structure of 


the module is shown in Fig.7. 


 


 


Fig.7 The hardware structure of CABAC decoding module 


 


The CABAC decoding module consists of ROM of 


initialization parameters, RAM of context model, the 


initialization calculation and renormalization unit, 


arithmetic decoding operation module, anti-binary unit and 


CABAC decoding controller. Stream buffer and shifter is 


shared with the CA-2D-VLC decoding module and CAVLC 


decoding module, which is not redesigned. 


In the process of CABAC decoding, the context model 


will be updated after the completion of decoding each bit. 


For the realization of decoding one bit per clock cycle, this 


article hopes that the context model of next bit to be 


decoded is read while writing a new context model to RAM. 


Therefore, different addresses are needed to be read and 


written in the same clock cycle. Based on the reason above, 


dual-port RAM is used, which meets the needs of both 


reading and writing RAM. 


Combinational logic circuit is used in renormalization 


module in order to avoid occupying clock cycles. Context 


modeling, arithmetic decoding operation and anti-binary 


module can be compressed into pipelining mode, so that the 


three stages can run in parallel and a bit of syntax elements 


can be decoded each clock cycle, which greatly improves 


the decoding speed. 


 


IV.  RESULT AND VERIFICATION 


In this document, we used Verilog HDL to realize RTL 


design of each functional module in entropy decoding 


module in dual-mode video decoder chip, and did synthesis 


and simulation on Altera's FPGA. The results of synthesis 


indicated that the logic resource of entropy decoding 


module we designed was small. Report of synthesis is 


shown in Fig.8. After achieving synthesis, simulation was 
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done respectively. The results of simulation of CA-2D-VLC, 


CAVLC and CABAC decoding module are shown in Fig.9, 


Fig.11 and Fig.12. 


 


Fig.8. Report of synthesis  


 


Fig.9 Simulation of CA-2D-VLC module 


We then added the entropy decoding module designed as 


a peripheral component to the SOPC. The structure 


designed in SOPC is shown in Fig.10. Then, generate the 


hardware of the design in SOPC. The hardware platform 


portion of the work is shown in Fig.13. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Fig .10 SOPC Builder interface 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Fig.11 Simulation of CAVLC module                                Fig.12 Simulation of CAVLC module 
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Fig.13 Hardware platform portion generated in Quartus II 


 


Combination of hardware and software was applied to 


complete the video encoding and decoding. Finally, after 


assigning pins and generating .sof file, the overall structure 


of Fig.13 was downloaded to the Altera Cyclone II 


EP2C35F672C6, and the stream foreman.yuv was input to 


this structure. The system implemented based on the 


EP2C35F672C6 of DE-2 development board is in Fig.14. 


Compared with the output results of reference software 


RM52j of AVS and JM9.4 of H.264, the result of this 


overall structure shows that the entropy decoding module in 


this document accomplishes decoding the video stream. The 


results are shown in Fig.15 and Fig.16. 


 


Fig.14 The system implemented based on the EP2C35F672C6 of DE-2 


development board 


 


Fig.15 The output results of the reference software 


 


Fig.16 The output results of the overall structure designed in this document  


V. CONCLUSIONS 


In this document, we designed the entropy decoding 


module in dual-mode video decoder chip using FPGA, and 


then embed it into SOPC. Use hardware and software to 


accomplish the decoding of the video stream. The entropy 


decoding module designed in hardware can achieve 


decoding of video stream of 4CIF and 720p HD. It can be 


used as an accelerator in decoding, which can greatly 


improve the decoding speed. 
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Abstract—SpeakING is a good helper to those having troubles in 


singing─ if you can Speak, you can SING. It is because 


SpeakING can transform normal speech into a melody you 


create. Moreover, SpeakING can be more entertaining when 


combined with specifically designed sound effects. This article 


will introduce the theorem and the circuit realization of 


SpeakING on FPGA board. 


 
Keywords—vocoder; channel vocoder; voice changer; sing; pitch 


I. INTRODUCTION 


In the circuit of SpeakING, there are 4 parts, channel 


vocoder, recorder, effects units and display. Channel vocoder 


can modulate the pitch of the sound; recorder can record and 


play back and forward the sounds; in effects units, there are 


some kinds of sound effects; display can show the 


instantaneous state when using. The first part is the most 


major and the most related to efficiency when realized on 


FPGA board, and thus we are going to put more effort to 


discuss the circuit of it and theorem used in it. Then, we will 


introduce the other parts. 


The circuit diagram of the typical channel vocoder is 


showed in Fig. 1. 


 
Fig. 1  Circuit diagram of the typical channel vocoder using filters[3] 


 


In Fig. 1, a modulator, i.e., a vocal signal, will be sent to 


several bandpass filters at first. It passes through different 


envelope detectors, each of which consists of a lowpass filter 


and a rectifier, in order to use the envelope of it. On the other 


hand, a carrier, i.e., a signal of certain frequency, will also 


pass through the same bandpass filters as those which a 


modulator pass through, and thus can produce different 


frequency parts of a carrier. We multiply the parts of a carrier 


and the envelopes of a modulator individually and 


sequentially. Ultimately, all the results are added as the 


output
[1]


. However, this circuit ends up with a large circuit 


area because each filter takes up much area to realize, let 


alone numerous filters. 


Therefore, we consider another method of realizing the 


circuit of channel vocoder. Both the modulator and the carrier 


on the time domain are transformed by the use of Fourier 


transform, consequently being on the frequency domain. The 


circuit not only saves resources but also has a better 


performance on efficiency. 


In addition, SpeakING has basis function as a recorder, 


recording, playing back and forward of many states, removing 


data, pausing. Effects units of SpeakING include sound effects 


such as echo, ghost sound (sounds like an inharmonic 


semitone), beat cut, etc. Last but not the least, the display of 


SpeakING shows a piano keyboard according with the 


physical keyboard you use, a spectrogram of the vocal signal, 


and our logo “SpeakING”. 


II. THEOREM WE APPLY IN CHANNEL VOCODER 


There are several differences between the method of using 


filters and that of using Fourier transform. The former can let 


the signal pass through filters without interruption, while the 


latter needs to cut the signal into several pieces for the sake of 


FFT (Fast Fourier Transform). 


 


 


 Fig. 2  System architecture of channel vocoder using FFT 
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In Fig. 2, our architecture takes 64 samples for a segment to 


compute FFT (N = 64). In order to eliminate the boundary 


discontinuities, we overlap the output voice for 50% and also 


use hanning windows. 


At each segment on the frequency domain, there are 64 


modulators and carriers individually. We multiply both of 


them one-to-one separately and this is the same situation in 


Fig. 1. However, we couldn’t multiply the corresponding 


complex numbers in the frequency domain because the 


modulators had been envelope detected. Only using the 


absolute values of modulators (that is X(k), k = 0, 1, 2, … , 63) 


can be multiplied with the carriers. That is to say, we only 


focus on the magnitude rather than the phase information. 


That is to say, we modify the weights of the carrier signals 


(pitch signal) according to the modulator signals (vocal signal). 


After computing, the signals are translated back to the time 


domain by IFFT (Inverse Fast Fourier Transform) and become 


the output signals which are composed with the pitch we want. 


III. CIRCUIT REALIZATION OF SPEAKING 


A. The core circuit - channel vocoder 


The circuit architecture is essentially based on Fig.2 (screen 


display output is not shown). Each part will be introduced. 


Channel vocoder schematic is provided in the appendix for 


reference. 


Input devices for the system are separated into voice input 


and pitch input, namely, a microphone and the pitch control 


keyboard. The sampling rate for microphone input is about 


8kHz, and every 64 continuous sample points are stored in the 


buffer register, to be delivered to the FFT operation. For the 


keyboard input, we designed a simple circuit using 25 key-


type switch and batteries for additional power supply. 


Whenever a certain key combination is pressed, a module 


(called "carrier generator") will calculate the resulting carrier 


waveform. This carrier signal will be sent in parallel with the 


voice signal to FFT modules, in a buffered way too. Electrical 


elements used are shown in the following diagram, Fig. 3: 


 


 
Fig.3 Switching element 


 


When the element is pressed, C and NO are connected, C 


and NC are disconnected. The opposite is the case when the 


element is released. So we can set NO at a high potential (with 


two 1.5V batteries, the actual potential is between 3.1V to 


3.2V) and NC ground, and have C connected to the HSMC's 


PIN, then any combination of key press can be related to a set 


of signal. 


The FFT computation (also, IFFT operation) in the circuit 


is implemented with the built-in Mega Core Function in 
Quartus. The computation time is less than 0.1 ms (working at 


3.125MHz), so the majority of the overall delay stems from 


audio buffering, which is about tens of milliseconds. That is 


the essence of our circuit; one can achieve real-time speech-


sing conversion without any post-production. 


For the remaining operations including absolute value, 


window function (hanning window) and the overlap on the 


final stage, only simple algebraic operations are used. 


In addition to audio output, we also provide graphical 


output via VGA port on FPGA board. By connecting it to the 


screen, users are able to see visualized key-tone effects and 


audio equalizer. 


B. Recording, playback , clear , fast-forward, rewind, sound 


effects 


1)  Recording:  Analogue voice signal is sampled by 


WM8731 at about 8kHz sampling rate. Each sample is a 16-


bit digital signal and is stored in the SRAM in order. 


2)  Play:  Data in the SRAM are read as samples in the 


order in which the samples are stored. The samples are then 


converted into an analogue signal by WM8731, and the signal 


is the output of the speaker. 


3)  Clear:  All data in the SRAM are set to 0. 


4)  Fast-Forward, rewind:  Data in SRAM are read in a 


skipping way, some of the data will be jumped either forward 


or backward, depends on the multiple. It is essentially a zero-


order interpolation method. Again, the resulting samples will 


be converted to voltage signal via WM8731, then played 


through the speaker. 


5)  Sound effects: 


 Beatcut: Throughout all samples, we set some of them 


to zeros periodically. The effect is like "cutting" the 


voice to pieces. 


 MachineCut: It is equivalent to Beatcut, but at a much 


higher rate of inserting zero samples. This "on and 


off"(equivalent to multiplying a square wave) rate has 


reached the frequency range of human voice, so the 


effect is particularly evident for human voice; it will 


make voice sound more hoarse, or like a robot. 


 Echo: Samples delivered to two channels are slightly 


different in time, creating a delay, echo effect. 


 GhostSound/NormalSound: Ghost sound is created by 


raising the pitch of one of the channels slightly, and 


playing two channels simultaneously. It will sound 


dissonant and unnatural. To achieve this, we modified 


the address WM8731 should read linearly and 


periodically. Changing the "phase" linearly with time 


means changing the frequency (but also playback 


speed), and in order to make sounds from two channel 


consistent in time, periodic manipulation is needed. 
 


 


when released 


when pressed 
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IV. PHYSICAL BODY AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 


Below, Fig.4 shows the picture of the physical body of 


SpeakING without the microphone appearing. 


 


 
Fig. 4  Physical body of SpeakING 


 


On the performance of efficiency, channel vocoder has the 


most influence. To optimize the circuit, we used MATLAB to 


make some simulations of channel vocoder. Firstly, not using 


hanning windows spares little circuit area and results in 


obviously low tone quality. Secondly, not overlapping leads to 


the incontinuous output but saves half time circuit area with 


the 50% overlap; overlapping 75% makes the output smoother, 


improves the tone quality, but brings about twice circuit area 
with the 50% overlap. Therefore, we choose the 50% overlap 


in our channel vocoder. 


In addition, if we adopt the circuit architecture of the 


typical channel vocoder, there will be more than one hundred 


filters in our channel vocoder, which leads to unacceptably-


huge circuit area. On the other hand, the filters provided by 


Mega Core Function are FIR filters instead of IIR filters 


which we used in MATLAB simulations, which causes the 


different total numbers of used elements. And different filters 


having their own delays will make the output addition rather 


difficult. 


V. CONCLUSIONS 


With SpeakING, people can easily not only sing but also 


create a lovely song. Moreover, our method of realizing 


SpeakING spares much circuit area, which also means spares 


much money to generate. 
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Abstract— This paper designed an online detection system 


based on FPGA, which was used to detect if there is defect in 


the internal and external ring of the PET bottle cap and stains 


in the steal of the bottle cap. Based on the hardware platform 


whose core processor is EP4CE115F29, taking advantage of the 


parallelism and pipeline of the FPGA ,this system detect the 


internal ring, external ring and the steal of the bottle cap , then 


make a judgement. The MegaWizard module named Median 


Filter was used to smooth the image and threshold value 


segmentation was used to extract the part in which we are 


interested, and then judge whether there is stain in it. We used 


the projection of the gray level to get the center of the bottle cap, 


and then comparing with the center gravity to judge if the 


bottle cap is qualified. What is more, the edge detection 


arithmetic named Scharr was used to calculate the circular 


degree of internal ring, then judge if there is a defect. By 


experimenting repetitively, the arithmetic is useful that the 


system can detect the PET bottle cap efficiently. The number of 


the bottle cap detected the bottle is more than 50000, and the 


detection precision is 3. 


 


Keywords— PET bottle cap; defect detection; smooth process; 


threshold value segmentation; edge detection 


 


I. INTRODUCTION 


Polyethylene terephthalate (PET) is environmental 


protective plastic, which is used to produce drink bottle 


widely. At present, the number of the plastic bottle cap and 


bottle in our country is on top in the world. However, there 


must be some disqualify product in the manufacturing 


produce, and it is necessary to make a quality detection. But 


we have even no a thorough technology now, and it is mainly 


depend on the labour. Because the number of bottle cap 


produced in one second is more than 10, and the speed of 


labour detection can not match the speed of product line. 


Obviously, an online detection system that is cheap and 


efficient is badly in need. 


Field-Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) has 


characteristics of parallelism handling mechanism, powerful 


operation capacity and flexible repeat programming. With 


that, FPGA has obviously advantages in digital signal 


processing, especially in image processing. 


This paper has designed an online PET bottle cap 


detection system based on FPGA. The system that make full 


use of operation parallel and pipeline of FPGA detect the 


bottle cap parallel and operation pipeline, which greatly 


shortens the period of detection. 


II.  HARDWARE PLATFORM OVERALL DESIGNING SCHEME 


Hardware platform overall design mainly includes the 


lighting system, drive control system, image capturing and 


processing system based on FPGA and display system with 


VGA. The hardware framework of the system is shown in 


Fig. 1. Being powerful, the laser sensor once inducted bottle 


cap, the drive control module will stop the conveyor. At the 


same time, FPGA will capture an image to be processed later. 


The digital image information will be successively grey 


processed, threshold segmentation, smoothed and detected 


edge. The judgement message coming from the image 


processing will be send to drive control module to make the 


rejecting device work, rejecting the disqualification. The key 


link of the system is capturing and processing image 


efficiently. 
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Fig. 1The hardware framework of the system 
 


Considering the volume of the bottle cap, we choose the 


ultrasonic sensor as the external triggering of the image 


capturing. The voltage values of ultrasonic sensor ranges 
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from 0.2V to 4.5V. We get better edge of trigger signal with 


the compared circuit formed by operational amplifier LM358. 


After comparing, the trigger signal of the ultrasonic sensor is 


switched with level 74LVC4245. The signal is sent to the 


GPIO entrance of EP4CE115F29. When receive the trigger 


signal, EP4CE115F29 capture the image. At the same time, 


with the interrupt trigger signal of ultrasonic, GPIO send a 


level signal of 3.3V, which switch to 24V by passing the 


level switching module, controlling the on-off of the relay. 


The hardware block of drive system is shown in Fig.2. 
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Fig.2 The block of transmission  


The theory block of the image capturing and 


processing is shown in Fig.3. The PAL format analog 


signal which is exported from CMOS camera decoded 


with ADV7180, which produces Ycbcr4:2:2 standard 


digital video data compatible to CCIR656, which includes 


horizontal synchronization, vertical synchronization and 


field synchronization. The Ycbcr4:2:2 is sent to FPGA. 


FPGA switch the interlaced YCbCr 4:2:2 video signal and 


synchronizing signal to non- interlaced YCbCr 4:4:4 video 


signal and synchronizing signal. Then the gray image data 


formed by Y signal is processed with smoothing, threshold, 


recognition. The chromaticity space switching module 


switches the Ycbcr to RGB video data, which is sent to VGA 


displayer. The VGA controlling module produces the 


individual VGA synchronizing signal including VGA_HS 


and VGA_VS, which makes the VGA displayer display 


the data.  
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Fig.3 The theory block of capturing and processing image 


III.  THE THEORY OF DETECTION ARITHMETIC AND CARRYING 


IT OUT ON FPGA 


The image captured is processed parallel and pipeline 


on FPGA. That include image smoothing and filtering, 


ROI extracting, the detection of internal and external ring 


and the detection and cognition of stain. The procedure of 


detection arithmetic is shown in Fig.4. 
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Fig.4 The procedure of the detection arithmetic  


 


A. Median filter 


Gaussian filter is optimal smoothing filter, which filter 


the noise effectively and hold the sharp edge. Despite the 


smoothness of the filter is controlled with a parameter, the 


velocity of performing is low because of calculation of float, 


which make it complex carrying out on FPGA real time. 


Median filter is nonlinear filter based on statistical ranking, 


which also filter the noise but hold the sharpness of the edge. 


Though the smoothness can’t be controlled with parameter, 


the velocity of carrying out is satisfied, which just need a 


clock period with the pipeline on FPGA. The expression is as 


follows. 


Wji


jcircr medianfg




),(


,,                            (1) 


f(r,c) means the image before processing,  g(r,c) means the 


image after processing, and W is 3*3 mask  


We use the macro feature module named Median filter 


2D which is offered by Quartus II 10.0, in which we set the 


width of image as 640Pixels, the height as 480Pixels, and the 


deepness as 8Bits.We choose signal channel and the filter 


mask is 3*3.The result is shown in Fig.5.(a) is the image 


with salt-pepper noise, and (b) is the image after median 
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filtering. What is shown is that the noise is filter effectively 


with the median filtering, and the sharp relatively edge is 


kept, which has major implication to the processing 


following. 


  


(a) The image with salt-pepper noise  (b) The image after median filtering 


Fig.5 The result of median filtering 


B. Threshold value segmentation, extracting ROI and 


distinguishing stain 


We make the image that has been median filtered 


binary processing. After experimenting time after time, we 


conclude that the threshold of binary image is 8’d50, with 


which we can get the region of interest (ROI) of the bottle 


cap, shown as Fig.6. (a) is the image with stain before 


processing, and (b) is the ROI after threshold segmentation. 


The extracted ROI take the run-length encoding 


method to save. The programming is shown in (c) of Fig.6. 


The minimum of every route includes the ordinates value 


and the abscissa value of the beginning and the ending of 


the route. Besides good to judging the stain, this method 


saves the memory space and improves the speed. We use a 


little RAM space to save the result. If the ordinates value 


is repeated in the result saved, we conclude that there is 


stain in the ROI. Then we mark the product under 


detection is unqualified, and separated by the rejecting 


device. 


 


 


(a)Original image(b) The result of segementation(c)The programming of 


route 


Fig.6 The result of the threshold segmentation and the programming of route 


C. external ring judging 
If the ring is symmetrical, it’s center gravity and the 


center of the ring is the same. We solve the coordinates of 


the center gravity and the center of the ring, and compare 


their deviation. Then we can know if the external ring has 


any defect. We conclude those products whose deviation 


is within 2 pixels to be qualified. 


1) extracting the center of the ring with the 


projection of gray value: 


The projection of gray value includes the projections of 


horizontal and vertical. The projection steps as follow: (1) 


initializing 2D array [10:0]Mem[0:M+N-1], mapping to a 


block in RAM. Mem[0：M-1] save the projection data of 


horizontal and Mem[M:M+N-1] save the projection data of 


vertical. The initialization is 0. (2) Going through the image 


T(r,c) which has been threshold segmentation. The horizontal 


projection saving unit Mem[r] is named after r. And 


Mem[M+c] is named after c. (3) The  gray pixel of saving 


unit is 8’hFF. The saving unit is +1. (4) After being gone 


through, the memory units save the value of neighbor. (5) 


The coordinates of the center are ((C2-C1)/2, (R2-R1)/2). 


The horizontal projection of ROI shown in Fig.7 (b) is 


used to calculate the Y-axis, and the vertical projection is 


used to calculate the X-axis.   


 


 


(a)ROI       (b)the horizontal projection  (c)the vertical projection 


Fig.7 The result of the center of ring with the projection of gray value 


2) The center gravity of the region 


The center gravity is solved based on the ROI that has 


been extracted. The result of the ROI saved in the method of 


the route programming. We solve the area of the region with 


expression(2) easily. The symbol a in the expression (2) is 


the number of the stain in the region, which is equal to |R|. 


cei is the plotted value of the ending of the route, and csi  is 


the beginning of route. The center gravity of the region is 


solved with expression (3) and (4). 
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D. The internal ring judging and carrying out the edge 


detection with Scharr on FPGA 


We detect the defect of the internal ring with 


measurement of the region compactness. And the 


measurement of the compactness is solved with 


expression (5). The symbol l in the expression is the 


length of the outline of the region, and a means the area of 


the region, because of which we need to detect the edge, 


extracting the outline of the internal ring.  
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      (5) 


This system judge the products whose value of 


compactness is no bigger than 1.05 as qualified. 


1) The edge detection arithmetic named Scharr 


Sobel operator is an common edge detection operator. 


And its disadvantage is the accuracy in the approximate of 


derivative calculation in a small neighborhood such as 


3*3. Scharr filter enjoy the same speed with Sobel filter, 


but is more accuracy. The block of Scharr edge detection 


arithmetic is shown in Fig.5. First we make the 


neighborhood and the Scharr operator a convolution 


calculation, getting the horizontal grads and vertical grads. 


Then by using the Euclidean norms cr ggg 
1


, 


we get the grads value. Last judging the image edge with 


the threshold segmentation module and export the result 


of edge detection. With the neighborhood image data and 


the Scharr operator, we calculate the horizontal grads with 


expression (6) and vertical grads with expression (7). And 


we get the grads value with expression (8).     


)3103()3103( 131211333231 ffffffgr    (6) 


)3103()3103( 312111332313 ffffffgc      (7) 
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Fig.8 The block of the edge detection arithmetic 
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Fig.9 The 3*3 neighbourhood of the image and the Scharr operator 


2) Carrying out the Scharr edge detection on 


hardware 


The detection arithmetic refers to convolution and many 


multiplications and additions. The Scharr edge detection 


including window module, grads value calculation module 


and threshold segmentation module. To get the 3*3 window 


mask, we use the FIFO (First In First Out) module as the 


buffer of the image data, shown as Fig.10. FIFO which is 


instantiated by the M4K RAM module in FPGA produces 


row and column delayed signal. And we initialize the FIFO 


in the method of asynchronization resetting. When the data 


flows in, the image data of 3*3 keep changing, which makes 


the 3*3 mask process all the pixels. We convolute the masks 


with the programming multiplication adder and 


programming parallel adder module. The coefficient of mask 


is shown in Fig.11 (a). And (b) is the convolution of the 


image data after buffering with window module and mask. 


The inputs of programming multiplication adder adding or 


subtracting, then output. The circuit in (b) is packaged to a 


block. We get the grads value with parallel calculation after 


the instantiation and the   modulation of mask coefficient. 


Then by passing the threshold, we get the edge outline.       
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Fig.10 The module buffer 
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Fig.11 The theory of the convolution                


IV.  EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 


The hardware platform is shown in fig.12.The system 


includes something like light,ultrasonic transducer,CMOS 


cameram,DE2-115,transmission,VGA displayer and so on. 
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The key link of the system is carrying out the arithmetic of 


image processing on FPGA. 


 


 


Fig.12 Hardware platform 


The detection result of PET bottle cap is shown in 


Fig.13. Fig. (a) shows a qualified product. Fig.(b) shows the 


edge of the product in (a). Fig.(c) shows a disqualified 


product. Fig.(b) shows the edge of the product in (c).Seen 


form the images, the arithmetic can extract the edge of the 


target accurately. Because of the light, the edge extracted is 


being disturbed. However, with experimenting again and 


again, it’s proved that the internal ring extracted with this 


arithmetic is accuracy. And we can conclude that the 


disturbing of light has no influence on the processing of the 


internal ring outline.   


 


  


(a)                            (b) 


  


(c)                           (d) 


Fig.13 The result of the edge extracting 


We experiment with 100 caps of 500ml Yibao 


mineral water bottle, including 5 caps damaged by man. 


The detection result is shown in Tab.1.The system would 


not judge the qualified product as disqualified product. The 


detection accuracy rate is 98%, which meets the requirement 


of production line.  


TABLE 1  


THE RESULT of THE BOTTLE DEFECT DETECTION 


The 


number 


of tested 


The number 


of qualified    


The number of 


disqualified 


The 


detection 


accuracy 


rate 


100 93 7 98% 


V.  CONCLUSIONS 


This system whose core processor is EP4CE115F29 


capture and process image real time, and detect the defect 


of the PET bottle cap efficiently and accurately. Although 


the image processing arithmetic used in the system is easy 


to achieve in the engineering, and get the detection result 


accurately and efficiently, the system can’t meet 


requirement of high-precision. To meet the harsh demand, 


it’s necessary to look for more efficient ways. For 


example, making the Hough Transform work on the 


FPGA to get another online PET bottle cap detection 


system, which is faster, more accurately and has a higher 


precision. 
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Abstract— A quadrocopter is a new kind of unmanned 


aircraft that has the advantages of novel structure and 


excellent performance, relating to high, exact and 


sophisticated technology in many fields. It is of value to 


practical applications. At first, our team studied a 


quadrocopter’s structure characteristics, attitude algorithm 


and flight control principle. Then a flight control system was 


designed which uses LB0 (LB0 employs EP3C10E144C8 of 


Altera Cyclone Ⅲ as core device) and MPU-6050 as core 


device and inertial measurement device respectively. The 


system analyzes the control signal which android mobile 


phone sends by WIFI, fuses current 


sensor measurement data, estimates the aircraft’s motion 


attitude and then calculates the motors adjustments. 


According to the motors adjustments, the system controls the 


motors to regulate the quadrocopter’s flight attitude. It 


results in a good effect that Euler angles method and Kalman 


filtering algorithms are adopted to describe and calculate the 


attitude respectively. At the same time, the data from GPS 


module is transmitted back to android mobile phone by WIFI 


and then it helps the system realize autonomous navigation. 


 
Keywords— Quadrocopter; Android, Intelligent Control; 


Autonomous Navigation; FPGA  


 I.  DESIGN SURVEY 


A. design intention  


The quadrocopter is a micro aircraft, using four rotors 


as aircraft engine.  Because of its small size and 


lightweight, the aircraft is suitable to carry some certain 


payloads and possess the ability of autonomous navigation. 


Thus, it becomes widely available in complex and 


dangerous situations(e.g. [1]-[3]). 


1) Biochemical Detection and Environmental 


Monitoring:  The aircraft can be used to perform tasks in 


restricted biocheical areas, monitor ecological 


environment in real time, search for the disaster survivors 


or harmful pollutants and take civil aerial photo.In addition, 


according to the different carried sensors, it can also play a 


major role in traffic control, space exploration and other 


outdoor adventure.  


2) Low-level Detection:  The aircraft can perform 


reconnaissance missions, when it is few meters to several 


hundred meters close to the target few meters in the air. 


Especially in the difficult terrain or areas that people 


cannot reach, it can detect accurately and sent the obtained 


information back.  


3) Military Raid:  The aircraft can be used as an 


offensive weapon to destroy enemy radar and other 


electronic equipments and to carry weapons for attacking 


enemy. 


4) Communications Relay:  The aircraft can be applied 


to detect and maintain the communication line, saving 


labor costs. 


5) Signal Interference:  The quadrocopter also can 


make interference for the communication equipment in the 


area of enemy.  


In addition, the four-axis aircraft can also be used for 


recreation, such as playing the piano, augmented reality 


and other virtual games 


In recent years, due to its operating system open source 


nature, Android smart terminal has occupied most share of 


the market quickly. The popularity of Android brings the 


convenience to the App development. As long as you have 


one Android terminal, you can access the App production. 


Android and GPS technology are applied to the aircraft in 


this subject to achieve Android intelligent control and 


autonomous navigation. 


B. Design scheme 


The design is based on the DJI chassis and uses FPGA 


as processing core, combining with MPU6050 modules 


(three-axis gyroscope + tri-axial accelerometer), WIFI 


module, GPS module and other peripheral devices to 


achieve the functions of intelligent control and 


autonomous navigation, as shown in Figure 1.1. 
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WIFI module
Android  phone


MPU6050 module


Dajiang F450 frame


GPS module


LB0 module


 
Figure1.1 The system structure diagram of the quadrocopter  


The four-axis aircraft in this system can achieve a 


steady flight in the air. The wireless control of the aircraft 


is implemented by the communication between Android 


terminal and WIFI module. During the flight, the aircraft 


sends location information to Android terminal for display. 


 


1)  The advantage to use Altera’s devices 


a. Flexible and efficient capability of SOC solutions:  


SOPC (System on a Programmable Chip) consists of a 


system on a programmable chip, which addicts the Nios II 


processor, on-chip memory, I / O port and other system 


functional modules to one FPGA. It has a flexible design 


of developing custom peripherals and meets the complex 


requirements of peripherals. 


b. The convenience of Nios II soft-core processor:  


Nios II soft core can be choose from a rich IP core library, 


depending on user application requirements. That offers a 


highly user-friendly design and improves effectively the 


computing ability of system. Nios II software is designed 


to support user-defined commands that provides an 


effective way to optimize and speed up the computations, 


which makes the algorithm commercialization much 


easier.  


c. The powerful capabilities of C2H:  The C2H 


Compiler provided by Nios II is integrated in the Nios II 


IDE, whose main feature is to converse the software 


program to the hardware implementation automatically 


and generate custom Avalon peripherals that is connected 


to the Nios II system. Nios II C2H Compiler can also 


enable embedded system developers to improve design 


efficiency and shorten the development cycle. 


 


2) The advantage of Android platform 


Remarkable characteristics of Android platform are that 


it is an open system architecture and has a very good 


development and debugging environment. Not only does 


Android platform provide a good condition for the 


developers, but also brings benefits to self-development. 


The popularity of Android smart terminal has brought 


great convenience to people's life and work. In addition, its 


portability makes our designed system possess extensive 


applications. 


 II.  HARDWARE CIRCUIT DESIGN 


Figure 2.1 shows the hardware block diagram of the 


four-axis aircraft. 


 


Figure2.1 Hardware block diagram of the quadrocopter 


 


 
 


Figure2.2 The prototype image of the quadrocopter 


A. hardware performance parameters 


1) LB0 performance parameter: 


 FPGA: CycloneIIIEP3C 


 Memory: SDRAM,two 32-Mbyte SDRAM 


SRAM: one 2-Mbyte SRAM 


Flash Memory: 8-Mbyte flash memory 


 Altera EPCS16 Series EEPROM 


 Clock Input: 100MHz oscillator  


2) Aircraft performance parameters 


 Motor: A2212/13T 


 ESC: FMT 


 Wheelbase: 17.7/450mm 


 Batteries: 11.2V (3S1P) 2200mAh 


3) The performance parameters of WIFI module 
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HLK-WIFI-M03  


 Hardware: the baud rate range: 1200~115200bps 


 Wireless: the frequency range: 2.412~2.484 GHz 


 Software: the maximum socket connection is 15 


4) GPS Module: ATK-NEO-6M 


 Interface Characteristics: TTL, compatible with 


3.3V/5V MCU system 


 Reception characteristics: 50 channels, GPS L1 


(1575.42MHz) C/A code, SBAS: 


WAAS/EGNOS/MSAS 


 Location Accuracy: 2.5mCEP (SBAS: 2.0mCEP) 


 Update Rate: the maximum 5Hz 


5) MPU-6050 


 Gyroscope Measurable Range: ± 250, ± 500, ± 1000, 


± 2000 ° / S (DPS) 


 Accelerometer Measurable Range: ± 2, ± 4, ± 8, ± 


16g 


B. Design of the driving circuit of H Bridge 


H bridge circuit is a typical DC motor control circuit, 


as shown in Figure 2.3. When the pair of MOS tubes on 


the diagonal conduct, the motor will enter the state of turn 


or reverse. The PWM signal will be first conversed by the 


H bridge circuit and then drives the DC motors(e.g. [4]). 
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Figure2.3 H-bridge-driving circuit 


The MOS tube in this design is IRF3205, whose 


maximum working current is 16A. As shown in Figure 2.4, 


the 74LS02 circuit is used in the input signal terminal, 


whose function is to choose the input signal. If the forward 


and reverse input signals are high or low at the same time, 


all of circuit outputs will be low. However, if only one 


input is high, the corresponding output will be high. Thus, 


that avoids the situation that two half bridges are 


connected at the same time and keeps H bridge circuit in 


working order. 


 


Figure2.4 NOR circuit schematic diagram 


 


C. User-defined modules 


1) PWM module 


To control the motors of our aircraft, PWM module 


was designed within the FPGA. Writing data to the 


register, we will get certain square wave signal that the 


period is fixed and duty cycle is variable. Then we can 


manipulate the aircraft flying up and down, front and rear. 


clock


reset_n


chip_select


address[1..0]


write


write_data[31..0]


read


read_data[31..0]


pwm_out


pwm_avalon_interf ace


inst4
 


Figure 2.5 PWM module 


 


2)  I2C communication module 


In our aircraft, MPU6050 is used to detect the real-time 


gesture. MPU6050 is an I2C slave device, so we need I2C 


communication module to read data from MPU6050. And 


then corrected data fusion will generate the real time 


altitude which is important for following control process.  
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Figure 2.6 I2C communication module 


C. FPGA resource usage 


Figure 2.7 shows the use station of FPGA. 


 


Figure 2.7 FPGA resource usage 


 III.  SOFTWARE DESIGN AND PROCESS 


A. Nios II software design 


Depending on the system design requirements, system 


software can be divided into system initialization, data 


acquisition and processing, network communications, 


aircraft control by function. The function of each module 


is showed as followed: 


System initialization: Initialize the hardware devices 


and global variables. 


Data acquisition and processing: Read the data stored in 


the FIFO. And verify the flight path of our aircraft by 


using the data.  


Network communications: According to the system 


requirements, we need to pack the data and then send it to 


mobile phones through the Ethernet port. And the data 


from the mobile can also be received and processed by the 


system.  


Aircraft control: Control the altitude of our aircraft by 


the command sent by the phone.  


The overall system flow block diagram is showed as 


Figure 3.1. 
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Return GPS value
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Figure3.1 Overall system flow block diagram 


1)  Design of send and receive of network 


The client / server model based on TCP is founded by 


FPGA and Android phones. And it is realized by the use of 


the module of WIFI. Phones are used as server and FPGA 


client. 


a. Working principles of WIFI module 


WIFI module works with passive serial device 


networking and serial device networking. WIFI module 


uses passive serial device networking in our design and the 


aircraft has been in a state of passive waiting for a 


connection. It is initiated by the server to connect with the 


device and make requests or upload data(e.g. [5]). 


b. TCP segment format 


(1) paragraph format:  TCP segment format is used by 


the system for data transmission, showed as followed 


UDP首部 UDP数据内容


42字节


 


Figure 3.2 TCP segment format 


(2) paragraph types:  There are two sections in the 


design，the first is the receive data segment. It is the 
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control information sent from Android, showed in 


figure3.3. 


TCP header


5Byte


TCP data 


segment identifier
Contral data ... ... ... Contral data


30Byte


 


Figure 3.3 receive data segment 


The second is transmit data segment ， it is the 


information returned to Android.，showed in the figure 


3.4. 


TCP header


5Byte


TCP data 


segment identifier


Return 


information
... ... ...


Return 


information


120Byte


 


Figure 3.4 transmit data segment 


c. Network transceiver process 


After power-on initialization, LB0 will continue to send 


ARP packets and request the MAC address of the phone 


according to the IP address. After getting the MAC 


address successfully, LB0 will stop sending ARP packets, 


and then can communicate with TCP network by the 


acquired MAC address. The data sent from the phone is 


processed by LB0. And meanwhile the phone is also 


processing the data from LB0. 


2)  Aircraft Control Software Design 


In aircraft flight control, the system processes the 


commands sent by mobile phones and then control the 


attitude of the aircraft, completing posture self-correcting 


in flight. Thus the PID algorithm based on feedback 


control is introduced. In our system, a closed-loop 


incremental PID control algorithm is applied to control the 


speed(e.g. [6]).  


The desired angle is called setpoint (SP). The difference 


between the angle measurement and the setpoint is the 


error (E). The incremental PID controller is an improved 


vision of the PID controller, and the discrete incremental 


PID control algorithm is as follows: 


(1) 


 


where k is the sample number(k=0,1,2,……), U(k) is 


the output at k step period, E(k) means temperature errors 


at k step period, KP is proportional gain, KI is integral gain, 


and KD is derivative gain. We can get )1( kU according 


to recursive method: 


(2) 


 


Let formula (1) and formula (2) make subtraction, we can 


get formula (3): 


 


(3) 


WhereΔU(k) is the incremental output, and it will be 


added to the last output U(k), that is, 


)()1()( kUkUkU   


 


This is the principle of incremental PID algorithm.  


The output is incremental, so the malfunction has little 


effect on the output. We can use logic methods to 


eliminate the influence. Besides, the incremental output is 


only relevant with the last three samplings, so it can be 


weighted to obtain better attitude control results(e.g. 


[7],[8]). 


 


B. Android Software Design 


The mobile phone control site is based on android 


platform and designed with the android developer tools 


named eclipse. 


  


Figure 3.5 welcome screen   


 


Figure 3.6 control interface 
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To meet the demand of the man-machine interaction, 


the functions of mobile phone site contain receiving and 


sending information, which are implemented through the 


network protocol TCP. The information that mobile phone 


receives is mainly current location of the quadrocopter. 


And the control information that phone sends contains 


direction and speed parameters of the quadrocopter in 


sensor mode. Mobile phone interfaces are shown as figure 


3.5 and figure 3.6. As figure 3.6 shows, the round rocker 


in left screen controls the quadrocopter’s direction and the 


rounded rectangle rocker in right controls the speed(e.g. 


[9]). 


 IV. THE DIFFICULTY AND INNOVATION 


A.  The Research Difficulty  


1) Aerodynamics:  Helicopter rotor is a divergent 


system and the quadrocopter has four rotor wings that 


interfere with each other. That poses a problem for 


dynamic analysis of the quadrocopter and causes it 


difficult to set up an accurate dynamic model. While the 


quadrocopter is in the air, laminar air flowing which 


causes   considerable forces and moments plays a 


leading role. So it needs a three-dimensional aerodynamic 


analysis method. 


2) Stability Control:  The quadrocopter has four rotor 


wings that interfere and differ with each other. The aircraft 


is sensitive to external environment because of its small 


volume. Thus, it puts forward higher requirements in terms 


of stability and aircraft must pose rapid response capability 


and the ability of timely adaptive adjust to ensure the 


quadrocopter’s stable attitude.  


B.  The Research Innovation 


1) Android Intelligent Control:  This design uses 


android smart terminal to intelligently control the 


quadrocopter by WIFI. The popularity and portability 


brings good experience to aircraft control personnel. 


2) GPS autonomous navigation:  The quadrocopter 


with a GPS module in this design can realize autonomous 


navigation and makes the aircraft controlled more 


conveniently. 


 V. SUMMARY 


After several months of learning and exploration, we 


have a profound understanding of FPGA. We encountered 


many problems in the system development process. With 


unremitting efforts, a series of difficulties have been 


overcame, and the system basically reaches the expected 


function. The process of solving difficulties witnesses the 


growth of our team. In the problem-solving process, we 


fully appreciate the importance of experience. Rich 


experience in the design will promote to choose a good 


plan in the beginning of system design stage, as well as the 


rich experience in hardware and software debugging will 


greatly speed up the progress of the project. 


Finally, our team would like to thank the contest 


organizing committee for giving us a rare opportunity to 


practice, as well as teachers and classmates for their 


guidance and assistance in the development process. 
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Abstract—In this paper, we present a new interactive, 2-player 


coaching system – iCoach, based on Altera DE2-115 FPGA board. 


The coach can be the 2nd player or any video stream provided by 


the user. With beautiful virtual background image and different 


background music choices, he/she can enjoy exercising with the 


coach and get real-time scores and comments on the performance 


of their overall motion, thus improving their motor skills. Also, 


iCoach provides interactive motion games for users to have fun 


dancing and painting with body parts. In comparison with existing 


motor learning devises such as Wii Fit, iCoach is more flexible 


since it enables users to set up their own coaches and virtual 


environments. Moreover, iCoach is more computationally efficient 


and uses less memory due to the carefully designed algorithms and 


the arrangement of FPGA memory. 


 
Keywords— FPGA; Dance; Coach; Motion-sensing; Interactive 


game; Rehabilitation 


I. INTRODUCTION 


Motor skills are crucial in all phases of lifespan.  People of 


all ages perform fundamental motor skills such as walking and 


grabbing, or specific skills such as playing balls and dancing. 


Therefore, motor learning becomes essential in various areas 


such as rehabilitation and sports training.  In addition, motor 


learning is found in many studies to have emotional and 


therapeutic advantages [1], [2].  Since the measurements of 


motor skills and knowledge of performance are critical 


variables in motor learning [3]-[5], a device that can measure 


users’ motor skills and will give users feedback to help them 


improve motor learning is very helpful in daily life. iCoach is 


aimed at realizing a dance skill learning system. 


To realize a motor-learning device, key issues include video 


processing (for coaches’ video), motion detection, tracking, and 


a good comparison algorithm (for users’ images).  With 


respect to video processing, FPGA technology has been 


proposed as a way of obtaining high performance for 


computationally intensive DSP application [6], [7].  Moreover, 


among plenty of approaches for motion detection and object 


tracking proposed recently [8], [9], many have been 


implemented by using FPGA technology [10], [11].  Some 


related work even points out the advantage of structural design 


techniques over high-level design (e.g. C-like syntax) [12].  


As a result, we design our motor learning device with structural 


design techniques by using FPGA technology, which can make 


the device much smaller and faster.  Additionally, structural 


design also enables highly efficient use of memory. 


One of the most well-known devices for motor learning is 


Wii Fit.  It is a game that features yoga, strength training, 


aerobics, and balance games.  The player is required to stand 


on a specific platform during exercise.  Although it receives 


some positive reviews [13], Wii Fit lacks the flexibility to 


design the motion by users themselves and thus the trainings 


will be limited.  Since in iCoach, our design, we enable users 


to save their coaches’ videos and provide users with the 


performance feedback of each limb, users are able to learn 


nearly all movements and sports.  Besides, iCoach extracts the 


background, which not only supplies users with a virtual 


environment that is beneficial to motor learning and 


rehabilitation [14], but also reduces the noise from the 


surroundings (which may lead to error motion-sensing).  


Furthermore, repeat mode, virtual mode, and 2-P mode — 


these learning modes offered in iCoach give users more choices 


and more fun, and the last two of these are not provided in Wii 


Fit. 


In addition, we carefully design our algorithms to enhance 


our system efficiency. To achieve motor skill training, the 


device has to recognize the positions of the human body parts 


and then to evaluate the user’s performance. The body part 


recognition can be done by tracking an object throughout video 


streams or directly recognizing the object in a single frame, and 


we apply the latter method. Tracking the user’s body parts 


using algorithms like TLD(Tracking-learning detection) [15] 


requires very high memory usage since the algorithm takes a 


lot of images of the target object from various angles, let alone 


we have to track “five” body parts at the same time, which is 


nearly impossible to be realized on a FPGA board. In contrast, 


our algorithms identify in every single frame the five important 


body parts in real time based on the RGB values and coordinate, 


which is memory-saving with high efficiency of computation. 


After identifying the posture of the user, iCoach compares it 


with that of the coach, who can be another player or a coach 


from video streams provided by the user himself/herself. 


SDPAM is suitable for saving video streams due to its capacity 
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and speed to catch up with the playing of the video. iCoach 


then gives scores to body parts in every frame and an overall 


feedback comment on the user’s whole motion, which 


identifies the weaknesses of the user’s motion and helps to 


improve the user’s skills. In addition to learning mode, which 


can be applied on exercise and rehabilitation, iCoach also 


provides a speed movement game and a body art game for the 


user to move his/her body parts to enjoy interactive motion 


sensing games and have fun. 


The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 


II, we discuss the interface and each function of iCoach. In Sec. 


III, we introduce its environment and components. In Sec. IV, 


we describe our system architecture and in Sec. V we elaborate 


the algorithms further. 


II. FUNCTION DESCRIPTION 


In this section, we discuss the user interface and functions of 


iCoach. 


A. Data Pre-process 


1) Images set up:  The user can save the coaches’ videos 


by saving videos as a series of images in a SD card and 


inserting it into the FPGA board which connects to the VGA 


that shows the coaches’ images.  When iCoach is turned on, it 


spends some time processing and saving these images in the 


SDRAM of that FPGA board.  The ratio of completion will be 


shown on the screen as in Fig. 1. 


 


Fig. 1 Data Pre-process Interface 


 


2) Music set up:  The user can save the music in the Flash 


memory before turning on iCoach.  As soon as iCoach 


finishes pre-processing and enters the user interface, it starts to 


play the music in the Flash memory. 


B. User Interface 


After the pre-processing finishes, user interface displays on 


the screen, as shown in Fig. 2. 


 


Fig. 2 User Interface 


 


1) Dressing Requirement:  The user is required to wear a 


yellow ring on his/her right wrist and a green ring on the left, as 


shown in Fig. 3.  Since the screen mirrors the user’s image, 


the relative positions of the rings should be the same as those 


shown in Fig. 2.  Moreover, the user should let part of his/her 


both legs without covered by any cloth.  The user also should 


have black hair, or the user should wear something black on his 


or her head. 


 


Fig. 3 User Dressing Requirement 


 


2) Comparison Result:  The score of each limb is shown in 


the silhouette of a man on the right side of the user interface.  


The scores are ranging between 0 to 100 points and are 


transformed to the length of the bars beside the four limbs.  


Limbs and their associated score bars are shown as in Table 1. 
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TABLE I 


LIMBS AND SCORE BAR ASSOCIATION 


Limb Associated score bar 


right hand yellow bar 


left hand green bar 


right foot red bar 


left foot magenta bar 


 


3) Mode Button:  By pressing the mode button, the user 


can switch the system’s mode between learning mode and 


game mode.  The details of these two modes are mentioned 


later in this section. 


4) Learning and Game Button:  In learning mode, the user 


has three options: repeat mode, virtual mode, and 2-P mode.  


In game mode, the user has two options: speed game and body 


art game.  The function of these choices is mentioned later in 


this section. 


 
(a) 


 
(b) 


Fig. 4 Learning and Game Button Interface (a) Learning Mode (b) Game Mode 


 


5) Feedback Button:  iCoach provides two kinds of 


feedback to help the user know his/her performance of learning 


and help the user improve.  By pressing feedback button, the 


user can choose either “stop and start” or “concluded message” 


as the feedback mode. 


 


Fig.5 Feedback Button Interface 


6) Coach Button:  If the user wants to change the current 


coach, he/she can press this button. 


7) Music Button:  The user can also change music by 


pressing this button. 


8) Play and Pause Button:  The user can stop practicing at 


any time by pressing the play and pause button.  The user can 


press that button again and the system will be resumed. 


9) Clock:  A clock is shown on the lower right of the 


screen to let the user knows how long the user has been 


learning. 


The button icons are listed in Table 2. 


TABLE II 


BUTTON ICONS 


Mode Button Learning Button  Game Button 


   


Feedback Button Music Button  


  


 


Coach Button Play and Pause Button  
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C. Learning Mode 


1) Repeat Mode:  The user can replay a part of the video 


several times to enable his/her to get familiar with a particular 


movement.  In this mode, a segment of the video would be 


played again once it is finished unless the user changes the 


current segment by pressing the “coach” button. 


 


 


Fig. 6 Repeat Mode Screen on 2nd VGA 


 


2) Virtual Mode:  The user can also choose virtual learning 


mode to get trained from a virtual coach.  In this mode, 


iCoach only need to obtain the positions of the limbs of the real 


coach in advance, the real coach’s appearance is not needed.  


Thus, iCoach could save a longer period of motion.  iCoach 


then uses the positions to enable the virtual coach to act in the 


same way as the real coach does. 


 


Fig. 7 Virtual Mode Screen on 2nd VGA 


 


3) 2-P Mode:  In 2-P mode, the user can compare his/her 


motion with the second user.  Two users are required to stand 


in front of two separated cameras. 


 


Fig. 8 2-P Mode on 2nd VGA 


 


D. Learning Feedback 


iCoach not only shows the current comparison result, it also 


provides users with two feedback choices. 


1) Stop and Start:  If the user’s motion is far different from 


that of the coach (similarity is smaller than 60%) and the user 


chooses the “Stop and Start” feedback, iCoach would stop right 


away until the user’s motion and that of the coach are similar 


enough. 


2) Concluded Message:  If the user chooses “concluded 


massage” feedback, iCoach will not stop even when the user 


could not catch up with the coach.  Users can use this 


feedback mode to get comments on his/her whole motion. 


Messages of how well the user learns will jump out on the 


screen only when the whole motion is finished, as shown in Fig. 


9. 


 


 


Fig. 9 Concluded Message 


 


E. Game Mode 


1) Speed Game:  In this game, multiple colors of balls will 


appear in the screen.  The balls would change colors and 
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positions once the user move his/her corresponding limb to 


touch the colored ball (the association is the same as that 


mentioned in the user interface subsection) on the screen.  


Users need to speed up themselves to touch balls as quickly as 


possible.  The number of balls that have appeared would be 


shown in the upper corner of the screen. 


 


Fig. 10 Speed Game Screen 


 


2) Body Art Game:  In this game, the user can move his or 


her limbs to paint a picture.  Since different limbs are 


associated with different colors, the user can use his/her limbs 


to complete a colorful picture and enjoy painting without paint 


brushes! 


 


Fig. 11 Body Art Game Screen 


 


III. ENVIRONMENT AND COMPONENT 


iCoach system is designed on EP4CE115F29C7 device in 


Altera Cyclone IV E family.  It runs on FPGA built on two 


DE2-115 boards and the compiler we use is Quartus II 13.0 


(32-bit).  Two DE2-115 boards are connected with flexible 


flat cables inserted into J2 and J3 pins on THDB-HTG boards 


at each side.  Two 500-megapixels D5M cameras with 


2560×2160 full-resolution are needed to capture the motions 


and two VGAs are used to display the coach and the user 


respectively.  Besides, a speaker is connected to one of the 


DE2-115 board to play music and an SDcard filled with videos 


is inserted into another DE2-115 board.  In order to make our 


system more robust, sometimes we need to adjust illumination 


in the environment when illumination is too bright or too dark 


to detect colors of an object. 


IV. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 


In this section, we show data flow diagram, system block 


diagram and state diagram and discuss the data flow in detail. 


 


Fig. 12 Data Flow Diagram 


Camera Foreground 


Extraction 


Limbs 


Detection 


Comparison 


VGA out Monitor 
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Fig. 13 System Block Diagram 


 
(a) 


 
(b) 


 
(c) 


Fig. 14 State Diagram: (a) Mode Switch (b) Background Switch (c) Music 


Switch 


 


A. Foreground Extraction 


To avoid the interference from the background, we first 


differentiate the user’s figure and the background.  The 


differentiation algorithm is described in Section V.  After 


extracting the foreground (the user’s figure), we then detect the 


positions of the user’s head and limbs. 


B. Limbs Detection 


Since we require the user to wear a yellow ring on his/her 


right wrist and a green one on the other, iCoach can identify the 


positions of the wrists by detecting the corresponding colors in 


the foreground.  Moreover, iCoach detects the position of 


head by locating the black color.  To obtain the positions of 


legs, iCoach will detect the skin colors in the foreground and 


will consider the skin color found in the lower left to be the left 


leg; the skin color found in the lower right will be considered to 


be the right leg. 


C. Comparison 


After knowing all the positions of head and limbs, iCoach 


compares the obtained positions with the coach’s head and 


limbs positions.  In order to help the user know the similarity, 


iCoach will give the user four scores related to the user’s limbs.  


The comparison criteria will be elaborated in Section V.  If 
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the score of any limb is lower than the threshold (60 points), in 


stop and start mode, the coach video pauses until the user’s 


four limb scores are higher than the threshold.  In the 


“concluded message” feedback mode, the system not only 


generates a score, but shows comments on the overall 


performance of the user. 


D. VGA out 


iCoach will continue doing comparison once it enters the 


user interface.  The system will send the user’s image and the 


coach’s image to two separated screens and will also show 


scores on the screen where the user’s image is located.  The 


buttons’ images mentioned in Section III will also send to the 


screen from the ROM memory. 


V. ALGORITHMS 


A. Camera Image Posture Recognition 


1) Camera Image Capture and Transformation from Raw to 


RGB Image:  CCD_Capture module and RAW2RGB module 


take D5M camera’s raw data and transform them to RGB 


channels respectively. 


2) Foreground Extraction:  iCoach uses background 


registration technique [16] to segment a person from the frame. 


If the difference between current frame and previous frame is 


below the threshold value for several consecutive frames, 


background is registered and will be updated over time.  After 


measuring the distance between current frame and background, 


iCoach regards the pixels with distance above another threshold 


value as pixels of initial object mask.  Finally, post processing 


is performed and foreground is extracted. 


 


Fig. 15 Block Diagram of Foreground Extraction Algorithm 


 


3) Significant Pixels Extraction:  We identify the pixels in 


some specific color and coordinate ranges as the probable head 


and limbs pixels and marked them with special tags, and the 


rest pixels outside the color range are viewed as unimportant, 


marked with another tag, and are not processed in the following 


image processing procedures. 


Take head for example, we take pixels whose color ranges 


in {R < 200, G < 200, B < 200} (which is the color range of 


black hair), coordinate ranges in {200 < x < 400, y < 200} (in 


800*600 display) as head pixels and marked them with white 


tags. 


It is noted that we wear a yellow ring on the right wrist and 


a green ring on the left wrist.  We assume that the user wear 


black hair and shorts since we take black pixels at the top 


middle part of the screen as head position, and skin color pixels 


at the bottom part of the screen as foot positions. 


The color and coordinate ranges of head and limbs are 


listed below. 


TABLE. II 


SIGNIFICANT PIXELS DEFINITION AND ASSOCIATED TAGS 


body 


part 


color range 


(R,G, and B 


ranges from 0 to 


1023) 


coordinate range 


(x ranges from 0 to 


800, y from 0 to 600) 


tag 


head 
R < 200, G < 


200, B < 200 


200 < x < 400, y < 


200 
white 


right 


hand 


R - B > 100, G - 


B > 100 
100 < x < 800, y <300 yellow 


left 


hand 


R – G > 800, B 


< 400 
x < 500, y < 300 green 


right 


foot 


80 < R – G < 


350 


300 < x < 600, 300 < 


y 
red 


left 


foot 


60 < R – G < 


450 
10 < x < 300, 300 < y magenta 


other   black 


 


4) Elimination of Noise in Background (Erosion):  Each 


pixel is compared with its adjacent eight pixels, shown in Fig. 


16. If all the nine pixels have the same tag, then this pixel is 


claimed as its original tag, or it is marked with unimportant 


(black) tag.  The reason why we use this scheme to eliminate 


the noise in background is that we assume the body part pixels 


tend to gather, which means the pixels associated with the same 


body part are located in clusters and have the same tag with 


their neighborhood.  This process is adapted from a 


morphological image processing skill – erosion.  In our 


implementation, we apply erosion twice and eliminate the most 


noises from the background. 
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(a) 


 


(b) 


Fig. 16 Erosion Examples 


 


5) Position Extraction:  After elimination of noise from the 


original camera image, we can compute the average coordinate 


of head and limbs more precisely.  Take head for example, we 


identify pixels with white tags as head pixels, compute the 


average coordinate of these pixels, and get the central 


coordinate of the head! 


To make the center of a specific body part more stable and 


attenuate the interference of background noise, we limit that the 


consecutive coordinates of a specific body part should not 


exceed 120 pixels since the movement of each body part is 


continuous and that the user should not move his/her limbs too 


violently. 


6) Button:  The user can place his/her hand on a button on 


the user interface.  If the hand stays on the range of the button 


in 60 consecutive frames, the module takes it as a click on the 


button, thus switching between different modes. 


It is noted that staying on the button range for only 60 


frames continuously makes the button very sensitive.  The 


user might “click” the button two or three times with only a 


short while of stay on the button. 


B. Mode/States Design 


Mode switch and control is done by moving user’s hand and 


clicking the button. 


  1) Learning:  The three learning modes – repeat, virtual, 


and 2-P modes are switched by clicking the learning button.  


In the repeat mode, the system plays a specific coach video and 


replays it repeatedly.  After each play, the system displays a 


score and comments to evaluate the user’s latest performance. 


In the virtual mode, the system transforms the coach’s video to 


a virtual character’s posture.  We’ve recorded the significant 


joint coordinates previously, and generated a virtual figure by 


connecting the significant joints with its head and limbs images.  


By doing so, we only have to keep the original coach videos 


and some static images of virtual figure’s body parts in 


memory, which is more efficient than keeping all these videos.  


2-P mode is implemented by connecting two DE2-115 FPGA 


boards with GPIO interface.  One camera captures the images 


of the user, and the other captures those of the coach (which is 


the player 2).  Then the two boards compute the head and 


limbs coordinates of two players respectively, and GPIO 


interface transmits player 2’s coordinates to the DE2-115 


FPGA board associated to the user, and we can compare the 


two coordinates and evaluate the user’s performance. 


  2) Game:  There are two games for the user to choose 


from – speed game and body art game. In speed game mode, 


the system generates the target ball color and its position (in 


accordance to the coordinate range of that part) randomly and 


transmits the generated target ball coordinate to VGA 


controller.  If the head or limb moves near the ball, the system 


considers that it “touched” the ball and then generates the next 


one.  In the body art game, the user can move his/her head and 


limbs.  The RGB value of pixels on the trajectories of a 


specific body part is transformed from the original value 


(captured by the camera) to the body part’s painting color.  


The table of painting colors and their associated body parts is 


as follow. 


TABLE III 


BODY PARTS AND ASSOCIATED PAINTING COLORS 


Body Part Painting Color 


Head White 


Right hand Yellow 


Left hand Green 


Right foot Red 


Left foor Magenta 


 


  3) Music:  As the user clicks the music button, the value 


of music switch plus one.  Each music switch value is 


associated with a flash memory address in which the associated 


music data stored in flash memory start.  And the Audio 


Codec plays the music according to the address. 


  4) Coach:  We maintain a value to record the clicks from 


the user on the coach button.  If the user pushes the coach 


button once, the value increases by one. This value represents 


which coach the user is learning.  And VGA_Controller 


module in the DE2-115 FPGA board associated to the coach 


takes the coach number as input and displays the certain coach 


on the second screen. 


  5) User-Defined Background:  Since we have done 


foreground extraction previously, we can replace the real 
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background with other beautiful pictures at the user’s 


preference; it is done by assigning picture RGB values which 


are saved in ROM memory to the background pixels. 


 


Fig.17 User-Defined Background 


 


C. Comparison 


The compare module takes 10 position coordinates as input 


- user’s and coach’s head and limbs, and outputs the scores of 


them respectively. 


It transforms the positions of the five body parts into 


relative positions, including distances and angles, normalizes 


them with the user’s and coach’s height, compares the relative 


coordinates. 


The scores are graded in 0 ~ 100 points.  The angle part 


takes 80% and the distance part 20%. 


It also generates an overall comment on the performance of 


user’s whole motion, which is drawn from a comment library 


collections defined by ourselves. 


D. Multimedia Import and Display 


1) Video Import (SD card to SDRAM):  Before we can get 


the image data from the SD card, the host will first stay in the 


card identification mode until it receives SEND_RCA 


command (CMD3) [17].  The state diagram of card 


identification mode is shown in Fig. 18. 


 


Fig. 18 Card Identification Mode State Diagram 


 


To realize this state diagram, we save CMD sequence in 


ROM memory and send the MD one by one to the SD card in 


the same order as shown in Fig. 18.  Since SD card sometimes 


will be busy and will not respond even when we send 


ACMD41, we repeat sending ACMD41 for 20 times.  Then 


we send CMD2 and CMD3.  After SD card receives 


SEND_RCA command (CMD3), the host will enter 


data-transfer mode, which is shown in Fig. 19. 


 


Fig. 19 Data Transfer Mode State Diagram 
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After the host enters the data transfer mode, it would stay at 


Stand-by State.  We then specify SD card by sending CMD9. 


We then send CMD10 with SD card’s own ID number and send 


CMD7 to enable the host to enter Transfer State.  After 


sending CMD18, we can then receive the image data from the 


SD card.  These data will be saved in the SDRAM memory. 


2) Background Music Import (flash to SRAM):  Music 


should be saved as Windows PCM Wave forms and the header 


of it should also be removed.  The treated music should be 


saved in the flash memory on the FPGA board using the control 


panel before turning on iCoach.  While iCoach is running, 


music will be sent from the flash memory to audio codec and 


will be played by the speaker. 


3) VGA Display:  After capturing, the RGB data from 


RAW2RGB module will be sent into Mirror_col module.  


Since the order of the data is contrary to that shown on VGA 


display, Mirror_col module saves the data in the ROM buffer 


and later the data will be output in a reversed order.  On the 


other side, VGA_Controller module displays user interface 


image data from ROM.  This module also takes camera RGB 


data, coordinates of head and limbs, scores of limbs, current 


state of each button, and the specific body part associated to the 


target ball and its coordinate (which is used in the speed game 


mode) as input.  Then it outputs RGB data and coordinate of 


each pixel.  Finally, the VGA display receives and shows the 


RGB data. 


4) Music Display:  The size of flash memory is 8MB and 


iCoach is capable of playing four kinds of music, so we divided 


flash memory into four 2MB sections. There are idle state, 


waiting state, starting state in our design and each kind of 


music has its own starting address and ending address.  When 


music button is pressed, flash_music module receives input 


signal and sends corresponding DACDAT to audio codec to 


play the music. 


VI. CONCLUSION 


In this paper, a new framework of an interactive coach – 


iCoach, based on Altera DE2-115 FPGA board is presented.  


By multiple stages of image processing, the system extracts the 


body part positions of the user and the coach, compares them 


by our evaluation algorithm, and generates feedbacks of user’s 


performance on VGA display to help him/her improve. With 


the use of two DE2-115 FPGA boards, iCoach is a 2-player 


system, one player can teach the other one to dance. With 


simple movements of arms, the user can press the buttons 


shown on the user interface, thus switching several functions: 


multiple coaches, background music, learning modes and 


gaming modes at will. With these various choices, iCoach 


provides users with brand-new and highly flexible exercising 


experiences. Due to the time- and memory-efficient body part 


recognition algorithms employed in our system, the 


computational cost of image processing of iCoach is lower than 


normal motion sensing system. 
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Abstract—In this paper, we proposed a FPGA based intelligent 


desk lamp system with a camera, two servo motors and LEDs. 


The proposed lamp can trace a moving book by automatic 


pan/tilt control. Thus, the user can read book with enough light 


for eye care. The architecture of the intelligent desk lamp system 


includes vision system and servo motors control system. The 


position data of the book can be obtained by the image 


processing module. According to the position data of the book, 


the pan and tilt angles of the desk lamp can be adjusted by two 


servo motors automatically. The adjustable ranges for pan/tilt 


are 60/30 degrees. The processing modules are implemented by 


hardware in FPGA. We use Verilog HDL to implement this 


system on Altera DE0-Nano kit with Cyclone®  IV 


EP4CE22F17C6N FPGA. 


 


Keywords – FPGA; Intelligent Desk Lamp; Image Processing; 


Servo Motor Control 


 


I. INTRODUCTION  


Intelligent lighting usually refers to stage lighting that has 


automated or mechanical abilities beyond those of traditional, 


stationary illumination. Mercedes-Benz also unveils the 


Intelligent light system, the adaptive car headlamps. These 


adapt to the prevailing driving and weather conditions, 
thereby significantly enhancing safety. The intelligent lighting 


systems as mention above need a sensory system that can 


monitor the environment in real time. In this work, we 


proposed an intelligent desk lamp system which can trace the 


book based on vision system and adjust the pan/tilt angle of 


the desk lamp automatically. Real-time image processing is 


used in the proposed system. Moreover, the power of desk 


lamp is turn on when user seat on the chair to ensure sufficient 


ambient lighting in the room for eye care by the intelligent 


chair system. We can take care of eyes by following the rule 


that the head of your desk lamp should be installed above your 


line of vision to avoid direct glare. Hence, the desk lamp of 
the proposed system can be adjusted with two servo motors 


according to the position of the book automatically to avoid 


direct glare. 


 


II. ARCHITECTURE OF THE INTELLIGENT DESK LAMP SYSTEM 


The proposed intelligent desk lamp system includes one 


servo motor for tilt control, one servo motor for pan control, a 


D5M CMOS camera, LEDs for lighting, and a DE0-Nano for 


image processing and system controlling. Fig. 1 shows the 


picture of the intelligent desk lamp. 


 


LEDs


D5M CMOS Camera


DE0-Nano


( under the base)


Servo motor


(tilt control)


Servo motor


(pan control)
 


 
Fig. 1 The intelligent desk lamp. 


 


Fig. 2 shows the architecture of the proposed intelligent desk 


lamp. A video signal input from CMOS camera is processed 


with a FPGA on the DE0-Nano. Two Servo motors are 


controlled according to the image processing result with a 


FPGA on the DE0-Nano. 


 


LEDs


CMOS camera
Servo motor  


(tilt control)


Servo motor 


(pan control)


DE0-Nano


 
 


Fig. 2  The block diagram of the propose intelligent desk lamp. 


 


Fig. 3 shows the flow chart of our proposed method. As 


shown in this figure, there are five major processes in the flow 


chart: vision signals captured from camera, real-time image 


processing, spot location calculation, pan/tilt decision and 


PWM signals control for Servo motors. 
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Vision Signals


Captured From 


Camera


Real-Time 


Image 


Processing


Book Location


Calculation


Pan /Tilt


Decision


PWM Signals 


Control for Servo 


motors  
 
Fig. 3 The flow chart of our proposed method. 


 


For vision signals captured from camera, the vision input 


was from the image sensor that outputs a RGB Bayer pattern 


[1]. For real-time image processing, the image raw data was 
then converted to its corresponding RGB values, and we used 


some image processing techniques tore move the noises of the 


image and locate the edge of a red spot. For spot location 


calculation, we extracted X and Y coordinates of spot corner. 


For pan/tilt decision, the system decided the pan/tile 


parameters of the desk lamp. For PWM signals control for 


Servo motors, two pulses of corresponding width were sent to 


two servo motors for pan/tilt control of the desk lamp .The 


details are organized as following. 


 


A. Real-Time Image Processing 


Today’s CMOS sensors typically have a resolution of 
several mega pixels. Processing an image stream with e.g.5 


mega pixels, a resolution of 12 bit and 15 frames per second 


has to be considered. Digital images are captured by camera 


with 800x480 resolutions that outputs a RGB Bayer pattern. 


Fig. 4 shows the flow chart of the real-time image processing. 


 


Original
Image


Bayer pattern to 
RGB


RGB to 
HSV


Color 
Filter for 
H =0


Binary
Image


Dilation


Fig. 4 The flow chart of the real-time image processing. 
 


We transfer the original raw data to 30-bit RBG color image. 


However, HSV color space in terms of the Hue, Saturation, 


and Value describes color using more familiar comparisons 


such as color, vibrancy and brightness. The proposed system 


uses HSV color space to process color vision. The color filter 


for H =0 block lets only red color pass through. We 
transferred filter images to gray-level ones. We transformed 


the 256-graylevel image to bi-level image by Otsu’s method. 


The Dilation block was used to give the expansion effect for 


the red region of the input image. Usual video cameras deliver 


images as serial data stream. Several image lines long shift 


register pipelines, are used for intermediate image data storage. 


The Dilation block uses 2D-FIR filter where pixel values of a 


whole image region (e.g. 3 by 3 pixels) are stored using line 


and pixel delay lines, comprising of shift registers [2]-[4]. The 


above-mentioned type of 2D Dilation filter is shown in Fig. 5. 


A 3×3 filter mask is used to process a 2-Dimensional (2D) 


traffic image. As the resolution of the CMOS camera will be 
set to 800x480 for our design, the tap of shift register is 800. 


The Pn means the registers to store the value of a pixel. 


 


Line0


Line1


Line2


P9 P8 P7


P6 P5 P4


P3 P2 P1


OR


OR


OR


Binary


O
R Dilation


Delay 800 


Cycle


Delay 800 


Cycle


 
Fig. 5  The 2D Dilation filter. 


 


The corresponding structuring element comprises a 3 x 3 


pixel array. The nine corresponding pixel values are OR 


concatenated, i.e. the result is a logical “1” if any of the 


accessed pixels of the original image is equal to “1”  [6].  
  


B. Spot Location Calculation 


In order to trace the red spot on the object, we trace the 


location of the red spot by the coordinates of left up corner of 


the red spot as shown in Fig.6. Assume the video cameras 


deliver images as serial data stream, i.e. line by line from left 


up corner of a frame. We developed a 2D 20x24 storage 


structure to count the pixels which the binary valve is 1. When 


the count value in the 20x24 storage structure is larger than a 


threshold value, for example, 350, the coordinates of the right 


down corner of the 20x24 structure were assigned to variant 


data_x and data_y. The variant data_x and data_ y can be 
reassigned only at next frame. If the location of the red spot at 


frame1 is different from frame2, the data_x and data_y will be 


different. We can trace the data_x and data_y as the red spot 


move.    


(0,0)


Frame1


(data_x,data_y)


x


y
(799,479)


 


(0,0)


Frame2


(data_x,data_y)


x


y
(799,479)


 


Fig. 6 The location identified for the red spot. 



http://tw.dictionary.yahoo.com/dictionary?p=coordinates

http://tw.dictionary.yahoo.com/dictionary?p=coordinates
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The above-mentioned type of 2D 20x24 storage structure is 


shown in Fig. 7. We developed the 20x24 storage structure by 


using the shift registers. To achieve this, a scan-line buffer and 


a window buffer are used. A scan-line buffer is a buffer which 


is able to contain several numbers of scan-lines in the input 


image, and a window buffer is a set of shift registers which 


can contain the pixels in the window. As the resolution of the 


CMOS camera will be set to 800x480 for our design, the tap 


of shift register is 800. The Pn_m means a register to store the 


value of a pixel. The identification flow for the red spot is 


shown in Fig 8. 
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Fig. 7  The 2D 20x24 storage structure. 
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Fig. 8 The identification flow for the red spot. 


 


C. Pan/tilt Decision 


As the coordinates of red spot is determinate, the pan/tilt 


angle of desk lamp is determinate according the data_x and 


data_y, respectively. The pan and tilt are defined in Fig. 9. 


Table 1 and Table 2 list the corresponding pan/tilt angle for 


data_x and data_y, respectively. 


 


Tilt angle


 
(a) 


 


Pan angle


 
(b) 


 
Fig. 9 The pan and tilt definition of desk lamp. 


 


TABLE I 


THE RANGE OF PAN ANGLE 


Data_x Pan angle (degrees) 


0~208 60   


209~544 30 


545~799 0 


TABLE III 


THE RANGE OF TILT ANGLE 


Data_y Tilt angle (degrees) 


0~159 0 


160-319 15 


320~479 30 


 


D. PWM Signals Control for Servo Motors 


The pan/tilt angle of the desk lamp is controlled by two 


Servo motor. The Servo motor angle rotation is controlled by 


adjusting PWM ratio. The PWM signal can be genegrated by 
the hareware in FPGA. The PWM control circuit block 


diagram is shown in Fig. 10. We can adjust the parameter A to 
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vary the pulse width of PWM signals [5]. For example, if the 


pulse width is equal to 1.8 ms and for pulse width is equal 20 


ms as shown in Fig. 11, the desk lamp controlled by the desk 


lamp will tilt 0 degrees. The parameter A in Fig. 10 will be set 


to 180 for the 0 degrees tilt of the desk lamp.  


Divider
mod 2000 


counter


ComparaterCLK 0.1MHZ B


A


PWM


 
 


Fig. 10 The PWM control circuit block diagram. 


1.8ms


20ms


 
Fig. 11 The pulse width is equal to 1.8 ms. 


 


The pan and tilt angle versus parameter A in Fig .10 is 


shown in Table 3 and Table 4, respectively. The 


corresponding pulse width of PWM signal is also shown in 


Table 3 and Table 4. 
  


 TABLE IIIII 


 THE CORRESPONDING PULSE WIDTH OF PWM SIGNAL FOR PAN ANGLE   


pan angle 


(degrees) 


A Pulse width 


0 120 1.2ms 


30 150 1.5ms 


60 180 1.8ms 


 


TABLE IVV 


 THE CORRESPONDING PULSE WIDTH OF PWM SIGNAL FOR TILT ANGLE 


tilt angle 


(degrees) 


A Pulse width 


0 180 1.8ms 


15 165 1.65ms 


30 150 1.5ms 


 


III. IMPLEMENTATION 


For the main processing stage, ADE0-Nano Development 


and Education Board was chosen. DE0-Nano is tiny and 


suitable for portable applications. The core of the board is the 


Altera Cyclone®  IV EP4CE22F17C6N FPGA. Two 40-pin 


Headers (GPIOs) provides 72 I/O pins. For the video systems, 


we were using 5-megapixel CMOS Camera (connected on 


GPIO_1) and the 32MB SDRAM. One 26-pin header 


(GPIO_2 of JP3) was used to connect servo motors. We also 


used a 4.3" LTM connected on GPIO_0 for image display and 


debug. The usage of DE0-Nano board in this work is shown in 


Fig .12. 
 


 


 


D5M 


CMOS


Camera


Connected


 to GPIO_1


4.3” LTM 


Connected 


to GPIO_0


A Servo motor


  Connected to


 GPIO_210


A Servo motor  


Connected to 


GPIO_211


 
Fig. 12 The usage of the DE0-Nano board. 


 


We established an Intelligent Desk Lamp that includes the 


TRDB_D5M (D5M) board with one CMOS Camera, an 


Altera DE0-Nano board, two servo motors and LEDs as 


shown in Fig. 13. 


 


 
 


Fig. 13 Intelligent desk lamp system. 


 
System architecture was shown by Fig. 14. The Verilog 


HDL is used to design the proposed architecture. 
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Fig. 14 System architecture. 


 


The I2C sensor configuration module configures image 


sensor device according to I2C protocol. As resolution of the 


LCD screen is set to 800x400 for display the image of the 


CMOS camera. The resolution of CMOS sensor can be set to 
800x480 with I2C sensor configuration module. The CMOS 


Sensor Data Capture module is used to capture signals from 


image sensor. The Bayer Color Pattern Data to 30-Bit RGB 


module render the image raw data into RGB format. The 


SDRAM is used as Frame buffer. The LTM Controller 


module is used to read data from SDRAM. The RGB to HSV 


module is used to transfer RGB color space to HSV. The 


Color filter for H=0 module is a red color pass filter. The 


Binary Image module sets the pixel value to 0 or 1023 


according to the threshold value. The Dilation module can 


expand the red spot. As the video signal is read in sequentially 
as a line, and up to down line by line, the Spot Location 


Calculation module locate the first cluster through a proposed 


20x24 window. When the number of the light pixel in the 


20x24 window is larger than 350, the coordinates of  first 


cluster in a frame satisfied is set to identified location of the 


red pot of the object. The pan/tilt Decision module sets the 


pan/tilt angle of the desk lamp according to the location of the 


red spot. The PWM Signals Control for Servo Motors module 


generates the corresponding PWM signals to servo motors on 


the intelligent desk lamp to control the pan/tilt angle of the 


desk lamp. 


We also developed an intelligent chair system to control the 
power of the intelligent desk lamp for energy saving [6]. With 


a pressure sensor in the chair, we used a DE0-Nano to deal 


with the signal from the circuit of the pressure sensor. When 


there are some one sit on the chair, the “on” code is 


transmitted to another DE0-Nano board with relay control by 


Bluetooth devices. And the power of the intelligent desk lamp 


is on. As the person left from the chair, the “off” code is 


transmitted, and the power of the intelligent desk lamp is off. 


The system of the intelligent chair system is shown in Fig. 15. 


      


Bluetooth transmitter


Altera DE0-nano


Bluetooth receiver


Pressure sensor


Altera DE0-nano


relays


Intelligent light system


 
 


Fig. 15 The system of the  intelligent chair system. 


 


The block diagram of intelligent chair system is shown in Fig. 


16.   


Bluetooth transmitter


Altera DE0-nano


Pressure sensor


Bluetooth receiver


GPIO


UART controller


Relay controller


LED


SSR Device SSR Device


AC power


FPGA


Pressure sensing


Signal value of the deal


Controlled device


 
 


Fig. 16 The block diagram of the intelligent chair system. 


 


The chair with a pressure sensor transmits the dealt pressure 


data via Bluetooth Device controlled by DE0-Nano.  The 


receiver is controlled by another DE0-Nano to control the 


SSR relay. When a person is sit on the chair, the relay will be 


on and the desk lamp will turn on. When a person leaves, the 


relay will be off and the desk lamp will turn off.   


 


IV. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS 


Presented results are generated by implemented the 


proposed intelligent desk lamp system on an Cyclone®  IV 


EP4CE22F17C6N device. Table 5 outlines the summary of 


the resources used of the project for the proposed intelligent 


desk lamp system. 
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TABLE V 


DEVICE UTILIZATION SUMMARY 


Total Logic Elementals (LEs) 3543 (16%) 


Total Registers 1577 


Total memory bits 72456 (12%) 


 


The red spot of the object (for example, book) will be 


captured by the CMOS camera in the visible region as shown 


in Fig. 17. θ1 is about 28 degrees. θ2 is about 20 degrees. 


 


θ1


θ2


 
 


Fig. 17 The visible range of the intelligent desk lamp. 
 


The experiment results of the intelligent desk lamp are 


shown in Fig.18. Fig.18 (a) shows the book with red spot in 


front of the intelligent desk lamp, the pan angle is 0 degrees 


and the tilt angle is 30 degrees. Fig. 18 (b) shows the book 
with red spot move forward about 10 cm, the tilt angle of the 


desk lamp is 30 degrees, but the pan angle is changed to 60 


degrees. Fig. 18 (c) shows the book with red spot move up 


about 5 cm, the tilt angle of the desk lamp is changed to 15 


degrees and the pan angle is 30 degrees. Fig. 18 (d) shows the 


book with red spot move down about 5 cm, the pan angle of 


the desk lamp is 30 degrees, but the tilt angle is changed to 30 


degrees. 


 


 
(a) 


 
(b) 


 
(c) 


 
(d) 


Fig. 18 The experiment results of the intelligent desk lamp. 


 


V .CONCLUSIONS 


This paper has presented a FPGA based intelligent desk 


lamp system with a CMOS camera, two servo motors, and 


LEDs. The processing modules are implemented by Verilog 


HDL hardware using FPGA Cyclone®  IV EP4CE22F17C6N 
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on Altera E0-Nano board. The proposed lamp can trace a 


moving book by automatic pan/tilt control. To save the power, 


the intelligent lamp can be controlled by other device, such as 


the intelligent chair system. When the user sits on the 


intelligent chair, the intelligent desk lamp turns on for eye 


caring. On the other hand, when the user leaves the intelligent 


chair, the intelligent desk lamp turns off for power saving. 


Thus, the user can read book with enough light for eye care 


and reasonable energy consumer for cost by this system.  
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Abstract— 3D scanning is an important technology for today’s 3D 


applications, especially when a universal model of a real-world 


object is needed. Laser scanning techniques are developed, but it is 


difficult for it to be common used because of their complexity and 


high costs. A 3D scanning and modeling system with non-contact 


passive techniques is presented in this paper. The system is based 


on Altera’s Cyclone II FPGA, and by using the SOPC tools, 


components related to the system are integrated on the FPGA chip. 


We came up with image processing and modeling algorithms that 


are very suitable for FPGA, and made a simulation in MATLAB, 


the algorithms turn out to be fast and robust. And the paper shows 


the concrete architecture of our design. The system is cheap, simple 


in structure, highly integrated, relatively independent, and can 


make 3D models in .STL form. 


 


Keywords — 3D; scanning; modeling; FPGA; MATLAB; SOPC; 


image processing 


 


I. INTRODUCTION 


 
With the fast development of 3D printer and other 3D 


applications, 3D scanning, as a good approach to construct 


three-dimensional models, is now attaching more and more 


attention. 3D scanning technology and the correlative devices 


are developing on the orientation of high accuracy, high 


efficiency and low cost. 


 


The common function of 3D scanners is, to analyse a real-


world object or environment to collect data on its shape and 


appearance. The collected data can then be used to construct 


digital three dimensional models. There are many kinds of 3D 


scanners with different methods, and a well established 


classification divides them into two types: contact and non-


contact 3D scanners [1]. We will focus on the latter one in this 


paper. Non-contact 3D scanners include non-contact active 


and non-contact passive ones. Non-contact active scanners are 


in need of laser or other special light sources, they emit some 


kind of radiation or light and detect its reflection or radiation 


passing through object in order to probe an object or 


environment [2]. On the contrary, Non-contact passive 


scanners do not emit any kind of radiation themselves, instead 


it relies on detecting reflected ambient radiation. Passive 


scanners utilize visible light so the systems are generally 


simpler than Active scanners, their techniques mainly include 


stereoscopic techniques, photometric techniques and 


silhouette techniques. 


 


Silhouette techniques are almost the simplest.  They use 


outlines created from a sequence of photographs around a 


three-dimensional object against a well contrasted background 


[2] to obtain multi-view photographs of the visual hull, a series 


of cameras are usually required. Besides, a cheaper way is to 


build a rotary platform, and use only one camera to take the 


side views, like Figure 1. With this method, we designed a 3D 


scanning and modeling system. 


 


 
Figure 1. A 3D scanner with a rotary platform and a camera [3] 


 


What we tried to make was a whole system, rather than just 


a simple scanner. The system would implement the following 


work: rotary platform controlling, image capturing, image 


processing, modeling(three-dimensional reconstruction) and 


file output. The file would be output within binary .STL 


format (Stereo Lithography), which is a type of widely used 


3D format and can be imported by 3D processing softwares or 


3D printers. We are going to implement our system on the 


Altera DE2-70 FPGA. 


An essential drawback of silhouette techniques is that some 


concavities of an object cannot be detected, so it's hard for 


these approaches to reconstruct complicated 3D models. And 


compared with some laser scanning techniques, silhouette 


techniques are less accurate. Yet, in spite of this, our scanning 


and modeling system has its own merits. Firstly, the system is 


simple, what we need are just an ordinary digital camera, a 


rotary platform and several controlling and processing 


modules. Secondly, the system is much cheaper than laser 


scanners, the price of most laser scanners on sale is over 


$3000, while the price of our system will be about 10% of it, 
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according to our evaluation. Thirdly, the system is safe, 


without laser the system does no harm to the human body or 


the objects. 


 


The most important feature of our system is that it is based 


on FPGA. Most of the non-contact passive scanners transmit 


image data to PC and rely on the software on PC to process 


the data and reconstruct 3D models, this method occupies 


much resource of PC and may affect other work on PC. Our 


system is independent. We develop algorithms that are quite 


suitable for FPGA, so FPGA can undertake almost all the 


processing and modeling work itself, and finally transfers 


finished files to PC via USB. Our goal is to integrate the 


processing modules on a chip so we make full use of the 


flexibility and high efficiency of FPGA design. We can 


complete most of the processes with the sufficient logic 


resources on the developing board  so the speed will be fast, 


and with the help of the strong and efficient ability of data 


process of the Nios II CPU we can achieve some advanced 


functions. 


 


This paper will introduce our methods and algorithms, and 


show the simulation results of our algorithms. We tested out 


our algorithms in MATLAB and the results were satisfactory. 


Then this paper will show the structure of our design. In the 


end, we will give a brief conclusion to our design. 


 


II. IMAGE PROCESSING AND MODELING ALGORITHMS 


 
A. Multi-View Image Capturing 


 


We need a digital camera and a rotary platform to achieve 


the function of multi-view image capturing. The platform is 


drived by a stepping motor, and the motor is controlled by our 


FPGA, which integrates a stepping motor IP core [4]. The 


stepping angle of the motor is 1.8°, so the motor runs 200 


steps in each circle. After each step the camera captures an 


image and stores it in the SDRAM, when the image 


processing is over, the image will be deleted. 


 


B. Image Processing 


 


The purpose of image processing is to acquire the silhouette 


of the object. The concrete operations include background 


recognition, image binarization and denoising. 


 


We use an adaptive threshold algorithm to recognize the 


background color [5][6]. Our algorithm is simple, because there 


is no need to detect the edge. We can place a pure colored 


screen behind the object as its background to make it easier to 


be distinguished. We take sample from the image and note 


down its RGB brightness value, then we will obtain the RGB 


brightness frequency distribution. And we assign different 


weight to the pixels, if the position of the pixel is more likely 


to be background, it will be given more weight, as is shown in 


Figure 2. 


 


 
Figure 2. The weight distribution in a 1280×1024 image 


 
According to the RGB brightness frequency distribution we 


can define the range of RGB brightness for the background 


color. The algorithm will detect the frequency peak, and work 


out the upper limit and lower limit (threshold), where the 


frequency of RGB brightness is 1% of the peak value. For 


instance, Figure 3 is the blue brightness frequency distribution 


of row 509~512. The peak is prominent and we obtain the 


blue brightness range of the background color is 194~203. 


 


 
Figure 3. The blue brightness frequency distribution of row 509~512 


 
Actually, the background color in an image is not always 


the same, so for every four rows of pixels we define three 


ranges for red, green and blue brightness. We don’t use the 


grey scale map because it loses some important color 


information. 


 


In MATLAB, this adaptive threshold algorithm takes 


7.5660 seconds on average. The algorithm is executed when 
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the first image is captured, and it will be executed only once. 


Once the threshold values are obtained, the system can 


execute the image binarization algorithm directly, then it will 


be much faster. For each pixel, the binarization algorithm 


judges whether its RGB brightness is in the range or not, if it’s 


RGB brightness is in the range, the pixel will be regard as a 


background pixel and will be assigned “0”, else it will be 


regard as an object pixel and will be assigned “1”. In 


MATLAB, the binarization algorithm takes 0.4836 second on 


average. The result of binarization is shown in Figure 4. 


 


 
 


Figure 4(a). Original image 


 


 
 


Figure 4(b). After binarization 
 
The result of binarization is satisfactory, but the noise is 


unavoidable. So a denoising operation is needed. We execute 


a Morphological Closing operation with matrix A to remove 


the noise in the object, and then execute a Morphological 


Opening operation with matrix B to remove the noise in the 


background [7]. 


 


                                (1) 


                            (2) 
 


After the denoising operation, the image becomes clear, as 


is shown in Figure 5. The operation takes 0.7020 second on 


average. And the operation can be easily implemented on 


FPGA. 


 


 
 


Figure 5. The result of the denoising operation 
 


C. Axis Calibration 


 


In our silhouette method, we must measure the position of 


the rotary axis. This operation is important, because it ensures 


the correct shape of our 3D model, we will discuss it later. We 


execute an “or” logic operation between pixels from two 


images, the 0° and 180° image. And then we take several 


rows as sample, and work out the horizontal coordinates of 


their center of gravity, then work out the median value as the 


position of the rotary axis. This algorithm takes 0.1092 second 


on average, and it will also be executed only once. 
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Figure 6. The schematic diagram of axis calibration 
 


D. Modeling 


 
The most important part of our algorithms is the modeling 


algorithm. Here the definition of 3D modeling is using the 


silhouette images to reconstruct a virtual, digital three-


dimensional model, and the model is essentially a series of 


point clouds. 


 


The main principle of 3D modeling with silhouettes is 


shown in Figure 7. After image processing we obtain the 


silhouettes of the object. As we have mentioned above, the 


stepping motor runs 200 steps in each circle, so we have 200 


viewpoints, for each viewpoint we obtain an image of the 


silhouette. Now imagine the silhouettes are projected to a 


virtual space, and shape of their intersection will be like the 


object. In other words, we can compare the projection to photo 


lithography, the silhouettes are like the masks, if any parts of 


the virtual model are not shielded by the silhouettes, these 


parts will be etched away. The more silhouettes we use, the 


more accurate the model will be. 


 


 
Figure 7. The schematic diagram of  3D modeling with silhouettes [8] 


 


The system captures silhouette images one by one, on PC 


we can store them all and can select any of them to continue 


the next process, but on FPGA, we would like to save the 


memory and improve the speed. Therefore, each image will 


not be stored for long, the system calls it once, and after some 


processes it will be deleted. What the system should store is 


the intermediate product of modeling. Some old methods store 


all the points inside a model, then gradually reduce the points, 


until all the silhouettes are used. These old methods require a 


large memory and numerous operations. Some methods are 


more advanced, they store the joints of the intersection [9], but 


they have to solve numerous equation sets to acquire the 


coordinates of these joints, which involves too many floating-


point calculations, so these methods are not suitable for FPGA. 


 


We have come up with a new method of modeling that is 


suitable for FPGA. We project the silhouette to a cylindrical 


coordinate system, rather than a three-dimensional Cartesian 


coordinate system, like Figure 8. As is discussed above, an 


axis carlibration operation is taken, so if we align the rotary 


axis at the z axis, the cylindrical coordinate system will be 


exactly corresponding to the real-world rotary platform. Then 


the radial distance in the cylindrical coordinate system (‘r’) 


will be corresponding to the horizontal coordinate in the 


image (‘x’), and the height (‘z’) will be corresponding to the 


vertical coordinate in the image (‘y’), and the angular 


coordinate (‘φ’) will be corresponding to the rotation angle 


of the platform (also means the number of the image, the step 


of the motor, or the run time).  


 


 
Figure 8. The schematic diagram of the projection in cylindrical coordinate 


system 
 
After alignment, there is no need to solve any equation sets. 


The system doesn’t work out the intersection among 


projections, but works out the intersection between a 


projection and the virtual model in the cylindrical coordinate 


system. And after working out this intersection, the system 


doesn’t store all the points, but several groups of boundary 


points, which include starting points and ending points. The 


schematic diagram is drawn in Figure 9, the system is 


executing a projecting operation for a row of pixels in the 


image (and for each row the system will do the same thing). 


It’s a top view, P1 is the starting point and P2 is the ending 
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point, they are signed in the previous projecting operations. 


From P1 to P2, the system makes a projection of each point on 


the axis φ, if the point is corresponding to “1” (silhouette), 


the point will remain; if the point is corresponding to “0” 


(background), the point will be deleted. For instance, in Figure 


9, P1 will be deleted and P2 will remain. We set up a sign to 


note down whether the point is corresponding to “1” or not, 


once the sign changes, note down the coordinate of the point, 


it will be a new starting point or ending point, like P3. So after 


a series of comparing operation, several groups of new 


starting points and ending points are noted and stored, that 


means the model is refreshed. 


 


 
Figure 9. A top view of the projection in cylindrical coordinate system 


 
Since the system only stores the coordinates of  starting and 


ending points, it costs less memory. Theoretically, the 


memory that the work place occupies is lower than 4 MB, as 


well as the model data. So the system can store the 


intermediate data in SDRAM.  


 


This type of algorithm is fast, because it requires fewer 


floating-point calculations, and cleverly avoid the operation of 


working out the intersection among projections, and stores 


less data. We have tested out that in MATLAB the whole 


modeling algorithm takes 10.1245 seconds, and it produces 


about 200,000 point clouds. 


 
E. File generation and output 


 


After the modeling operation, the system stores all the data 


of the visual hull of the object, but the data is not the final file, 


it should be transformed into a proper format. The system will 


transform cylindrical coordinates into three-dimensional 


Cartesian coordinates, and then execute a triangularization 


operation. The triangularization operation is simple. For every 


two adjacent angles and two adjacent height coordinates, there 


is a facet. Each facet has four vertexes, and can make two 


triangles. In the .STL format, what the system should write are 


the coordinates of vertexes in each triangles. And the length 


unit is “pixels”, if we add a scaling operation, it can be 


transformed into “centimetre” or other units. 


 


The final three dimensional model is shown in Figure 10, it 


turns out to be perfect. So in MATLAB we have simulated our 


algorithms, which turns out to be fast and robust, then we will 


try to implement the system on FPGA. 


 


 
 
Figure 10. A perspective of the 3D model 


 


III.  SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 


 
A. General framework 


 
The system architecture is shown in Figure 11. 


In our design, we use Cyclone II FPGA, and take advantage 


of the resources of the FPGA develop platform and DE2-70 


develop board. The hardware system of the design is built and 


each functional module is designed by Verilog HDL on 


Quartus II. By using the SOPC develop tools, a NIOS II CPU, 


memory devices, I/O interfaces and other components related 


to the system are integrated on the FPGA chip. The data of the 


system are under control of Avalon bus. We design several 


hardware modules to complete most of the image processing 


operations and part of the modeling operations, so the 


efficiency is high. And the software system of the design is 


developed, the device drivers of the components of the system 


and data process are accomplished on Nios II EDS. And the 


design benefits from IP cores provided by Altera. Cooperating 


hardware design with software design, the design of a highly 


integrated 3D scanning and modeling system will take 


advantage of both the sufficient resources on the developing 


board and the strong and efficient ability of data process of the 


Nios II CPU. 
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Figure 11. The system architecture of this design 
 


B. Specification 


 


1) Rotary platform: The rotary platform is an important 


peripheral device, which should bear the weight of the object 


and show the whole visual hull. To build the platform, we 


need a turntable and an accurate stepping motor. The motor is 


controlled by our FPGA via the expansion headers. The 


stepping angle of the motor is 1.8°, so the motor runs 200 


steps in each circle. 200 steps can make sure the system 


captures sufficient silhouette data. Besides, the horizontal of 


the rotary platform is crucial. 


 


2) Digital camera: In the multi-view image capturing, a 


TRDB-D5M COMS sensor is required. The COMS sensor is 


controlled by I2C bus, and captures 1280×1024 RGB images. 


The accuracy is sufficient. 


 


3) Image processing modules: The image processing 


modules are mainly achieved with logical circuits, which are 


described by Verilog HDL. The processing methods have 


been introduced in the algorithm section above. What’s more, 


some buffer devices are required. 


 


4) Memory devices: There are several types of memory 


devices we need. On DE2-70 development board there are two 


SDRAMs, totally 64 MB, they are used as image buffer and 


the modeling work place. The Flash is used to store our 


program and configuration informations. The on-chip memory 


is small but fast, we use it as a buffer device when the system 


is operating. No SD card is needed, for the access of an SD 


card is too slow. 


 


5) Modeling and file generation modules: What the 


modeling models should do is mainly comparing and 


accessing repeatedly, so it is not difficult to implement on 


FPGA. Some sine and cosine values are required, we should 


define these values in advance, so FPGA doesn’t need to do 


the sine and cosine operations itself. After modeling, all 


images are deleted, and the file generation modules begin to 


work. They are designed in accordance with the algorithms 


above. 


 


6) JTAG UART and USB: Although our system is relatively 


independent, it has to communicate with PC at least twice: 


program downloading and file transmission. JTAG UART and 


USB will implement these functions. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 
Figure 11. The appearance of our preliminary system 
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7) NIOS II CPU: The NIOS II CPU is the centre of the 


system, which controls the operation of the whole system, 


such as data transmission and module drive. Besides, it runs 


the soft IP cores and deals with some relatively difficult 


operations. 


 


With the modules and devices mentioned above, we have 


formed a preliminary system. The system appearance is 


shown in Figure 12. We are now working on some unfinished 


code and adjusting some parameters, the result of the system 


performance will be seen in the near future. 


 


IV.  CONCLUSIONS 


 


In this paper, a 3D scanning and modeling system based on 


FPGA is introduced. The system would implement the 


following works: rotary platform controlling, image capture, 


image process modeling and file output.  


 


The main principle of our design is the silhouette method, 


we capture multi-view images with a digital camera and a 


rotary platform, which saves the cost and also collects 


sufficient silhouette data.  


 


We come up with some algorithms that are suitable for 


FPGA, and we have made a simulation in MATLAB. We use 


an adaptive threshold algorithm to recognize the background 


color, the algorithm is sensitive and there is no need to detect 


the edge. And then we execute the image binarization 


operation and denoising, the results turn out to be perfect. 


 


In the modeling operation, our algorithm is much easier 


than others. We project the silhouette to a cylindrical 


coordinate system, rather than a three-dimensional Cartesian 


coordinate system. The algorithm doesn’t need to solve any 


equation sets or do numerous floating-point operations, what 


it actually does is comparing and accessing, so the algorithm 


is fast and suitable for FPGA. After modeling, the system can 


output 3D model files in .STL format. 


 


Then the system architecture is introduced. Our design uses 


Cyclone II FPGA, and takes advantage of both the sufficient 


resources on the developing board and the strong and efficient 


ability of data process of the Nios II CPU. The system is 


cheap, simple in structure, highly integrated, and relatively 


independent. 


 


An essential drawback of silhouette techniques is that some 


concavities of an object cannot be detected, but when 


modeling for normal convex objects, our system is useful and 


has its own advantages, and compared with laser scanners, the 


system is safe and does no harm to the human body or the 


objects. 


 


In future,, we are planning to make further improvement for 


our system, especially the Verilog codes of the modeling and 


file generating modules. And we are going to improve our 


algorithms, they can be faster and simpler. 


 


3D scanning is a field with great promise, and many new 


methods and new products are developing. 3D scanning 


techniques and the correlative devices are developing on the 


orientation of high accuracy, high efficiency and low cost. 


And we believe that the 3D scanning and modeling techniques, 


or even machine vision will become much smarter in the 


future, which will change our life and work style greatly. 
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Abstract—We design a 32-bit embedded six-stage pipelined 


processor which is compatible with MIPS instruction set. The six 


stages make the task of each stage balanced. We use forwarding 


and stalling to solve data hazards. Control hazards are solved by 


predicting which instruction should be fetched and when the 


pipeline will be flushed if the prediction is later determined to be 


wrong. The processor is implemented in DE2 development board, 


and its operating clock frequency can be up to 81.7MHz. In the 


end we present the comprehensive results of the design. Besides, 


we show the software simulation and hardware verification to 


prove the correctness of the design. 


 
Keywords—MIPS; embedded; pipelined processor; hazards; 


FPGA; 


I. INTRODUCTION 


It proves that about 20% instructions in computer  take  the 


80% of all the task by John Cocke, who first introduced the 


conception of RISC in 1947([1]),  working in IBM research 


center in York of New York city. The first computer made by 


this theory is The IBM PC/XT in 1980. Later, IBM RISC 


System / 6000  also made  use of  this. The word RISC  itself 


belongs to David Patterson a teacher at the university of 


California in Berkeley. The concept of  RISC is also used by 


Sun's SPARC microprocessor, which promotes  the 


technology of MIPS.  


RISC technology has been an active field of computer 


development, especially  in the embedded application. Today, 


almost all of the embedded microprocessor take RISC 


architecture in the market. These embedded microprocessors 


have been widely applied in real-time industrial control 


systems, multimedia, wireless network, and plays an 


important role as a core component of these systems. In this 


paper we design a 32-bit embedded six-stage pipelined 


processor with the high performance which is compatible with 


MIPS instruction set, based on analyzing the system structure 


of MIPS, combined with the  flexibility characteristics of  


FPGA. 


II. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION 


A.  The design of the six- stage pipeline 


The five-stage pipelined processor is classical   pipelined 


processor, namely the data path is divided into five stages. In 


this paper, we design a six-stage pipeline processor. Specially, 


we call the six stages Fetch, Decode, Choose, Execute, 


Memory  and  Writeback.  


In the Fetch stage, the processor reads the instruction from 


instruction memory. In the Decode stage, the processor reads 


the source operands from the register file and decodes the 


instruction to produce the control signals. In order to solve 


hazards, in the Choose stage, the processor selects the 


operands, which will be the two input ports of ALU  in  


Execute stage. In the Execute stage, the processor performs a 


computation with ALU. In the Memory stage, the processor 


reads or writes the data memory. Finally, In the Writeback 


stage, the processor writes the result to the register file, when 


applicable.  Figure 1 shows the six-stage pipeline diagram. 


B.     The design of control signal 


As the key part of processor, the control unit computes the 


control signals based on the opcode and funct fields of the 


instruction, Instr31:26 and Instr5:0 .  


Most of  the control information comes from the opcode, 


but R-type instruction also use the funct field to determine the 


ALU operation. Thus, we will simplify our design by 


factoring the control unit into two blocks of combinational 


logic, as shown in Figure 2. The main decoder computes most 


of  the outputs from the opcode. It also determines a 2-bit 


ALUOP signal. The ALU decoder uses this ALUOP signal in 


conjunction with the funct field to compute ALUControl. The 


meaning of  the ALUOp signal is given in table I. 


Table Ⅱ is a truth table for the ALU decoder. Because 


ALUOp is never 11, the truth table can use do not care X1 


and1X instead of 01 and 10 to simply the logic. When  


ALUOp is 00 or 01, the ALU should add or subtract, 


respectively.  When ALUOp is 10, the decoder examines the  


funct field to determine the ALUControl. Note that, for the R-


type instructions we implement, the first two bits of the funct 


field are always 10, so we may ignore them to simply the 


decoder. 


 


TABLE II 


 ALUOP  ENCODING 


ALUOp Meaning 


00 add 


01 subtract 


10 Look at funct field 


11 n/a 
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Fig. 1 The six stage pipeline diagram 
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Fig. 2 Control unit internal structure 


 
The control signals for each instruction were described as 


we built the datapath. Table III is the truth table for the main 


decoder that summarizes the control signals as a function of 


the opcode. All R-type instructions use the same main decoder 


values; they differ only in the ALU decoder output. For 


instructions that do not write to the register file(e.g., sw and 


beq), the RegDst and MemtoReg control signals are don't not 


cares(X); the address and data to the register write port do not 


matter because RegWrite is not asserted. The logic for the 


decoder can be designed using combinational logic design. 


TABLE II 


 ALU DECODER TRUTH TABLE 


ALUOp funct ALUControl 


00 X 010(add) 


X1 X 110(subtract) 


1X 100000(add) 010(add) 


1X 100010(sub) 110(subtract) 


1X 100100(and) 000(and) 


1X 100101(or) 001(or) 


1X 101010(slt) 111(set less than) 


 


TABLE  III 
MAIN DECODER TRUTH TABLE 


instruction opcode R


W 
RD ALUsrc Branc


h 
M


W 
M


R 
ALUOp 


R-type 000000 1 1 0 0 0 0 10 


Lw 100011 1 0 1 0 0 1 00 


Sw 101011 0 X 1 0 1 X 00 


Beq 000100 0 X 0 1 0 X 01 


 


C.     The solutions to the hazards 
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A central challenge in pipelined systems is handling 


hazards. In a pipelined system multiple instructions are 


handled concurrently. When  one instruction is dependent on 


the results of another that not yet completed, a hazards occurs. 


Hazards are classified as data hazards or control hazards 


 data hazards:  A data hazard occurs when an instruction 


tries to read a register that  has not yet been written 


back by a previous instruction. 


 control hazards: A control hazards occurs when the 


decision of what instruction to fetch next has not been 


made by the time the fetch takes place ([2]). 


1) Data hazards:   


The register file can be read and written in the same cycle. 


Let us assume that the write takes place during the first half of 


the cycle and the read takes place during the second half of the 


cycle, so that a register can be written and read in the same 


cycle without introducing a hazard. 


Figure 3 illustrates hazards that occur when one instruction 


writes a register ($s0) and subsequent instruction read   the 


register. This is called  a read after write (RAW) hazard. The 


add instruction writes a results into $s0 in the first half of  


cycle  6. However ,the and instruction  reads  $s0  on  cycle  3, 


obtaining  the  wrong  value. 


The or instruction  reads $s0 on the cycle 4, again obtaining  


the  wrong  value. The  sub instruction  reads $s0 on the cycle 


5, still obtaining  the  wrong  value. The next instruction  will 


reads the $s0 in the second half of the cycle 6, since data has 


been written in the first half of the cycle 6, subsequent 


instruction will read the correct value. 


or


F E M WD C


2 3 4 5 6 7 8 91


F E M WD C


F E M WD C


F E M WD C


time


$s3add $s2$s0


and $t0 $s0 $s1


$t1 $s4 $s0


sub $t2 $s0 $s5  
Fig. 3   Abstract pipelined diagram illustrating hazards 


The diagram shows that hazards may occur in this pipeline 


when an instruction writes a register and either of the two 


subsequent instruction read that register. Without specially 


treatment , the  pipeline will compute the wrong result. 


On a closer inspection, however, we observe that the sum 


from the add instruction  is computed by the ALU  in cycle 4 


and is not strictly needed by the and instruction  until the ALU 


uses it in cycle 5. In principle, we should be able to forward 


the result from one instruction to the next to solve the RAW 


hazard without slowing down the pipeline. Figure 4 shows 


that how to solve the data hazards with forwarding. In cycle 4, 


$s0 is forwarded from the Execute stage of the add instruction  


to the Choose stage of the and instruction. In cycle 5, $s0 is 


forwarded from the Memory stage of the add instruction to the 


Choose stage of the or instruction. In cycle 6, $s0 is forwarded 


from the Writeback stage of the add instruction  to the Choose 


stage of the sub instruction. 


 There are two ways that the data obtained in the Memory 


stage. One way the value is the result that is computed by the  


ALU in the Execute stage, which will be written into the 


register. The other way the value is loaded from the memory 


only when execute lw instruction. In order to distinguish the 


value to be forwarded, we need add a two-input multiplexer in 


the Memory stage. 


If the Execute stage, Memory stage and Writeback stage 


contain matching destination register together, the Execute 


stage  should have highest priority, because it contains the 
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Fig. 4   Abstract pipelined diagram illustrating forwarding 


more recently executed instruction, the Memory stage is 


second, the Writeback stage is the last. 


   In order to let the readers understand the signal used in the 


paper, we will give table IV below to explain the function of 


the signals used. 


TABLE IV 
HAZARD UNIT  SIGNAL 


Signal 


Name 


Functional Description 


forwardaC A control signal to the four-input 


multiplexer 


forwardbC A control signal to the four-input 


multiplexer 


lwstallC Lw instruction stall signal 


stallF A control  signal to stall Fetch stage 


register 


stallD A control  signal to stall Decode stage 


register 


stallC A control  signal to stall Choose stage 


register 


flushE A control  signal to flush Execute stage 


register 


flushD A control  signal to flush Decode stage 


register 


flushC A control  signal to flush Choose stage 


register 
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   In summary, the function of the forwarding logic for SrcA 


is given below. The function of the forwarding logic for SrcB 


is identical except that it checks rt rather than rs. 


 


if(rsC!=0) 


if(rsC==writeregE&regwriteE) 


 forwardaC=2'b01; 


else if(rsC==writeregM&regwriteM) 


  forwardaC=2'b10 


  else if(rsC==writeregW&regwriteW) 


   forwardaC=2'b11; 


 


Forwarding is sufficient to solve RAW hazards when the 


result is computed in the Execute stage of an instruction, 


because its result can then be forwarded to the Choose stage 


of the next instruction. Unfortunately, the LW instruction does 


not finish reading data until the end of the Memory stage, so 


its results can not be forwarded to the Choose stage of the next  


instruction. We say that the lw instruction has two-cycle 


latency, because a dependent instruction cannot use its result 


until two cycles later.  


Figure 5 shows this problem. The lw instruction receive 


data from memory at the end of cycle 5. But the and 


instruction needs that data as a source operand at the 


beginning of cycle 5. There is no way to solve this hazards 


with forwarding. 


 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 91
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Fig. 5   Abstract pipelined diagram illustrating hazards from lw 


The alternative solution is to stall the pipeline, holding up 


operation until the data is available. Figure 6 shows stalling 


the dependent instruction (and) in the Choose stage in cycle 4 


and stalls there through cycle 4. The subsequent instruction 


(or) must remain in the Decode stage during both cycles as 


well, because the Choose stage is full. The next instruction 


(sub) must remain in Fetch stage. 


In cycle 5, the result can be forwarded from Memory stage 


of the lw instruction to the Choose stage of the and instruction. 


In cycle 6, the result can be forwarded from Writeback stage 


of the lw instruction to the Choose stage of the and instruction.  


  In cycle 6, source $s0 of  the sub instruction is read 


directly from the register file, with no need for forwarding. 


When a lw stall occurs, stallC, stallD and stallF are asserted 


to force the  Choose stage, Decode stage and Fetch stage to 


hold their old values. We also need flush the contents of the 


Execute stage pipeline register. 


The MemtoReg signal is asserted for lw instruction. Hence, 


the logic to compute the stalls and flushes is 


 


lwstallC=memtoregE&(writeregE==rsC|writeregE==rtC)    


 stallC=lwstallC 


   stallF=stallD=stallC 


 flushE=stallC 
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Fig. 6 Abstract pipelined diagram illustrating stall to solve hazards 


2) Control  hazards: 


The beq instruction and jump instruction present a control 


hazard: the pipelined processor does not know what  


instruction to fetch next, because the branch and jump 


decisions have not been made by the time the next instruction 


is fetched. 


One mechanism for dealing with the control hazard is to 


stall the pipelined until the branch and jump decision is made. 


Because the decision is made in Memory stage, the pipelined 


would have to be stalled for four cycles at every branch or 


jump instruction. This would severely degrade system 


performance. 


An alternative is to predict whether the branch will be taken 


and begin executing instruction based on the prediction. Due 


to jump instruction is always executed, we need not predict it. 


Once the branch decision is available, the processor can 


throw out the instruction if the prediction was wrong. In 


particular, suppose that we predict that branches are not taken 


and simply continue executing the program  in  order. If the 


branch should have been taken, the four instructions following 


the branch must be flushed.  


Figure 7 shows such a scheme, in which a branch from 


address 20 to address 64 is taken. The branch decision is not 


made until cycle 5, by which point the and, or, sub, and addi 
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instructions at address 24, 28, 2C and 30 have already been 


fetched. These instructions must be flushed, and the slt 


instruction is fetched from address 64 in cycle 6. This is  


F E M WD C


2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 101


F E M WD C


F E M WD C


F E M WD C


F E M WD C


F E M WD C
flus


h


40


$s1


$s0


$s5


20


24


28


2c


30
…


5


64 slt $t3 $s2 $s3


time


beq $t2$t1


and $t0 $s0


or $t1 $s4


$t2 $s0sub


addi $7 $7


 
Fig. 7 Abstract pipelined diagram illustrating flushing 


somewhat of an improvement, but flushing so many 


instructions when the branch is taken still degrades 


performance. 


We could reduce the branch misprediction penalty if the 


branch decision could be made earlier. Making the decision 


simply requires comparing the values of two register. Using a 


dedicated equality comparator is much faster than performing 


a subtraction and zero detection. 


Considering placing the comparator in the Decode stage 


will prolong the time of processor cycle. So we put the 


comparator in the Choose stage, so that the operands are 


passed from the register file and compared to determine the 


next PC by the end of the Choose stage. 


Figure 8 shows the pipeline operation with the early branch 


decision being made in cycle 3. In cycle 4, the and and or 


instruction are flushed and the slt instruction is fetched. Now 


the branch misprediction penalty is reduced to only two 


instruction rather than four. 


Besides we compute the transfer address of the jump 


instruction in the Choose stage. So we can make sure that the 


branch and jump instruction in the Choose stage. EqualC is 


the result of the comparator. The flush signals are given below. 


pcsrcC= branchC&equalC 


flushC=pcsrcC|jumpC 


flushD=flushC 


 


flush
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Fig. 8 Abstract pipelined diagram illustrating earlier branch decision 


3)   Hazards summary: 


In summary, RAW data hazards occur when an instruction 


depends on the result of another instruction that has not yet 


been written into the register. The data hazards can be solved 


by forwarding if the result is computed soon enough; 


otherwise, they require stalling the pipeline until the result is 


available. Control hazards occur when the decision of what 


instruction to fetch has not been made by the time the next 


instruction must be fetched. Control hazards are solved by 


predicting which instruction should be fetched and flushing 


the pipeline if the prediction is later determined to be wrong. 


Moving the decision as early as possible minimizes the 


number of instructions that are flushed on a misprediction   


([3], [4]). 


 
 


Fig. 9  the wave of simulation
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III.  SIMULATION AND SYNTHESIS 


A  Simulation  In  Modelsim 


We use verilog language to describe the design of six-stage 


pipelined in this paper, with the ModelSim to simulate. 


Figure 9 shows the waveform of the simulation. InstrF is 


the instruction which is fetched from instruction memory in 


the Fetch stage. The clk is the clock used in simulation.We 


can see from the Figure 9 one instruction  is fetched in every 


cycle. 


Because the simulation in ModelSim is functional 


simulation, it does not take the sequential design into 


consideration. 


Figure 10 show the project of the six-stage pipelined. It 


contains many modules. The hazards unit is key module in the 


pipelined processor. 


 


 
Fig. 10  the project structure diagram 


The hazard module codes are given below. The suffix F, D, 


C, E, M and W imply the signal is used in Fetch stage, Decode 


stage, Choose stage, Execute stage, Memory stage and  


Writeback stage. 


module hazard (input [4:0] rsC,rtC, 


   input [4:0] writeregE, 


  writeregM,writeregW, 


  input regwriteE,regwriteM,regwriteW, 


   input memtoregE, 


  output reg [1:0] forwardaC,forwardbC, 


  output stallF,stallD,stallC,flushE); 


  wire lwstallC; 


//forwarding sources to C stage (choose) 


 always@(*) 


 begin 


 forwardaC=2'b00;forwardbC=2'b00; 


  if(rsC!=0) 


   if(rsC==writeregE&regwriteE) 


           forwardaC=2'b11; 


 if(rtC!=0) 


  if(rtC==writeregE&regwriteE) 


    forwardbC=2'b01; 


  else if(rtC==writeregM&regwriteM) 


      forwardbC=2'b10; 


  else if(rtC==writeregW&regwriteW) 


   forwardbC=2'b11; 


end 


// stalls  


 Assign 


lwstallC=memtoregE&(writeregE==rsC|writeregE==rtC); 


 assign #1 stallC=lwstallC; 


 assign #1 stallD=stallC; 


 assign #1 stallF=stallD; 


 //stalling C stalls all previous stages 


 assign #1 flushE=stallC; 


endmodule 


 


The control module also plays an important role in 


pipelined processor. The control unit examines the opcode and 


funct fields of the instruction in Decode stage to produce the 


control signals. We can see it clearly in figure 1. This control 


signals must be pipelined along with the data so that they 


remain synchronized with instruction. 


In order to understand how the control signals are passed, 


we will give the code of control module below. 


module controller(input clk,reset, 


        input [5:0] opD,functD, 


        input flushE,stallC,flushC,equalC, 


  output memtoregC, memtoregE,memtoregM, 


        output memtoregW,memwriteM, 


               output pcsrcC,branchC,alusrcC, 


               output regdstC,regwriteC,regwriteE, 


  output regwriteM,regwriteW, 


  output jumpC, 


  output [2:0] alucontrolE); 


 wire [1:0] aluopD; 


 wire memtoregD,memwriteD,alusrcD, 


   regdstD,regwriteD;  


 wire [2:0] alucontrolD,alucontrolC; 


 wire memwriteC,memwriteE; 


 


 maindec md(opD,memtoregD,memwriteD,branchD, 


    alusrcD,regdstD,regwriteD,jumpD, 


      aluopD); 


 


 aludec ad(functD,aluopD,alucontrolD); 


 assign pcsrcC= branchC&equalC; 


  


 //pipeline registers 


 flopenrc #(10) regC(clk,reset,~stallC,flushC, 


   {memtoregD,memwriteD,alusrcD, 


 regdstD,regwriteD,alucontrolD,jumpD,branchD}, 


   {memtoregC,memwriteC,alusrcC, 


 regdstC,regwriteC,alucontrolC,jumpC,branchC}); 
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 floprc #(6) regE(clk,reset,flushE, 


   {memtoregC,memwriteC, 


   regwriteC,alucontrolC}, 


   {memtoregE,memwriteE, 


   regwriteE,alucontrolE}); 


 flopr #(3)  regM(clk,reset, 


  {memtoregE,memwriteE,regwriteE}, 


  {memtoregM,memwriteM,regwriteM}); 


 


 flopr #(2)   regW(clk,reset, 


  {memtoregM,regwriteM}, 


  {memtoregW,regwriteW}); 


endmodule 


B  Synthesis  In  FGA 


If the project simulation succeeds in Modelsim, it implies 


that the design is correct in logic. The next step we can create 


a new project in QuartusⅡadding the contents of the project 


from  Modelsim. 


The complication report of the six-pipelined processor is 


given in Table V. We use the DE2 development board of 


Cyclone Ⅱ  series. It can be seen from the table the total 


resources used in design are less than 3%. The lower 


processor resource utilization will lay the foundation for 


constructing a SoPC system using processor as the core. 


TABLE V 


COMPLICATION REPORT-FLOW SUMMARY 


Resources Type or the use of 
resources 


Family  Cyclone Ⅱ 


Device EP2C35F672C6 


Met timing requirements Yes 


Total logic elements 914/33,216(3%) 


Total combinational functions 759/33,216(2%) 


Dedicated logic registers 539/33,216(2%) 


Total registers 539 


Total pins 68/475(14%) 


Total memory bits 4096/483,840(<1%) 


 
Besides, the integrated module is given in Figure 11. It 


contains three sub module: imem module, dmem module and 


mips module. Imem is instruction memory used in Fetch stage. 


Dmem is data memory used in Memory stage. Mips is 


responsible for executing instructions. 


 
Fig. 11 the integrated module diagram 


In this design, the instruction memory and data memory use 


logic elements in DE2 board to accomplish. The alternative is 


to use the memory device in DE2 board. There are three types 


of  memory  to select in DE2 board. 


SRAM  


•  512-Kbyte Static RAM memory chip  


•  Organized as 256K x 16 bits  


•  Accessible as memory for the Nios II processor and by 


the DE2 Control Panel  


SDRAM  


•  8-Mbyte Single Data Rate Synchronous Dynamic RAM 


memory chip  


•  Organized as 1M x 16 bits x 4 banks  


    •  Accessible as memory for the Nios II processor and by 


the DE2 Control Panel  


 Flash memory  


•  4-Mbyte NOR Flash memory (1 Mbyte on some boards)  


•  8-bit data bus  


•  Accessible as memory for the Nios II processor and by 


the DE2 Control Panel 


Table Ⅵ shows the pin allocation of  MIPS processor in the 


DE2 development board. The frequency can reach 81.70MHZ.  


TABLE  Ⅵ 


COMPLICATION REPORT-FLOW SUMMARY 


function The port of 


design 


PINS on 


DE2 


Digital oscillator


（50 MHZ） 


clock PIN_N2 


Reset signal reset PIN_N25 


Verifying the led 


signal 


led PIN_AA13 


 
We need to load a section of code to the instruction 


memory at first when verify the design. The instructions are 


composed of add instruction, sub instruction, and instruction, 


or instruction, slt instruction, addi instruction, lw instruction, 


sw instruction, beq instruction, jump instruction and so on at 


random([5], [6]). 


Only when all  instructions are executed correctly, can we 


get correct result. As for this paper, If the program runs 
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correctly, we need to write the value 7  into address 84 in the 


memory. The check codes are given below. 


always@(negedge clk) 


begin 


   if(memwrite)begin 


   if(dataadr===84&writedata===7) 


     led=1; 


     end  


    else if(dataadr!==80)begin 


  led=0; 


  end 


end 


After configuring,  we download  the design to the DE2 


development board. We can see the led lights implying led=1 


so the design of the pipeline is correct. 


 


IV.   SUMMARY 


Design of pipelined processors is the main method to 


improve the work efficiency of the processor. In this paper we 


design a six-stage pipelined processor originally. It divides the 


processor into six stages according to its function and makes 


each stage balanced. We also verify it in the FPGA 


development board to ensure the correctness of design. 


After synthesis, the work frequency can reach 81.7MHZ. 


The realization of the design lays the foundation for studying 


more complex and efficient processor design. 


The most paper we have seen about the six-stage  pipeline 


processor is the students in Tsinghua University, as described 


in [7]. The  work frequency  of  their can reach 53.6MHZ, 


compared with them the design in this paper improve the 


Performance. 
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Abstract—The purpose of this paper is to design a system 


avoiding user from getting unexpected hair dyeing result on 


FPGA DE2-115 which can perform real-time dyeing simulation. 


In the system, user can have 55 default hair types, which have 


already been set in the devices, commonly used in hair salons. If 


there is a new hair color type that is not in those 55 defaults, the 


hair salon can adjust the value of red, blue, and green until the 


exact color result is obtained and then added to the system. The 


color information in RGB values will be showed on the LCD 


screen and the hair salon can easily change them only by a few 


ticks on the multi-touch board.  


The system design architecture is consisted of three major parts. 


First, the camera collects the information and transports the data 


into the FPGA board. Second, the FPGA board processes and 


then an algorithm is applied to identify the correct region to be 


dyed. Also, in order to keep the hair texture, another algorithm is 


applied to imply for color scaling in the detected region. Finally, 


the multi-touch board displays the processing results and ready 


to receive user commands from the FPGA board.  


The system provides a more efficient and precise way to simulate 


the dyeing results of user in real-time compared to the common 


method in dyeing hair by just using imagination based on 


category.  
 


Keywords—Hair dyeing; FPGA; Real-time; Hair detection;  


Color scaling 


I. INTRODUCTION 


Hair dyeing, which is an ancient art, has been a popular 
cosmetic method since human discovered a way to color their 


hair by making use of various chemical compounds.  It can be 


used for covering gray hair due to aging or sun bleaching, 


change ones hair to a more fashionable and desirable color or 


adjust the color to coordinate with ones outfit.  


However, different from trying on shoes and  clothes, once 


hair dyeing has been done, you cannot "take off" the hair color 


or "try on" another one. If you don't like the color on your hair 


or regret it, all you can do is wait a long period of time and 


come back for another hair dyeing.  


Besides, as research shows, frequently hair dying is a huge 
damage to ones hair, which will result in dry, rough and 


fragile hair. In extreme cases, the hair can be so damaged that 


it breaks off entirely.  


Therefore a real time hair simulating system is proposed to 


solve this problem. You can "try on" as many new  hair colors 


as you want in a "try on room"  from any angle or position, 


just like a mirror that can show you in different hair color type 


that you may want to dye in next 30 minute. 


The system architecture roughly includes three major parts: 


input ,processing and output. Input part includes camera and 
touch screen, processing is on the FPGA and output part is 


touch screen and VGA.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    


To realize the system, two algorithms are demanded. The 


first one is to detect "the area needed to be dye"(i.e. hair 


detection). The second is to dye the hair sophisticatedly 


meanwhile preserves the hair texture so it will look more 


natural. 


Fig. 1 shows all the electric hardware used to realize this 


system, and fig. 2 shows compilation result of our 


implementation. The compiler we used is Quartus II 13.0. 


About 4% of logic elements on the FPGA are used. 
 


 


Fig. 1  Electric hardware 
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Fig. 2  Compilation result 


II. FUNCTION DESCRIPTION 


A. Touch Screen Interface 
On the touch screen, there are two dyeing modes(Fig. 3 & 


Fig. 4), default and adjusting. Users can switch them by 


sliding up and down the left edge of the touch screen. 


 


Fig. 3  Default Mode 


 


Fig. 4  Adjusting Mode 


Meanwhile, the user can capture their images at any time 


they want by pressing the image at the right down corner.  


B. Default Mode 


This function is designed for customers of hair salon to 
compare and choose from hair color category. User can switch 


to default mode by sliding down the left edge. 


 Under default mode, user can simply change the current 


hair type to any types in the 55 default data base. Simply just 


slide the screen left or right to do so. The current hair type will 


be shown on the "SEG7 display" on the FPGA. 


C. Adjusting Mode 


  As for adjusting mode, which is designed for the hair 


salon to add a new hair color type product ,user can switch to 


it by sliding up the left edge. Under this mode, user can 


choose red, green and blue form the top edge. Then increase 


or decrease its value by sliding left or right on the screen to 


compose the new product's hair type. The current RGB value 
will be shown on the LCD screen of FPGA. 


D. Capturing Photo 


In any mode, user can capture a picture of current image as 


a photo. This function is designed for the customer to show 


the hair salon which color they wants to dye. Or, if they 


couldn't decide by their own, take the picture home and ask 


for other's advice(The hair salon could charge them for the 


picture). 


III. ENVIRONMENT & COMPONENTS 


The system is based on the Altera Cyclone FPGA built on 


the DE2-115 board. A 500-megapixel D5M camera with 2560


×2160 full-resolution is used to capture the user's image, and a 


LTM LCD is for used to display the RGB value of hair color 


and 7 SEG displays used to show the current hair type. 
Besides, there is a multi touch LCD module for most of the 


user input. In addition, in order to make the system work more 


accurately and completely, a try on room is provided (Fig. 5 &  


Fig. 6) with adjustable light source so user can see the results 


under different lighting conditions. 


 


Fig. 5  Try on room(front) 
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Fig. 6  Try on room(inside) 


IV. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 


In the system, all functions are real time, instantly response. 


In this case, pre-processing time is really not much. 


Fortunately some efficient algorithms are established in this 


paper and will be describe in the next part. 


Basically, most of the functions are process in parallel. Fig. 


7 & 8 provides a simple view of our system. But for the sake 


of easily understanding. each function will be describe 


sequentially bellow. 


 


Fig. 7 Block Diagram of Modules 


 


Fig. 8 Block diagram of Functions 


A. System Input 


The system input is mainly the live video of the user in the 


"try on room"(Fig 6). Once the FPGA has receive the image's 


binary data, a module called "raw2rgb" is used to transfer it as 


RGB value of every pixel. Then those pixel will be send to 


"sdram control module" and be stored  in the sdram on the 


FPGA. 
B. Detecting Hair Region Stage 


After a pixel have been stored in sdram, it will then be sent 


to 18 processors related to detecting hair region. There are two 


kinds of processors called sobel1 and sobel2. Each has nine of 


them which numbered from 1~18. The 18 processors work 


independently so they can process in parallel to make the 


detection faster. 


C. User input 


  As mentioned in the previous part, a multi touch screen is 


used to make the system more instinct. The multi touch screen 


will continuously receiving the coordinates of user's finger 
and transport it to the "touch control" module, which will 


transfer them into gesture and position. Therefore another 


module called "picture controller" can decide which modes 


(Default or Adjusting) to switch the system, which color 


should be displayed and whether the system should take 


picture base on these information. 


D. Display Stage 


Finally, our biggest module called "VGA controller" 


receives "region to dye" from the "18th processor" and color 


type from "picture controller". It is ready to "dye the hair"!  


The VGA controller will dye each pixel of hair into proper 


color based on our "Color Scaling Algorithm" so that the 
texture of hair can be preserved instead of making users look 


awkward with some strange color region on their heads. Also, 
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the VGA controller handles the display of user interface on 


the touch screen, RGB value on the LCD screen and hair types 


number on the 7 Segment display(Fig. 9). So the user can 


manipulate them easily without any difficulties. 


 


 


Fig. 9  LCD Screen & 7 segment display 


All the functions above can be done in no time to realize 


real-time hair dyeing simulation. 


V. HAIR DETECTION ALGORITHM 


Hair detection is one of the main challenges in our 
implementation. Most of the methods mentioned on papers 


required a long processing time. Yet in order to realize the real 


time simulation, such delay can't be afforded. Therefore, a 


simple but fast algorithm is established in this paper to detect 


the hair. That is "multiple erosion and dilation". 


A. Detect Possible Area 


After image is received from the camera, the possible area 


is detected based on the lightness and saturation of user's hair. 


After this stage, the possible area should include hair, 


eyebrows and eyes for those who has the same color of eyes 


and hair. 


B. Multiple Erosion 
In the verilog, the whole image can't be process at once 


because the memory and real-time limitation. All one can do 


is to process the image pixel by pixel base on little 


information around it. 


So "Multiple Erosion" is used to filter out the eyebrows and 


eyes under this constrain. 


For a pixel, "erosion" means to "And" the eight pixel 


around it. In fig. 10, P5 will be zero if any of pixels around it 


is zero. This algorithm is commonly used for phase out noise 


of binary image signal. 


 


Fig. 10 Erosion & Dilation 


In our algorithm, we simply do this again and again until 


the eye and eyebrow part disappear completely, but the hair 


region still remains a small area.  


This is completely different from what erosion was meant 
for. The idea of this algorithm was come up by thinking of eye 


area as a "bigger noise". It is simple, but effective. 


Furthermore , this algorithm takes advantage of the thin 


shape of eyebrow. P5 only "And" the P1~3 and P7~8 in fig. 


10, so the letter "multiple dilation " can grow back faster with 


better effect. 


C. Multiple Dilation 


After multiple erosion has left a small area on hair, " 


multiple dilation" is used  to grow back the hair region. 


Like erosion, the dilation of a pixel reference the 8 pixel 


around it. The difference is that erosion uses "Or" for the 8 
pixels so if any one of them is one, the target pixel will also 


become one. 


The "multiple dilation"  dilates the remain area until it 


exceed the origin possible hair area. Then "And" is taken to 


the exceeding region with the original possible hair area. So 


the details of hair edge can be preserved. 


Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 shows the matlab simulation of a 


scenery picture before and after "multiple erosion and 


dilation". 


 


 


Fig. 11 Before Multiple Erosion & Dilation 
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Fig. 12 After Multiple Erosion & Dilation 


As shown above, regions that are too small to be the target 


(noise, eyes and eyebrows in our implmentation) are filtered 


out. Larger regions (User's hair in our implementation) still 
preserve their detail.  


But, after using "line buffer" to handle nine pixel by nine 


pixel. A delay problem was discovered because a pixel needs 


information before it. The result will shift to left down corner 


one pixel by a time after each erosion or dilation, causing the 


result being unacceptable deviate from the origin image. 


Many ways were tried to make this algorithm more faster, 


but in the end this problem was solved by a easy but enlighten 


method. Simply makes the origin image slower to consist with 


result so that the detecting region can easily keep up with it 


without using any speed-quality trade off on the algorithm. 


VI. COLOR SCALING ALGORITHM 


After the dye region has been determined, all the work left 


is to decide the color to be dyed. 


The VGA controller will receive a RGB value from 


whether the database or user defined. If the values are   simply 


added onto hair, the color will look like one pure region 


without any texture of hair, making user looks like a strange 


clown with a funny hat. 


Therefore an algorithm is required to scale the color based 


on original hair and the new dyeing color will be what the user 


wants. 
In this paper, the defect of human eyes' ability on receiving 


brightness is being used. 


A. Taking Advantage of Human eyes' defect 


As a well known knowledge, human eyes aren't as perfect 


as camera from many points of view. Fig. 13 shows an 


example of human eyes' ability to tell the difference of 


luminous various on spectrum of image. The sensitivity 


changes with the spatial frequency of the stripes. 


 


 


Fig. 13 Human eyes' defect 


The implementation can take advantage of the sensitivity of 


"human eyes' perceivable luminance threshold".  


Observe fig. 14, human eyes can tell the best different at 


medium luminance. In the origin dyeing method., the pixel 


has been add to over 1000 cd/m2, where human eyes' ability to 


tell different becoming worse.. That's why instead of 


preserving hair texture, the origin result shows a pure color 


area without any difference.  
 


 


Fig. 14 Human eyes' perception curve  


Since the problem of origin hair dyeing method has been 


found, the knowledge should now be used to improve the 


result. The target is to extend the detail to  the region that 


human eye can tell difference the most. Fig. 15 shows how the 


implementation works. 
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Fig. 15 Use  Human eyes' detection to dye the hair 


Combine with Fig. 14, the region which human eyes can't 


tell difference well (under 50 cd/m2 and over 1000 cd/m2) has 


been shifted to where human eyes work best (That is 


50~1000cd/m2, where has the sharpest slope). Also, the upper 


limit for the maximum value of the RGB value has been set so 


that it won't exceed 255 after we add the dyeing color on it. 


255 is the maximum value of RGB value and will go back to 


zero if exceed the limit. (The result will apear some strange 


stain-like spots if we didn't handle the limitation and some 


pixels exceed the 255 value .). 
Fig. 16 shows Matlab simulation of the process before 


dyeing the desire color on it. 


 


 


Fig. 16 Matlab Simulation of Color Scaling Algorithm 


 


As shown above, (a) is the origin picture, (b) is the result 


that directly scale the color linearly from zero to max 


luminance of limitation, and (c) is the result that using the 


"color scaling algorithm" mentioned in this paper. 


It can be easily observed that (c) shows much more details 


for human eyes than (b). After putting the desired color on it, 


method (c) will preserves much more texture for human eyes 


then method (b). This is how "color scaling algorithm" works 


VII. CONCLUSION 


In this paper, a cosmetic system named "Virtual Stylist", 


which can detect user's hair based on the property of their hair 


color and phase out eyes, eyebrows and even some small 


noises by applying some simple but smart algorithms based on 


FPGA implementation, is presented. Also, the defect of 


human eyes in low luminance detection is being taken 


advantage to make the color dyeing algorithm preserves more 


hair texture than simply added colors on hair.   


The color of hair to be dyed can be chosen from "default 


mode" or "adjusting mode". The previous one is for the user to 


"try on" products in hair salon and the post one is for the hair 


salon to add new product to its category. No matter how you 


move or change your position during the system working time, 


the system can always change your hair color accurately. It is 


just like a mirror that reflects yourself after you dye your hair. 


 In addition, these functions have been put on multi touch 
board to make them more instinct for users. Combined with 


new design ideas and hardware techniques, this system 


provides users a flexible real-time simulation of hair dyeing. 
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Abstract—A new kind of automatic video security system based 


on face-recognition & wireless communication is introduced in 


this article, including its design method, hardware and software 


architecture, and its operation results. In this system, the face 


images captured by the camera will be compared with the 


criminal face images in the original database, and the 


similarities between the two faces will be counted. If the 


similarity is higher than the threshold, an alarm signal will be 


sent out. The system consists of two parts. The first part is 


based on FPGA, which includes DE2-70 board offered by 


Altera corp. and peripherals such as analogical camera & 


CDMA Modem, etc. First, amount the hardware architecture, 


modules described by Verilog HDL and SOPC, within which 


Nios-II processor has been added, are built. Second, amount the 


software architecture, software is described by C/C++, a 


μC/OS-II is transplanted & customized tasks have been set. The 


function of part 1 are face-detection, face image interception, 


JPEG encoding & MMS (enveloping the JPEG face image) 


transmission. As to the second part, it is based on the PC 


program described by C/C++. The only peripheral in this part 


is another CDMA modem. The function of part 2 are MMS 


reception, JPEG files extraction & face-recognition (PCA). The 


system makes use of the advantages of FPGA, such as high 


operating speed, high integrated level & great convenience, etc. 


It also makes use of the existing wireless communication 


network & the PC which is highly efFigient in calculation, 


compared to FPGA. Therefore, a possible pattern of 


FPGA—remote wireless communication–PC combined system 


for video surveillance & intelligent modes-recognition have 


been introduced. 


 
Keywords— FPGA; DE2-70; Nios-II; SOPC, Altera; μC/OS-II; 


face-recognition; PCA; CDMA; MMS 


I. DESIGN OVERVIEW 


A. Purpose 


With the development of globalization, most of the 


countries open their doors to foreign guests. At the same time, 


security problem is becoming more & more serious under the 


background of international communication. New 


technologies are used to improve the performance & 


efFigiency of the security system. Amount the relevant new 


technologies, face recognition is a signiFigant one. Video 


surveillance system using face-recognition technology could 


be applied to the customs, airports, government securities 


and other public occasions, assisting in combat against 


stealing, robbery, terrorism, drug smuggling, human 


trafFigking and evil religions. That’s why we choose to build 


an automatic video security system based on 


face-recognition and wireless communication under the 


theme of protecting our people, including their lives & 


wealth. 


In practical situations, video surveillance cameras have 


been installed in every road, every block, every building & 


every room, etc. We aim at equipping every camera with the 


ability to recognize human faces and communicate with the 


police. If the human face, captured by the camera, belongs to 


a criminal, an alarm signal as well as the location and time of 


the relevant camera would be send to the local police, 


assisting them in tracking the criminals. Otherwise, the alert 


will not be triggered. 


However, two practical problems must be solved in this 


case. First, the database of criminal messages has been 


installed to the server in the police station, and it is too large 


for usual ROMs or flash memories to store. In other words, it 


is unpractical to install huge storages for every camera. 


Second, millions of faces will expose under the supervising 


range of one single camera (one face-recognition system) in 


one day. Therefore, the requirement of each system’s 


computation ability will be extremely high that none of the 


PC or FPGA system could reach them. Only super server can 


possibly finish such a tough job. 


Since we are not so abundant in hardware resources, we 


need to find out another way to solve these problems. 


 


B. Features  


The solution to these problems, which is also the feature 


of our design, is that we divide the system into two parts and 
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assign the first part--video surveillance system connecting a 


camera--face-detection task while leaving the PCA task to 


the second part--police station’s server. In detail, in the first 


part, human face images that occur in video will be captured, 


converted into JPEG format and sent to the terminal—the 


server of public security bureau, along with the location of 


the camera & the present time, by using MMS. In the second 


part, the server will then analyse the received face images & 


judge whether this face is belong to a criminal. In this way, 


video surveillance system can become intelligent in 


face-detection while the server with strong computation 


ability and the existing wireless communication network can 


also exert their power, making it possible for 


computationally expensive real-time face recognition. 


 


C. Applications & Users 


Police, public security organ, procuratorate, customs, 


frontier forces, etc. 


 


D. The reason of choosing DE2-70 board, Nios-II & SOPC 


1) The Altera DE2-70 FPGA multimedia development 


platform is strong in multimedia process, because it is 


equipped with abundant logic unit, large capacity of memory 


& various kinds of external chips & peripheral interfaces, 


supporting multi-media process like video, audio, images, etc. 


Also, it has the advantages of low power consumption & 


high integration level. 


2) When complex computation is involved, building a 


SOPC (system on programmable chip) can make the system 


more efFigient & flexible than describing the hardware 


architecture purely using Verilog HDL. 


3) The Altera’s Nios-II embedded processor supports the 


C language. So a wide range of IP cores can be transplanted, 


making it easier, more convenient & efFigient to realize the 


functions. 


4) As the Altera devices have already become a 


mainstream, there are abundant materials & references. 


Furthermore, Altera also provides excellent technical support. 


It is so convenient to seek helps. 


 


II.  FUNCTION DESCRIPTION 


A. Video Surveillance: 


Video is filmed by a camera, processed by the FPGA 


system and finally displayed on the LCD display in VGA 


mode. 


B. Face Detection: 


Human faces occur in the video will be detected, 


intercepted and cached into the SDRAM. 


C. Image Compression: 


In the SOPC with a transplanted μC/OS-II system, μC/FS 


system and a Nios-II processor, the cached face image will 


be read and encoded into JPEG format. 


D. Face Image Transmission: 


The JPEG images will then be transmitted to the PC in use 


of MMS through the CDMA modem. 


E. Face Image Reception: 


The C/C++ program in the PC, which is developed by 


Visual Studio 2010, can realize the function of MMS 


reception & JPEG images extraction. 


F. Face Recognition: 


The program will then analyse the face images based on 


the PCA (principal component analysis) algorithm. 


 


III.  RESOURCES 


A. Hardware: 


Altera DE2-70 Board, Analogical Camera, CDMA 


Modem×2, PC, etc. 


B. Software: 


Quartus II 11.0 sp1, SOPC Builder 11.0 sp1, Nios II IDE 


11.0 sp1, ModelSim SE 10.0c, Visual Studio 2010, etc. 


 


IV.  ARCHITECTURE 


A. Hardware Architecture 


The System is divided into two parts—the first part & the 


second part.  The first part is based on FPGA, connected 


with some peripherals. The second part is based on PC 


programs and peripherals. In the first part, Verilog HDL was 


used to describe the hardware modules and Nios-II processor 


was added into the SOPC. The external chips & peripherals 


connected to the FPGA system for communication & data 


transmission are as follows: analogical camera, TV 


decoder--ADV7180, two 32MB SDRAMs, VGA video 


DAC—ADV7123, LCD display & CDMA modem. In the 


second part—PC, the main peripheral is another CDMA 


modem. The block diagram of system’s hardware 


architecture is shown in Fig.1. Illustrations of the signals 


from No.1 to No.20 are as follows: 


(1). Interlaced analogical video input; 


(2). NTSC digital video, video control signals, such as 


horizontal & vertical synchronous signals; 


(3). I
2
C configuration for NTSC video output; 


(4). Interlaced YUV4:2:2 video & relative control signals; 


(5). Control signals for reading and writing SDRAM1, 


YUV4:2:2 frames of even & odd fields; 


(6). YUV4:2:2 frames of odd fields; 


(7). YUV4:2:2 frames of even fields; 


(8). Progressive YUV4:2:2 video; 


(9). Progressive YUV4:4:4 video; 


(10). Progressive RGB video; 


(11). top-left corner coordinate of face area and relative 


control signals; 


(12). Feedbacks for frame buffer, deinterlacing and 


synchronism control; 


(13). Progressive RGB video, VGA display control signals; 


(14). VGA video output; 


(15). RGB face images; 
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(16). Control signals for writing SDRAM2, RGB face 


images; 


(17). RGB face images, Control signals for reading 


SDRAM2; 


(18). Feedback from Nios-II; 


(19). Face images JPEG files & control signals for MMS; 


(20). MMS (enveloping JPEG face images); 


(21). Received JPEG files; 


 


 


 
Figure.1 Hardware Architecture Diagram 
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Figure.2 Wireless Communication Diagram 


 


 


 
 
 


Figure.3 Flow Diagram of PCA program 
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B. Software Design 


We transplant the μC/OS-II & μC/FS into the SOPC and 


added a Nios-II processor. 3 main tasks have been set: 


Task1:  


Reading images from the SDRAM2, JPEG encoding & 


caching; 


Task2: 


Receiving Data from UART (connected to CDMA 


modem); 


Task3: 


Data transmission through UART (connected to CDMA 


modem) after certain process; 


 


V.  DESIGN METHODS 


A. Video Capture, Format Conversion & Display 


Video capture, format conversion & display are all based 


on the original demonstration from the DE2-70 CD. A 


general description about the stages of video process is as 


follow: 


1) Interlaced analogical video are captured by an 


analogical camera and then input to the ADV7180. After 


decoding into NTSC by ADV7180, the NTSC video will go 


through the ITU656 decoder and decoded into YUV4:2:2 


digital video; 


2)  After that, the video will sequentially be deinterlaced, 


converted from YUV4:2:2 to YUV4:4:4 and transmitted both 


to face-detecting module & “YCbCr-RGB” module. The 


“YCbCr-RGB” module will convert the YUV4:4:4 video 


into RGB video, & transmit them to the VGA controller; 


3)  The VGA Controller will transmit the RGB video & 


the relative control signals to ADV7123. Finally, VGA video 


is output & transmitted to the LCD display. 


 


B. Face Detection 


It is known that PCA algorithm requires large amount of 


computation. In order to reduce the redundant messages & 


computation as well as a bit of background interference, we 


built a face detection module. This module can detect human 


faces from the video, then give out the regional message of 


the face area and cut out the face image from the original 


frame at speciFig intervals. Finally, the face images will be 


encoded & transmitted to the terminal—PC to be analysed. 


As shown in Fig.1, YUV4:4:4 video was input to the face 


detection module & skin detection method is used afterwards. 


When this module operates, it can search out the speciFig 


area, within which there are maximum quantities of 


skin-colour-pixels, and it is considered most likely to include 


human face. Details of how the face detection module 


functions will be introduced as follows: 


1) Each frame will be divided up into a grid with every 


single 32*32(pixel) square area as a unit. There are 


15*20=300 units in each frame because each of them has the 


resolution of 640*480(pixels). Therefore, each frame can be 


transformed into a grid matrix with 15 rows & 20 columns. 


2) 20 counters are set up corresponding to the 20 grids in 


one row of grid matrix and a memory of 20bits, 15 units is 


set up as flags of each grid. Each unit (20 bits) corresponds 


to each row. Then, in the current row, quantities of pixels 


within the range of skin-color in each grid will be counted, 


and the corresponding flags will be set to “1” or “0”, as a 


result. If there are more than a half of pixels are within the 


range of skin colour (skin-colour pixel) in one grid, 


indicating that this unit is more likely to include human skin, 


the relevant flag will be set as “1”—positive. Otherwise, the 


flag will remain “0”—negative. 


3) Statistics will be in synchronous procession with the 


progress of display. As soon as pixels-counting for one row 


of grid is finished and the relevant flags are triggered, the 20 


counters will be reset so that counting on a new row can be 


started immediately. 


4) When the statistics of one frame is finished, a 15*20 


flag matrix is obtained. Then, a full range searching will 


starts, using a 5*5(flags) square for comparison. The 


searching will find out the speciFig location, where there are 


maximum quantities of positive flags with the area of 


5*5(flags). Such area will be considered most likely to 


include human face. 


5) Finally, the coordinate of the face-area obtained from 


the previous stage will be sent to SDRAM2-face buffer 


controller. Then the face area images can be cut out and 


cached into the SDRAM2. 


 


C. Face Images JPEG Encoding 


JPEG formatting are used to compress each face image in 


order to save the room of storage, improve system’s 


performance & efFigiency. The reasons why JPEG is chosen 


are described as follows: 


1) Considering the practical situation, the face-recognition 


system will be deployed & supervise a certain place 


constantly, there are huge number of images being captured, 


converted, transmitted & analysed in one day, or even in one 


hour. Thus the requirement of system’s computation ability 


is extremely high. Since certain kinds of hardware are chosen, 


its performance, computation ability & data transmission 


speed have been fixed, the best way to improve the system’s 


performance & efFigiency is to improve the algorithm & 


software. We should always transmit the most messages in 


use of the least amount of resources. 


2) While the image qualities are at the same level, JPEG 


files have a higher compression ratio than other image 


formats. In other words, JPEG encoding can retain a good 


visual effect while making use of the least storage room. 


3) MMS supports JPEG images. 


 


In order to use JPEG encoding, the μC/OS-II & μC/FS are 


transplanted into the SOPC. A task is set to activate JPEG 


encoding. Immediately when a new face image has been 


stored into SDRAM2, a flag will be set as “1” & it will 


trigger the task. Nios-II will then read the image, encode it 
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into JPEG format, cache, and set the flag back to “0”. After 


that, when the JPEG image is available for transmission, 


another task will transmit the image, while another new 


image will be stored into the SDRAM2 in the same time, 


covering the old one, and the flag will again been set as 


positive. The writing & reading process of the SDRAM2 


must be carefully designed so that they can keep in 


synchronism. 


 


D. Data Transmission & Reception 


Two CDMA modems are used to establish communication 


between the FPGA system & the PC program, as shown in 


Fig.2. 


The transmission MMS (enveloping a face image) can be 


divided into two parts. The first part is the JPEG data 


transmission based on XMODEM Protocol. The second part 


is the customized AT instructions to defined the functions of 


wireless module. Some kinds of AT instructions mainly used 


are as follows: 


(1). AT$FDEL=”filename” 


----delete the file from the module 


(2). AT$FUPL=”filename” 


----copy the file from the PC into the module 


(3). AT$MMSW=0 


----reset all MMS parameters 


(4). AT$MMSW=1,1 


----set destination number or e-mail address 


(5). AT$MMSW=4,[]  


----set MMS title 


(6). AT$MMSW=5,[],[]  


----set MMS text 


(7). AT$MMSW=6,[],[<filename>] 


----set MMS accessories 


(8). AT$MMSWEND 


----send MMS 


In the FPGA system, apart from task 1, two more tasks are 


set up, number as task 2 & 3. Task 2 is set to deal with the 


data received from the UART (connected to the CDMA 


modem). Task 3 is set to cache data & transmit them to the 


CDMA modem through UART. 


In the multithread PC program written by C/C++, the 


JPEG image files will be extracted from the received MMS, 


& then send to the face-recognition module for PCA. 


 


E. Algorithm of Face-Recognition  


(based on PCA—Principle Component Analysis) 


 


The core idea of PCA is: project the image into the 


eigenvector-space in order to eliminate the trivial messages 


while retaining the main messages, so that the differences 


between the two images could be find out in a more efFigient, 


resource-saving way. In this case, a complete PCA progress 


includes 7 main steps. The detailed flow diagram of the 


progress is shown in Fig.3. The 7 steps are listed in detail as 


follows: 


(1). Calculate the average face image of the face 


database; 


(2). Calculate the covariance matrix of the database 


(average face is necessary); 


(3). Calculate the eigenvalues & eigenvectors of the 


covariance matrix; 


(4). Set M to be a natural number. Use the 


eigenvectors relevant to the M maximum eigenvalues to 


construct an eigenvector-matrix; 


(5). Project every face image (including faces from the 


database & the faces captured to be analysed) into the 


eigenvector-matrix. The projection of each face is also a 


matrix (image) called eigenface, which indicates the main 


characteristics of the original face image. 


(6). Calculate the Euclidean Distance between the 


eigenface being analyzed and the eigenface obtained from 


the database. The Euclidean Distance indicates the similarity 


between the two faces. 


(7). Make judgment on who the face being analysed is 


belong to, according to the magnitude of the Euclidean 


Distance. If the distance is larger than the threshold, the two 


faces will be considered belonging to the same person; 


otherwise, belonging to different people. 


 


The core-codes of the PCA program are as follows: 


 


//*********************************************************************************** 
//（1）Training： 


// calculate the average face & construct the eigenvector-matrix 


void doPCA() 


{ int i; 


 CvTermCriteria calcLimit; 


 CvSize faceImgSize; 


 // adjust the size of the image 


 faceImgSize.width  = FACE_WIDTH; 


 faceImgSize.height = FACE_HEIGHT; 


  for(i=0; i<faceImgArr.size()-1; i++) { 


  eigenVectArr.push_back(cvCreateImage(faceImgSize, IPL_DEPTH_32F, 1)); 


 } 
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 // calculate the eigenvalues 


 eigenValMat = cvCreateMat( 1, eigenVectArr.size(), CV_32FC1 ); 


 //a series of face images 


 pAvgTrainImg = cvCreateImage(faceImgSize, IPL_DEPTH_32F, 1); 


 // define the condition of ending iteration 


 calcLimit = cvTermCriteria( CV_TERMCRIT_ITER, eigenVectArr.size(), 1); 


 // calculate the average face, eigenvalues & eigenvectors of the covariance matrix 


 cvCalcEigenObjects( 


  faceImgArr.size(), 


  (void*)faceImgArr.data(), 


  (void*)eigenVectArr.data(), 


  CV_EIGOBJ_NO_CALLBACK, 


  0, 


  0, 


  &calcLimit, 


  pAvgTrainImg, 


  eigenValMat->data.fl); 


 cvNormalize(eigenValMat, eigenValMat, 1, 0, CV_L1, 0); 


} 


//*********************************************************************************** 
//（2）Face-recognition： 


//normalize the test face image 


  if(faceImage) 


   processedFaceImage = equalizeImage(faceImage); 


   


  // face-recognition 


  if(processedFaceImage) 


   if (eigenVectArr.size() > 0) { 


    // project the face image into the eigenvector-matrix. 


    cvEigenDecomposite( 


     processedFaceImage, 


     eigenVectArr.size(), 


     eigenVectArr.data(), 


     0, 0, 


     pAvgTrainImg, 


     projectedTestFace); 


     


    // similarity comparison 


    iNearest = findNearestNeighbor(projectedTestFace, &confidence, noseRect, mouthRect, 


leftEyeRect, rightEyeRect); 


    printf("Most likely person in camera: '%s' (confidence=%f.\n", 


faceToPerson.at(iNearest)->getName().c_str(), confidence); 
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(a)        (b) 


 
(c)       (d) 


Fig.4-(a),(b),(c),(d) Results of face detection 


 
 


 


 
Fig.5 Results of Face Recognition 
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VI.  EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 


A. The 1st stage (the first part): 


 The operation results of the face detection module are 


shown in Fig.4. Human faces can be detected from the input 


video and a black square frame will frame the human face 


region. Therefore, the image inside the frame will be 


intercepted, encoding & transmitted. However, improvement 


on the face-detection accuracy is still needed. 


 


B. The 2nd Stage (the second part): 


The result of the second stage is shown in Fig.5. The face 


image on the right side is the one to be analysed, while the 


output window on the left will give out the conclusion. 


 


VII. SUMMARY 


Up to now, the automatic video security system has 


achieved the primary goal of face detection, face recognition, 


and wired communication between PC and FPGA. But the 


accuracy of face detection & recognition still needs further 


improvement. The communication still needs perfection, too. 


Through this competition, we learned a lot of knowledge 


about video & image process methods, Verilog HDL, SOPC, 


μC/OS-II operating system, μC/FS file-management system, 


FPGA function simulation and timing simulation, SDRAM 


control, CDMA Modem control, MMS transmission & 


reception, PCA algorithm and so on. Valuable experience 


has been accumulated, too. 


Compared with the traditional method of designing digital 


circuit, we clearly realize the distinct advantages of EDA 


software, Verilog HDL & SOPC. 


When dealing with complex problems like PCA and 


FPGA itself isn’t capable for complex computation, it can 


still control & makes use of the external system with strong 


computation ability through wireless communication. 


Therefore, it is still able to accomplish the task without 


losing the advantages of FPGA. 


This design makes use of the power of the server with 


strong computation ability and the existing wireless 


communication network. It also makes use of the advantages 


of FPGA such as high speed, high integration level, low 


power consumption & great convenience. 


By combining the FPGA, PC and wireless communication 


network, we introduce a possible pattern for real-time video 


face recognition. As long as the algorithm (accuracy & 


consumption) & hardware’s performance are improved, such 


kind of system may exert its power to assist the police 


combating against evil & crime in order to protect the 


people. 


In the end, we would like to express our gratitude to the 


Altera Corporation who provides a good platform for FPGA 


project-building exercise & gave us a chance to practise 


designing & building FPGA system. We would also like to 


thank the teachers and all the seniors & classmates that had 


ever helped us! Of course, as a team, all members devoted 


themselves into the project & work hard. We should finally 


thanks for ourselves & the effort that we ever made. 
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Abstract— In order to ensure high quality of service (QoS) for 


Next Generation Network (NGN), we construct a new Load-


Balanced Multipath Self-routing Switching Structure which 


consists of the same two multipath self-routing fabrics. The result 


of simulation is inspiring for achieving 100% throughput and no 


delay or jitter. For this reason, we start on the implementation 


on an Altera StratixIV FPGA. And the whole FPGA system is 


designed into two collaborative components: the UDP system and 


the register system. With two algorithms around input and 


output two stages, incoming traffic is transformed into 


uniformity and then to their final destinations. During the later 


period debugging, software simulation platform and automated 


test platform are built, which contribute to our work very much. 


At last, we carry out several experiments to test and verify our 


system. The report of the test result accords with what we 


expected.   


  


Keywords— Load-Balanced; Multipath Self-routing Switching 


Fabric; FPGA; UDP; Register 


I. INTRODUCTION 


In recent years, with a rapid increase in the number of 


Internet users, the network scale expands unceasingly. Rich 


Internet applications, especially the popularity of online video 


services [1], contribute to the network congestion that almost 


everyone experienced. This phenomenon puts forward a huge 


challenge to the vital component, the router. Actually, the 


router has become a significant bottleneck in the development 


of the network. On the other hand, on the basis of TCP/IP, the 


network layer of Internet only provides the best effort delivery 


rather than the commitment for quality of service (QoS) [2]. 


Therefore, looking for a new switching system which is more 


efficient and supports QoS is a key research and development 


point.   


In order to improve the performance of routers and reduce 


implementation costs, various kinds of solutions are proposed. 


The Load-Balanced Birkhoff-von Neumann switch [3] 


interests us for that it can achieve 100% throughput with most 


network traffic by using a balancer to equalize input flows. 


However, the structure does not maintain the order of packets 


after switching and the average queuing delay increases 


linearly with the number of ports. Obviously, it is not suitable 


for large scale extension. On the contrary, another structure 


we focus on, the Banyan-based Quasi-Circuit Switch [4] has 


low component complexity O (Nlog2N, N is the number of 


ports) and the ability of self-routing and distributed processing. 


However, because of the blocking feature, QoS is not ensured. 


Based on the advantages and disadvantages of the above 


two kinds of structures, we propose a Load-Balanced 


Multipath Self-routing Switching Structure by connecting two 


multipath self-routing fabrics in series. The first one acts as a 


load-balancer and the other one severs as a self-routing 


forwarder. Concentrators, which are made up by basic sorting 


units, are sorted by the arrangement rules of Multistage 


Interconnection Network to construct the whole structure. 


Theoretical analysis and NS2 simulation indicate that our 


model can obtain 100% throughput under normal 


circumstances and easy to be expanded in size [5]. 


Further, we translate the theoretical model into a modular 


FPGA system which consists of two main parts: the UDP 


system and the register system. And then, the whole system 


has been implemented on an Altera StratixIV FPGA. In the 


testing phase, our system works steadily and efficiently and 


meets the basic requirements of QoS applications. 


The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Theoretical 


basis and modeling are introduced in Section II. Section III 


describes the system design and implementation based on 


FPGA. Section IV presents system testing with real network 


traffic, and then Section V summarizes the whole work.  


II. THEORETICAL BASIS AND MODELING 


The overall switching system consists of load balancing 


stage, routing switching stage and some auxiliary modules. 


Both of the two main components are structured by 2×2 


sorting units which are based on the theory of algebraic 


distributive lattices and arranged in certain order. In order to 


meet the performance requirement and make the price to the 


minimum, not only have we designed a new network structure 


according to the basic function of the sorting unit, but also a 


perfect in-band signaling system and the matched control 


mechanism. 


A. 2× 2 Basic Sorting Unit 


The 2×2 basic sorting unit is a sequential logic circuit, with 


two inputs and two outputs (respectively called 0/1 port). As 


shown in figure 1 (a) and (b), if conflict-free, it has two states: 
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Bar and Cross [6]. When both inputs contend for the same 


output, sorting unit will randomly select one of them as the 


winner and send its packets through the unit; the loser's data 


will be dropped or misrouted (see figure 1(c)). 
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(a).BAR (b).CROSS (c).CONFLICT


Input InputOutput Output


 
Fig. 1 2×2 basic sorting unit and its states 


 


In-band control signalling can be used to set the connection 


state of the unit as list in Table I. The unit compares the two- 


bit in-band signalling A and D of each packet to make the 


routing decision. The first bit A indicates the activity of an 


input packet. When A equals 1, it means an active packet is 


arriving. The second bit D indicates the destination of an input 


packet. Thus, 10, 11, 00/01 respectively represent the packet 


which is going to output-0, the packet which is going to 


output-1 and the dummy packet. Under the synchronous clock, 


2×2 basic sorting units act upon the rule: 10<00/01<11, which 


can also be used in sorting concentrators. 


TABLE I.  TWO-BIT IN-BAND SIGNALING CONTROL MECHANISM. 


Connection State 


Input-1 Control Signaling: 


A1D1 


10 00/01 11 


Input-0 Control 


Signaling: 


A0D0 


10 CONF a BAR BAR 


00/01 CROSS EITHER BAR 


11 CROSS CROSS CONF 


a. When CONF (CONFLICT), priority decides the state. 


According to the theory of algebraic distributive lattices [7], 


we can further define Ωroute = {0-bound, 1-bound, idle}, 


namely, 0-bound = 10, 1-bound =11, idle = 00/01. So, the 


former 10<00/01< 11 turns into 0-bound< idle<1-bound. If it 


is conflict, the choice of BAR or CROSS depends on a 


specific application such as the priority.   


B. Inter-stage Bit-permuting Model 


An N×N (N=2n) routing network is a Multistage 


Interconnection Network (MIN) built by 2×2 basic sorting 


units. By using first stage permutation σ0, inter-stage 


permutation σ1, σ2 … σ(n-1) and last stage permutation σn, the  


network can be represented as [σ0: σ1: σ2:…: σ(n-1): σn]. Each 


colon symbolizes a stage of 2x2 units. We can define a Trace 


sequence and a Guide sequence [8] as follows: 


 Tk=(σ0σ1…σK-1)
(-1)(n)   1≤k≤n; 


 Gk=(σ0σ1…σK-1)(n)      1≤k≤n; 


Trace and guide can find a unique route from input to 


output. As Fig. 2 shows, for the network [: (43): (42) (31): 


(43):], the Trace is (4, 3, 2, 1) and the Guide is (1, 2, 3, 4). 


Then, origination address bits I1I2I3I4 one by one are rotated to 


the rightmost bit position at the successive stages and are 


replaced successively by bits O1O2O3O4. The destination 


address bits O1O2O3O4 are specified by Trace or Guide. 
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X (42) X (31) 
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Fig. 2 an example of routing network 


C. Multipath Self-routing Switching  Structure 


Multipath Self-routing Switching Structure (MSSS) [9] is 


an innovative structure, which combines Multistage 


Interconnection Network (MIN) with concentrators. 


The MIN described in section II B is constructed by plenty 


of basic sorting units, which are divided into several stages. 


Each unit works at the state of CROSS or BAR by its rule. 


This kind of network has the advantages of being highly 


modular and having low device complexity O (Nlog2N). With 


the help of Trace and Guide, there is a unique route from an 


input to any output. For this reason, it avoids the scheduling at 


each time slot and has the ability to be massively expanded. 


To construct MSSS, we substitute each basic sorting unit 


for 2G-to-G concentrator and replace the single cable with a 


bundle of cables. Fig. 3 illustrates the multipath structure 


(N=128 M=16 and G=8) which is based on a 16×16 routing 


network. G shows the size of the group, M is the number of 


the group and N=M×G indicates the whole number of 


input/output ports (G=2g, M=2m, N=2n, n=m+g, n, m, g are 


positive integers). Obviously, we have replaced the basic 


sorting units in Fig. 2 by 16 to 8 concentrators.  
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G=8


G=8 Concentrator


 Fig. 3 Multipath Self-routing Switching Structure (M=16, G=8) 


 


Acting as an indispensable part of MSSS, the 2G-to-G 


concentrator [10] separates the larger G signals of the whole 


2G inputs from the other G signals. Finally, it forms two 


output groups. (The output order within each group is 


arbitrary.) Intuitively, a 2G-to-G concentrator can be built by 


two G×G sorting networks for arbitrary 0-1 sequence, each of 


which is followed by a G-half cleaner. Address arbitrators are 


attached to the whole outputs to clear misrouted packets. All 


the above-mentioned sorting networks, half cleaners and 


arbitrators are constructed by basic sorting units. 


D. Load-Balanced Multipath Self-routing Switching Structure 


In the project, the size of arriving packets is random. And 


furthermore, time is slotted and synchronized so that packets 


can be transmitted within a time slot for each input line of the 


structure. 


As shown in Fig. 4, two MSSSs are used in series to 


compose the whole structure, with the VOGQs (Virtual 


Output Group Queues) [5] ahead of the first fabric and the 


assemblages at the end of the second fabric.  Actually, by 


using simple algorithms and small buffers, the first stage 


fabric serves as a load-balancer, which spread any pattern of 


incoming traffic which is to be distributed uniformly to all the 


ingress ports of the second stage fabric. Then the second stage 


fabric forwards the data in a self-routing manner to their final 


destinations. Every G inputs/outputs are bundled into an 


input/output group. Thus N input lines form M groups on the 


input side (N=M×G), so is the output side. To ease 


presentation, IG/OG denotes input/output group, and MG 


represents a line group between the two stages. In this project, 


there are 4 IGs, 4 MGs and 4 OGs. Each group has 8 lines. . 


  VOGQs are responsible for storing packets and making 


data ready for IGs. We use VOGQ (i,j) to denote the VOGQ 


whose packets are destined for OGj from IGi.  
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Fig. 4 Load-Balance Multipath Self-routing Switching Structure 


 
Generally, for the system we proposed, the processing of 


arriving packets at each time slot is composed by several 


sequential phases which are shown as follows. In addition, to 


achieve maximum processing speed, we should use pipeline 


structure as far as possible. 


1) Preparatory phase: New packets arrive during this 


phase. With checking and judging, the packet which is 


destined for OGj from IGi, is stored into VOGQ (i,j). 


2) Splitting phase: Packets in VOGQs are split into cells 


according to Algorithm 1. And each cell will be added 


with some certain packet headers. 


3) Balancing phase: With the help of MG tags, cells will 


be routed to every middle group simultaneously and 


uniformly. When the cells reach the middle groups, 


MG tags will be dropped.    


4)  Routing phase: Cells are further to their final 


destinations directed by OG tags. When they get 


through the second stage fabric, a self-routing 


forwarder, the OG tags will be discarded. 


5) Assembling phase: Cells which arrive simultaneously 


are to be assembled to original packets according to 


Algorithm 2. When completed, packets will be output 


from the OGs.  


Algorithm 1: For each input group, packets stored in 


VOGQs should be split into cells with equal length during 


splitting phase. Furthermore, we add MG tags, OG tags, IG 


tags and some other control messages ahead of each cell. The 


MG tags are set artificially. For example, a packet is split into 


five cells and their respective MG tags should be 0, 1, 2, 3, 0, 


orderly. If the following packet can be split into three cells, 


the tags will be 1, 2 and 3. The rule is also suitable for other 


various packets.   


Algorithm 2: For each output group, cells with the same 


IG address are assembled during assembling phase. IG tags, 


sequence numbers and flags of the last cells will help us to 


reorganize the scrambled cells. For example, we get a few of 


cells in OG address 01. Some of them have the same IG tag 00 


and the sequence numbers 3,2,4,1. By the way, the cell with 


sequence number 4 is marked with the trailing flag. The others 
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own IG tag 10 and the sequence numbers 3, 2, 1, but no cell 


has the trailing flag. By now, we can easily get the packet 


which is from IG 00 by connecting the cells together in the 


order 1,2,3,4. For the packet from IG 10, we still need to wait 


for the last cell to arrive. 


As Algorithm 1 is introduced, some extra bytes are added at 


the same time, like the tags, flags and so on. Now, we try to 


analyse the extra overhead of our theoretical model.  In the 


system, the standard size of a cell is 128Byte and the header 


of a cell has 8Byte additional control information. For a 


1000Byte packet (1000=7×128+104), it will be split into eight 


cells and the last cell has only 104 bytes. To keep the same 


size, 24Byte invalid information should be padded to the last 


cell. Consequently, all the overhead is 8×8+24=88Byte (8.6%). 


The calculation above is just for the 1000Byte packet, and 


generally, different sizes of packets would be split into 


different numbers of cells. Besides, various last cells may 


have diverse numbers of padding bytes. Considering that the 


size of a standard MAC frame ranges from 64Byte to 


1518Byte, the worst case appears when the packet size is 


1409Byte (1409=11×128+1) and the extra overhead is 


11×8+127=215Byte (14%). When a 128Byte packet arrives, 


we would be happy for the extra overhead only occupies 8 


bytes (0.0625%). In practical applications, the extra overhead 


is always acceptable for the reason of statistical average. 


III. SYETEM DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION BASED ON 


FPGA 


We use Verilog HDL to carry on the main design and Tcl 


script language to build an operating platform for the register 


system. Functional simulation is also an important part, which 


is implemented by Perl and Makefile. Perl can be used for 


generating different kinds of packets and Makefile usually for 


simulation platform.  


A. the Overall Architecture of  the System 


The whole system is implemented on an Altera StratixIV 


FPGA, with a Marvell 88E1111 PHY chip being used for 


physical layer. The TSE (Triple-Speed Ethernet) IP core, 


interacted with the PHY chip through RGMII interface, 


provides standard Ethernet frames.  


We divide the system into two main parts, the user data 


path (UDP) system (There are the same four UDP systems in 


the whole system, each of which servers a group of MSSS and 


we just need to introduce one of them in the paper.) and the 


register system. They are independent structurally and 


interrelated functionally. The UDP system is responsible for 


data processing and cell switching with many sub-modules, 


FSMs (finite-state machines) and FIFOs in it. The data flow is 


shown as the dark thick arrows in Fig. 5. In order to facilitate 


debugging, we have designed the register system to monitor 


signals and states in UDP in real-time. Its data flow is shown 


as the light-coloured thick arrows in Fig. 5. 
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Fig. 5 the overall architecture of the system 


 


Fig. 5 describes the overall architecture of the system and it 


contains detailed information of ever hierarchy. At the top, the 


phase-locked loop (PLL) provides high-quality clock signal 


for the entire system and the synchronizer can be used to reset 


the system. Qsys_full_system consists of four ISE IP cores, 


sgmii_mac_adapter and qsys_udp. The latter two parts are 


fully designed by us. Qsys_udp includes udp_reg_if and 


user_data_path. Udp_reg_if is the interface between the 


Avalon bus and registers. User_data_path is the most 


complicated one, which covers seven main modules. They are 


lpm_lookup_wrapper, splitter_wrapper, arbiter_wrapper, load-


balancer_wrapper, self-routing_forwarder_wrapper, 


assemblage_wrapper and udp_reg_master. The first six 


modules own their respective sub-modules and the same 


register generic_reg. Udp_reg_master control all the registers 


below and it connects to udp_reg_if. 


Lastly, the logic utilization is 32% according to the 


compilation report generated by Quartus II 11.0. 


B. Design and Analysis of User Data Path System 


Packets enter into the system through the RJ45 network 


port firstly. And after being processed in physical layer by 


PHY chip, they will be sent to the UDP system, which is the 


major part of data processing. There are four main functions 
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in UDP. First of all, we can extract necessary information 


from packets or cells, such as the packet length, priority and 


the target address, etc. Second, by utilizing the information we 


extract, the UDP system generates various packet headers, 


which will be very useful to assist the data processing. Third, 


it achieves load balancing and self routing by constructing the 


switching fabric. At last, it completes the assembling of the 


cells. 


The left part of Fig. 6 gives us a full view of the process. 


The solid arrows indicate the direction of data flow. We can 


see that input packets pass through nine sub-modules (not 


including PHY) in turn and get back to PHY.  


The functions of each sub-module are as follows. 


1) Sgmii_ethernet: It is an interface module between the 


UDP system and the external PHY chip. Mainly 


constructed by Altera Triple-Speed Ethernet (TSE) IP 


cores, it provides standard Ethernet frames. 


2) Rx_queue:  This sub-module accepts frames, extracts 


information and generates the splitting header. The 


information  is important for Splitter and will be kept 


until Assemblage.    


3) Lpm_lookup: It extracts the information of destination 


address and priority, which form the LPM header for 


Self-routing Forwarder. 


4) Splitter: For efficiency and easiness of implementation, 


the following sub-modules are designed based on cells. 


So, the Splitter will be a key sub-module. It splits each 


packet into several cells and generates three kinds of 


headers, the load balancing header for Load balancer, 


the self-routing header for Self-routing Forwarder and 


the assembling header for assemblage. 


5) Arbiter: As we know, the group size of MSSS we 


proposed is G=8. Thus, cells should be placed as a 


group of eight lines. The size of data on each line is 


10bit (8 bits for payload and 2 bits for a control signal). 


This is what Arbiter do. 


6) Load-balancer: The structure is the same as MSSS. It 


transforms the incoming traffic into uniformity. 


7) Self-routing Forwarder: It is also a MSSS. Cells switch 


here and then go to their final destinations. 


8) Assemblage:  After switching, groups of cells arrive at 


every time slot. Assemblage assembles them back to 


standard Ethernet frames and generates the starting 


index header, which is just to show the very beginning 


of each frame. 


9) Tx_queue: It contains some memory buffers to cache 


the frames and then sends them back to Sgmii_ethernet.   


             DATA(8)                 
……                     8 bit
Payload                  8 bit
……                     8 bit


Lpm_


lookup


            DATA(8)            CTRL(2)
0000_0000                8 bit    11
……                     8 bit    00
Payload                  8 bit    00
……                     8 bit    00
Eop                      8 bit    10
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            DATA(8)            CTRL(2)
Dst_port                 4 bit    11
Tos                      4 bit     
Src_port                 4 bit    01    
Cell_len_hi              4 bit    
Cell_len_lo              7 bit    01
Last_cell_flag           1 bit    
FUll_cell_num            5 bit    01       
Last_cell_pad_hi         3 bit        
Last_cell_pad_lo         8 bit    01    
……                     8 bit    00
Payload                  8 bit    00
……                     8 bit    00
Eop                      8 bit    10


            DATA(8)            CTRL(2)
Src_port                 4 bit    11    
Cell_len_hi              4 bit    
Cell_len_lo              7 bit    01
Last_cell_flag           1 bit    
FUll_cell_num            5 bit    01       
Last_cell_pad_hi         3 bit        
Last_cEll_pad_lo         8 bit    01
……                     8 bit    00
Payload                  8 bit    00
……                     8 bit    00
Eop                      8 bit    10


           DATA(8)             CTRL(2)
Lbs_active_mid           1 bit    11
Lbs_dst_mid              3 bit    
Lbs_priority_mid         4 bit    
Lbs_active               1 bit    01
Lbs_dst                  3 bit    
Lbs_priority             4 bit    
Lbs_ig                   4 bit    01
Lbs_nog_hi               4 bit    
Lbs_nog_lo               1 bit    01
Lbs_noc                  6 bit    
Lbs_eop                  1 bit    
Src_port                 4 bit    01    
Cell_len_hi              4 bit    
Cell_len_lo              7 bit    01
Dummy_cell_flag          1 bit     
Full_payload_cell_num    5 bit    01       
Dummy_cell_pad_zeros_hi  3 bit        
Dummy_cell_pad_zeros_lo  8 bit    01
……                     8 bit    00
Payload                  8 bit    00
……                     8 bit    00
Eoc                      8 bit    10
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Fig. 6 data processing and data format in UDP  


 


The right part of Fig. 6 pointed by dotted arrows describes 


the specific data format in each sub-module. Moreover, as 


shown in the right part, the standard size of data in UDP is 


8bit. After going across Rx_queue, splitter_header is produced 


along with the extra added CTRL signal. The 2bit CTRL 


signal will be transmitted with data in parallel to assist data 


identification and processing. The signal “11” signifies that 


the concurrent data is the first byte of a fresh new packet or 


cell. And “01” represents the various kinds of headers we 


generate. “00”shows the payload data and “10” tells us the 


end of a packet or cell. 


To sum up, the UDP system extracts the information from 


incoming frames, and then generates six kinds of headers 


which are attached in front of the former frames. We use 


labels “1”, “2”, “3”, “4”, “5”, “6” to represent splitting header, 


LPM header, assembling header, self-routing header, load 


balancing header and starting label header, respectively. 
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1) Splitting header: It is created by Rx_queue and 


contains 4 bytes information. Src_port is the source 


address of the current frame. The 4bit signal can 


represent 16 ports, but the group size of our system is 


M=4. Obviously, it is convenient for scale expansion in 


the future. The sum of cell_len_hi and cell_len_lo is 


11bit, which indicates the standard length of the cell. 


We set them 2`b0001 and 7`b000_0000, meaning 


128Byte. Last_cell_flag indicates whether the current 


frame can be split into a certain number of cells exactly. 


Set to high, the signal means that the size of the packet 


isn`t an integral multiple of 128Byte. Thus the last cell 


should be padded some bytes to keep the same length. 


Then, last_cell_pad_hi and last_cell_pad_lo show the 


number of bytes to be padded. Finally, signal 


full_cell_num is the number of complete cells. 


2) Lpm header: Compared with others, it`s a simple one 


for containing only one byte information. Dst_port is 


the destination port of the packet and tos means the 


priority. 


3) Assembling header: Generated by Splitter and carrying 


important information for Assemblage, this header 


helps to assemble the cells later. Lbs_ig corresponds to 


the input group number IG shown in Fig. 4. We know 


that Arbiter places the cells on a group of eight lines. 


Lbs_nog_hi and lbs_nog_lo point out which line the 


cell belongs to. We can enlarge the group size to 32 


furthest. Lbs_noc is the significant serial number, 


declaring the actual position of the cell in the original 


packet. The last signal lbs_eop is the mark of the last 


cell. We can use these signals to reassemble the cells 


and specific methods are mentioned in Algorithm 2. 


4)  Self-routing header: It is just the output group number 


OG shown in Fig. 4 and it will be dropped after passing 


through Self-routing Forwarder. In fact, it is the 


recoding of the Lpm header. Analogously, lbs_active 


proves the cell active and lbs_dst gives the destination. 


Reviewing the 2×2 basic sorting unit introduced in the 


beginning, if the state is conflict, signal lbs_priority 


will make the decision. 


5) Load balancing header: Being similar to self-routing 


header, lbs_active_mid is the significance bit and 


lbs_priority_mid indicates the priority. The only 


difference between the two headers is that the 


destination shown by lbs_dst_mid is the middle group 


number MG in Fig. 4. Load balancing header is set 


according to Algorithm 1 and it will be discarded after 


passing through Load-Balancer.  


6) Starting label header: Being simple but necessary, it is 


used to show the very beginning of the frame after 


assembling.  


C. Design and Functional Simulation of Key Sub-modules in 


UDP  


The design and function realization of a module need to 


pass the test of simulation software firstly. Furthermore, by 


using functional simulation, we can visually study the design 


details, modify the errors and improve efficiency. Our 


simulation platform is built with the help of three main tools: 


Perl scripting language, Makefile scripting language and the 


simulation software Modelsim. 


The full name of Perl is Practical Extraction and Report 


Language and it can easily manipulate numbers, texts, files, 


and directories. Hence, we take advantage of it to generate 


various kinds of standard Ethernet frames and some other 


packets with certain headers. All the data is saved as texts as 


the input of the whole system or a sub-module. 


Makefie is a scripting language with the functions of 


executing programs and describing their relationship. In the 


project, there are four IP cores, many modules and complex 


hierarchies. If we only use the graphical interface or directly 


use the Modelsim command line, workload will be very huge. 


Making use of the powerful tools and abundant functions 


involved in Makefile, we can greatly simplify the work of 


building the simulation platform.  


Modelsim is famous for its friendly command-line 


operating environment and high accuracy. Commands “vlib”, 


“vlog”, “vsim” and “add wave” will be frequently used, which 


represent “building simulation library”, “compiling”, 


“simulating” and “adding waves”. With using Modelsim, all 


the operations in a complex graphical interface can be 


implemented through the command line and run by the script 


program. After efforts, the automated simulation comes true. 


Next, we will introduce the design and verification in detail 


of several key modules based on the above-mentioned 


platform.  


1) Splitter 


As shown in Fig 7, the internal structure of Splitter is 


simple and intuitive. And its function is just to cut the input 


variable-length packets into output equal-length cells. But in 


fact, the realization of this process is not easy. Specific 


“assembling header”, “self-routing header” and “load 


balancing header” should be attached to the head of each cell 


to insure the proper functioning of the three following sub-


modules. This attributes the success to the powerful output 


state machine Out_FSM. 


Out_FSM …


Splitter Payload_fifoInput Cells


…… …


Fig. 7 the design of sub-module Splitter 


 


Fig. 8 displays the simulation waveform of Splitter, the 


upper half of which shows the incoming packets. We can 


distinguish them clearly with the help of signal in_wr and 


signal in_ctrl. Configured by Perl, the lengths of packets in the 


four rounded rectangles are 70Byte, 128Byte, 256Byte and 
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429Byte. Based on the principle of splitting, the first one 


should be padded 58 bytes to reach 128Byte long, the second 


one is just right a cell and the third one will be cut into two 


complete cells. The fourth packet has some hurdles: the last 


one of the four dissected cells needs byte stuffing. In the 


second half of Fig. 8, we can see the cells and the padding 


bytes 8`hee. 


 
Fig. 8 the simulation waveform of Splitter 


 
Fig. 9 the details of the header information 


 


Fig. 9 describes the details of the header information. 


Shown in the two rounded rectangles, input data is the output 


of Lpm_lookup and it has five bytes header information. 


When it outputs from Splitter, its header contains eight bytes 


data: one byte for load balancing header, one byte for self-


routing header, two bytes for assembling header and four 


bytes for splitter header. 


2) Multi-path Self-routing Fabric 


Composing Load-Balanced MSSS, both Load-Balancer and 


Self-routing Forwarder are the same MSSS. So we take one 


for example. 


MSSS is the heart of the whole system and it consists of 


plenty of concentrators which are connected as the way shown 


in Fig. 3. The concentrator is constituted by 2×2 sorting units 


which perform the basic operation: comparing the incoming 


two cells. In the project, a total of 32 ports transmit cells 


simultaneously because G equals to 8 and M equals to 4. 


Fig. 10 is the simulation waveform of MSSS and the cell is 


represented as the data in the circle. Shown as a column, 32 


cells are dispatched collectively at every time slot. It is empty 


if there is no a cell to be sent in a port. In the middle, the 


width of the rounded rectangle indicates the time interval of 


cell sending, which is defined as time_slot_plus. The value of 


time_slot_plus is not set arbitrarily but by calculation. When 


Arbiter is sending a 136Byte cell (including 8 bytes header 


information), one byte will leave at every clock rising edge. 


All of the ports perform the same operation at the same time. 


On the opposite, Assemblage captures the cells which arrive 


concurrently, one port by one port. Consequently, the process 


needs enough time and enough buffers. In theory, 


136×8=1088 clock cycles are necessary and we use the 


number 1100 just in case. This is why the gap between two 


cells owns about 8 times the width of a cell (see Fig. 10). 
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Fig. 10 the simulation waveform of MSSS


3) Assemblage 


Assemblage stands in sharp contrast to what's happening in 


Splitter and Fig. 11 illustrates its complicated design structure. 


Three state machines FSM1, FSM2, FSM3 are responsible for 


cell processing with plenty of FIFOs to store temporary data.   


For the example of OG2, the assembling of cells is shown 


as follows. 


At the far left part of Fig. 11, cells arrive from 8 lines 


simultaneously, which turn to serial cells after passing through 


Cell_buffer. But these cells may come from different source 


ports and they are very likely to be scrambled after switching.  


The state machine FSM1 is designed for cell identification 


and cell classification. By means of the assembling header, we 


can readily pick out which input line the cell belongs to and 


then classify the cells into Cell_fifo0 to Cell_fifo15. The most 


difficult part remains to FSM2 to complete it. We use the 


same four state machines to assemble every four groups of 


classified cells into original data. Note that here we have no 


more need for the packet header and the padding bytes. In the 


last step, FSM3 outputs the packets with the attached starting 


label headers from Pkt_fifos, whose situation monitored by 


Token-bins. 


OG2
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Fig. 11 the design of sub-module Assemblage 


 


As shown in Fig. 12, inputs are serial cells, which can be 


distinguished by observing signal in_wr and signal in_ctrl. 


The cell in the circle includes padding bytes, and obviously, it 


is the last cell of the packet. Based on this information, we can 


speculate that there is an arriving packet, which consists of 


seven cells. The output waveform (shown in the rounded 


rectangle) conforms to the egress rules and proves our 


judgment.  
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Fig. 12 the simulation waveform of Assemblage 


 


Clearly shown in figure 13, the first byte of the output 


packet is 8`b0000_0000 and corresponding CTRL signal is 


2`b11. Undoubtedly, it is the starting label header. 


 


 
Fig. 13 the starting label header 


D. Design and Analysis of Register System 


Another major component of the Load-Balanced Multipath 


Self-routing Switching Structure (Load-Balanced MSSS) is 


the register system, which provides an interface to the outside 


world for the UDP system. In practice, we need a mechanism 


to control the operations in UDP. And when carrying on back-


end design and system debugging, we are looking forward to a 


window to monitor key signals such as the state of FIFOs, the 


value of counters and so on. Without register system, we can 


hardly finish the following work of a big project like ours.  


In summary, the register system has two main functions: on 


the one hand it configures every sub-module in UDP, known 


as the software register operation; on the other hand it extracts 


the internal signals from sub-modules in UDP, known as the 


hardware register operation. The latter is our research focus. 


1) the Structure of Register System 


Our register system references the pipeline architecture in 


the NetFPGA program conducted by Stanford University [11]. 


As shown in Fig. 14, every sub-module in UDP connects with 


a general register, called Generic_reg. All the general registers 


and the controller Regs_master form a ring end to end. And 


then it can interact with the host computer through the Avalon 


bus devised by Altera. The mutual exchanges of information 


of the two systems benefit from the IP core 


JTAG_Avalon_Master_Bridge. 


Instead of being connected in a star topology to a central 


arbiter, the register interfaces of the modules are connected 


together in a pipeline manner to simplify the process of adding 


modules. When a new register is inserted, what we need to do 


is just distributing it the exclusive address space in the 


pipeline organization while the central arbiter should be 


modified in the star topology. 


Two kinds of registers, software register and hardware 


register, constitute the generic register Generic_reg which 


plays a key role. Software register can be written or read by 


host PC while hardware register can only be read. The 


interfaces in the system have also two types: one is for the 


generic registers (signified by the light-coloured arrows in Fig. 


14) and another is the interface between a sub-module in UDP 


and a generic register (signified by the dark arrows in Fig. 14). 
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Forwarder


Lpm_


lookup


Generic
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Fig. 14 the whole structure of register system 


 


When the host wants to access a register, it sends an 


interrogation signal to Regs_master through the Avalon bus. 


Then the general registers will pass the signal one by one. In 


this case, the signal will go through all the registers but only 


one could respond because of the destination information in 


the signal. A register can only accept the request message 


belongs to itself by checking the destination address. If valid, 


it replies immediately and transmits the answers backward 


until back to host. 


Fig. 15 shows the internal details of the two interfaces, one 


of which is for the registers and it is complicated compared 


with the other one. According to the official descriptions, the 


register pipeline is 32-bits wide and runs at 125 MHz. Each 


module should have two pairs of ports: one for incoming 


requests and one for outgoing replies. The following set of 


signals is the input signals for a single module: reg_req_in, 


reg_ack_in, reg_rd_wr_L_in, reg_addr_in (23-bits), 


reg_data_in (32-bits), reg_src_in (2-bits). Equivalent signals 


ending in _out exist for the output port. 


Register requests/replies are signified by a high on 


reg_req_*. reg_req_* should only be high for a single clock 


cycle otherwise it indicates multiple register access. Note that 


a module is permitted to take more than one clock cycle to 


produce a reply but it should ensure that requests following 


the initial request are not dropped. The reg_rd_wr_L_* signal 


indicates whether the transaction is a read (high) or a write 


(low). reg_ack_* should be low when the request is generated 


and should only be brought high by the module responding to 


the request. 
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A module identifies whether it is the target of a request by 


inspecting the reg_addr_in signal. If the address matches the 


address range assigned to the module then the module should 


process the request and generate a response. Once the module 


has completed any necessary processing it should raise 


reg_ack_out, set reg_data_out to the correct value in the case 


of a read, and forward all other inputs to the outputs, all for a 


single cycle. If a module determines that it is not the target of 


a request then it should forward all inputs unmodified to the 


outputs on the next clock cycle. 


The reg_src_* signals are used by register request initiators 


to identify the responses that are destined to the requestor. 


Each requestor should use a unique value as their source 


address. 


SoftWare
Register


Generic_register_0


HardWare
Register


hw_regssw_regs


Lpm_lookup


reg_req_in


reg_ack_in


reg_rd_wr_L_in


reg_addr_in


reg_data_in


reg_src_in


SoftWare
Register


HardWare
Register


hw_regssw_regs


reg_req_out


reg_ack_out


reg_rd_wr_L_out


reg_addr_out


reg_data_out


reg_src_out


Generic_register_1


Splitter


…… ……


 in_ctrl [1:0]


 in_data [7:0] 


 in_write


 in_ready


 out_ctrl [1:0]


 out_data [7:0] 


 out_write


 out_ready


 
Fig. 15 the two kinds of interfaces in register system 


 


The interface between a generic register and a sub-module 


in UDP contains two kinds of signals: sw_regs and hw_regs. 


They undertake responsibility for the two important functions 


mentioned at the beginning of section III D. In addition, the 


bit width of sw_regs and hw_regs is set in line with the actual 


requirement. 


2) Software Development Platform for Register System 


Software development platform is based on the tool System 


Console which is used under the environment of Quartus. It 


provides both debug command line and GUI. Here we use the 


command line to debug. 


On the platform, we mainly perform two tasks with the help 


of Tcl scripting language. On the one hand, it configures the 


sub-modules in UDP and the TSE IP core through software 


registers; on the other hand, it extracts the internal signals of 


the UDP system to help us debug the system through 


hardware registers. Every sub-module in UDP has its own 


debugging interface. Taking the Load-balancer as an example, 


Fig. 16 shows the pivotal function of our system: load 


balancing. There are 16384 bytes incoming from IG0. And 


then, the data is divided into four parts of the same size: 4096 


bytes (see the right part of Fig. 16).   


 
 


Fig. 16 the result of Load-Balancer 


IV. SYSTEM TESTING WITH REAL NETWORK TRAFFIC 


Having implemented the Load-Balanced MSSS on FPGA, 


next we should test it with real network traffic. 


IXIA 400T network tester is our leading network test 


instrument. We use four test modules of all the interfaces on 


the test board, which can generate and capture standard 


Ethernet frames transmitted at the rate of 10/100/1000 Mb/s. It 


is so powerful that we can set, if we want to, every byte of a 


frame to be sent and get detailed and comprehensive 


information about the frames captured. The tester also 


provides remote management capabilities. And coupled with 


the automated platform set up by Tcl scripting language, we 


can implement remote automated testing. 


 


 
 


Fig. 17 the statistic views of IXIA 


 


Fig. 17 shows us the final statistical result of a test for four 


ports. According to our configuration, port 0 and port 1 


prepare to receive each other’s output data. And port2 and 


port3 follow the same way. We can see that there is no data 


dropped at each port in the case of a large number of input 


data. Next, we are going to conduct more complicated and 


challenging tests, such as pouring plenty of wrong packets 


into the system or testing in the case of the maximum 


throughput.    


In order to obtain more realistic test results, we have built a 


video network platform (VNP) which consists of one server 


and several clients. On the platform, software VLC media 


player is installed on all the computers. As shown in Fig. 18, a 


high-definition movie (1080p) goes though the switching 


system from the server PC on the left. When the right client 


PC is receiving data, we cannot feel any delay or unsharpness. 
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Our two major development and test platforms: the Altera 


StratixIV FPGA and the IXIA tester are shown in the middle 


of the picture.   


 


 
 


Fig. 18 the video network platform 


V. CONCLUSIONS 


This paper proposes a new multipath self-routing fabric by 


merging the Multistage Interconnection Network (MIN) and 


concentrators. Using the same two MSSS, we construct the 


Load-Balanced Multipath Self-routing Switching Structure 


and implement the system model on an Altera StratixIV 


FPGA. After testing under kinds of network environment, we 


preliminary confirmed that our system can support QoS 


applications for Next Generation Network (NGN). 


During the process of system implementation, we first 


devised the overall system and then the two main constituent 


parts: the UDP system and the register system. When 


introducing the UDP system, we analysed the design and 


functions of every sub-module. Based on the cooperative 


relationship among the sub-modules, we looked through the 


whole process of data handling in UDP. When presenting the 


register system, we mainly explained the design of two kinds 


of interfaces and the software platform. 


So far, the scale of our system is still limited (M=4, G=8). 


And next step, we plan to increase it to M=8, G=16. 


Meanwhile, the design of large-scale wire-speed multicast 


base on Load-Balanced MSSS we constructed will be the 


focus, which needs more excellent design and more thorough 


support system [12]. 
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Abstract— This thesis presents a SOPC-based servo motion 


control technique for the robot manipulator system. The 


system adopts MATLAB to perform image processing 


functions, such as the transformation of the  color space, 


morphological operation, data classification of the object, 


the shape recognition and endpoint detection. For the servo 


motion control of the robotic system, it consists of two 


controller modules. The first one  control module is 


consisted of quadrature encoder pulse circuits, limit 


switches detection, generation of pulse width 


modulation ,and point-to- point motion trajectory generator. 


Then, control signals are sent via FPGA to drive circuits for 


controlling each motor. The other module which includes a 


user interface and calculation of inverse kinematics, which 


is implemented via the NIOS II. 


Finally, user can send commands via PC to perforem 


the shape recognition, data classification of the object’s 


color, and play tic-tac-toe games on the basis of image 


processing. The experimental results have demonstrated the 


effectiveness and validity of the proposed FPGA system 


applied on the servo motion control of the robot 


manipulator system. 


 


Keywords— SOPC; Arm Robot Motion Control; Image 


Processing 


 


I. INTRODUCTION 


Manipulator servo control system architecture shown 


in Figure 1. In ALTERA DE2-70 development board for 


the control of the core, control signals from the DE2-70 


development board to the DC motor drives by DE2-70 


development board detection of each axis motor position 


feedback signal, the completion of position servo control. 


With MATLAB realize image processing and human 


interface design, so manipulator object color and shape 


recognition Tic Tac Toe game. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 1. System Architecture 


 


II. SOC DESIGN AND PLANNING 


A. Introduction 


Manipulator control system required hardware and 


software design of control principle and hardware 


aspects include a digital low-pass filter, optical encoder 


decoder circuit, pulse width modulation circuit, 


trajectory generator, digital PID controller, the software 


aspects human-computer interface design, reverse 


kinematics, point to point trajectory generator, NIOS II 


microprocessor with hardware specifications to be able 


to properly access the circuit registers. 


 


B. S-Curve 


Plane or space curve often describes polynomial 


notation , however , can only be used to describe a 


polynomial linear , second order polynomial can only 


describe parabolic curve , so the plane or space to 


describe any curve at least need to use third-order ( more) 


polynomial . Applied to the actual motion control system 


for planning the path curve , since the characteristics of 


the motor mechanism , most probably organic table 


speed , acceleration, jerk limits , so the machine to be 


smooth in operation , reduced vibration , only the 


position must be continuous , must also consider the rate 


of continuous , continuous acceleration , jerk even be 


considered , or excessive acceleration or velocity may 


cause damage to the machine . Therefore, the success of 


the control acceleration and deceleration and speed 


commands are closely related , based on the above 


considerations, the first-order and second-order 


polynomial are not enough to describe the plane or space 


curve ; while the cubic polynomial to reach the position, 
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velocity , and acceleration of continuous features. Of 


course, the higher order polynomial can achieve the same 


or even better results, but higher order polynomial time 


required to calculate the longer chips will consume too 


much resources. In this article on the S -curve velocity 


profiles as a curve trajectory planning . 


 


DDA command pulse is the pulse wave cycle times 


even sent , the input frequency is fixed , if a variable 


frequency, the counter may be incremented with the 


input frequency change speed , it is desirable produce a 


S-curve characteristic of the counter , with the digital 


difference analysis method can be achieved with 


acceleration, constant velocity , deceleration pulse 


command , Figure 2 is a simulation result. 


 


 


Figure 2. S-curve velocity profiles simulated results 


 


C. Forward Kinematics 


DH parameters using the forward kinematics this 


method, the joint angle (joint angle) of the z-axis 


represents the rotation angle of the connecting rod offset 


(link offset) extending in the z-axis represents the 


distance of the length of the link (link length ) length in 


the direction of x-axis, the twist angle of the link (link 


twist) represents the x-axis rotation angle. Table 1 shows 


the five-axis manipulator DH parameter table, Figure 3 


shows the DH parameters defined coordinates. 


TABLE 1: DH PARAMETER TABLE 


             


1       0 -90 


2    0    0 


3    0    0 


4    0    -90 


5       0 0 
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Figure 3. DH parameters defined coordinates 


 


 After the commencement of five-axis manipulator DH 


parameters can be expressed as:      


 


 


D. Inverse Kinematics 


Mechanical arm position servo control, mainly the 


use of counter-movement to release the joint angles 


calculated position command, but because the results are 


not the only solution, they need to verify its forward 


kinematics calculations. In the reverse kinematics must 


be set before the end of the arm posture and terminal 


 -axis angle of rotation β, the inverse kinematics to the 


formula (2) can be rewritten and expressed by the 


formula (3): 
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The formula (3) can be obtained after the operation 


after the value of the joint angle: 
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Due to the general use of anti- kinematic conditions 


must be given first gesture , but the actual use will find 


the use of forward kinematics can be obtained directly , 


but no solution but it will reverse kinematics situation. 


The possible reasons for the movable arm beyond the 


scope or   worth incorrectly set no solution. Anti- 


kinematics process of discovery, will produce no 


solution because   settings cause cos ^ (-1) calculation 


error , cos ^ (-1) can only calculation is less than -1 or 


greater than 1 , as long as the excess this range will be no 


solution , so for this problem , this paper uses given in 


advance posture   value, and then use iteration to choose 


a more appropriate value. 


 


In application, the first arm activities to identify the 


relationship between the   value , described in Figure 3 


in the end position when the arm falls within the 


boundaries of the left or right ,   value will be adjusted 


appropriately . In addition, after the forward kinematics 


coordinate value after verification , if more than 1mm 


away with the command position must be re- iterative 


solution correction value   , Figure 4 is a microprocessor 


in the practical implementation of NIOS result, the input 


command x = 350, y = 0, z = 200, alpha = 0 ∘, but this 


command has exceeded the robot activities , not 


perpendicular to the desktop attitude , through iterative 


calculation results after the x = 350, y = 0, z = 200, alpha 


= 15 ∘, Figure 5 shows the results back to the NIOS 


microprocessor control panel. 


Figure 3 and the   value of the relationship arm 


Figure 4. the results of anti-kinematics


 


Figure 5. Schematic arm gesture 


 


III. COMPUTER VISION AND IMAGE PROCESSING 


A. Object color recognition 


    Mostly on color recognition processing using a 


fixed threshold, the desired color of the object is filtered 


out; but under different light sources, shadows caused by 


reflection and often result in false positives. To avoid 


false positives, we use the HSV color space, according to 


the color saturation, preserving image color saturation 


higher part, but may contain shadows, so we can be 


shaded shading net, followed by morphological way to 


repair the broken edge points to form a more complete 


graphics. 


After the above image processing, the storage 


location of individual enclosed area, for individual 


objects and then to classify the color. The concept of 
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pattern recognition is to strike all the pixel R, G, B three 


color individual means, according to the R, G, B color 


identification of the individual means do, Figure 6 is a 


color recognition value results, the recognition results 


described in Table 2. 


 


(a) RGB color space 


 


(b) color recognition results 


 


Figure 6. color recognition program execution results 


 


TABLE 2 ILLUSTRATE THE RESULTS OF IMAGE RECOGNITION 


 result 


Graph 1 red 


Graph 2 yellow 


Graph 3 red 


Graph 4 yellow 


 


B. Shape Recognition 


First, after pre-processing the captured image, after 


color space conversion, low-pass filtering, thresholding 


and morphological block after only black and white, how 


to find the target from the block and distinguish shapes. 


Therefore, on the identification of the area and perimeter 


of a graphical concept as a ratio, the calculation formula, 


A is the area where, P is the perimeter, the use of this 


measure to determine the equation square, triangular, 


circular and other graphics, such as table 3. Shape 


program execution shown in Figure 7, the results 


described in Table 4. 


TABLE 3 GRAPHICS AREA, PERIMETER, AND MEASUREMENT VALUES 


 Area(A) Perimeter 


 (P) 


Ideal metrics 


(M) 


Range 


 


Circle         1          


square        


 
      


            


Triangle   


 
   


     


 
      


           


 


(a) Original image 


 


 (b) Recognition results 


Figure 7. Shape recognition program execution results 


(a) original image and (b) the recognition result 


 


TABLE 4: RESULTS OF THE OBJECT SHAPE RECOGNITION DESCRIPTION  


 metrics (M) result 


Graph 1 0.73 square 


Graph 2 0.73 square 


Graph 3 0.49 Triangle 


Graph 4 0.88 circle 


Graph 5 0.89 circle 
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C. Endpoint Detection 


In order to be able to perform simple TicTacToe arm, 


it must first know the pen down the center, we must first 


determine the endpoints and intersections. With this 


camera to capture the image, through the binarization, 


thinning to find the image of the skeleton shown in 


Figure 8. 


 


(a) fill the image after marginalization      


 


(b) the results of thinning 


Figure 8. image preprocessing execution result 


(a) After the image fills marginalized (b) the results of thinning 


 


Strike its endpoint detection method, using a 3X3 


mask to scan the image, followed by a few rules to mark 


the endpoints and intersections, the endpoint detection 


program execution results shown in Figure 11, to find 


out the endpoint and the crossover point, you can define 


pen down the center, shown in Figure 12: 


1) vertex, edge point: when the mask center as the 


black point, determine whether the neighborhood of only 


two black points, then this point is the vertex coordinates, 


as shown in Figure 9. 


2) Intersection: the black mask center point, 


determine whether there is neighborhood four to five 


black spots, because there would be more black spots in 


the junction gathered, so long as it is established crossing 


point in Figure 10 shown.  


 


 
 


Figure 9. vertices, edges, points


Figure 10. crosspoint  


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 11. endpoint detection program execution results 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 12. Tic Tac Toe pen down the center 


IV. THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 


This article uses the robotic arm system on chip to 


achieve visual servo systems, including single-axis motor 


position control experimental transient response with 


S-curve trajectory planning, robot-point space motion, 


static target capture and placement of the robotic arm 


interactive Tic Tac Toe which contains the clip pen, write, 


put pen to control the interface shown in Figure 13. 


 


Figure 13 manipulator control interface 


A. Axis motor control     


As used herein, the axis of rotation of each arm DC 


servo motors to produce S-Curve through FPGA 


acceleration and deceleration curve position command 
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pulse input command, the servo motor feedback signal 


configured on the optical encoder, the decoder via the 


FPGA decoding, and outputs the result to the PID 


controller, PID controller outputs the operation result to 


the motor driver to drive the motor, and Figure 14 is a 


transient response of the motor position control, Figure 


15 is a S-Curve ramp position command and the motor 


position, exercise time 1.5 seconds. 


 


 


Figure 14. motor position control transient response 


  


Figure 15. S-Curve acceleration and deceleration position command 


and the motor position, movement time is 1.5 seconds (yellow for the 


motor position, the blue for the command value) 


 


B. Point space motion manipulator 


In the multi-axis robot movement experiments point 


moving the robotic arm from the starting point (248, 0, 


394) mm to the end point (320, 0, 208) mm, the angle of 


the axis as shown in Table 5 , the movement diagram 


shown in Figure 16. 


 


TABLE 5-POINT MOVEMENT OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA 


 Start point 


(248 ,0 ,394)mm 


End point 


(320 ,0 ,208)mm 


J1 0∘ 0∘ 


J2 -35∘ 0∘ 


J3 -15∘ 0∘ 


J4 50∘ 0∘ 


 


 


Figure 16 manipulator trajectory 


 


C. Color of the object shape recognition 


    This mining monocular vision, it is in no way 


of knowing on the identification of the object depth, the 


height must be given first grab objects to correctly pick 


up objects, experimental procedure outlined below, 


desktop, yellow, blue sphere each one, place the point 


yellow round, first fixed arm gesture captured images 


will be captured image pre-processing and recognition, 


distinguish color and shape to classify and distinguish 


the placement point and the object location, 


identification is completed sphere coordinates and arm 


coordinates, Figure 17 is a manipulator object color 


recognition classification action. 


 


Figure 17 manipulator object color identification Categories Action 


D. Arm Tic Tac Toe Game 


This realization Tic Tac Toe game with image 


recognition, the implementation process as described 


below, first the fixed arm gesture captured images will be 


captured image pre-processing and recognition. 


By endpoint and Crosspoint find pen down position, 


nine numbered sequentially pen down position shown in 
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Figure 18, the automatic brush put as a fixed position on 


the front panel clip pen button pressed, execute the saved 


locations command, Figure 19 is a clip pen movement, 


and can be contacted by HMI in any position to write on 


the sign of X o and after the completion of writing back 


in place after the document, complete this experiment, 


writing the result is shown in Figure 20. 


 
Figure 18 pound sign recognition results. 


 


Figure 19 clip pen movements 


 


Figure 20 manipulator writing results 


E. FPGA resource allocation 


This paper developed using Altera's Quartus II 


software processing circuit synthesis, FPGA resource 


allocation percentage shown in Table 6. NIOS 


microprocessor which takes up system resources, take up 


more than half of the overall resource, the motor position 


servo control module is not related to excessive 


consumption of resources. 


TABLE 6 FPGA RESOURCE ALLOCATION TABLE 


V. CONCLUSION 


In this paper, using the system on chip as a basis for 


developing manipulator motion control system , this chip 


contains a NIOS II microprocessor and programmable 


logic devices . Chip design concept is simple but the 


speed requirements of the operational functions faster 


with hardware circuit , while the computational 


complexity and the need for flexibility to use the 


functions implemented by software , the two modules 


can be processed in parallel , so that the system has high 


flexibility and modification improve control 


performance , the completion of a robot motion control 


chip , this chip high portability , can be applied to 


different areas depending on the user , if the same 


controlled body and this institution , as long as the DH 


parameters can be modified , to complete this research 


project are as follows :  


 


A. Hardware section 


  1) digital low -pass filter: high frequency noise 


suppression into the motor position control system . 


  2) quadruple decoding circuit: detects motor turn 


-degree angle . 


  3) PID controller: Control motor position . 


  4) S-curve trajectory planning: steady sending 


position commands. 


  5) pulse width modulation circuit: the   control 


signal sent to the motor drive circuit. 


 


B. the software part (NIOS II microprocessor ) 


1) Serial communication: communication with the 


upper user. 


2) Anti- Kinematics: Using DH conversion method 


to calculate the movement of each axis robot arm angle, 


so that the terminal is moved to the target position . 


3) FIFO: Enter the command will be buffered and 


storage . 


 


1 2


3


456


7


8


9


Family Cyclone II 


Device EP2C70F672C6 


Total logic elements 7,636 / 68,416 ( 11 % ) 


Total registers 4512 


Total pins 536 / 622 ( 86 % ) 


Total memory bits 257,024 / 1,152,000 ( 22 % ) 


Embedded Multiplier 9-bit 


elements 


26 / 300 ( 9 % ) 


Total PLLs 1/4 (25%) 
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C. image processing 


1) color of the object shape recognition: according 


to objects by color and shape classification. 


2) Tic Tac Toe: image recognition pen down the 


center , use the robotic arm writing o or x. 
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Abstract—This paper present a novel FPGA-based hardware 


platform for realtime 3D reconstruction of digital holograms. 


The platform can be viewed as a hardware implementation of 


Fresnel transform for diffraction computation. The circuit 


employs a novel 2D FFT processor operating in fully pipelined 


fashion for accelerating the computation. Experimental results 


reveal that the proposed architecture has the advantages of high 


throughput, high accuracy and low power consumption for the 


3D rendering and display. 


 


Keywords—Holography; 3D Display; FPGA 


I. INTRODUCTION 


Digital holography (DH) is an important 3D rendering 


technique. An advantage of DH is that the holograms can be 


stored and transmitted digitally, which allows 3D rendering in 


remote sites. Therefore, DH is gaining importance in various 


fields such as metrology, biology, industrial inspection, and 


consumer electronics [2], [3], [4], [5]. With widespread use of 


wireless network for data delivery and mobile/embedded 


devices for display, remote 3D reconstruction of holograms on 


portable end devices may further extend popularity of the DH-


based applications. 


A challenging issue for remote 3D reconstruction of holo-
grams is the high computational complexities. Different tech-


niques can be used for for diffraction computation [6] on 


holograms, including Fresnel transform method, convolution 


method and angular spectrum method. These methods have a 


common drawback that they are computationally intensive. 


Although the fast Fourier transform (FFT) can be used to 


accelerate the computation, realtime 3D rendering may still be 


difficult for the end devices with limited computation 


capacities. 


 


One way to accelerate the diffraction computation is to 
enhance the computation capacities in the end devices by the 


employment of the general purpose graphic computation units 


(GPUs). The GPU-based implementations for Fresnel 


transform are proposed in [7], [8]. The convolution approach 


for diffraction computation by GPU is also implemented by 


[?], [9], [10]. These implementations exploit the parallel 


many-core capability of the GPUs to offer a significant 


speedup over general purpose multicore CPUs. Although the 


GPU-based implementations are able to enhance the 


throughput for the calculation of Fresnel transform, their 
power consumption may be high. 


 


    An alternative to the GPUs is to implement diffraction 


computation by field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) [11]. 


As compared with the GPUs, the FPGAs consume less power. 


The resulting design can then be used as a co-processor or an 


accelerator to the CPU in the low power embedded devices for 


3D realtime rendering. A number of FPGA-based implement-


tations have been proposed [12], [13]. These architectures, 


termed FFT-HORN systems, are designed based on the 


convolution approach, involving the cascaded operations of 


Fourier transforms, frequency domain multiplications, and 
inverse Fourier transform. By the employment of hardware 


FFT cores, a substantial acceleration can be observed. 


However, because multiple FFT operations are still required, 


the computational load may still be high, limiting the 


throughput of the implementations. 


 


This paper aims to implement a hardware architecture for 


fast 3D DH reconstruction. The circuit is based on Fresnel 


transform in its basic form, which contains only a single FFT 


operation. Although calculations before and after the FFT 


operation are required, many of these  alculations can be 
simplified by table lookup processes to reduce the 


computational load. The circuit contains three units: the pre-


transform unit, the FFT unit, and the posttransform unit. Each 


unit is fully pipelined for expediting the computation. 


Experimental results reveal that the proposed circuit attains 


higher throughput as compared with existing GPU-based and 


FPGA-based implementations. The proposed architecture 


therefore is an effective alternative for DH-based 3D 


rendering applications where both realtime calculation and 


low power consumption are important concerns.  


II. THE PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE 


A. Fresnel Transform 


The proposed architecture is able to perform diffraction 


computation for a phase-shifting DH system, where an optical 
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setup with lasers [14] are used to record light interference 


 
 


Fig. 1. The proposed architecture for Fresnel transform. 


 
between the object and reference waves. The resulting 


hologram, denoted by  , can be captured by CCDs and stored 


in digital computer. Given the hologram  , an object image   


in a plane parallel to the hologram plane at distance   can be 


reconstructed by Fresnel transform as follows: 


 


       
  


  
  


  
 


   
 
  


       
 


                
 
  


       
 


  


 


  


   
  
  


             


(1) 


where   is the wavelength of light source, and       and 


     are the coordinates on the hologram and image planes, 


respectively. 


Since the hologram   is discretized in a CCD, the discrete 


representations of Fresnel transform is necessary for DH. 


Suppose the digital recording/sampling operations produce 


N × N samples for   with sampling interval     in both the   


and   directions. Direct discretization of the Fresnel integral 
gives the following: 


 


         
  


  
  


  
 


   
 
  


  
        


 


            
 
 
  


  
               


  
 


 
  
 


 


   


   


   


   


  


(2) 


where                  is the object image in digital 


form,  


                 


is the      -th sample of the discretized hologram  ,   
       , and 


   
  


   


  


is the inverse of    scaled by 
  


 
  


B. Architecture Overview 


The proposed architecture aims to compute eq.(2) by FPGA. 


As shown in Figure 1, 


 
 


Fig. 2. The architecture of pre-transform unit. 


 


 
 
Fig. 3. The operations of the 1D FFT module. 


 
there are three units in the proposed architecture: pre-


transform unit, FFT unit, and post-transform unit. The circuit 


also includes on-chip RAM for reducing memory access time. 


   The goal of pre-transform unit is to compute 


 


                                                (3) 


 


where 


     
 


  
  


   
           


 


  
  


   
                      (4) 


The FFT unit then takes Fourier transform on     . The result 


produced by FFT unit, termed     , is given by 
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Define 
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By substituting eqs.(5)(6) into eq.(2), it follows that 
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Fig. 4. The row operations of 2D FFT using the 1D FFT module. 


 


                                                 (7) 


 


Therefore, when      is available, the post transform unit 


computes              to find     . In addition,      the 


phase of     , is also computed in the unit for 3D 


reconstruction. 


 


C. Pre-transform Unit 


   The operations of pre-transform unit is based on eq.(3). 


Therefore, the unit involves the computation of       and 


multiplications. To accelerate the computation, the values of 


   and    can be pre-computed, and stored in tables. Because 


             ,    and    only take N different values 


when  , z, and    are known. Therefore, each table for the 


computation of   and    contains N entries. 


    Figure 2 shows the architecture of the pre-transform unit, 


which contains an address generation unit (AGU), tables, 


complex number multipliers, and registers. The AGU is 


responsible for the generation of indices and addresses. The 


indices are the values of   and  , which are used as the inputs 


to the tables for loading    and   values. The addresses are 


sent to the on-chip RAM for loading the hologram     . The 


multipliers in the circuit are then used to compute     , which 


is then sent back to on-chip RAM for subsequent FFT 
operations. 


    Because the multipliers in the architecture are for complex 


numbers with floating point format, it may be difficult for the 


multiplications to be completed in a single clock cycle. In our 


design, all the multipliers perform multiple clock cycles 


multiplications. To enhance the throughput, they are all fully 


pipelined. Let    be the latency of the pre-transform circuit,  


 


defined as the number of clocks required to compute output 


     from input     . Therefore, as shown in Figure 2, suppose 


      
 and       


 are the input and output to the pre-transform 


unit, respectively. For the raster scanning order, it then 


follows that        , and                           . 


The total computation time for the entire array          


            is then      . 
 


D. FFT Unit 


 


   The goal of FFT unit is to compute      given by eq.(5). The 


FFT unit consists of an AGU and a one-dimensional FFT (1D-


FFT) module. To perform two-dimensional FFT (2D-FFT) 


using the 1D-FFT module, rows of the array          


            are loaded from on-chip RAM and operated 


one at a time. The FFT unit then writes the computational 


results directly back to the same row in the on-chip memory. 


After the row operations are completed, the column operations 


will proceed in the same manner. After the completion of all 


the column operations, the array stored in the on-chip RAM is 


                    , the 2D-FFT of                


     . 


 


    We use Altera FFT MegaCore function [15] to implement 


the 1D-FFT module. Because one row or one column is 


operated at a time, the transform length of the FFT is N. The 


1D-FFT module has single data input and single data output. 


The module is fully pipelined. In addition, the input/output 


dataflow of the module is able to operate in streaming mode, 
allowing the continuous process of input data stream, as well 


as producing the continuous output data stream. 
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    Figure 3 shows the operations of the 1D FFT module. There 


are 3 steps for the computation of 1D FFT using the module. 


The goal of the first step is to load data to the module. In this 


step, N inputs to FFT computation are loaded from on-chip 


RAM one at a time. Therefore, there are N clock cycles in this 


step. The second step performs FFT computation. This step 


will be activated when N inputs are available in the module. 


The number of clock cycles required for 1D FFT computation 


is denoted by L2. The third step is for write back, where the N 


outputs produced from FFT computation is sent back to on-


chip RAM one at a time. The latency of 1D FFT module is 
defined as the number of clock cycles between each input and 


its corresponding output. Because the write back operations 


are in order, it suffices only to consider the time between the 


first input and the first output as the latency, which equals to 


N + L2, as shown in Figure 3. 


    To perform 2D FFT using the 1D FFT module, the 


employment of AGU is necessary. The AGU in the FFT unit 


generates addresses for loading the source data from on-chip 


RAM and writing the results produced by 1D-FFT module to 


the on-chip RAM. Because the 1D-FFT has single data input 


and single data output, two addresses are generated in each 
clock cycle: one for loading data, and another for writing 


result. In addition, because the 1D FFT module is fully 


pipelined, and is able to operate in streaming mode, 


consecutive rows (or columns) can be loaded to the module in 


a seamless way, as shown in Figure 4. We then see from 


Figure 4 that the total computation time for row operations is 


N2+L2+N clock cycles. Likewise, the total computation time 


for column operations is N2+L2+N clock cycles. The total 


computation time for the 2D FFT is then 2(N2 + L2 + N) 


clock cycles. 


 


    Let the array                      be the results 


obtained from the row operations over                


     . Figure 5.(a) shows the FFT unit in the mode of row 


operations, where the input to the 1D FFT module is       
 


while the output produced by the module is       
. Because 


the latency of 1D FFT module (observed from Figure 3) is N 


+ L2, it follows that                            . 


The FFT unit in the mode of column operations is depicted in 


Figure 5.(b). In this mode, the input to the 1D FFT module is 


      
while the output produced by the module is       


, where 


                                  
 


E. Post-transform Unit 


   The post-transform unit is responsible for reconstructing the 


object image      using eq.(7). As depicted in Figure 6, the 


architecture of the post-transform unit is similar to that of the 


pre-transform unit, comprising of an AGU, tables, multipliers, 


and delay units. The only difference is that the post-transform 


circuit contains an additional        circuit for phase 


computation. 


   In the post-transform unit, the tables are used to store the 


pre-computed values of   and   . Similar to the cases for    


and   , because               , each table for the 


 
 


(a) 


 
(b) 


 


 


Fig. 5. The architecture of FFT unit: (a) in the mode of row operations, (b) in 


the mode of column operations. 


 


 
 
Fig. 6. The architecture of post-transform unit. 


 


computation of    and    contains N entries. The AGU in the 


post-transform unit operates in the similar fashion to that of 


the pre-transform unit. The AGU produces indices (i.e.,   and 


v values) for loading    and    values from the tables. It also 
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Fig. 7. The architecture of arctan circuit. 


 


 
Fig. 8. The operations of the proposed circuit. 


 


generate addresses to the on-chip RAM for loading     . The 


result of multiplication,     , is delivered to the arctan circuit 


for computing the phase     . The results of phase 


computation are then stored back to on-chip RAM. The design 


of arctan circuit is based on the approximation presented in 
[16]. 
  
   Similar to the pre-transform unit and FFT unit, all the 


components in the post-transform unit are fully pipelined. Let 


   be the latency of the post-transform unit, defined as the 


number of clocks required to compute output      from input 


    . Let       
 and       


 be the input and output to the post-


transform unit in Figure 6, respectively. For the raster 


scanning order, it then follows that      , and      
               . The total computation time for the 


post transform unit is      . 
 


F. Architecture Operations 


   In the proposed architecture, the pre-transform unit, FFT 


unit and post-transform unit operate in sequence. That is, the 


pre-transform unit start the execution first, and produce     . 


The FFT unit will start the execution only after all the 


elements in the array                  have been 


stored in the on-chip RAM. Similarly, the post-transform unit 


will start the execution only after all the elements in the array 


                 produced by FFT unit are available 


in the on-chip RAM. Figure 8 shows the operations of the 


circuit. It can be observed that the total computation time is 


the sum of the computation time of the individual units. 


 


 


III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 


This section presents some experimental results of the 


proposed architecture. We first consider the area complexities 


of the proposed architecture. Because adders, multipliers, 


dividers and registers are the basic building blocks of the 
proposed architecture, the area complexities are separated into 


four categories: the number of adders, the number of multi- 


pliers, number of dividers and the number of registers. Table 1 


shows the area complexities of the proposed architecture. It 


can be observed from the table that all the arithmetic operators 


do not grow with the image size. Only the number of registers 


is dependent on the image size. 


   Next we consider the physical implementation of the 


proposed architecture. The design platform is Altera Quartus 


II with SOPC Builder and NIOS II IDE. The hardware 


resources consumption of each unit in the proposed 
architecture is revealed in Table 2. 


 


The images resolutions considered in the table are     
    (i.e., N = 128),         (i.e., N = 256) and      
     (i.e., N = 512). The target FPGA device is Altera Stratix 


III EP3SL. There are three types of area costs considered in 


the experiment: adaptive logic modules (ALMs), embedded 


memory bits, embedded multipliers. The ALMs are used for 


the implementations of arithmetic operators and registers. The 
embedded memory bits are used mainly for the design of on-


chip RAM. The multipliers are used only for arithmetic 


operators  such as multipliers in the FFT unit. 


 


Table 3 reveals the actual computation time and throughput 


of the proposed architecture for various image sizes. The 


clock rate is 500 MHz (i.e., the period is 2 ns) for the 


experiments. In our experiments, the throughput is defined as 


the number of pixels of an object image can be reconstructed 


per second. It can be observed from Table 3 that the proposed 


architecture has fast computation time and high throughput. In 


particular, when the image size is          , the throughput 
is 124.73 Mpixels/sec. Therefore, the maximum frame rate of 


the proposed circuit is 475 frames per second for frames with 


size          . 


 


Table 4 lists the throughput of various existing diffraction 


calculation implementations. The direction comparisons of 


these implementations may be difficult because these 


implementations are based on different algorithms with 


different image sizes. In addition, these implementations are 


realized by different platforms. Nevertheless, we can still see 
from Table 4 that the proposed circuit in parallel mode has 


highest throughput. Therefore, it is an effective alternative for 


diffraction calculation when high speed computation is an 


important concern. 


Figures 9 and 10 show the reconstruction results of the 


proposed architecture. The images considered in the 


experiments are produced by the digital holographic 


microscopies (DHMs) in the IOP lab at the Institute of 


Electro-Optical Science and Technology, National Taiwan 


Normal University. 
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TABLE I 


THE AREA COMPLEXITIES OF THE PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE. 


 


 Pre-transform 


Unit 


FFT Unit Post-transform 


Unit 


On-Chip 


RAM 


Total 


Adders                       


Multipliers                       


Dividers                 


Registers                              


 


TABLE II 


THE CONSUMPTION OF HARDWARE RESOURCES OF EACH UNIT IN THE PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE FOR VARIOUS IMAGE SIZE. 


 


Sizes Hardware 


Resources 


Pre-transform 


Unit 


FFT Unit Post-transform 


Unit 


On-Chip 


RAM 


 


        


ALMs 


Memory bits 


Multipliers 


3642 


0 


32 


7557 


24567 


24 


7544 


9216 


88 


201 


1053600 


0 


 


        


ALMs 


Memory bits 


Multipliers 


4123 


0 


32 


7490 


58368 


24 


7995 


9216 


88 


339 


4210720 


0 


 


        


ALMs 


Memory bits 


Multipliers 


4977 


0 


32 


7910 


116736 


24 


8347 


9216 


88 


796 


16810016 


0 


 


 


 


TABLE III 


THE SPEED OF THE PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE FOR VARIOUS IMAGE SIZE 


 


                         


Time (ms) 0.1325 0.5266 2.1017 


Throughput 123.65 124.45 124.73 


(Mpixels/sec)    


 


 


The reconstructed images shown in Figure 10 are the 3D 


images of microlens array and neural cells. The size of the 


images is          . The reconstructed images shown in 


Figure 11 is the 3D image of a single microlens with size 


         . Table 5 shows the mean squared distance (MSD) 


between the reconstructed images produced by the proposed 


architecture and its software counterpart. The MSD is defined 


as 
 


  
              


    
   


   
   , where       is the phase 


produced by software. The software Fresnel transform and 
phase computation are implemented by Matlab. We can 


observe from Figures 10 and 11 that the reconstructed images 


have high visual quality. This is because single precision 


floating number format is adopted in the proposed 


implementation. As shown in Table 5, the MSD between the 


hardware design and its software counterpart is very small. 


While having high speed computation, the architecture is also 


able to achieve high accuracy for 3D reconstruction. 
 


 


 


 


 


 


TABLE IV 


THE THROUGHPUT OF VARIOUS IMPLEMENTATIONS FOR DIFFRACTION 


COMPUTATION 


 


Implementations Throughput Image Size Platforms 


Proposed 


Architecture 


124.73 


Mpixels/sec 


        FPGA Altera 


Stratix III 


EP3SL 


Pandey et al.  


[7] 


15.9 


Mpixels/sec 


      


2000 


GPU NVIDIA 


Geforce 8800 


GTX 


Zhu et al.  


[8] 


1.27 


Mpixels/sec 


      


2900 


GPU NVIDIA 


Quadro NVS 


135M 


Shimobaba et al. 


[9] 


6.53 


Mpixels/sec 


        GPU NVIDIA 


Geforce 8800 


GTX 


Nishitsuji et al. 


[10] 


44.4 


Mpixels/sec 


        GPU AMD 


Cypress HD 


5850 


Masuda et al.  


[12] 


25.2 


Mpixels/sec 


        FPGA Xilinx 


Virtex II pro 


XC2VP70 


Abe et al.  


[13] 


31.78 


Mpixels/sec 


      


1024 


FPGA Xilinx 


Virtex II pro 


XC2VP70 
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TABLE V 


THE MSD BETWEEN THE RECONSTRUCTED IMAGES PRODUCED BY THE 


PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE AND ITS SOFTWARE COUNTERPART 


 


 Neural Cell Microlens Array Single Microlens 


Size                         


MSD                                     


 


          


 


 


 


 
(a) 


 
(b) 


Fig. 9. The 3D reconstruction of object images by the proposed architect-


ture.( a) a neural cell with image size           , (b) a microlens array with 


image size           . 


 


 


 
Fig. 10. The 3D reconstruction of a single microlens by the proposed 


architecture with image size          . 


 


 


IV. CONCLUDING REMARDS 


   Experimental results reveal that the proposed architecture 


has the advantages of high computation speed, low power 


consumption, and high accuracy.When operating at 500 MHz, 


the proposed architecture is able to achieve throughput of 


124.73 Mpixels/sec. The corresponding frame rate is 475 


frames per second for images with size          . The 


architecture is also able to produce 3D reconstruction results 


with quality comparable to its software counterpart 


implemented by Matlab. The proposed architecture therefore 


is beneficial for the high quality 3D rendering of holograms 


for the resource-limited end devices. 
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Abstract— This paper introduces a monocular-vision-based 


lane departure warning system. Based on a fast lane departure 


warning robust algorithm and the NIOS II of Cyclone IIFPGA 


as the core processor, this system can achieve the lane line 


detection effectively. The software and the hardware of the 


system are designed with the aid of the Avalon bus for 


customizing the IP core. Test results illustrate that both the 


accuracy and real-time performance of this system satisfy the 


demand of all-weather lane departure warning, and thus 


enable safe driving. 


 
Keywords— lane departure; FPGA; lane line detection; 


monocular-vision 


I. INTRODUCTION 


The lane departure caused by the fatigue and negligence 


of drivers result in a lot of serious traffic accidents, and the 


proportion of such traffic accidents is increasing year by 


year(e.g. [1]-[3]). In order to prevent lane departure 


accidents, extensive research on the LDWS (Lane Departure 


Warning System) has been carried out. At present, the lane 


line detection often uses the machine-vision recognition 


method, including feature recognition and model 


recognition(e.g. [4]), where the former is widely used. 


However, it fails when there is shadow on the road or there 


are some damages of the lane line edge. The latter can 


effectively overcome the external environment influence, 


such as road pollution, shadow, and poor illumination and so 


on. Due to the complexity of the external environment, 


however, mistake appears during identification. 


LDWS has the characteristic of high real-time 


requirements and complex running environment. Because of 


the great uncertainty and diversity of the road conditions, 


LWDS needs to use a variety of complex processing 


algorithm in order to improve the accuracy of the lane line 


detection(e.g. [5]-[8]). This paper mainly focuses on the 


monocular vision identification. Based on a specialized 


designed fast lane line detection algorithm, the LDWS is 


realized is achieved on Altera DE2 FPGA platform. 


II. BUILDING THE PROTOTYPE SYSTEM FOR LDWS DESIGN 


    This LDWS uses Cyclone Ⅱas the CPU, and uses 


ADV7181 for image capture. The captured image will be 


stored in the SRAM for the FPGA to compute. When lane 


departure happens, the buzzer will send alarm. 


In order to make full use of the parallel processing 


features of FPGA, and combine with the flexibility of FPGA 


hardware and software, this design built a SOPC system on 


DE2. Hardcore firmware is adopted to realize the image 


processing algorithm, and NIOS Ⅱ is adopted to complete 


the control function, whose processing speed requirement is 


not high. This cooperation between hardcore and NIOS Ⅱ 


made the LDWS more flexible. The system is designed as 


follow: 
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Fig 1 The structure of system 


Avalon bus is a kind of ideal system inline bus between 


the processor and peripherals and it can be automatically 


generated by the SOPC Builder. Median filter, thresholding, 


lane line matching and Hough transform are all designed the 


IP core based on the Avalon bus. Avalon bus generated by 


the SOPC builder is as follows: 


 
Fig 2 Structure of SOPC 


The figure below shows the report for the resource utility 


of our design based on DE2. 


 
Fig 3 Resource consumption of the system 
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III. THE DETECTION ALGORITHM FOR LDWS 
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Fig 4 Lane departure detection algorithm 


A. ROI SEGMENTATION 


Through the analog camera, the 640*480 video images 


of the road can be captured. After video decoding, the 


brightness signal of the video images is the gray images of 


interest. The ROI (Region of Interest) is the part of lane line 


that we are interested. In order to reduce the calculation and 


improve the processing speed, the ROI is divided into two 


160*160 rectangular areas for pretreatment. 


 


 
Fig 5 Divisions of the image 


B. Median filter 


The 3*3 window median filtering algorithm uses FIFO 


(First Input First Output) buffer for reading 9 pixel data at 


the same time. After median filtering arithmetic, the next 9 


pixel data will be done with the same filter until all data in 


the ROI has been done. Median filter can reduce the noise 


produced by image capture and transmission. 


C. Thresholding 


Binary threshold calculation circuit adopts the method of 


image gray level distribution. In order to eliminate the 


impact of glitches raised by the complex road conditions on 


the curve of grayscale distribution, we use the following 


steps. First, the gray space was divided into 16 identical 


space steps, and the gray histograms of the 16 identical 


space steps were stored in 16 registers. Second, based on the 


Avalon bus, the gray values of 4 pixels were for gray 


histogram statistics every time. Third, using iterative method 


calculate the threshold. The feedback of threshold to NIOS 


Ⅱ is transformed by Avalon bus. 


D. 5-15 template matching 


After image pretreatment, the effect of binarization is 


relatively good. In order to further reduce the system 


operation time, the transverse detection was designed with 


the line space of 5 pixels. Based on the width feature of lane 


line, a 5-15 template matching algorithm was used in lane 


line matching. First, a max value and a min value should be 


set as the width matching threshold of lane line. According 


to the width specification of lane line and the experimental 


data, the max and the min are set to 5 and 15, respectively. 


Then analyze the images, to find the centerline of the lane 


line. The coordinate of the center is stored in a new register. 


E. Hough transform and ultra-line judgment 


Hough transform has strong robustness, and is suitable 


for lane line detection. The Hough transform circuit adopts 


double channels parallel processing method, where the 


parallel matching the coordinates of the left lane line and the 


right lane line can significantly reduce the time of 


computation. 


 
Fig 6 Hough Transform 


IV. SYSTEM TEST 


As for different road conditions, the system can 


accurately identify the environmental situation when the 


vehicles cross the line. Due to the use of the lane line 


matching algorithm, we effectively eliminate the effects of 


the pavement marking, night lighting on the lane line 


identification. In the computing environment, single static 


image can be processed in about 19 ms and video data per 


frame is in approximately 24 ms. Detailed results that the 


processing time of system under different road conditions 


are shown in the table below, fully meeting the requirements 


of real-time. 
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TABLE 1  


VIDEO PROCESSING RESULTS 


Video 


project 


Total 


frames  


Number of 


Warning 


Number of 


Error 


Accuracy 


(%) 


Consuming per 


frame(ms) 


Daytime 7939 17 0 100 22.702 


Evening 2431 10 1  90 24.770 


Night 6387 12 1  92 23.501 


V. CONCLUSION 


The LDWS introduced in this paper is designed based 


on the monocular vision and successfully realized on Altera 


DE2 FPGA platform. The LDWS can accurately identify the 


lane departure in different road conditions, and thus enable a 


reduction in traffic accidents caused by lane departure. 
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Abstract— This paper use colour image and its depth information 


to generate virtual images in different viewpoint. There is a 


distance sensor to detect the distance form viewer to displayer 


which is one of parameters for generating virtual images. The 


comfort of watching 3-D image could be enhanced by changing 


the parameters. All the system is implemented on FPGA. 


 


Keywords— FPGA; DIBR; View distance; Watching comfort; 
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I. INTRODUCTION 


The sense of watching 3-D is combing two images captured 


from left-eye and right-eye in brain. In other word, let left-eye 


and right-eye watch relative image would have the sense of 3-


D. The scene watching in left-eye and right-eye is different in 


horizontal and the difference is according to the distance form 


viewer to objects. The disparity of objects in left-eye and 


right-eye is bigger when the objects are closer to viewer while 


the disparity is smaller when the objects are farer from viewer. 
It is easy to figure out when close right-eye and left-eye in 


turns to watch. 


Placing two cameras in parallel could generate simulated 


images as human visual system. However, it cost more 


resources. Viewer will not always watch image at same 


position. When the position of viewer and cameras is different 


the sense of 3-D will not match real situation. Therefore, 


utilize an image and its depth information which is called 


depth map to generate virtual views in different viewpoints is 


a popular method in recent years. 


This paper use FPGA to fulfil the generation for multi-view 
virtual images from an image and its depth map. The interface 


of input and output is DVI. Place original image in left-hand 


side and its depth map in right-hand side as the input of DVI. 


There is a distance sensor to detect the distance form viewer 


to displayer. Furthermore, adjust the quality of virtual images.  


The disparity in virtual images would be increased when 


viewer stand close to displayer and the disparity would be 


decreased when the viewer is far from displayer.  


II. RELATIVE WORK 


Objects have horizontal disparity in left-eye and right-eye. 


Objects capturing in left-eye is closer to right-hand side than 


right-eye. Moreover, the shift will be more obvious when 


objects are more close to viewer. 3-D virtual image could be 


generated by utilizing this phenomenon. 


A. Depth Map 


The distance from viewer to objects is presented in grey-


scale value. The range of grey-scale value is from 0 to 255. 


Smaller value presents longer distance and bigger value 


presents shorter distance. It could be seen in Fig. 1. 


 
Fig.1 A colour image and its corresponding depth map 


B. The Generation of Virtual Image 


As mentioned in section I, the sense of 3-D is due to the 
combination of images captured from left-eye and right-eye in 


brain. Depth Image Based Rendering (DIBR) is a technique 


combing single-view image and its depth map to generate 


multi-view images which is suitable for human visual system. 


C. Multi-View Images 


People will not always watch video at the same position. 


When the position of viewer and displayer is different 


comparing with cameras and the scene which generate video 


in the displayer, the sense of 3-D is not match real-situation. 
That is the motivation for several different virtual images in 


different viewpoint. 


D. DVI Signal Protocol 


The signals needing process in DVI protocol are as below: 


 HS: This signal stays in high-level until a line of a 


frame is finished transition. Low-level is the condition 


to wait synchronization. 


 VS: This signal stays in high-level until a frame is 


finished transition. Low-level is the condition to wait 
synchronization. 
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 Data: It is the information of a pixel in a frame 


containing red, green and blue data. Each colour is 


delivered in parallel at the same time and presented in 


12 bits. 


 Clock: An oscillator for data synchronization. 


 Data Enable (DE): Data could be only transited or 


delivered when DE is high-level. 


E. Distance Sensor 


The sensor is used to obtain the distance between the 


viewer and displayer as shown in Fig. 2. Utilize the distant 


parameter to adjust the quality of 3-D image. The sensor sends 


a pulse signal and stop when receive the echo. According to 


the interval between sending pulse and receiving echo the 


distance between viewer and displayer could be calculated. 


 
Fig. 2 The chip of distant sensor and its working method 


III. FORMULA DERIVING AND SIMULATION  


A warping formula is proposed in this paper to achieve 


more comfortable 3-D watching. The 3-D image would have 


positive disparity and negative disparity by applying this 


formula. 3-D visual system with negative disparity means the 


objects would project in front of the displayer in 3-D display 
while positive disparity means the objects projecting behind 


the displayer as shown in Fig. 3. 


 
Fig. 3 The positive disparity shown in left-hand side and negative disparity 


shown in right-hand side 


The formula refers to the distance from viewer to displayer 


is shown in formula (1). 
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Where x is the x-axis of the center pixel in central view, xr 


and xl is the corresponding x-axis of the pixel in the right-view 


and left-view respectively. Tx is a baseline distance or the 


distance between cameras. Zdisplay is the distance from viewer 


to displayer. For the better watching comfort, this paper uses 
formula (2) to obtain Z value which presents the distance from 


viewer to the objects. 
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Where Znear is the nearest distance and Zfar is the farthest 


distance presenting in the depth map respectively. 


The proposed system utilizes Look up Table (LUT) for 


depth to disparity table instead of calculating warping formula 


to reduce computing time. Calculate the correspond disparity 


of each depth and write into LUT. 


The reference pixel is shifted to target position by the 


corresponding disparity. To avoid overwrite the foreground 


objects by background objects when doing warping. Before 


warping the reference pixel, the depth value in Z buffer is 


compared to prevent the foreground pixels filling by 
background pixels. If the depth value of current pixel is larger 


than warped depth value, the depth value will be updated and 


the address will pass to row buffer to warping the pixel. 


Otherwise, the depth value and color pixel pair is abandoned. 


The correlation of pixel’s disparity and the distance from 


viewer to displayer is close. Fix Zdisplay will cause 


uncomfortable watching when viewer is changing viewing 


distance. Therefore, adjust Zdisplay in real-time and update the 


disparity to enhance to viewing comfort is proposed. 


There are numerous holes after warping which are lost 


information. Holes are needed to fill by using the information 


from neighbor pixels. Consider hardware structure the holes 
are filled by the average of left-pixel and right-pixel which are 


not holes. 


IV. IMPLEMENT ON HARDWARE 


The real-time 2-D to 3-D comfort generation in this paper 


is utilizing DVI as the interface for input image and output 


image. Each module in this system is processing according to 


the synchronization signal of DVI. 


The system could divide into “distance detection and LUT 


updating” and “3-D generation” two main modules. Distance 


detection and LUT updating using ultrasound to detect the 


distance and adjust Zdisplay in formula (2). Finally re-calculate 
the disparity from its corresponding depth to update the LUT 


for 3-D generation. 3-D generation module utilizing DIBR 


combing colour image and depth map to generate side-by-side 


3-D image with the help of LUT. 


A. Distance Detection and LUT Updating 


Coordinate the synchronization signal of DVI LUT 


updating optimal after the end of a frame. Use two LUTs to 


avoid read and write at the same time. One LUT for read and 


the other for write. Change LUTs after a frame finished. 
Timing diagram is shown as Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 4 Timing diagram of LUT 


The sensor will detect the distance to determine Zzero before 
updating LUT and then calculate each depth’s corresponding 


disparity to write into LUT shown as Fig. 5. 


 
Fig. 5 The processing of LUT 


B. Distance Detection 


The sensor used for distance detection is PARRALLEX Pin 


ultrasound distance sensor. Distance detection could be done 


by a single pin shown as Fig. 6. The sensor will send a pulse 


to detect objects and generate a square wave at the same time. 


The pin will stay high-level after send a pulse and drop to 


low-level when receive echo.  


 
Fig. 6 The pin for sending pulse and detecting distance 


The position could be calculated by using the formula of 


sonic speed shown as formula (3). 


 


ind t c          (3)  


331 0.6c T             (4)                                                          


 
Where d is the distance from viewer to sensor, T is the 


degree in Celsius and tin is the time between sending pulse and 


receiving echo presented in micro second. A unit of distance 


is set as 10 centimetres.  


To reduce the computing time it could be found that every 


10 centimetres takes 0.288 micro-second in sonic speed. Then 


calculate the positive edges with a cycle of 0.288 micro-


second. Multiply the times of positive edge and 10 centimetres 


could obtain the viewer distance Zdisplay as shown in Fig. 7. 


 
Fig. 7 Calculating each 10 centimetres 


In the last, update LUT from warping formula. First refer 


the correspond Z of depth value from depth-to Z LUT then 


calculate the disparity from formula (1) and write into the 


LUT of depth-to-disparity. 


To achieve a real time 2D to 3D conversion system based 


on DIBR technique, the proposed architecture is designed on 


FPGA. DIBR technique includes warping and hole-filling 
processing. To improve the memory utilization, row buffer is 


used for I/O processing. There are two set of modules for odd 


row and even row. Each row is processed by data receiving 


module (RX), warping module (W), and hole filling module 


(HF) then the result will output synthesis images. The 


hardware structure is shown in Fig. 8. The working timing 


schedule of each module is shown in Fig. 9.  
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DVI DE HS VS


DVI Data


Synchronous Signal


Color


Depth


L&R Color


L&R Hole
DVI output


 
Fig. 8 Hardware structure of DIBR 


 


Fig. 9 Timing diagram of each DIBR module 


C. Row Buffer Access Designed for RX Module 


In this paper, RX module is designed for I/O timing 


synchronization, data buffering and repackage the data to 
other modules. All the data of a frame is transmitted pixel-by-


pixel with Z-scan by DVI I/O interface as shown in Fig. 10. 


After I/O timing synchronization, RX module is able to 


control the timing of other module as shown in Fig. 11. RX 


module stores the color information and is combined with its 


corresponding depth value, then passes the data as a color and 


depth pair to warping module. 


 


Fig. 10 Data transition in DVI I/O interface with Z-scan  
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Fig. 11 Timing diagram of RX module 


    A pixel would be compared the warped pixel’s depth value 


in Z buffer to avoid background object overwrite foreground 


object as shown in Fig. 12. 


 
Fig. 12 Determine a pixel should warp or not 


D. Proposed Hole-filling Module for Virtual Views Images 


After rendering the virtual views, there is occlusion area, 


the hole, in the virtual views at the discontinuous area of depth. 


To improve the virtual view quality, the proposed architecture 
uses the average of the two non-hole pixel values at the 


neighbour holes to fill the hole. 


The proposed architecture uses a Left Side Value (LSV) 


buffer to store the left side pixel value of holes by a forward 


scan register as Fig. 13 (a). And then the right side pixel value 


can took to average with LSV values  to fill the hole by a 


backward scan, we latch the right side pixel value to take 


average with the left side pixel value in the buffer to fill the 


hole a backward scan register as Fig. 13(b). 


 


Fig. 13 (a) Search holes in forward scan (b) Search holes in backward scan 


V. IMPLEMENT RESULT 


This paper uses Altera DE3-260 FPGA with a DVI I/O 


daughter board as hardware implementation platform as 
shown in Fig. 14 (a). Fig. 14 (b) and Fig. 14 (c) shows the 


input image and output side-by-side 2-views 3D virtual 


rendered images, respectively. Fig. 15 shows the hardware 


usage. The proposed system has 17% logic utilization of 


FPGA broad. Form the results, the proposed system can 


achieves real time 2D to 3D conversion. The simulation result 


of other pattern is shown in Fig. 16. 


 


Fig. 14 (a) DVI daughter board (b) Input of DVI (c) Simulation result 


 


Fig. 15 The used resources of FPGA 


 


Fig. 16 Simulation result of dog pattern 


VI. CONCLUSION 


The comfort of watching 3-D image is an important 


concern for the popular of 3-D visual system. It is not 


acceptable if the 3-D effect is not obvious or comfortable. 


That is the reason that an adaptive 3-D visual system is 


proposed in this paper. 
A 3-D image is adjusted real-time according to the position 


of the viewer to enhance the 3-D watching comfort in 


different viewpoints. 
The use of LUT reduced lot of computing time to reach 


real-time 3-D generation and the use of registers. 
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Abstract— With the rapid development of Human-Computer 


interaction techniques, the hand is no longer the only input 


means of human physique structure. This paper describes an 


intelligent reader system, which based on head movements for 


the man-machine interface, realizes the operations like zooming, 


page-turning and row-scrolling on the reading interface, 


through the rough face detection and localization of facial 


feature points to achieve the tack and recognition of head 


movements. 


 
Keywords—face detection; facial complexion model; facial 


feature points positioning; head motion identification; FPGA; 


SOPC; Nios II 


I.  INTRODUCTION OF SYSTEM 


 
With the development of electronic technology, electronic 


reading has increasingly become a way of daily reading. 


Computer, laptop, tablet and mobile phone correspondingly 


have the function of web browsing and electronic text 


reading. Under this background, a kind of comfortable, 


convenient way of electronic reading there is the need of 


development. 


A. Introduction of system function 


Today most of the consumer electronics (laptop, mobile 


phone, tablet, etc.) come with a front-facing camera. Taking 


advantage of this, we plan to design a kind of non-contact 


e-reader system by monitoring the reader head movement to 


realize such intelligent operations as rolling line, flip the 


current reading text and etc. The system is suitable for the 


vast majority of electronic consumers and e-books reading 


lovers. Users in the read only by the head movement can 


control text reading progress, in addition to provide a 


comfortable way of reading, but also a solution to some 


special cases of reading such as the reading of hand invalid, 


browsing mobile phone when standing on subway, copying 


the information from the screen. 


When a user is faced with the screen, the front camera will 


capture video to the processing module which can detect the 


user's facial features and recognize the user's head 


movements by a certain test algorithm to control the e-reader. 


 


Specific functions as follows: 


1) The left-leaning and right-leaning of operator's head 


respectively control zoom-in and zoom-out of the reading 


interface; 


2) The left-turn and right-turn of operator’s head control the 


current reading interface flip back and forth; 


3) The operator's looking up and down respectively controls 


the current reading interface of rolling line up and down. 


Steps: 


1) Face segmentation: sample of the image and segment the 


face region and the image, mark rectangular surrounding the 


face. 


2) Facial feature location: get the coordinates of lips and eyes 


in the mark face rectangular to build initialization feature 


triangle of eyes and mouth. 


3) Head motion detection: record characteristic parameters of 


real-time triangle, and compare them with the initialization 


feature triangle to recognize head movements and get operating 


instructions. 


B.  Introduction of Hardware Platform 


This system is mainly realized on the Altera DE2 FPGA 


multimedia development platform, which is equipped with rich 


logic elements and large memory components, and provides a 


wide variety of product features of low power consumption and 


high integration. It is the development tool of choice for 


complex digital system for its superior performance in video, 


audio, image and other data processing. To satisfy the demand 


of large amount of image data processing and high real-time, 


the FPGA can accelerates the data processing by using 


hardware. 


The system hardware parameters are as follows: 


1) Development platform: the DE2-115 


2) User action space range: about 40-70 cm in front of the 


display screen 


3) System interface: resolution of 720 p, color depth of 24 


4) Camera parameters:  D5M of Youjingkeji, the input 


resolution of 640 * 480 @ 60 hz 


5) CPU frequency: 100 MHZ 
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II.  INTRODUCTION OF ALGORITHM 


A. A Half-adaptive Facial Complexion Model 


Facial complexion is dominant in the pixel of human face. 


While by facial complexion is not full proof to identify a face, 


color judgment as the speed of face detection preprocessing 


has an obvious advantage, in line with the requirements of 


system for real-time compared with other methods of face 


detection. At the same time, around the head movement will 


seriously affect the accuracy of most face detection 


algorithm, such as the Adaboost algorithm unable to 


recognize the positive face and side face at the same time, 


which can create a great difficulty to realize the detection of 


head movements. And the use of color detection can 


effectively avoid that. 


According to principle of color clustering, there are three 


kinds of facial complexion models most commonly used as 


HSV, Fussy HSCC and YCbCr. However, none of them 


recognize can meet the requirements of dynamic accuracy 


after simulation under openCV. This is due to the parameter 


values of the models are fixed got from experiments with 


high requirements for background or every time before use 


need to take a corresponding background images without a 


face. 


For that, we have designed a half-adaptive method -- 


before the start of the system, the interface will ask the user 


to enter his or her front face by camera to initialize the 


system, establishing a histogram of face in YCbCr color 


space and obtaining user facial complexion of Cb, Cr value 


component as the template of face detection (as the 


initialized complexion model), thus greatly avoiding the 


influence of different backgrounds. At the same time, the 


YCrCb color space (Y: brightness, Cr: value of red 


component, Cb: value of blue component) as the facial 


complexion distribution statistical mapping space has 


separated the luminance and chrominance, realizing the 


luminance and chrominance segmentation. CrCb the two 


dimensional independent distribution, also better limits the 


complexion area, making the system can be used within a 


certain range to the light intensity change, more precise than 


ordinary color recognition. The flow chart is shown in figure 


2.1 a, the simulation rendering as shown in figures below. 


 


Fig.1 The initialization of face complexion model 


 


Fig.2 Face of initialization 


 


Fig.3    Histogram of initialization   
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Fig.4 Initialized model of complexion 


B. Bounding Box Of The Face 


Through the complexion segmentation designed according 


to the Initialized complexion model, we can separate the face 


region from the image—the pixels within the limits of the 


model are valued to be 1, and the other to be 0, finally 


creating a Binary image.  


Set after the skin color segmentation binary image size for 


M * N, pixel values for each point f (x, y), so the minimum 


enclosing rectangle (bounding box) can be calculated as 


follows: 


1) To calculate the horizontal projection (i.e., the sum of 


image pixels per line) Py [i], and the maximum of 


Py--MaxPy, MaxPy as the face width; 


2) To calculate the vertical projection (i.e., the sum of 


each column of pixels image) Px [i]; 


3) To calculate the integral of Px in the (i, i + MaxPy - 1) 


interval noted as Sx [i], in which i is valued from 0 to M – 


MaxPy, and find out the coordinate of the maximum value 


point of Sx[i], as the bounding box border left, as well as left 


+ MaxPy- 1 as the right (border) of the rectangle; 


4) Considering the effect of noise points, MaxPy as face 


external rectangle width is often larger, therefore, we have to 


make a revision about boundaries: set a bound as a threshold, 


research from left to right  the function Px (i), hit the first i 


meet the formula: 


 (Px (i) > bound) && (Px (i + 1) > bound) && (Px (i + 


2) > bound) && (Px (i + 3) > bound) 


Record left boundary value of the i ; as for right boundary, 


the i from right to left to investigate function Px (i), when 


first i value satisfies formula:  


(Px (I) > bound) && (Px (I - 1) > bound) && (Px (I - 2) > 


bound) && (Px (I - 3) > bound) 


Set right boundary value of the i ; Usually, the noise 


points are separated, not concentrated in a column, therefore 


such revision method can improve the accuracy of around the 


left and right boundary location; 


5) To calculate horizontal projection Pylr [i] between left 


and right; 


6) According to the proportion of facial morphology, often 


the face length-width ratio is less than 1.4:1, take Height = 


1.4 * (right - left) as the external rectangular Height of coarse 


estimation; 


7) To calculate the integral of Pylr in the (i, i + Height - 1) 


interval noted as function Sy [i], in which i is valued  from 


0 to N - Sy , and find out the coordinate of the maximum 


value point of Sy[i] as face external rectangular border on 


top, top + Height - 1 as bottom of the rectangular boundary. 


The roughly estimated rectangular Height may be larger, 


the upper and lower boundaries are supposed for a revision 


as well. 


At this point, we have got the bounding box of face. And 


the correct box is supposed to occupy the image area of more 


than 20%, and the proportion of complexion pixels in the box 


must be more than a certain value, which can be two 


standards to determine whether the region is face further 


(figure 5 ~ 8 is detected under different head pose). 


 


 


Fig.5   Front face 
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Fig.6   Left-leaning head 


 


 
Fig.7   Left-turning head 


 


 
Fig.8   Looking-down head


C. Facial Feature Points 


Our system adopts the triangle of facial feature points (the eyes and lip) as for determining the head position. 
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Fig.9 The triangle of face 


First, we can figure out the regions of eyes and mouth by 


the classifier of Adaboost algorithm from our bounding box 


of face. And then calculate the coordinates of the centers of 


eyes and mouth by means of geometric gray projection. 


Geometric gray projection is a classic in the field of facial 


feature location algorithm, which is based on that the facial 


features gray value is lower than those of the skin. It first 


find out the specific points of change by the grey value of 


horizontal or vertical direction projection, and then according 


to the prior knowledge, via the combination of the points in 


different direction, get the position of the facial features, with 


the advantage of low amount of calculation, fast solution. 


 


D. Head motion identification 


The status and parameters of the characteristic triangle of 


face can be changed via user’s head motion, including 


left-turn and right-turn in horizontal direction, look-up and 


look-down in vertical direction as well as left-leaning and 


right-leaning in a plane. Our system takes the characteristic 


triangle of initialized face as a benchmark, compared with 


the real-time monitoring triangle, to identify the head 


movements, and give the corresponding instructions. 


The parameters we need is the same either initializing or 


real-time monitoring, including the coordinates of the eyes, 


the y-coordinate of mouth and the ratio distance of eyes to 


the distance between eyes and the mouth. 


The process of identification: 


1) When the real-time face around eyes y coordinates the 


absolute value of difference exceeds a certain threshold, it is 


judged that the head is left-leaning if the y-coordinate of 


right eye is greater, and the opposite decides to head 


right-leaning; 


2) When the real-time face, the ratio distance of eyes to 


the distance between eyes and the mouth is less than the ratio 


of initialization and the difference above a certain threshold, 


it is judged that the head is left-turn if real-time eye center x 


coordinate is less than the initial model and right-turn 


conversely; 


3) When the ratio of real-time face is greater than the ratio 


of initialization and the difference more than a certain 


threshold, it is judged that the head is look-down if real-time 


mouth center y coordinate is less than initial one and look-up 


conversely. 


And we stipulate that (1) is prior to (2) (3), algorithm 


process as shown in figure 2.4. Among them, Left_y, 


Right_y respectively for real-time eye y coordinates and 


initialized ones; Act_rate, Model_rate respectively for 


real-time ratio and initialized one; Act_x, Model_x 


respectively for real-time eye center x-coordinate and 


initialized one; Act_y, Model_y respectively for real-time 


mouth y-coordinate and, initialized one;Th1, Th2 


respectively for system setting threshold. 


 


 


         


Fig.10 Detection of eyes                                                 Fig.11 Detection of mouth 
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Fig.12   Head Motion Identification Algorithm Flow Chart 


 


III.  SYSTEM STRUCTURE 


A.  Hardware 


1)  System chart 


 
 


Fig.13 
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Dark blue modules 


a. The dark blue modules are for FPGA hardware 


acceleration: RAW2RGB module will simulate the camera 


image data to interlaced and convert to RGB format; 


RGB2YCrCb module converts RGB image after scaling to 


YCrCb format and store in SDRAM; RGB2GRAY module 


converts the RGB image after scaling into grayscale, storing 


in SDRAM; 


b. Zoom module resizes the images into a certain 


proportion of the scaling by using the image interpolation 


algorithm, to reduce subsequent image calculation; 


c. Binarization module will get the complexion model 


initialized by SOPC from the SDRAM, and convert the 


subsequent input YCbCr image into binary image; Image 


pre-calculation module is a module that can do image 


horizontal and vertical integration and etc. 


This system adopts analog camera, the capture of video 


refers to the DE2_70 routines, and convert the image data 


into RGB, YCbCr, Gray and use interpolation algorithm for 


image zooming, storing in SDRAM finally; At the same time, 


in order to ensure the system real-time performance, we 


make use of the FPGA hardware to accelerate ,for example 


realizing the calculation of integral image by hardware. 


 


Light blue modules stand for the system external 


equipment including cameras, SDRAM and monitors, etc. 


SOPC module shown as follows： 


 
Fig.14


B. Software  


The software flow chart shown in figure 15. 


 


IV.  SYSTEM FEATURES   


A. Half-Adaptive Complexion Model 


The traditional fixed complexion model is not suitable for 


the intelligent reader system that is geared to individual user. 


Therefore, we propose the half-adaptive complexion model 


to segment face region, which proves to be more efficient. It 


needs to initialize the face complexion model whenever the 


user restart the system, which significantly improves the 


accuracy of face detection. Because the changes of 


background or environment while reading will result in the 


decrease of accuracy of face detection, which has already 


been taken consideration into the half-adaptive complexion 


model.  


In addition, the face image used as input while initializing 


can also be used as a initial model for facial feature points. 


Hence, we needn’t search the specific face image from all 


kinds of images. 
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B. Large Range of Movement 


In general, it is more difficult to identify dynamic objects 


than static objects and the range of movement should be 


limited. However, our system segments the rectangular area 


of face region first and turns it into a certain size by scaling, 


then determines the head posture by using the ratio of 


horizontal and vertical direction characteristic parameters. 


The above procedures both ensure the head to move around 


within a certain range. 


 


Fig.15 


C. Hardware-Software Co-design 


We realize the algorithm that with heavy computation 


burden in hardware, which can take full advantage of the 


characteristics of hardware in parallel and high speed. It 


makes sure that the system works with high efficiency and 


high real-time property. 


 


V.  CONCLUSIONS  


The idea of intelligent reader comes from the Samsung 


Galaxy S4 mobile phone which has developed smart scroll 


based on eye gaze tracking. However, after a preliminary 


trial, we find that using eyes to control the reader is not 


feasible in operation. On the one hand, the accuracy of eye 


gaze tracker is too low to control the reader correctly . On the 


other hand, there is no such a algorithm that can track the eye 


gaze with single camera while the head keeps moving. 


Therefore, users must keep their head static while using the 


intelligent reader, which is not suitable for long time reading. 


In order to solve the above problems, we propose a method 


to control the reader by using head postures. It demands the 


detection of eye feature and lip feature, used to determine the 


head postures then control the reader. We build the hardware 


architecture, at the same time, simulate and improve the 


algorithms. In a word, there is no doubt that as the 


technology is getting mature, the intelligent reader system 


will bring more exciting reading experiences for users in the 


near future. 
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Abstract— Humanoid robot that has always been a dream for 


humankind to develop has the external behavior of human 


beings, human intelligence and flexibility, the ability to 


communicate with people and constantly adapt to the 


environment. It is humanoid robot that is designed to imitate. 


The morphology and behaviour are from human. Generally, 


it has the humanoid limbs and head. We have produced the 


humanoid robot by CAD software and designed the robot’s 


structures according to human. The control panel consists of 


CycloneⅡand MSP430.It can be achieved to control the robot 


dancing movements by comprehensive programming. 


 
Keywords— simulation; communicate; Msp430; 


comprehensive; humanoid robot 


I.  THE RESEARCH BACKGROUND OF HUMANOID ROBOT 


  It has always been one of human dreams to develop the 


humanoid robot, which not only possesses human 


intelligence and flexibility, but can communicate with 


people and make itself adapt to the environment constantly. 


Humanoid robot is designed to imitate the morphology and 


behavior of human. And generally, it has the humanoid 


limbs and head. 


  Humanoid robot is the most ideal robot that can 


interplay with people. The mode of thinking and behaving 


as well as appearance will be more similar to humankind. 


Humanoid robot which includes computer science, 


information technology, sensor technology, electronic 


technology, control theory, artificial intelligence theory, 


mechanical science, cognitive science, thinking science, 


psychology, theoretical linguistics, philosophy is widely 


used in the production and life. What’s more, it also stands 


for a country's level of development of high-tech. The aim 


for researching is to create the advanced intelligent robot. 


As a new tool, it has some specific human features(like 


walking, sense, thinking and judging etc ).In some degree, 


it can replace humans in particular work to serve humanity. 


At the present stage ,the research applications of robots 


continue to expand, and the research and application of 


humanoid robot gain the particularly widespread attention, 


and become the most active research focus in the field of 


intelligent robots. 


  Humanoid robot research has made breakthroughs in 


many areas, like the key mechanical unit, the basic ability 


of walking, global motion, dynamic vision. However, it’s 


still far from the ideal requirement, the further research 


should focus on the aspects of the ability of thinking and 


learning, the interaction with environment, body structure, 


limbs movement and the architecture. From the current 


research situation of robotics and artificial intelligence, it is 


still hard to achieve the humanoid robot with High 


intelligence and high flexibility .What’s more, the 


limitations of the understanding of human also limits the 


development of humanoid robots. 


II.  ANALYSIS OF DOMESTIC AND INTERNATIONAL 


RESEARCH 


   The research of humanoid robot began in the late 


1960s,only has thirteen years’ history. However, it has the 


rapid development. Many scholars are engaged in research 


in this field, and it has become one of the main directions. 


A. America 


In 1968, R.Smosher tried to invent a biped 


robot-operated machinery called “Rig”, which opened a 


prelude for the development of  humanoid  robots. 


B. Japan 


In 1968, professor Ichiro Kato in Waseda University., 


commenced work on the development of the biped robot in 


Japan. In 1969,he invented WAP21( Waseda Auicmatic 


Pedipulator) plane freedom walking machine. This robot 


possesses six degrees of freedom, each leg has three joints 


that is made by the artificial rubber muscles including hip, 


knee and angle .It can move by joint movements which is 


dragged by the muscle contraction caused by exhaust and 


gas injection. However, this robot is not stable because of 


the scalability of gas. In 1971, Ichiro Kato invented 


WAP23 biped robot, drived by artificial mscle. It has 11 


degrees of freedom, can walk in flat, slope and ladder .In 


1971,Kato Laboratory developed WL25 biped walking 


robot with 11 degrees of freedom, drived by Hydraulic 


pressure. It can achieve the center of gravity moving 


around by legs for three-dimensional motion and body for 


swing around. The robot weight 130kg, height 0.9m,load 
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30kg,achieved the smooth dynamic walking of 15cm a 


stride and 45s each step. In 1973, professor Kato made 


the autonomous robot by deploying manipulator, artificial 


vision and hearing device based on WL25 robot. 


  In 1980, Kato developed WL29DR (Dynam’s 


Refined )biped robot. This robot uses the control method 


by pre-designed the walking style, using motion analysis 


and repeated walking gait trajectory design of experiments 


to control the robot's walking motion. This robot uses 


quasi-dynamic walking programs that uses the single 


support period as static state, feet switching as dynamic to 


achieve the quasi-dynamic walking of 45cm a stride,9s 


each step .In 1984,Kato laborary developed WL210RD 


biped robot controlled by torque of ankle.It achieved the 


stable dynamic walking of 40cm a stride,1.5s each step.In 


1986,Kato laborary successfully developed the WL212(R) 


walking robot. The robot through the body motion to 


compensate for any movement of the lower limbs, in the 


balancing effect of the body to achieve the flat dynamic 


walking period 30cm. 


C. China 


  Harbin Institute of Technology began to develop the 


biped walking robot from 1985, based on control theory 


they have won Natural Science Foundation and the 


National "863" program support, and completed three 


models of development work so far. 


  The first model HIT2É has 10 degrees of freedom, 


weight 100kg, high 1. 2m, joints driven by a DC servo 


electrode, a static walk. 


  The second model HIT2Ê has 12 degrees of freedom, 


the structure of hip and leg is parallelogram. 


  The third model HIT2Ë has 12 degrees of freedom, the 


ankle using two motors cross structure, while achieving 


two degrees of freedom, the leg uses a cylindrical structure.  


HIT2Ë  achieved the static and dynamic walking, can 


complete front ö underwent lateral line, turning, up and 


down stairs and upper slopes and other activities. 


  Currently, Robotics Institute of Harbin Institute of 


Technology and Mechatronics Engineering Department are 


cooperated to develop a fully functional humanoid robot 


HIT2Ì .This robot includes walking institutions, upper 


body and arm actuators, initially set at 32 degrees of 


freedom. 


  National Defense University also have done some 


research in this area . In 1989,they successful developed a 


biped walking robot which has 10 degrees of freedom, can 


completed the static and dynamic walking. Tsinghua 


University, Shanghai Jiaotong University, Beijing 


University of Aeronautics and Astronautics and other 


universities and research institutions are also invested 


considerable human and material resources to develop the 


intelligent humanoid robot in recent years. 


 


III.  THEORETICAL BASIS FOR THE DESIGN OF HUMANOID 


ROBOT 


A. design philosophy 


This work uses FPGA and MSP430 control board to 


communicate with each other through SPI bus .By tuning 


method, based on the object characteristic changes 


automatically tuning parameters, the control system has a 


stable robustness to the consolidated performance of the 


control system, which is used to ensure the robustness of 


the control state is used to ensure that the control system is 


safe and reliable operation. Our humanoid robot with serial 


peripheral interface principle, FPGA-based fast 


computation ability to achieve the FPGA and MSP430 


communication control, the experimental results well. 


B. Functions and principles 


After the design freedom of the robot, based on the design 


by the corresponding action, using  characteristics, 


through the setting operation, based on the operation, the 


robot can be self-corrected. 


C. The communication with MSP430 and FPGA 


 SPI bus: The basic signal line of SPI bus is 3 


transmission lines, called SI、SO、SCK.Transmission rate 


determined by the clock signal SCK, SI is the data input, 


and SO is the data output. The system using the SPI bus is 


shown in Figure 8-27,It contains a main piece and some 


s.Main piece issues chip-select signal-CS to control which 


subordinative piece should communicate. When the-CS 


signal of a subordinative piece active,it can receives 


instructions and data through the SI, and send data back to 


the SO. The SO end of thenon-selected piece is in a high 


impedance state. 


IV.  THE SELECT OF HUMANOID ROBOT DRIVE 


 


A. Drive Selection 


When we choose the drive motor , we use the drive 


servos. Servo position control is a way to provide a DC 


motor, and it’s applied in many areas, such as model 


aircraft, cars, boats, etc. Because of the corresponding 


speed, light weight, each module can be made small, so 


that each joint small, reducing the overall volume. Servo 


uses PWM signal control, simple control, so that steering 


control will be addressed later. This is not to say, we chose 


a high response speed and driving torque servos parameters 


shown in Table 4.1. 
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TABLE 4.1 


 


Physical Parameter Range 


Module size 20 x 40 x 38 mm 


Weight 55g 


Output Power 12W 


Maximum speed 270°/s 


 


 


 


Maximum output torque 12kg.cm 


Angle range 0°~185° 


Drive voltage 7.5V 


 


V.  THE CONTROL SYSTEM OF HUMANOID ROBOT 


 


A. The Control Design of Humanoid Robot 


The current humanoid robot control system can be 


broadly divided into the following control modes: 


centralized control, master-slave control and distributed 


control. Centralized control means that the system is only 


one processor, which can complete all information 


collection and control tasks. Master-slave control means 


that the system has two processors that one is the master 


controller which is responsible for the overall information 


gathering, planning the whole movement, to send control 


commands; the other is from the controller that the master 


controller is responsible for receiving the command and 


control of the underlying execution mechanism motion. 


Distributed control refers to the system has multiple 


processors, and communication between them through 


fieldbus real-time interactive information technology, 


coordination to complete their tasks. These three control 


methods have their advantages and disadvantages. 


B. The programming based on KILE platform and 


Quartus-II platform  


The robot introduces a designed control system 


framework. The framework consists of three parts: the 


presentation layer, business layer and data layer. What is in 


the service layer as a humanoid robot hardware system 


based on FPGA and MP430, modular design, and each 


module communication using the message as a 


coordinating mechanism, multi-threaded multi-process as a 


mechanism for concurrent execution, this framework has 


good scalability and can be recycled. 


By KILE and in Quartus-II action on programming 


designed allows the robot to self-adjust the angle to prevent 


falling. 


C. Program Design 


1) Design 


Humanoid machine master system accomplished 


humanoid robot motion control. Therefore, the control 


system does not involve too much multimedia signal 


processing. 


2) Software Architecture 


Operation of the software consists of three main parts. 


The first part of the system initialization  includes sensors 


and other original features of the test as well as the 


software used by the variables, timers, etc. The second part 


of the task process, according to the sensors and flags 


feedback process of the task to judge and control. The third 


part is a part of the task is mainly the task of performing 


various rules, and the results fed back to the analysis 


section. 


VI. THE HARDWARE ARCHITECTURE OF HUMANOID ROBOT 


 


A. Overall composition humanoid robot system 


 


Small humanoid robot system consists of the robot 


body, control panels and control software and other parts. 


Robot body parts connected include the limbs, trunk and 


head and so on. Robot Control Board generally uses a 


microcontroller as the core of embedded system to achieve. 


B.  Structural Design small humanoid robot 


1) Joint Select freedom 


The different between human beings and other 


animals is the most distinctive feature to achieve bipedal 


upright bipedal wake. This process is inseparable from the 


large number of human bones and muscle support. 


Humanoid robot system,set the number of degrees of 


freedom and the position assigned like simulation of 


human bone and muscle tissue, so humanoid robot in order 


to achieve stable and flexible walking humanoid robot 


itself is inseparable from freedom of distribution and 


therefore free degree configuration of the robot functions 


to achieve plays a decisive role. Generally the role of the 


lower limbs major joints DOF. 


Generally humanoid robot to be able to stand steady 


walking, push-ups and play, because the general freedom 


of the lower limbs are often 5 × 2 , upper limbs and head, 


there are 4 × 2 +2 degrees of freedom. Figure 6.3 presents 


a schematic view of distribution of degrees of freedom, in 


which: 


Head DOF assignment: the direction of the neck is a 


Yaw freedom, a freedom pitch direction, to achieve head 


rotation; 


Upper DOF assignment: Shoulder 2 +2 Roll Pitch 


direction , the direction of the elbow a Roll, 


Yaw direction of a wrist I realize arm movement; 


Lower extremity DOF assignment: hip 2 +2 Roll 


Pitch direction, the direction of the knee I a Pitch, 


Ankle 2 +2 Roll Pitch direction. 
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Figure 6.1 One kind of white humanoid robot by the degree distribution 


 


If humanoid movement is set 16-20 degrees of 


freedom, the shoulder is two degrees of freedom; Elbow 


joint is one degree of freedom; Wrist one degree of 


freedom, the head 1-3 degrees of freedom. Hip two degrees 


of freedom, a freedom of the knee, ankle two degrees of 


freedom. 


Humanoid robot system structure determined with 


reference to human physiology in each of the major joints 


of normal human activities, can be further requirements 


depend on the task to determine the relevant parameters 


associated with the movement, including the relative 


positions of the adjacent joints parameter limit joint 


movement parameters, etc.  


2) Design of the overall structure and size 


 


Overall structure and size of the design structure of 


the human body can refer to the approximate ratio, 


combined with the practical use to determine the robot's 


height, shoulder width, leg length, arm length, etc. Figure 


6.2 shows a small humanoid robot prototype of the overall 


structure and size. 


 


 


 


Figure 6.2 A small humanoid robot prototype 


3) The Selection of Material 


Humanoid robot connections including steering gear 


rack, helm, U-shaped frame, chest plate and screw nuts, etc 


made of aluminum as the main material because it has a 


low cost, the proportion of small, high intensity, good 


cutting performance and other characteristics, not only to 


reduce the weight of the humanoid robot, but also to ensure 


the durability of the robot. If you need to reduce the weight 


of a humanoid robot that can connect pieces smaller force 


hit parts of weight loss holes. 


Humanoid robot upper body, including all the joints 


of the upper limbs and the head, a relatively small 


tolerance, lower density may also be used plastic rudder 


plate and plastic connectors. Robot Foot materials tend to 


choose aviation plastic or rubber aviation. Aviation plastic 


density, high strength, rigidity, dimensional stability 


without deformation, and transparent appearance; Aviation 


rubber is with stable quality, good toughness, long life, 


high coefficient of friction characteristics. 


VII.  THE INNOVATIONS FOR HUMANOID ROBOT 


 


The robot is completely autonomous robot, through 


our own PCB designed and AD designed software 


combines FPGA and MP430 panels control system, and 


mechanical structure designed by CAD draws mechanical 


structures. Now there, on the market, are mostly good PC 


software, by adjusting the parameters to control the 


designed action. Our robot is different from them, and the 


actions are made by programming, written on your own 


function to adjust operation parameters. It is easier to 


modify the action from the bottom. 


VIII.  CONCLUSIONS 


In this paper, we design the humanoid robot system, 


the system designed by FPGA and MSP430 communicate 


through the SPI Bus. By tuning method, based on the 


object characteristic changed by automatically tuning 


parameters. The control system is stable and integrated, in 


order to ensure that the control system performance and 


stability, to ensure safe and reliable operation of the control 


system. This design has made the following findings: 


1) SPI Bus: The basic signal line SPI Bus transmission 


lines 3, called SI, SO, and SCK. Transmission rate 


determined by the clock signal SCK, SI for the data input, 


and SO for the data output. 


2) FPGA uses its fast processing speed, collected by the 


three-axis gyro angle information. the data will be 


processed, for processing transmitted to the MSP430. 


MPU-6000 as the world's first integrated 6-axis motion 


processing components, compared to the multi-component 


programs, eliminating the combination of the gyroscope 


and accelerometer axis between the time of the problem of 


poor, reducing the amount of packaging space. 
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3) The robot introduces a layered model designed 


control system framework. The framework consists of 


three parts: the presentation layer, business layer and data 


layer. Wherein the service layer as a humanoid robot 


hardware system based on FPGA and MP430, modular 


design, each module communication using the message as 


a coordinating mechanism, multi-threaded multi-process as 


a mechanism for concurrent execution. This framework has 


good scalability and can be recycled, etc. advantages. 


Finally, our robot is different from theirs, because every 


movements are made by the program. We  write our own 


function to adjust operation parameters, more easier to 


modify the action from the bottom, to achieve intelligent 


humanoid robot. 
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Abstract— In the background of current hot sight-tracking 


technology , this topic aims at designing an eye controlled system 


based on Nios II and solving the HMI problems of the disabled so 


that it can provide a way for them to communicate with the 


outside world, improve their ability of living and help them 


regain confidence. We have also designed some Interactive 


functions such as an eye controlled calculator, an eye controlled 


Whac-A-Mole game and an eye controlled voice-help. It can 


provide convenience and help them communicate with others, 


seek help, have fun and study.   
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I. INTRODUCTION 


The ultimate goal of scientific visualization, virtual 


reality for people and multimedia technology is to find a best 


way for people to communicate with computer system [1]. In 


the design of Human Machine Interface, the research of the 


features of eye movements provides another dimensional 


information for Constructing Virtual Human, and have greatly 


deepened the study of Human Machine Interface. By now, 


while the manual input technology has become very common 


and mature, the voice recognition technology has been 


practical, and the tracking technology of heads or bodies has 


been widely used in the virtual reality technology, the tracking 


technology of sights is still in its infancy. But we are very 


interested in the application of the sight-tracking technology 


in Human Machine Interface because of its directness, 


naturalness and bidirection. Obviously, for visual object 


selection and operation, any other accesses( such as heads and 


bodies) are under the visual conducts .As a result, eye-fixation 


is a very excellent and potential input channel, as it makes 


Human Machine Interface more convenient ,natural and 


bidirectional. Eyes, as an input channel, can control the 


peripheral equipment by sight-tracking and achieve 


multitasking operation, and it has a broad development 


prospects in industrial control, robotics and clinical medicine. 


It also has a great application prospects in the Human 


Machine Interface, for example, the disabled assistant tools, 


clinical medicine, intelligent computers and robots that can 


understand human’s intentions, household appliances that 


have mutual functions, virtual reality and games. 


  In the background of current hot sight-tracking technology 


, this topic aims at designing an eye controlled system based 


on Nios II and solving the HMI problems of the disabled so 


that it can provide a way for them to communicate with the 


outside world, improve their ability of living and help them 


regain confidence. The method proposed in this paper is non-


intrusive and is based on the reflection of light [2]. Firstly, the 


system captures images by using a low illumination and 


analogic CCD camera. The first task is to compensate for 


natural head movements to ensure that the user's eye is always 


in the field of view of the camera tracking the eye [3]. 


Secondly, the images are digitalized into digital images by the 


video decoding module on DE2 board. The inner ring of 


LEDs (LED I) is mounted in front of the camera lens to 


acquire the bright pupil image [4]. Thirdly, through using a 


designed algorithm, digital images are processed in FPGA and 


the position of eye-glazing point can be worked out, and the 


position will be displayed on VGA screen. The developed 


gaze tracking system, FreeGaze, detects gaze position by the 


two processes. First, the pupil and the Purkinje image are 


detected from the captured image. Then, the gaze position is 


computed from these two images by using the eyeball model. 


Finally, due to the personal calibration, accurate gaze 


direction is estimated [5]. Finally, we can use the calculated 


result to control the movements of a cursor with a wink, which 


can be used to make a choice on a visual object .In this way, 


we can realize the function of HMI by eye movements. 


Accuracy is measured as the distance between the estimated 


point of gaze and the actual location of the calibration marks 


in the scene image averaged over all nine calibration points 


[6]. In this system, we have also designed some Interactive 


functions ， such as an eye controlled calculator ,an eye 


controlled Whac-A-Mole game and an eye controlled voice-


help. It can provide convenience and help the quadriplegia, 


high level paraplegia, cerebral palsy, Parkinson and ALS 


patients communicate with others, seek help, have fun and 


study.  


 


II.  FUNCTION DESCRIPTION 


      This system is based on FPGA Platform, using SOPC 


technology, Programmable logic design technology, infrared 


imaging technology, VGA display technology, and network 


transmission technology. The system works in the office 
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environment, the di-stance is 50 to100 cm from the human eye 


to computer screen, which has a 17-inch 1440*900pixels re-


solution. Place an infrared light and infrared camera in the 


front of computer screen, which can be used to capture the 


face image. When the system works, the face image captured 


by the simulating camera   can be converted to a digital video 


signal with an 8-bit ITU-R BT.656 format via a video decoder. 


After a series of digital image processing, the system can 


superimpose the gaze position calculated on a computer 


screen, and used it to select the operation control object. The 


proposed method is successful in    detecting eyes of varying 


scale, within a certain allowable image plane orientation 


[7].Users can easily control the object selections and the 


system through eye gaze. We also have designed an eye 


controlled calculator, an eye controlled voice help, and an eye 


controlled Whac-a-mole game in this system. The user can use 


the eye gazes and blinks to achieve human-computer 


interaction without hands. However, it is usually not possible 


to isolate the eye blob only by picking the right threshold 


value, since pupils   are ofien small and not bright enough 


compared with other noise blobs [8].The system implements 


the above functions through the following steps: 


 


A. Video capture  


This system based on the image processing technology, has 


chosen to use the simulation CCD camera as image sensor for 


acquiring image, a 10 bit and 4 times over-sampling video 


decoder chip ADV7180 made by ADI company for the 


conversion from an analog image to an digital image. After 


being configured, the ADV7180 video decoder chip can 


automatically detect the input analog video signal format, and 


convert it to an eight Y Cb Cr 4:2:2 component video image 


data, which is compatible with the standard ITU-R.656 


interface. 


This system has implemented the specific configuration of 


the video decoder chip, completed the conversion of the 


effective image data, and extracted the brightness signal from 


the 8 bits video    image data to get a gray image with a 


704*576 resolution for the subsequent processing. In addition, 


to meet the image quality and the design’s requirements, the 


original image is down sampled, and the image size can be 


cropped to 288*288. Digital image is stored in the SDRAM 


for later processing. For observing the image effect and 


processing results, the system has designed a VGA scanning 


display control module added into SOPC system as a custom 


peripheral to implement the function of image acquisition and 


display, and the VGA module takes SRAM as the display data 


cache. 


 


B. Point positioning 


The eye tracking based on active IR illumination utilizes 


the special bright pupil effect [9]. This system is based on the 


principle of the corneal reflex, and makes the relative position 


of the pupil centre and the spot on the eye constructed by 


reflecting the infrared light as the human eye gaze point. With 


this micro-feature approach, not only the position of the 


features can be found, but also the shape of the features [10]. 


Therefore, the design of the positioning algorithms and the 


computing of the viewpoints are the keys to fulfil the system. 


In the process, the captured image pre-processed and denoised 


will reduce some interferences to the following processing. 


For the locating the pupil center, we need do the following 


works: user detection, eye pupil coarse positioning, spot and 


figure two adaptive threshold segmentation, extraction of the 


value of the two images and pupil, the spot center coarse 


positioning, pupil edge location, the pupil center circle fitting 


and accurate positioning. According to the relative position of 


the pupil and the spot center, we can calculate the actual view 


through a coordinate transformation. Finally, the actual view 


can be displayed on the LCD screen for us to judgment its 


Correctness. 


 


C. Eye movement control 


The control function of eye movement is to achieve a 


computer control by the information of the eye movements 


and the eye gaze positions. Firstly, calculate the relative offset 


between the pupil and faculae .Secondly, work out the eyes’ 


gazing points according to the coordinate transformation 


function. Finally, fulfil the eye controlling function combined 


the blink detection for visual target selection. This system can 


implement the eye controlled calculator, eye controlled voice 


help, and some eye controlled games and so on. 


 


III.  THE STRUCTURE OF SYSTEM DESIGN  


The control system of eye movement based on Nios II 


abstract the face image by a simulated CCD camera. The 


infrared LED light, as a part of the system, provides stable and 


uniform illumination environment for the system, at the same 


time, the highlighting spot that is formed when the light to the 


human eye also gives reference to the viewpoint of 


positioning. ALTERA DE2, the core of the system, aims to 


complete analog video signal acquisition, display control, the 


transmission and processing of network, and control the 


system by point information obtained from processing, which 


makes it possible for eye control calculator, eye voice control, 


eye whack-a-mole game, and other functions. Analog video 


signal acquisition mainly completed by ADV7180, the chip 


can automatically detect the input analog video signal format, 


and transform it into YCbCr 4:2:2 eight components of pixel 


data in video image data that is compliant with the ITU - r. 


656 interface standards, for the FPGA effectively extract and 


cutting processing, etc. According to the requirements of the 


display interface and the resources belongs to the DE2 board, 


we choose VGA LCD as human-computer interaction devices 


to complete the display of control interface and user action 


operation and feedback of the results. In the realization of the 


eye control voice for help, we choose MP3 audio module to 


complete speech. According to the user at operating, driving 


the stereo after decoding MP3 audio file that pre-stored in the 
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SD card. For the convenience of collecting images by 


MATLAB algorithm analysis, the network controller is added 


in the system, the send the image obtained by FPGA to PC for 


display storage. Figure 1 is the diagram of system structure. 


 


 
Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the system 


 


A. Hardware design 


The control system of eye movement based on Nios II 


collected face image via the CCD camera, after Image 


preprocessing、Object segmentation、the realization of the 


pupil and spot center location by the least square fitting. This 


system according to the relative position of the pupil and the 


spot，and superimposing with the actual fixation point by the 


coordinate transformation  displayed on the LCD screen, 


achieved the human-computer interaction function such as a 


calculator of eye control, voice help of eye control and 


hamster game of eye control. The system makes full use of the 


resources of DE2 development board, and designs the infrared 


LED light driving circuit board.  


In addition, the system configures the infrared    LED light 


source, the CCD camera, the VGA display screen, and the 


MP3 playback module besides the DE2 development board, 


system of object and hardware block diagram in Figure 2, in 


figure 3. 


 


 


 
 


 
Figure 2. The system physic 
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Figure 3.  The hardware structure of the eye controlled system based on Nios II 


 
B.  Software design 


The process of software processing system includes: 


systeminitialization, image acquisition, calibration, viewpoint 


positioning and human-computer interaction, etc. When the 


system is powered on, first step is to initialize including 


initialize ADV7181 video decoder, VGA display, NCU and so 


on. After that, the system collect pictures from analog CCD 


camera and save them into corresponding image buffer. 


Through the process of user detection, eyes location, pupil and 


light spot segmentation, coarse position, pupil edge detection, 


circle fitting and centre localization, we get relative offset 


between pupil and spot, which is gist of calculating actual 


calibration parameters and human eyes gaze. After the 


calibration, we locate the human eye sight and make system 


control and target selection. There are calculator, voice help 


and Hit Hamster interface controlled by eye. The users can 


control function interface by eyes’ movement and then realize 


result of controlling computer without hand. 


It is worthy of note that we should make calibrat-ing 


operation in order to find the relationship of relative offset 


between pupil and spot and the real fixation when calculating 


the actual fixation of eyes. The calibrating operation includes 


two steps: staring at a few point on screen and calculate 


relative offset between pupil and spot in corresponding image, 


and then make sure the mapping relationship between fixation 


point changes caused by eyes movement and offset. 


The calibrating operation is especially important in the 


process of software processing system, which involves 


accuracy of viewpoint positioning in application, and the 


accuracy of viewpoint positioning depends on the merit of 


calibrating operation and calculation accuracy of relative 


offset between pupil and spot. System overall software 


process is shown in figure 4. 



app:ds:system
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Figure 4.  The software flow diagram of the eye controlled system 
 


 


IV.  DESIGN METHOD 


A.  Design survey 


First of all, it’s based on requirement analysis and 


performance index that we have determined the 


system's hardware structure and completed the selection 


of hardware device in the process of designing. Then, 


combining with the SOPC technology, VGA display 


technology, Ethernet technology, infrared imaging 


technology, image processing technology, we structured the 


hardware platform of the system. In the early stages of design, 


For fast realizing algorithm design of the system, the 


completion of the feasibility of system design verification, 


FPGA will be collected effectively image data through 


Ethernet interface is sent to the PC machine is saved as JPG 


format, for MATLAB software analysis. In the PC terminal, 


image display, storage is realized through the software design 


of host computer, the host computer software can receive 


image data real-time display in the interface, and can be stored 


in a variety of formats. 


In the PC end of the MATLAB software to complete the 


design and feasibility of algorithm verification. In according 


to the characteristics of the hardware platform of DE2 to 


complete the algorithm transplantation. In the realization of 


the basic function to optimize the software algorithm, and 


improve the   system precision and speed, the comprehensive 


effect of promotion. 


 


B. Optical Imaging System Design 


Based on principle of corneal reflection in eye tracking 


system, the images captured by CCD are transferred to the 


FPGA and after the image processing the pupil centre and spot 
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location information are extracted. And then we can estimate 


the eyes gaze direction. The quality of the captured eyes 


images is required higher. Image clarity directly affects the 


level of measurement accuracy. To reduce the visible light 


interference on the system, we uses near infrared light source. 


We uses near infrared sensitive CCD camera and an infrared 


illumination bandpass filter (to visible light, near-infrared 


light through) to obtain images, eliminate the impact on the 


measurement of visible light and increase the system's anti-


jamming capability.The reflection of iris within 850nm 


infrared is 0.9, while the normal light is 0.5. And absorption 


and reflection of infrared ray in the eyes of the cornea, iris and 


pupil are different.    Therefore, andthe infraredtime, in order 


to overcome the interference of visible light, and reduce 


dependence on ambient light and night lighting, system   


adopt 850nm near infrared light source.The circuit  can realize 


the luminous intensity to be adjusted     and continuous, and 


improve the system adaptability.  Drive circuit principle 


diagram and object diagram as shown in Figure 5 and 6. 
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Figure 5.  The drive circuit diagram of the infrared LED lamp  
 


 
 


Figure 6.  The infrared LED lamp board’s physical map 


 


 C. The design of image acquisition module 


According to the requirements of image quality system and 


the characteristics of the selected analog CCD camera image, 


we design the image acquisition module. The image 


acquisition module includes :ADV7181 video decoder, I2C 


video encoder configuration module, ITU-656 decoding 


module,and image data sampling and cutting module, image 


dataof FIFO buffers.Power on initialization, firstly according 


to the standard of CCD output analog video signal, we make 


configuration of the ADV7181 through the I2C video encoder 


configuration module. Then when ADV7181 initialization is 


successful, we put the inputting analog video signal into the 


AD conversion, finally output component video signal in ITU-


656 format. According to the actual situation, we only need 


the gray image signals in this system, and design the ITU-656 


decoding module for this. The module takes sample of digital 


video signal in ITU-656 format, extracting luminance signal 


in the way of the interlacing every points, and packaged the 


four pixel data as a group in the FIFO cache. When the 


number of data stored in FIFO is larger than the threshold 


value, custom interrupt module generates interrupt signals, 


and sends the interrupt signal into the Nios II processor. 


Finally, the Nios II processor executes interrupt processing 


functions and finish the reading of the image data effectively, 


and stored the data in the SDRAM for subsequent processing. 
 


D. The design of SOPC system 


According to the function and structure of the system, the 


SOPC system includes the Nios II soft core processor, 


Ethernet controller, SDRAM controller, SRAM controller, 


EPCS controller, VGA scanning display controller, serial port, 


the SOPC system structure is shown in figure 7. The Nios II 


soft core processor, SDRAM controller, EPCS controller, 


Ethernet controller, serial port are elements in SOPC Builder 


library, which is very convenient to use .SRAM controller and 


VGA controller as the self-defined module, which can be 


easily integrated into the SOPC system through the AVALON 


bus. The configuration can be completed with some simple 


operation. The SOPC system required in this design can easily 


be built using the SOPC technology .And the whole design 


process is with high flexibility and efficiency. 


The core of SOPC design is the configuration of the self-


defined VGA module. In the system VGA module can work 


as a master or as a slave.The main function of the VGA 


module (working as the slave of the AVALON bus): address 0 


write data into the VGA, namely SRAM opens the first 


address of display buffer for the VGA. The bit 0 of address 1 


controls whether VGA work or not, 1 work, 0 not, which is 


shown in Table II; VGA module works as master module of 


AVALON bus: the timing controller of VGA controls the 


reading of image data from the data buffer of the VGA 


(namely the SRAM module) through the AVALON bus, and 


also the data is converted to 10bits RGB values for display in 


the VGA interface. The sequence of VGA is shown in Figure 


8(row timing) and Figure 9(field timing). 
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Figure 7. The SOPC system structure 


 


Table II. Whether VGA work or not 


Address 0 VGA Data buffer address 


Address 1 32’b00000000_00000000_00000000_00000000 


 


 


 


 


 


 
Figure 8.  VGA row timing


 


 


 


 


 


 


 
 


Figure 9. VGA field timing 


 


 
E. The design of image processing algorithm  


In order to realize the precise location of the pupil spot 


centre, the system need to process the collected image. 


Concrete steps of the algorithm include: image smoothing pre-


processing, user detection, eye location, eye spot two value 


segmentation and centre coarse positioning, pupil edge 


location, pupil circle fitting and precise centre location. Then 


the main algorithm design is described. 


1) User detection: The system uses eye operation, only when 


the face image enters into the camera field of view, the system 


can be controlled. Therefore, the system need to detect 


whether there is a face of each frame image. Based on infrared 


LED light spot formation characteristics in the shape, the 


algorithm design achieves face detection, the main use of the 


image gradient, binocular light spot position relation. The 


method is simple and easy, and the detection accuracy is 


relatively high. 


2) Eye location: Because a human face image is collected, in 


which eyes are the proportion of the smaller, and spot is the 


proportion of smaller. The first problem to be solved is 


achieving to locate the local image of the eyes position from 


the entire human face image. Through the analysis of 


MATLAB software on face images collected, we found in the 


eyes of the bright spots of image gray and gradient, that is 


bigger and more obvious characteristics. So it can be 


combined with the image gray and gradient information to 


determine the positions of the spot eyes. Further the system 


can determine human local image. In the eyes of local image, 


the treatment can reduce the amount of data processing. 


3) Pupil faculae two value segmentation and centre location: 


Position of pupil faculae is the key to implement the control 


system of eye movement. The first step to achieve localization 


is the segmentation of the pupil and spot from local image in 


the eye. The commonly used methods are segmentation 


method based on the shape feature and segmentation method 


based on gray of image. Because of simple algorithm, small 
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amount of computation, and high accuracy, the latter has been 


widely applied. When the environment changes in light 


intensity, the general method of image segmentation based on 


gray of image will fail. According to the characteristics of the 


problem and the small ratio of the pupil and spot in the image, 


we have designed the improved extraction algorithm of 


adaptive threshold based on otsu. The algorithm through the 


analysis of the statistical characteristics of image, and 


establish a criterion to realize adaptive image segmentation 


threshold extraction. The results show that the algorithm is 


stable and reliable, and the extraction of the threshold can 


achieve success that pupil is separated from the eye image. 


The pupil and the spot based on the Binary Image, location 


centre, through the centroid method can be calculated to get 


the spot. 


4) Pupil circle fitting: Due to the influence of the light spot，
the detected pupil centre based on The coarse positioning may 


be largely different from the actual one. In order to accurately 


locate the centre of the pupil, you should radial scan a circle 


which set the positioning centre as its circle centre, and a 


certain value that is slightly larger than the actual pupil radius 


as its radius, then gradient use [-1 0 1] one-dimensional 


gradient operator to calculate the area of each scan line pixel 


value. After the edge point, the factors of gradient, gray, 


distance to the rough location of centre and other factors of 


each scanning line search need to be integrated. 


Because of the influence of eyelash, eyelid may put in the 


false edge to edge in search. Hence, you should firstly sort all 


the edge points, and then remove the edge points of maximum 


and minimum. The left ones will be used for circle fitting to 


locate the pupil centre. By this method, the pupil centre with 


higher detection accuracy, can meet the precision need. The 


intermediate results with Algorithm, the detected pupil and 


spot centre as figure 10. 


 
Figure10.  The intermediate process and results of the pupil’s and spot’s centre location 


 
F. The design of the Calculator of eye control  


Based on location of view and blink detection, we have 


designed the calculator of eye control. User can control the 


computer by eye movement, and complete the operations such 


as add, subtract, multiply and divide. The work flow of the 


Calculator is as follows: 


Through the main menu to select a calculator function, the 


system initialize at first. The calculator interface is shown in 


the VGA display screen. To process the collected image, the 


system will obtain fixation point by coordinate transformation 


on the screen after calculating the relative offset of pupil 


faculae. The fixation point coordinates and various screen 


button corresponding regions were compared to determine the 


key value, and change the corresponding button colour. When 


the detected active blink type key. Finally, according to the 


type of value, corresponding to add, subtract, multiply and 


divide operations and returns the result. To show the effect to 


realize the control of the SRAM and the VGA controller by 


Nios II processor calculator interface, the interface layout is 


reasonable, simple and beautiful. 


G.  The Design of voice help eye control  


To meet the disabled limb basic communication needs and 


thoughts, the voice help of eye control is mainly geared to the 


needs of them. There contains the basic needs of daily life, the 


mood, the main parts of the body and common ailment in the 


control interface of voice help. The way of controlling the 


press is the same as the calculator of eye control. When the 


user selects a specific button, Nios II processor through the 


serial port send commands to control the MP3 voice module 


playing the corresponding voice stored in the SD card.  


H. The design of the Whac-a-mole game of eye control 


To enrich the system function and enhance its entertainment, 


we has designed the Whac-a-mole game of eye control. 


Through the eyes, user can achieve Whac-a-mole game, so as 


to give a person find everything fresh and new feeling. In the 


game, through the timer control the appearance of the hamster, 


and in which hole gopher appears to be random. When a 
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hamster appears, user should gaze the hamster. After detection 


of viewpoint and screen can be coordinate to determine 


whether hit hamster. When user hit a hamster, the goal of 


column is to add one point; otherwise, the loss of column is to 


deduct one point. In addition, screen time interval has two 


optional level, to meet the needs of different users.  


I. PC software design 


In the system design process, in order to facilitate the 


subsequent algorithm simulation by Matlab software, the 


system added the network module. The PC software is mainly 


used of sending and receiving video image data via the 


network module, and is displayed for you in real time. Besides, 


Video data may be saved as JPG images, BMP format 


according to the needs of users, and will provide materials for 


the simulation on Matlab platfom. 


The PC interface application is a use of the MFC 


AppWizard wizard to generate application based on dialog 


box. The wizard can automatically generate the 3 class, the 


user can modify directly. The system interface of the PC to 


control in the main dialog interface, such as edit box, static 


text box, button, group box, Windows Socket thread is created 


in the dialog box initialization function, transmit and receive 


data through the socket, to achieve data transmission FPGA 


and PC machine. The overall PC interface diagram shown in 


figure 11: 


 


 
 
Figure 11. The interface of the image acquisition on PC 


 


V. CONCLUSIONS 


A. High accuracy of sight line positioning  


This control system of eye movement has higher 


accuracy in line of sight positioning.  In experiment, the 19 


inches VGA display are drawn 4 rows and 5 columns small 


square, the size of each small square is 40cm*60cm. if the 


human looks at the small square on the screen fixedly ,it will 


be highlighted to display as a selected target. The results 


showed that the accuracy of the target selection is higher than 


90%, meeting the system requirements.  


 


B. Simple system structure  


This system has a advantage of simple structure, mainly 


including the DE2 development board, CCD camera, infrared 


LED light source, VGA display screen, MP3 playback module, 


and audio hardware. By increasing the viewpoint location 


accuracy, LCD display screen can be used in smaller size. In 


addition, the LED light source can also be integrated into the 


CCD camera, reducing the system’s size and complexity. The 


hardware circuit of the system can also be a certain degree of 


cut according to needs, such as reducing the PCB size to make 


the system more integrated. 


 


C. Wide application 


The system is a fresh design and has a good prospects. The 


system has the advantages of simple structure, low cost and 


being easy to use. Further cutting and integrating can reduce 


the size of the system, improve the portability of the system. 


This kind of system is widely used, its applications include: 


industrial control, robotics, medical, advertising, psychology 


and so on. Especially in the clinical medicine, the system can 


provide an effective and convenient way for limb paralysis to 


express ideas and do the man-machine interaction, which can 


greatly increase the patient autonomy. If the system is 


integrated into the electric wheelchair, it can also improve the 


patient's freedom of action by using the eye movements to 


control a wheelchair. 


 


D. Flexible SOPC Technology 


The design of this system has adopted the SOPC 


technology, which has a very strong flexibility, and the scale 


of the system can be tailored according to the needs of 


users.The user can add SOPC Builder components from the 


library according to their own needs, or add your own 


customized modules into the SOPC system. That is to say, the 


use of SOPC technology can greatly shorten the development 


time in the development of embedded system, and it is helpful 


to push the product into the market quickly. 


E.  Low cost 


Based on the DE2 development board with high cost 


performance, the system designing has made full use of the 


rich resources on board, such as memory, SRAM, SDRAM, 


Flash and CCD and so on, greatly reducing the development 


cycle, the system cost, complexity and power consumption. 


F. Good expansibility 


At present, there are lots of resources unused on  the board. 


Except the functions of the eye controlled calculator, eye 


controlled voice help and eye controlled Whac-a-mole game, 


we can also make some further extension to rich the system’s 


applications, such as with a large number of music files, text 


files stored on the SD card, we can design and implementation 


an eye controlled MP3, an eye controlled e-book, which can 


meet the needs of disabled people on learning and 


entertainment; and combining with the DDS technology, we 


can realize the eye controlled electronic organ ,with which 


people with disabilities can easily play. 



http://dict.cnki.net/dict_result.aspx?searchword=%e5%8f%af%e6%89%a9%e5%b1%95%e6%80%a7%e5%bc%ba&tjType=sentence&style=&t=good+expansibility
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Abstract—This paper designs and implements a panoramic 


monitoring system based on the FPGA fisheye lens.  Fisheye 


images produced suffer from severe distortion. Therefore, it 


must be corrected to approximately rectilinear versions. 


Nowadays, most of the algorithms used to correct the fisheyes 


distortion are realized by software. In this paper, we compared 


three algorithms used for panoramic monitoring system. And 


the obtained result of the spherical perspective projection 


algorithm is promising. The spherical perspective projection 


algorithm is implemented on a FPGA and a panoramic 


monitoring has been achieved in a SOPC system. 


 


Keywords—FPGA; panoramic monitoring; fisheye; spherical 


perspective projection; SOPC 


 


Ⅰ.INTRODUCTION 


  The fisheye lens are designed to cover the whole 


hemispherical field in front of the camera, hence, the angle 


of view is very large, about 180°. So it has more image 


information and we can use less lens to obtain a wider scene. 


This will simplify the process of acquiring the image and 


save hardware resources. Because the fisheye lenses provide 


very large wide-angle views, the fisheye cameras are finding 


increasing number of applications in video conference, 


monitoring and intelligent transportation. 


  This paper designs a 360° high resolution video 


monitoring system based on the FPGA. A circular fisheye 


lens angle with 185°is used and the distortion in the circular 


view image is corrected. The so-called “360° of view” refers 


to when the fisheye lens suspended overhead shot down 


without rotation, it will be able to obtain an image with 


180°pitching angle and 360°horizontal angle, as shown in 


Fig. 1.  


 


 
Fig. 1 an image with 180°pitching angle and 360°horizontal angle 


 


But fisheye image with distortion will not only influence 


the human eye observation but also make the image 


recognition poor. The closer to the edge of the circular area, 


the greater the distortion. So the fisheye camera image must 


be corrected to suit for the human eye observation or using 


image recognition technology to expand the practicability of 


fisheye lens. 


  According to the wide angle of fisheye image, the fish-eye 


lens can satisfy the demand of real-time monitoring wide 


range without blind area. Fisheye lens applied in video 


monitoring has the advantages: fisheye lens has a broad 


perspective of more than 180 °; the entire room can be 


monitored with a fish-eye camera, as shown in Fig. 2. The 


camera angle used by current monitoring system is generally 


not more than 75 °. 


 


 
Fig. 2 a fish-eye camera can monitor the whole room 
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Ⅱ. ALGORITHM 


  Fisheye lens is very convenient, but it's images have 


serious distortion, so it needs to be corrected, which is the 


key of this system. 


 
A. 2D coordinate mapping correction model


 [1]
 


 


 


Figure 3 The perspective model 


 


Figure 4 Fisheye model 


Figure 2.1 (not fisheye) is perspective projection model, 


Figure 2.2 is fish eye model. The specific formula is as 


follows: 


  𝑅𝑓 = 2𝑓 𝑠𝑖𝑛(
𝜃


2
)              (1) 


  𝑅𝑓 = 2𝑓 𝑡𝑎𝑛 𝜃               (2) 


   
𝑥𝑝


𝑦𝑝
=


𝑥𝑓


𝑦𝑓
                    (3) 


So according to the above three equations: 


 𝑥𝑓 =
2𝑥𝑝 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝑡𝑎𝑛−1(𝜆


2⁄ )


𝜆
          (4) 


𝑦𝑓 =
2𝑦𝑝 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝑡𝑎𝑛−1(𝜆


2⁄ )


𝜆
          (5) 


𝑓 =
𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒_𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ


4 𝑠𝑖𝑛(
𝐹𝑂𝑉ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑧


2⁄ )
           (6) 


Fisheye-Corrected Images of this algorithm as shown 


below: 


 


Fig. 5 Fish-eye lens calibration using 2D coordinate mapping correction 


model 


 


B. 2D Spherical Coordinates
 [2-3]: 


We first calculate the center point of the fisheye image and 


standard round transformation, and then carry on the 


spherical coordinates. Fisheye image distortions in the scene 


can be represented with longitude in figure.6, which means 


that different pixels of every longitude in corrected images 


have the same column coordinate values. As shown in 


figure.6, h and k points in the scene have the same x 


coordinates without distortion. The greater the longitude of 


the meridian, the more serious of distortion will be. For any 


points on the vertical pixel coordinates Yj, the angle from the 


left border to the right boundary of the sphere are equal, and 


the matching line segments on the x axis direction evenly 


split on the longitude. As a result, the distances of different 


Yj on longitude on the x direction are equals. Therefore, 


according to the proportional relationship between images, 


we can obtain the x coordinates of points h by point k. 


𝑥𝑘


𝑑𝑥
=


𝑥ℎ


𝑅
=> 𝑥𝑘 =


𝑥ℎ


𝑅
× √𝑅2 − 𝑦𝑗


2        (7) 


 


Figure.6 2D spherical coordinates positioning model 


 


R is the radius of the fisheye images. Xh is the distance 


between h point and the image center point O along x axis. 


Xk is the distance between k point and the image center point 


O. Fisheye image whose level horizon is not 180 degrees can 


also use the same method. 


Fisheye-Corrected Images of this algorithm as shown 
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below: 


 


Fig.7 Fish-eye lens calibration using 2D Spherical Coordinates 


 


C. Spherical perspective projection
 [4-5]


 


As the figure below, fish-eye imaging process can be 


divided into three steps: 


1) Each point P0 is mapped to ray OP0 connecting P0 and 


projection center O; 


2) Ray OP0 maps onto the unit sphere linearly, and obtain 


spherical perspective projection point P1; 


3) Nonlinear project spherical point P1 onto plane XOY, 


and obtain fish-eye photo image points P2. In figure.8, the 


entire hemisphere on XOY plane projection part is the final 


fisheye photos. 


According to the fish-eye imaging process, in order to 


extract the whole fisheye three-dimensional information, the 


hemisphere is added a circumscribed cube. Its front and back, 


left, right and top surface respectively simulate the realistic 


circumstance. The cube correction model as shown in the 


figure below: 


 


 


Figure.8 the cube correction model 


A hemisphere equation is: 


{𝒙𝟐 + 𝒚𝟐 + 𝒛𝟐 = 𝑹𝟐


𝒛 ≫ 𝟎
           (8) 


Set point P0 (m, n, p), linear OP0 equation is: 


𝒙


𝒎
=


𝒚


𝒏
=


𝒛


𝒑
                (9) 


By the formula (8) and formula (9) , the coordinates of the 


point P1 is: 


（
𝒎×𝑹


√𝒎𝟐+𝒏𝟐+𝒑𝟐
, 


𝒏×𝑹


√𝒎𝟐+𝒏𝟐+𝒑𝟐
, 


𝒏×𝑹


√𝒎𝟐+𝒏𝟐+𝒑𝟐
） (10) 


the coordinates of the P2: 


（
𝒎×𝑹


√𝒎𝟐+𝒏𝟐+𝒑𝟐
, 


𝒏×𝑹


√𝒎𝟐+𝒏𝟐+𝒑𝟐
, 𝟎）    (11) 


which is fisheye image pixel coordinates. 


So we can find the coordinate mapping relation, and set 
the fisheye image coordinates (u, v), then 


u= 
𝒎×𝑹


√𝒎𝟐+𝒏𝟐+𝒑𝟐
;            (12) 


v= 
𝒏×𝑹


√𝒎𝟐+𝒏𝟐+𝒑𝟐
.            (13) 


Fisheye-Corrected Images of this algorithm as shown 


below:  


 


Fig. 9 Fish-eye lens calibration using Spherical perspective projection 


 


After comparing three kinds of algorithm above, we found 


that 2D correction algorithm is suitable for the angle less 


than 140 °. For 180°wide angle, spherical perspective 


projection model is more applicable. The amount of 


calculation is not complex and easy to implement, so we 


choose this algorithm for the system. 


 


III. SYSTEM DESIGN 


In the aspect of software implementation, the large fish 


eye correction computation makes process of the correction 


slow. And due to the serial nature of the instruction execution, 


it is difficult to implement real-time correction on PC or DSP 


platform whose power consumption are large, which made 


their application suffer lots of limited. Hardware is able to 


implement correction quickly, but it lacks of flexibility. So 


considering the problem of software and hardware issue, it is 


a good solution to combine the FPGA with the Nios ii. We 


propose using the software resource to improve the 


flexibility of the system and using the speed of the hardware 


to improve the speed of fish-eye calibration. It can save the 


system hardware resources, reducing power consumption. 


 


A. System hardware structure is shown in the following 


figure: 
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Figure.10 System hardware structure diagram 


 


According to the figure above, the characteristic of fisheye 


image real-time distortion correction based on FPGA device 


is that the device includes: 


  Fisheye image CCD sensor: including fisheye lens, the 


D5M camera and image collection chip, which is used to 


collect original fisheye images; 


Hardware circuit of image processing: consist of the image 


acquisition module, SDRAM controller module and image 


correction module. Image acquisition module is used for the 


acquisition of the original fish eye image obtained by fisheye 


image sensor, and they are stored in the storage device 


through the SDRAM controller modules. By the SDRAM 


controller module, image correction module has access to 


SDRAM and implements coordinate transformation and 


pixel interpolation. After the correction, image is stored in 


SDRAM. 


   SDRAM memory device: used for storage of original 


fisheye images and images after correction. 


   Display unit: including VGA controller and LCD display 


which is used to display the image after correction sented 


from the storage device. 


 


B. System software structure as shown in the figure below: 


 


 


Figure.11 system software structure 


 


IV. MODULE DESIGN 


A.CMOS sensor module 


We use the Terasic company D5M camera for this fisheye 


sensor. To achieve the fish-eye effect, we use a NL1796DTF 


fisheye lens, which is about 180 °angle. As is shown in the 


figure below: 


 


 
Figure.12 Fisheye lens 


 


B. CCD Controller and peripherals IP module 


We referred to Terasic "TRDB D5M - the Hardware 


specification Verilog" manual and designed the CCD 


Controller IP with Avalon bus, controlling and initializing the 


camera through the software program. At the same time, the 


CCD Controller IP could read cache of two continuous 


images in the SDRAM and the image coordinate signal send 
from VGA Controller, which enables the Nios II to collect 


image data in real-time and process for moving target 


detection. 


   CCD is controlled by the I2C mode, and the pulse for 


CCD module is produced by the I2C .The D5M is configured 


through the I2C bus interface, its serial bus timing 


parameters is shown in the figure below; 


 


 


Figure.13 the I2C serial bus timing parameters 


 


C. RAW to RGB modules: 


Raw data means the CCD sensor raw data. A single pixel 


can only be induced a kind of color. T5M cameras are using 


Bayer pattern to output pixel data. As is shown in figure.14, 


black pixel values to 0. Odd lines contain green and red color 


of the pixel and even lines contain blue and green color 


pixels. Odd columns contain green and blue colors of pixels, 


and an even columns contain red and green color pixels. 
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Figure.14 Bayer pattern output pixel data model 


 


Overview: the line buffer and line processing mode. 


The row data (Bayer color pattern) fetched in the former 


stage can be real-time covered to standard 30bit RGB data 


and sampled properly, in order to facilitate the subsequent 


image processing and display.  


 


D. Fisheye calibration module: 


Fisheye calibration module is the key to this system. This 


module consists of two parts: coordinate calculation and 


pixel interpolation correction. 


 


1) Coordinate calculation 


  Coordinates calculation has a key skill: the repeatability of 


coordinate calculation. Repeatability refers that for each 


frame, coordinate calculation results are the same, which 


means that the calculating result has nothing to do with the 


image content. Repeatability of coordinate calculation can be 


achieved by two ways. One is to store the result in the flash 


ROM in advance. After the system start up, it will copy the 


coordinates from the flash ROM onto SRAM block to 


achieve the desired computational speed. But it will increase 


the reliance on outside (flash ROM). The second method is 


calculating the coordinate by hardware and storing the results 


in the SRAM. This method will consume part of hardware 


resources, but it can reduce the dependence of the outside 


world. 


Considering the repetitive characteristic, calculating by 


hardware is definitely a better choice. So the system chooses 


the second scheme. So our system chooses the second 


scheme. 


Calibration module mainly is to realize the distortion 


correction algorithm. The specific formulas are shown in 


(12), (13). These formulas require multiply, Mac, Square 


root and division operation. 


 


 


 


Fig.15 calculate operation 


 


Because the FPGA contains hardware multiplier internally, 


multiplication can be realized by using hardware multiplier 


in just one clock cycle. Additionally, Altera provides the 


basic algorithm IP core which can easily finish the function 


above. We simply use the IP core in the development 


software with correct timing sequence. The Schematic 


diagram after synthesis is shown below: 


 


Fig.17 the schematic diagram after synthesis 


 


2) Optimization: The compression of storage 


Because the demanding speed of calibration is higher in 


this paper, so the coordinates should be stored in the storage 


device, such as the SRAM. In order to reduce the storage size 


of SRAM as far as possible, this system uses a compression 


method to store the coordinate data: the compression based 


on the symmetry [6], shown as figure. 18: 


 


 


 


Fig.18 the symmetry of the fisheye image 


 


Fisheye images are symmetrical about calibration center. 


Each pixel on the periphery of the center line and edge line is 


axisymmetric. Therefore, the division of the fisheye image 


has four axis of symmetry. Also the fisheye image itself has a 


center of symmetry. In combination with two symmetrical, 


fisheye image can be obtained by copying a part of the image. 


So we call the copy of the source image “the reference 


region”. Then the reference region has axially symmetric or 


central symmetry relations with the rest of the region. For 


axisymmetric area, we can use mirror copy method, and for 


symmetrical to center area, we can rotate it with the center 


point. But if we only store the reference area ,it will make the 


correction of reference image irregular scanning sequence. 


So we need to store the 1/4 image, namely two of the eight 


pieces of the center fisheye image. After removing the 


redundant coordinates, the data compression ratio is 16%. 


 


E. Pixel Interpolation 


Nearest Neighbor Interpolation is relatively simple in 
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operation. But its treatment effect will cause obvious image 


defects. For bicubic interpolation, it is a high order 


interpolation method which is more complex. It is not 


suitable for this system because it takes all the pixels in the 


correlation of all the pixels in the 4×4 image block into 


account. Less complex and high speed in operation make 


bilinear interpolation being a good choice in our system. 


The interpolation module will get a set of interpolated 


information per period, including interpolation coordinates 


and four image points around it. 


And pipeline is used in the interpolation process of this 


system. 


 


1) Transverse linear interpolation 


 


 


Fig. 19 Transverse linear interpolation 


As showed in the figure above, two middle points have to 


be calculated firstly in the transverse linear interpolation. 


 


𝑝1 = 𝜆𝑝(𝑥1, 𝑦1) + (1 − 𝜆)𝑝(𝑥2, 𝑦2), 𝜆 = 𝑥2 − 𝑥    (14) 


𝑝2 = 𝜆𝑝(𝑥3, 𝑦3) + (1 − 𝜆)𝑝(𝑥4, 𝑦4), 𝜆 = 𝑥4 − 𝑥    (15) 


 


Operations of multiplication and addition between two 


points are included in this section. In the formula, operations 


of two points have to be made simultaneously, which can be 


done by four multiplying units and two summing units.  


 


2) The longitudinal linear interpolation 


 


Fig.20 the longitudinal linear interpolation 


 


   In this section, it has to figure out the value of the 


insertion point which can be realized by multiplication and 


addition of a point. That means it should include two 


multiplying units and one summing unit. 


 


3) Fixed amplification factor 


In order to keep the accuracy, amplification has to be made 


before fixed-point calculation. On the contrary, the amplified 


data should be restored and dealt with saturated operation 


before getting the end result.  


 


F. VGA display module 


By using the D5M camera and thronging the RAW to 


RGB module, the output data contain a total of 1024 rows, 


and each line has 1280 points. The resolution of VGA output 


is 1280*1024.The specific timing sequence is as follows: 


 


Fig. 21 VGA timing sequence 


Fig. 22 the simulation result


 


V. SIMULATION & RESULTS 


A. simulation 


The simulation result of top module can be shown above, 


and especially data_out_div_q is the end-result. From the 


result, we know that after address being generated into 


address module, the data separately enter the multiply 


module and multiply-accumulate module. Time delay in 


multiply module makes it synchronous with the CORDIC 


algorithm module, and the two modules put out their 


corresponding data into the divider module at the same time. 


After 37 clock cycles, the divider module put out the 


processing result. As we can see, every being module is 


working properly, results being correct, deviation being small, 


which can meet the requirements. 
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B. System calibration result 


Fig. 23 Fish-eye lens calibration using Spherical perspective projection 


Fig. 24 Fish-eye lens calibration using Spherical perspective projection 


 


VI. CONCLUSION 


  We propose using the software resource to improve the 


flexibility of the system and using the speed of the hardware 


to improve the speed of fish-eye calibration. The spherical 


perspective projection algorithm is implemented on a FPGA 


and a panoramic monitoring has been achieved in a SOPC 


system. The obtain result obtained by the panoramic 


monitoring system is promising, as is shown above.   
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Abstract— With the rapid development of China's national 


economy, intelligent transportation systems has become the main 


direction of the development of traffic management, and license 


plate recognition system technology as the core of intelligent 


transportation system plays a pivotal role. This paper describes a 


theory based on Altera's CYCLONE II EP2C35 devices on the 


platform location and license plate recognition system. The 


system mainly works like this: First, camera module reads a 


license plate image, then through the image plate rough 


positioning, image graying, median filter, sobel operator edge 


detection, image binarization, plate processing such as automatic 


positioning precision positioning plate, and also through the 


establishment of NIOS II soft-core processor for the license plate 


character segmentation, and then match a single character 


segmentation, license plate recognition. In this system, some of 


the basic positioning using Verilog hardware description 


language, implemented in hardware for parallel processing large 


amounts of data, processing speed, high accuracy. For image 


positioning plate, color image based positioning methods; the 


algorithm is simple, less memory, which makes it possible to 


achieve fast and accurate positioning plate. License plate 


segmentation algorithm uses the traditional template matching 


algorithm. By establishing SOPC system allows users more easily 


to interact through the software license plate recognition, 


thereby provides greater flexibility. 


 
Keywords— license plate positioning; FPGA; the image 


processing; Character segmentation 


 


I.   INTRODUCTION 


With the development of the traffic, the intelligent 


transportation system (ITS) has attracted more attention in 


traffic management, and in ITS, License plate recognition 


(LPR) is the core technology. The LPR system is mainly 


composed of date acquisition system and software recognition 


system. Some factors, such as the degree of clarity of the 


license plate, the Camera performance, and climate conditions, 


which have effects on license plate recognition .characters in 


the license plate, may become unclear, warping and defective. 


Thus, it is the key for license plate recognition system to get 


the license plate position quickly and accurately in complex 


surroundings. And the camera performance is also the 


important precursor condition, so it is better to chose one with 


high performance. IPL is to recognize license plate 


automatically by processing, positioning, analysing, and 


taking in the car images. 


      LPR has been used widely, and it is mainly used in: 


(1) Highway monitoring management system. 


(2) Neighbourhood pacing management 


(3) Monitoring the driver in the city to see if any violation of 


the management  


(4) License plate login authenticating 


(5) The traffic statistics, the safety management. 


LPR system is applied to those aspects, to solve the 


violation of the management of cars, check it automatically, to 


solve the traffic problem that is caused by the peak of the 


traffic flow, to realize the traffic department of vehicle 


information connected to the Internet. It is also used to realize 


the statistics of traffic automatically and the fuzzy inquiring. 


Thus, the LPR system will be used widely, and the characters 


recognition in license plate is one of the key technologies of 


intelligent computer. It involves in mode recognition, 


characters recognition, labour intelligent, the information 


theory, computers and many other subjects. It is a 


comprehensive technology, and it has a widely range of 


practical applications. 


      Along with the development of high and new technology, 


such as image processing and computer vision, the sensor, 


communication and network technology, LPR also got great 


progress, and it plays an important role in management level 


and automation degree of the traffic system. Now there are a 


variety of technical means that can be used for license plate 


recognition system, such as using single-chip microcomputer 


to realize the control of the whole system and invoked, but in 


the process of application, because the license plate 


recognition needs to process a large number of data, which 


requires the chip system to possess a large processing power. 


Since it will have the function of real-time monitoring, then 


the system needs to have certain intelligence and so on. All 


kinds of single chip microcomputer in general situations can 


also be applied, but in such places, like the traffic intersection 


or gate, single-chip microcomputer for data processing 


capacity is not enough.  The volume of the whole system is 


too large, the cost is very high, and common maintenance is 


inconvenient, but with the emergence of complex 
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programmable logic device (CPLD), the above questions are 


answered. But there is still a problem which associated with 


peripheral module's high price, and thus limits its 


development, for example, a CPLD chip and used in image 


processing and digital signal processing (DSP) chip. The 


related peripheral circuit and computer, etc, the overall price 


is still high, thus limiting the further development of license 


plate recognition system [3]. In recent years, with the 


emergence of the field programmable gate array (FPGA), the 


problem has been resolved, but the integration is not enough. 


After in a few years since FPGA's appearance, we now have 


the SOPC system based on FPGA platform, the function of 


the platform is used to coordinate and call on FPGA logic 


gates and other devices, and on this basis developed the NIOS 


II, now have some multiplier in FPGA, so that you can use 


Quartus II to communicate with the FPGA directly to 


complete the software of digital signal processing, greatly 


reduce cost this problem solved, and good portability, easy 


maintenance, etc [7-9].         


   


II.  SYSTEM’S OVERALL ARCHITECTURE 


       This system adopts the CMOS camera as front-end image 


acquisition device to collect the license plate image 


information, and takes ALTERA FPGA as the core system 


initialization complete CMOS camera, image acquisition and 


processing, image positioning and image recognition tasks. 


System consists of a series cyclone II EP2C35F672C8 chips, a 


piece of 16M bits EPCS16, ADV7123 chips, a piece of two 


pieces of 256 k x 32 bits of an SRAM and a Mbytes of 


SDRAM and the composition of a OV7670 COMS camera, 


the overall structure is shown in figure 1. SDRAM to store in 


the system OV7670 collection of image data, an SRAM is 


used to identify some cache to get a collection of images data, 


facilitate the NIOS II processor processes the data. While the 


EPCS16 to hold the FPGA configuration data. 


Video D/A converter is chosen to Analog Devices of the 


ADV7123 10 D/A converter, it support the highest frequency 


of 100 Hz refresh when the resolution of 1600 x 1200 pixels, 


with three way of up to 240 ms/s 10 video D/A converter, 50 


MHZ clock frequency, the output of 1 MHZ SFDR - 70 db; 


the clock frequency is 140 MHz hen signal is output, the 


SFDR is - 53 db. The converter can complete the each 


performance index of this system perfectly. 


III.  THE SYSTEM HARDWARE DESIGN 


The hardware design part of FPGA system , as shown in 


figure 2, the CMOS initialization module, the CMOS data 


acquisition module, control module, VGA control module, 


SDRAM NIOS soft core processor II recognition processing 


module, keys module and image processing module. System 


takes OV7670 COMS camera, works in YUV mode, and the 


output frame rate of 30 FPS, effective for 640 * 480 pixels. 


System initializes OV7670 CMOS camera at first by SCCB 


programming interface, and then   gathers data from the 


camera in a real-time by OV7670 data acquisition module, 


and data are cached in a depth of 512 * 8 bit FIFO, when 


FIFO storage is full, the SDRAM control module sends data 


to the SDRAM memory. SDRAM memory space has 640 * 


480 bytes. While SDRAM reads request waiting for VGA 


control module signals, so as to send data to another piece of 


the same size for caching in the FIFO, reads for VGA control 


module. VGA controller according to the standard 640 * 480 


@ 60 Hz sequence, the image data output. Image processing 


module receives the VGA data and paper license plate images 


for the coarse positioning, image Gray level, median filtering, 


sobel operator edge detection, image binarization, the license 


plate positioning algorithm for license plate location. At the 


same time, the SOPC system soft core processor NIOS II also 


gathers  data of VGA control module and caches them in 


SRAM, so as to realize the image segmentation, recognition 


of the characters, and it will  feedback the results  identified 


by the JTAG to the console identify 
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Figure 2. FPGA hardware design block diagram 


 


A .the matlab algorithm validation 


      In the part of implementation of FPGA algorithm, it has 


carried on the matlab algorithm feasibility study at first, each 


module algorithm is realized by matlab, and then transplanted 


to the FPGA platform, to ensure the feasibility of the 


algorithm. The matlab algorithm to verify the overall block 


diagram is shown in figure 3. 
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Figure 3. Matlab algorithm to verify the overall block diagram 


 
Algorithm validation part mainly includes the license plate 


based on colour space coarse positioning, image Gray level, 


median filtering, image edge detection based on sobel 


operator, such as image binarization algorithms. 


Because most domestic brand is made up with white 


characters on a blue background, and the size of it is 440 mm 


* 140 mm. License plate coarse positioning, which is to use 


plate special blue background premise, through the RGB 


images into HSV image formats. According to blue in HSV 


colour space distribution in V = 0.4, S = 1, H = 240 degrees, 


distribution in light blue V = 1, S = 0.4, H = 240 degrees [4]. 


If the H, S, V component within the blue component of our 


consideration by scanning component of H, S, V, just set the 


component the corresponding pixel as the original colour 


component values, or set as 0, is black. So as to realize 


separation of image blue part, license plate of the coarse 


positioning can be realized. 


Image Gray, the original images of the HSV colour space, 


taking its H ,after which the coarse positioning of colour plate 


image Gray level to reduce the image data of storage, it is  


easy to image storage and subsequent processing of the 
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images. After the image Gray level of the license plate image 


as shown in figure 4. 


 


 
 


Figure 4.  Image grayscale 
 


Implementing median filter in the FPGA, for practical 


processing speed, processing effect, and device resources, the 


system selects 3 x3 neighbourhood windows. Considering 


FPGA strong parallel processing ability of data, the field of 


design a 3 x 3 nine data processing method, it is based on the 


three input sequence units, and each of the three input unit is 


made up of several input unit 2. This method reduces the 


number of the logical resource than the traditional bubble sort 


method, but it could find out as well as its value, and only 


through the comparison of level 3, namely, it can find mid-


value [5] after the three clock cycles latency. 


This system adopts DSP builder of Altera Company to 


complete the design of the filter. DSP builder has advantaged 


superiority in the filter design, only by building a simulink 


model; the signal after the compile can get good performance 


of the filter design. It uses verilog hardware description 


language to describe an 8-bit 3 input comparator here, and its 


function can be the input three 8 bits wide data sorting, 


respectively, in the form of the maximum, the median, the 


minimum output. HDL code can be imported into the simulink 


environment by DSP Builder of HDL import, and become a 


callable the custome modules. Through the adoption of seven 


such comparators, the cost system of median filter [6] can be 


built. 


The signal after compiler compiled by the median filter can 


generate VHDL code, as shown in figure 5 is the DSP Builder 


realize the simulink model of median filtering. 


 


 
 


Figure 5. Median filtering simulink model 


 
 


    The image edge detection module in this system, using the 


sobel operator to realize 3 * 3 pixels in the field of image edge 


detection. The operator is in F (x, y) as the centre of the 3 x3 


neighbourhood calculate the partial derivative of x and y 


direction, the direction is a differential operation and the 


method of combining the local average [7]. The edge 


detection operator of convolution operator is shown in figure 


6. 
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     This system adopts three FIFO depth of 640 to cache data, 


in the edge detection, in order to facilitate real-time operating 


within three lines of the image data, so that can 


simultaneously read image pixel values in the field of 3 * 3,  


to be able to image edge detection algorithm [8]. 


      Here on the P5 operations, for example, as shown in figure 


7, you need to read at the same time of P1 ~ P9 data, then you 


can reach edge detection operation conditions. Using formula 


(1). 


 


P5 Magnitude = X1 * P1 + X2 * P2 + X3 * P3 + X4 * P4 + 


X5 * P5 + X6 * P6 + X7 * P7 + X8 * P8 + X9 * P9             (1) 


 


    You can be calculated after the image edge detection field 


centre P5 in pixels. 
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Figure 7.  Sobel edge detection of P5 pixels 
 


After image edge detection, do a median filtering, so as to 


further reduce the unwanted noise in the image, and makes 


further reduce image noise point, to facilitate the subsequent 


image processing. Through the threshold is set after the Gray 


scale of pixels [9], so as to realize the image binarization, for 


subsequent image processing to further reduce the storage 


capacity, ensure follow-up orientation recognition processing 


and storage. After the license plate image binarization image, 


as shown in figure 8. 


 


 
 


Figure 8. License plate image binarization 


 


In license plate locating part of license plate locating 


module, using image in the horizontal direction and vertical 


direction projection method to implement the accurate 


location of license plate. By caching the coarse positioning of 


image data, real-time scanning acquisition two rows and two 


columns of the image, the number of pixels on each line each 


column 1, and calculate the difference of adjacent two rows 


and two columns by using the morphological features of 


license plate set the difference threshold, which can judge out 


an accurate length and the width of [10], and by setting the 


proportion of length to width,  enhance the accuracy of license 


plate location further, the fine positioning image as shown in 


figure 9. 


 


 
 


Figure 9.  Fine positioning license plate images 


 


B. the FPGA hardware implementation 


     On the FPGA hardware implementation, it can be divided 


into basic module and image processing algorithm module 


part generally. In the basic module part, including CMOS 


camera initialization module, CMOS camera data capture 


module, SDRAM interface of control logic and the proportion 


of the VGA timing control module, etc. In the image 


processing algorithm module which includes different module 


in the matlab algorithm validation. 


        In CMOS camera part, using the OmniVision OV7670 


camera, the camera is small in size, low work voltage, 


providing a single piece of VGA camera and image processor 


of all of the functions. It can be output by SCCB bus control, 


the whole frame, sampling, take the way such as window of 8-


bit resolution image data. VGA graphics to a maximum of 30 


frames per second. Users can complete control of image 


quality, data format and transmission mode. All process of 


image processing functions, including gamma curve, white 


balance, saturation and chroma can be covered by SCCB 


programming interface. 


      OmniVision image sensor applications unique sensor 


technology, by reducing or eliminating optical or electronic 


defects such as fixed pattern noise, prop tail, floating powder, 


etc., to improve image quality, get a clear and stable colour 


image 


       This module uses compatible with the I2C interface 


SCCB programming interface to initialize the CMOS camera 


168 registers to initialize the camera function, to make the 


output RGB565 format of 640 * 480 pixels image. After the 


initialization, enable CMOS camera data capture module, data 


capture images, makes its meet timing specification of 


SDRAM, facilitate data storage SDRAM. In data capture 


module, data capture when discarding the CMOS camera to 


capture image data of 30 frames before the 10 frames, so as to 


improve the quality of received image data. 


      In SDRAM control modules, it uses the two pieces of 


eight depth is 512 bits wide FIFO as data input and output 


cache [11], image data acquisition module, data collection to 


writing in the FIFO, FIFO is  written full, SDRAM controller 


will read all data, and write them in SDRAM, SDRAM 


memory address is set to 640 * 480. Writing a FIFO cycle to 


this address into the data. After read the FIFO whenever is 


empty at the same time, the SDRAM controller, started to read 
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the data, will read 512 bytes of data, cache and read the FIFO, 


VGA control module to read. SDRAM controller address 


range of data read and write FIFO address range is the same, 


and are written to or read cycles. 


       In VGA control module, reading the data from SDRAM 


cache read the FIFO, and with 640 * 480 @ the standard 


sequence of 60 Hz, the output of the VGA line 


synchronization, field synchronization signal and RGB image 


data. 


       Module part of the median filter in image processing 


algorithm module, using two 640 pixels of FIFO in the 


preceding two inline data cache, and then through the three 


input comparator, seven to sort data, obtained the value, the 


value is 3 * 3 pixel values in the centre of the field [12]. This 


method is good to filter high frequency noise signal in 


addition to the images, and is good to avoid the similar low 


pass filter to remove high frequency noise fuzzy image edge 


defects. Median filtering hardware structure diagram as shown 


in figure 10. 
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Figure 10.  Median filtering hardware structure diagram. 


 


        In image edge detection module, it takes three linear 


FIFO buffer of 640 * 8 bits, the three row of data caching, and 


nine multiplier is adopted for the three line of 3 * 3 in the field 


of weighted for each pixel, and then through four adder, and 


get the 3 * 3 field centre pixel values [13]. In turn to the whole 


image processing, so as to realize the image edge detection. 


The sobel edge detection hardware structure diagram as 


shown in figure 11. 
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Figure 11. Sobel operator edge detection hardware structure diagram 


 
      In image binarization module, through the adoption of a 


comparator, for after the Gray level of image data set a 


threshold, the comparison of its greater than the threshold 


value of the pixel output pixel value of 1, which is white. For 


less than the threshold value of the pixel output pixel 0, that is 


black. So as to realize the Gray image binarization, facilitate 


image precision positioning of the realization of the horizontal 


projection and vertical projection. 


In the image of the fine positioning module, two rows of 


data are cached after coarse positioning of the image at the 


same time,  as well as two columns of the image data, 


counting up two rows and two columns in the data 1 pixel 


number, calculating the two lines of two columns in front and 


back of the variation of the pixels in 1 time, and setting the 


threshold range at the same time, the threshold limits the 


number of rows and the number of columns is an exclusive 


sending four registers. Until the up and down or so four 


hosting image boundary register is updated again, namely the 


judgment to get image precision positioning of the up and 


down or so boundary values. Then by setting image boundary 


length and width ratio, thus precise license plate locating. 


The above algorithm module instantiated in the top image 


processing module, the interface leads to facilitate integration 


into the top-level project. Top image processing module, the 


RTL view as shown in figure 12. 
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Figure 12. Image processing RTL-level view of the top module 


     IV.  THE SYSTEM SOFTWARE DESIGN 


      For more flexible implementation of license plate 


recognition function, this design takes 32-bit processor NIOS 


soft core II of Altera to process and segment the image data 


further. The NIOS II processor main functional flow diagram 


as shown in figure 13. 
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segmentation


Template 


matching


Character 


recognition output


 
 


Figure 13. NIOS II function flow chart 


 


     To achieve the SOPC system, this system Builder builds 


the NIOS II software platform in the SOPC firstly, and the 


platform is mainly made up of the NIOS soft core processor, 


image binarization II data input after the PIO OnchipMemory 


interface, JTAG debug interface, on-chip memory, three states 


bridge Tri_State_Bridge buttons, SRAM controller, PIO 


interface and the composition of the EPCS controller. 


     Image data is input by the data input; the input port through 


three States Bridge, then it is cached in SRAM, and is treated 


by the NIOS II processor. Button PIO implementation began a 


frame of image processing, control; control the output of the 


license plate recognition results. On-chip memory 


OnchipMemory EPCS controller to realize the soft core of 


NIOS II, and the normal operation. The SOPC overall 


architecture as shown in figure 14. 


 


 
 


Figure 14.  The whole of SOPC architecture 


 
       After the positioning of the license plate, considering 


the discharge characteristics of license plate characters with 


tiny gaps between characters, using vertical Gray method for 


license plate character segmentation. Main idea is to set a 


vertical projection of the threshold, the projection is greater 


than the threshold value judgment, tags and save, encounter 


gaps are segmentation, finally determine whether the length of 


the character area meet the length of the character, meet the 


character length of the record to valid characters, not satisfied 


will continue to scan out the next know scan complete action. 


      The part of character recognition adopts template 


matching method. The license plate in China, the first place in 


character logo is Chinese province abbreviation, second is 


English letters, again in English letters or Arab Numbers, and 


at the end of the four is all digital. May arise due to the actual 


number of letters and numeric characters in English, and then 


based on soft core of NIOS II operation ability consideration, 


template matching method is used for character recognition. It 


is waiting for recognition of license plate character matrix and 


the rolls (standard template), compared to standard character 


matrix, maximum similarity of thought [14]. 


       First of all, the standard template library, according to the 


national standard license plate characters, fonts, spacing, etc. 


The size of the print several pieces of samples, the prospects, 


clear background, character is not interrupted, little noise, and 
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contains all of the possible license plate characters, as the 


"standard plate", standard character matrix library to sample 


production. The character of the "standard plate" partition 


normalization, and then of the normalized template matrix in 


the FPGA as the standard template library, according to 


experiment condition, the template, the greater the recognition 


rate is higher, but at the same time it will bring operations to 


increase the amount of data. So taking a comprehensive 


consideration after accuracy and working efficiency of soft 


core of NIOS II, the 20 x 15 bit size of the array is used as a 


standard template. 


      When the license plate recognition character after 


normalization, it matches with the standard of library template 


in turn, namely, matrix corresponding to the who do bad in 


turn, and calculates the total pixel number, the group that has 


the largest same numbers is the number of similarity's biggest, 


with a standard template for Numbers or letters at this time as 


the final recognition results. 


      Some commonly used license plate characters include the 


following parts: 


1. the part of  Chinese characters includes : Beijing, Tianjin, 


Shanxi, Hebei, Mongolia, Liaoning, Jilin, Heilongjiang, 


Shanghai, Jiangsu, Zhejiang, Anhui, Fujian, Jiangxi, 


Shandong, Henan, Hubei, Hunan, Guangdong, Guangxi, 


Hainan, Sichuan, Guizhou, clouds, Tibetan, Shaanxi, Gansu, 


Qinghai, Ningxia, new, Chongqing; 


2. digital part includes: 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9; 


3. letter includes: A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, J, K, L, M, N, O, P, 


Q, R, S, T, U, V, W, X, Y, Z. 


Letter I is not used generally, because it is easily confused 


with the number 1. 


 


 
 


Figure 15.  RTL-level view of the overall design 


 


 
 


Figure 16.  FPGA resource usage 
 


 


 


V. CONCLUSIONS 


     By Altera EP2C35 FPGA platform on the actual board 


level test, we have identified the license plate localization and 


license plate image perfectly. The whole RTL structure Is 


shown in Figure 15. The License plate positioning has good 


efficiency, and uses relatively small FPGA logic resources as 


shown in Figure 16. Through the license plate recognition 


system based on FPGA designed, it makes you more in-depth 


understand the application of FPGA in the aspect of image 


processing, also the application of the NIOS II processor. This 


design implements the actual hardware shown in Figure 17. 


Through InnovateAsia, it lets me handle my own design more 


systematically when I am designing the FPGA system. In the 


design process, I also encountered many problems. For 


example, because the FPGA development board lacks video 


D/A converter, you need to draw the PCB by yourself; when 


initializing OV7670 COMS cameras register configuration; in 
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image processing, image colour extraction and edge detection 


of the implementation of the quality problem. Eventually in 


their own perseverance, with the teacher's help and the 


passion we have for FPGA, we finally achieved this system, 


completed the function of the license plate recognition and 


succeeded on the license plate localization which we display 


in Figure 18 and from the console to get the license plate 


recognition results from the JTAG. 


 


 
 
Figure 17.  System hardware circuit diagram 


 


 
 


Figure 18.  License plate localization effect 
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Abstract—With the Near Field Communication (NFC) 


capabilities, emerging smartphones can expand customized 


hardware in outside. However, the realization of such 


technology is still in its infancy. This paper proposes a 


prototyping technology of NFC tag protocol used for 


transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation (TENS) converter 


for smartphones healthcare aids. The NFC-TENS design 


consists of four layer of ISO/IEC-14443A tag standard with a 


TENS realized in the application layer. One side of which is the 


wireless communication to NFC reader of smartphone and the 


other side the TENS pulse signal generation for massage. The 


implementation is based-on FPGA rapid prototyping 


technology combined with the Android system that supported 


for NFC standards. The results reveal that smartphones 


healthcare is feasibly improving the healthcare behavior while 


comparing with the traditional TENS. 


 


Keywords—FPGA rapid prototyping; TENS; NFC tag protocol; 


smartphone healthcare; Manchester coding; Modified Miller 


coding; HW/SW co-design 


I. INTRODUCTION 


Recently, the popularity of smartphones and the trend 


of open system brought advanced advantage for new 


applications. This enabled the interesting of academic and 


industrial in innovation, research and design of creating high 


value-added services for cell phones, such as the 


development of real-time mobile healthcare services [1] is 


becoming feasible. However, in the practice, the traditional 


interface expansion has many limitations despite of a variety 


of communication functions are provided in smartphones. 


For example, the available USB interface of smartphones 


generally acts as a device rather than the host, which is not 


suitable for use as a controller. In recent years, the USB 


Association launched OTG (On the Go) solution [10] for the 


requirements of peer-to-peer communication between two 


smartphones or phone to other devices, but they need 


connected with an inconvenient wire. Although Bluetooth 


interface provides wireless communication, there still exists 


a problem of up to several seconds of pairing time in 


average [11] . Another disadvantage of Bluetooth standard is 


the external hardware needs an independent power supply, 


which will unexpectedly cause the cost increasing. One of 


the brightest stars of tomorrow for use in smartphone may be 


the near field communication (NFC) technology since it not 


only provides the tag power in its nature but is 


comprehensively supported by the API of Android 2.3.3 or 


later versions [12] . NFC interface has been ready in more 


and more kinds of smartphone including the 


Windows8-Nokia systems which has fully supported NFC 


interface standard in order to promote e-wallet mobile 


payment services [13] [14] . 


In this paper, the research objectives will be focused-on 


the FPGA rapid prototyping of NFC enabled transcutaneous 


electrical nerve stimulation, called the NFC-TENS, for 


smartphone healthcare aids. With such framework, our goal 


is to improve the traditional electronic acupuncture massage 


healthcare to be guided by the smartphone operating, and 


powered by radio frequency (RF) of smartphones, which 


advantages not saving the design and maintenance costs, but 


allowing the operator to manipulate with easier user 


interface such as the touch technology, as well as gains the 


availability of web services. The design extends the 


smartphone applications for pressure aided release by 


issuing various kinks of high voltage narrow pulse trains to 


stimulate human’s motor nerves. This helps relieving the 


muscle pains of shoulder, neck, waist and limbs, and can be 


used to care some specific types of disease such as insomnia 


and fatness. Sometimes it can be used for the purpose of 


cosmetology. 


 


 


Fig. 1 Architecture of Android mobile healthcare 


 


System architecture is shown in Fig. 1 . In such a 


system, the NFC smartphones provide a complete mobile 


operating system and the user-friendly man-machine 


interface, support the ISO/IEC-14443A NFC standard 
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communication hardware and an API framework. Electronic 


acupuncture massage health device hardware contains three 


parts. There are RF 


 


module, NFC tag digital portion and the high voltage 


pulse converter. The RF module including an antenna and 


modem circuit which is the layer 1 of 14443A standard. 


Other three layers of NFC tag are in the digital portion and 


are implemented by the FPGAs. According to 


ISO/IEC-14443A NFC tag standard, they are the Modified 


Miller Decoder and Manchester Encoder in L2, the 


Initialization & Anti-Collision logic in L3 and applications 


in L4. The transmission protocol of L4 is realized with the 


TENS logic which is the electro acupuncture logic for 


healthcare. L4 is used for communication to the application 


of smartphone through the NFC API framework. A 


command-response mechanism can achieve the 


manipulation of NFC smartphones to electronic acupuncture 


health entity. 


Next, Section 2 describes the related technical 


principles of NFC smartphone and electronic acupuncture 


health entity, methods for the realization in Section 3, and 


the results presented in Section 4, Section 5 a conclusion is 


given. 


II. RELATED TECHNIQUES 


A. TENS 


Electronic Acupuncture Health entity is achieved by 


way of applying the transcutaneous electrical nerve 


stimulation (TENS) to import the high-voltage narrow pulse 


signals to the body to stimulate motor nerves, resulting in 


muscle groups generate a series of rhythmic but with 


involuntary contraction of the local movement. Such 


contraction movement can have a very high predictability of 


therapy [1]. TENS also provides electrical stimulation 


analgesic effect, the basic principle is the "gait control 


theory", which is the use of a weak low-frequency electric 


current to stimulate the epidermis motor nerve, and then 


exploit the muscle vibration to achieve the repair effect. 


Therefore TENS technology has become one of important 


and legitimate electronic medical aids [2]. 


Traditional TENS often realized with switching 


regulator and waveform generator [3] that controlled by a 


single-chip microcontroller unit (MCU). For instances, the 


solution of using MCU MSP430F149 as controller and 


LTC3200-5 H-bridge as high voltage booster which can 


generate up to 150V stimulate pulses [4], the TENS system 


design using a PIC 16F84 MCU and two DAC circuits 


supporting different type of 0~50V square, triangle and 


sawtooth waveforms [5], etc. These designs are generally 


cases of software-based implementation that may not be able 


to achieve system-on-a-chip (SOC) optimization, such as the 


technical difficulties of multiple electrode expansion. In 


previous work, we developed a five-parameter command 


TENS system to simplify the TENS implementation and 


expansion [15] . 


 


B. Use of near field communication (NFC) 


NFC technology evolved from Radio Frequency 


IDentification (RFID) contactless smart card [6], and its 


general types including contactless card reader, contactless 


smart cards such as money Tag and the like, or for the use of 


information exchange. Their operating functions are 


integrated on a single chip, the common radio frequency is 


running at 13.56MHz, and the effective distance is within 


10cm. There are several transmission rates to be used, 


106kbit/s, 212kbit/s, 424kbit/s [7], and can be up to 


848kbit/s in the future. 


NFC devices have three operating modes: (1) active 


mode, to act as a reader, takes the initiative radio frequency 


(RF) signals to identify and read/write another NFC device; 


(2) passive mode, can be modeled as a tag to be read/written 


in a passive response when other reader devices emit radio 


frequency (RF); (3) bidirectional mode, to create a point to 


point communication [8], such as smart phones use the NFC 


Data Exchange Format (NDEF) action protocol to exchange 


information of name card. 


NFC-enabled smartphone devices require a chip with 


normal NFC protocols controller and security mechanism, 


and through the software to control the NFC chip settings, 


status, functions and applications. It can process external 


Tag access, exchange data with other NFC devices, or even 


emulate a passive tag to be read by other NFC devices [9]. 


Android system supports NFC standard since the 


improved Gingerbread update (version 2.3.3). It can be 


regarded as the most outstanding technology for the update, 


including: 


 


1) Adding full API functions for smartphone NFC reader 


so that Android applications can access almost all the 


NFC standard tags that existed in current market. It can 


support standards NEDF records, and protocols such as 


NFCA, NFCB, NFCF (SONY Felica), NFCV and more. 


2) When a NFC tag proximate smartphone within specified 


range, the program can decide the control over when or 


what the situation started. 


3) Provide limited support for P2P (Peer-to-Peer) 


transmission for other NFC devices. 


 


Once connection, it is a paired device like Bluetooth 


[10] that allows smartphone and tag communicate through 


the command-response mechanism. The biggest advantage 


of such communication is that the tag does not have to use 


external power supply. The pairing process is quick and 


practical. Compared to Bluetooth or Wi-Fi technology, 


NFC’s pairing process can be treated as a very short time. 


 


C. ISO/IEC-14443A NFC standard 


ISO/IEC-14443A is one of several kinds of NFC 


technology standards. Like other standards, NFC protocol is 


divided into four layers: 


1) Layer 1: Physical characteristics 


2) Layer 2: Radio frequency power and signal interface 


3) Layer 3: Initialization and anti-collision 


4) Layer 4: Transmission protocols 


A complete specification is existed in every layer, the 
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former three layers are the physical and link layers, and the 


fourth layer is the data exchange layer which also called the 


application layer. 


Except the RF technology in layer 1, the rest are pure 


digital technology layers. ISO/IEC-14443A defined RF 


carrier specification as shown in Figure 2, the upper 


waveform shows the ASK modulation with 13.56MHz 


carrier that transmitted from reader to tag. Above the RF, 


there is the Modified Miller coding signal loaded on it. In 


the lower waveform, it is the Manchester coding signal 


loaded on 13.56MHz RF carrier with ASK modulation. In 


which, the Manchester coding signal is transmitted from tag 


to the reader [16] . 


 


Fig. 2 ASK Modulated waveform for (a) Modified Miller coding, (b) 


Manchester coding 


 


III. IMPLEMENTATION TECHNOLOGY 


In this work, we use hardware and software co-design 


technology to implement the TENS system. The software 


part consists of Android application and the NFC API 


supporting on Android smartphones. The hardware is the 


FPGA-based rapid prototyping technology for integration 


and verification of digital part of NFC Tag, i.e., the layer 2 


to layer 4 protocols. According to NFC forum, layer 4 is an 


open layer that allows realizing any type of applications. In 


which the TENS logic is realized based on our previous 


work of parameterized TENS system [15] . The use of rapid 


prototyping technology can gain the advantage of early and 


quickly finding the problem and achieving the system 


optimization in the design phase. 


 


A. Pulse modulation stimulator for NFC-TENS 


The implementation system includes blocks of 


man-machine interface (MMI) and NFC protocols, 


Stimulating pulse train generator and controller in NFC layer 


4, high-voltage converter, sense and actuation etc. as shown 


in Figure 3. The control part generates high-voltage pulses 


train by the pulse generator and the amplitude modulator, the 


stimulate section includes a pair of electrode patches and an 


over current sensing circuit for safety reason. 


 


 


 


 


 


Fig. 3 Block-diagram of NFC-TENS entity 


 


The purpose of electronic acupuncture health entity is 


to emulate the operation of massage by mainly controlling 


the voltage and the pulse frequency. The voltage control is 


used to adjust the stimulate intensity that normally adjusted 


in about 30 to 150 volts, and the pulse frequency control is 


for adjusting the stimulate rate. Figure 4 shows a pulse 


generator model we defined in [15] , in which the inner loop 


parameters VcMax determine maximum charging voltage, 


Nc the charging times of the inner loop, Tc is used to 


calculate the inner loop charge and discharge time, Td the 


delay time of the outer loop, Np calculate the repeat number 


of outer loop. The use of combinations of these parameters, 


one can emulate tapping, kneading and pushing operations 


by pulse trains. For example a tap function will use without 


the inner loops, just set VcMax, Td, Np three parameters can 


be working good, where VcMax determines pulse voltage, 


Td determines tap intervals, Np is used to determine the 


repeat numbers of tap. 


 


 


Fig. 4 Timing model of pulse modulator for TENS 


 


The above electronic acupuncture health entity is 


implemented in FPGA as a NFC-TENS Tag that with 


ISO/IEC-14443A compliant. In layer 2, the RF power and 


signal interface layer, the implementation includes clock 


recovery, Modified Miller decoding with Manchester 


encoding. Then command-response mechanism in layer 3 to 


communicate with the NFC smartphone, when the 


smartphone sends a request (REQA) command to search for 


tags, Tag required to answer attention request (ATQA) for 


response, and then responding the universal identification 


code (UID) to NFC smartphones for the success selection 


command (SEL). And after anti-collision process being 


passed, it entering into layer 4, the transmission layer or 


called the application layer. In this layer the Protocol Control 


Byte (PCB) command is employed to access our five 
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parameters from smartphone to NFC-TENS Tag. These 


parameters are directly obtained from the Android operating 


panel, so that a user can control the TENS by his hands. 


B. Applications of Android smartphone for 


NFC-TENS control on FPGA 


In NFC tag accessing process, Android system uses 


“Intent” to start an activity when a tag is discovered, and 


activities are registered for the specific technologies on the 


tag. An NfcAdapter is used to get default adapter in the 


nfcTENSActivity class. An intent filter is included to receive 


this intent and specify the desired tech types in a manifest 


meta-data entry. The action of start NFC activity through 


Android API is shown as following: 


 


 


In application layer, smartphone can access the 


NFC-TENS Tag via get(), connect (), transceive () and close 


() functions. The {VcMax, Nc, Tc, Td, Np} parameters are 


packed into a PCB command and transferred to control the 


behavior of electrical stimulation circuit in FPGA TENS 


side. 


 IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 


Combined with technologies of graphical user interface 


(GUI), smartphone provides a user-friendly interface to 


replace the traditional simple display and keys. This is the 


reason why we use smartphone to connect TENS. Therefore 


the smartphone application for NFC-TENS is developed. A 


user-friendly Android GUI is presented in Fig. 5. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Fig. 5 Smartphone GUI for NFC-TENS 


The EP4CE22F17C6 of Cyclone IV E series FPGA is 


used to implement the digital logic of NFC-TENS, the 


resource is totally spent 1016 logic elements (LE), which 


containing 910 combinational logic functions and 496 


registers, as shown in Table 1, and the internal circuit block 


shown in Figure 6. 


 


TABLE 1. FPGA RESOURCE USAGE 


 


 


 


Fig. 6 FPGA internal circuit blocks 


 


In the work, though the used logic elements are not as 


large as other applications, but it is so difficult to design and 


verify such an communication protocol of ISO/IEC-1443A 


compliant, as well as the TENS logic. The most challenge is 


the timing verification task. We implement ten more 


command-response pairs as bellow: 


 


1)  REQA-ATQA, 


2)  WUPA-ATQA, 


3)  SEL_NVB-UID, 


4)  SEL-SAK, 


5)  HLTA-NAK, 


6)  RATS-ATS, 


7)  PPSS-PPSS, 


8)  PCB_I-PCB_I, 


9)  PCB_R-PCB_R, 


10)  DeSEL-DeSEL 


 


 


The verification process is first use ModelSim 


simulator, but it will not be very reliable because of there are 


not correct test patterns be obtained. So that we advanced 


use Altera’s SignalTap-II to get a real-time smartphone 


commands and FPGA response. For example, the 


SEL_NVB-UID command-response includes the Modified 


Miller decoding, the command interprets, the response and 


Manchester encoding. It is presented in Fig. 7 . Where figure 


(a) is the ModelSim waveform while the figure (b) the 


SignalTap-II result. From such a comparison, we can 


confirm the design is correct. 
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(a) ModelSim Waveform 


 


 


(b) SignalTap-II Waveform 


 


Fig. 7 Waveform of SEL-UID command-response 


 


In Fig. 7, we measured the output waveform of 


high-voltage converter and its triggering pulse for the TENS 


that contains the tap and push waveform. Fig. 7 (a) shows 


the tap waveforms, and Fig. 7 (b) the push waveform. The 


output voltage can be in the range of between 30V and 150V 


according to the density of charging pulse that not showing 


in the waveform, the higher density of charging pulse the 


higher voltage it will be. The intensity of stimulation pulse is 


proportional to output voltage and the stimulation rate is 


depends on the trigging pulse. From the waveform some 


details can’t be found due to the trade-off of memory size 


and sampling frequency of the scope. However, the 


waveform’s behavior is just corresponding to our 


expectations. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


(a) Voltage & Tap pulse 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


(b)Voltage & knead pulse 


 


Fig. 8 Measurement of output waveform 


 


Finally, a comparison of this implementation with 


traditional acupuncture (TA) and traditional electronic 


acupuncture (TEA) can be seen from Table 2. It is found that 


the NFC-TENS design allows us to combine traditional 


electronic acupuncture with NFC smartphone and towered to 


a significant result for contributing to human’s popular 


health aids. 


 


TABLE 2 CHARACTERISTICS COMPARISON OF THIS WORK WITH 


TRADITIONAL ELECTRONIC ACUPUNCTURE 


 


 


V. CONCLUSION 


This paper presents an advanced application of FPGA 


design and implementation combined with the NFC-enabled 


smartphone to achieve a mobile electronic acupuncture 


health entity for healthcare aids. The paper shows a design 


of the bridging technology that how the use of FPGA rapid 


prototyping technology to complete ISO/IEC-14443A NFC 


standard protocol, and the realization of parameterized 


transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulator for improving 


traditional electronic acupuncture stimulator. As combining 


with the Android system, the NFC-TENS healthcare aids 


presents outstanding performance and user-friendly interface 


than traditional electronic acupuncture device. A system 


implementation results show that this design can improve 


the smartphone in the healthcare aids aspects of a 


value-added capability and practicality. 
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Abstract— This paper is focus on the development and 


implementation of algorithms under Bad Weather Conditions, 


including moving object detections, Automatic Brightness 


Correction, Shadow Removal, and Rain Removal. Moving 


object detection plays an important role in intelligent 


surveillance system. Although there are many people propose 


many different methods to detect moving objects, but also 


based on PC or embedded platforms to achieve it. If want to 


provide object detection, tracking and identification, always 


depend on a highly complex algorithms to make accurate 


judgments. So it would be difficult to achieve real time. This 


paper proposes an implementation base on FPGA and using 


Verilog HDL to design it. It achieves real-time monitoring 


purposes, and it can be applied to bad weather conditions. It is 


useful to exclude the external environment and improve 


detection of accuracy. 


 


Keywords— bad weather conditions; brightness correction; 


moving object detection; surveillance system; FPGA 


I. INTRODUCTION 


There are many different algorithms to detect moving 


objects and tracking [1-16]. For different applications 


usually adopt different solutions. Divided into three cases: 


(1) fixed camera; (2) multiple cameras from different 


perspectives; (3) mobile camera. In this paper, we using 


D5M camera module which provide by Altera DE2-70 


platform. It used to detect the status of the outdoor 


environment by a fixed camera angle. 


The method of detecting moving objects usually used the 


ways like background subtraction algorithm [1-3], the 


temporal difference algorithm [4-6], optical flow algorithm 


[7] and so on. Background subtraction are mostly used in 


the case of a fixed camera. In the absence of any moving 


object appears, Establish a solid background as a 


background model. In Literature [2], it is proposed that 


establish progressive background. The less variation pixel 


will be regarded as background, and be record in tabular 


form. After a period of time, we will get the background, 


and then subtract the background for the image. Thus we 


can get the moving parts. And it can updates on demand 


background. Timing subtraction rules does not need to 


create a background model, because the background will 


change over time. This method is simple relatively, and it 


only need two memory space to record two frame. Subtract 


them we will get the block of moving objects. There will be 


no ghosting, but image usually broken even has empty 


phenomenon, and it may only get moving object edges or 


contours. 


Moving object detection in a monitoring system is a very 


important step for detecting moving objects fast and 


accurately. Whether in object tracking, event detection, and 


behavioral analysis are highly dependent on its accuracy. In 


order to improve the accuracy of detection of moving 


objects, in this thesis, we propose a new algorithms to solve 


many problems faced by the research literature in the past, 


like brightness correction, Shadow Removal, and Rain 


Removal. However, the emphasis of "brightness correction, 


Shadow Removal algorithms, and Rain Removal 


algorithm" is to improve the fixed camera resistance to 


external interference. Therefore, this paper use the HSV 


color model to achieve inclement weather image 


compensation. It can obviously enhance the clarity of 


image when the monitoring system in rains. Thus, it will 


greatly reduce the probability of misjudgments due to poor 


control environment arising from the monitoring personnel. 


II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
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Figure 1. System architecture diagram 


This section describes the system architecture, the 


system architecture shown in Figure 1. We use a 5 million 


pixel CMOS digital camera module (D5M) to capture the 


image data. Using the FPGA to do the preprocessing, 


convert the image from RGB color space into HSV color 


space. And then using the temporal difference algorithm, 


get the difference value from compare foreground and 


background images. By using the difference value, we can 


get the blocks of moving object and extract it. 


When the system start, it will do the parameter setting on 


CMOS Image Sensor module by "I2C to Sensor 


Configuration" hardware, including containing images 


starting point, intermittent vertical and horizontal value 


(Horizontal / Vertical Blanking), resolution (Resolution), 


RGB gain values (RGB Gain) and the exposure time value 


(Exposure), etc. These parameters will vary with different 


for the CMOS output image. 


After complete the setting of "CMOS Sensor Data 


Capture", hardware block will start to read the CMOS 


Image Sensor Image RAW Data. Then the RAW data will 


be converted to RGB values through the "Bayer Color 


Pattern Data to 30-Bit RGB" hardware blocks. After the 


image convert to RGB, Next action is the pre-processing 


algorithms, collocate with "Multi-Port SDRAM Controller" 


blocks, and send the generated data to the post-processing, 


and do the filtering and communication actions. Pre-and 


post-processing algorithms will be described in detail in the 


next section. Finally, "VGA Controller and Data Request" 


hardware blocks read out image data. And input it to an 


external VGA DAC chip ADV7123, this IC chip will 


convert digital images into a standard VGA analog signal 


sent to the DE2-70 external screen. 


 


III. IMAGE PROCESSING FLOW 


Firstly, camera D5M captured image data. I2C initialize 


data, do color conversion. Those stages make the RAW 


data convert into 30bits RGB signals. Second, 


Preprocessing tie in with the frame buffer, and then 


processed the information to do post-processing algorithms, 


and finally threw VGA Controller and then do the final data 


control on the display to VGA Monitor. 


Algorithm flow chart shown in Figure 2. RGB to HSV, 


color quantization, brightness correction, Rain Removal 


algorithm, Shadows Removal algorithm and Temporal 


Difference Algorithm are the part of the pre-processing. 


Post-processing include Binarization, Binary Filter, 


Dilation, Erosion and Connected Component Labeling. 


 


 
Figure 2. Image processing Flow diagram 
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A. Converting RGB Images to HSV Images 


This thesis used DE2-70 platform, its video input model 


is YUV. Because of the color model used in this research 


was HSV. So we convert the video input to RGB color 


mode, and then turn the RGB color model to HSV. H is the 


hue, S is the saturation, and V is value in it. 


In order to achieve rain algorithms, our found that rain 


texture on HSV color model has the best image features. 


Using HSV color model can enhance the effect of 


algorithms. This paper will use the two color modes, RGB 


and HSV. These two color modes can be independently 


operations. By this way, it will improve the overall image 


of the computing speed by reach pipelined processing. And 


achieve the Real time operation. The color mode 


conversion as shown in the following equation: 


 


Color conversion formulas (RGB to HSV) 


B. Color Quantization 


After color mode conversion, original RAW data convert 


into RGB and HSV information. Because one pixel in RGB 


color model requires 30bits storage space, Each R, G, B 


data is 10bits .But SDRAM memory data width only 16bit, 


so the R, G, B data quantify to each 5bits information in 


order to carry out follow-up procedures and 


implementation. 


 


C. Brightness Correction 


In outdoor surveillance, environment brightness will 


change with time. However, the brightness change always 


tends to affect the accuracy of the judgment. Therefore, this 


paper proposes a brightness correction algorithm to solve 


this problem. The brightness will change because the sun 


light. Too bright or too dark will affect the result and make 


misjudgments. Therefore, this paper adds a band-pass 


filtering. At the part of subtract the background threshold, 


this band-pass filtering can reduce the misjudge 


factors .Probability of misjudgments will also decrease. 


 


D. Rain Removal Algorithm 


From the literature shows compensation or without it is 


significant difference. In this thesis, the algorithm uses the 


HSV color model to achieve rain removal. Shown in Figure 


3. Process can be divided into two main parts, capture the 


single point pixel and rain removal algorithms. 


In this research, we use the value of V in HSV color 


mode (value, brightness) for statistical and computing 


experiment. During research, we find that comparison the 


rain pixel with Normal pixel, the V of normal pixel is 


higher than Rain pixel. However, the pixel value of H (Hue, 


hue) and S value (Saturation, saturation) is no significant 


changes. Thus, we find that correct rain pixel brightness V 


and approximate to Normal pixel values of V.  The effect 


of rain pattern will be significantly diminished. And do the 


horizontal median filter to filter out the rain pattern. With 


this algorithm can achieve the effect of rain removal. 


Improve the overall clarity of the monitor screen. And 


lower the image interference due to inclement weather. 


Also improve the accuracy of object detection. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 3. Flow chart of Rain Removal Algorithm  


  


E. Shadow Removal 


It will make the shadow when the object is exposed to 


light. So when we take the picture of foreground image, the 


unobvious shadow may not affect the result. But if the 


shadow too obvious, it is determined as appearance of error 


-movement.  


So in this paper we proposed an algorithm, we use value 


of H (Hue) as the predication which can detect the 


movement. We compare the pixel between foreground 


image and background image, if the value of H has little 


difference, then we do not subtract the background image, 


if the value of H has large difference, then we subtract the 


background image. Based on this principle, it will not only 


affect the accuracy of frame, but also raise the accuracy of 


predicate the movement. 


 


F. Temporal Difference Algorithm 


Temporal Difference Algorithm is the case under the 


camera fixed. Subtract two continuous images, the outline 


of a moving object can be obtained. This method is 


relatively simple and only requires two memory frame can 


be achieved. But the drawback is easy to be broken 


phenomenon and it may only get moving object edges or 


contours. 
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𝑀𝑛 = {
𝐼𝑛(x, y)  , 𝑖𝑓 │𝐼𝑛(x, y) −  𝐼𝑛−1(x, y)│ >  𝜀 


𝐵𝑛(x, y) , 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒;                                         
 


 


G. Binarization 


Binarized image pixel value is that value of pixel less 


than the threshold, set to 0 (that is dark spots), whereas 


greater than the threshold value set to 1 (that is bright). 


Binarized images can effectively filter noise and entire 


image becomes simplistic. 


 


 
 


H. Binary Filter 


Binary filter is filtering the image witch after binarized. It can 


replace the traditional median filtering algorithm and greatly 


reducing the complexity of algorithms. Because this only has two 


values, 0 and 31. Just need to make a sum operation to complete it, 


and can be in accordance with the threshold value (0 ~ 279) 


determines the strength of the filter. 


Figure 4. 3x3 Image block 


 


 


I. Dilation and Erosion 


In a real environment, the camera may be capture image 


in a complex background or moving objects color is similar 


to background. It will cause the defective image or 


detecting objects truncated. Therefore, in order to enhance 


the accuracy of object detection and integrity, so we use the 


morphology - [closed]. Use further erosion expansion 


algorithm to make up the broken parts. Expansion Method 


and erosion method in Equation (1) and (2) below: 


AB = {Z | [（ B̂）ZA]A}…Dilation（1） 


AB = { Z |（B）Z A}……… Erosion（2） 


 


J. Connected Component Labeling 


In a real environment, there may be multiple objects 


simultaneously. In order to be independent of each object 


and the selected frame detected objects. Then we use the 


connected component labeling laws to give each moving 


object a different number. Based on these numbers we can 


obtain independently moving objects and the number of 


coordinates. The figure 5, 6 schematic diagrams for the 


component label connectivity method. However, because 


lack of hardware memory relationship, we just enable to do 


a single object connectivity. 


 


Figure 5. Connected Component Labeling mask Schematic 


Figure 6. Image labeling Schematic 


IV. EXPERIMENT RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 


Experimental results, conduct the following experiment: 


1. Image to rain algorithm 


2. Object Detection 


This thesis, raining experiment, the first to use statistical 


HSV color histogram mode eigenvalues, and was found by 


the characteristics of rainfall changes. This stage is based 


on desktop computers to simulate the operation and 


implementation of all algorithms. Experiment CPU is Intel 


® Core ™ i5-3470 3.2 GHz, memory is DDR3 1600 MHz 


4GB. 


 


A. Experimental results of Rain Removal Algorithm 


In this research, we find that test image using the HSV 


color model to statistical characteristic values of 176,144 


points. In the HSV color model. We find the value of H and 


S has unobvious difference in raining frame. As shown in 


Figure 7-8. However, the peaks to peaks in value of V have 


obvious change. As shown in Figure 9. Based on this, it can 


prove that raindrop has an immediately relationship of 


Brightness Indirectly. So we focused on characteristic 


values V (brightness) for handling test. And we find that 


when a pixel is normal pixel, characterized value V is 


smaller (darker). For Rain Pixel, its characteristic value V 


is larger (brighter), so the statistical characteristic of value 


V when is a bimodal phenomenon. We achieved the Rain 


Removal by this phenomenon. 
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Figure 7. In outdoor image of statistical data H by HSV mode. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 8. In outdoor image of statistical data S by HSV mode. 


 


Figure 9. In outdoor image of statistical data V by HSV mode.  


 


Figure 10. the thesis under the rain algorithms to capture 


the original image. The experimental video resolution of 


352x288. FPS is 30fps. The rain experimental video is 


shotted in schools, is a true image of rainy day, not a 


Man-made image. The experimental comparison is a single 


image captures at the same time. In original image that has 


apparently notice rain texture. Base on thesis, the image 


after algorithm, as Figure 11 shown. Compared with 


original image, Rain texture is reduced and enhance the 


sharpness of the image. 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 10. Original image 


 


 


 


 


 


Figure 11. Final image 


 


B. Moving Object Detection Experiment 


In object detection mode experiments, we simulated the 


situation of a single object, and the object detection 


algorithm execution and communication method with the 


object. Figure 12 can be learned from the experiment in the 


object detection algorithm for intrusion objects correctly 


out of the box. 


 


  
（a）Background Image （b）Foreground image 


  
（c）Object Detection （d）Object Capture 


Figure 12. Single object detection test chart 


 


C. Frame Rate Analysis 


Currently, the system uses frequency rate of 50MHz, so 


using PLL (Phase lock loop) for up scaling action. We will 


use the SDRAM of frequency 166 MHz Since the actual 


use image data of 2 read 2 write need divide by 4 (i.e. 4 


port). The 166 MHz clock rate equivalent to 166 MHz / 4 


port = 41.5 M Hz. The SDRAM mechanisms have Refresh 


and some Command. Take to the overall timing, so it is 


generally the most practical clock rate than the maximum 


execution clock rate to down 10%. So we use when 


calculating about 41.5 MHz * 0.9 = 37.35 MHz to calculate 


that SDRAM is 166 MHz system clock rate performed 


under the frame rate of 127 fps (640x480). 


In fact, we analysis by the above tested frame rate. The 


design system performance is better than actual system 


performance. The reason is the system used TRDB D5M 


CMOS Sensor modules that highest execution clock is 25 


MHz, but the CMOS Sensor needs more exposure time and 


the waiting Blanking time of each frames. In currently, we 


setting exposure time can be output image data for work 


clock is approximately to 50%. Therefore, the work clock is 


approximately to 25 MHz * 0.50 = 12.5 MHz, and then we 


calculate the frame rate up to 40 fps. 


From the above analysis, we can notice that the problem 
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of system is clock rate of CMOS sensor is not enough, and 


the CMOS sensor needs long exposure time. Because all 


about those, lead to effective output image data is fewer 


than we forecast. Therefore, the overall performance was 


approximately to 40 fps of the system in VGA (640x480) 


theoretically. And then we implementation and calculate the 


frame rate of this system. We design the system, and it can 


show the number of frame rate at seven-segment display in 


FPGA breadboard. After image processing system finish 


each frame, the figures in the seven-segment display plus 


one. Experimental method is to use a stopwatch to stops the 


system after one minute. To attention processing frames of 


seven-segment display, and then divided by 60 seconds. 


Thereat, we can get 30 fps frame rate. 


 


V. CONCLUSIONS 


In this paper, we would like have the best display on the 


surveillance systems. We propose a new video algorithm. It 


is new ideas and methods to achieve the image when met 


raining. This algorithm not only simplifies many algorithms 


steps but also provide better image. In this study, the 


original images are actual shooting rainfall real images and 


did not use any post-processing for produce rainfall effects. 


The proposed algorithm is able to remove most of the rain 


pattern phenomenon so that the image can be more clarity 


and integrates shadow exclusion algorithms, and rain 


removal algorithms, etc. Raining while pipelined 


processing operations and improve the efficiency of 


algorithms.  


This paper, the system image resolution by 640x480. To 


simulation real-time object detection hardware processing 


parts on FPGA. Its maximum processing performance can 


be achieved 75fps. Analog overall development system 


processing performance is 40fps. The actual experiment are 


more than 30 fps processing speed. Compare with real-time 


image processing system (26 fps), our performance of 


algorithm is enough for normally used, the resolution of our 


algorithm is also adequate. 
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Abstract—This paper proposes a novel method to design and 


implement DES algorithm IP based on LEON3 SOPC platform. 


Since this DES IP core is a standard AMBA APB slave device, it 


can be easily embedded to SoC designs where AMBA bus is used 


as the interconnect interface, making it much more effective to 


implement DES algorithm in SoC designs. So comparing with 


common hardware implementation of DES algorithm, this DES 


IP core has a very large application prospects in SoC designs. 


Also the method this paper presents to design an AMBA APB 


slave device in LEON3 architecture can be referred to. The DES 


IP is simulated by Modelsim and tested within the LEON3 SOPC 


platform. Results indicate that this DES IP core has a fine 


performance and the method this paper demonstrates to design 


and implement an APB slave device is reliable and referable. 


Keywords— DES; IP; LEON3; AMBA; SoC; SOPC 


I. INTRODUCTION  


DES (Data Encryption Standard) [1], which has been 


widely used in many fields owing to its excellent performance, 


is one of the most popular encryption algorithms. DES 


algorithm has been widely used in satellite communications, 


gateway server and other important facilities [2]. The main 


way to implement DES algorithm usually comes with either 


software or hardware. Considering hardware implementation 


has more physical security and it is more effective than 


software implementation, several work about hardware 


implementation has been done. Xie Shuangjian proposed a 


way to build DES algorithm using Hardware Description 


language [3]. Also Ji Yao put out a hardware design with the 


dynamic key management based on the conventional DES [4].  


However, such work just implement DES algorithm as a 


hardware module which doesn’t own too much portability and 


compatibility. Users or system designers are required to know 


its operations and timing characteristics quite well before 


applying the module in their own designs. Meanwhile, because 


the module is not designed as an IP (Intellectual Property) core, 


it is not very suitable for SoC (System on Chip) designs since 


IP is an inevitable choice for SoC designs [5]. Taking those 


problems in to account, this paper proposes a novel method to 


design and implement a DES algorithm IP core based on 


LEON3 SOPC platform. DES algorithm is firstly implemented 


using VHDL (Very-High-Speed Integrated Circuit Hardware 


Description Language). After that the DES IP core is built 


abiding by the protocol and timing characteristics of AMBA 


APB interface. The DES IP core is thereafter embedded into 


the LEON3 SOPC platform and finally it is tested to encrypt 


and decrypt a 400×240 24-bit RGB image. Results indicate 


this IP core functions properly. Since this DES IP core is a 


standard AMBA APB slave device, it can be easily embedded 


to SoC designs where AMBA bus is used as the interconnect 


interface. Thus, it has much more application prospects in the 


SoC designs than common hardware implementation of DES 


algorithm. At the same time the method this paper proposes to 


design and implements an APB slave device is reliable and 


referable. 


II. SOC AND LEON3 PROCESSOR 


SoC is a rapidly growing field in VLSI (Very Large Scale 


Integrated circuits) design [6]. As an important type of SoC, 


SOPC (System on a Programmable Chip) is more flexible and 


appropriate for small batch production by combining the 


advantages of SoC and PLD (Programmable Logic Device) [7]. 


SOPC is tailorable, scalable, reprogrammable, and 


upgradeable with low cost. Thus, it becomes a good solution 


for high speed system application. 


The LEON3 processor is a synthesizable VHDL model of 


a 32-bit processor compliant with the SPARC V8 architecture 


[8]. LEON3 processor is of high performance, low complexity 


and low power consumption. It is more important that all the 


source code of LEON3 processor and other IP cores belonged 


to GRLIB is free to use for research and development under 


the GNU GPL license. LEON3 processor is particularly 


suitable for SoC designs.  


Due to its market dominance, fine documentation and open 


source, AMBA2.0 AHB/APB bus has been selected as the 


standard interconnect interface with additional “sideband” 


signals for automatic address decoding, interrupt steering and 


device identification in the LEON3 SOPC platform[9]. SoC 


system built by the open source LEON3 processor and AMBA 


bus owns a high openness. Designers can add IP cores into the 


SoC systems flexibly. 
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III. LEON3 SOPC PLATFORM 


The hardware-level architecture of LEON3 SOPC platform 


is shown in Fig. 1. LEON3 processor is the core of this 


platform, and a 64MBytes SDRAM (Synchronous Dynamic 


random access memory) and 8MBytes Flash works as the 


memory devices. The dashed box is the DES IP core this paper 


will design and implement. Some other peripherals such as 


Timer, UART (Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter) 


and GPIO (General Purpose Input Output) are also integrated 


in this platform for their common use. The platform runs on 


Altera DE2-70 development board. 


 


AMBA-AHB


LEON3
DSU


SDRAM 


Controller


FLASH/SSRAM 


Controller


AHB/APB


Bridge
AMBA-APB


UART TimerIRQ


GPIO DES IP core


 


Figure 1.  Architecture of LEON3 SOPC Platform 


IV. DESIGN OF THE DES IP 


Fig.2 shows the block graph of the DES IP core. It is an 


AMBA APB slave device, mainly consisting of following 


three components: DES logic module, Register control unit 


and APB interface. DES logic module completes the logic task 


of DES algorithm using VHDL hardware description language. 


Register control unit accomplishes the address mapping, 


making AMBA APB address space map to the desired 


registers correspondingly. In this way CPU can control the 


logic module by using these registers. APB interface finishes 


the work to support AMBA APB protocol involving writing 


and reading bus data, timing characteristics and clock 


supplying.  


  


     FPGA EP2C70
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DES logic 
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Figure 2.  Block graph of DES IP 


A. DES logic module 


DES operates on 64-bit blocks of plaintext utilizing a 64-


bit key. The original 64-bit plaint text is converted with the 


initial permutation and 16 times of iterative computation with 


16 different 48-bit sub-keys. Eventually with inverse 


permutation, 64-bit ciphertext can be gotten. The hardware 


implement of DES algorithm module on FPGA is shown in 


Fig.3. This module mainly consists of sub-keys generating unit, 


P-Boxes generating units and the top module of this logic 


module. Signals and interface pins are defined as TABLE I 


declare.  
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groups
IP FP
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unit 1
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unit 2
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. . .   . . .
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load
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Figure 3.  Block graph of the Des logic module. 


TABLE I.  SIGNALS AND INTERFACE PINS DESCRIPTION 


Signal Function 


des_clk Clock 


rst_n Asynchronous reset signal, active low 


mode 
Decryption/encryption mode selection, encryption 


when “1”, decryption when “0” 


load 
Data_in and key will be loaded at des_clk’s rising 


edge when “1” 


data_in[63:0] Input data port 


data_out[63:0] Output data port 


key[63:0] 64-bit Key 


ready 
When the module accomplishes decryption or 


encryption, ready turns to “1” 


 


1) Sub-keys generating unit: During the 16 times of 


iterative computation, the sub-key generating unit 


generates sub-keys for those iterative computation. The 


56-bit key goes through a 15 registers, forming a pipeline. 


By using the permutation table and the signal “mode”, 16 


sub-keys can be gotten, as K1, K2, …, K16. 


2) P-Boxes generating unit: The core part of the DES 


logic module is the 16 rounds of iterative computation. 


Every round of iterative computation is produced by P-


Boxes generating unit, shown in Fig. 4. P-Boxes mainly 


contains E-Boxes, S-Boxes and expand operations of P-


Boxes. The 32-bit input data goes through E-boxes and 


expands to 48-bit, and then do the XOR operation with 


the 48-bit sub-key, and the 48-bit result data is again 
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shrinks back to be 32-bit through 8 eight substitution 


boxes (S-boxes). 


3) Top module: Top module consists of initial 


permutation (IP), inverse initial permutation (also called 


final permutation, FP), replacement selection of keys and 


16 rounds of iterative computation. Initial permutation 


rearranges and disturbs the original sequence of the 


original 64-bit plaint text. This is the same way that final 


permutation used. A new register is inserted during the 


every round of iterative computations. So pipeline 


architecture is formed from the 16 rounds of iterative 


computations.  


E-Boxes


S-Boxes


⊕


[31:0]


[47:0]


Ki


[47:0]


[31:0]


XOR


input data 


output data 


 
Figure 4.  Block graph of P-Boxes generating unit 


B. Register control unit 


Registers realize the communication between LEON3 


processor and DES logic module. The DES IP core mainly 


consists of some registers listed in the table II. All the registers 


are 32 bits. And three address lines (the 5
th


, 4
th


 and 3
rd


 address 


line) are used to code for these registers. Table II shows the 


registers this IP core used. Since LEON3 processor is a 32-bit 


processor, and the bus width of AMBA APB is also 32-bit in 


this SOPC platform, all the registers are designed in 32-bit for 


easier control. Thus two registers “datain_L” and “datain_H” 


are used for 64-bit data input. This is the same with key and 


data output. Ready signal can be leaded out and arouse an 


interrupt. 


The connection between registers and DES logic module is 


shown in Fig. 5. A 64-bit shift registers are used to combine 


the “datain_L” and “datain_H” to make a 64-bit data input. 


This is also the same with data output and key.  


TABLE II.  REGISTERS  


Register offset R/W Function 


mode 0x00 W 
Mode selection register. Encryption when 


“1”, decryption when ‘0’. 


load 0x04 W 
Data and key stowage register. Write 1 will 
load data_in and key to start encryption or 


decryption. 


datain_L 0x08 W 
Data input register. Lower 32 bits for data 
input 


datain_H 0x0C W 
Data input register. Higher 32 bits for data 


input 


dataout_L 0x10 R 
Data output register. Lower 32 bits for data 
output 


dataout_H 0x14 R 
Data output register. Higher 32 bits for data 


output 


key_L 0x18 W 
Key input register. Lower 32 bits for key 


input 


key_H 0x2C W 
Key input register. Higher 32 bits for key 


input 
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Figure 5.  The connection between registers and DES logic module


C. AMBA APB interface 


In APB interface unit, APB bus signals control the clocks 


and registers, and then indirectly control the runtime and 


operating mode of DES logic module. APB interface unit 


accomplishes the read operation and write operation, as well 


as ensures the timing control. APB operation mode is shown 


in Fig.7 [10]. IDLE status is the default status of peripheral 


bus. Status changes to SETUP status if there is a need for 


transmission. The corresponding selecting PSELx signal 


should be set high. SETUP status will be held for one bus 


clock and at the next clock the status will always be the 


ENABLE status. At ENABLE status, PENABLE signal will 


be set high at The PENABLE status will also be held for one 


bus clock. If there is no further transmission requires, bus will 


return to IDLE status. Besides, if a transmission is required, 


bus will turn to SETUP status. 
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Figure 6.  APB operation mode 


Fig. 9 (a) shows the timing characteristics of APB write 


operation. T1 period refers to IDLE status. T2 is SETUP status, 


during which PSELx signal is sent from APB Bridge to choose 


this DES IP core, and registers are selected according to the 


address. T3 refers to ENABLE status. PENABLE signal is 


created by APB Bridge to tell the DES IP core that data is 


available. During this period, any writing operation to the bus 


will change the data in corresponding registers. For example, 


when the address bus is “000”, the mode register is selected. 


All writing to this address will write mode register. In T4 bus 


returns to IDLE status. In order to save power, signal PWRITE 


and address keep unchanging until next transmission start. 


Read operation is similar to write operation, with the main 


difference of PWRITE signal. As is shown in Fig. 9 (b), 


PWRITE signal must be high is write operation while low in 


read operation. 


  
(a) Write operation                        (b) Read operation  


Figure 7.  APB timing characteristics 


V. EXPERIMENT RESULTS 


Firstly the DES IP core is simulated in RTL level with 


testbench under Modelsim environment and the simulation 


waveform is shown Fig. 8. The key data is 64’H 1234 1234 


1234 1234, and the input plaintext is 64’H 1234 56789 ABC 


DEF0. The resulting ciphertext is 64’H 386A 976C 5361 


10BC when the DES IP core works in encryption mode. The 


key data is also 64’H 1234 1234 1234 1234, and the input 


plaintext is 64’H 386A 976C 5361 10BC. The resulting 


ciphertext is 64’H 1234 5678 9ABC DEF0 when the DES IP 


core works in decryption mode. It is clear that both encryption 


and decryption function well. 


 


 
Figure 8.  Simulation waveform 


The DES IP core is thereafter embedded into the LEON3 


SOPC platform as Fig.1 shows. After synthesizing, translating, 


mapping, place & routing, and downloading by Altera Quartus 


II, the LEON3 SOPC platform runs well at 50MHz on Altera 


DE2-70 development board. Fig. 9 shows the RTL top of the 


DES IP. 


 


Figure 9.  RTL top of DES IP  


Then a 400×240 24-bit RGB color image is sent to the 


DES IP core from LEON3 processor to operate encryption and 


encryption. Fig. 10 shows results, proving that the encryption 


and decryption execute correctly. 


   
          (a) Original image        (b) Encrypted image        (c) Decrypted image 


Figure 10.  Test of the DES IP core 


Also a simple encrypting system is built to test the IP after 


adding a Camera module and a LCD module in to this SOPC, 


as showed in Fig. 11.  


 


Figure 11.  Encrypting System on DE2-70 


Table III shows the flow summary and occupancy of this 


IP core, and the power analysis is as well put out by Altera 


Powerplay Power Analyzer. The Quartus II version is 


VERSION 11.1 Build 173 01/11/2011 SJ Full Version, and 


the FPGA is a Cyclone II EP2C70F896C6 FPGA. From the 
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tables we can see this DES IP core doesn’t occupy too much 


resource and consumes only 219mW. 


TABLE III.  FLOW SUMMARY 


Title Occupancy 


Total logic elements 4,381 / 68,416 ( 6 % )   


Total registers 1694  


Total pins 72 / 622 ( 12 % )  


Total combinational functions 3,693 / 68,416 ( 5 % ) 


Dedicated logic registers 1,694 / 68,416 ( 2 % )   


TABLE IV.  POWERPLAY POWER ANALYZER SUMMARY 


Title Power analysis 


Total Thermal Power Dissipation 219.33 mW 


Core Dynamic Thermal Power Dissipation 2.65 mW   


Core Static Thermal Power Dissipation 155.04 mW    


I/O Thermal Power Dissipation 61.65 mW  


VI. CONCLUSION 


This paper presents a novel method to design and 


implement a DES algorithm IP core based on LEON3 SOPC 


platform. The DES IP tested within the LEON3 SOPC 


platform and results show that it functions properly. 


Comparing with common hardware implementation of DES 


algorithm, this DES IP core has much more application 


prospects in the SoC designs since it is a common APB IP 


core. At the same time the method this paper puts out to 


design and implement an AMBA APB slave device in LEON3 


architecture can also be referred to. 
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Abstract— This paper explains a system design for developing 


LCD touch panel applications by means of embedded system 


approach. Two Avalon-compatible IPs, acting as the 


LCD-display controller and the touch panel ADC controller are 


designed respectively for Nios II-centered SOPC. To verify the 


design, a game software named Lianliankan is developed on a 


SOPC containing the two custom IPs. The result indicates that 


the design has good usability, and satisfies the demand of 


application development better. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 


As a good kind of human-machine interaction interface，
touch panel, especially those with high-resolution and 


true-color LCD display are increasingly applied to consumer 


electronics and industrial equipment, being embedded into 


various embedded systems. 


Currently, developments of LCD touch panel based on 


FPGA are usually realized in two ways. One is building 


display buffer model and touching controller via software 


where embedded OS is involved in most cases, such as 


Windows CE, Android and Linux. Systems of this kind 


support various functions, but may be complicated to 


implement and have requirements for hardware. The other 


way is using loose HDL to describe each functional module 


and putting them together in the top module. This approach 


is easy to realize, but hard to apply to practical application 


developments. 


This design realizes the functioning of LCD touch panel 


in the form of IP core as a component of SOPC and 


application functions are implemented via software design. 


This approach combined with hardware and software 


development provides higher resource efficiency, and is 


suitable for specified application or ASIC developments. 


 


II. DESIGN FRAMEWORK 


LCD touch panel is a conjunction of inner LCD screen 


and outer touching screen. The fundamental principle of 


LCD display part is horizontal/vertical scanning. The part of 


touch panel is an absolute coordinate sensor. The coordinate 


of touched point is outputted in the form of analog signal, 


which is converted to digital by ADC. 


The circuit for driving LCD touch panel includes three 


parts, which are 


 LCD display circuit, which deals with pixel signal, 


horizontal/vertical scanning signal, etc, in parallel form. 


 LCD control circuit, which communicates with 


built-in LCD driver IC and configuring display function. 


 ADC controller circuit, which communicates with 


built-in ADC and transmitting configuration words and 


digital output, in serial form. 


The design and application of above circuit is 


implemented in the form of IP core built in SOPC. The 


overview of hardware structure is shown in Fig.1 (Only 


related parts are shown). The above three parts of circuit are 


implemented in two IP cores and they communicate with 


CPU and other components via Avalon bus. 
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Fig. 1  Overview of hardware structure 


 


The core work is the design of the two IP cores, i.e. the 


LCD display controller and the ADC controller. IP is short 


for Intellectual Property. The development of IP core 


includes two parts. The first is to develop hardware function 


logic, which is to design hardware behaviors using HDL. 


The second is the development of driver program, in the 


form of C language. The entire Nios II application 


development model is shown in Fig.2, which is an 


embedded C environment from the view of application 


program. 
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Fig. 2  Application development model 


 


III. IP AND DRIVER DESIGN FOR LCD DISPLAY 


CONTROLLER 


According to hardware requirements, this part involves 


two tasks. The first is to receive pixel information from 


Avalon bus, create display buffer and output pixel to the 


correct position on the screen. The second is communicating 


with LCD driver IC to configure LCD display. For the latter, 


we only need to leave ports in the IP core and use driver 


program to transmit configuration words. While the former 


needs coordination of hardware logic design and driver 


programming. 


 


A. IP Design 


1) Functional Structure 


The pixel data for LCD display is stored in SDRAM in 


the form of pre-build buffer. In order to read and write to 


this buffer rapidly, the method of direct memory access, or 


DMA, is used via Avalon master port acquiring data from 


SDRAM. 


As the rate of reading pixel data (Avalon bus frequency, 


100MHz) is bigger than LCD pixel clock (33.2MHz), an 


FIFO is added between Avalon master port and pixel output. 


As long as FIFO is not full, the master port requests the bus 


for data and writes data into FIFO. To satisfy this 


requirement, the master port functions in pipelined mode, 


which means the port doesn’t wait for the end of one 


transmission and requires next transmission by specifying a 


new address. 


An interrupt signal irq is set to configure multi-page 


buffer. Every time the master address gets to the end of a 


frame, the irq signal goes high and CPU specifies the 


starting address of next farme in the ISR of display interrupt. 


Avalon slave ports are used to transmit configuration 


information, including driver IC configuration words, 


starting buffer addresses and so on. 


Pixel data from FIFO is outputted after spilt into R, G and 


B segments. Sync signals including HD, VD and DEN are 


generated by horizontal/vertical count logic and outputted. 


The work clock clk and reset signal reset_n come from 


Avalon bus. LCD pixel clock lcd_clk_in is inputted form a 


PLL module in SOPC. The overview of the entire IP is 


shown in Fig.3. 
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Fig. 3  Overview of LCD display controller IP 


 


2) Design of Pixel Output Buffer dcfifo 


This part is implemented by instantiating DCFIFO 


(Dual-clock FIFO) in Megafunction, whose I/O structure is 


shown in Fig.4. 
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data[31:0]


wrreq


rdreq


rdclk


wrclk wrusedw[9:0]


q[31:0]
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DCFIFO


 


Fig. 4  I/O ports of dcfifo 


 


Data source data of dcfifo is inputted from Avalon master 


port and the depth of FIFO is 1024 words, which can satisfy 


the need of more than one line’s pixel data (800 words). 


Data input clock wrclk is the Avalon bus clock, while data 


output clock rdclk is the LCD pixel clock lcd_clk_in. 


When horizontal/vertical sync process is in the period of 


pixel output, the read request signal rdreq of FIFO is set; as 


long as the master port received available data, the write 


request signal wrreq of FIFO is set. Such design can 


guarantee that this FIFO is in the “almost full” state all the 


time. 


3) Design of DMA Address counter DMA_COUNTER 


This unit acts as the up-counter of DMA address, which is 


implemented by instantiating LPM_COUNTER in 


Megafunction, whose I/O structure is shown in Fig.5. 
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Fig. 5  I/O ports of DMA_COUNTER 


As data of one pixel occupies two bits in SDRAM address, 


the output signal q of the counter is 2 bits shorter than 


system address (32), and q should be zero-filled in LSB 
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before delivered to the bus. 


The default value data of the counter is the starting 


address of display buffer, and is written in via Avalon master 


port. Switches between different pages of buffer are realized 


by writing different values to data. Sload is the sync preset 


signal, which is set when DMA address comes to the ending 


address of a page of buffer. 


The key to realizing pipelined transmission is to request 


the bus for data continuously. Therefore, the counter’s 


enable signal cnt_en is set whenever FIFO is not full and 


data is available on the master port. 


4) Logic of Horizontal/Vertical Sync and Pixel Output 


Counter column_counter and row_counter control the 


transition of horizontal sync signal HD, vertical sync signal 


VD and display enable signal DEN, which are designed 


according to LCD’s time sequencing. 


One pixel on the screen occupies 32bits, whose structure 


is shown is Fig.6. 


 


0 RED GREEN BLUE


31 23 15 7 0


MSB LSB
 


Fig. 6  Storage structure of pixel data 


 


Being synchronized by pixel clock, when DEN is high, 


output signals R, G and B get the 23th to 15th, 15th to 7th 


and 7th to 0th bits in a pixel respectively as the color 


components. If DEN is low, the above signals all go to zero. 


5) Operations of Slave Ports and Configuration of LCD 


Driver IC 


Avalon slave ports deal with the access of configuration 


information stored in a group of registers representing 


resolution, color depth, DMA starting address, etc. The 


target register is specified by the slave address. 


Particularly, a register serial_control_reg is defined to 


control the output of serial signals SDA, SCL and SCEN. 


Behaviors of these signals are defined in the driver program. 


6) Interrupt Logic 


When a sync preset of DMA_COUNTER happens, irq is 


set and interrupt request is sent to CPU. At this time, the 


stating address of next screen’s buffer can be specified by 


program instructions, and the switch between different pages 


of buffer is realized. 


Interrupt enable is controlled by a bit in a register written 


via a slave port, and interrupt flag can also be reset by 


clearing another bit in the same register. 


B. Driver Program Design 


1) Configuration of LCD 


We want the driver program to be loaded by Nios II’s 


initialization file alt_sys_init.c, so a _INSTANCE macro and 


a _INIT macro are respectively defined in the driver 


according to the specs of character-mode device. 


In the header file, a structure type named video_display is 


defined as the programming type of LCD display controller, 


whose members includes the base address of controller, 


interrupt enable, display buffer pointer, resolution, color 


depth, etc. 


The configuration function video_display_init is used to 


receive display parameters set in the program, initialize new 


video_display variables, register display ISR function, 


configure multi-page display buffer, export LCD driver IC 


parameters and return video_display pointer to be called by 


the program. 


2) Multi-page Display Buffer and ISR 


In some applications, such as video playing, the content 


on the screen need to be refreshed fully for the next frame. 


To guarantee the supplying of display data, we need to 


generate pixel data of several frames in advance so that pixel 


signals can be outputted continuously. In such applications, 


multi-page display buffer is used. 


The approach in this design to implement multi-page 


display buffer is that several areas of buffer are set up in the 


memory and are labeled continuously. In the display process, 


the current page label is specified according to the reading 


and writing progress of display content. 


When multi-page display buffer is used, the main program 


calls the function video_display_buffer_forward in the driver 


program to request to write to the next page of buffer in 


order to buffer the content of next frames. When display 


interrupt is triggered, the program confirms that next page of 


buffer is ready and put it out, otherwise the content on the 


screen doesn’t change 


3) Configuration of LCD Driver IC 


The function lcd_config is used to write configuration 


words into the driver IC. It outputs serial data SDA and serial 


clock SCL by shifting out the configuration word bit by bit. 


The word contains information ranging from resolution, 


brightness, contrast, to GAMMA correction, etc. 


IV. IP AND DRIVER DESIGN FOR ADC CONTROLLER 


The process of acquiring coordinates is the process of 


analog to digital conversion via ADC. The task for this IP is 


to control the process of configuration, capturing, sampling, 


converting and outputting in the conversion according to 


ADC IC’s time sequencing. 


A. IP Design 


According to ADC IC’s time sequencing, the workflow of 


this IP is as shown in Fig.7. 
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Fig. 7  Flow chart of ADC controller IP 
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From the view of the system, IP sends out coordinate 


values and interrupt signals, and receives interrupt reset and 


interrupt enable instructions. Actually, only one Avalon slave 


port is enough for this IP. 


1) Capturing a Touch 


To decide the touching point correctly, the falling edge of 


PENIRQ_n outputted by ADC need to be captured. Two 


registers are set to record the state of PENIRQ_n in the 


previous clk and the current clk respectively. The flag for a 


touch captured is that PENIRQ_n is high in the previous clk 


and low in the current clk. 


2) Controlling Time Sequencing 


Enough DCLK cycles are needed for the conversion to be 


finished. Register conv_ctrl_cnt is the counter for DCLK 


number and spi_ctrl_cnt is the counter for working progress. 


The operation of writing which bit in a configuration word 


or outputting which bit in a digital value is done according 


to spi_ctrl_cnt ’s value. 


3) Switching between X/Y Conversions 


According to ADC hardware specs, different 


configuration words need to be written into IC before 


different (X or Y) coordinate conversions. 


Switches between X/Y conversion are controlled by 


register y_coordinate_config whose initial state is 0. After X 


conversion is finished y_coordinate_config goes to 1, and 


returns to 0 after Y conversion finished. 


Registers x_config_reg/y_config_reg record the 


configuration word needed by X/Y conversion respectively. 


The final word to write into driver IC is stored in register 


ctrl_reg, which switches between x_config_reg and 


y_config_reg according to the state of y_coordinate_config. 


4) Start and Stop Control of Conversion 


Internal signal eof_trasmission is the flag of the finish of 


one conversion, which is set when y_coordinate_config 


returns to 0, meaning that X and Y conversions are both 


finished. 


Internal signal transmit_en acts as the conversion enable 


signal and controls the entry of conversion logic. 


Transmit_en is set when the falling edge of PENIRQ_n is 


captured, and reset when PENIRQ_n returns to high and 


eof_transmission is also high. 


5) Reading and Writing Serial Data 


Internal signal wr_config_strob acts as the strobe signal 


during writing configuration words. When wr_config_strob 


is high, bits in ctrl_reg is left shifted out to DIN 


synchronized with DCLK and configuration information is 


sent out. 


Internal signal rd_coord_strob acts as the strobe signal 


during outputting digital values. Bits in DOUT are left 


shifted into x_coordinate or y_coordinate synchronized with 


DCLK according to the state of y_coordinate_config and 


afterwards the converted coordinates are acquired. 


The setting and preseting of wr_config_strob and 


rd_coord_strob are controlled by conv_ctrl_cnt mentioned 


above and further determined by ADC time sequencing. 


6) Interrupt Logic and Operations of Slave Ports 


When eof_trasmission goes to high and the value of 


y_coordinate is nonzero, a valid touching point is acquired, 


and meanwhile the interrupt flag touch_irq is set. 


Via specifying different slave addresses, related registers 


are read or written, and X/Y coordinates, interrupt flag and 


interrupt enable are accessed. 


B. Driver Program Design 


Similar to LCD display controller, _INSTANCE macro 


and _INIT macro are respectively defined in the driver 


program of ADC controller for auto-calling in initialization. 


Particularly, program statements for disabling touch 


interrupt are added in _INIT macro, avoiding the interrupt is 


triggered before touch function is started. 


Similarly, structure type touch is defined to be used by 


touch function, whose members include the base address of 


ADC controller, current X/Y coordinates, interrupt flag, etc. 


The configuration function touch_control_init is used to 


initialize new variables of touch type and determine whether 


to enable the interrupt or not. When the interrupt is disabled, 


touch function can work in query mode. 


The ISR of touch interrupt is not defined in driver 


program, which should be defined in the main program 


according to different applications. 


V. IMPLEMENTATION, TEST AND CONCLUSION 


Build an SOPC containing the above custom IPs, whose 


component list is shown in Fig.8. The subsequent tests are 


based on this platform. 


 


Fig. 8  SOPC component list 


To check the actual performance of the entire design in 


practical application, a game named Lianliankan is 


programmed and run on the SOPC above. The whole design 


of software and hardware is downloaded to DE2-115 board 


to be tested. A screenshot during test is shown in Fig.9. 


 


 


Fig. 9  A screenshot of application implementation 


 


The test confirms that, pixels on the LCD screen locate 


precisely, colors are accurate, and characters display 


correctly. The touch coordinates are well detected. Interrupts 
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can be triggered as expected. The touch panel responds well 


to touches and never a touch is left out or captured 


repeatedly. Driver programs function well. The logic of 


Lianliankan shows no error and games can be finished 


successfully. 


The result shows that this design comes up to expectation 


and possesses availability. It can be used by various 


developments of different levels, containing LCD touch 


panels. 
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